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Botany. — ''On the influence of electrolytes on the motility of

Chlamydomonas variabilis Dangeard" . By C. Spruit P.Pzn.

(Oomiiinnicated by Prof. Went).

(Communicated in the meeting of November HU, 1918).

The reactions of unieellular motile organisms to external stimuli

are not always equally prompt. We speak of "condition", probably

due to one or more of these incalculable factors which make experi-

ments with living organisms so troublesome.

Ill the case of Cldamydomonas variabilis Danyeard I have found

that the case of response of this unicellular, motile green Alga to

light, gravity or chemotactic stimuli depends not only on the nature

of the dissohed substance, but also on its concentration. By systematic

investigation of the motility of the Alga in solutions of a few sails,

an attempt has been made to obtain some idea of the manner in

which electrolytes influence this phenomenon. Although it wotdd

have been desirable to investigate the influence of numerous electro-

lytes, it has nevertheless become clear from the data collected hitherto,

that the action of electrolytes on the motility of Chlamydomonas

agrees in many respects with their action on the solution and preci-

pitation of colloids.

A culture method, indicated by Jacobsen ^), was employed in order

to make large quantities of Chlamydomonas species available.

After cultures had been obtained continuousl} for some months

by inoculation, the experiments were undertaken. Part of each culture

employed was fixed with formalin. Determination showed that the

cultures always contained almost exclusively individuals of (Jhlamy-

domonas variabilis Danyeard.

Under favourable conditions this species is sensitive to light, to

gravity and to some chemotactic stimuli. Under certain conditions

the Alga reacts also to contact, by attaching itself to solid objects.

In the experiments Chlamydomonas generally reacts negatively to

light, sometimes a positive reaction is observed. The latter was more

frequently the case if the alga remained in the culture fluid.

Under the influence of gravity an obvious and rapid positive

^) H. G. Jacobsen. Zeitschr. f. Bot. Bd. II 1910.
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reaction was noticed (positive geotaxis), whereas in the literature

Chlamydomonas pulvisculus is stated to fiave a negative geotactic

reaction. Very dilute acids and phosphates were found to be positive

chemotactics for Chlamydomonas. The alga reacted with negative

geotaxis to more concentrated acid solutions and to bases.

All these reactions were clearly observed with the alga in

distilled watei-. Addition of small quaniilies of acid and base caused

the reactivity to decrease. Above a certain concentration no reaction

occurred. It could be observed microscopically that in such cases the

motility was greatly diminished. The i-eactivily and motility could

also be decreased by adding salts. The concentrations for salts were

greater than for acids .and bases, but nevertheless still small.

Increase of electrolyte concentration (whether by addition of acid,

base, salts or combinations of these) diminished the sensitiveness to

light, to gravity and to chemotactics to an approximately equal

extent. By means of the reactions indicated the influence of electro-

lytes on the motility of the alga was investigated.

It was very easy to separate the individuals of Chlamydomonas

from the culture-fluid. For this purpose the fact was utilized that

in cultures sufïiciently dense for experiments, the alga was in such

a condition that it readily attached itself to solid bodies. A glass

tube of about 0.5 cm. diameter, sealed at its lower end more or

less to a point, was filled with the culture fluid. The tube was placed

vertically in unilateral diffuse daylight. After five minutes a green

band of algae was visible at one side of the tube. In this condition

the motility is still so great that the algae all swim to one side of

the tube, where they come info contact with its wall. Inconsequence

of this contact they had fastened themselves to the glass. They were

so firmly attached that it was possible to suck out the culture fluid

with a pipette while the algae remained sticking to the wall. Next

a quantity of distilled water was introduced into the tube, which

was then shaken to distribute the algae in the water. The tube was

again placed in a vertical position and exposed to unilateral diffuse

daylight. Under the influence of the distilled water the algae showed

not the slightest tendency to attach themselves. The light indeed

caused them to collect on one side of the tube as a dense green

band, but under the influence of gravity the algae constituting this

band soon moved to the bottom, so that after five minutes there

was a distinct accumulation at the lower end.

By means of a pipette the water could now be removed almost

completely. After this preparation of the algae the solution of which

the eff"ect was to be investigated, was introduced into the tube.

51*
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From what was said above p. 783 line 15 it may be deduced that

it (practically) makes no difference, whether the reaction to light,

or to gravity or to chemotactics is employed to judge the motility

of ChlamydoDionas. A reaction was sought which could easily be

followed macroscopically. The gravitational one was found to be

the most suitable, for it was easy to ascertain, whether the alga

definitely moved towards the bottom, or whether the motility was so

small, that there was no question of a downward movement. In the

former case a definite accumulation was soon formed at the bottom of

the vertical tube ; in the latter case no clear accumulation was observed.

The result of the experiment was always noted after ten minutes.

According as the algae reacted to gravity, or not, it was possible

to ascertain, whether the motility in a given solution was fairly

large or very small. In all solutions in which the alga reacted to

gravity the motility was not uniformly great; nor was this the case

in those solutions, in which no reaction could be observed. We
coidd, however, determine the limiting concentrations at which the

reaction to gravity still occurred and at which it could no longer

be observed. By making a series of salt solutions of increasing con-

centrations in distilled water, it was possible to determine the con-

centration of the salt at which a reaction was still just observable

and that, at which a reaction no longer occurred. The concentrations

between these two limits may be called transitional concentrations.

The mean of the two limits we may regard as the concentration,

at which, at least theoretically, the transition took [)lace from a

condition of motility in which the reaction to gravity occurred, to

a condition of motility in which the reaction no longer took place.

This concentration we call \\\e critical transitional concentration ov {\\q

critical concentration.

For solutions in which the salt concentration was constant, whilst

the H-ion concentration increased regularly, we similarly speak of

the limiting and of the critical concentrations.

The values of the limiting concentrations become much more

certaiji by making each experiment six times. As the two limiting

concentrations we regarded that one, at which all six tubes showed

a definite accumulatioji and that one, at which no accumulation

occurred in any of the tubes. Concentrations at which a positive

reaction was found in some only of the six tubes, were regarded

as transitional and were left out of account.

In order to obtain a clear picture of the influence of a salt we

must pay attention to the H-ion concentration of the solution. The

solutions which were employed in investigating the effect of a given
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salr, not only varied in a regnlar manner as regards ooiicenlration

of the salt, but the degree of aridity was also varied regularly.

The hydrions are the cause of the effect which small quantities of

acids exert on Cklmnydomonas. The effect of small quantities of

basis is due to hydioxyl ions.

The product of the H-ions and the OH'-ions is constant in

aqueous solution at any given temperature. Hence the strength of

an alkaline solution can be expressed by the H-ion concentration.

We flow proceeded as follows. First the critical concentration was

determined for solutions of a given salt in distilled water. Then the

same was done for solutions of the salt containing 0.00005 n. acid,

and next for those containing 0.00010 n. acid, etc. Finally small

quantities of base were added to the salt solutions in order to

determine in the same way the limiting concentrations and the critical

concentration for series of solutions which were feebly basic instead

of feebly acidic.

Since the effect of electrolytes is due to^the ions, it was necessary

to ensure that a regular variation of ionic concentration was indeed

obtained by the procedure outlined. With regard to the ions of salts

there need be no doubt, but for the hydrions (his was not self-

evident.

The hydrion concentration of 0.00005 n. sulphuric acid for instance,

is in practice not always equally great. It was possible, by adding

small quantities of acid or base, to obtain regularly increasing or

decreasing H'-ion concentrations by following the following directions.

The solutions of a salt were made acid or alkaline by addition of

the acid or the base, which had an anion or a cation in common
with the salt (a sulphate was therefoi-e acidified with sulphuric acid,

a potassium salt was made alkaline with potassium hydroxide). All

acid solutions of a salt were prepared with the same solution of an

acid and likewise all alkaline solutions with the same solution of

a base. Newly distilled water was always used.

Although a regular variation of H--ion-concen( ration was thus obtained,

its absolute value was unknown. Nor was it possible to compare

mutually the H-ion concentration, and therefore the degree of acidity,

of solutions acidified with hydrochloric and sulphuric acids.

For solutions of sodiura acetate at different H-ion concentrations

the absolute value was determined electrometrically. These solutions

contained sodium acetate and acetic acid. The solutions were again

employed in series, and in each series the concentration of the

sodium acetate varied in a regular manner. By paying attention to

the relation of the acetate concentration to that of the free acetic
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acid, it was possible to ensure lliat in each series the H-ion concen-

ti'ation remained approximately constant, while for the various series

the H-ion concentration varied in a regular manner. Of' the solntions

containing the limiting- concentrations of sodium acetate, Ihe H-ion

concentration was now determined electrometrically.

Mixtures of sodium acetate and acetic acid have a H-ion concen-

tration' which in practice is well detined, can be calculated in advance

and can moreover be readily determined electrometrically. These

mixtures are "buffer solutions".

The experiments were carried out at room temperature. The

literature indicated that in so far as the influence of temperature

on chemotaxis has been investigated at all, it is insignificant. Nor

has a great influence of teujperature on ceitain phenomena of

colloidal chemistry, e.g. on the stability of suspensoids, been i-ecorded.

For a series of solutions of cart)onic acid in tap waler the limiting

concentiations weie determined at 25'^ C and at about 0° C. P'or

both temperatures the same result was obtained. Nevertheless the

temperature was always noted.

We always worked in diffuse daylight. An altempt to carry out

the experiments in the dark was unsuccessful, as it yielded very

irregular results.

The limiting concentrations observed and the ciitical concentiations

calculated from them were plotted graphically for each of the salts

investigated.

On the abscissa-axis of a biaxial system of rectangular coordinates

the concentration of the salt was {)lofted, and on the ordinate axis

on one side of the origin the concentration of the acid, on the

other side that of the base. For mixtures of sodium acetate and

acetic acid the acidity was indicated by plotting the H-ion concen-

tration on the axis of ordinates.

The hmiting concenlration at which tlje reaction to gravity still

just occurred was indicated by, the limit at which no reaction was

visible by °. The points found for the critical transitional concentration

by calculation, were connected by a curve, which was regarded

as the boundary between the region containing all concentrations

of salt and base, and of salt and acid, at which the gravitational

reaction took place, and the region of concentrations, in which no

clear reaction occurred.

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 reproduce the curves for K,SO,, sodium

acetate, KNO, and KOI, at least in so far as they have been

determined.

In order to prove that the effect of acid and base was due to
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the H-ioii concentration of the solution, a series of solutions was

prepared, which all contained 0.01 normal sodium acetate, but

varying quantities of free acetic acid or free sodium hydroxide. We
thus obtained seiies of solutions in which the concentration of

the acetate was constant, while that of the H-ions varied graduall3^

The concentration of the other constituents of these solutions was

too small for them to have any significance.

It was now found, that the reaction to gravity did not take |)lace

at all or took place badly in the most acid and in the most alkaline

solutions of the series. The H-ion concentration of the limiting

solutions was measured elect rometrically and was found to be for

acid solutions between [H] = 10-5'^ and [HJ = JO--'-'^ (the H-ion

concentration was expressed in gramions per litre), and for alkaline

solutions between [H] = 10— ^^-^ and [H] = 10— ii'-^. We may assume

that, in this case at least, the effect of acid and base is to be

attributed for the most part to the H-ion (or OH'-ion) content.

The same experiment was repeated with solutions containing instead

of acetic acid and an acetate, malic acid and a malate (these solu-

tions always contained 0.01 grammolecules per litre of sodium

malate). F'or acid solutions the limit Avas here found to be between

^^H'] = 10~^-^ and [H] =. 10"*^ and for alkaline solutions between

[H-] = 10-10-6 and [H- 1 = lO-ni. These results confirmed the con-

ception of the influence of the H--ions. The displacement of the

limits in acid malate solutions with respect to those of acid acetate

solutions showed, however, that even small concentrations of salt

also contribute to the effect.

In order that enough observations could be made to give an idea of

the behaviour of the alga in solutions of a single salt, it was often

necessary to use a fresh culture. In that case the last determinations

with tie old culture were repeated with the new one. Often the

results were not completely identical, but the differences between

the two cultures were generally so small, than they could be ne-

glected. In the experiments with KCl, however, once a great displace-

ment of the limiting concentration was observed on using a fresh

culture Figure 3 shows how in solutions containing in addition to

KCl, 0.00065 normal KOH, the new ctdture showed a modified

behaviour. In consequence of this the curve consists of two discon-

tinuous pieces. It is probable that the new piece would indeed be

a continuation of the old, if we displace the new piece in a hori-

zontal as well as in a vertical direction. The dotted lines would

then probably unite the portions of the two pieces which correspond.

In using new cultures with sodium acetate a less pronounced dis-
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continuity was found. The portions I, II and 111 were each obtained

with individuals from a different culture.

The cause of the diffeient behaviour of the cultures is probably

to be found in the fact, that the nutrient solution for the cultures

had not the same composition when used. The plasma colloids

probably form compounds with acids and bases and adsorb all

kinds of ions. If the nutrient solution were not of the same com-
position, then the behaviour of the plasma colloids (and it was
probablj- these colloids that were aflected by the electrolyte solu-

tions) need not be constant. That the fluid from the cultures had

not always (he same composition was pretty certain.

The treatment of the alga, before

it was used in the experiment (com-

pare p. 783) was such that only the

culture fluid was removed completely.

That the treatment removed sub-

stances from the organisms themsel-

ves, is not probable. But this must

have been the case, when the wash-

ing in distilled water lasted longer

than half an hour. In that case the

sensitiveness to electrolyte solutions

was greatly increased.

Only the curve for potassium

sulphate is (piite complete '). The

course of this curve is, for the most

acid solutions i from 0.00015 n. H,S0J
onwards, quite different fi-om that

for the most alkaline solutions start-

ing (from 0,00100 n. KOH). In the

latter case we can understand the

course, if we suppose, that the effect

of the salt and of the OH'-ion is

more or less additive. For the beha-

viour of potassium sulphate in com-

pany of H--ions (acid) there is no

question of addition. If we follow the curve in the acid solutions,

starting from the ordinate-axis, we see that the curve at fust enters

higher into the acid region, i.e. that small quantities of salt brought

'0 I t 3 y

coTic.K,50,

6 H s 9 10

0,01 mol.

Fig. 1,

1) For the most acid solutions the critical concentration was determined according

to the content of acid.
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about that a greater H-ioii concentration can be tolerated. After

the concentration of the sulphate has become 0.02 normal, the curve

recedes again and later on makes another bend (to 0.00015 ii.

H,SO^, O.J 2 n. K,SOJ, which we may consider due to the H-ions

counteracting somewhat the effect of the salt in this portion of

the curve.

The course of the curve for sodium acetate (tig. 2) is in the most

acid solutions (from about [H] = 10—"^^
(o |-h] i:= 10 6^) of the same

>< "i
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Probably in close connection with ttie behaviour of globulins in

acid and in alkaline solutions is the fact that the acid concentration

at which the globulins went into solution, is very dependent on

the nature of the salt present in solntion, while the concentration

of alkali is much less influenced thereby, if at all. This also was

shown by Hardy.

A corresponding peculiarity came to light in our experiments on

the motility of Cklamyiloiaonas. We found that the acid concentra-

tion in acid nialate solutions was displaced in relation to that in acid

acetate solutions, whereas the alkali concentration in malate solutions

was not so displaced in relation to that in acetate solution (see p. 787).

In 80 far as concerns its motility with regard to acid, base, ac id i c

and alkaline salt solutions, the behaviour oï Chlamydomonas

therefore showed a striking correspondence to the behaviour of

emulsoid solutions of globulins with regard to the same leagents.

We may therefore suppose, that the motility of Chlamydomonas

under the influence of acid

and alkaline salt solutions,

depends on a colloidal-chemi-

cal change of the cell, most

probably of the protoplasm.

This hypothesis is not wholly

unexpected. Protoplasm is

generally regarded as a col-

loidal mass. According to our

observations the plasma colloids

would show some of the pro-

perties of emulsoids. After

having observed the corre-

spondence between the effect

a o

:^ 5o
3: ë

2 •*

a -4
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the course is the simplesl ; for K,SO, it is the most capricious. In

one respect tliey agree, in that tiiey are approximately symmetrical

on either side of a horizontal line, which for KNO, lies at about

o —

3:^

pooo _»

2 °
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sideratioii of the curve for KNO, seems to indicate al first only a

single large maximmn at about 0.00030 ii. KOH, but when we fix

our attention on the course of the lines joining the limiting concen-

trations, we find that there are really five apices, namely at

0.00010 n. HNO„ at 000010 n. KOH, at 0.00030 n. KOH, al

0.00050 n. KOH and at 0,00065 n. KOH. They are arranged very

symmetrically on either side of a middle axis.

I have found nothing in colloidal chemical literature permitting

of a direct comparison with our case. Perhaps the reason is that

the behaviour of colloids towards salt solutions at various H-ion

concentrations has generally not been examined systematically, or

where this was done, the quantities of acid and base added were

much larger.

Nevertheless the occurrence of these summits is not in confiict

with present views on the behavioui- of amphoteric colloids. The

proteins for instance might be able to combine with one or with

more molecules of acid or base. lu this way compounds might be

formed which could behave very differently towards salts. No

agreement has been reached about the conditions determining the

existence of these various protein-acid and protein-base compounds.

T. B. Robertson '), however, considers that he has proved that their

stability is exclusively determined by the H-ion concentration of the

solution. If this view is correct, then the presence of the summits

in our curves might perhaps be susceptible of explanation.

The concentrations, in which the salts acted, were small. The

highest amount was found for Ca(NO,),. i.e. 0.40 normal. Very small

values were found for phosphate. For binary electrolytes the con-

centrations were 0.10—0.20 normal. The greatest contrast was formed

by plurivalent cations and plurivalent anions (calcium salt-phosphate).

We can also deduce something from figures 1, 3, and 4 about

the different behaviour of univalent and plurivalent ions. The curve

for potassium sulphate (fig. 1) has a vertical direction between

0.00015 n. H,SO, and 0.00100 n. KOH. Here we have a bivalent

anion together with a univalent cation ; the curves for KCl (fig. 4)

and KNO, (fig. 3) lun obliquely downwards to the left. Here there

is a univalent cation with a univalent anion. Experiments which

were made with Ca(NO,),, showed clearly that the curve which

might be plotted from it, would be still much more oblique, but

in the same direction as that for KCl and KNO,. In this case a

bivalent cation accompanies a univalent anion. If the direction is

1) T. B. Robertson, Die Physikalische Chemie der Proteïne. Dresden 1912.
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related to ihe ionic valency of the salt, then the order K,SO^— KOI

and KXOj—Ca(NO,), wliich has been found, is explicable.

It is further remarkable, that the curve for K^SO^ (fig. 1) reaches

80 far into the alkaline region, while the curve which might have

been plotted for Ca(NO,)j ') would chiefly come to lie in the acid

region.

The influence of the small salt concentrations, as well as that of

ionic valency point to a possible correspondence between the pro-

<"esses which occur in the change of motility of Cklamydomonas

and the process of the flocculation of suspensoids.

The influence of salts on the condition of emulsoids often suggests

an arrangement of the ions in definite series. For the anions there

is the series of Hofmeisteh. In a process, occurring in accordance

with these ionic series, the influence of the salts is said to be

lyotropic.

It was therefore desirable to see, whether the influence of salts

on the motility of Chlamydoiiionas is one according to the lyotropic

series. This was only investigated for the anions. F'or algae from

one and the same culture the following series was found:

Kl < KNO, < KOI < KBr, KC^S.

This was by no means the order of anions, if the influence of

the salts had been lyotropic, for then it would have been

KOI < KNO, < KBr < Kl < KONS.

We must not attach too much value to this lesult. The ionic

series is reversed, when the medium becomes acid instead of alka-

line, while in neutral solutions transitions between the alkaline and

the acid series are found.

The observations on ChlamydoDWnas were carried out at 0.00015

n. KOH, N^ere there was accordingly much chance of finding one

of the transitional series. We were, however, obliged to work in

very feebly alkaline solutions, because at a different degree of acidity

we should be comparing for the various salts such concentrations

as were not, according to the curves, really comparable. In that

case we should have compared a maximum for one salt with a

minimum for another salt. In reality a good coniparison would oidy

be obtained for concentrations of a specified niaximum, e.g. the

middle one, for each of the salts.

In any case we can say with some probability that the action of

') The concentrations of the solutions change each time by 0.05 n. ; for this

reason the results were not sufficiently accurate for a curve to be traced.
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the salts on Chlamydomonas might suggest a comparison with

siispensoids rather than with emulsoids.

In this respect also there is a correspondence between the phenomena
studied in Chlamydomonas and the processes which occur in the

colloidal globulins. These also were flocculated by small quantities

of salts in Hardy's experiments and the valency of the ions played

an important part.

The globulins ma,y be reckoned among the emulsoids on account

of their behaviour towards base and acid, but the effect of salts

leads to the conclusion, that they are emulsoids possessing certain

suspensoid properties.

We might conclude from our experiments, that the power of

Chlamydomonas varinhilis to react to gravity, (to light and to chemo-

tactica) is influenced hy electrolytes in such a manner, that there is

much analogy to the action of electrolytes in tlie flocculation and

solution of colloids. For this reason the hypothesis is possible, that

in Chlamydomonas we are concerned with an action of the electro-

lytes on the colloids of the protoplasm. These colloids would then

behave in such a way towards acid, base and salt, that a comparison

with the behaviour of globulins (as observed by Hardy) was the

most plausible. The plasma colloids would be emulsoid substances

with some suspensoid properties.

Delft, November 1918.

Laboratory of Technical Botany.



Geology. — "O/i tke Non-exisience of Active Volcanoes between

Pantar and Dammer {Ëast-bidian archipelago), in Connection

until the I'ectonic Movements in this Ref/ion". By Prof. H. A.

Bhouwkr. (Communicated by Prof. G. A. ¥. Molengraaff).

(Communicated in the meeting of January 27, 1917.)

It is a striking phenomenon tliat active volcanoes occur in all

the islands of the Sunda-range Sumatra-Java-Bali-Lombok-Sumbawa-

Flores-Lomblen-Pantar and do not exist farther on to the east in

Alor, Kambing, Wetter and Roma, but reappear still farther east-

wards in the curving chain of volcanic islands Dammer Teon-Nila-

Serua-Manuk-Banda.

According to Vkkbukk ^) the volcanoes of the Banda Sea form an

ellipse separated from the volcanic Sunda islands by the "strip of

older rocks", drawn by him across Wetter. In a paper on the

recent mountain-building movements in this region ') we have

designated the arch of volcanic islands in the Banda Sea, for the

most part situated below the sea surface of the sea, as a continua-

tion of the range of the Sunda islands. On this basis the non-

existence of volcanoes in a certain portion of this chain must be

accounted for as a phenomenon resulting from causes of a more

general nature.

We enumerate, with reference to the volcanic phenomena, the

following characteristics of the two curving rows of islands in the

eastern part of the Indian archipelago.

a. The outer row (Timor-Tenimber-Ceram-Buru) is entirely devoid

of volcanoes. These are to be found only in the inner row (Flores-

Wetter-Dammer- Banda).

b. Occasionally the active volcanoes are also missing in the inner

row, just where the two rows approach each other most, i. e. to the

North of Timor (see Fig. 1).

^) R. D. M. Verbeek. Molukkenverslag Jb. v. hel Mijnwezen 1908 Wet. Ged.

Kaart W. i.

') H. A. Brouwer, Over de bergvormende bewegingen in het gebied der boog-

Torraige eilandenreeksen in het oostelijk deel van den O.-I. Archipel. Versl. Kon.

Ak. V. Wet.. Amst.. Nov. 1916.
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Fig. 1. Crustal movements and volcanic action in the South-eastern part of

the East Indian Archipelago.

— the geanticlines.

* centra of recent volcanic action.
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c. Where active volcanoes do nof exist in the inner row, products

of extinct volcanoes cover a vast area. They also occur in the

outer row (North coast of Timor).

The island of Lonibien still contains numerous, partly active

volcanoes; in the eastern part of Pantar six independent vents of

eruption are known, only one of wliicl» (the Gg Api) still displays

the action of the solfatara-stage; the Delaki slill exhibits a beautiful

cone-shape, but at present is wooded to the very top. In the east

of Alor there is an ancient volcano, the Peak of Alor ^), 1655 m.

high and to the south of it we find a second, lower peak ; both

have a cone-like shape, but through long erosion they have lost the

beautiful regular appearance of a cone. Still farther towards the east

we distinguish the old volcano of Pulu Kambing, north of Timor

Dilli, farther again in Lirang and Wettei' diabases, gabbros and

granites have been laid bare by erosion over vast areas. Roma again

consists entirely of volcanic products, tutfs, bi-eccias, conglomerates

and solid lava in dykes and Mows *), however without active vents,

which do not reappear again before Dammer, farther eastward.

It would seem then that, starting from Wetter, — where the two

curving rows of islands are closest to each other — the volcanoes

became extinct at a later period according as they were farther

removed from Wetter. Lower down we shall discuss more fully the

relationship between the divergence of the rows of islands and a

more prolonged volcanic action consequent on a progressing distance

between the tnw rows.

d. In those parts of the regions under consideration where no

active volcanoes occur, elevated coralreefs have covered extensive

areas. In Panlar coral limestone covers all the older volcanoes up

to a cei'tain height above the sealevel (in this island 400 m.); only

the young volcanoes Delaki and Iljasi Awieng with the still active

vent Gg Api are not covered with limestone at their bases.') In

Aloi' the elevated reefs seem to reach a height of 700 m. above the

sealevel, they likewise overlie the products of the slightly coniform

Peak of Alor. More towards the east in the volcanic island of

Kambing (d= 1000 m. high) the volcanic products ai-e covered liy

terraces of coral limestone to a great height (± 700 m.)*). Little is

known as yet about the occurrence of elevated reefs in Wetter and

Roma; in Wetter they occur along the coasts up to 80 or 100 m.

1) R. D. M. Verbeek. I. c. p. 375.

^) Ibid, p. 435.

8) lb., p. 15.

+) lb., p. 376.

. 52
Proceedings Royal Acad Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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above (he level of the sea and in Roma they ^) have reached con-

siderable heights. However, as far as the islands west of Wetter

are concerned, onr assnmption, (hat volcanic action lasted (he longei

(he more the islands were removed westwards from Wetter, is borne

ont b}' (he occurrence of eleva(ed coral reefs.

e. Whedier there has been a shifting of (he volcanic action in

a direction perpendicular to the lOw of islands cannot be well

made out.

I( might be supposed, (ha( i( has shifted inward, because (o-daj

volcanoes occur only in (he inner row; but (he presen( configura-

(ions of the landsurface resulted from the recent crns(al-movemen(s

and the region north of (he islands in fig. 1, is nowadays covered

by (he sea. The volcanic ac(ion may, in the tertiary period, have

affected a broader tract, while at present it is confined to a narrower

strip comprising the inner row of islands.

Having recorded these characteristics, we will now discuss first

of all (he origin and (he shape of the two curving rows of islands.

Origin of the roios of islands.

In an earlier paper we have demonstrated') that (he elevation of

(he islands, encircled by deep ocean-basins, must be looked upon as

a result of renewed nu)untain-building forces and (ha( (hese move-

ments, just as (he (erdary, are ap( to proceed towards (he "Vorland".

Their intensi(y has been variable, nor was i( equal for various

parts of one and the same row in a definite period, so that some

parts may rise higher than (he other and locally also subsidence

may occur. We will confine ourselves (o (he region under consider-

ation. In Timor a period of intensive crustal movements, persisdng

into the miocene, was succeeded by a prolonged dejiudation of the

landmasses emerging from the sea. A large part of (he island has

af(erwards been submerged again and a pliocene formation, whose

oldest deposits consist of pure Globigerina-limestone devoid of terri-

genous elements rests unconformably on (he older formations, as

has been discussed in detail by Moi.engraaff ') *j. In plio-pleistocene

1) lb., p. 435.

2) H. A. Brouwer, 1. c.

3) G. A. F. MoLENGRAAFF, Folded mountain chains, overthrust sheets and block-

faulted mountains in the East-Indian archipelago. G. R. Xllf' congr. geol. intern.

Toronto 19i;'>, p. 693

*) Ibid. On recent crustal movements in the island of Timor and their bearing

on the geological history of the East-Indian Archipelago, Proc. Kon. Ak. v. Wet.,

29 June 1902.
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time a great part of Timor was still covered by a sea full of coral-

islands and reefs, from vvliicli I he higher mountains emerged as

islands, similarly to what maj still be observed farther eastward

in the islands, east of Moa. Ever since a general elevation above

the sealevel has been going on, which may still be proceeding. Signs

of this uprise can be witnessed in all (he islands of the region

under consideration.

The foregoing points to a decrease of tangential pressure after the

miocene process of mountain building and to a renewed intensification

of that process in the plio-pleistocene, which possibly still continues.

Shape of the roiüs of islands.

For a more comprehensive exposition we refer to the map,

accompanying our paper on the orogenetical movements in the

discussed region')'); from fig. 1 it is, however, sufficiently evident

that the outer row, in the part Rotti—Timor— Babbei-, has its

concave side tuined to the Australian continent, whereas the inner

row is convex on that side. Again, the outer row exhibits outward

bends in the Tenimber-islands and the Kei-islands, just where

depressions occur in the "Vorland" (Australian Continent with Sahul

bank and Arafura sea). Tlie inner row does not bend in that way,

the curve progresses regulaily.

A comparison of the two curving rows of islands of the East-

Indian archipelago will show, therefore, that the outer row has better

adapted itself to the shapes of the " Vorland" than the inner one.

In the paper alluded to above we have compared the outward

bends of the outer row in the Kei- and Tenimber-islands with the

movement of the Pennine overthrust sheets of the Alps into the

lower parts of the hercynian mountains against which they were

forced upwards. The strong crustal movements in the miocene period

have been rather weak in the Kei-islands; the eocene is not intensely

folded in Groot-Kei, the miocene is not folded at all '), while farther

west the strata seem to be more strongly folded, as in a new island

near Ut (Klein Kei-group) contorted, approximately vertical strata

probably of eocene- mai-1 and limestone, were observed. This indicates

that the prolongation of the intensely folded and overthrust mountain

range of the Timor islands in the direction of Ceram, did not yet

show the marked outward bend near the Kei islands, and was

1) H. A. Brouwkr, 1. c. Fig. 1.

2) H. A. Brouwkr. Ueber Gebirgsbildung nnd Vulkanismus in de Molukken.

Geol. Rundschau VllI, 1917, p. 197.

R. D. M. Vrrbkek, 1. c. p. 501.

52*
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nearly parallel with the present inner row with the joung active

volcanoes.

The characteristics of the rows of elevated islands and of the

deep seahasins between them are indicative of a renewal of the

mountain-building process which, in the miocene period has pushed

the mesozoic and anterior tertiary sediments in the direction of the

"Vorland." They are not contrary to the assumption, that these

movements take place again in the direction of the Vorland. When
these movements persist, the rising of the islands will be attended

with a removal in that direction, as e.g. was the case with the

Kei Islands ever since the miocene movements. The sea-basins will

then get narrower and the initial phase of the future overthrust

sheets manifests itself on the surface as anticlinal and synclinal

undulations in the direction of the Vorland.

Relation of volcnnism to crustal movements.

The relation between eruptive activity and violent movement in

the earth's ciust, with regard to time as well as place, is a matter

of general knowledge; geologists only disagree as to the cause of

either. Volcanic outbursts constitute only one type of eruptive pheno-

mena that require penetiation of the earth's crust by the magma.

In the case of folding movements the equilibrium will be restored

by the coincidence of displacements in the crust with the movements

of the molten magma.

With regard to the most recent crustal movements in the region

under discussion, we assume that in the Moluccas they are connected

with folding at a greater depth. If tangential pressure reveals itself

in the formation of normal folds, the molten magma will, under

compression from all sides, sometimes force its way through the

crust with unequal strain, first of all near the tops of the anticlines,

where tension takes place; active volcanoes may then appear on

the top of the mountain chain (in our case the row of islands).

The same holds good also for oblique folds, for the time the strata

adhere to each other; it is evident, however, that for several reasons

during the folding process the independent movement of the volcanic

magma can be prevented, tor example when fan-shaped folds are

fornied that blocked up a magma-reservoir.

In case of disruption the relations are different: tlie tension in the

anticliniual and synclinal tops disappears or decreases and the

vents of the volcanic magma leading to the surface, maintained

by the tension, can gra<lually be stopped up.
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Movements on a large scale will give rise to overlliiiist sheets,

where one mass of rock has been pnshed bodily over anotliei'; the

earth's crust in situ will increase in thickness, an additional reason

for the stopping up of the volcanic vent. A new waj' is opened

for the magma to reach the surface along the thrust-planes; most

often the magma, if it reaches the surface will appear on a lower

level i.e. in the region here discussed below the surface of the sea

along the outer margin of the row of islands and movements in the

direction of the "Vorland" will cause the volcanic products to be

gradually overlain by the moving masses.

Disruption of the strata nmy occur abruptly without any folding.

It goes without saying that in this case there is no question about

an exit for the magma on the tops of the anticlines ; the disturbance

of the equilibrium caused by the movements in the eaith's ciust are

directly attended with an increase of thickness of the crust where

the crustal movements take place. The above shows sufficiently that

the magma can reach the surface while folding is in progress, but

that the place where and the time when volcanic activity will

appear, depend on the character of the crustal movements.

The magma can find an egress also without the aid of crustal

movements. By assimilation of adjacent rocks or by magmatic stoping ^)

the njagma can force its way upwards and extrude by de-roofing,

as for instance Daly*) assumes for the rhyolite-plateau of the

Yellowstone National Park, Ussing*) for the Greenland inliusions

and myself^) for the intrusion of the Pilandsberg in the Transvaal.

This volcanic activity may manifest itself parlicidarly in the

intermittent periods of rest of crustal movements. Secondly, the

magma will only be able to penetrate through the crust in places

where it is comparatively thin, because otherwise it will have cooled

down too much and have lost much of its mobility. Consequently

no effusion can be expected where the crustal movements have

engendered a thickening of the earth's crust; this will then more

likely be possible along the margins of the anticlines, particularly

along the injier ones.

') R. A. Daly, Igneous rocks and their origin, 1914. p. 194.

2) Ibid, p. 122.

*) N. V. UssiNG, Geology of the country around Julianehaab, Greenland, Medde

lelser om Gronland. Vol. XXXVIII and Mus. de Min. et de Géol. de l'Université

de Gopenhague. Comm. Geol. N^. 2. 1911.

*) H. A. Brouwek, On the origin of primarv parallel structure in lujaurites.

Proc. K. A. V. W., 8 Nov. 1912.

Ibid. On the geology of the Alkalirocks in llie Transvaal. Journ. of Geol. XXV,
1917, p. 768.
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When testing the above hypotlietioal consideiatioiis to the recent

cnistal movements in the region discussed, it appears that during

these movements in the outer row of islands the niagma has not

readied the surface on the top of the geanticline. It is possible,

however, that also there tangential pressure has -revealed itself —
anyhow initiall\' — bv folding without an} breaking of the strata.

So far as the present geological data enable us to judge, the same

applies to the island of Wetter, close to the outer row of islands.

The volcanic rocks occurring along the inner margin of the row

of islands i.a. in the north of Dutch-Timor and in Ambon'), are

anterior to these crustal movements and peihaps were evolved by

the anterior folding, which culminated in the miocene period. In the

inner row of islands older but also joung-volcanic rocks are found

to a vast extent.

Volcanic action continues into the present time, but seems to

extinguish gradually after having been intensified most likely with

the renewal of the crustal movements. The volcanic activity was

more prolonged consequent on a progressing distance from the outer

row of islands, ami from the "Voorland".

It would seem legitimate to assume tiiat the folding movements

weie of the character described first in those parts that were nearest

to the "Vorland", whereby the connection of the magma with the

surface was broken. We refer to the above mentioned more complete

adaptation of the outer row of islands to the configuration of the

Vorland. The sanie will be the case in the islands east and west

of Wetter, of the inner row, if the folding forces and the accom-

panying movements persist in the direction of the "Vorland". We
see in the inner row of islands of the South eastern Archipelago

an instance of e.rtinction of volcanic activity on the top of the ge-
'

* 'I'll'
anticline durinq a renewal of the viountain bnildmg pwcess.

1) Ibid. Geol. verlienningen in de oostelijke Molukken. Feestbundel Prof. Dr. G.

A. F. MoLENGRAAFF, Verb. Geol. Mijnb. Gen. 1916, p. 38.



Geology. — "On the Age of the fgneous Rocks in the Moluccas'.

By Prof. H. A. Brouwer. (Commiiiiicatecl by Prof. G. A. F.

Molengra.aff).

(Communicated in the meeting of Jan. 27, 1917).

In Verbkek's ') latest geological iiieinöir o\\ the Moluccas, eruptive

rocks have been classified as follows

:

1. old basic igneous rocks mostly of pre-perniian age (azoic and

palaeozoic). Some may possibly be mesozoic. Petrographically are

distinguished neridotite, serpentine, gabbro, diabase porphyrite with

their tuffs and breccias, diorite and diorite-porphyrite, the last two

of minor significance, etc.

2. granitic rocks probably all of pre-pennian age.

3. old-meso-volcanic igneons rocks. Older melaphyres, qnarlz-

porphyries and qiiartz-porphyrites, probably also some diabases and

diabase porphyrites. Verbeek points out that no conclusive evidence

has as yet been adduced to establish the age of the rocks classed

among this group; he also surmises that pai't of them still belongs

to the permian formation.

4. young-meso-volcanic igneous rocks (cretaceous), andesites, dacites

and acid melaphyres with bronzite. Perhaps they belong partly to

the old-meso-volcanic igneous rocks, another part niay be even of

old-tertiary age.

5. tertiary igneous rocks nowhere seem to go back to the eocene,

because the nummulitic limestones are entirely devoid of debris of

andesites, with which miocene sediments abound.

a. leucite- and nepheline rocks (old miocene or younger) considered

to be the oldest group on account of the structure of the volcano

Lurns in Java with an older rim of leucite basalt and a younger

cone of hornblende-andesite.

h. old hornblende-andesites and biotite andesites with their tuffs

and breccias (miocene). They have an individual existence, rarely

do they constitute the base or the oldest rim of the large volcanoes

of which some are still active. The latter cannot be separated from

•) R. D, M. Verbeek. Molukken Verslag. Jaarb v. h. Mijnwezen 1908. Wetensch.

Ged. p. 737 seqq. (Rapport sur les Moluques).
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the younger volcanic products and therefore thev have been iiniied

with them.

c. old pyroxene-andesiles and basalts with their breccias and tnffs

(iniocene). What has been said snb // also refers to them.

6. i/ou/it/ volcanic products, chiefly of (luaternarj a^e, also pliocene

and recent. They form the young volcanoes which have been formed

from the young-leitiary llirongh ihe ipiaternary period while some

of them are still active.

The above goes to show thai Of many igneous rocks, that have

been classed among a certain group, the age is difficult to establish.

Recent investigations have yielded fresh data which prompted us to

study again the age of the several igneous rocks.

Ad i.

VfcRBEKK suggests the [Xissibility that some of these rocks are

mesozoic, without being able to adduce any evidence for his hypo-

thesis. According to him only some places show distinctly the presence

of pre-permian rocks, for example the island of Letti, where diabase-

breccias are believed to be superposed with permiau limestone with

crinoids. Moreover the peridotite of Ambon, as is proved by the

granite dykes, is older than the last-mentioned rocks, while the

granites themselves are believed to be of permiau age, as the sand-

stone formation of Ambon, to which permiau or anyhow young-

palaeozoic age was assigned, consists of debris of granite.

We must contend that:

a. the argument for a pre-permian age in the island of Letti falls

through, as the permiau limestones occur as blocks only, which may

have been brought to this place by overthrusts ^).

b. It is not possible yet to determine the age of the sandstone

formation of Ambon, by the fossils which have been found in the

limestones that occur in the formation '). However, the facies is

very much like that of the upper-triassic-rocks of Ceram '), in the

neighbourhood of Ambon and we believe it to be of the same age.

Proofs of the pre-permian age of granites and peridotites are neither

afforded by sandstones built up of the debris of granites. Failing

any evidence for a pre-permian age we must draw attention to the

') G. A. F. MoLENGRAAFF and H. A. Brouwer. De geologie van het eiland

Letti. Ned. Timor Exped. I .Jaarboek v. li. Mijnv/ezen. 1914. Verb. Dee) I. p. 28.

«) K. Martik in Tijdschr. Kon. Ned. Aardr. Gen. XVI. 1899. p. 656.

G. BoEHM. Ueber Brachiopoden aus einem alleren Kalkstein der Insel Ambon.

Jaarb. v. h Mijnwezen. 1905. Wet. Ged. p. 88. seqq.

5) H. A. Brouwer. Geo!. Verkenningen in de oostelijke Molukken. Feestbundel

Prof. G. A. F. Molekgraaff. Verb. Geol. Mijnb. Gen. Geol. Serie III. 1915. p. 36.
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fact that in the islands of llie archipelago outside the region of the

Moluccas such rocks as the "old basic igneous rocks" are of frequent

occurrence, for instance in Celebes, Borneo, and Suinalra. For lïiany

of them in Sumatra only a pre-oecene age has been established ; in

Borneo several must be grouped as cretaceous, as has also been

observed already by Vkrbkf.k.

In the eastern peninsula of Celebes near the Moluccas Hotz ^)

describes peridotites and volcanic breccias conformable between the

lower neogene strata, and not far from it sheets of amphibole diorite

have been observed by Wannkr *) between the jnarls of the same

age. In the environs of the Tukalii mountains peridotites and volcanic

breccias occui- conformably in the partly tertiary, perhaps partly

mesozoic "Buru-formation", while, conversely, limestone with chert

occurs also in the basic eruptive rocks.

Furthermore it may be added :

a. that in Timor in the permian and triassic sediments basic

intrusive- and effusive-rocks and their tuflfs are of frequent occurrence,*)*)

b. that in the valley of the Nimassi (Central Timor) intrusive

sheets of diabase occur with distinct contact phenomena in upper-

triassic limestone, as demonstrated by me during Prof. Molengraaff's

Timor Expedition.

c. that along the const of Dutch Timor basic and more acid

eruptive rocks occur frequently together with serpentine and serp-

entine conglomerate, which may belong to the tertiary (or young

mesozoic) period as deemed plausible by me elsewhere. ^)

d. that in the North-Western part of the island of Great-Obi

andesite which is quite similar to the young andesites of the archi-

pelago is overlain conformably by serpentine. *)

e. that in the island of Letti are found partly intensely meta-

morphosed basic effusive rocks of permian and probably also of

later origin. ')

') W. Hotz. Vorlaufige Mitteilung fiber geologische Beobachtungen in Ost-Gelebes.

Zeitschr. der Deutsch. Geol. Ges. 1913. Monatsber. n». 6. p. 329.

') J. Wanner. Beitrage zur Geologie des Ost-Arms der Insel Gelebes. Neues

Jahrb f. Min, etc, Beil. Bd. XXIX, 1910, p. 765.

3) J. Wanner Geol. von West-Timor. Geol. Rundsch. IV. 1913. p. 145.

*) G. A. F. MoLKNGRAAFF. I'^oldcd mountain chains, overthiust sheets and block

faulted mountains in the East Indian Archipelago. Compte Rendu du Xllme Congr.

Geol. intern. Toionto. 1913. p. 689 seqq.

») H. A. Brouwer, I. c p. 38.

^) Ibid. p. 45.

7) G. A. F. MoLENGRAAFF and H. A. Brouv^er. De geologie van bet eiland

Letti, 1, c. p. 22 seqq.
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From tlie foregoing we feel safe to conclude thut among the so-

called old basic eruptive rocks of the Moluccas there are rocks of

young palaeozoic, mesozoic and probably of tertiary age, and that

nothing can be said for certain about the occurrence of rocks older

than permian.

Ad. 2.

It lias been supposed tliat the granitic rocks of the Moluccas are

of pre-permian age, because, anyhow in Ambon, a young palaeozoic

sandstone-formation consists of debris of granite. As observed above,

we could for this formation rather assume an upper triassic age and

the sandstones may as well consist of the debris of crystalline schists, so

that there is no proof for the supposed pre-permian age of granites

in Ambon.

Elsewiiere we reported ') that in the islands of the archipelago

outside the Moluccas the occurrence of mesozoic granites has been

proved or rendered highly [)lausible by the investigations of Moi-en-

GRAAFF, ScRivKNOR (for Malacca), ToBLER, VoLZ and the present writer.

To this we can add for Celebes the investigations of van Water-

schoot VAN DER Gracht") and Abendanon '), which even lend support

to the supposition that tertiary granitic to dioritic rocks occur in

this island. For the Moluccas we refer to the following facts:

a. that granitic to dioritic and gabbro-like to peridotitic rocks

sometimes occur in close alliance. Even where dykes of granite

occur in peridotites, the granitic rocks can in some places be little

younger than the peridotites and may have originated by differenti-

ation from the same mother magma.

b. Investigations in the Sulu-islands by Wichmann*) and myself*)

point to the occurrence of post-jurassic granitic rocks in connection

with contact-phenomena which have been observed in rocks of

Jurassic appearance.

Again the above warrants the conclusion that no positive evidence

has as yet been brought forward supporting the occurrence of pre-

permian granitic rocks, whereas it has positively been proved that

1) H. A. Brouwer. On the post-carboniferous age of granites of the highlands

of Padang. Proceed. Kon. Ak. v. Wet. Amst. XVllI. 1915. p. 1513 seqq.

2) W. A. J M. VAN Waterschoot van der Gracht. Voorloopige mededeeling

in zake de Geologie van Gentr.-Gelebes. Tijdschr. Kon. Ned. Aardr. Gen XXXII.

1915. p. 118 seqq. en Jaarb. v. h. Mijnwezen. 1914. Vol. II.

') E. G. Abendanon. Geologische en Geographische doorkruisingen van Midden-

Gelebes. Deel I. Leiden 1915 p. 58.

*) A. WicHMANN. Over gesteenten van het eiland Taliaboe. Versl. Kon. Ak. v.

Wet. Amst. Juni 1914.

s) H. A. Brouwer Geologische Verkenningen enz., 1. c. p. 43.
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i^oimger, even tertiary granites are I'ecognised in the Moluccas or in

the neighbouring regions.

Ad 8.

Only few rocks are included by Verbekk among his group of

old-meso-voloanic igneous rooks. He deems it possible that part of

it still belongs (o the permian formation, while he emphasizes the

impossibility of settling the age-question.

As regards the melaphyres of Timor, some of these rocks we

consider to be of permian age, to which view also Vehbkkk inclines '),

and which has also been established by our as yet unpublished

investigations of the Timor-Expedition led by Prof. Molenghaaff.

These investigations also established the occurrence ot similar old

mesozoic rocks, while it is possible that a large part of the so-called

"old-mesozoic eruptive rocks" is of much later young-mesozoic

or tertiary age. To the latter belong for instance the melaphyres

with hyaline crust, quartz-porphyries and dacites of Timor's north

coast ; besides the latter rocks also serpentines, serpentine breccias,

serpentine conglomerates and tuffs occur.

In our judgment, therefore, not only among the so-called "old-

basic-igneous rocks", but also among the so-called "old-meso-volcanic-

igneous of the Moluccas rocks occur of young palaeozoic, mesozoic

and probably also of tertiary age.

Ad 4.

Likewise the age of the young-meso-volcanic igneous rocks of

cretaceous (?) age has, according to Verbeek, not yet been ascertained.

Part of them he is inclined to include under his old-meso-volcanic

igneous rocks, others may even be old-tertiary. This group comprises

only andesites, dacites and acid melaphyres with bronzite of Ambon,

further andesites and dacites of the neighbouring islands ofHaruku,

Saparua and Nusalaut and of Western-Ceram, and finally horn-

blendepyroxeneandesites of Amblau and pyroxeneandesites with

vitreous crust of Wetter. Their being grouped together is due on

the one hand to their fresh appearance, whereby they distinguish

themselves from older rocks, while on the other hand they are

different from the East-Indian tertiai-y igneous rocks.

In another paper*) we have described in detail that the points

of distinction from other tertiary igneous rocks are immaterial to the

establishment of the age. So, for instance, the enclosures of garnet

1) R. D. M. Vekbeek. 1. c. p. 359.

2) H. A. Brouwer. Geologische Verkenningen. 1. c. p, 34 seqq.
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and cordierite, recognised in rocks of Ambon, originate from the

substratum, while the considerable amount of bronzite tjpefies the

ambonites, it is true, so that they are designated by a separate

name, but this does not necessarily point to a difference in age.

In discussing the "oid-meso-volcanic igneous rocks" we have

already observed that a great number of the rocks of this group

may very well be looked upon as a much younger, young-mesozoic or

tertiary formation. We alluded tirst of all to the melaphyres, some

with a vitreous crust, of Ambon, Kelang, Wetter and Timor's

northcoast and the quartz-porphyries and dacites of the same coast.

Whereas Vehbekk does not separate the melaphyres of Timor and

asserts this to be a reason for surmising that melaphyres of various

ages occur in the eastern archipelago, and that, for example, in

Ambon the melaphyres can be divided into two groups, I on the

other hand feel inclined to class together the rocks of Ambon and

to sepaiate in Timor an older group (among which the permian

melaphyres) from a younger (among which the rocks with the

vitreous cnist of the northcoast).

The mela|)hyres with a vitreous crust of Timor's north coast,

namely, are of a totally diff'erent character and appear under totally

diff"erent conditions, from the permian melaphyre-like rocks of the

island. The former are limited to the north coast and united as one

whole with other basic and also with more acid rocks (quartz-

porphyries, dacites) presenting a great similarity to the known Ambon
rocks. A typical feature for instance is the occurrence of melaphyres

with vitreous crust, common to the rocks of either island. The glassy

Java melaphyre, which Verbkkk invariably called cretaceous^), but

now considers to be older with reference to the data from Timor,

can, oil this basis, be comprised again among the cretaceous system,

and the rocks of Timor's north coast. Wetter, Ambon and South-

West-Ceram can for the present be all assigned to the tertiary or

young-mesozoic rocks. To this it may be added that Martin ') adopts

a probable tertiary age for the rocks in Ambon.

When summarising the above we arrive at the following con-

clusions:

') R. D. M. Verbeek and R. Fennema. Geologische Beschrijving van Java en

Madoera, Amsterdam 1896.

') K. Martin. Einige Worte über den Wawani. sowie iiber Spultenbildungen

und Strandverschiebungen in den Molukken, Tijdschr. Kon. Ned. Aardr. Gen. XVI.

1899. p. 709 seqq.

Ibid. Reiseu in den Molukken. Geol. Teii. Leiden. 1903. Nachtrage.
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a. the 'available data do not justify ns in separating a group of

older melaphjres from tiie so-called anibonites;

h. there is no reason for classing as a separate group the anibonites

which present some typical characteristics, as regards their age.

c. together with the locks with a vitreous crust of Timor and

the accompanying rocks they should be included under one group

of the same probably tertiary or young-mesozoic age, assumed by

Verbeek ') for some of these rocks.

We conclude, then, that the so-called "young-meso-voicanic igneons

rocks" are, also considered by us to he of tertiary or young-mesozoic

aye, but most likely the number of rocks to be brought together

under (his group may be much larger.

It may also be stated that andesitic to basaltic and augitic rocks

of islands of the Misool-archipelago are held by Wanner*) to belong

to the cretaceous system.

Ad 5.

It has been suggested of the tertiary igneous rocks that their age

in the Moluccas and in Celebes nowhere goes back to the eocene,

since the nummulitic limestones are entirely devoid of debris of

andesites, which on the contrary occurs abundantly in the miocene.

rocks.

In the following pages we will comprise the Southern part of

Central Celebes, because recent investigations have furnished us with

important data concerning the age of tertiary igneous rocks.

That the leucite- and nepheline rocks are not the oldest tertiary

igneous rocks, as Verbeek ^) presumed, because the volcano Lunis

in Besuki (Java) consists of an older rim of leiicite-basalt with a

younger cone of hornblende-andesite, appears from the following

considerations

:

<i. Close to the east of the Gg Lurus, leucite-free rocks are found *)

side by side with leucite-bearing rocks in the old craterwall of

the Gg Ringgit composed of leucite rocks. These leucite-free rocks

(olivine- and basalts rich in iron ore, olivine-poor basalts or olivine-

bearing augite-andesites and ampliil)ole-augite-andesites) must there-

fore be older than a great part of the leucite I'ocks.

1) R. D. M. Verbeek. Molukken Verslag. 1. c. p. 360.

') J. Wanner. Beitr. zar Geol. Kenntniss der Insel Misol. Tijdsclir. Kon. Ned.

Aardr. Gen. XXVIl. 1910. p 194.

3) R. D. M. Verbeek. Molukken Verslag. 1. c. p. 757.

*) H. A. Brouwer. Ueber leucitreiche bis leiicitfreie Gesteine vom Gg. Beser

(Ost Java) Central Blatl f. Min. etc. 1914. p. 1.
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b. In the thick tuff-formation along the Saadangriver (South part

of Central Celebes) may he distinguished according to Abkndanon ')

:

trachyte- and andesite-tntfs,

basalt- and leucitetephi-ite tuffs, lencite-basalt, leucitite and ieucile-

tephrite breccias,

trachyte-, andesife-, and liparitetuffs.

Abendanon") takes this tuff formation to be of old-eocene age i.e.

younger than the old-eocene sandstone- and shale series of Pasar

Kira and older than the lutetien-liniestone. It is not certain though,

whether this formation, as a whole, is posterior to the sandstone-

and shale-series ; maybe there are also pre-tertiary rocks among

them. Van Waterschoot van der Gracht*) reports that the eruptions

in the West seem to have been anterior to those in the East and

that the age of' the volcanic series varies from the lower, anyhow

the middle eocene to probably the miocene. The lowermost banks

are still eocene as proved by nummulites occurring by the side of

globigerines in the matrix and inclusions.

In the district east of the Latimodjong mountain range, where

numerous varieties of andesites and mostly silicified andesitic tuffs

occur, the oldest eruptions are deemed to be pre-tertiary, while the

youngest seem to have stopped before the neogeiie. Beside eruptions

of andesite others of liparite, trachyte, and dacite also occur *).

As to the age of the igneous rocks of South Celebes opinions

differed very much up to very recently. Von Steiger ') gave us a

general view of the various opinions, to which we shall refer the

reader.

That also here in the eocene, and perhaps prior to it, eruptions

took place, is borne out by the occurrence of a silicified plagioclase-

orthoclase tuff at the bottom of the limestone formation of the coal-

field Tondong Kurah') and by the andesite tuffs below the limestone

near Kantisang, as described by Bucking "). The majority of the

1) E. G. Abendanon. Celebes in of uit de Tethys? Tijdschr. Kon. Ned. Aardr.

Gen. 1915. p. 358 seqq.

2) lb. Geologische en Geographische enz. 1. c. p. 222.

») W. A. J. M. VAN W. V. D. Gr. 1. c.

*) E. G. Abendanon. Geologische etc. 1. c. p. 59, 60.

*) H. VON. Steiger. Petrographische beschrijving van eenige gesteenten uit de

onderafdeeling Pangkadjene en bet landschap Tanette van het gouvernement Celebes

en onderhoorigheden. Jaarb. v. h Mijnw. 1913. pag. 171 seqq.

6) Id. p. 217.

") H. Bucking. Beitrage zur Geologie von Celebes. Samml. des Geol. Reichsmus.

in Leiden Vil. Heft 1. pag 124.
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eruptions, however, is younger, according to a record of 'T Hoen,

who examined the coalfields of South Celebes. According to him,

probably a short time before the deposition of the tertiary limestones

had completely terminated, eruptions began all along the western

side of South Celebes, which gave rise to the high western moun-

tains; for the greater part they consist of tutfs, breccias and volcanic

conglomerates of andesites, basalts and also- of leucite-rocks. The

fragment of leiicitite, mentioned by von Steiger ^j, as originating

from a tutf between the coal-layers I and II of Bonto, appears on

closer examination to belong to a weathered eruptive rock, as estab-

lished by the engineer 'T Hoen. Considering that several weathered

intrusive rocks occur in the neighbourhood, it is rendered highly

plausible that the rock, from which the fragment of leucitite origi-

nates is also of an intrusive character; similarly the biotite leucite

basalt found by Bucking ") near Kantisang overlain by old-tertiary

limestone may also be an intrusive sheet. If so it would disprove

the hypothesis of an eocene age of leucite rocks in South-Celebes.

Prof. Iddings, who travelled over this district in 1913, reports

that numerous intrusive rocks occur, as dykes, intrusive sheets and

perhaps as laccolites and as batholites, in the above-mentioned volcanic

series and also in the tertiary sandstones with coal-measures and

limestones. He mentions among others coarse grained shonkinites and

essexites. These, then, are still younger than the volcanic series,

which for the greater part is believed to be younger than the lime-

stones. As known, the limestones of this district are assigned partly

to the eocene and partly to the miocene period *).

In addition we refer to Hotz *) who assumes tertiary (to miocene)

age for most of the basic eruptive rocks in the eastern peninsula of

Celebes.

Available data, in some degree contradictory, seem to point out

that the violent eruptions in South-Central-Celebes may have begun

prior to the outbursts in South-Celebes; however, they may have

been contemporaneous for a consideral)le time, especially if the

volcanic formation in the former region goes back into the miocene,

as is deemed probable by Van Waterschoot van der Gracht. Anyhow

a considerable number of the tertiary igneous rocks in Celebes must

be of eocene age.

1) H. VON Steiger. 1. c. p. 124.

2) H. Bucking. 1. c. p. 000.

3) R. D. M. Verbeek. Molukken Verslag 1 c. p. 55 seqq.

1) W. Hotz. Vorlaufige Mitteilung iiber geologische Beobachtungen in Celebes.

Zeitschr. d. deutsch. geol. Ges. Monalsb. 1913 Bd. 65. p. 333.
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III this connection it must be kept in \ ievv that Martin ^) adopts

eocene age for a portion of the andesite breccias and the andesite

tuffs in Java (étage ?>?, of Vkrbeek) and it is not out of the bounds

of probability that similar rocks more to the east in the Sunda

row of islands and elsewhere are likewise of old-tertiarj' age.

We have already pointed to the occurrence of numerous tertiary

igneous rocks also in the eastern part of the Archipelago, when
discussing the previous groups. When we dwelt on the rocks of

Timor's north coast we abstained from mentioning that Wanner *)

inclines to adopt a young-miocene age for the augite- and hyper-

sthene-andesites and the andesite-tuffs in West-Timor between the

rivers N. Bonat and Kapsali.

According to Verbeek the tertiary igneous rocks are independent

mountain ridges or cone-shaped hills; the bases of the old,

crater-rims of the large, in part still active volcanoes, often made

up of pyroxene-andesite and basalt, are probably somewhat younger

(pliocene); they cannot, however, be separated from the younger

volcanic products and will, therefore be tieated together with the

young volcanic products.

Ad 6.

The young-volcanic products (pyroxene-andesites to basalts) build

up the volcanic massifs, which are often more or less coniform in

consequence of the materials being ejected on all sides round the

vent of eruption. They were built up from the young-tertiary period

through the quaternary into the present time.

From the above considerations, to which others could be added,

it is sufficiently evident that the results of lecent investigations

necessitate a revisal of Verbeek's Memoir published in 1908, as the

writer himself has anticipated repeatedly. Whereas he confines almost

exclusively tlie intrusive rocks to his two oldest groups, it has been

proved conclusively that basic and acid intrusive locks occur in

totally different geological series, while volcanic eruptions took place

down from the young-palaeozoic, through the mesozoic and the

tertiary up to the present period. They were extremely violent in

the first and partly also in the second period, but seem to have

been restricted chiefly to the region now occupied by Timor and

1) K. Martin. Vorlaufiger Bericht über geologische Forschungen auf Java II.

Samml. des geol. Reichsmus. in Leiden. Bd. iX. p. 194.

-) .f. Wanner. Geologie von West-Timer. Geol. Rundsch. Bd. IV. 1913. p. 146.
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the adjacent islands. Veiy likely in j'oung-raesozoic time a new period

began of markedly violent igneous activity, which culminated in

the tertiary and persists even in our days. Traces of this new period

are scattered over a considerable part of the eastern archipelago.

When subdividing tiie eruptive rocks of the Moluccas accoj-ding

to their relative age into the following groups

:

a young-palaeozoic to old-mesozoic igneous rocks

b young-mesozoic to tertiary igneous rocks

c' young-volcanic products,

we ai-e in a [)osition to distribute a large number of the known
eruptive rocks with complete certainty among one of these groups;

for many rocks the subdivision might be carried down still farther.

In every group the rocks might be subdivided again according to

their petrographic characteristics. .Some rocks, however, there are

that riiay be older than young palaeozoic, while a large number are

still known as boulders. Too little is known of them to establish

their ages. In this connection we can subdivide the eruptive locks

first of all according to their petrographic characteristics. However,

here again we meet with the difficulty that of a great many rocks

no or, at all events, no detailed descriptions are at our disposal, so

that we are not competent to judge of their structure and their

mineralogical properties; moreover we are entirely or partially

ignorant of the geological occurrence of many of them. For a clas-

sitication from a chemical point of view we are absolutely destitute

of sufficient information.

We distinguish the subjoined groups:

a. granitic to dioritic rocks

f). gabbro-like to peridotitic rocks (with

part of the serpentines and diabases)

c. foyaitic to theralitic i-ocks

(/. rhyolites and quartz-porphyries, tra-

chytes and porphyries without quartz,

andesites and porphyrites with kerato-

phyres, alkalirhyolites, alkalitrachytes,

trachyandesites

e. basalts, melaphyres, pikrites etc. (with

part of the serpentines and diabases).

ƒ phonolites, loucite- and ne|)heline-

rocks, trachydoloi'iles, tephrites and ba-

sanites, melilitebasalts, limburgites and

augitites.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.

To each group should

be added that part of the

graniteporphyric and fine-

grained ecpiivalents and of

the aplitic, lamprophyric

and pegmatitic rocks, which

corresponds most with it

on the ground of the avail-

able data.

53
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For every separate group we will communicate what is known

concerning the geological age

:

Group a. The composition of the sandstone formation of Ambon

composed of debris of granite, may indicate, but does not prove the

occurrence of granites, which are older than upper Iriassic. Besides

these we recognize numerous younger, post-jurassic and tertiary gra-

nitic and dioritic rocks in the Moluccas, in Celebes and also in the

other islands of the archipelago.

Group h. Of this group rocks of young-palaeozoic, mesozoic, and

tertiary age are known.

Group c. These rocks are known from Timor')'), but no reliable

evidence of their age has been brought forward. In South Celebes

there are shonkinites and essexites intrusive in the tertiary volcanic

series of this region, from which a tertiary age can be deduced for

these rocks.

Group d. Many of the rocks belonging to this group in the

Moluccas and in Celebes are of teitiary age, may perhaps go back

to a mesozoic age, while the basic representatives of this group

among the basic eruptive rocks are numerous in the peimian and

old-mesozoic sediment series of Timor and adjacent islands. Among
the younger volcanic rocks there are many andesites (in Celebes

also acid effusiva). They are often hard to distinguish from the basalts,

the two species of rocks being united by numerous transitions.

Group e. Are numerous in the permian and old mesozoic sediment

series of Timor and adjacent islands; a great part belongs to the

tertiary eruptive rocks mentioned sub d, a considerable portion of

which may perhaps be traced back to the mesozoic. Basalts also

are very numerous among the young-volcanic products.

Group f. We know leucite-bearing rocks of Sumbawa. They

seem to be of young-tertiary age '), while even leucite-basanite has

been recorded as a lavaflow on the Southern slope of the Tambora *).

In Celebes lencite- and nepheline-bearing rocks are abundant. We
have already observed that in South Celebes and in Southern Central

1) A. WiCHMANK. Gesteine von Timor. Samml. Geoi. Reichsmus. in Leiden.

Serie 1. 2. p. 85.

') H. A. Brouwer. Neue Funde von Gesteinen der Alkalireihe auf Timor.

GenU-al Bl. fur Min. etc. 1913. p. 570 seqq.

8) J. Elbert. Die Sunda Expedition. Bd. II. Frankfm-t a. M. 1912.

Gf. also G. Rack. Petrographische Untersuchungen an Ergussgesteinen von

Sumbawa und Flores. Neues Jahrb. fur Min. etc. Beil. Band 34. 1912. p. 42 seqq.

*) J. J. Pannekoek van Rheden. Voorloopige mededeelingen over de geologie

van Soembawa. Jaarb. v. h. Mijnw. 1913. p. 20.
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Celebes they are of tertiary, in part of young tertiary age. Accord-

ing to Wanner ') an augitite-like rock in the island of Bamdie of

the Misool archipelago, seems to be of cretaceous age.

In Timor and Rotti camptonilic rocks occur, which probably are

of permian age ").

1) J. Wanner. Beilrage etc. loc. cit. p. 494.

•) H. A. Brouwkb. Neue Funde. loc. cit. p. 576.

lb. Voorloopig Overzicht der geologie van het eiland Rotti. Tijdschr. Kon. Ned.

Aardr. Gen. XXXI. 1914. p. 613.
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Geology. — ''On Reefcaps" . By Prof. H. A. Brouweh. (Commu-

nicated b}^ Prof. G. A. V. Molengraaff).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

Proof of an n[)lift of the land relatively to the level of the sea

can, in tropical regions, often be supplied by the presence of up-

heaved fringing reefs. Thus it will be seen that in the eastern part

of the Indian Archipelago, where an elevation of the row of islands

has taken place on a lai-ge scale ever since the plio-pleistocene

period, upheaved fringing reefs, often forming continuous reefcaps

occiii- in most of the islands, sometimes to a height of about 1300 m.

The character of the latest movements in the curving row of

islands of the south-eastern archipelago, which resulted in') the

formation of these islands, has been discussed in an earlier paper ').

The latest mouulain building is considered to be a revival of the

intensive young-tertiary movements, the typical features of the islands

indicating that, just as in the case of the tertiary, also with the

youngest mountain building the movements are in the direction of the

"Vorland" whereas near the surface mostly faulting is observed. The up-

heaval of the islands has not been simultaneous, nor equally intense

in all places, while periods of temporary subsidence have probably

interrupted the general elevation since the plio-pleistocene period.

In this paper we shall try to ascertain whether there is any relation

between the widely varying characters of the leefcaps we observed,

and the character of the crustal movements. In this endeavour the

aspect of the movement of the geanticlines during long periods will

be brought to the front more than has been done heretofore.

The reefs at the time of their growth.

The growth of fringing reefs along parts of the coastline may

be prevented by various causes, e.g. the lack of a solid substratum,

1) G. A. F. Molengraaff. On recent crustal movements in the island of Timor

and their bearing on the geological history of the East-Indian Archipelago. Proc.

Kon. Ak. V. Wet. June 29, 1912.

') H. A. Brouwer. Over de bergvormende bewegingen in het gebied der boog-

vormige eilandenreeksen van het oostelijk gedeelte van den O. I. Archipel. Vers).

Kon. Ak. V. Wet. XXV. p. 768.
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iiiipuritj of the water, and volcanic eruptions. If, iiowever, reefs do

develop, the shape of the living reefs depends largely on the stage

of development of the cruslal movements at that moment. In our

discussion we assume a stable sealevel, because our conclusions will

also hold for a moving sealevel. If (he coastline remains stable for

a considerable time or undergoes only slightly horizontal displacements,

horizontal and thick reefs may possibly l)e formed ; slightly vertical

movements will perhaps increase especially the thickness of the reef,

if the movement is a positive one, while negative movements will

soon cause the reef to rise above the sea, even though its thickness

and extent be only slight yet.

All these phenomena may appear simultaneously at |)oints of the

geanticline remote from each other, so that already while the material

is forming which is to help in the composition of the reefcaps,

considerable difference in the shape may occur.

The development of reefcaps.

After the reef has i-isen above the sea, the morphological changes,

which were the combined result of the character of the crustal

movements and the growth of the corals, aie at an end. During the

continued movements the reefs move along curves, whose shapes

vary and are determined by the character of the crustal movements.

These movements may again be alternately vertical or horizontal

and downward, each type manifesting itself during a longer or

shorter period. The shape of the curves is determined by the evo-

lution of the geanticline on which the reefs were formed. The

reefcap observed by us is the final product of these continual and

varying movements. The reefs formed at a certain epoch on the

surface of the sea, which, initially, were all lying in the same

horizontal level, are, in a later stage of development, located in a

plane of irregular shape. The oldest parts of the reefcap have

undergone this change longer than the other portions.

Besides by the character of the crustal movements the form of

these reefcaps is to a great extent also determined by erosion.

Influence of erosion.

In rising areas subject to strong erosion, it is no matter of sur-

prise to tind that of the portion of a reefcap that has for a long

time been elevated above the sea-level, only some remainders are

left, whereas the younger portions still present an unbroken cap.

This will sometimes happen, but it is not the rule. There are namely
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other factors besides time, wiiicli govern the influence of erosion

on the reefcap, e.g. the nature of the substratum on which the

reefs have been deposited and the power of resistance of the

reefs themselves. If the substratum consists of soft I'ocks, which

bring about landslips, while deep valleys are cut in the formations,

as is the case with a great part of the mesozoic deposits in a number

of islands of the eastern Indian aivhipelago, the uplifted reef over-

lying it will soon ciumble away.

If the reef is merely a thin crust covering the undei-ground, it

will disappear the sooner; thick reefs will resist erosion for a con-

siderable time, and will occasionally act as a protective cover over

a soft underground.

As already observed, thick reefs will form in places, where the

coastline maintains itself for a considerable time, or has undergone

only more or less horizontal or downwai-d movements. As such they

will afterwards constitute parts of the reefcap, whereas in those

places where the coastline has long been exposed to strong negative

movements only a thin reef can be evolved, which later on will

occur as a thin part in the reefcap. This part is liable to disappear

through erosion. For it is just with these strong negative movements

that erosion often acts very forcibly, so that both factors co-operate

to remove the effects of these movements from the reefcap. With

short negative movements this will be manifested only in a terraced

structure.

It will, therefore, frequently be seen that, at great heights above

the sea-level, the reefcap is fully developed, whereas lower down

towards the coasts it has totally disap|)eared or has been preserved

only in detached fragments, while on the coasts themselves living-

corals are thriving well. Here we are reminded of our investigations

in various localities along the north, coast of the island of Rotti,

along the coasts of Serinata, Great -Obi, Ceram and Timor, where

the lower elevated reefs (if still any have been left) are for the

greater part removed by erosion, e.g. if they have been preserved

only on the ridges between the valleys, draining towards the coast.

Along the North coast of Timor the thick reef of the Talau basin

abruptly terminates near Bahbo at a height of ±610 m. ^), between

Balibo and the actual coast no trace of elevated coral reefs is found,

whereas at the coast living corals are abundant. Here the reef may

have been removed by erosion, in which process the above-mentioned

conditions of a rapid erosion must have been present, while the

') G. A. F. MoLENGRAAFF, loc. cit., p. 128.
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more elevated thick reef lias been preserved, tlioiigli it had been

longer exposed to the eroding forces. If at a higher level a reef-

cap is lacking, it is impossible to detect whether also here erosion

has been at play, or whether this area has been u[)lifted from the

sea ever since the beginning of the crnstal movements.

It follows, then, that the influence of erosion upon the form of

the reefcap can be estimated only foi' the tract beneath the highest

reefs, which have been left intact b}' erosion.

Injiuence of faults.

The influence of faults on the form of reefcops is, on the whole,

confined to the dislocation of connected parts, which are brought in

various positions at different levels. Faults having played a promi-

nent part in the youngest crnstal movements in the eastern archipel-

ago, the form of the reefcaps may be supposed to have been

largely affected by them. Verbeek M e.g. assumes a fault across the

peninsula of Huamiial in Southwest Ceram, where the terraces of

coral limestone appear south of Luhu to the height of 350 m. above

sea level, while the lime more to the north scarcely leaches 100 m.

In the continuation of this fault we find Hatusua (the eastern side

Piru-bay), Paiilohi and Tehoro (on Taluti-bay), which were afflicted

more violently than other places by the earth- and seaquake of 30

September 1899, and also the steep south-eastern coast of Buru.

When faulting takes place in the neighbourhood of the coasts,

downward as well as upward movements may be observed at short

intervals and the growth of the living corals may exert its influence

upon the shape of the forming reefcaps longer than usual.

IVie inclination of the geanticlinal axes.

In discussing the growth of the reefcaps it has been stated (hat

every point of a forming reef will move along curves of various

shapes. The horizontal component of the rate of movement, at a

given moment is the resultant of two directions which are at I'ight

angles to each other, one of which coincides with the geanticlinal axis.

The vertical component determines the rising of the row of islands.

The difference in the rate and the direction of the movements at

different points gives rise to the morphological changes of the sur-

face of the geanticlines of which we shall first consider those along

the geanticlinal axis.

1) R. D. M. Verbeek. Molukken Verslag, -laarb. v. h. Mijnwezen. Wet. Ged. 1908,

biz. 550. French ; Rapport sur les Moluques.
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III virtue of the changes which this axis undergoes in a certain

space of time, the inclination may increase in some places, decrease

in others. If we suppose the top of the geanticline to lemain in

the same place, the different points of the axis will, at an increase

of inclination, perform movements on either side, which are horizontal

towards the top and vertical in a downward direction. Also with a

slight rise of the lop, downward as well as horizontal movements

maj occnr at a lower level along the axis. In this case it will, at

a certain stage of the evolution of the geanticlinal axis, depend on

the height of the sealevel, whether a i-eef formed at this time will

be moved np or down. The displacement of the reef will invariably

be also in a horizontal direction, fault-movements are left out of

consideration here. Conversely the transverse coasts may rise, while

the top of the geanticline is descending at a certain height of the

sealevel.

Generally the top will not remain in the same place, hut will be

moved both in hoiizontal and in vertical direction ; moreo\ ei' the

inclination on either side of the top will not decrea.se or increase

in the same way. It does not follow that during these irregular

movements the transverse coasts will exhibit a similar behaviour,

and generally speaking it may be said that, if the distance from

the top of the geanticlinal axis to the coastline, i.e. in the case of

the largei' islands, be sufïiciently great, the vertical component of

the direction of the movemeni at the t0|)S need not be similarly

directed to that at the points of intersections of the geanticlinal axis

and the sealevel. This vertical component varies at various points

along the axis.

The inclined geanticlinal axes in the present-day stage of mountain

building e.g. are easily distinguishable in the islands of the Timor

group separated by straits, and from the al)Ove it may be inferred

first of all that the rate of movement latterly observed on the trans-

verse coasts -of the larger islands, is not necessarily equal to the

rate of movement of the tops, nor need it be of the same direction.

This also holds for the earlier stages of the mountain building

process. Secondly it afipears, therefore, that the height to which a

reef has been upheaved, by no means depends only on the time

elapsed since its formation, but on the evolution of the geanticlinal

axis so that reefs of the same age may be elevated to different

heights') and the highest reefs may sometimes not be the oldest.

1) As e.g. in Timor. Cf. G. A. F. Molengraaff. 1. c, p. 132 and J. Wanner,

Geologie van West-Timor. Geo). Rundschau IV. 1913, p. 139.
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Asymmetrical Reejcaps.

An asjiiiinetrical development of the geanticlinal axis on either

side of the higliest points yields asjninieti-ical reefcaps. This

asymnietrj is lironglit abont by the variable degree and direction

of the horizontal component of the rate of movement.

We pnrpose to consider this development more particularly in. a

plane at a right angle with the geanticlinal axis, an instance of

w^hich is found in the island of Rotti and the island of Jamdena

of the Teninïbergionp. Here the reefcaps rise from the northwestern

coast gradually up to the main watersheds of the islands, thence

descending rapidly towards the south-eastern coasts. Parts of the

reefcaps have disappeared through erosion.

The relationship of these asymmetrical reefcaps, to certain crustal

movements may be seen fiom the coincidence of the asymmetrical

structure with marked outward bends of the row of islands, to

which the named islands belong ^).

The island of Jamdena lies nearly opposite to a depression in the

Sahul-bank and Arafura sea; here the geanticlinal axis met with

less resistance and consequently could be moved more easily than

elsewhere in the direction of the"Vorlaud". The horizontal component of

the rate of movement at a right angle with the geanticlinal axis may
be considerably largei- than the vertical ; in connection with this

the uprise above the sea will be less, while the unequal size of the

horizontal components for various points may increase the asym-

metrical forms during the development or decrease them locally.

Furthermore it follows that what has been said about the develop-

ment of the geanticlinal axes for the transverse coast is also appli-

cable to the movements along the longitudinal coasts and also to

the relative age of reefs, raised to different heights. The asymmetrical

reefcaps to whose development the horizontal movements have

been highly instrumental, will rise less high above the sea than the

symmetrical, supposing the mountain building forces to be equal.

In this connection we may compare the reefs of the island of Timor,

..X

Fig. 1.

1) H. A. Brouwer, 1. c, p. 770-772.
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upheaved to about 1300 m., with those of the islands of Rotti and

Jamdena elevated respectively to =t: 470 and ± J 50 m, which may

be of the same geological age.

Downward moving longitudinal coasts sometimes occur with rising

islands. Let us take e. g. one of the possible cases in the develop-

ment of an asymmetrical reefcap, as is shown in Fig. 1. The

points P, A and Q will, in a later stage of development have

reached Px, Ai and Q^. The sealevel is indicated by the line JS'Z.

The portion AB of the geanticline rose above the sea in the initial

stage as an island, and may possibly have been covered by a

continuous reefcap.

During the development into the second stage, discussed by us,

the island will increase in circumference and rise higher above the

sea. On the north coast, however, downward movements are observed,

while the South coast is moving upwards.

What was originally the oldest reefcap, AB, will ha\e been

transformed and partly disappeared under the sea, while the highest

reefs in the second stage are l)y no means the oldest, so that older

reefs will occur on a lower level than the younger ones.

In connection with the abo\e-mentioned downward movement

along the gently sFoping part of the asymmetrical geanticline, we

refer to the drowned river valleys, observed by us far inland along

the northwest coast of the island of Jamdena of the Tenimber

group. The downward slope can be onlj apparent also here, rel-

ative to a postglacial rise of the sealevel ^) ').

In contradistinction to Timor, Rotti and Jamdetia are now also in

their central parts covered for the most part with a continuous

reefcap. We attribute this to the intluence of erosion in connection

with the predominating horizontal movements at right angles with

the geanticlinal axis. Along the longitudinal coasts of the last-men-

tioned islands these movements caused more resistant reefcaps to

be formed, which moreover were not upraised so high, so that for

two reasons the reefcap was attacked less while it disappeared

completely (or for the greater part) along the rapidly raised longi-

tudinal coasts of central Timor also for two reasons.

Of the aspect of asymmetrical reefshields it is often said that one

coast is lifted more than the one opposite. This assertion, however,

does not assign significance enough to the horizontal component of

1) R. A. Daly. The glacial-contral theory of coral reets. Proc. Amer. Acad, of

Arts and Sciences. Vol. 51. N^. 4, p. 3 57. 1915

*) G. A. F. MoLENGRAAFF. The coral reef problem and Isostacy. Proc. Kon. Ak.

V. Wet. XIX, NO. 4.
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the rate of movement and the continual morphological change of

the geanticline, which have often been so iiitluential in the develop-

ment of the leefcaps. In the case illustrated in Fig. 1 the reef,

originally formed on the south coast lies', in the next stage, on the

northern slope of the enlarged island, so that it is hardly permissible

to speak of a more marked upheaval of the south coast. It may

even be conceived that also B is situated north of the coastline of

the new island, so that in that case the original island is covered

entirely by tlie sea, while a new island has emerged farther soutli.

Elevated reefs of the Sermata group.

It has been said above that the reefs, formed at a certain epoch

in the history of mountain building along the coasts of a geanticline,

may perform various movements in the subsequent stages. The rate

as well as the direction of the movement sometimes differ conside-

rably at a comparatively short distance. This is clearly illustrated

by the movements of the reefs in the period of development of the

geanticline, in which only its highest parts emerge from the sea as

a group of smaller islands. We shall dwell more particularly on the

movements of the islands of Luang, Moa, Kisser, and Letti.

According to my observations in Luang this island, built up

entirely of permiau rocks, is together with two islets near the

South-eastern extremity, fringed by a very broad reef, extending far in

the direction of Sermata and also far to the West. Green islets far from

the north coast and barren, dry portions far from the south coast,

mark the limits in northern 'and southern direction; beyond them

the sea floor declines rapidly. At ebb-tide part of the reef gets dry.

Luang as well as the two islets close to it, to the South-east, rise up

steeply from this broad reef; no trace of elevated reefs was detected,

so that proofs of a period of upheaval are lacking. The island of

Luang and the two islets near it, impress us as having originally

formed one coulintious whole, and as having been separated by a

positive movement, which may also account for the formation of

the broad encircling reef, which is bordered hei'e and there by green

islets. Post-glacial upheaval of the seasiirface renders the subsidence

of the land only apparent.

Now let us look at the island of Moa, more particularly its

eastern half. For the most part the island consists of a low, very

broad plateau of coral limestone, which rises scarcely more than

10—20 m. above the sea, and from which in the eastern part rises
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the steep Kerbau mountain '), which consists entirely of peridotites.

Traces of elevated reefs are lacking in the Kerbau mountain also,

and if the eastern part of Moa were a little lower, this region would

present an aspect similar to that of Luang. Both mountains, the Gg.

Kerbau and the Bt. Merah would then emerge from the sea as two

separate islands and be entirely fringed by a broad reef.

We feel justified in assuming that also the latter region has passed

through a stage of evolution like that of Luang at the present day,

and that it has been raised above the sea, through a slight upheaval

after a period of subsidence or a long stationary period, or according

to Dai>y through an upheaval after an appaient post-glacial subsi-

dence. By this upheaval also the eastern |)art of Moa was united

to the western part. In the latter elevated reefs are found at a

greater height, so that the two united islands or group of islands

have evidently been subject to markedly different movements.

The island of Kisser, typified by its peculiar form, behaved

differently again. The more or less circular island, is surrounded on

all sides by a wall of coral limestone raised in several (mostly five)

teriaces, and broken only by a few narrow gullies, through which

rivulets flow towards the sea. We sighted this island only from the

sea; according to Verbkkk') tlie elevated reefs in the western part

of the island, near Leweru, reach a height of 147 m., whereas the

interior, where amphibolite hills prevail, presents peaks ± 240 m.

high. The terraced structure of the elevated reefs points to an eleva-

tion of the island, repeatedly interrupted by intervals of quiescence

or — considering the thickness of' the elevated reefs (to 80 m.) —
of subsidence, by which a leefcap was formed, strong enough to

resist erosion.

The island of Letti presents quite a different appearance . now-

adays from that of Kisser, but most likely this island has also been

encircled by a more or less continuous girdle of fringing reefs, of

which at larger heights occasional remainders were left at 115,129

and 134 m. ') above sealevel. Here erosion has demolished the higher

reefs almost entirely, which — on the basis of what we observed

about the influence of erosion — may have something to do with

long and uninterrupted negative tnovements.

Many more examples of numerous abnormal elevated reefs in the

M H. A. Brouwer. Geologie van een gedeelte van het eiland Moa. Jaarb v. h.

Mijnwezen Verhandel. 1916. I, p. 39.

'; R. D. M. Verbeek, 1. c, p. 432.

') G. A. F. MoLENGRAAFF and H. A. Brouwer, De geologie van het eiland Letti.

Jaarb. Mijnwezen. 1914. Verh. 1, p. 82.
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neighbouring islands could be adduced, but the foregoing sufficiently

shows that the evolution of the geanticline has evolved during the

mountain building process very irregular movements at a compara-

tively short distance.

Tilting Islands.

Among those we reckon e.g. the island of Misool, to the North

of Ceram. Corals are thriving well, as well on the south- as on the

northcoast, but elevated coral reefs occur only in the flat northern

part of the island, whereas they are lacking entirely along the steeper

south coast up to some way past the watershed. The island may

be said to have tilted, if we assume that the south coast has subsided

along the line of a fault at the same time when the north coast

has moved upwards. This should seem to be very likely especially

with the island of Misool, because Wanner') has established the

presence of a number of faults in the archipelago along the south

coast bordering on the north side of the deep sea-basin between

Misool and New Guinea on the one side and Ceram on the other.

However, similar reef-formations may also originate in another

way, where tilting is out of the question, because the movement is

not performed by the island as such, but because in the initial and

the terminal stage different parts of a developing geanticline present

themselves as islands. In Fig. 1 we have only to look upon the

geanticline in P\B^Q^ as the initial stage and in /^7i<^ as the terminal

stage. In the latter the geanticline has subsided deeper below the

sea-surface, but on the north coast an upraised reefcap will be

seen. With rising geanticlines a similar distribution of the elevated

reefs will also be seen, e.g. in the manner illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

In the terminal stage P'A'B' only upraised reefs will occur on

the north side of the new island, viz. between A' and the north

coast. Then the island is not merely tilted, but exhibits that part

of a rising geanticline, which at a certain time emerges from the sea.

1) J. Wanner. Beitrage zur geologischen Kenntniss der Insel Misol, Tijdsch.

Kon. Ned. Aardrijksk. Gen. 1910, p. 498.
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CONCLUSIONS.

1. The parts of a reefcap formed during negative movements

may for two reasons disappear rapidly through erosion. Considerable

gaps in the development of a reefcap may, therefore, suggest long

and uninterrupted negative movements.

2. In the case of geanticlines, raised above the sea over extensive

areas, observations along the coast cannot lead to conclusions about

the movements of the highest points, — also with a stable sealevel.

3. The development of the geanticline causes reefs of the same

age to rise to various heights, which sometimes differ considerably.

4. The highest |)arts of a reefcap are not on that score the

oldest, also when faulting is left out of consideration.

5. At the toj) of a moving geanticline an island may disappear

and yet an island remains visible.

6. Islands may tilt or only exhibit the semblance of doing so.



Physics. — "On the Occurrence of Solid Substance in Bijiary

Mixtures ivith Unmixing" I. Bj Prof. F. E. C. Scheffer.

(Coininiinicated by Prof. J, Böeseken).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30 1918).

1. Introduction. When two phases coexist in a binary system, the

condition that the temperature and the three quantities (
—

| ,

—
, and If)

—

V — — '^' ~r shall be equal for the two pha-
\dxj„2' \dv JxT \dxJ^,T

ses, must be satisfied. On the surface tit =f\v,x), constructed fora
detinite temperature, the coexisting phases are obtained by rolling

a bi-tangent plane over this surface. Another method to find the

coexisting phases consists in this that the system of curves (-^j =
\dv Jx T

= constant (w-lines), ( — ) = constant (o-lines) and u?—vf -= )

\dxJ„T ^
ydvj.

4~) =
\dxJvT

'xT

constant (potential lines) are thought to be traced

projected on the v—x plane; then two points on the ip-surface indi-

cate coexisting phases when through the projections of these points

run a same /)-line, a same ^--line, and a same potential line.

The points indicating coexisting phases, furnish in the v—.r-pro-

jection a locus the inclination of which is determined by :

d'tf) d*\\}

(v,— v.) 1- (o!,—;r,)

aVj dv^da^

in which the indices 1 and 2 refer to the two coexisting phases ').

The indicatrix in a point of the tp-plane is given in first approx-

imation by the equation

:

d*tl) d*tb d*\b
«« --^ + 2vx-—}- -^a:'~^-\-av-\-tia; i-Y = . . (2)

dr, dv^dx^ dXy

1) Van der Waals—Kohnstamm. Thermodynamik. II. S. 196, equation I.
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When equation (1) is written in the form

T-^ + y^, = 0.. (3)
av,x, dec.

it appears from (2) and (3) that the binodal line and the nodal line

represent conjugate diameters in the indicatrix, which has been

demonstrated by Kortrweg ').

2. The Relative Situation of Binodal Lines and Xodal Lines.

A great number of inferences which are of importance for the

treatment of the more intricate cases of heterogeneous equilibrium,

which may present themselves for binary mixtures, may be made

from the above mentioned conclusions from the theory of binary

mixtures, which have been known already for a long time.

We shall imagine tino binodal lines going through a point of the

tf>-plane; each binodal line with the nodal line belonging to it is a

set of conjugate diameters in the indicatrix. Depending on the form

of the indicatrix we now get the following cases:

d*^

dv^ dx* \dv dx
Elliptical point.

From the well-known thesis of the ellipse that two pairs of con-

jugate diameters separate each other, follows when we indicate the

direction of the tangents to the binodal lines, by 6, and />,, that of

the nodal lines by 7i^ and ?i,

:

Moving in a definite direction round the elliptical point, the succession

of binodal and nodal lines is:

b, b, M, 7/,.

NoAv the two phases coexisting with A (fig. 1) can :

1. form a three-phase triangle ABC, so that

the two binodal lines lie entirely outside the

triangle, and

2. form a three-phase triangle ABD, so that

the two binodal lines lie on one side of A

within the triangle.

As, however, binodal lines within the triangle'

indicate two-phase coexistences which are metas-

table with regard to the third phase (the three phase equilibrium is,

namely, stable inside the three-phase triangle'), it appears tiiat the

above mentioned conclusion can also be expressed in the following words:

1) KoRTEWEG. Arch. Néerl. 24, 57 and 295 (1891).

2) We assume that there occur no points on the I^-surface where the surface

seen from below is concave-concave.
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When one of the phases participating^ in the three-phase equilibrium

corresponds with an elliptic point on the \\)-surface, the prolongations

of the {stable) binodal lines lie either both inside or both outside the

three phase triang le

.

d> d> / d> \' „ ,. , .

h. —— . =
I

1 . Parabolical point.
dv* da?' \dv.dxj

From equation (1), which can easily be transforntied into-.

(
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When the triangle in fig. 2a (order ftj 6, ii^ ?i,) is represented by

ABC, tlie two binodal lines lie entirely outside the triangle, when

by ABD, they lie both [>artly inside it, whereas in tig. 2b (order

6, 71, b, 71, ) one l)inodal line lies partly inside, one entirely outside

the triangle both for the three-phase equilibrium J ^6' and for .4^Z).

c
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4. Coexistence of Solid by the Side of Fluid Phases.

When the curve8 CD and EF in fig. 3 represent projections of

binodal lines of a plait on the ifvsurface, the

,;—.I'-plane is divided into six regions by the

nodal-lines AB and the tangents to the binodal

lines in A and /i. When also a solid phase

S coexists with A and B, the point repre-

senting the solid phase can lie in each of these

regions. Then the rules of § 2 easily give the

course of the binodal line through A and B
for fluid phases existing by the side of solid

for each of these cases. When the solid substance is the second

component, the most frequently occurring situations are those of the

regions 2 and 1. The first case is represented in fig. 4a, the second

in fig. 5a; the plait has been assumed to be stable for both, i.e.

to lie on the convex-convex part of the t|?-surface (seen from below).

Fig. 3.

Fig. la. Fig. 5a.

The points A and B are, therefore, elliptical, and the rules of § 2a

determine the situation of the binodal line for fluid phases coexisting

with solid in the two points, as it has been indicated in figs. 4a

and 5a. These situations correspond to the /^-./--figures indicated in

figs. 46 and 5/;, in which the three-phase coexistence is again indi-

m
Fig. 46. Fig. 5ft.

cated by ABS, and the two-phase legions are hatched ; the hatching-

lines indicate nodal lines.

64*
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The tiaiisition case which causes fig-. 4rt to pass into fig. 5a

now also often occurs for the practicall}' occurring heterogeneous

equilibria. (An instance of this is discussed in ^ 6). When naaiely

the point S lies on the prolongation of the line AB, the nodal lines

?ig and iif coincide (n, is the nodal line drawn from a fluid to the

solid phase, rif to the other fluid phase). The theorem of ^ 2a then

requires that also bg and />; coincide, in other words that the two

binodal lines are in contact.

When a .solid phase lies on a nodal line of the fiuids, the binodal

lines jiuid-jiuid and fluid-solid touch each other in the nodes.

In a perfectl}' analogous way it also follows that:

//' the nodal line solid-jiuid touches the binodal line jiuid-jluid, the

binodal line solid-Jiuid touches the nodal line of the fluid phases.

All the cases that can occur for a stable plait, have now been

discussed. It, however, repeatedly occurs that part of the plait

indicates unstable states; in the points of the binodal lines which

are situated within the spinodal line the surface is namely convex-

concave, and the points themselves are hyperbolical. In analogy

with figs. 4(2 and ba we can now again construct two figures, which

are applicable when one of the binodal lines consists of hyperbolical

points. (The case, thai Itoth binodal lines consist of hyperbolical

points is not considered ; the discussion is self-evidently just as

simple). In these cases we get figs. 6 and 7. In both point A is

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

given as hyperbolical, point B as elliptical point. The corresponding

P-.r-diagrams are easy to construct; they have, therefore, been

omitted ; besides the coexistences are not realizable, and are accord-

ingly devoid of practical importance.

5. The Four- Phase Equilibria.

When on the if'-surface simultaneous coexistence with solid occurs

for a three-phase equilibrium of fluid phases, the number of nodal
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lines and biiiodal lines passing (hrungh the nodes, amonnis to (liree.

When we assume tliat the Ihree-pljase coexistence takes place on

the stable part of the i|'-8iirface, the three Huid phases participating

in this equilil)riuni are indicated by elliptical points; the relative

situation of the three pairs of conjugate diameters is again deter-

mined by the rules of § 2(f in this sense that these theorems hold

good for every combination in sets of two of the 3 pairs of con-

jugate diainetei'S.

6. Applications.

In a treatise on the phenyl- and tolylcarbaminic acids recently

published in these Proceedings it was pointed out that the different

/'*-7-ligures which are found for these homologous compounds, can

be derived from each other by moving the quadruple point along

the three-phase line />,L,(r"). When the quadruple point reaches

the critical endpoint, it is still just stable; this is the ti-ausitiou case,

which connects this type of binary systems with the type sulphuretted

hydrogen-ammoniac, where the coexistence L^L^G does not appear

stable any more.

Such a transition is also found for lunaiy systems without com-

pound, a fact which Büchnkr') already pointed out in his Thesis

for the Doctorate. We then get a transition from a system with a

quadruple point to the type diphenylamine-carbonic acid. The transi-

tion itself has not been studied by Büchneh ; as it is, however,

possible that by a suitable choice of the components we can get

close to this transition case — in the cited paper I drew attention

to the system as-o-xylidine-carbonic acid — the study of this

transition case has probably not only theoretical importance.

This transition can now be simply followed by the aid of the

rules mentioned in ^^ 1—5; it has, indeed, been the study of this

transition that induced me to seek the regularities mentioned in

what precedes.

A complete discussion of this transformation is not possible with

the aid of the above rules alone. For these only indicate the course

of binodal and nodal lines in the neighbourhood of the nodes. Yet

this is already sufficient to give us an insight into the phenomena

that will make their appearance in this transition case.

For this purpose I will imagine the t|>-surface to be constructed

for the temperature of the critical endpoint (/v, = G). We may then

expect a situation as indicated by fig. '^a or 8/;. The plaitpoint /^,

1) These Proceedings. 21. 661. (15)19).

') BiicHNER. Thesis for the Doctorate. Amsterdam 1905.
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represents L^ and L, becoming- identical, P, represents Z>, and G

, s
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The three binodal lines for solid-fluid indicated in tiie two (igiires

correspond to the equilibria marked by the same letters in figs. 9a

and b. It will be clear from what has been discussed that the point

Fig. 9a. Fig. 96.

dP
wiiere —, =: oo, may lie both at higher and at lower pressure than

dT
P, '). This point corresponds to a nodal line (FG) passing through

*S in figs 8(7 and Sb. On still further displacement the binodal curve

for solid lies outside the longitudinal plait. Then the point of contact

can appear at higher temperature; in figs, da and b such a point

of contact is indicated by M. The situation of the three-phase line

passing through Af has been found experimentally by Büchnkr in

the system diphenylamine-carbonic acid "), by Ad.\ Prins in the system

ethane-naphtalene ').

7. The transition of the systems with quadruple point SL^ L^G
to the type diphenylamine-carbonic acid has been derived in the

preceding paragraph by the aid of the rules given in § 2. The shape

of the binodal curves is indicated by them, however, only in the

neighbourhood of the points of intersection. The course throughout

the region, which is remarkable especially in the covered i-egion,

could be dispensed with in the above discussion. A full insight can

only be obtained by considerations on the course of binodal lines

solid-tluid in general. For this the discussion of some loci on the

ifj-surface is required.

{To be continued.)

November 20^1' 1918. Delft. Technical Higkschool.

1) At lower temperatures this point lies in the covered region ; it will appear on

a fuller treatment of the transformation that the displacement of this point follows

easily from the transition of the two three phase lines SLjLo and SLjG into each

other (unstable ridge), and the change in this on approach to the critical endpoint.

These changes may also be directly examined by the aid of the rules of § 2.

2) BiicHNER. Thesis for the Doctorate. Amsterdam. 1905, p. 85. fig. 36.

'
») Ada Prins. These Proc. XVII p. 1095.



Physics. — "On Ike shape of large liquid drops and gas-bubbles

and the ?ise tnade of them for the measurement of capillary

constants." By Prof. J. E. Vkrschaffelt. Supplement N". 43n to

the Communications from the Priysical Laboratory at Leiden.

(Communicated by H. Kamkrlingh Onnks.)

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

§ 1. The meridional section of the capillary surface in the case

of a surface of revolution is determined by the well-known equation

I d{x8in(p)
V / u /i\

X dx

dy dz II-
which on account of the relation ^(Om/ =i -7- = — can also be written

dx ax

in the form

iin (f
kz dz = tin (p dff -\ dz (1')

1) Compare: 'On the shape of small drops and gas-bubbles". Leiden Comm.

Suppl. N". 42c (1918): these Proc XXI (1) p. 357.

Fig. 1 gives a diagrammatic representation of the meridional section of the capil-

lary surface for k = ^^'~^^''^^ > Ü and for k<0, in the case that R^ (the radius.
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We shall first assume, that y(- > (liquid below the surface, at

least in the neighbourhood of the axis), as is the case in a wide

tube or with a drop lying on a surface.

^ 2. When the meniscus is very large, it will be practically flat

near the axis and the curvature of the surface is only appreciable

near the edge. This naturally suggests, for the purpose of integrating

equation 1', dividiïig the curve into two portions: a central part,

where the angle if obtains but small values and which extends to

pretty near the edge, and a marginal part, where ff can assume

larger values aud which for smaller values of ip passes into the

central portion.

Let / be a special value of x belongiug to the marginal part (for

which we shall take the abscissa of poiuf B in fig. 1). If / is suffi-

ciently large, it is clear that the marginal part of the curve cannot

differ much from what would be found in the two-dimensional

problem (/=oo); the width of the marginal part is then small as

compared to / (cf. ^ 3). whence putting x =z I -\- u, u. may be treated

as small with respect to P). For that part we may therefore write

\ f u \
kz dz = sin (p d I

-\- — sin <ƒ I
1 -\- . .. \dz, . , . (2)

which equation may be solved by successive approximations.

§ 3. To a first approximation we thus have, as in the two-dimen-

sional problem"), since z and (p become very small together*) and

u-=0 for (f = 71,

of curvature at the top) is very large compared to x, i.e. that -Ro^^i ^ is a large

2
number and therefore /?1'^ + A; = —

—

-= a small number.
Ro^dbk

The figure is drawn on the assumption of R^ being positive (i.e. liquid below

for A; > and above for A; < 0) ; in the opposite case the meridional curve would

be obtained by turning the figure over about the .r-axis.

1) This method of simplifying the problem was already used by PoissON, Nouvelle

théoiie de Taction capillaire. See also : A. Kerguson, Phil. Mag., (6), 25, (1913) p. 507.

^) Compare for instance A. Winkelmann, Handbuch der Physik, 2e Aufl 1(2),

(1908) p. 1131.

3) z does not become zero, however, for © = ; from which it would seem to

follow that equations (3) can only hold as long as f is not infinitely small.

On closer inspection they appear to remain valid (provided u<< h), since the

dependence of z on x for small values of z is of an exponential nature; indeed,

for (f
small (3) gives m i^ /c = % (p + 2 — iogf 4 = /ogf Y' + 0,614. sKfc = rp =

= 0,543 e"*^^* = 0,543 e^'^'^^ . C'^*^^"; hence the minimum-value which z attains at a

large distance from the edge is infinitely small of a higher order than the infinitely

small values of z in the neighbourhood of the edge
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z yk::=z2 sin ^ cp ^) u y/k — log tan \ (p \- 2 cos ^ (p^). . (3)

Substituting this value of z in the first correction-term of (2) we
obtain as a second approximation

4
i/:^' = 2«n'iy + —-— (I -ro*»èr/,) . ... (4)

61 y k

or, as long as sin \ tp does not become infinitely small {(p <^1 n)*)

X [/kz=2 sin ^ (p -\ (2 tan ^(p + sin rp) *) . . . (4')

3^ [/k

u \/k= loa tan \(p Y'^ cos ^(p^ (| log tan \ <p — \sec*\ip^ cos >p-\-^) (5)
ol yk

.T 3 -T

Putting fp successively equal to -, -t and -— the coordinates of

A, B and D (fig. 1) are found as follows:

. . 1 .

1) In Older that this expression may stand as a first approximation, ysm^raust

be very small as compared to kz or, since sin (p is 1 at the utmost, klz must be

a large number (klz» I); it follows, introducing the expression tor sand remem-

bering that also sm 9 < or = 1, that ll^'^k»!. Iiv^k must therelore be a large

number, say 100; since for water k is about 13. / has to be at least 15 cms in

order that the approximation may be apphcable. Vox mercury (A; = 30) it would

be 10 cms.

2) From this relation it follows, that 9 may be considered as infinitely small,

while u itself is still small with respect to l\ i.e. ^ actually becomes very small

in the marginal part (provided lv^k»\). For instance for <p
=

'/loo (0°.6 about)

n^ k becomes approximately — 4. i.e. still a moderate number ; in view of this fact,

however, the practical limit of applicability of the approximation was possibly

estimated still rather low at ?^ k = 50.

'^) Unless (p itself is infinitely small, for in that case the correction term in (4)

is still much smaller than the principal term.

*) Except for a small reduction this formula was already given by PoissoN (loc.

cit.). With the degree of approximation in question it is of no importance that the

quantity / has not the same meaning with PoissON as here, the difference being

small compared to I itself; indeed we might just as well have represented by I

any other distance which differs from I by an infinitely small amount, such as the

abscissa of ^4 or of D (fig. 1 ^

Compare also Feeguson, Ioc. cit., equation IX, where, however, the expression

for z^^k is incorrect owing to an error of sign.

It may be here remarked in passing, that the manner in which Ferguson

integrates equation (2) comes to the same as introducing a new variable c=l<p-\-z;

for the rest the equation is also solved by successive approximations. The trans-

formation in question is unnecessarily cumbrous.
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jt 1 0,609
,,, =- ^, Vk=V^ + ^^^ (2 1/2-1, = 1,414 + ^^ I

/ (6)

l 0,039i
u^l//:-%(^/2-l)4V24-^y^|3%(|/2-l) + l/2 + M=0,532--^]

2
<^fi=^ ^^1/^= 2 + —— UB[/lc= . . . (7)

3jr 1 1,276

«X)»/*= fcp(l/2 + l)-l/2 + -i-!3%(l/2+ l)- (1/2-1)1) (8)

*

1 0,372'= -|Ml/2-l)+l/2}-^^|3%(p/2-l) + (v/2-l!= -0,532+^^-^,

We shall not try to cany on the approximation any fnrther.

^ 4. We now come to the central part of tiie meridional curve.

Since in that part rp is infinitely small, we may put sin (p = (f
=z

z=t(mff^^z', and may thus write equation (J) to a first approxi-

mation in the form •

--'^{.vz')= kz or z"^^-—kz=zO . . . . (9)

By the snbstitiition ix\/k^^'è> - = >/, the equation reduces to

V' + ^' + ^i = '^ (9')

S

which is Bksski/s equation of order zero. Therefore, considering that

at ./; = z is finite, we have

z=hJ,{ixV^k), (10)

./„ being Bessel's fnnction of the 1^^ kind and order 0; the inte-

gration-constant h is equal to the value of z for x = ').

1) Since Jp© " ^ '^oi' - = Ö- Consequently for a very large meniscus (very large

1

i?„l in the neigbourhood of the axis of rotation, replacing h by its value

(cf. Leiden Comm. Suppl. N". 4^c; these Proc. XXI (1) p. 357)), we have

1 I 1 kx^ 1 //fex'Y
j

' "^ Wn,
i

^ ^ (Fir T ^
(2 !)« (^tJ + • • i

'

as is also found directly by solving the differential equation of the meridional

section by development in a series (cf. Schalkwijk, Leiden Comm. N". 67, (1900

—

1901) these Proc. Hi, p. 421, 481) and putting Ey = oc.
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^ 5. It follows from (10)'), thai for large values of .<; differing little

from / (x ^ I -\- u)

gjcyk
Ji

gl Vk guyk
(H)

On the other hand it follows from (4') and (5), that for infinitel.y

small values of 'p, but x still differing little from /,

logz[/k = logif> = u\/k — {2--logi)-'^^. . . (12)

\iy equating the values of z in (11) and (12), putting a.i =:rand
remembering, that i^^^k— lv^k = iiAV''k (eq. 6), we tind

h \/k — 0,924 |/27ir {/ke-^^^ ..... (13)

This therefore is the relation between the radius ; of a wide

tube and the ascension k of the liquid in the tube (the angle of

oontaot being zero).

\ 6. An examination of the further course of the meridional curve

at a larger distance from the axis than .r ^ / (branch DEF... etc.)

shows, that the curve consists of a series of U-shaped curves, as

represented diagram matically in Winkelmann's Handbuch der Physik,

I (2) p. J141, fig. 404; these curves, however, are very much

Fig. 2.

elongated as shown in fig. 399 on p. 1135. The width of the cur-ves

is small compared to /; they therefore still belong to the maiginal

part of the meridional curve and the equation to these curves is

1) See for instance Nielsen, Handbuch der Theorie der Gyliiiderfunktionen, 1904,

p. 156.
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found in the same manner as equation (4). Representing by z^ the

minimum of z (ordinate of the lowest point F, fig. 2) and putting

(f=zO for z=^z^ we find

8

(the positive and negative signs corresponding to y > and <^ <I

respectively) '). Since the curves have to join oii to each other, it

is easily found, that for the n'^^ curve

4 \/n

where the abscissa of F may conveniently be taken for /.

Putting At}> = y^\—;.' sin* if>, where /* = and ip=: h {n-\-(f),
4 + ^z,"

we have as a first approximation, as in the two-dimensional problem '),

zp/^ = 2Z\if' M 1/'^=
I

— — 2
I
Aif> <iif?, . . (16)

u being the abcissa of an arbitrary point P of the curve relatively

to point F, i.e. u=zxp— xp; the total width Ip of the curve is

therefore such that

2pi/k = {.,H— ^r:B)\/k^^2{K-2E), ... (17)

K and E being the complete elliptical integrals
[ j )

of the 1*'

and 2"^ kind respectively, with modulus ;.. Now A is but little smal-

ler than \, viz.

2nA=l— i^z' = l
; (18)

K is therefore very large, namely in a first approximation ')

4 2wK= log — = i /09 8 — i loq . . . (19)
•V2(l-A) ^ ^^l\/k ' ^ ^

E being finite, viz. =r 1 ; it follows that

z,\/k= \,0S2e-J>^J' (20)

M The change of sign at ^ = is due to the change of sign ofsw ^ 9, whence

for ^ > y'kiz^—ZQ^) = -{-2sin^<p and for ip < = — 2 sin ^ tp.

*) See for instance Winkelmann, loc. cit,, p. 1134.

*) See for instance 0. Schlömilch, Compendium der höheren Analysis. 3e Aufl.

1879, II, p. 322.
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is the relation between the ordinate at the minimum z^ of one of

the curves and its width 2p ^).

^ 7. Before proceeding to the discussion of the case I- <^ we shall

first consider another problem, that of the ascension (or depression)

of a liquid on the outside of a wide circular tube which is immer-

sed in an inünitely extended liquid ; the meridional curve then shows

an infinitely extended branch RST (fig. 3) which may also be

Fig. 3.

realised, in that case up to Q (cf. § 12), by lifting from the liquid

a broad circular plate which is moistened by it.

The equation to this branch is found in a similar way to that

of the branch OEAB in fig. 1. We may again divide the curve

into a marginal part whose abscissae measured from .ry = I are

small with respect to / and a more distant part in which u becomes

comparable to / and even large as compared to it, (f differing little

from zero (<^ = at infinity).

In the same way as in §^ 2 and 3 (equation (2) is still valid)

considering that 2 = for cp =: 2-t and u = for <p = Jt we find

1) Putting XG—XD = 25, this gives pV'k = q^k — 0,532 (see § 3), and

z, |/yfc=: 1,842 e-n^^- ...... (20')
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i^kz* = 2sin^iirf-^^il ^cos^^cf). . . . (21)

or

z\/Jc= 2 si?i 4 ff — ——- (2 cotan i-
(f
— siti 7 ) '), • • • (22)

óly k

whence

u\/k=log tan | </)-f 2 cos ^ ^~^T~7L ^^ ^^^ ^"^* T '/' H" T ^^^^^* \tp-eüs (f - |). (23)
óly' fC

Putting (f successively equal to — , n and — the coordinates of

iV, Q and R are found as follows:

(24)
I 0,372i

u^^V^-= |%(l/2-l) -f l/2|-^^|3M^/2-l)+^/2-lj=0,532+-j^|

ili^ = 7x z(^l/A=2-—̂ WQ 1/^ = . . . (25)

3/1 1 0,609 I

r. =— , r i/A:=v/2_—— (2v/2-l)= 1,414-

\ (26)
1 0,0391

"^l/^=%(|/2+l)-l/2-^3%(p/24-l)-(|/2+l)!=-0,532H-^|

^ 8. The outside portion of the curve /^*S J', corresponding to values

of (f , which differ but infinitely little from 2 jt and extending to

infinity, is again determined by (9). Since, however, in this case z

approaches zero at infinity, the solution will now be

zz=:aiH^^\iz\/k). (27)

where H^^' is Hankei/s function of order zero and of the first kind.

The integration-constant n is found by joining on to equations

(22) and (23j putting y = 2 .t — tf?, where t|> is infinitely small. In

the same manner as in § 5 we then find

logz\/k=z~u\/k — 0,QU—^, ..... (28)

whereas for large vahies of x differing little from / equation (27)

gives

^) This is a known formula, except for a small reduction (cf. for instance Win-

KELMANN, loc. cit., p. 1148). See also A. Ferguson, Phil. Mag., (6). 24, (1912) p. 837.
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z— 2a- —= =^ h— i-, • • (29)
l/2.-T;rl/y(: 1/2^ \/l\/k V V

Therefore, putting .?•/? = r and considering, that iV k =^ l\/c

-\-UR\'k (eq. 26),

a['k= h . 0,924 y^^Tiry/ke'-y'^ (30)

^ 9. According to (21) (f
cannot become zero; on the other hand 2

can become zero at a point M (fig. 3) where (p goes through a

smallest value. The continuation of the curve QNSM to the left

again consists of a series of elongated «S-shaped curves, as repre-

sented diagramniaticallj in fig. 3').

The width of these curves is again small compared to / (abscissa

of point M) and the following equation is found for them

8
/:^» =4»m' ir/^ - r^,«' ± —-(1— cW ^y). . . (31)

olyk

(the positive sign referring to the part, where c>0, the negative

sign to the rest); 2 becomes zero for

(n = y„, = or for (f = 2.T — ^/m , • . • (32)

\/Sl[/k

according to whether the order n of the point .]/„, where the n

curve intersects the axis, is odd or even *).

Introducing a new angle if' such that *)

cot i rr / 2j/n\ 1

sin ^ = = 1 f -—- co.'^ ^ rf = - cos ^ (f, . . (33)
cos ^ (fm \ olykJ k

we have in first approximation, as in the two-dimensional problem,

^l/A;= ± 2 cos i|? ±u\/k—\ ^ 2 I Atprfifj, . (34)

u being measured from M. The total width 2yj == ^q—-^l is therefore

given bj the same expression as in ^ 6 ; hence

r/^,„= 1,082 «-/'i/i
, (35)

1) Nielsen, loc. cit.

') Gomp. WiNKELMANN, loc. cit., p. 1138, fig. 400a.

») In the first case the curve rises with increasing values of x, and <p changes

from TT to TT through <pm, in the other case the curve falls and c changes from

TT to T through 2t—<Pm-

*) Cf. WiNKELMANN, loc. Cit., p. 1137. VVc shall take ^ in such a direction, that

^=i ± ^ {tt—'s) + y. (infinitely small), with + for odd curves (cc < t), and — lor

even curves (f > n").
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will be the relation between the width of the curve and the (sharp)

angle at whicii it intersects the .I'-axis ').

§ 10. Capillary surfaces, whose meridional sections correspond to

the curves DFG of fig. 2 or LMN (as also the one of opposite

direction) of (ig. 3 can be experimentally realized between two tubes

the radii i\ and )\ of which differ comparatively little (say : )\— 1\

<^ <^ I :=
}i {)\ 4" ''i))i hut still so much that (r,

—

r^)l' k is a fairly

high number. In general, however, for given values of />= ^, (r,

—

1\)

and I= ^ {r^-\-7\), n will not be a whole number, i.e. the surface

which establishes itself between two arbitrary lubes does not form

part of those discussed in sections 6 and 9. Still, the equations as

given ren)ain valid, in other words the raeiidional curve is still

represented by equations (14) or (31) and the capillary rise as well

as the minimum angle are still given by equations (20') and (35').

The 6^-shaped or xS'-shaped curves, obtained in that way, again form

part of a series of similar curves, but the first series does not

now in general terminate on the side of the axis of revolution in

a curve which runs approximately towards the origin, neither does

the second series finish up on the side away from the axis in a

branch running to infinity. It is easily seen, that the condition is as

follows: the (['^-shaped curves become lower and lower on the side

of the axis (towards the left) i.e. 2, becomes smaller and after having

gone through a minimum z^ becomes imaginary, equation (14)

assumes the form (3), that is: the ^/-shaped curves change into

;S-shaped ones. Conversely : the .S-shaped curves assume towards the

right smaller and smaller values of ([„^ : ultimately ff',n becomes

imaginary and the ^S-curves change into U-curves. ')

§ 11. We shall now consider the case k<Ci(^ (suspended drops).

1) Putting 27 = xn—XL, we find

r/,,= 1,842 e-vt/^. ....... (35')

2) If (ro— ri)l'A: is a moderate number, the results of the two-dimensional

protilem will be applicable as a first approximation without any simplification. If

(7*2 ^1^ ^^^ is very small, the section is circular in first approximation and the

further approximation may be carried out in a way similar to that used in Suppl.

N*'. 42t; for small drops.

If the difference 72— ^1 is not small compared to I = ^{ro— t'i^, then in the

neighbourhood of .*; = rj, and x = r., the developments of sections 7 and 3 M'ill

hold, whereas in the intermediate region

z^aiB^^'^'ii.vyk) + bJ^{ivi/k), (36)

the value of a being given by eq. (30) with r — 7\, that of b by // from equation

(13) with r = n.

55

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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Broad hanging drops cannot be obtained ; it is clear tiiat it is im-

possible to make drops hang from a wide tube, but also the drops

which are formed on the iinder-side of a horizontal moistened plate

do not attain large dimensions. If for instance a horizontal plate is

immersed in water and then lifted out, the liquid which adheres

to the plate collects in one or more drops which grow (sometimes

flow together), drop off, grow again etc. but the width of the drops,

finishing up tangentially to the plate, is in no way commensurate

with the size of the plate.

The meridional section of the capillary surface in that case (as

long as the drop is not yet constricted in the middle) consists of an

undulating curve (fig. 4), the waves of which become lower and

Fig. 4.

lower, as they are further away from the axis) ') ; the suspended

drop represents the part (JAB comprised between the axis and the

first maximum. Curves drawn according to Kelvin's graphical method

seem to show, that the distance of the successive maxima and minima

from the axis of rotation increase with the radius of curvature at

the top; however, there is a limit to this increase: even for very

flat drops the distances remain moderate, as may be shown in the

following manner.

When the drop is very flat, the angle ff may be considered as

very small everywhere and the shape of the section is determined

by (9), or putting k =z — k' by

^" + - + fc'z (9")

This equation passes into (9') by the substitution xV^k'
=

'i,

2 = ?j, therefore

') See WiNKELMANN, loc. clt., p. 1146.
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z = z,JJa;\/k), (10')

z^ being the ordinate (— CO) at the top
( ^» = -,— )• As was to be

expected, the course of this function corresponds to the curve of

fig. 4'). The maximum B is found at ,4/^ =i 3.83 ') and its oidinate

is :b = 0.4028 z^. hence the total height of the drop is given by

£r= 1,4028 ^,= 1,4028 X-— (37)

independently of the width (at least as long as R^ is large).

At a large distance from the axis of rotation the curve approach-

es to

^' sinx[/k'^
'

(38)
y^ii.^x

§ 12. Although the capillary constant has sometimes been calculated

from observations on large di-ops (lying on a surface) or gas-bubbles

and although methods are known which are based on tliat principle *),

a really practical importance cannot be ascribed to them. It is only

for the sake of completeness tliat we shall refer to these methods

here in a few words and supplement them, whei-e necessary.

In our discussion of the different ways in which surface-tension

may be determined by means of very small drops and bubbles'),

the methods were divided under three groups which might be called :

the piessure-melhods, the weight-methods^ and the geometrical methods.

In the methods of (he first group the surface-tension is derived

from the measurement of tlie pressure in a drop or bubble of given

radius; in those of the second the force is measured which makes

equilibrium with the surface-tension along a special line (in other

words: the weight is measured of the liquid carried by the surface-

1) See for instance Jahnke und Emde, Funktionentafeln.

») For water (with k = 13) therefore Xb = 1-06 cm.

>) Cf. Nielsen, Ioc. cit. For large values of x the general solution of (9") is

as follows

am {x \/lc' ^ b) (38')

The other portions of the meridional curve, such as BDEFG (fig. 4) do not seem

to be possible. If a horizontal ring is moistened with liquid, one or more drops

will remain suspended, but they do not unite into a ring of liquid.

*) See for instance Winkelmann, p. 1155.

•^) Leiden. Gomm. Suppi. N». iM (1918); these Proc. XXI (1) p. 366.

55*
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tension)'); the third group contains the methods, in which <t is solely

derived from the shape of drop or bubble (measurement of certain

dimensions). This division is general and also iiolds for large drops

and bubbles; only in that case the pressure-method is of no impor-

tance practically on account of the small ness of the pressures to be

measured owing to the very slight curvature at the top; thus for

instance equation (13) which gives the ascension at the axis of a

wide tube of known radius is of no importance from a practical

point of view.

Of greater importance in this case would seem to be the geome-

trical methods, which consist in measuring the coordinates of the

points A and B of fig. 1, Q ov /i? of fig. 3 and applying equations

(6), (7), (25) or (26). But the application of these methods is hindered

by the difficulty of an accurate measuremeut of the coordinates.

The greatest practical importance attaches to the weight-methods.

Gay-Lussac already derived capillary constants from measurements

of the force which is required to lift a horizontal disk, which is

in contact with a widely extended lic|uid '^), above the surface; this

force, apart from the weight of the disk, is given by

F=z:nr*(.igz — ^Jtrosinq, ...... (39)

where z is to be replaced by its value from f22) (with l=zr). The

3jr
simplest cases are those, where q^ — and ffz^.-x*)-, in the latter

case, which can only be realized with a disk which is completely

moistened by the liquid, the force is a maximum *).

^) The method of measuring the capillary rise in narrow tubes belongs both to

this and to the first group.

') As mentioned by Laplace, Mécanique celeste, IV, 2e suppl. au livre X.

*) WiNKELMANN, p. 114'S and 1156.

*) Accurately speaking this maximum is reached a moment before the disk is

lifted to the greatest height (ordinate of Q, fig. 3); putting v- = ^ + £, the maximum

4
of P is reached, when £ = ,. But as long as s is only known to a second

r |/ />•

approximation, this circumstance has no influence on the equation to be used in

this case.

If there is an angle of contact i, both g- and i might be found from two obser-

3t 71

vations, for instance one in which vC = ^ (this is impossible when />-)andano-

ther in which the force is a maximum, in which case f = tt -\~ i. if i;>—,asfor

mercury, one might also determine the weight of a drop on a horizontal plate;

in that case (oQ) is again applicable. Or the greatest force may be measured which

is required to submerge a disk in a liquid (cf. A. Mayer, Sill. Journ., 4, (1897). p. 253.
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Properly speaking, with the lueaiiiiig given above to "weight-

method", Gay-Lussac's nietliod does not belong to this class, but is

rather to be ranged under the 3"' group ^). Proper weight-methods

are those in wliicli the capillary force is measured acting on a plate

suspended vertically in a liquid ') or the force which is retpiired to

detach a thin horizontal ring from a liquid. The laltei- force, inde-

pendently of the weight of the ring, is given by

F= 2:tO (r, sin fp^ — ;, sin 7 ,) + rr (r,' — r,') fi <jz, . . (40)

)\ and ;•, being the internal and external radii of the ring; the

angles 7, and 7^, for given values of z are determined by equations

(4') and (22). The ring detaches itself, when z has become a little

bigger than the ordinates of .4 (fig. 1) and D (fig. 3); putting

rt 3jr
r/), =r - -j- 6,, r/), =- 6„ ^ (r, + /•,) = /" and r, — r, = rf,

P is found to be a maximum, when Si := f, = \(fy2k, whence

^^'^ =1 + i(fl/2l + ^M»4-|'~(2v/2- 1)*^
. (41).

4jr<Jr
' - ^ 'lb 1 b

^.

According to (39) the force applied serves mainly (when = tt, exclusively)

to balance the hydrostatic pressure; the determination of the weight is therefore

principally an indirect way of measuring the height z.

') Wilhelmy's method. See Winkklmann. p. 1156.

^) This equation was found previously by others (cf. Winkelmann, loc. cit., p.

1157), all but the last term which, however, is of the same importance as the one

preceding it.

The equation also holds in the case of a ring, which is forced down into a

liquid like mercury.



Anatomy. — ''Comparison of the Brain Weight in Function of the

Body Weight, betioeen the Two Sexes.'' By Prof. Eug. Dubois.

(Communicated by Prof. H. Zwaahdemakkk).

(Communicated in ttie meeting of November 30, 1918)

The general relation of tlie brain weight in function of the body

weight, between honionenric species of Vertebrates could be accurately

determined, because between iheni there often exist important differ-

ences in size. Tlius it is known that their brain weight is i)i'oportional

to the power 0.5B of their body weight, to P^-^^ (more accurately

po555..y

Between individuals of the same species and of the same sex,

however, the brain weight of each is on an average proportional

to a powei' of the body weight that has only half that value, but

with the available data it could not yet be ascertained whether this

is P^'^'^, P^"^^ or P^"^^. The differences in the size of the body within

a species are generall}' small, and when they become more consider-

able, as is the case with the Dog, we have to deal with such

dissimilar material, that the relation in question can only be deter-

mined in approximation. For the human species we have, indeed,

the advantage of having at our disposal a great number of deter-

minations of weight, but here the brain weight has mostly been

somewhat modified by the illness preceding death ;
in general it has

soniewhat diminished, but not to the same degree for all individuals.

We may, indeed, make use of an indiiect method of determining

the brain weight, but it is clear that there are also objections to be

alleged to this. There are as yet too few data available about normal

individuals that have died a sudden death.

On the strength of the relations that appear to be valid between

the cellular dimensions aiul volumes in the nervous system, I have

become more and more inclined to consider /^o'^ (more accuiately

po277..) as the correct interindividnal factor, and to look upon my

earlier attempts to interpret ^^22 as superfluous. ')

With regard to the determination of the intersexual exponent of

relation the difficulties are, indeed, somewhat less, because it is

1) These Proceedings. Vol. XVI (Meeting of December 27, 1913), p. 664—665.
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possible to compute wider averages; but besides for Man tliere exist

still few data. In 1907 Lapicque demonstrated ') that this exponent

of relation, between the two sexes of the human species, is equal

to that between homoneuric animal species of diflferent weight.

Among Europeans, man is on an average about 12 i{:ilograms

heavier than woman ; his average brain weight is about one and a

half hectograms more than that of woman. By taking the results of

all the authors into account, Lapicque arrives at the round values

66 and 54 kilograms for the average body weights, and 1360 and

1220 grams for the average brain weights of European men and

European women, to which an exponent of relation of 0.56 answers.

A much smaller exponent of relation holds within each sex; the

brain weight varies 'much less considei-ably in comparison with the

body weight. Lapicque draws attention to the discontinuity from one

sex to the other, which thus appears. It had already been long

observed that equal mean brain weights did not correspond to

equal means of body height or of body weight of men on one side,

and women on the other side; we have, in fact, to do here with

two distinct series, like two species. The paradoxal character of this

view, Lapicque continues, disappears when it is thus formulated t

"dans le cas de dimorphisme sexuel la difference sexnelle doit être

traitée au point de vue mathéinatique comme uiie difference spéci-

fique" *). The difference in body weight between man and woman
he justly considers as a clear secondary sexual property. In the

biain weight there is now a difference of the same order, and

assuming the above reasoning to be correct "ces deux caractères

en réalité se ramèneraient a un seul, la difference de poids corporel

;

la difference de grandeur encéphalique ne serait qu'une con.séquence

harmonique" '').

On closer consideration I cannot concur with this last conclusion

of the distinguished French physiologist. If it were correct, if actually

one of the sexual properties in question were the necessary conse-

qnence of the other, we should find not only a mathematically

equal relation, but also a causally equal lelation between all di-

morphous sexes as between the homoneuric species, for which

1) Louis Lapicque, Difference sexuelle du poids encéphalique dans l'espèce

humaine. Bulletins et Mémoires de la Société d'Anthropologie de Paris. Seance

du 6 juin 11)07. Paris 1908, p. 337—344.

') Louis Lapicque, Comparaison du poids encéphalique entre les deux sexes de

l'espèce humaine. Gomptes rendus de la Société de Biologie de Paris. T. 63,

Séance du 9 novembre 1907, p. 434.

») Ibid., p.. 746.
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namely the brain weight and the body weight are in a fixed,

causative ratio to each other. Tliis is, however, not the case, as I

propose to demonstrate ').

In order to trace the canse of' the agreement found between

the relation of Man and Woman and that of the homoneuric

species, and at tlie same lime of the departure from the inter-

individual relation, it is required in the first place to examine

whether this agreement and this deviation is ijenernl, and furtlier

lioio the sexnal difference of the size of the body can have influence

on the quantity of brain.

With regard to the first point Lapicquk examined, already in 1907,

whether for the common Rat (Mus norvegicns Erxl.) and the common

Sparrow (Passer domesticus L.) the male sex possesses an excess of

body weight and at llie same lime an excess of brain weight above

the female sex, as in the lunnan species'). He found this for both

animal species, least cleai-ly for the Rat. Of 15 full-grown male

sparrows and 13 full-grown fenuile spari-ows the average body weights

were 30.8 and 28.7 grams, and the average brain weights 994 and

959 milligrams, from which an exponent of relation of 0.5077 can

be calculated"). Given however the slight differences of the average

weights, which IjAPICquk himself (j). 747) calls oidy "approximatives",

added to the comparatively great individual deviations, not much

value should be assigned to this result. The body weight ranged

for the male spairows from 28.61 to 33 grams, for the female

from 26.30 to 31.10 grams; the brain weight for the nuJe sparrows

ranged from 825 to 1080 milligrams, and for the female sparrows

from 900 to 1110 milligrams! It is certainly not possible to con-

clude from this to a relation of the brain weight and the body

weight between the two sexes of a similar nature as for Man ; nor

did Lapicque feel justified in doing so. For the rest it is well-known

that the sexual difference in size for the Sparrow, if it does exist,

is only met with to a veiy limited degree.

Sexual parity certainly applies to the Colin (Colinus virginiannsL.), for

which gallinaceous kind of bird Hhdlicka determined body weights and

1) I have to rectify here my former erroneous assumption (These Proceedings,

Vol. XVI, p. 659) that this relation would be the same in general for Vertebrates

as for Man.

') Louis Lapicque. Difference sexuelle dans le poids de I'encephale chez les

animaux: Rat et Moineau. Gompies rendus de la Société de Biologie. Tome 63

(1907), Seance du 21 décembre, p 746—748.

') From the average weights of P and E in tlie two sexes repeatedly given there.

On p. 748 the result of this calculation has been erroneously given as 0.57 there.
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brain weights of 7 adiiil cocks and 9 adult liens'). The averages

are 124.1 grams tor the bodj weight and J.223 giains for the brain

weigiit of the cocks, and 123 grams for the body weight and 1.242

grains for the brain weight of the hens. From this we may conclude

to the e(|ualily of the two sexes in both respects.

An important sexual ditfereiice in body weight exists on the other

hand for the Domestic Hen. In what quantitative relation between

the two sexes is here the weight of the brain to that of the body?

Careful determinations of weight for an adult cock and an adult

hen made by Falck -) and for an adult cock by Wklcker ') gave

the following results.

Tiie body weight (without "ballast") of Falck's cock, which was

extraordinarily large for its breed, was 1745,67 grams, the brain

weight 3.82 grains, the (net) l)ody weight of the hen was 985.15,

and the brain weight 3.36 grams. From this we find an exponent

of relation 0.2248. By comparison of the same hen with Welcker's

middle-sized cock, which had a "Reingewicht" (net weight) of 1445.7

grams and possessed 3.7 grams of brains, we obtain an exponent

of relation of 0.2513.

Given the comparatively much greater differences of the brain

weights between the two sexes, these results in themselves have

already a greater importance than those which Lapicque obtained

for the Sparrow. I found between an almost full-grown (more than

six months old) cock of the Leghorn breed, and an entirely full-

grown (two years old) hen of the same, but not quite pure breed,

the exponent of relation 0.4490 for (net) body weights of 1803 and

1197 grams (with emptied crop and stomach) and brain weights

of 3.75 and 3.12 grams. Seeing however, that this cock was not

fully grown, and was therefore too light for its brain weight, the

intersexual exponent of relation for the Gallus kind appears to be

half so great as for Man also here *).

This is in concordance with what we find for different species

of mammals. When in the series of Max Weber's dogs ") the 7

^) A. Hrdlicka, Brain Weight in Vertebrates. Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Collections. Vol. 48. Publication N". 1574 Washington 1905, p. 106.

2) G. Ph. Kalck, Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Biklungs- und Waclislhumsge-

schichte der Thierkörper. Schriften der Gesellschafl zur Beförderung der gesammten

Naturwissenscliaflen zu Marburg. Band 8. Mirburg 1857, p. 165-249, (p. 242).

^) R. Welcker—A. Brandt, Gevviclitswerthe der Körperorgane bei dem Menschen

und den Thieren. Arcliiv für Antliropologie, Band 28. Braunschweig 1902, p. 53.

*) See below, p. 864.

^) Max Wf:BER, Vorstudien fiber das Hirngewicht der Saugethiere. Festschrift

für Carl Gegei^baur. Leipzig 1896, p. 111-112.
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largest male dogs, which weigh from 12040 to 53000 grams, mean

weight 27503 grams, and possess from 70 to 123, on an average

100 grams of brain, are compared with the 7 smallest female dogs,

which weigh from 6000 lo 14250 grams, mean weight 8908 grams,

and possess from 64 to 86, on an average 77 grams of brain, we
get an exponent of relation of 0.2318; i.e. very nearlj' the inter-

individual exponent for equal sexes of dogs, as determined by

Lapicque.

i!\mong Richet's 157 dogs') twenty are stated to be female.

Possibly there are among the remaining dogs a few more female

ones, not indicated as such ; this does not make much difference

for our purpose. When these twenty female dogs are compared

with an equal number of male dogs, the body weights of which lie

as close as possible to those of the female dogs, these weights for

the two sexes together ranging from 5 to 37 kilograms, and the

brain weights from 53 to 125 grams, we find (always comparing

sets of ten)

:

between the largest cT and the smallest ^ an exponent of relation 0.3287

,, M ,, <ƒ ,, ,. >. cT ,, M M >. 0.3374

„ „ 5 „ „ „ c^ .. „ . M 0.2988

„ .. S „ ,. „ 9 „ „ „ ,. 0.2899

It is evident that the discontinuity in the transition from the one

sex to the other, which is so striking in the human species, does

not exist here.

Of tive domestic cats, examined by Wilder'), three male cats

have a mean body weight of 3284 grams, and a brain weight of

29 grams, two female cats a mean body weight of 2410 grams and

a brain weight of 27 grams, from which an exponent of relation of

0.2310 can be calculated.

According to L.apicque two bulls and six cows '), with mean body

weights of 540 and 397 kilograms and mean brain weights of 480

and 429 grams, give 0.3650; two rams and three sheep, with body

weights of 55 and 50 kilogr. and brain weights of 140 and 125 grams,

give 0,2064 for the exponent of relation. Also the first mentioned

1) Charles Richet, Poids du cerveau, de la rate et dii foie, chez les chiens

de différentes tailles. Gomptes rendus de la Société de Biologie de Paris, T. 3,

9me Série Paris 1891, p. 405—415.

') B. G. Welder. Cerebral Variation in Domestic Dogs. Proceedings of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, 22nd Meeting (i873)_

Salem 1874, p. 238.

3) Bulletins et Mémoires de la Société d'Anthropologie de Paris. Seance du

6 juin 1907, p. 335—336
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value of the intersexual exponent of relation still lies much nearer

0.28 than 0.56.

Though the number of the individuals compared may he small,

together these comparisons appear sufHicient to prove that there

exists another ratio of the brain weights to the body weights between

the two sexes, very different from that in the human species.

For not a few, probably for by far the most species there does

7iot exist sexual dimorphism in this respect, even where it might

be expected from the external difference in the size, as for the Ox

and the Domestic Hen. For those species which do not show sexual

din)orphism in the size of their bodies this is still less to be expected

in the brain weight. Of 16 male squirrels (Sciurus vulgaris L.) I

found i\*e body weight on an average 331 grams, and of 15 female

squirrels killed in the same neighbourhood on an average 326 grams.

Thus much may already be inferred from the not yet numerous

determiïiations of the brain weight, that for this species the greatei'

exponent of relation between the sexes does certainly not hold.

For the human species, on the contrary, the important internal

dimorphism of the brain weight, which finds its expression in the

exponent of relation of double the value for other species, corresponds to

the striking external sexual dimorphism of the body weight ; in ratio

to the body weight man has a disproportionally greater amount of

brain than woman.

Of great consequence is the fact that a Javanese monkey species,

the Budeng, Seinnopithecus maurus F. Cuv. (incl. pyrrkus Horsf.),

entirely agrees witli the human species in this respect, as follows

from the body weights and brain weights, according to determinations

by KoHi.BRUGGK ') of a number of male and female animals killed

in the state of nature. I mentioned this conformity in a few words

already in 1913'). This sexual dimorphism in the quantity ofbiain,

of the same nature and to the same extent as for Man is

most likely a general characteristic of the Monkeys, at least for

those of the Old World, for they show universally considerable

sexual differences in size of the body and at the same time a certain

sexual difference in the requirements of the mode of life, which in

Man are attended with the dimorphism of the quantity of the brain.

Fiom the values of P and E determined by Kohlbkuggk for the

species mentioned, those which may serve for the calculation of an

1) J. H. F. KoHLBRUGGE. Mlttheilungeii iiber die Lange und Schwere einiger

Organe bei Primaten. Zeits( hrift fur Morphologie und Anthropologie, Bd. II.

Stuttgart 1900, p. 54.

«) These Proceedings, Vol. XVI, p. 659.
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intersexual exponent, are fnlly recorded in Table 1, so as also to

show tlie individual values of the body weight and the brain weight

by the side of the mean values.

TABLE I. — Body weight and brain weight of Semnopithecus maurus F. Cuv.

> (Determinations in Java by J. H. F. Kohlbrugge)
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these brains rna}' ceitainlj- be considered as having reached their

full ponderal development. ')

Now the following result is obtained :

{log 77.93 — % 68.93) : {log 9642 — log 7542.5) =: 0.5006

By comparison of the averages of the corresponding weights of

the body and the brain individually, of three adult male vvitii those

of four adult female budengs, lecorded in Table II, an exponent

of relation 0.5248 is found.

TABLE II. — Body weight and brain weight of Semnopithecus maurus F. Cuv.

(Grams)
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has a comparative!J longer trunk and shorter limbs, broader hips,

narrower shoulders, internally a disproportionally more slenderly

built skeleton, and less powerful muscles, on the other hand a more

fully developed layer of fat in the skin, which rounds off the forms.

Thus equal quantities of weight do not mean the same thing in the

two sexes. Especially the muscles constitute a smaller part of the

body weight for woman, the smaller because the arms and legs^

to which for both sexes the four fifth part of the entire muscle

weight belongs (for man even slightly more), are also shorter for

woman.
With the smaller percentage of muscle weight of the female body

must necessarily be in connection a disproportionally slighter quantity

of the nervous system lultk regard to the body melglit. The main

point is, therefore, to examine whether the small quantity of brain

in proportion to the body weight for the human female sex, in

comparison with other female Mammals, corresponds to the dis-

proportionally slighter muscularity.

This appears to be actually the case; in proportion to the lueiglit of
the muscles the ratio of the brain weight between the two sexes of

the human species is the same as between the two sexes of any

other animal species and between individuals of the same sex. The

sexual dimorphism of the brain weight of Man and certainly of

many if not all the Monkeys exists only in relation to the body

weight. For most animal species, whether or no they are externally

sexually dimorphous, cerebral dimorphism is lacking, also in com-

parison with the body weight, probably even for Pinnipeds, though

of some species of this order the males are on an average three or

four times heavier than the females.

The best data that we have at our disposal concerning the

muscularity of the male and the female body, were furnished by

Friedrich Wilhelm Theile and Hermann Welcker, published only

after their deaths, of the latter by A. Brandt ^), of the former by

W. His').

Through his determinations of the weight of the separate

muscles of a considerable number of corpses of adult men

and women and children, carried out with scrupulous accuracy,

Theile has raised to himself a lasting memorial. For our purpose

1) Welcker—Brandt, I.e., p. 38—40.

•) F. W. Theile, Gewichtsbestimmungen zur Entwickelung des Muskelsystems

und des Skelettes beim Menschen. Nova Acta der Ksl. Leop. -Carol.-Deutsclien

Akademie der Naturforscher. Band 46, N^. 3, Halle 1884, p. 133—471.
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it detracts somewhat from their value that mostly the body weights

of the adult men and women were not determined. These weights

are not wanting in tlie tables of Wei.ckeii.

In Table III I have recorded all Welckkr's data for so far as

they refer to (he muscle weight, except woman N". 3. The deter-

minations put together by Wklcker concern mostly men and

women in good health, who have died a sudden death. Except 1. 5

and III. 4r, which have been borrowed from Bischoff's "Hirngewicht

des Menschen", they were carried out by him and other investigators,

TABLE III. — Body weight and muscle weight of 10 men and 3 women.

(Borrowed from Tables I to III, p. 38 to 40, in Welcker-Brandt,

Gewichtswerthe der Körperorgane bei dem Menschen und den Thieren

i I
^ '^

NO.
I

Age, Height, in >,^-|

I

in years cm. £§ .5? w

i
I ^ •-

•^ *j~ I Relative weight of the

3 .Sf» M muscles in "/o of P

Men I. 1
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and they were either not made known elsewhere or in places

that are no longer accessible.

In this table the body weights are mostly small for the body

heights, which will probably be owing to the fact that most examined

men and women did not possess a normal weight at the time of

their death. According to this and the following table the relative

weight of the mnscles in each sex is, however, bari'ing exceptions,

a little variable property, even in more advanced age. Nothing else

is, indeed, to be expected from so prominent a system of organs

as that of the mnscles, which as regards qnantity, participates for

about a third of the weight in the composition of the body, and

the development of which is in close connection with that of other

important parts of the bulk of the body, as the skeleton and

many others.

The sexual ditference in the relative weight of the muscles assu-

mes the greater importance in consequence of their pieponderant

influence on the bulk of the body. This difference is very conside-

rable. In ratio to the same body weight men are no less than over

22',,, more muscular than women according to the averages in

Table III.

It is very much to be regretted that in THEirp:'s for the rest very

careful determinations of weight of the muscles, from which I com-

posed Table IV, the body weight could be stated in but a single

case. Theilk himself calcidates the average relative muscle weights

by simply assuming, according to the general values given by Quetelet,

the average body weight to be 68 kilograms for his 8 vigorous men,

suicides or having died of an acute illness, and the average body

weight to be 54 kilograms for his 4 vigorous women, who had died

of an acute illness; he then finds (p. 223): "Die Gesamtmuskulatur

des erwachsenen kraftigen Weibes scheint also dnrchschnittlich noch

nicht ein Drittel des Körpei-gewiciits zu erreichen, wahiend sie beim

erwachsenen kraftigen Manne dnrchschnittlich mehr als ein Drittel

des Körpergewichts betragt". It appears possible to approximate the

real weights still somewhat more closely by taking into consideration

the individual heights and what is further noted about every indivi-

dual, for the estimation of the weights. The number of the deter-

minations serviceable for my purpose is then confined to 4 men

and 4 women. Theile's man N' 8 has not been inserted in Table IV

on account of his, in comparison with the other men and women,

high age of 54 years. Estimating his weight, with a height of 160.2

cm., at 57 kilograms, he is found to have a relative muscle weight

of 38 v..
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As appears from the 'average heights the men are below the

average computed from very large miinbers, the women above the

large-number average. Beyond doubt Theile thus overrated the body

weight of the former, but on the other hand underrated that of the

women ; in his time there were not yet so many data about the

correspondence of body weight and height available in the literature

as there are at present.

In Table IV the average relative muscle weight of the women
has been calculated somewhat too low, as in two cases the total

muscle weight was put as double that of the lefthand side, without

TABLE IV. — Body weight and weight of the muscles of 4 men and 4 women
(According to determinations by F.W. Theile. The body weights,

except of NO. 3, estimated by me)

Sex
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which per unity of hody weight is ahiiost 27 */« more than that

of the woraei».

Apart from a few exceptions the relative weights of the muscles

according to the data ofTflEiLKare lower than those according to the data

of Wklcker. This is partly owing to the circumstance that the body

weights given by Welcker are in general' low for the body heights,

but probably to a greater extent to another circumstance. Wei,cker's

muscle weights, with the exception of II. 1 and II. 5, were, namely,

determined indirectly, with a certain necessary additional weight on

account of the loss of the weights of the other organs, which have

been subiiacted from the body weight; Theile, on the other hand

determined diirctli/ the singular muscle weights, in which laborious

manipulations some loss of weight, at least through evaporation, is

inevitable.

These deviations, however, applying equally to both sexes, the

ratio between them is certainly but little changed by this difference

of the methods. Welckkr's man III. 5 must have been an exception-

ally powerful individual, indeed, just as Theile's N°. 3, but the

high value of HI. 5 is balanced by the low values of II. 1 and II. 2.

Hence «Man is twenty-tnw per cent according to one, twenty-seven

per cent according to the other series of determinations per unity

of body weight more muscular than Woman. That these results,

even apart from the uncertainly of the estimations in question,

founded as they are on a small number of observations, may still

depart somewhat from llie general average, notwithstanding the

prevailing constancy of the relative muscle weight within each sex,

needs no further demonstration.

Nor has perfect certainty been attained as regards the average

body weights of European men and women. But when with

Lapicque the averages are put at 66 and 54 kilograms, it is found

that these values are |)recisely in the same ratio to each other as

the average relative muscle weights according to Theile's determi-

nations. In fact — is =1,2222 and --— is = 1.2223.

If then the male body per unity of weight, has 227„ more muscle

weight than the female body, the weight of the former is, besides,

absolutely greater than the latter in the same ratio.

In his excellent handbook on anthropology ') Rudolf Martin

assumes as the average weight of European woman 52 kilograms,

1) R. Martin, Lelubuch der Anthropologic in systematischer Darstellung. Jena

1914. p. 237.
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and of European man 65 kilograms, i.e. 257o more. This ratio comes

nearer that of the average relative muscle weights, computed from

the data of Theile.

Hence it may safely be assumed that for the human species, the

male body has higher relative weight of the muscles than the female

body in the same geometrical ratio as the former has already more

weight than the latter. In other words: Between Woman mid Afan

the absolute weight of the muscles varies in rate of the square of
the body weight.

This now accounts for the fact that between Woman and Man
the brain weight, in function of the body weight, increases propor-

tionally with the square of the increase of the brain weight, in

function of the body weight, between the two sexes of most other

species, namely, proportionally to /^o.56 between Woman and Man,

and proportionally to 7^o.28 between the two sexes of most animal

species.

When the exponent of relation of the brain weight between Woman
and Man is reailj' not calculated with i-espect to the average body

weight, but with respect to the absolute average muscle weight, it

is found to be equal to the exponent of relation of the brain weight

in function of the body weight, bet\veen individuals of identical

species, viz. about 0.28, instead of 0.56.

There are only few direct data about the ratio of the muscle

weights between individuals of one sex of identical species, between

the two sexes and between different homoneuric species at our

disposal. From Wet.ckek's and Theile's determinations of the muscle

weights for the human species it is already clear that these weights,

between individuals of identical sex, vary proportionally to the

body weight.

We find the same proportionality in other species of Vertebrates,

Of two almost adult dachshunds from the same litter, examined by

Fai-ck M, the somewhat older and heavier female had slightly higher

relative muscle weight (which rapidly increases with the age in both

sexes) than the male. Though the full-grown male of the albino rat

(Mus uorvegicus Erxl.) weighs on an average about 300 grams as

against the female about 200 grams, they are equally muscular,

judging from Jackson and Lowrey's determinations') on not yet

full-grown animals. Comparing six males of 150 days, with an

') C. Ph. Falck, Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Wachsthumsgeschichte des Thier-

körpers. Archiv fur patliologische Anatomie und Physiologie (Virchow), Band VII.

Berlin 1854, d. 37 - 75.

») H. H. Donaldson, The Rat. Philadelphia 1915, p. 76.

56*
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average weight of 218.7 grams, of which 93.38 grams of muscle

weight, with seven females of the same age, with an average weight

of 154.8 grams and a muscle weight of 65.94 grams, we find a

relati\e weight of the muscles of 42.7 7o ^or the males and 42.6 7o

for the females. For four male albino rats (Mus norvegicus ErxL),

of 365 days, weighing on an average 260.2 grams, the mean relative

weight of the muscles was 46.5 "/,, and two female albino rats,

weighing on an average 183.5 grams, had a mean relative muscle

weight of 43.3 7o- Calculated with the absolute muscle weights 761.8

and 517.1 grams') given by Wei.ckkk there was equality of relative

uiuscle weight (viz. 52.7 and 52.5 7o) between the cock of 1445.7

grams and the hen of 985.1 grams of body weight. For the above

mentioned almost full-grown Leghorn cock I found 213.9 grams or

11.9 7o of the body weight for the joint weight of the three left-

hand and the three righthand pectoral muscles; for the fullgrown

hen 174.6 grams or 14.6 7o o^ ^''^ body weight! In about the same

geoineti'ical ratio the muscles of the shank of the hen exceeded those

of the cock. Evidently the cock was less muscular, because it was

not quite full-grown. When the body weight of the cock is calculated

with equal relative muscle weight as the hen, the exponent of rela-

tion becomes 0.2984. An adult male and an adult female lizard

(Lacerta agilis L.) according to Welcker ') have almost the same

relative muscle weight ; so have a male and a female Spotted Land-

salamander (Salamandra maculosa Laur.) according to his data.

But such a proportionality of body weight and muscle weight,

between individuals of identical species and equal sex, as well as

between the two sexes, may certainly be assumed, if this proportion-

ality also exists between diffei-ent homoneuric specie.^-.

Very valuable data about this matter are furnished by A. Magnan ").

From the values which he gives for the average relative weights of

the musculus coraco-brachialis (which muscle raises the wing) in

different orders of Birds, taken in general (p. 126), proportionality

with the body weight already appears. But it seems to me to be of

importance to examine this within every order and also for the

1) Welckek—Brandt, loc. cit., p. 53. — Falck's muscle weight corrected by

Welcker. Among these muscle weights for the cock and the lien also a crtain

part of the skeleton is included.

2) Loc. cit., p. 55.

3) A. Magnan, Relation chez les Giseaux entre le poids de leurs muscles

pectoraux et leur maniere de voter. Bulletin du Muséum national d'Histoire naturelle.

Année 1913, N'. 1, Paris 1913, p. 40—52. Les muscles releveurs de I'aile chez

les Giseaux. Ibid., m 2, p. 126—128.
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niiisculus pectoralis majoi-, which is fioiu 5 to iü times more bulky

than the coraco-brachialis. By pressing the wing down, this powerful

niust'le acts more directly in the locomotion, and is quantitatively

very differently developed in the different orders according to their

mode of flying, most so for the Galiinae and the Columl)idae, which

fly rowing (vol ramé), least for the Birds of Prey and the Owls,

which mostly fly floaiingly (vol plane), little too for the Marine

Palmipeds, which sail through the air in their flight (vol a voile).

In connection with this the area of the wing and the volume (or

weight) of the principal muscle active in flying, the muscuhis pecto-

ralis major are in leversed ratio to each other. To mention only the

extremes, the Birds of Prey have on an average double the wing

surface of the Galiinae, and their musculus |)ectoralis major has only

half the weight. For our purpose it is, however, necessary to know
whether also under for the lest equal circumstances, the weight of

the latter muscle is proportional to the body weight. If this appears

to be actually the case, we may safely conclude that it holds for

the whole of the muscles and for other Vertebrates too. Hence we
should only compare Birds of the same order, which also resemble

each other as much as possible in form and mode of flying, because

on account of the presence of two counteracting factors, area of

the wing and development of the muscle, deviations of the former,

also within a same order, immediately assume great importance for

the latter. From Magnan's determinations I have chosen 10 pairs,

formed from 20 species of Birds, eacli pair consisting of two species

which, though different in size, resemble each other as closely as

possible, as regards form of the body and flight, arid calculated the

relative body weight (P), the relative weight of the musculus pecto-

ralis major (Mp), the relative surface of the body {S, as /^Vj)> «^"^

the relative area of the wing (A) ^), and for (mostly other individu-

als of) the same species also the relative weight of the musculuKS

coraco-brachialis {Mc).

When specific and individual deviations are disregarded, theie

thus appears to exist a simple proportionality of the weight of the

muscles with the weight of the body. In the average values found

the weight of both muscles is slightly more than proportional to

the body weight; but most probably this is chiefly to be attributed to

the circumstance that also the area of the wings becomes on an average

somewhat larger in proportion to the surface of the body ; which

^) A. Ma-gnan, Variations de la surface alaire chez les Oiseaux, l.c , Année

1913, NO. 2, p. 119—125.
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TABLE V. — Relative weights of the body (P), the muscuius pectoralis major
{Mp) and the muscuius coracobrachialis (Mc), and relative surfaces of

the body (5) and the area of the wings (A) in 10 pairs, formed from

20 species of Birds. (Calculated from the determinations of A. Magnan)
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woman, therefore, as /^^s
y^

/>o.28 qj. po.56^
jjjyj ^^^ between iionio-

nenric species.

hi function of the muscle weight, however, the brain weight in

every species — also in the human species — between individuals

of equal and of ditferent sexes, varies proportionally to jIP^b

This is different between homoneuric species. For them the brain

weiffht varies both proportionally to M^-^^ and to /-'oös. in propor-

tion to the weiyht or volume of the muscles (he brain weight increases,

therefore, more than within a species.

Here an important difference in the relation between homoneuric

species and between the two sexes — also in the human species —
becomes apparent, with which without doubt differences in the

anatomical and physiological relation of the nervous system and the

njuscular system are connected.

In fact it has already long been known that the muscle fibers of

man are on an average considerably thicker than (hose of woman.
Bowman ') found (already in 1840) that the mean diameter for

man is about a fourth larger, corresponding to a ratio of the area

of the sections of 1.664. Schwalbe and Maykda') lay great stress

on the "bedeutenden Einfluss", which the sex has on the thickness

of homologous muscle fibers. "Ganz algemein liegen in den

hier verwerthbaren Messungen die Kaliber-Maxima im weiblichen

Muskel tiefer als iir) maimlichen" (p. 502). Tiie same sexual differ-

ence holds for the average calibers of the comparable measurements,

represented in Table VI. So also for the relative widths and maxima
of the "curves of variation", from which appears perfect uniformity

of these mean curves (for the width as well as for the maxima the

ratio is 1.653); which in connection with the functional relation

between the nerve and the muscle found by Kkith Lucas, [Mtnes,

and b}' Lapicque in their researches, is of great importance. ')

The average area of section of the fibers of these three muscles

1) W. Bowman, On the Minute Structure and Movements of Voluntary Muscle.

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London for the year 1840.

Part II, London 1840, p. 46L
2) G. Schwalbe und R. Mayeda, Ueber die Kaliberverhaltnisse der querge-

slreiften Muskelfasern des Menschen. Zeitschrift fur Biologie (Kühne und Voit).

Band 27, München und Leipzig 1890, p. 482—516.

3) K. Lucas, in Journal of Physiology. Cambridge 1905, p. 125; 1909, p. 113. -
G. R. Mines, Ibid. 1913, p. 1. — L. Lapicque, in Comptes rendus de la Société

de Biologic. Paris 1913, p. 35. — The fibers of a skeleton muscle can, namely,

each of them separately gel into contraction. Without doubt this must be in con-

nection both with the thickness of the muscle fibers and with the thickness of the

nerve fibers.
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TABLE VI. — Diameter of the muscle fibers. (From measurements by G. Schwalbe
and R Mayeda)
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section of the muscle fibers. As with the length of the muscle in

general also varies the length of ils fibers ^), and accordingly tlie

average number of them remains the saine, it may be assumed that

tilt' (ivera</e mimbev of the muscle fibers of man is the same

as that of iroman. This is then also valid for the number of the

motor nerve fibers, and also of all other nerve fibers and of the

neurones.

Thus the ratio of the l)rain weights can only be determined by

the length and the area of section of the nerve fibers, or one of

them (not by the number). The volume of the cell-bodies is minute

in comparison with that of the other components of the neurones.

Now the brain weights are to each other in the same ratio as the

length of the nerve fibers, from which follows that the area of

section of the nerve fibers, i-eniains the same, just as between indi-

viduals of equal sex of a species. Between homoneuric species, on

the other hand, the area of section of the nerve fibers varies

proportionally to po-28.

Hence there is no difference in the sexes as regards the physio-

logical i-elation between the muscular system and the nervous system.

For the human species, however, and certainly also for many, if

not for all Monkeys, tlie male sex does agree with the males of

other species, but the female sex does not, as far as relation between

these two systems of organs and the bulk of the body is concerned.

Dynamically, woman, in as much as she has to move a dispropor-

tionally greater body weight for her strength, is inferior to man.

The i-atio of the body weights is regulated here so, as woman pos-

sesses disproportionally less muscle, that the dynamic disadvantage

of the large individuals as against the small ones, is cancelled for

man as against woman, which requires squaring of the common

ratio of the brain weight and the muscle weight to the body weight.

Thus it is not only for the human species, but also for other

Primates. The peculiarity existing here: slighter mobility of woman,

and on the other hand great mobility of man can only be accounted

for by the very special and contrary mechanic requirements which,

in this order, maternal care imposes on one, and family life on the

other sex. It is needless to point out the significance which this has

also in a sociological respect, and to demonstrate the impossibility

that we shall ever be justified in saying: "nous avons change tout

cela".

') Gf. : R. Mayeda, Ueber die Kalibeiverhaltnisse der quergestreiften Miiskel-

fasern. Zeitschrift fur Biologie (Kühne und Voit), Band 27. (1890), p. 142 and li6.



Astronomy. — "The Distribution of the Absolute Magnitudes among

the Stars in and about the Mi/kg Wag". (Second Communi-

cation). By Dr. W. J. A. Schouten. (Commiinicaled by Prof.

J. C. Kapteyn).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

In a foimer communication we have communicated the results of

a re8earcii in wliich we determined according to Kapteyn's method tlie

mean luminosity curve for the whole sky and the corresponding-

curves for zones of different galactic latitude. We intend to communicate

in this essay the results that were found by treating the same data

according a method first proposed and used by Schwarzschild.

1. * Schwarzschild's method and his results.

ScHWARZSCHiLD Starts from the integral formulae that were first

framed by Sket-iger. Seeliger made use of the total number of stars

from the brightest star to those of determined magnitude. Schwarz-

SCHILD, however, uses the number of stars of each magnitude. This

is already a great simplification. Besides his work is characterized

by a severe nialhematical treatment. His merit consists chiefly in

giving an elegant general solution that is applicable to all funda-

mental problems of statistical astronomy ').

Let ISfhdh be the number of stars with an apparent brightness

between h and h -|- dh and jr/, their mean parallax, then — if we

indicate the density once more by D{r) and the frequency curve of

the absolute magnitudes by (p{i) — the following relations are true:

Nh = 4.n \D{r)(p{hr*)r* dr (1)

CO

and iVA ^/. = 4 .-r \D{r) ff (hr') r* dr . . . . . . (2)

1) His articles have appeared in Astrmi. Nachr. Nos. 4422, 4557 and 4740.
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In Asfron. Nadir. N°. 4422 the following problems were discussed:

a. Let Nh and (f{i) be given. It is required to determine D{r)

by solving (he inlegral equation (1).

b. Let Nk and. nu be given. It is re(inired to determine both D[r)

and </(/) by solving simultaneously the integral equations (1) and (2).

The integral equations have been solved by Sohwarzschild by

means of the known properties of Fouriek coeffK'ients ^).

It is clear that we can tind the velocity law in an analogous way.

If it is required to determine simultaneously the density law, the

luminosity law and the velocity law this can be done in iho fol-

lowing ways :

1^^ From A'„j, iVy and .t„,,

2nd N N Tt

3i-d „ iV„„ n-,„ ,, jr,„

4t'' „ A';/, Jr„^ „ Tly.

In case we suppose that there is no connection between lumino-

sity and velocity, x\^„,„ and ;^„,« would be sufficient data from which

to determine the three functions we seek.

Practically we have to reckon with the accuracy with which the

required data can be deduced from the observations. Theoretically

we can find D{i'), <i{i) and \y{ V) in each of the cases mentioned

by resolving the integral equations in accordance with Schwarz-

schii.d's method.

Serious objections, however, may be raised against the use of

such integral formulae. If Nm, -^m, etc. were known to us as conti-

nuous analytical functions of the variables Schwakzschild's method

would be very well adapted to the determining of the required

functions from these data. As a rule, however, we only know the

values of N,u and rr,„ for whole numbers ot vt. If now we represent

these numbers by a formula, these relations, indeed, adapt them-

selves to interpolation. If, however, the relations have no theoretical

foundations and the parameiers no physical significalion, we cannot

attach any other value to them than that of interpolation formulae

There is always the risk, then, that by using these relations, we

keep properties of the original data hidden from view.

A second objection is that empirical relations are extrapolated out

of the interval within which observations are available. If a function

in a determined interval represents the observations with sufficient

accuracy, it need not for that reason be of force outside the interval.

And particularly with the integral method it can be determined

») Vide also Eddington, Stellar Movements, Chapter X.
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only vvitli great difficulty, how far the results are based on extra-

polafion ^).

Another drawback of the method is that we cannot inquire into

the dependence of (f{i) or ip ( K) on r. Moreover we are obliged

to assume that there is no such thing as absorption of the light

in space.

In Schwarzschild's application of his method it was not investi-

gated, how the density varies with the galactic latitude. This is,

however, possible, if we have sufTicient data at our disposal.

Several objections that may be raised against Schwarzschild's

method do not exist with respect to Kapteyn's method, with which

we dealt in a formei' communication.

Yet we have also derived from our data of observation the

frequency curve of absolute niagnitudes in Schwarzschild's manner.

None of the methods proposed till now is entirely unassailable.

By applying methods based on different hypotheses we can judge

of the correctness of the suppositions that have been ujade and find

more reliable results.

A great advantage of Schwarzschild's method is that it distinctly

represents the connection of the different quantities and enables us

to judge, whether the values found for the unknown quantities

coi'respond to each other and form a consistent system.

In Astron. Nachr. N'. 4422 Schwarzschild has solved the two

problems above mentioned and has also given Jiumerical results of

the unknown quantities. Use was made of the luminosity curve,

derived by Kapteyn in Astron. Journal N'. 566 and of the numbers

iV„, published by him in Fuhl Groningen N'. 18. For log. Nm
Schwarzschild found

:

log. i\,n — 0.596 + 0.5612 m — 0.0055 ;«' .... (3)

From these data the density was derived and the mean parallaxes :rr„,.

In his second article Schwarzschild investigated in which way

the chief stellar statistical quantities depend on the three principal

laws and gave formulae to calculate the different quantities. An

exact application of the method requires, when we use the general

form of the functions, a very comprehensive arithmetical labour.

This is only advisable if a very large amount of data of observation

are at our disposal. Therefore suppositions were made about the

form of the unknown functions.

1) How one may obtain strange results by such unallowed extrapolation is seen,

for instance, when Gharlier (Meddelanden Observ. Lund, Serie II, N^. 8, p. 21)

derives from the formula of Kapteyn and Schwarzschild, which is cited in this

communication by (3), that the numbers Nm increase up to m — 51.
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SCHWARZSCHILD SlippOSeS:

D(r) = 10^0-"! P-«5P' {q = — 5.0 log. 7')

tf{ï) =1 Oh-h M-b,.W (^M= — 2.5 log. i)

i|'( V)= lO^o-'i G-C, G« ((j _ _ 5 o log^ V)

In contradistinction to the assumptions of Seeliger about the form

of the densit}' law and the luminosity law these suppositions are

not without any foundation. The form for </• (/) has been found

empirically by Kapteyn and the form of the density function has

been derived in Astron. Nachr. N". 4422 by means of the numbers

of stars of determined magnitude that have been coifnted. The form

of the function \p ( I^) "ist zunachst rein formal der Bequemlichkeit

der Rechnung wegen eingeführt". Besides the formula (3) mentioned

above ScHWARZscHiLD deduced from the observations:

log.:;i,n = — 1.108 — 0. 125 m

log. .^„,^„= — 0.766 — R^m — 0.1243.<7

in which </ has been assumed to be =: — 5.0 log. ^i.

From these data the three principal laws and various other

quantities, including the coefficient R^, were derived.

According to Schwarzschit,d the distribution of luminosities found

by him may also be formulated in this manner, that the absolute

magnitudes are spread around the average value 11'".5 (in Schwarz-

scHn,D's notation ^) with a mean error of 3'".8 according to the law

of errors. This is incorrect. From the data used by him it is easily

found with the aid of the table of coefficients in Astron. jS^achr.

N°. 4557, that the mean M of his luminosity curve is 25'". 1, theie-

fore in Kapteyn's notation 30'". 1.

The frequency curve found by Schwarzschild differs considerably

from the distribution of luminosities determined by Kapteyn in Fiibl.

Groningen N°. 11. This difference is puzzling as both investigators

made use of the same data.

We have failed in finding a conclusive explanation for this bad

agreement. One might think, that a correlation between the absolute

magnitude and the velocity of the stars exerted its infiuence. Of late

several investigators have indeed drawn the attention to some indica-

tions of a relation between luminosity and velocity. "). But yet one

'j Schwarzschild makes use of the distance corresponding with tt = 1" as a

unity of distance. Then M = m-\-h log. tt, so that the relation üfKAPTEVN =
= M'scHWARzscHiLD + 5 holds good.

") Vide e.g. Eddington, Observatory Vol. 38, p. 392, seq. Perhaps this question

may also be solved by the investigation now in course of preparation at the

Astronomical Laboratory at Groningen and on which we already drew the attention

in our former communication.
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may certainly not assume, that such a relation would be of so far-

reaching importance and would liave so great an influence on the

result in applying Schwarzschii.d's method. Moreover, treating the

data of observation available to us according to this method we found

the same luminosity curve we had found according to Kapteyn's method.

As tiiere is no agreement, it seems to us, that Kapteyn's result

should be trusted most. His method is, indeed, to be preferred to

Schwarzschild's and this chiefly for the following reasons:

1''*. Kapteyn does not suppose definite forms for tiie functions

that are to be determined
;

2"^'. with Kapteyn's method it is possible to examine, if the fre-

quency function of absolute magnitudes is the same at all distances

from the sun

;

3"^ if Kapteyn's method is applied, it may be seen at once how
far the results are based on observations and where extrapolation

comes in
;

4'^. Kapteyn's method need not be altered if it should appear

that velocity is a function of luminosity, while Schwarzschild's

formulae must undergo considei-able modifications, and
5f''. Schwarzschild's results depend to a high degree on the values

of some quantities (e.g. the coëfficiënt «,) which can only with diffi-

culty be derived with sufïicient exactness from observations.

Yet Schwarzschild's method and Kapteyn's if they are applied

prudently to the same data, should give the same results. The

difference found is probably to be attributed to the fifth objection

that we raised against Schwarzschild's method.

The interpolation-formulae we deduced from our data for jV,„ and

the formulae used by us for .t„, and jr,,,^,^ are to be trusted more

than Schwarzschild's, because they are based on more complete

and more minute data. Therefore less danger is to be apprehended

from the objection mentioned for our determination. So it may
perhaps be explained that Schwarzschild found a divergent result,

as we attained the same results according to the different methods.

2. The results of our investigation.

We have applied vSchwarschild's method to the same data of

observation that we have also treated, as we have communicated

in a former article, according to Kapteyn's method.

The data we want are

:

1. the numbers of stars of determined magnitude A',„,

2 the mean parallaxes of stars of determined magnitude .t„,,

3. two coefficients of the formula for :7t,„^^.
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We have established tlie mean luminositj law and also the mean

density and velocity laws for the whole sky and moreover we have

determined these principal laws for the 5 galactic zones separately.

The numbers A',,, were derived from Table V of Puhl. (Troningen

N'. 27. It was necessary to represent the numbers found by inter-

polation-formulae. For these the following formulae were found:

Whole sky log. .V,„ = — 4.2395 -f 0.63812 m — O.OJ1677 m'

Zone 1 = — 4.1848 + 0.65736 —0.01 J 243

II = — 4.1841 + 0.63322 - 0.01 1463

III =—4.6159 + 0.71857 —0.017257

IV = — 4.4638 + 0.67891 — 0.01 6289

V = — 4.5120 + 0.69565 —0.017976

The mean parallaxes jr„,, as we have already communicated, have

been lent to us for our investigation with great kindness by Prof.

Kaptkyn and Dr. Van Rhijn. These may be represented as follows:

Whole sky log. .t„, = 8.943 — 0.142 m

Zone I = 8.883 — 0.142 m

II =8.904 — 0.142 m
III =8.957 — 0.142 m
IV =9.024 — 0.142 m
V =9.066 — 0.142 m

We have deduced the mean parallaxes .%„_„ from those which

Kaptp:yn published in Publ. Groningen N°. 8, by making the constant

a in the formula

in agreement with the values of jt,„ just mentioned. Then we find

the following formulae:

Whole sky log. -t,„,„ = — 0.717 — 0.062 m - 0.142,^

Zone I*
' = —0.777 — 0.062 m -0.142^

Zone II = - 0.756 — 0.062 m — 0.142 g
Zone III = — 0.703 — 0.062 m — 0.142 'g

Zone IV = — 0.636 — 0.062 ?;i - 0.142 ly

Zone V = —0.594 — 0.062 m — 0.142^

We have derived the principal laws from these data according to

the method that Schwarzschild has proposed in his article in J.f^ron.

Nachr. N".4557. There the relations, which exist between the coef-

ficients of the different formulae, have been communicated in extenso.

The whole computation has been made by means of the formulae
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mentioned there. A possible relation between luminosity and velocity

has been left out of consideration. Nor did we, imitating Schwarzschild

make use of the coefficient of m in the formula for ^,„„. We mention

here the results we found and also reprint for the sake of compa-

rison the results that Schwa rzschild found.

In all formulae we have used Schwarzschild's definition of absolute

magnitude.

Schwarzschild's Results.

log. I){r) z=z -H 0.488 — 0.097 q — 0.0088 o'

log. </(0 = — 2.879 -f 0.737 M - 0.0147 .1/'

log.i\iV)= — 0.922 — 0.165 G — 0.0581 G»

J/,„ = — 11.9 -t- 374 7n

Our Results for the whole sky.

log. V(r) — — 2.350 — 0.242 q — 0.0165 9'

log. q{i) = — 0.853 + 0.141 M— 0.0403 J/'

%.ip(F)=— 1.331 - 0.611 G — 0.1400 G'

.V„, = — 7.9 + 0.290 m

Zone 1.

log.D{r) — _ 3.113 — 0.263 y — 0.0158^'

log. (f{i) = - 0.902 -f 0.154 M— 0.0387 M'-

%.ip(F)= — 1.536 - 0.659 G — 0.1344 Ö'

M,„=— 8.4 -f 0.289?/»

Zone II.

log. Dir) = — 2.805 — 0.240 q — 0.0162 9'

log. <f{i) — — 0.841 4- 0.127 M— 0.0397 A/'

log. ij(n= — 1-603 — 0.727 G - 0.1477 G'

M,n = — 8.2 + 0.289 m

Zone III.

log. D{r) = — 4.1 03 — 0.402 q — 0.0244 9'

log. (f{i) = - 0.646 + 0.025 M— 0.0597 .V/'

log. U'(F)=: — 0.728 - 0.972 G — 0.2074 G'

M„, = — 7.0 + 0.290 m

Zone IV.

log. D{r) = — 3.690 — 0.332 q - 0.0230 o*

log. (f{i) -^ - 0.671 + 0.057 M— 0.0564 M*

log.xp{V)= — 1.300 - 0.775 G — 0.1958 G*

M,„ = - 6.8 -f 0.289 m
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Zone V.

log. D{r) = - 4.207 — 0.362 q — 0.0254 q*

log. <f{i) = — 0.636 + 0.045 J/— 0.0621 M^

log.mV)— — lAS6 -0.784 G — 0.2158 (?'

il/,„ = — 6.4 -f 0.290 m
The values we found for the various coefficients differ rather

considerably from Schwarzschii.d's results. This is especially apparent

in the formulae for rp(i) and i^^(V).

It is especially of importance to compare the luminosity curve

with that of Schwarzschild and the frequency curves that wei-e

found for the various zones with each other. To facilitate this we
have given another form to the formulae. In order to compare them

we have also given Kapteyn's results in the same form. Here too

M has been expressed in the unit, used by Schvvarzschii.d.

We represent the luminosity curve by the formula:

A simple calculation shows us the relation between the new
parameters and those used above.

The luminosity curves found above may be expressed now by

formulae of the form we found, with the following values of the

parameters

:

k h

The whole sky . . 1.76 0.385

Zone I . .

Zone II . .

Zone III . .

Zone IV . .

Zone V . .

Schwarzschild

2.00 0.378

1.61 0.382

0.21 0.469

0.51 0.456

0.36 0.478

25.07 0.184

I type I 3.95 0.243
Kapteyn ^)

I
^^^p^ jj ^ 3() (^247

The difference between the values found by us and those of

Schwarzschild is very great, much greater than we had expected.

There is more agreement with the results obtained by Kapteyn,

although here too at first sight the difference is pretty conside-

rable. No great significance can be attributed, however, to the \alues

found for k. These results are based on extrapolation as the parts of

the frequency curves that are based on observations do not extend as

far as the maximum. It appears from the figure that we added to

this communication, that Kapteyn's curve does not differ much from

Astron. Journ. N". 566.

57

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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our deiermination as might perhaps be concluded from the values

of k and A; but that the two curves agree very well.

No real significance can be ascribed to the maximum of the

luminosity curves, determined by us, as the numbers for the mag-

nitudes 5 and 6, etc. (notation of Kapteyn) are based on the numbers

which were found in the nearest vicinity of the sun. But our

countings are not complete here, because we excluded stars with

P.M. > 50". To this may be ascribed the decrease in the numbers

which we observed.

Very remarkable is the way in which the values for k agree

that have been found for the different zones. It is true, there are

indications of a systematic difference in the values of k for higher

and less high galactic latitudes, but the differences between the

values of the numbers are not so great, if we take into consideration

the exactness of the data, that we can deduce from them with

certainty, that the luminosity curves of the various galactic zones

differ. How well the different curves agree, is most evident from

the figure which we inserted in our first communication. The six

lines in the upper part of the figure relate to the investigation now

discussed.

We are of opinion that we may conclude with a tolerable degree

of probability from these results that the frequency curve of absolute

magnitudes does not vary with the galactic latitude. And if this

should not be entirely correct, then the variation is certainly very small.

3. Comparison iviih the results of other investigators.

If we wish to compare the luminosity curves determined or

assumed by different investigators in the course of time, then we

can perform this best graphically. We have drawn the principal

curves in the figure subjoined.

The curve with the indication "Kaptkyn" represents the luminosity

law published in Puhl. Gronim/en N". 11. Our determination accord-

ing to the same method, which we marked by the figure II, gave

entirely the same result. They do not only agree in form, but the

numbers of stars of every absolute magnitude which were found

per unit of volume in the neighbourhood of the sun, are quite

the same.

We added in order to make comparison possible a constant amount

to each number log. N,„ for the other curves.

Then we have drawn the luminosity curve, that Schwarzschild

deduced in A.stron. Nachr. N«. 4557 and also the frequency function,
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that we found according lo tlie same method and marked bj the

figure I. Whereas the first is entirely different from Kapteyn's lumi-

nositj' law, the second agrees very well with it.

In Astro?!. Nnchr. N". 4422 Hertzsprung assumed for the distri-

bution function of absolute magnitudes a Gaussian curve with a

mean value of 2'". 7 and an average deviation of rb 3"'.0.

Halm ^) has assumed in his establishing of the luminosity law

that the density is constant. He also supposes a perceptible extinc-

tion of the light in space. With the aid of these hypotheses the

luminosity curve was deduced from the numbers of stars of deter-

mined magnitude found by Chapman and Melotte and the mean
parallaxes of Kapteyn and Comstock. It is remarkable that the

curve found in this manner agrees pretty well with Kaptkyn's.

In Monthly Notices Vol. 72 Dyson has published an investigation

founded on the cross components of the stars of Carrington's Cir-

cumpolar Catalogue. Supposing that the density in the space taken

up by these stars is everywhere the same, he determined the lumi-

nosity law. The curve found in this manner has been drawn by us.

Comstock '-) and Walkey ') have derived the frequency function of

absolute magnitudes from the luminosities of stars the parallax of

which has been measured.

In his investigations on the structure of the universe Seeliger

has established the density law in the first place. This determination

rests on the following theorem found by him^):
/—

3

If, for /// <^ n, A,u = Chm ^
, the density D will be = yr~' what-

ever (/)(/) may be.

Here A,n means the number of stars from the brightest star to those

of the magnitude in and A„, means the brightness of the stars of the

apparent magnitude m, while r represents the distance from the sun.

We may formulate this theorem of Seeliger also in this manner:

If the numbers of stars of determined magnitude form a geome-

trical progression, the density is proportional to a negative power of r.

We have proved in oui' thesis for the doctorate ^), that several

') Monthly Notices, Vol. 77.

') Astron. Joiirn. N», 569.

«) Astron. Nachr. N». 4754.

+) The demonstration given by Seeliger is very intricate. We have published,

however, in our doctoral dissertation a very simple proof, which we owe to

Prof Kapteyn.

5) On the Determination of the Principal Laws of Statistical Astronomy. Amster-

dam, KiRCHNER. 1918.

57*
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objections may be raised against the general validity of this theorem.

Sremger thought the premise of his theorem was affirmed by obser-

vations. This conclusion was premature and appears to be incorrect

by comparison with more exact data. Therefore the density law

derived by Seeliger cannot be accepted. And also his considerations

on a limit of the sidereal system found by him fail in sufficient

foundation.

Seeijger determined the luminosity law by solving an integral

equation well-known in stellar astronomy by means of the density

found. No great significance can be attributed to the result derived

in this way.

For the luminosity law, we indicated by "Seeliger I", use was

made of the density law D{r) = y r~'\ while in establishing the curve

"Seeliger II" he repi-esented the density by Z)(r) = y—'— « 7'-^i.

No sufficient motives have been stated for this last form. Moreover

n both determinations a definite form of the function 7(1') was pre-

supposed, which is undesirable and unnecessary.

The curve in our figure with the indication "Seeliger III" has not

been deduced by Seeliger; but it is a consistency of his theory. If

we extend namely — as Prof. Kapteyn observed — Seeliger's

theorem to stars fainter than the limiting magnitude '), then we find

:

/—

3

3—/

If, for m ^ 11, Am = Ch,n -
, then ff{i) = Ai ^ independent of D{r).

We now find according to Pxihl Groningen N°. 27 for 12.0< m < 16.0

with some approximation :

log. A,n = 1.797 + 0.340 (m—12).

This gives the luminosity curve (f{i) = Ai^-^^, which we indicated

in the figure by "Seeliger III".

The graphical representation indicates how much the frequency

curves found by different in\ estigators differ mutnally. All the more

it is of importance to observe that our independent investigation

furnished a perfect affirmation of the luminosity law deduced by

Prof. Kapteyn in 1901 from the data still so scanty at that time.

Kampen, September 1918.

•) The value of n is according Seeuger about 11.5.



Astronomy. — "The longitude of Hyperions pericentre and the

mass of Titan'. Bj Dr. J. WoltjkrJr. (Communicated by

Prof. W. DE Sitter).

(Communicated in the meeting of December 28, J 918).

1. In my dissertation '), published in the course of this year, I

commenced the determination of the action of Titan on the motion of

Hyperion. The developments include tiie libration in the critical

argument, in the semi-axis major and in the eccentricity, together

with a determination of the mean motion of the argument of the

libration; further the large inequality of the critical argument, propor-

tional to the first power of Titan's eccentricity. As I intend to carry

on these computations, the first thing to be done is to determine the

libration in the longitude of pericentre and the mean motion of this

element. The results are contained in this paper, which forms a conti-

nuation of the memoir already cited.

To this end the development of the perturbative function

("Investigations" Chapter I) has to be continued by the compu-

tation of the derivative with respect to e, the eccentricity of

Hyperion. The determination of the derivative with respect to a,

the semi-axis major, being closely related to this computation, we
also shall derive this function, though not required for the purpose

of this paper.

To check the special values of the perturbative function used for

these developments, an independent computation of the same values

has been carried out, starting from the goniometric development of

the square of the mutual distance of the two satellites. Tiie greater

part of the numerical computations involved has been performed by

Mr. D. Gaijkema, computer at the Leiden Observatory.

2. The determination of the derivative of the perturbative function

with respect to e consists of the computation of the function

ö/([l])

1) "Investigations in the theory of Hyperion"; hereafter to be cited as "investi-

gations".
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ƒ([!]) being the function defined in the first chapter of the "In-

vestigations". From this definition results (with the notation of this

chapter)

:

2n

Oe 2n:J Oe A

da c
For a given value of 111 the quantity r- — (which is a function

oe Li

of [1] and [3] only, as regards the angular variables) can be developed

thus

:

_^ = p, +p,co5[3] -f p, co«2[31 + ... -{-pnCosn[d] \- . . .)

-\- q, sin [3J -i- q, sin 2 [3J + . . . f qu sin 7i ['S] -\~ . . .)

Then we have:

a/([i])
.3.

oe

and

:

1 —1 /d a'\
- iM — ~ = Po + />« -t- />2,. -h P3- + • • • , (4)
n t=o \0e LsJ

t

/d a'\ d «' In
( ^ — being the value of — -- for 31 = — .».

(6)r = - 2 K- T I
— P» — /'S,. — P3» — • • •

We are able to judge of the magnitude of the coefficients p„ for

large values of n by considering the mean values

1 "-1 /d a'\

n s=o We A/s'

for different values of n. Choosing n — 270, 135, 90, 54 and

a

11 1 ^ 0° and taking for the constants e and - the values of the

table on page 3 of the "Investigations", I get:

1 "—1 /d a'\
n = 270 -£_-). 10* = - 108614

n s=o \oe Ay,
135 —108614

90 —108614

54 —108616.
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From these values results:

P* +P,7. + •. =P. 4- Pi. 6 4-P,7. + ...=P. +P». + Piso + ••
; (6)

and thus:

p„. =0, P,. = 0, p,, = -2.10-5. (7)

Supposing the coetTicients />« for large values of n to be of this

order of magnitude also if
[1 J

7^ 0°, we see that we are allowed

to use the formula

de

without, on this account, iiaving to fear an error in the resulting

_ 1 "-1 / d a'\
(8)

value of
d«

larger than half a unit of the fifth decimal, if 7i ^ 90.

In the next table I have collected the values of —-— , computed
de

according to this formula; for [IJ = 0° 1 took n = 270, for the other

a'

values of [11 n=:135; the values of the constants e and - are
a

those of the table on page 3 of the "Investigations".

[<]
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putting ^j,, ^j^, ..., etc. zero, k^,k^, . . . ,ky^^ can be solved. The

coefficients k^ and ^,, appear to be zero and the following develop-

ment of i|> {w) results

:

10» .
±}:LJl — 10'. y^^{u^= - 108151

oe

— 484 CO» 2 V'

\ (10)
4-21 co« 4 «>

-|- 1 CO* 6 u>

.

3. The derivative of the function /([I]) with respect to a is

determined by the formula

^^([1])^ 1 fa^^o^LSJ. (11)

a'

For a given value of [1] the quantity <i ^ '~ ^^'^' ^® developed

thus:

d a'

a — — = p, -f p, CO» [3] -f ;?, cos 2 [3] + . . . + p„ cos n [3] -^ . . . )

da ZA \\}^)
-f y. Bin [3] -}- ^, siVi 2 [3] -|- • .

-^ qn sin n [3] + • • •
'

Thus:

a/([l]) IV/" Ö a'\

da n 4=0 V "<* ^/«

l"-i/ d a'\
Again we derive the mean values - -2" a — --

)
for the values

n s=o V "« ^/5
n =z 270, 135, 90, 54 and the value [1 ] =:= 0°. The values of the constants

e and - are those of the table on page 3 of the "Investigations".
a

We get :

1 "-1 / d a'\
n=270 - S a— - . 10' = - 110691

135 —110691

90 — 110691

54 —110706.
Thus:

Po + p,;, + . • • = Po + pi,5 + p„, 4- . . . = po + ;?»o -r Px.o + • • : (1^)

and

:

/>,7. = 0. Pi.. = 0, Pm = 0; (15)
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further:

p,, = - 15. 10-5. (16)

Supposing the coeftieients />„ for large values of n to be of this

order of magnitude also if [1]7^0°, we see that we are allowed

to use the formula

Oa n ,—o

d a'

da A
(17)

without, on this account, having to fear an error in the resulting

d/([l])
values of a '"'

V"
"" larger than half a unit of the fifth decimal, if

Oa

n>90.
cl/([l])

In the next table I have collected the values of a —^ , computed
oa

according to this formula; for [1] = 0° I took n = 270, for the remaining

a'

values of flj /2 = 135; the values of the constants « and — are those
' a

of the table on page 3 of the "Investigations".

[1]
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„ ^^itü!
. 10' = ;i (,«). 10» = — 112732

+ 2064 cos 2x0
l

(^^)

— 23 eos 4 w.

4. The first system of differential equations of Chapter II ^ 3

of the "Investigations" contains the equations for the determination

of the four variables q, a, 0, il, supposing Titan's eccentricity

to be zero. The remaining part of Chapter II contains the

determination of those terms of the variables (>, a, 0, which

V Mare of order zero and one vt^ith respect to IX 7>. To com-

plete the computations we shall examine the last equation of the

system mentioned, viz. the equation for 12. This equation:

di d(X

can be written thus:

dil m' df

(20)

— (21)
dt a' do

'

As Q, (J and ^ are known functions of t, the solution of this

equation is reduced to a quadrature.

The right member of the equation is an even function of ; sub-

stituting the series from Chapter II ^ 3 of the "Investigations" for

Q, <7, ^^, this right member gets the form

:

fx'^ls <P,,iiP; (22)

_ ,,=0

here (j. = \/ — and <P., is an even periodic function of t.

y M
Denoting the constant term of the goniometric development of ^^

with respect to t by <P^„ we have

:

-—= ix' 2 cp, IIP + ix' 2 i<P,, - 0,,) fii' , (23)
dt p=o p=0

and thus:

Si = constant + /*' t :s ^piiP -^ -^ iap ((*Pp — ~^p)dr . (24)
B=0 *' u=zo kJ

Developing the divisor v according to the series (Chapter II ^ 3)

ƒ)= OB

V =1 2 Vp (iP
,

p=:l

£2 gets equal to the expression

:
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Q — 'ur
-1-^'^ i

p=0
-''(^^)'

llj, = U i2(;>.*' sinsr, p = 0,1 , . . ,

1=1

Tir = constant + x ^
»

(25)

x=^''^;xy-+2(^|/M ;=0

Deviating from the notation of the "Investigations" I have denoted

the coefficient of Mn 'or by the letter ;(, lo prevent confusion with

the known number nr.

We get:

i2.=0,

(26)

-f-l

.

^*
. o'LdaJp'o.o9o

denoting the constant term of the periodic development of t-

with respect to t by a stroke above the functional sign.

As

da __
d^_ ^^1-g' 1

da do VaM
we get:

hence

drt de e \/aM

'

(27)

(28)

«, »^ «0 L<'Opo»o9o

«0 »'i J vL^^dpo'o'

o — l/l-,

de
po»o*(

(it.

(29)

For the coefficients substituting their numerical values, we get:

•/, =z + [0.937584] n\
de

(30)

i2, = + [2.499354]^'^^r
de Po'o'o

'-1
V^-'
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the numbers in brackets are logarithms ; ii, lias been expressed in

degrees, which fact has been denoted bj' the symbol (0).

The quantity ^, can be determined by the equation:

/i =
' ay
dööp

(31)
r^yi r ^y

o^' + Lö^> + Laoö7>Jo'^

the symbol [ j, being an abbreviation for
[ ]p=^„, ,=,,, e=^^.

The right member is the constant term of an even periodic function

of T, which changes its sign if t is replaced by .t—t. Thus:

X. = 0. (32)

5. The development of the function — from § 2 of this paper
oe

enables us to compute the numerical value of ^, and ^,. To derive

the function ~ , the variable ?/; is to be expressed as function of

0/(11])
T in the development of —^—- as function ot ?/; according to for-

mula (10).

From the relation (Investigations p. 26)

w -^ xtin2w=zx, jr =r 4- 0.00318,

results

:

J!
I
COS [p -{''2)t — COS (p 2) T }

-\-
\

. . \ X* -\- (33

(34)

cos p w := cos p r -

and thus:

cos 2 IV — cos2t = -f 0.0032 — 0.0032coa4T,

CO» Alo — cos At = -{- 0.01 cos 2r — 0.01 co»6x.

With aid of these formulas the following value for the development

dn
-^

, as function of t, can be deduced

:

of

Thus

m 10'

108153

— 484 cos 2 X

-f 23 cosix

-\- 1 co»6t.

:— 108153 ;

(35)

T

1^'
•

1 / — /
I

\dx=— 242 sin 2t + 6 sin 4i

(36)
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Substituting these expressions in the formula (30), we get the results

collected in the next table.

11 =
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Further from the relation (see section N'. 5)

w -\- X sin 2 «. = T, x= -i 0.00318,

we deduce -.

P
8171 p u<=: sin pt .u

I
siw (p -f 2) T — sin (p— 2) t

j -f- |
. . |

a-* -f

and thus

:

sin 3 1^) — 5ÜJ 8 T rrr -\- 0.005 sin x — 0.005 sin 5 t .

With aid of these formulas we deduce:

10'
^ebd_ piflo%

=: \- 2088 sinx

— 159 sin 3 T

— 1 1 sin 5 T.

(40)

(41)

(42)

ód.
Ill connection with this formula, from the table for —* on page 33

of the "Investigations", the relation results:

— 706 cos 2 T
(43)

Hence

10....^m =
dq LöJ,..

-\- 49 cos 4 T

-(-3 cos 6 X .

653
,

10'.9«— n / — / rfT=r— 353«m2T + 12«w4t

(44)

öii,
The values of -^ ~ and 9 ^—result from formula (30). I collect

these values in the next table. Deriving these values, we ought to

di2, « di2^'"^
.—— z=z £ -—- sm «T

oq s=i Oq

q -r-^= — 0.0305 sin 2t
dq

-\- 0.0010 «in 4t

^^= — 0.00961
X, 09
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remember that the numerical coefficient of the integral in the for-

mula for i2, also depends on q.

7. From the value of Xt of section N* 5 we shall derive a

value of the mass of Titan. Taking account of the equation Xj ^=^ 0,

for the motion of Hyperion's pericentre, neglecting terms of the©order (
—

) , we get

:

m'— 9.3675 n'. — . (45)M
From observation H. Struve ') for the mean motion of Hyperion's

pericentre gets the value:

— 18."663;

correcting for precession, we get:

— 18.»677;

here the Julian year is the unit of time.

Before comparing the theoretical value according to formula (45)

with the observed motion, we ought to correct the latter on

account of the secular variations caused by the sun, Saturn's ellip-

ticity and the other satellites. According to H. Samter ') the values

of these variations are respectively -f- O.'Oll, -|- 0."234 and

-|- 0.°009 a year. Subtracting the sum of these numbers from the

observed motion, the equation for the determination of Titan's mass

becomes

:

m'— 9.3675 n',—= — I8.*931 . (46)M
m'

As 7i\ differs from n' only in the terms of order — and higher,

I put n\ = 7i' and thus

:

n', = 365.25 X 22. '5770.

Then from (46) we get

:

M— = 4080 .

m'

This value agrees quite well with the value from the mean motion

M Beobachtungen der Saturnstrabanten. Publications de I'Observatoire Central

Nicolas. Série II. Vol. XL 1898. p. 290.

>) Die Masse des Saturnstrabanten Titan. Sitz. Ber. der Kön. Pr. Akad. der

Wissenschaften. 19J2.
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of the argument of the libration (Investigations p. 70) (which value

also has been derived on simplifying suppositions), viz.

:

M— = 3986.
m

M
The values of— computed by Eichelbergek and Samter from the

m'

perturbations of Hyperion are:

W. S. Eichelbergek: 4172 =b 58,

H. Samter: 4125.

Thus the agreement of the different values is satisfactory.



Chemistry. — ''On the influence of sojne salts on the dyeing of
cellulose with Benzopurpurin 4i?". Bj Prof. J. Höeseken,

Mis8 G. W. Tkrgau and A. C. Binnendijk.

(Communicated in the meeting of Nov. 30, 1918).

I.

The object of this investigation was originally to examine whether

the function of the salts in dyeing cellulose with benzidin dyestuffs

wa8 of a catalytic or of another nature.

I had found with v. d. Beug and Kerstjens ^) that in acetylating

cellulose with acetic acid anhydride, the action of H,SC)^ and iodine

was purely catalytic, as small quantities of these substances were

sufficient to induce the attack of the very complicated cellulose

molecule. As cellulose is entiiely insoluble in acetic acid anhydride,

the substances mentioned above formed the bridge on which the

cellulose and tlie anhydride could meet and react on each

other. It was not out of the question that the anorganic salts acted

the same part between dyestuff and fibre material as sulphuric acid

between anhydride and cellulose, as far as they enabled the dyestuff

to enter the fibre substance.

However it was already evident from the literature on this subject

that one must not speak of a catalytic action, because the metal-

atoms of the salts added were taken up by the fibre material, in

quantities which are almost equivalent to the dyestuff (as a bisul-

phonic acid).

It was also known that if one wants the benzopurpurin to be

taken up properly by cotton wool, then there must be present in

the dye-bath a quantity of salt greater than an equimolecular one

in regard to purpurin ; this does not strike one at once because the

molecular weight of the purpurin is great (680) and the dyestuff'

solutions are frequently very diluted. In fact the phenomenon may

better be compared with the salting out of soaps and is considered

to be a shaking out by the fibre sultstauce of the dyestuff salt

soluble in it, of which salt the concentration in the bath is consi-

derably increased by the additioji of alcali-salt.

1) Recueü 35. 320 (1916).
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Some preliiiiinan' experiments showed that the quantities of salt

necessary for the exhaustion of the dye-bath were indeed much

greater than equimolecular ; thus a solution of 1 mg. of benzopurpurin

in 100 ccm. H,0 or of 7«8 millimol. needed 500 mgr. Na,SO^, viz.

nearly 40 millimol. in order to be exhausted by 1 gram of cotton-

wool.

This was affirmed with a whole series of other salts; in every

case the quantity of salt necessary to bring about an almost entire

decoloration of the bath was many times greater than the quantity

of benzopurpurin.

As at the same time observations were made which might throw

a light on the dyeing process, the investigation was continued in a

quantitative way with a number of metal salts.

The preliminary experiments were executed with solutions of

1 milligram of pure (salt free") benzopurpurin 4B and, in relation

to each other, ecpiimolecular quantities of a number of salts, in

100 ccm. H,0. Every time 1 gram of puiified cotton-wool, which

had been freed from fat, was exposed in porcelain cups during

10 minutes to the action of these solutions at 65°. It appeared that

the intensity of colour of the bath, while using sulphates of sodium,

potassium and ammonium was almost identical, but still not

completely so.

Salt.
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lithium, wiiich is lighter, but also zinc more than cadmium, which

is heavier.

Salt.
Quantity
in mg.

Quantity
in mol.

Remarks.

Li, SO4 1 aq.

Na2 SO4 10 aq.

Mg S04 7 aq.

3 Cd SO4 8 aq.

Zn SO4 1 aq.

AI2 (504)3 18 aq.

Cfj (504)3! 8 aq.

Fez (S04)3

60.5

161.2

123.3

128.3

143.8

111.1

65.4

85.5

Vjooo

Veooo

'/2000

Veooo

Colour of the bath

decreases as indi-

cated by arrow.

Between Li and

Na there is a clear

difference.

Coagulation of the

dyestuff inthe bath;

the fibre remains

colourless.

Magnesium seems to form an exception in tiiis respect; however

it turned out that this metal should not be compared with Zn and

Cd, but with the alcaline earth metals, with which it shows more

resemblance, also in otfier respects, than with zinc and cadmium.

Salt.
Quantity
in mg.

Quantity
in mol.

Remarks.

I
Hg CI,

I

Mg CI2 6 aq.

I
Cd Clo 2 aq~l

Ca Clcj 6 aq.

Ba Ci2 2 aq.

135.6

101.7

109.6

109.5

104.1

/200D

Colour of the bath

decreases as indi-

cated by the arrow.

From this survey we have conclusive evidence that magnesium

belongs to the series Mg <[ (.-a <[ Ba of which it forms the least

strong term, whereas cadmium must be considered to be one of the

series Hg <^ Cd <^ Zn.

In both series the most electropositive metals are the most effective.

The series intersect and as magnesium is more electropositive than

cadmium and zinc, and yet extiacts less effectively, there must be

another property beside electroposilivity, which governs the extract-

ing action of the metal.

II.

With a view to confirming the results communicated in the

58*
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preceding paragraph the investigation was extended and at the same

time the estimation with the naked eje in the exhausted bath was

replaced by a quantitative determination.

Instead of cotton-wool 1 gram skeins of cotton were used, wliich

weie tirst soaked in soap water and then well linsed. During 10'

at 65° they were brought into a bath of 1 milligram of carefully

pui-ified benzopurpurin 4B and different quantities of salt in 500

com. of distilled water.

After dyeing the bath was quickly cooled and compared with

standard solutions of known concentration in a colorimeter of

C. H. Wolf.

First of all we had to examine whether Behr's law was valid,

viz. whether a cm. of a n. normal solution had the same intensity

of colour as /t./i. cm. of a Vp ''ïiormal solution, which in fact was

the case.

It was necessary to use distilled water for the dilutions; water

for drinking gave another shade to the field by which the sensiti

veness was impaired.

For benzopurpurin and with solutions of, at the utmost, 1 milli-

gram in 100 ccm., the sensiiiveness of the method could be increased

after some practice to 0.1 cm., at a thickness of the layer of 10

to 15 cm. viz. to less than one percent.

After this we had to examine the relation between the quantity

of dyestuff, taken up by the cotton — using a fixed quantity of

salt — and the concentration of the dyestuff.

Here one would expect a relation of the nature of the absorption

equation.

However the quantity of dyestuff precipitated by the fibre appeared

to be pretty much independent of the concentration of the dyestuff

in tlie bath.

To that end respectively 1, V„ '\ and \/, mgr. of benzopurpurin

were dissolved in 100 ccm. H,0 containing 161,2 mgr. Na,SO, 10 aq.

and in this sol. each time 1 gi'. of cotton was dyed during 10' at

65°; after that the exhausted bath was compared with the original

solution (see table on next page).

It is to be expected that the independence just referred to will

not hold good for higher concentrations of the dyestuff. As however

it was our intention only to examine the influence of the electro-

lytes and as this effect became more lucid in this way, we confined

our investigations in the beginning to concentrations of not more

than 1 mgr. per 100 ccm.

Moreover with these small concentrations the colorimetric deter-
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iDinatioiis could be executed directly — without having to dilute.

Further it was shown that the quantity of dyestuff taken up

depends on the concentration of the electi-olyte, hoivever only to <i

Cone, of

benzopurpurine.
Change of the intensity of colour.

Taken up by the
fibre.

1 mgr.
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Tlie observations contained in the scheme are tor a part inserted

in the graphic representation I.

Ji/ffSO,

\ucmxi salt (/n ?n.m/)t. —>
V^

B. Com/)arison of the action of the chlorides of Mg, Ca, Si\

Ba and of Zn, Cd and Hg.

As the concentration of these salts is not to be fixed accnrately

by weighing, standard solnlions were made, the content of which

was estimated by the Volhard volumetric method. These solutions

were diluted to a content of 4 milliinol. per 160 ccm. (284 mg. of

chlorine).

Hence each ccm. contains ^
j ^^ millimol.

To the bath of 1 mgr. of benzopurpurin in ±0.5 litre of distilled

water were now added respectively 5 (7^ millimol.), 10 (74 'ïiiHiniol.),

15 (Vg inillimol.), 20 (7, niillimol.) and 40 (one millimol.) ccm. of the

different salt solutions and left in contact with 1 gram of cotton

during 10 minutes at 65° as mentioned above.

Afterwards the exhausted baths were compared with the original

dyestuff solution and in this way their strength was determined;

by way of controlling the exhausted baths of different salts were

also mutually compared and no deviations of any importance were

ever observed.
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The result of the investigation is given in table II and in dia-

gram I.

Especially from the latter one observes immediate!}' that the result

I j
(Cd 804)3 8H2O

TABLE 1.

Salt.
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TABLE III.

Salt

MgClo

CaCl2

SrCla

BaClo

Concentration
in millimol.

Intensity of colour.

15 cm. before dyeing = 14.4 cm. after it

= 11.0

= 10.0

= 9.0

Taken up by
the fibre.

4.0 o/o

26.7 „

33.0 „

40.0 ..

ZnCla

CdCl2

HgCla

= 13.9

= 14.0

= 14.5

7.3

6.7

3.3

MgCl.

CaCl2

SrCl2

BaCl2

15 cm. before dyeing = 13.3 cm. after it

= 79
= 72

11.3 0/,

43.3 „

47.3 ,

52.0 „

ZnCl2

CdCl.

HgCla

= 9.5

= 12.7

= 13.

7

36.7 „

15.3 „

8.7 „

MgClo
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C. With a view to atürming the significauce of this result we

have examined the conduct of the self same series of salts towards

a benzopurpurin solution 10 times more concentrated.

However here the quantitative estimation, used till now, could

not be applied unmodified; the intensity of colour of the solutions

was far too great to determine the differences by a simple compa-

rison of the layers of the liquid.

Therefore we first tried to estimate the quantity of dyestutf by

precipitation with potassium alum and weighing the precipitate; in

doing this however fluctuating figures were obtained. Also the

quantity of ash in those precipitates was too small to lead to an

effective method.

The colorimetric method was now modified as follows: 10 ccm.

of the exhausted bath were diluted to J 00 ccm. and this solution

was compared to one containing 1 mgr. of benzopurpurin in 500 ccm.

The concentrations found by comparison were now multiplied

by ten in order to learn the cone, of the dyestuff in the exhausted

liquid.

First we had convinced ourselves of the fact that, on diluting the

solution of 10 mgi-. in 500 ccm. to the tenfold volume a liquid

was obtained, the intensity of which was equal to the standard

solution (1 mgr.—500 ccm.), so that this method of dilution may

be considered allowable. Table III gives a survey of the result

obtained.

The character of the dyeing-curves is equal to that of the dye-

bath diluted ten times; the succession of the metal salts has remained

entirely the same. Now too we see magnesium join the group of

the alcaliue earths as the least pronounced representative. Striking

but not strange is the relatively trifling action which it exercises,

viz. it diverges remarkably from the Ca < Sr < Ba and so in that

group it takes a somewhat isolated place. In the group of the bi-

valent heavy metals zinc also seems to stand somewhat apart by

its relatively pronounced action.

D. With a view to the conformity between zinc and elements

from the 7''' and 8'^ group in their bivalent form, the conduct of

manganese, iron, cobalt, and nickel was examined, to which end the

sulphates were chosen. Here the difücidty presented itself that the

salts of those metals had a colour of their own, so that a correction

had to be applied. First it was made out that with the salt-con-

centrations used, so little of the salt itself was taken up by the

fibre, that hereby no perceivable change of colour took place ;
this
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of course was done without benzopurpuriii being present in the bath.

Now, when a dye and a salt are present at the same time, pro-

bably more sail will penetrate the tibre; these quantities however

were very small, as the ash content of the fibre material after

dyeing did not amount to more than 3 milligrams.

The correction meant above consisted in this, that in the standard

solution a quantity of salt was put equal to that of the exhausted

dye-bath. It is true, by that the error was not quite avoided, because

wnequal layers of the liquids have to be compared ; however, since
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the intensity of colour of the very diluted salt solution is inconsider-

able compared to that of the benzopurpurin, this error could be

neglected.

The solutions of ferrous sulphate had to be prepared anew for

each determination, because after some time, in consequence of oxi-

dation, precipitation of ferric basic sulphate look place. As this was
not entirely to be prevented the figures for this salt are given with

some reserve, of the other salts standard solutions were made con-

taining 7,, millimol. per cent of which respectively 5, JO, 15, 20
and 40 cc. were used. For the rest we worked as is described

under B p. 898 with the exception that a temperature of 70° was
chosen.

First we see that zinc and also cadmium in some degree join

these metals. Remarkable is the rapidly ascending course of the

curve for zinc, a thing we had already found with zinc chloride in

the concentrated solution of benzopurpurin. As yet we cannot decide

whether this is based on accidental deviations or whether the higher

temperature is the cause of it. As regards the metals of the iron

group itself, we see that the precipitating faculty increases.according

to the atom number of the metals, except in the case of manganese;

but the differences between manganese and iron are very small.

We investigated also the chlorides of manganese, cobalt and nickel

with which the same succession was found : Mn <^ Co <[ Ni with

almost the same figures.

This result therefore agrees with what we found about the succes-

sion zinc, cadmium, mercury, viz. that the precipitating faculty is

not connected directly with the atomic weight of the elements, but

with a peculiar chemical property, for instance the electro affinity
;

fa-

~^i>

io

to

^'<p
"^^ ^ salt i^n, -^rz :r>-tJ'-C
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but not exclnsivel}' with tliat either, because otherwise the action of

zinc and magnesium could not be well understood (for the rest see

fig. 2).

E. In the course of oiii- preliminary experiments we had observed

that lithiumsulphate exercised ft. smaller action than sodium sulphate;

we have repeated these experiments in a quantitative way on the

chlorides and supplemented them with NH.Cl and KCl. Except those

for lithium the figures are so near to each other that the deviations

fall within the range of the experimental error.

Nevertheless we suppose the succession Li <^ NH^ <^ Na <[ K to

be correct, in accordance with the increasing electro affinity (table

V and fig. 3).

Si>

i'&

'Jb

:2 ^

S./^

T^ó.

y<p

salt '^Tt*^

Also with the alcaline metals a limit was soon reached, which is

situated at db 33 7o. therefore considerably lower than that of the

alcaline earths (BaCl^ := 60 7.) and at about the same height as that

of the other metals of the 2"<^ group, with the exception of mercury,

manganese and iron, which are situated much lower.

With the fixation of the acid benzopurpurin we have kept our

attention fixed on the metal. Because we were forced to examine

some chlorides in order to obtain a survey of the alcaline eaiths,

we were able to compare the action of a few chlorides with that

of the sulphates.

Though the graphs indicate a shifting of the action towards lower

concentrations, we did not in any case meet with essential diffe-

rences, which was to be expected.





Chemistry. — *'The mutual influence on the electrolytic conductivity

of yallic tannic acid and boric acid in connection nnth the

composition of the tannins". By Prof. J. Böesekkn and W. M.

Dekrns.

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

By the researclies of Emil Fischkr ') and others on the poljdepsides,

it is now verj probable that the tannin of the gall-nut principally

consists of a mixture of the pentadigalloylethers of u- and ji-glucose,

in which the two galloyi groups are coupled in such a manner

that the carboxyl group of the one tannic acid molecule has been

esterified with one of the OH groups in the meta position of the

other tannic acid radical, thus:

HO COO

H0<^ \ COO <^ \
HO HO OH

C,H,0

\i this conception be the right one, then the influence of the con-

ductivity of this substance on that of boric acid should be consider-

able, viz. should agree with that of five mol. pyrogallol -|- five mol.

pyrocatachol per molecule of the tannin.

Here however two circumstances ought to be consideied. In the

first place a solution of the tannin, because of the high molecular

weight (db 1700) has the character of a collpidal solution and a

priori it is not certain that it will behave like an ordinary solution.

However a qualitative experiment showed that the increase of

the conductivity was considerable, so that tJie solution of the tannin

behaved quite normally as regards that phenomenon.

In the second place the tannin must not be compared with pyro-

gallol and pyrocatechol, but with the esters of gallic acid and of

protocatechuic acid.

Therefore we have first measured the influence, which the con-

ductivity of the gallic acid methylester exercises on that of boric

acid.

1) Berichte 45, 915 (1912).
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Increase of conductivity of a 0.5 mol. H3BO3 solution at 25° in

KOHLRAUSCH-HOLBORN-UnitS X 10®-

Cone.
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groups, favourably situated in regard to each other; this appears

directly if the acid H is substituted by metiiyl, but may be indirectly

deduced when the negative influence of the medium (boric acid)

on the conductivity of the free acid is taken into account.

Dilution. Found. After
correction

16
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In the second place it is of importance because we learn to under-

stand the very intense action of boric acid on the vegetable organism;

it stands to reason that small quantities of this substance must

exercise a considerable influence if it is able to turn the very common

tannins from almost neutral substances into strong acids.

Org. Chem. Lab. of the Technical University.

Delft, November 1918.



Physics. — "Magnetic properties of cubic lattices." ]iy Prof. L. S.

Ornstein and Dr. F. Zkrnike. (Commiiiicated bj Piof. H. A.

LORENTZ.)

(^Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1918).

The well-known model of Ewing has been treated more in detail

by different scientists. A few have (aken the very nnsatisfactory

standpoint, that elementary magnets are distribnted al random in

space'). More in accordance with reality is the supposition, from

which W. Peddik "), and later on also Honda and Okuba ') have

started, that the magnetic particles are arranged in a cubic lattice.

The reasonings however show two important fallacies.

In the first place they neglected the demagnetising force in a sphere;

accordingly they think that dipoles cannot yield a result, which

made Ihem unnecessarily consider magnets of finite length. In (he

second place they considered only those rotations at the research of

stability, in which the magnetic axes of all particles ai-e moved

in mutual parallelism.

As will be shown hereafter, the consequence of this unfounded

limitation in the freedom of motion of the particles is that the

stability becomes much greater than is in reality the case.

If we sweep this limitation, we find that the arrangement of

magnedc atoms in a cubic lattice is unstable without exterior field.

A body of such a structure, can therefore possess no coërcitive

force.

§ 1. We consider a cubic lattice with edge d. In the corners of

the lattices we imagine dipoles possessing the sdengdi p, and which

can rotate freel}'. Be those dipoles directed all parallel (o an edge

of the lattice by a strong ex(erior field H. Now we put the question

how far the exterior of the field must be weakened (o reach the

limit of stability. If the system without exterior field is stable the

intensity H>, at which this is the case, will be negative.

The magnetic properties of the la((ice considered will consequently

1) Gans u. Hertz, Zeitsch. fur Matlieraatik und Physik.

') Edinburgh Proc. 195 and 7.

5) Phys. Review, X, 1917, p. 705.

59*
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— it' H,j is negative — be roughly speaking analogous with those

of a ferro-magnetic body with hysteresis. If on the contrary we
And a |)Ositive value for H,j, we have to do with a body without

hysteressis that can only be magnetised up to saturation by a strong

field //,/. With a weaker exterior field the magnetic atoms will not

remain totally directed and consequently M will decrease. We shall

deduce for that case the connection between the intensity H and

magnetisation, in other words: the permeability.

In orde!' to find from H,^ the coërcitive force He, we must bear

in mind that the latter is defined as the negative m^<?r/(jr field required

to make the magnetisation change its sign. This interioi- field will

always l>e found by adding the field //,<„i, which is caused by the

magnetised body itself, to the exterior field He- The field H^on must

be calculated on the supposition, that the body has a continnons

space-magnetisation.

So we have

H= He -\- Hcoti and especially He ^ — Hg — /^con-

Here — Heon is the so-called demagnetising force. By this defini-

tion Hr will become independent of the form of the body considered,

which consequently is not the case for H^. In the preceding para-

graph we must consequently read for //^ everywhere H,, -f- Heon-

In our calculation we shall always take the limit spherical. Then

Heon is — V. M.

It is easy to demonstrate that H,, becomes :=:0 when we impose

on the turning of the atoms the limitation discussed above that their

axes always remain parallel. F^or this purpose we only have to sum

up the reciprocal energy of two dipoles over the whole lattice. From

considerations of symmetry we then find that this sum is zero. ^)

We shall give another proof of the theorem mentioned, the principle

of which can also be useful for our further calculation.

We choose a system of axes parallel with the edge of the lattice

and take the origin in one of its points. We imagine in all the

points of the lattice except in the origin, Northpoles of unity

strength, and we imagine the lattice linuted by a very large sphere

about 0. Let \\{x,i/,z) represent the potential in a point x,y,z. The

OF,
potential of dipoles with moment /; in de .c-direction is p—r-,

Ox

Ö' V d" V d' V
the intensity in is consequently /> ^

—

*
, p ——-^

, p——^ respectively
Ox'' ot/ox dzoc

in the a,-, y and ^r-direction. The potential energy of a dipole

1) H. A. LoRENTZ. Theory of Electrons. Note 55. p. 208.
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with moment p' in O will consequent!}' be pp' ——-, when this di-
O.l'*

pols was also directed along the u;-axis, whilst it amounts to —

pp' , when the last dispoie is directed along the axis of y.
oi/o.r

When we place in all corners equally directed dipoles, we can

dissolve these in dipoles according to the direction of the axes in

components with moments px, py, pr- And so the potential energy

of the dipole in the origin is:

+ 2p,p, -— + 2p,py —~ ..

OxOz OzOy

)

On account of the symmetiy the three mixed differential-quotients aie

Ö' V, d' r„ d^ F.
zero, and we have further =: —— =z —— . Consequently these

d.J'' 0?/' 02-'

differential-quotients are also zero because V^ fulfills the equation of

Laplack. In consequence therefore the interior energy of the lattice

is zero, independent of the direction of the dipoles (provided all

dipoles are parallel). So a very weak exterior field will be sufficient

to let all dipoles assume the dii-ections of this field, in other words

:

H,/ is zero.

The same result holds good for the two other Bravais cubic

arrangements: the centred cubic and the plane-centred cubic lattice.

The limitation used thus yields a coercitive force which is equal

to one third of the magnetisation of saturation. For steel the coer-

citive force is at least 80 times smaller.

2. In what follows we shall want the potential F of a rectangular

lattice with unequal edges a, h, and c for the case that every corner

carries a pole of unity strength; this potential depends upon the form

of the boundary even if we imagine it at great distance. We shall

avoid the difficulties of the boundary by the following artifice.

Besides the point-charges 1 in the corners we give the body a

homogeneous space-charge of — 1 per volume a, b, c. In total the

body is thus uncharged and the parts at a great distance of the particle

considered have a vanishing influence. So we are able to calculate

the potential V' for this case of a lattice infinitely extended in all

directions. From this we shall then find V for the case of a sphere

by adding the potential in a homogeneous sphere with a charge-
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1
density -j — , which with exception of a constant is equal to —

aoc

x' + f^-z'
6a he

We begin by calculating the potential U, which is caused by the

charges lying between the planes 2 = ± ^ c. Evidently U is a peri-

odical function of x and y with the periods a and b. So it may be

represented by a double series of Fourier:

2jtm 2771 m=: 0, 1, 2
U =z S Zmu cos X cos —— y ^ , « •

a o n = 0, I, 2 . . .

in which for the sake of symmetry only the cosinus appears. The

coefficients Zm,, are functions of z, which can be determined from

the equations:

1

Li' =— for U :<ic AU=0 for ? > ic
abc

with the conditions of limit

^==±« = na7).= (a7J.
••-- = -*'•

Now the FouRiER-sei'ies for z ^ may be twice differentiated, so

that after substitution in these equations every term separately must

1

fulfill the homogeneous equations, and Z^^ the equation LZ,, = —

.

abc

From this we shall find

•• {\c-\zW V a' b'

2abc ' ^ '

In order to determine still B,„n we can take z = and use the

ordinary form of coefficients:

n b

ab r r 2ftm 2jtn— Bnin = \ dx \ dy Uz=o COS X COS y
^ J J a b

ab
in which when m or n are zero we must have —. For 6^=0 we have

o

in which r,i- is the distance to the point (ia,kb)a.nó C)k the potential

of the parallelepipedum rt6c with that point as centre, homogeneously

filled. For the sake of convergence we shall here for a moment
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introduce 7^^ e~''- as law of attraction and in the result take 6 = 0.

Then we can write

U^o{e)=C{B)-\- 2:^- ,

. k 4jrr,jt

where C(f) is the potential of the infinite space hoinogeneonslj'

filled, and thus is a constant, only dependent on e.

If we substitute the values of U(e) in the double integral, the

term C{s) will consequently yield zero. In the other terni the sum

and the integration may be interchanged. The various integrals may

then be united into a single one over all rectangles. And so we

obtain

:

^ 2iim 2/in
cos X cos 1/

JJ g—t^z*+y^ dx dy.

By introducing pole-coordinates this integral may be reduced to

— I dre~'*'' 1 COS (li sin a ) d(f> =z { I J^(lr)e
~

^' dr= —
2nrJ J J 2l//'-f€»00

and thus for 6 =
ah __ 1

The potential found can further easily be summed up for all the

layers of distance c in which the lattice may be divided by planes

perpendicularly to the z-axis. In a point for which <^ z <^ \c all

layers under the point yield

(tc—zy
,

2üxm 2.Tn
^ -^ 2B,nn !«-'= + e-^^^^+') + «-^(-'-1-20 ^ . . . cos X cos^-^y =

2abc a h

{ic—zY e~'^ 2jrm 2jtn= —— h ^B„„, cos X cos ——

y

2abc 1— g— '« a b

and all planes above it

-'(c—a) 2nm 2nn
2 Bmn Z r COS X COS —— y

1 — e~«c a b

so

Uc-z)* 2 fi-lz ^ e-^i<--'^ 2nm 2nn
V' = -\- 2 COS X cos —-y. . (1)

2abc ^ abl 1— «-'-^ a 6 '

in which the sign 2' means, that we must take half of the terms

for which 771 = or 71 = 0, whilst there is no term for 7??.= 7i^O.

For the spherically limited lattice without space-charge we ulti-

nately find
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6abc 2abc
+ S (2)

d'F d*S
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For the case of the cubic lattice tlie analogous general method is

impracticable for the reason mentioned above, but it is clear that

also there we must And the combination of deviations, which

most easily leads to an unstable position of the magnets. This

combination must serve in calculating the coercitive-force, and it

will yield for this quantity a smaller value than all other virtual

displacements. Led by the analogy of the above mentioned simple

case we shall examine those combinations of displacements, in which

the dipoles of the lattice are distributed over two equal groups,

which show an opposite displacement. Further it will be favourable

in order to get unstability if the magnets with opposite deviations

are placed as alternately as possible.

We can obtain a division into two groups by starting from a

plane through three arbitrarily chosen points of the lattice and

then using the system of parallel planes which contains all points.

The dipoles lying in such planes can be assigned in a systematic

way to each of the groups. The most obvious method is to count

the planes alternately to the first and to the second group. Let the

chosen planes divide the three edges of the elementary cube, respec-

tively in /, m, and n parts. The dipoles on the .r-axis will belong

alternately to the two groups, when / is odd, but all to the same

group if / is even. From this it follows that in principle there are

possible only three divisions into groups i. e. dipoles along three,

along two or only along one axis belonging alternately to different

groups. These divisions can be obtained by starting respectively

from the octahedron, the rhomb-dodecahedron or the cube-plane.

In the same way we can examine the distribution of the points

of the central cubic lattice, by paying attention to the question

whether the dipoles lying on three of the cube-diagonals belong or

do not belong to different groups Here the two last cases appear

to be identical. Consequently there are only two possibilities, which

belong respectively to the octaeder and the rhomb.-dodecahedron plane.

When we consider the distributions of the plane-centred cubic lattice

we can take three diagonals in the sides which meet in one corner.

Then the first and the third case are identical and belong to the

octahedron-plane, the second case belongs to the cube-plane.

With each of the lattices mentioned we meet with a way of

the de\iatioMs that will yield no sharper ci-ilerion for the stability

than the deviation in parallel of all dipoles. These are the distri-

butions that belong to the octahedion-plane. For it is evident that

for each half separately the equivalency of the three directions

of axes still exists. Analogous to what has been discussed sub 1 it
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holds good not only for each part separately, but also for the parts

mutually, that the energy is zero for every position of the dipoles.

The coercitive-force thus becomes again a third of the magnetisation

of saturation, for other divisions into two groups a much smaller,

even a negative value being found.

There are still many other divisions into groups conceivable, which

perhaps ma}' be of interest when another direction of the exterior

field is chosen. So e. g. the division into three groups. In the case

exclusively treated here where the field is parallel to the edge of

the cube, they appeared to yield a greater value for He than that

calculated below.

4. We shall take the y-axis in the direction of the exterior field,

the .{•- and z-axes along the two other edges. For an arbitrary division

into two halves the dipoles of which are directed parallel to the

xy-plane, and form angles -|- y and — <r with the y-axis, we can

indicate the energy as follows. Every dipole may be decomposed

into a y-component p co.^: fp and an .^-component p sin 'f for the one

and — p sin (p for the other group. The y-components form a com-

plete cubic lattice and their mutual energy is consequently zero.

In consequence of the exterior field Hg each dipole has an energy

P
pHgCOStp and so the dipoles together an energy of ~ He cos (p per

a'

unity of volume. Also the magnetical energy of the o^-dipoles and the

y-dipoles is zero on account of the cubic arrangement of these latter.

The mutual energy of all .r-components thus remains to be calculated.

In order to determine this we imagine the .I'-components of the

dipoles of the second group inversed in sign.

Then all are directed in the same way and their mutual energy

is zero, (f now we inverse the dipoles again then only the mutual

energy of the two groups becomes different in sign. The energy sought

for of all dipoles together is thus equal to twice the mutual energy

of the two groups. We shall now calculate this with the help of (2).

Call the potential caused by unit-poles placed in the first half V,

then the energy of a magnet with moment — p sin (p in the field

of the first group the dipoles of which have a moment psimp is

according to what preceded

Ox

or per unity of volume

sill* rp -— .

2d' dj;»
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The total energy per voliime-uiiitj is thus for the system

He COS <r A — sin* (t . . . . . . (4)

The second derivative with respect to </> of this expression is for

Lh ^^^
d* ' ^ d* da'

The energy is a minimum and the equilibrium stable as long as

it is positive.

For the limiting case we have

d*VH,=-2p— ,
Ox'

And consequently the coercitive force becomes

p d'V d'S

"'=sJ--^"'ö^ = '>'^'-
• • •

<^>

the last according to (3j, where abc = 2d*.

When this formula yields a negative value a positive field stronger

than — He is necessary to make the position ff = stable.

For a weaker field we find the equilibrium-positive from the first

derivative of (3)

d'F .H sin (f
-\- 2p ^— sin <p cos rp z=z

ox*

or

d'F
• co8(f = —H/2p—

p cos (f 1

The magnetisation is here I =—-— = — H= /?. The

dai*

magnetic field within the sphere is U— j[ I = Ü {1—^ ^) and the

inductive U -\- I= U {l-\-fi). The constant permeability of the matter

is consequently

d*Hc
r 1 J

1 -i/9 d'Hc

P
For the divisions into two groups, which we have discussed sub 3

we can always calculate —— according to the series found in 2 and

the relation (2), where in some cases we must turn the j; and ^ axis
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over ail angle of 45° or interchange the x, y and z axis. The series

always show strong convergence; for the following numbers, the

calculation of 8 terms was only necessary in one case.

The table given below gives the values calculated for He in this

way. F'or the cases in which the lattice is unstable, the permeability

is indicated in the unstable diiection. In the third to the fifth column

the values of a b and c used in the calculation are mentioned.

Lattice
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calculation. So the centred and the plane-centred show coercitive

force, and even in a degiee much too great for steel e.g.

In all our considerations we have left unconsidered the heat-

movement. The magnetic |)roperties found here are apparently always

represented by magnetisation-curves consisting of straight lines.

These broken straight lines will no doubt be rounded off by the

heat-movement, and consequently resemble more those under obser-

vation. Another cause for the rounding off must be looked for in

the fact that the real materials are aggiegates of crystals lying at

random in all directions. For the present we draw the attention for

the effect of this cause to the well-known theories of Fierkk Weiss.

Institute of Theoretical Physics.

Utrecht,
I gg ^g„^^jgj. |9^g

(rvoningen, S



Physics. — "On the theory of the Broionian motion.*' Bj Prof.

L. S. Ornstein and Dr. H. C. Burger. (Communicated by Prof.

H. A. LORENTZ).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 29, 1918).

Prof. VAN ÜER Waai,s Jr. has developed in these communications
')

a new theory of the Brownian motion. We shall demonstrate in

this paper, that he has made use of various wrong suppositions and

theses in his reasoning.

1. Van der Waals starts from the equation of motion of a Brow-

nian particle in the formula:

XT=Lw{t) ......... (1)

Here w{t) is the force which the particle experiences from the

molecules of the liquid. The force iü{t) is a magnitude depending

upon chance.

In order to arrive at a theorv of the Brownian motion v. d.Waai.s

introduced the supposition that A\w{t) — the product of the velocity

at the time zero and the force at the time t — is zero "on an

average over all particles ').

Now we can understand the average in two ways, viz.:

a. at a given initial velocity ,r,, thus iu{>'J):=().

b. at all possible initial velocities, in which case the distribution

of velocity according to Maxwell must be taken into consideration.

Van der Waals uses the average in the way last mentioned.

We shall also examine to what the supposition leads if we applv

the tirst way of determining the average and show that the deter-

mination according to {a) as well as v. d. Waals uses it leads to

impossible consequences.

In this purpose we take down the first integral of (1), which is

x=x,^ Cw{i^) d» . ...... (2)

If we determine the average according to (a) we obtain

1) These com. Vol. XX. 1918. p. 1254.

') of. p. 1258 of the paper quoted.
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which in physics is an impossible result.

If we square (2) and determine the average according to (a), we
obtain

-

a result which, as is immediately obvious, is opposed to the theorem

of equiparlition, as the average of the second member is essentially

positive, so that if e.g. a\* is more than the equipartition-value,

this would also be the case with x*. If we determine the average

of the square of (2) in the supposition (6) we tind

r

And as now a'/ in this case has the equipartition-value, .^' would

be essentially more than this value, which contains a contradiction,

as the average square of the velocity must be equal for all particles,

at any moment.

Van der Waals has made use of the second integral of (1) viz.

t

X = x, -\- x,t + (w{») {t—») d»

to arrive at his theory. In the same way as above we can demon-

strate that this combined with his supposition A\iü{t) = leads to

incorrect results, contrary to theory and observation. Foi' if we make

up X'—.1', = A', supposition (a) yields

A' = X,' <• + j
Civi») it—») d» .

And as the average in the second member is positive the highest

power of t which occurs in A' will as least be 2, consequently

V. D. Waals' supposition comes into conflict with the formula A' = bt,

which he applies himself (p. 1257 I.e.). If we determine the average

according to (b) the only difference is that .r,' must be replaced by

the equipartition value of the velocity-square, so that also in deter-

mining the average according to van dkk Waals the formula used

by him combined with his supposition .u^iu(t) = leads to an incor-
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reet result. Besides the negative conclusion that the tlieorj of v. d.

Waals ought to' be rejected some positive result can be deduced

from our calculations.

The formula (1) is just as much a matter of course as it is right ^)

and consequently there must be a mistake in the supposition

Xgiu{t) = 0, while there can be no difficulty for anyone in seeing

that everything is all right when this magnitude can become negative

for fixed values of t. We shall in this paragraph use the average

.according to (a). As ./•, has been given once and for all, the above

reasoning shows, that tv{t) for certain values of t must possess the

opposite sign ol .f, '). Now van der Waals has rightly drawn

attention to it, that according to statistical mechanics for t = 0, io{t') = 0.

Besides it is evident, that foi- i infinite the average value of iv{t)

undergoes no influence from .r, and therefore must be zero. The

course of iü{t) may consequently be imagined in a way as represented

by the accompanying figure (where .r, has been supposed positive).

Of course the curve may be more complicated for example io{t)

might oscillate round the axis. If now we calculate iv{t) according to

the Einstein-Langevin formula, we tind, if we take into consideration

that F{t) is equal to zero :

w{t) = — ^x-{- F{t) = — ^e-^<- X,

1) From the formula (1) v^re can deduce the relation A- = bi if we introduce

suppositions, it is however impossible to find the value of h, without penetrating

into the mechanism of the Brownian motion.

*) There are cases, when this is not so necessary according to what precedes,

but if io is more than the equipartition value, it is certainly the case.
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For t = the line, which represents this conrse, deviates from

the true curve. The iniportaiil agreement existing between Einstein's

theory and the experiment now makes us presnme, that the true

}v{t) — t curve and the curve accordirig to Einstein onlj deviate

from each other for short times after the departure of the particle

with the velocity j\, that so the maximum in the true curve lies

close to t=zO, and tiiat from this maximum onward it descends

pretty well exponentially according to Einstein's curve. It goes

without saying that these are only assumptions, which a calculation

of the true ro{t) curve must |)rove from the molecular theory. We
are however of opinion that it is worth while to point to this

possible interpi-etation of Einstein's master-stroke in the theory of

the Brownian motion.

§ '>•. Van der Waals' theory further rests on the tliesis that the

magnitude

\w{i}){t-d^)dd- (3)ro{t)

is essentially negative, if only t be not taken to small.

Perhaps it is not quite superfluous to demonstrate after what

precedes, that this thesis is not right; expecially as an integral of

the same kind used by one of us maybe tieated in the same way ^).

i When ?/'(/') is a function determined by chance, of which the

character is not dependent upon the time, we can i-epresent it for

a long interval by a FouRiER-series, the coefficients of the Foukier-

series determine the nature of the accidental character ''). If so

/ 2nnt 2jxv
w{t) = Hn ( An sin -—- I Bn i'OS ~~^ t

when nit) = 0, we must have B^ := 0.

The calculation of (3) becomes simple, when we apply that

1) Compare L S. Ornstein. On the Brownian motion. These Proc. XXV,

1917. p. 96.

') When we have to do with a function of accidental character, even then

the conduct of this function may very well depend upon the time. If we consider

e.g. the length of the path in Brownian motion, we get for all times a = 0, but

^^ = bt, for the velocity however we have r = <>. v~ is constantly independent of

the time. Kor the force something analogeous as for the velocity ought to be

assumed. By going further into the mechanism of the motion, this can be rendered

plausible.

60
[Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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t t

itv{&) {t— »)dd-z=z( dt
j
^^) d^

o

or a8 the zero point of the time is arbitrary, it may be replaced by

ito{d) (< f §+ d-) d»') =idti w{d) d».

The average value in question may now be represented by

A B— \cos n{t~{-c) — cos nC\ -\ jst'n n(<4-^) — sm 7iS,\

n
"

n

t T t t-^-t;

tü{t) jiii») {t— »)dd^=— I dè io{i-\-t)
j

dt (uiih) d».

;

For the sake of simplification the time-unity may be chosen so

that the time T is equal to 2:t, thus we find

jtii») d{^ = 2J

which once again integrated with respect to / from o to t yields

s\ -^
[sin n{t -}-§)- si7t r4\ +

-] t COS n§. |cosn(f+ $)—c^s yi^] t $m n§ .

11 11* n J

This expression must subsequently be multiplied by

w{t -f i) = i:\An sin n {t-\-l)-{- B,, cos n{t + £)|

n

and thus integrated with respect to è from zero to 2.t. Then all

terms of the product in which n has odd values fall out. At last

the average value sought for is given by

uif)) {t—0) d'9 = -~ ^l --\ "eosnt^ '-

t sin nt

where Cn* = An + Bn^. In the usual way this sum may be converted

into an integral, in which the average value — is represented

by f{n)^). In the average value described we find in this way

1) By Planck, Einstein, Laue series of Fourier have been applied in the

discussion of questions of probability (e.g. average values).
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{nt 3111 nt f cos nt — 1) dn ^).

o

The sign of tliis integral may for larger values of t be made

quite arbitrarily by proper choice of f{n). That it should be essen-

tially negative is consequently not true*).

3. In the quoted paper by Ornstein the first theory of the Brovvnian

motion as developed by Dr. Snkthlage and J. D. v. n. Waals was

criticised on the basis of the fact that if comes into conflict with

the theorem of eqnipartion.

There the thesis was made use of that

\ L{h)sinQ{t-g)dS,^^ . ...... (5)

is proportional to t. Here iv{^) is a function subjected to chance, so

that the average value is zero"). In a note van der Waals says:

"This change of sign (of iü{6) iv{^-\-ö) was overlooked by Ornstein.

In consequence of this he ai'rived at the remarkable conclusion, that

d —
it is not allowed to accept that -- ii* =:0. For from this it follows

dt

according to his calculation that u" is not constant, but the sum of

a lineary and periodical function of t\"

It is necessary to remark in contradiction to this, that the diffe-

rential equation*) of v. d. Waals—Snethlage viz.

') For ^ = 00 this expression becomes equal to — /"(O), is thus essentially positive

(i.e. /" is essentially positive).

For very great values of t we can require that the average is cc {t), then we get

/(n) 2 fr/(A) .—
sin n/ a/

for very small values of t the average value is also positive.

} The proof thai v. d. Waals gives of the disputed thesis by differentiating

A^ (p. 1331 of his paper) is not right. The formula L^ = bt is deduced by a

transition to a limit, and the process is such that in differentiating l^ we do not

get b as L cannot be differentiated.

3) Compare Ornstein, these reports XXI, p. 96.

^) The equation, which is treated by both authors as a differential equation,

does not apply, as they suppose, to arbitrary kinds, but only to the commencement

of the movement, compare Ornstein and Zkrnike, These Proc. XXI, p. 109.

60*
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— = — ^)'u + ?<' lö= o (given ad u, and uj

eads to incorrect results. For we get according to their equation

t»' = u COS Qt -\ Sin Qt
]

-\
\ I io{i,) sin Q{t—^) di:

\

V (^ J Q \ J \

and as we shall once again prove further on the last average value

is propoitional to t. From the suppositions of van der Waals and

Miss Snethlage the remarkable conclusion does reall}' follow, that

the velocity of a Brownian particle should increase infiuitelj.

The proof of the thesis that (5) is proportional to ^ which isonl}'

slightly different from a deduction given by Planck already in

another connection, runs as follows. The integral may be written

in the form :

t t

^V{è) ll'(ï/) sw Q (t—i) sw Q{t—-,i) dt dy.

or if we interchange integrating and determining the average :

W{%) W{ti) sin Q{t—$) sin (j(<

—

i]) d^ di].

If now we introduce )j :^ i: -[- if', we get

IS

SI

idi sin o(<—)5 i \V{S,) n^(§+ ip) sin Q(t—^—x^) rfi|,

-f

In this form we again introduce for W a F'orRiER-series in which

W„ = 0, whilst we must take B = 0.

We then find for the average value

W{^) W{^^^,) = 2: {A\,^B\,) cos ~ ni|r

n J

So that the integral in question if for the sake of simplification

2.-Tn
we take —;- := p„ becomes

I sin Q {t— ^)d^
I

2 {An*+ Bu*) sin q (t—i—ip) cos Qu\p di^ -

-f

= i; {Au''-\-Bn^)
I
sin ^{t—t)d'é

|
sin Q{t—i— ^) cos Qfi\p dx\>
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While calculating' these iiitegTalb we need only take into uccoiint

terms, which get (he liighest power of (>—(?„ in the denominator,

as only these contribute in a wa} w^orlh mentioning to the result.

If we execute the quite elementary calculation we arrive at the

result

. ,
o- (>„

sin 1

2

ƒir(i) sin Q{t-lyii = ^^^
- {An' \^Bu')

) u {q—QuV

When Qt is great we can write for this

00 sin 1

r 2 tn

J {Q-QuY 4

in which A and B are the coefficients of the terms of the series

2jin
for which p„ = (v, consequently = q, or rather the integer that

lies closest to this.

As long as A^ -\- B' differs from zero the value of the average

in question is proportional to the time. A' -j- B^ is strictly zero,

this does not hold good, but there is not a single reason to suppose,

that in the Brownian motion the term of whicii the frequency is

determined by q should just he missing in the FouRiER-series. But

even should it be missing, we should on the basis of the suppositions

of VAN DER Waals and Dr. Snethi-agk arrive at the improbable

result, that the average value of the velocity of a Brownian particle

never reaches the equipartiton value.

4. In VAN DER Waals' paper it is urged that Langevin's deduction

of the formula A' would contain an inner inconsistency. This incon-

sistency is held not to appear in the theory that Mrs. Dr. de Haas-

fjORENTZ has worked out on the basis of Einstein's formula. And as

the starting point according to Einstein and that of Lanoevin are

identical, it would be surprising if the one theory would be inwardly

inconsistent and the other not, unless Langevin should have made a

blunder in calculation. This however is not the case; if we formulate

the basis as was done in Ornstein's paper, theie exists no contradic-

tion. As well Einstein's theory as that of Langevin rests on the

following suppositions

— = — ti}u-^F (6a)

dt
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F~:=0 (6/ï)

kT

f-
F{^F{^+xp)dip = ~^=,^ (6y)

provided we start from particles which at the time ^ = 0, have the

velocity u„.

If we accept this set of equations, which kinetically have not been

proved, which however contains the inconsistency developed in ^1,

we afterwards do not arrive at any contradiction.

Van der Waals looked for it in the equation arising; when [2)

is multiplied by u and the average is determined, he wrote down ')

du —
u— = — wu*
dt

which is really incorrect, l)ut he forgot then that Fu is not zero,

if we put ourselves on the stand[)oint of the suppositions 6(o, j^^, y)

;

as Ohnstein demonstrated on p. J Oil of his paper. If we introduce

for uF the value found there the equation adopts the form

"du { d\
dt ^V 2^/

1
. .

For times large with reference to ^ this is zeio, whilst it the average

— (^

is determined over all particles it is always zero as m,' = —

.

Now it is supposed in Langevin's proof that .yF=:0. It might

be doubted perhaps whether this magnitude is equal to zero"). Yet

this is the case. For we have

d^x dx „
de ^ dt

^

so

so

1) Langevin has not developed any reasonings that could give rise to the sup-

position that he puts Fu = 0.

2) On the fact that x F = rests the very simple theory which Langrvin gave

of the Brownian motion.
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T

F» = [x, -f ^* (!—«-(»')] /' + i?' p-z^^rf^ (e^^ F{,i)dy

The first term is zero according to 6(3, for the second term we
can write by partial integration

- -F{t)e-^' fe^-nv) dy - F {t)jF{,j) dy.

The two last integrals are equal, as F{t) F{ti) is ditterent from

zero only if i] lies in the immediate neighbourhood of t. The value

of both integrals, as proved in Ornstein's paper, is —

.

Thus it becomes clear that there is no question of inner contradic-

tion, and that only the supposition about W{t) — incorrect through

the times of commencement — is an error in the theory of Einstein

and Langevin. As we showed in § 1 of this paper the value which

according to Einstein's formula is obtained for the average force at a

given velocity at the time zero W{t) only deviates for a verj' short time

from the real value of this magnitude. The fact that Einstein's for-

mula leads to results which agree well with reality support the

supposition that the relation

W{t) = — ^x, e-i^i

holds with a very good approximation already a very short time

after the moment in which all emulsion-particles possess the velocity

x^. The true kinetic theory of the Brownian motion will [)erhaps be

able to give an account of this fact.

Institute for Theoretical Physics.

Utrecht, Sept. 1918.



Physics. — ''Tlie audion ai< (in dinpUjier." By G. Holst and E.

OosTERHUis. (Coiïimunicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz.)

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26, 1918).

Im a recently published article G. Vallauki ') communicated some

calculations about the audion as an amplifier. He points out, that

under normal conditions, one may appro,\iuiately i-epresent the anode

current of the audion 1 as a lineair function of the grid potential

V and the plate potential V -.

I ^iz av -\- 1>V -\- c.

if in the plate circuit a resistance R is placed, it may be easily

calculated that the variations of the current 1^ in the [)late circuit

depend upon the variations v^ of the grid potential in the following

way:

a

1 -f bR

Now Vallauri takes the ratio — as a measure for the amplification.

It appears to us that more satisfactory results are obtained, if we
^.

. • .

do not assume — as the amplification, but the dimensionless ratio

of the potential variations on the resistance R to the variations of

aR
the grid potential. The amplification then becomes 0= — and

^ ^
'

I -\- bR
a

for large values of R : G,nax = ='
b

If instead of a resistance a selfinduction L is placed in the anode

circuit, we get, if the frequency of the grid variations is n:

variation potential on selfinduction 2jr n La
G =

variation grid potential V \ -\ A:t* Ji* b* L^

'

a
and for large values of L: Gmax = —•

b

In the case of a capacity C connected in parallel to the self-

induction L we obtain

:

1) Nuovo Cimenlo (13) 169, 1917.
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~G = 2nr n La

1/(1_ 4j, »„« LCy + 4jr' n' 6' L'
*

G now becomes a maxiniutu tbr 4.^' ?i* />6'^ 1, ie. it' the circuit

(LC) is tuned to the grid potential trequency ').

u
We again tind G„^a^ = -

.

b

The ainpiification as defined above, has the same maximinn value

- in any case, so that it indicates a property of the audion. That
b

our detinition is an obvious one, is readily seen in the case one

has to do with several audions connected in series. The tension on

the resistance or self-induction in the anode circuit of the first

audion is connected to the grid of the second and so on. The ratio

of the variations in the grid potentials of the two audions is there-

fore equal to G, and so will be the ratio of the anode current

variations. This latter ratio can easily be measured. Indeed we

found the maximum ratio of the anode current variations to be

a
equal to —

.

2. In order to increase the amplifying action of the audion,

Franklin among others have advi-

sed the use of reaction circuits, in

which the plate current reacts on

the grid circuit, e.g. by magnetic

^ coupling.

We will discuss now, the charac-

teristic properties of the audion

that are of importance in reaction

circuits and more specially in the

case of figure 1.')

We have assumed that in the

secondary circuit a damped vibra-

tion is set up, and that the poten-

tial on the condenser C^ is of the
IRSsii

form

V =zf[t)=z 70 sin 2jt nt (1—«-,"') «-"

In this case we get the following system of equations

') While in the two previously treated cases, large values of R and L must be

used to obtain maximum amplification, here normal L and C' will suffice.

^) See Vallauri loc. cit. fig. 7.

f*
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I = av -\- bV + o l=r/-{-I,

"ï at

^//.^-W— ^ \I,dt = V= E — RI—W.

Here W is the potential on the condensoi' C and M the coef-

ticient of mutual induction of the reaction coil.

From these equations a differential equation for IF may be derived

d^W dW
a ^ _^yW=ff-\-Raf{t) ^ Laf{t).

dt* dt

where
« ^ CL (1 + bR)

^=CR{\^ bR) 4- 6L + aM.

y=\ +b{R + R)
rf= i^(c f bE).

The solution of this equation is of the form

.., d ~^t /|/4a y— /?' ^

y V 2« y
-j- e~ " ÖJÜ J sin (2.T ?»< -j- X^

— e—(p-\-<') I aw B sin (2.T 7it + if').

If the circuit (LRC) is tuned to the incoming oscillations

i^4:a y—/?- = 4t 7i«. Putting the damping factor ^ = Z) we find for
2«

the variable part of W an expression of the form:

in whicii F, G and H are functions of <7, 9, L, /? and D only.

The first four quantities are independent of the andion, the last

one D however is a function of a and b, but bj varying the coef-

ficient of mutual induction M of the reaction coil any value of D
may be obtained, so that independent of a and h the most effective

damping can always be obtained.

So we come to the conclusion, that in a reaction circuit, when

R and R' are not extraordinarily large, W^ is proportional to a

a
and independent of the value -, which gave the maximum ampli-

b

fication in the previously treated cases.

Eindhoven. Physical laboratory of Philips' incandescent

lamp Works Ltd.



Mathematics. — "Remark on the plane translation theorem". By

Prof. L. E. J. Bhouaver.

(Communicated in the meeting uf December 28, 1918).

The plane translation theorem enunciated by me in Vol. XII of

tliese Proceedings (p. 297) and completely proved for the first time

in Vol. 72 of the Mathematische Annalen (p. 37— 54), runs as follows :

A continuous one-one transformation of the Cartesian plane F in

itself with invariant indicatrix, but nnthout an invariant point, is a

translation all over the plane.

W^e mean by this that each point of V is situated in a translation

field, i. e. in a region lying outside its image region and bounded

by two simple open lines not meeting each other, one of which is

the image of the other.

Let t be the given transformation, T a translation field belonging

to t, nT for each positive or negative integer n including zero the

image of T for the transformation t". The set of points T' = '^ (nT)
n

can be represented binniformly and continuously on a Cartesian

plane C in such a way that the image of the transformation t of

T' is a translation of C. Thus, if by a convenient choice of T we

can arrange T' to fill up the lohole plane r, r can be represented

biuniformly and continuously on a Cartesian plane C in such a

way that the image of the transfornmtion t of F is a translation of C
However the question, ivJiether for each transformation t a choice of

T making T' to fill up the lohole plane r, is possible, must be

answered in the negative, as was indicated by me in a footnote

on page 37 of the quoted paper of the Mathematische Annalen,

and as appears from the following example

:

In r we define a Euclidean system of measurement, and a rec-

tangular system of coordinates founded on it. The straight lines

y = 1 and y = —1 divide rinto three legions^^, Cv>l),^, (1>y >— 1).

and g,{y<i — i). Each of the regions g, and (/, we fill up with a

pencil of lines y = c, and the region g, we fill up with a pencil

of lines if = ~ . These three pencils together with the lines

1 -\-,ü—c

y := 1 and y =i —1 form a pencil /i of simple open lines not inter-

secting each other, and covering F entirely.
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We shall now understand by t the transformation carrying each

point P of r on the line of ^ passing through it along an arc of

constant length /; to the left, if P lies in
(/i

or on the boundary

of (/i ; upward, if P lies in //, ; to the rlyht, if P lies in y, or on

the boundary of g^. This transformation t is duly biuniform and

continuous, lias no invariant point, and leaves the indicatrix invariant.

But if for each positive or negative integer n including zero we

represent the image of /'' for the transformation ^" by „y^and5(„P)
n

by P' , P' does not depend on P continuously (for, if the sequence

of points P^, P^, Pt, . . . lying in 7, converges to the point Plying

on the line y = — i, the sequence P/, P/, P/, . . . . does not converge

exclusively to P' , but also to other points of T).

IVius neither can F be represented hiuni/ormlii and continuously

on a Cartesian plane C in such a way that the image of the trans-

formation t of r is a translation of C. For, if such a representation

were possible, P' would necessarily depend on P continuously.



Physiology. — "A new ophthalmoscope" . By Prof. J. K. A. Wehtheim

Salomonson.

(Communicated in the meeting of December 28, 1918).

In a former comninnication made at the meeting on Apiil 27'''

1917 I showed a collection of photographs of the living human
retina. 1 described and exhibited two different photographic ophthal-

moscopes, the second of which Jias been in regular use and gives

satisfactory results. x\s a matter of fact we can also use it for

simply showing a retina to any person not familiar with ophthal-

moscopy, as the instrument can be easily adjusted in exactly the

right position before the eye to be examined, the observer only

having to focus the image. But if an instrument of this kind has

to be used solely for demonstrating purposes a thorough reconstruc-

tion including many modifications might prove judicious. In that

case we ought to provide for the possibility of using several diffe-

rent magnifications, which in the case of the photographic instru-

ment, giving a real image of 40 millimetres in diameter would

have been irksome. With the photographic instrument the ocular

magnification amounted to 3.5 times, corresponding to an absolute

enlargement of the fundus of about 15 diameters.

In the second place we should have to discard the arclamp the

light of which for our purpose can only practically be dimmed by

absorbing light-filters.

We might have substituted for the small screens used for inter-

cepting the light reflected by the ophthalmoscope lens some more

appropriate means, at least if photography were not intended.

Lastly it should be possible to materially reduce the dimensions

of the whole apparatus, rendering it more easy to handle.

Starting from these considerations, I have built an entirely new
instrument, to be used solely for viewing the retina and showing

it to students as yet unskilled in the art of ophthalmoscopy.

The principle of indirect ophthalmoscopy has been applied as was

also the case with the photographic instrument. For illumination a

small 25-candle power gas-filled lamp with a straight tungsten

filament-spiral was used, nofmally burning on a 4-cell accumulator

or on a small alternating current transformer for 8 Volts secondary.
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The light intensity is generally reduced with a sliding contact

variable resistance.

A condensor projects the image of the filament on a narrow slit.

A lens placed on the slit projects the condensor aperture on the

ophthalmoscope lens, the light hreing deflected 90 degrees by a small

totally retlecting prism placed beneath the slit, so as to permit of

placing the illuminating tube at a right angle to the axis of the

viewing tube, containing the ophthalmoscope lens. The real image

of the retina, formed by the ophthalmoscopelens can be examined

through an aperture beneath the prism. We inspect that image with

a kind of short microscope, the objective of which has a focal

distance of 55 millimeters, the eye piece being one of the Huygenian

type as used in the ordinary microscope. The magnification is altered

on the use of different eyepieces.

In order to eliminate the images reflected by the ophthalmoscope

lens, the following arrangement is used. A small achromatic double
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image prism of calcspar and glass is placed between the condensor

and the slit and causes two images of the filament to be projected

in the plane of the slit. Only one of these, formed by the ordinary

rays falls in the slit, the other falls on one of the slitplates and
is arrested. Consequently tin; eye is illuminated with polarised light

and the images reflected by the ophthalmoscope lens are also |)olarised.

By means of a nicol prism placed in the microscope tube these

reflexes are extinguished. The light illuminating the retina and
reflected from the fundus of the eye has become depolarised and

can be observed with the microscope. As a matter of fact the retina

is clearly seen without any appreciable disturbing reflexes from the

surface of the intervening media. Also the retinalreflexes, which in

young patients are nearly always very noticeable, seem to be

very slightly lessened.

The construction of this ophthalmoscope appears to possess some

advantages. According to the Helmholtz-Gullstrand theory we use

H)ne small part of the pupil in the patient's eye for transmitting

the illuminating light-cone, whereas another part of the pupil takes

up the narrowest part of the double cone of rays emerging from

the retina and passing into the eye of the observer. These cones

should be entirely separated by a narrow unused zone both of

the cornea and of the anterior and posterior sui-face of the lens.

Only in this way is it possible to prevent the occurrence of reflexes

emerging from these surfaces which pass into the eye of the observer

and disturb the ophthalmoscopic image by diffused light from the

substance of the cornea and the lens. With my instrument the

reflexes can never reach the observer as they would also be obscured

by the nicol prism. Therefore we have only to consider the light

diffused by the illuminated parts of cornea and lens. The lens is in

this respect more troublesome than the cornea, especially in young

individuals, whereas in adult patients both show nearly the same

opalescence. Consequently we might in some cases — at least

theoretically — lessen the distance between the illuminating and

observation cone of light, and we should be able to examine eyes

with narrow pupils — at least smaller ones with our instrument

than with other instruments of the same kind. The reason that 1

have adjusted the instrument without considering this possibility

may be found in the fact that I wished to have an instrument which

would be ready for use with any patient without any adjustment

except of course the final focussing.

With this instrument we can see at once 27° of the fundus of an

emmetrope eye, corresponding to about 4'/, diameters of the papilla
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nervi optici. The whole field is remarkably flat, and sharp up to

the edges. The magnifieation is generally about 14 diameters, or

about the same as when tiie eye is examined with the direct method,

but with an angle of view many times greater. By using stronger

eyepieces the image, which is in the upright position, can be magnified

up to about 50 times, the angle of view of course being somewhat

reduced. As the illuminating filament can be regulated to any

desired degree of brightness we can even with this high magnifi-

cation get a profusion of liglit, and exceedingly clear and sharply

defined images of the fundus.

When in use the distance from the patient's eye to the instru-

ment is about 90 millimeters. The only change necessary when

examining different patients, is the focussing. In cases of strongly

myopic, hypermetropic or astigmatic eyes, examination is still possible

with the patient wearing his own glasses.

The ophthalmoscope lens in this instrument is one of the well-

known aspheric aplanatic single lenses of 43 mm. clear aperture,

made by Zeiss. One might use any other aplanatic combination of

lenses, provided the focal distance and aperture were satisfactory.

The multiple reflexes from a combination of lenses would be obscured

as effectually as those from a single lens.



Physiology. — ''Tonus and faradic teianus'. Hy Prof. J. K. A. Wkkt-

HKiM Salomonson Eiid Mi's. Ratu Langi— Houtman.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1918).

If a muscle be stiiilulated witli flie secondary current of an

indnction apparatus fitted with a vibrating interrupter we generally

get a tetanic contraction. In case of a snfficienlly iiigli rate of inter-

ruptions per second the tetanus will be a complete one, during

which no rapid variations of length, thickness or tension of the

muscle can be detected. If the i-ate of stimulation be lessened, the

tetanus ceases to be a complete one. Synchronous with the stimuli

the muscle shows a series of small twitches superposed on a tetanic

contiaction. These can easily be recorded on a rotating drum eitlier

by recording the length, the thickness or the tension of the muscle.

The twitches become slighter by increasing the rate of stimulation.

With a certain I'ate, which we shall call the critical frecpiency, they

disappear altogether and we get again a smooth curve, indicating

a complete tetanus.

This critical frequency, with human muscles at least, is fairly

constant and varies only very slightly in different muscles from a

mean of about 18 per second. But is this critical frequency really

a constant one? Do we know of any condition, which might likely

cause a variation ?

A complete tetanus is obtained when the frequency of the exci-

tations is such that the intervals l)etween them are equal to the

time required for the muscle, excited by a single instantaneous

stimulus under isometric conditions, to obtain its greatest tension

(BuRUON Sanderson). Marky and Hermann among others state that

the time between two stimuli should be a little less than the time

t^ken by the muscle to reach its greatest tension after excitation

by a single induction-shock. Only changes in the lime covered by

the shortening period of the muscle may be able to cause a change

in the critical frequency. It is generally known that leniperature

changes and exhaustion alter the form of contiaction and that both

act on the ascending part of the curve. With human muscles the

.influence of temperature, if any, need jiot be considered, and in our

61
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own researches we always took care to experiment only with unfati-

giied, fresh muscles.

Under these conditions we ought to expect the critical frequency

for a complete tetanus to be a constant one, not liable to variation

under the influence of pathological changes. If such be not the case

we can only conclude that either the form of the complete single-

twitch-myogram, oi' perhaps only its descending part, must be equally

signiticant for the critical frequency as the ascending part of the

curve. There is a simple way of solving this question.

A few years ago Dr. dk Boer showed that the tonns-mechanism

greatly affects the general form of a single-twitch myogram in a

frog's muscle. In a fiesh muscle preparaplihn separated from the

spinal cord we get only a short myogram, with a rapidly descending

part. But in a muscle connected with the nervous system the myo-

giam, and especially its descending part has a much longer duration.

The descending line generally shows a secondary elevation — which

is often smaller, but may be even laiger than the primary apex —
called after its discoverer Funke's "nose". Dk Boer demonstrated

that this secondary is a true reflectory tonus-oscillation, which im-

mediately vanishes after cutting the grey rami communicantes from

the sympathetic nervous system to the motor plexus. With any

variation of the peripheial tonus mechanism the ascending part of

the myogram remains unchanged, whereas the descending part is

altered in form. We might now ask if the descending part of the

myogram does influence the critical frequency for the complete

tetanus and we can answer this question by examining the influence

of muscle tonus on this critical frequency. A probable connection

between the two has been advocated among others by Yeo and Cash,

who termed tonus the cement connecting the separate muscle twitches

so as to form a complete tetanus. Botazzi considers tonus as the

substratum on which tetanus is built. Also Coustensoux and Zimmern

state that a direct connection does exist between tonus and the

genesis of the complete tetanus.

We have examined a large number of healthy persons with a

normal muscletonus as well as clinical cases in which the tonus

was either diminished or increased.

The graphic recording of the tetanic muscle contraction caused

some difficulty, when as a matter of fact only records of variations

in thickness of the muscles could be made. This demanded the

greatest cai-e in the consti-uction and use of the recording styluses.

Finally by reducing the lever-magnification to 6 times, and by using

a lever of only 60 millimeters length and a weight of 11 milligrammes
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satisfactory results were obtained, comparable with those obtained

by means of a Frank- mirror-tambour. Different frequencies were
obtained by using 7 different interrnpters carefully adjusted to 10,

12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 22 interruptions per second.

With healthy persons all muscles showed a complete tetanus at

a rate of excitation with 20 interruptions per second. With 16 inter-

ruptions ull the curves showed the characteristic indentations or notches,

indicating the rests of the separate muscle twitches. With 18 per

second the behaviour of the different muscles showed slight diver-

gencies, some giving a complete tetanus, others still showing the

single twitches. As an example of a normal record we give fig. 1,

from the gastrocnemius of a healthy woman of 53 years of age.

We see 5 tetani obtained successively with J 2,14, J 6, 18, and 20

stimuli per second. In the curve taken with 18 per second, slight

oscillations may still be observed, whereas the last curve may be

considered, as a complete tetanus, though the first 2 or 3 stimuli

are still visible in the myogram. But this was frequently the case

and we considered a tetanus as a complete one when after the

3'd stimulus the oscillations were no "longer visible.

If now these curves be compared with those of fig. 2, in which

the rate of stimulation was from 12 to 22 per second, we recognize

the oscillations even in the last curve, obtained with a frequency of

22 per second. These records are taken from the gastrocnemius of

a woman suffering from advanced locomotoi' ataxia. All the muscles

were in an extremely atonic condition.

Lastly we reproduce in fig. 3 the record of faradic tetani of the

gastrocnemius at a rate of 12, 16, 18, 20, and 22 stimuli per second.

This patient was a man of 45 suffering from sclerosis multiplex

cerebrospinalis. All muscles were hypertonic and showed a tendency

to contracture. Even with no more than 12 stimuh per second we get

a complete tetanus.

The few curves shown are taken somewhat at random from a

collection obtained in a large number of healthy persons and patients

with either hypertonic or atonic muscles. We always find that in

hypertonic muscles the critical fiequency is generally 14 or lower,

whilst in atonic muscles it is always well over 20.

In the course of our researches we obtained many other interesting

records. A few showed a gradual fatigue or exhaustion of the tonus

mechanism. Others contained an indication, that under the influence

of the contractions an appreciable increase of the tonus occurred.

A more detailed description of the experiments and the results will

be published elsewhere.

61*



Anatomy. — "/.? the post-emhryonal growth oj the nervous system

due onJy to an increase in size or also to an increase in

number of the neurones f" By Erik Agduhh. (Communicated

by Prof. J. Boeke).

(Communicated in the meeting of Dec. 28, 1918).

hitroduction.

While investigating the effect of training on tiie post-embryonal

development of the nervous system ') I was confronted with the

following problem. Is tlieie generally an increase in the number of

axons during the post-embryonal growth of the nervous system ? We
are concerned with the roots of the spinal nerves. In the dorsal and

ventral roots of the spinal nerves there is, as is shown in more

detail below, no 7- and )"-(iivision of the nerve fibi-es. The problem

is thus practically' identical with another, viz. : is there an increase

in the number of neurones during the post-embryonal development?

Up to the present time the condition of this question has been

such that the possibility referred to has been regarded as almost

excluded. This was due to the supposition that the nerve-cells were

small bodies so much differentiated that divisions in them could not

be imagined. Figures of division of cells in the central nervous

system of animals only a few days old have, however, been described,

although very eminent investigators, such as Marinksco, Prenant,

Vat'enza, etc. deny that these figures have anything to do with the

nerve elements, but consider them to be stroma elements. During

recent years the literature points to some extent in the direction of

the possibility of a post-embryonal new formation of neurones taking

place — although the newly-formed neurones are only considered

as replacing those that have been destroyed by degeneration.

The results of the investigation undertaken by me with regard

to training (exercising) were of such a nature as to be difïicult of

explanation in the absence of a real increase in the number of

neurones during the post-embryonal growth of the animal. I was

1) So far only a preliminary communication has been pubhshed: Der Einfluss

der Trainieren auf das morphologische Bild des motorischen Nervensystems

Hygica 1917 (LXXIX).
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accordingly compelled to investigate more closely tlie pobt-emUrvoiial

growth, especially that of the peripliei-al nervous system.

When these investigations were planned and also during the time

when the greatei' part of the work was being carried out, I was

quite nnaccpiainted with the comprehensive American literature

connected with this subject, especially the publications of "The Wistar

Institute of Anatoujy and Biology". It is only a month since 1 learned

about this during a visit to the Central Institute for Brain Research

at Amsterdam for purposes of study. For the opportunity of doing

so, for the extreme kindness shown to me and for much good

advice and valuable criticism I wish to express my most cordial

thanks to Dr. Ariëns Kappkrs and Dr. B. Bhouwer. During this

journey 1 also stayed with Prof. J. Bokkk at Leyden and I am
deeply indebted to him for his exceedingly cordial reception and

very valuable and pertinent criticism. I am also much indebted to

my chief, Prof. J. Lündüren, for his kindness in revising the English

of the manuscript.

The results I obtained in investigating the post-embryonal develop-

ment of the nervous system confirm in certain points the results

obtained by others, especially by "The Wistar Institute of Anatomy

and Biology", but on what appear to me to be the most important

points my results differ essentially from those of former investigators

of this subject. I have attempted to tind the causes of this differeiu'e

and have discovered that they lie in the different methods of investi-

gation that have been used. Previous investigators of "this question

worked with methods for the staining of medullary sheatiis and

have determined the number of medullated nerves, whereas I have

worked with neurotibril impregnation methods and have determined

the number of nerve fibres.

Material and methods.

The majority of the species of animals used in my investigations

have, as far as I can find in literature, not been previously subjected

to a morphological study of their post-embryonal growth. This was

a cause of great trouble to me. It would of course have been more

advantageous to use an animal that had been carefully investigated

before, when it was a question of explaining something that was

essentially new. A very convenient animal of this kind is Miis

fiorwegicus albinus , which has been the subject of Jinmbers of

detailed investigations concerning its post-embryonal growth at "The
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Wislar Institute" and othei- places. 1 too shall probably pass on to

this aninial if I have oc*casix)n to continne the present invesligations.

Although I was unawai-e of these investigalions on Mus norioegicus

albinus, I have, however, amongst n\\ material a species that is

rather closely i-elaled to it, namely }his rnttus — a male and a

female specimen, and their eleven (11) young ones; of the young

ones, however, only three (10, 20, and 30 days old respectively)

have been investigated up to now. My material consists, in addition,

of 58 specimens of Mus iiuiscuhis alhiims (of ages ranging from

24 hours to over 2 years). Among these 58 theie are several

lifters — thus, foi' instance, a male aiui a female, each over two

years old, with several generations of their progeny, 42 altogether.

I had also 22 specimens of Bos taiiriis — (half of them two

weeks old and the other half over three years — only n. trochlearis

and n. oculomotorins were investigated), 5 specimens of Canis

fmni/iaris, (the two parents and three young ones 6, 17, and 60

days old respectively), a number of specimens of Fe/is domestica

(only n. trochlearis and n. occulomotorius have been investigated

so far) ^). Among cold-blooded animals there were 28 toads {Bu/o

vulgaris) of different lengths, ranging from 1,6 to 9,8 cms. from

nose to tail — but the number of (hose that are near the minimum

and maximum dimensions is larger than those in between.

The coluirma vertebralis with its S|)inal cord and spinal nerves

(even including the spinal ganglia of Bu/o, Mus musculus and Mus
rattus), the central nerve system with the attached sub-dural parts

of the spinal and cranial nerves of Canis and Felis and the sub-

dural parts of nil. trochleares and oculumotorii of Bos were fixed

in a twenty per cent formalin solution. Previous to this convenient

spinal ganglia and pieces of the medulla spinalis had been taken

out for fixation in Flemiming's liquid. The material that had been

fixed in Fi,kmming's liquid was imbedded in paraffin and was partly

cut into sections 3—5 n thick, which were stained with the iron-

alum-hematoxylin of Heidenhain and eosin. The material that had

been fixed in formalin was impregnated in pieces according to my
modifications ') of Bielschowskt's method of silver impregnation,

1) I shall give a more detailed account of these matters in a subsequent and

more extensive publication.

') Agduhr. Erik. Ueber Slückfarbung mil Bielschowskt's Silberimpragnations-

methode. Einige Modifikationen. Zeitschr. f. wiss. Mikrosk. u. f. mikr. Techn.

Bd. 34. 1917.
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with the addition that the imi)regiiatioii in a thirty per oeiit. AgNO,

solution was made specially long — over ten days and nights. The

impregnated pieces were imbedded in parafiin and were cut into

conveniently thick sections, 5—15 (i. A nnmber of spinal ganglia

were cut in uid)roken series of sections, 10—15 n in thickness.

Cross sections were placed on the suh-dnral parts of the spinal

nerves, partly close to (centrally of) the spinal ganglia and partly

close to the spinal cord. In the preparation, in which the si)inal cord

and the spinal ganglia had been lixed in sitn in the canalis med.

spinalis, cross-sections were cut right from the caudal end as far

in the direction of the cranium as the sub-dural part of the nerve

roots had a caudal course ^ this was, as a rule, np to the posterior

third and the posterior half of the thoracal vertebral column. The

rest was cut into sagittal sections, during which the microscope was

used to verify that conveniently situated i)arts of the segmental

nerves were 'present in the sections. These sections were made

5_10 ft thick. In determining the nnmber of nerve tibres in the

cross sections I used a Leitz microscope (tripod G.H.) with a

cross-table, an oil-immersion Vi, a, and an ocular IV (Leitz)

with the enclosed squared glass plates. It appeared to be necessary

to work with such a great magnifying power in determining the

number of nerve fibres in order to be able to disintegrate those

parts of the preparation m which the nerve fibres were most

close, especially in the young animals. Before beginning to count,

the square-ocular and the cross-table were adjusted so as to prevent

as far as possible unexpected displacements and miscalculations

arising from these. Repeated calculations with the same preparations

have also shown that the errors in calculation that we are concerned

with are small - always less than ten per cent, as a rule not more

than five per cent. At first I attempted an approximate method in

deciding the number of nerve fibres in the cross-sectioned nerve

roots. 1 counted each nerve fibre in a few hundred squares and

found the average number. I then counted the number of squares

in a cross-section and multiplied this by the average number. This

method appeared, however, to give values that were too uncertain,

because nerve libres of different thicknesses were very unevenly

distributed. In order, therefore, to obtain sufficiently exact values,

I was thus compelled to count every nerve fibre in the whole cross-

section — a method that was certainly tronblesome, but necessary

in this case, especially with young animals. In counting I always

began at the top and at the left, both in the preparation and in

the field of the squares, taking care that all the nerve fibres which
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were situated on tlie left and at the lop beneath the lines were

counted.

A number of spiruil ganglia and pieces of the spinal cord (fixed

both in Flkmming and Zenkkr liquid and B. impregnated) were

arranged in unbroken series for investigation of the figures of cell

divisions (sections from 3—5 (i in thickness). Some spinal ganglia

with dorsal and ventral i-ools and a small piece of the spinal cord

(all B. impregnated) from animals of various ages were arranged in

unbroken series (longitudinal sections of the roots from 5— 10 n in

thickness) for investigation as to the occurrence of 7- and J'^divisions

and figures of growth of the nerve fibres.

The post-emhryonal increase in the numhev of the nerve fihres in

the dorsal and ventral roots of the spinal nerves.

With regard to the general growth of whole animals from birth

to maturity (or at least during the period of active growth) woiks

have been published on (jallu<! doniesticus (Minot ^), 1908) Mns nor-

loegicns (dhinus (Donaldson')), Lepus cunicahis (Minot '), 1908),

Cavia cobaya (Minot'), 1891). Canis faniiliaris (Aron, 1911')),

Homo caucas (Robkkts, 1878') and othei's) and Homo nwngol.

(MiSHiNA, 1904 ') ), etc. All those who have studied growth have

also acknowledged and laid stress on the need for an analysis

of the total giowth into its components — the organs and their

elements the cells. Numerous investigations of the post-embryonal

development of the oi-gans and even of the cells have already

been published by Donaldson, Hatai, Naoki, and others. On the

other hand, as far as I could find from the literature, no in-

vestigation of a post-embryonal growth of the number of axons in

the nervous system seems so far to have been published. It is

certainly true that there are numerous investigations on the number

of nerve fibres in the dorsal and vential roots of the spinal nerves

and in a nnmi)er of cranial nerves both in full-grown animals and

in animals of different ages (especially M. nonoegicus albinus), by

Dunn, Hardksty, Hatai and others, and in Homo by Stilling,

Ingbert and others, but they have all been carried out with the

help of staining methods for medullary sheaths and so cannot afford

') Quoted from Donaldson, H. H. An anatomical analysis of growth. Trans,

of the 5lli. International Congress of Hygiene Demography held at Washington

D. G. Sept. 23—28. 1912.

') Donaldson, H. H., Watson J. B. and Dunn, E. H. 1906. A comparison of

the wliite rat with man in respect to the growth of the entire body. Boas

Memorial Volume, New York.
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any information about anything but the nunil)er of the medullated

nerve fibres under different circumstances. As far as the post-

embryonal growth in the number of axons is concerned, these

investigations, which in themselves are in many cases very fine

pieces of work, afford no information, but with iliis method one

can, of course, only obtain a knowledge of the number of medullated

axons, and the total result is that they indicate a gradual process

of myelinisation, which is even stated by Donaldson ^) : "The increase

in the number of myelinated fibres in the spinal root with advancing

age is due mainly to progressive myelination. Both roots at maturity

still contain functional fibres without myelin sheaths (Ranson '06)."

During the piogress of the work of counting the numl)er of nerve

fibres in the roots of the spinal nerves in the animals I investigated,

it soon appeared that it was impossible to get reliable numbers as

to the conditions of the nerve fibres in specimens of different ages

by counting those in the roots of a single or a small number of

spinal nerves. For fairly great displacements and individual varia-

tions occur, and these prevent the values from being as good as

might be desired, if only a small number of nerves are taken

into consideration. On account of this and also in order to obtain

an insight into the distribution of the axons in the different regions

I have, in most animals, counted each spinal nerve on the same

side and in certain specimens on both sides. As I intend to give a

more complete and detailed account of these matters in a future

work, 1 merely include here some totals from a part of the calcu-

lations in question.

By calculating the number of Jierve fibres in the same section of

the root and by using the method of least squares for the values,

it has been shown that the percentage of error in the dorsal roots

of very young animals (from four to ten days old) has not exceeded

± 10, and that for other places it is, as a rule, about db 2. (In the

dorsal roots of the spinal nerves the nerve fibres are situated very

close together in young specimens, so that one has to work with

thin (5 ii) sections and strong light iii order to obtain exact results).

The totals of the dorsal and vejitral roots of the spinal nerves given

in the tables below are thus to be considered as exact within the

limits of the percentages mentioned. That there is thus a post-

embryonal increase in the number of nerve fibres in the dorsal and

ventral roots is shown with all the clearness that could be desired

1) Donaldson, H. H. The rat, reference tables and data for the albino rat and

the Norway rat, 1915, Philadelphia.
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1. Table showing the total numbers of axons in the dorsal and ventral roots of animals of

various ages in the same species and of different species.

Ao-o in I

Total number of
^^^ '" I axons in all the

Species.

Relation

days orlrootsofthespinal
between the

! nerves.
numbers m

length '

.

in cms. ventral Dorsal
roots. roots.

Average Percentage

total. of increase.

the dorsal
and ventral

roots. V. r I D. r. V. r. D. r.

Remarks.

Bu/o vulgaris. 1 .

6

1.77

3

4.5

5.8

6.8

7.9

9.4

8,03

average

4325
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2. Table showing the total numbers of axons in the dorsal and ventral roots of animals of

various ages in the same species and of different species.

i Ao-o in Total number of
\^^^ '"

!
axons in all the

' days or roots of the spinal

Species. , ,.
nerves.

length

in cms. ventral Dorsal

I

roots. roots.

Relation
between the

numbers in

the dorsal
and ventral

roots.

Average

total.

V. r. D. r.

Percentage

of increase

V. r. I D. r.

Remarks.

Mus muse. var.

albus.

Days
550

550

189

189

151

77

49

25

10

10

4

4

4

4

129

Days
Cam's fam. $ about 21 90

1277

6

17

60

710

23075

23060

19588

18586

16523

16215

15414

14236

12825

12762

12431

12497

12936

13432

48880

48399

38122

37116

35097

33888

27279

26136

23874

24190

23824

23311

23432

23663

15970
I

31229

183188 393489

139808
j

278879

106072 ' 226264

134867 245089

124401 237839

137667
!
276312

2.11

2.09

1.94

1.99

2.12

2.09

1.76

1.8

1.86

1.89

1.9

1.86

1.81

1.7

1.92

2.14

1.99

2.13

1.81

1.91

23067' 48639

12814 23715

80

"^— Average

183188 393489

106072 226264

72.7

105

73.9

bv tlie above table, which also illustrates to some extent the mag-

nitude of the increase. The increase in the number of axons is

proportionately greater during the first part of the period of growth

than during the latter part, which is probably not completed in any

of the group of animals included in the table. It is interesting to
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compare briefly the results arrived at by some of the previous

investigators of this subject. The latter have, however, worked with

uiyeiins sheath staining methods and have determined the number

of meduliated nerve fibres in different states.

Dunn ') *'A considerable increase in the number of meduliated

nerve fibres occurs during the early life of the albino rat". Dunn

investigated the ventral root of Oil in M?is novjneg. albinus. The

same thing is true, according to Hatai ') of the "albino rat" with

regard to the ventral roots of CVI, 7% IV and jL li, and, according

to BouGHTON '), with regard to n. occulomotoriiis in the same animal.

Boughton's investigations (06) about cognate problems in the cat and

WiLLEMs's *) in the rabbit point to the same conclusion.

Dunn states: "Ranson's records then are comparable with those

presented now, and together they show that in regard to the second

spinal nerve of the albino rat the number of meduliated necve fibres

in both the dorsal and ventral nerve roots increases during the life

of the individual, but that the greatest increase occurs before the

sexual maturity or so-called puberty of the animal," and so on. It

is thus shown that what is true in this res{)ect for all the axons —
as shown by the results of the calculations given in the above table —
is also true for only the meduliated nerve fibres. The percentage of

increase obtained by using myelin sheath staining methods on the

material in question is considerably larger than that arrived at by

impregnation of the axons. This is due to the fact that the young

animal has relatively considerably more axons free from medullary

sheaths than the older one. This increase in the number of nerve

fibres is decidedly larger in the dorsal than in the ventral roots, a

fact which is seen most clearly when the comparison is based on

the conditions in a rather large number of animals. This is not so

striking in Cmiis, and Mus rattus shows an entirely reversed state

of affairs. These apparent exceptions are, however, probably due to

1) Dunn, Elisabeth Hopkins. The influence of age, sex, weight and relation-

ship upon the number of meduliated nerve fibres and on the size of the largest

fibres in the ventral root of the second cervical nerve of the albino rat. The

Journ. Gomp. Neur. Vol. 22. N'>. 2. 1912.

') Hatai, Shinkiski. On the increase in the number of meduliated nerve fibres

in the ventral roots of the spinal nerves of the growing white rat. J. Comp. Neur.

Vol. 13, 1903.

3| BouGHTON, Thomas Harris. The increase in the number and size of the

meduliated fibres in the occulomotor uerve of the white rat and of the cat at

different ages. J. Gomp. Neur. Vol. 16. 1906.

*) WiLLEMS, Edguard. Localisation motrice et kinesthesique. Les noyaui

masticaleur et mesencephalique du trijumeau chez le lapin. Le Neuraxe t. 12, 1911.
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the fact that the numbers for these animals were based on speci-

mens on a few investigations. The difference between the number
of nerve fibres in tlie dorsal and ventral roots is comparatively

greater in old than in 3'onng animals of tiie same species. I shall

leave a more detailed discussion of the values obtained for a future

and moi'e complete account of the questions that are coniiected with

this problem and shall pass on instead to an attempt to answer the

following question :

H01Ü does a post-embryonal increase in the nmnher of axons in the

dorsal and ventral roots of the spinal nerves arise f

This question forces itself upon our attention when we find that

the number of nerve fibres in the dorsal and ventral roots of the

spinal nerves increases considerably with the growth of the animal.

There may, however, be different opinions as to the manner in which

this increase takes place, and this question certainly needs to be

subjected to a comprehensive investigation. There are really two

possibilities to be taken into consideration. The increase must depend

either on a T- or Y-formed division of nerve fibres, or on an ontgrotvth

from the centre, from nerve cells (neuroblasts) that have been nendy

formed or are lyiny in reserve. There is, of course, a third possibility

which is, however, not very probable, namely, that one nerve-cell

has discharged tivo axons in the same direction.

Does a division of the nerve fibres exist in the I'oots of the spitial

nerves

?

Most obvious is of course the supposition that we have here a

cleavage {T- or F-divisionj of the nerve fibres on the lines of the

process, of which such fine examples may be seen in the peripheral

part of the nerves and also in the central nerve system. A cleavage

of this kind may be exceedingly frequent; thus, at Prof. Boeke's in

Leyden I saw a preparation which showed, among other things.

a nerve fibre that was divided at one place into six branches.

Stefanelli ') describes and reproduces a preparation from the tongue

of the chameleon, in which a single nerve fibre was divided into

branches terminating in no less than thirty-fi\ e motory plates. Duiing

nerve regeneration after a section one may also see abundant

examples of such division. See, for instance, the figures in Cajal')

1) Stefanelli, a. La piastra motrice secondo le vecchie e le nuove vedute.

Annali di Neurologia Fasc. IV 1912. Quoted by Boeke L. c. 3.

') Gajal, Ramon Y. Studiën über Nervenregeneralion (J. A. Barth, Leipzig) 1908.
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and BoEKE^). Nageotte') reproduces and describes spinal nerve-cells,

in which a collateral leaves the axon quite close to the nerve-cell.

This collateral terminates in a club-like swelling, which is situated

inside the capsule of the same nerve-cell. N. is of opinion

that these collaterals are due to legenerative activity in the cell,

with which Cajal') also agrees. Biei,schowsky ') interprets these

formations in another way ; he includes them among the fenestrate

cells and thinks that these processes have nothing to do with rege-

neration. Ranson*) has tried to discover an explanation of this

phenomenon by means of experiments. The results given by these

experiments have, without exception, indicated that these processes

with chib-like formations are not a product of regeneratixe activity

in the cell. I have however, been unable to find in the literature

any indication of the fact that 7- and }"-divisions occur in the dorsal

and ventral roots of the spinal nerves. As a working hypothesis for

my continued investigations I took the possibility (which is, in

itself, not at all probable) that the above-mentioned, or similar,

processes with club-like formations might develop into axons and,

in addition, the possibility that T- and }'-divisions might occur in

the intra- and extra-medullar course of the ventral roots as well as

in the dorsal roots, which would explain the post-embryonal increase

in the axons there which is under discussion.

Silver impregnated dorsal and ventral roots of lumbal and sacral

nerves in connection with their spinal ganglia, and a small piece of

half the spinal cord on the same side from animals of different ages

within the same species, were set up in unbroken series (lOfi thick).

These series were well suited for stiulies of the figures of the growth

that might possibly occur, and for investigations made with a view

to answering the third possibility that had been advanced, namely

whether one nerve cell, the axons of which form the spinal nerves,

sends off more than one axon in the same direction. In investigating

the preparation a cross-table was used and the microscope was

1) BoEKE, J. Studiën zur Nervenregeneration 11 Verhandel, d. K. Akad. v. Wet.

te Amsterdam. Deel XIX. N^. 5. 1917.

') Nageotte, J. Recherches experimentales sur la morphologie des cellules et

des fibres des ganglions rachidiens Rev. Neurol. Paris. Vol. 15, p. 357.

') Gajal S. Ramon y. Die Struktur der sensiblen Gangliën des Menschen und

der Tiere. Anal. Heft. Zweite Abt. Ed. 16. 1907.

*) BiELSCHOWSKY, M. Ueber den Bau der Spinalganglien unter normalen und

pathologischen Verhaltnissen. J. Psych u. Neur, B. 11, 1908. Leipzig.

'°) Ranson, S. Walter. The Structure of the Spinal Ganglia and of the Spinal

Nerves. J. Comp Near. Vol. 22. 1912.
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provided with an oil immersion (Vi, a) and ocular four. The

preparations were investigated in the most careful way step by step,

but not a single example of a division of the nerve fibres could be

discovered, either in the roots or in the continuation of the nerve

fibres in the ventral horn through the spinal cord up to their root

cells. 1 observed a few cases of spinal ganglion-cells which had the

claviform processes mentioned above. These claviform formations

were, however, always within the capsules. In no case, however,

was I able to discover anything that could be interpreted as a

division within the spinal ganglion of either the central axon or

that which passes peripherally. I tried to test the negative results

obtained from this investigation in another way, in order to obtain

if possible a positive result. I made cross-sections of the silver

impregnated material through the corresponding nerve roots on the

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the neural growth in the

dorsal and ventral roots of the spinal nerves, (a) Cross section at

the place with the smaller and {b) cross section at the place with the

larger number of nerve fibres in the dorsal root, («i) Gross section

at the place with the larger and (öj) cross section at the place with

the smaller number of nerve fibres in the ventral root at a spinal

nerve from a young animal, (c) Gross section peripherally of the

spinal ganglion, (d) Spinal ganglion cell, (e) Ventral root cell.

other side, some close to the spinal cord {a and ^i ; fig. 1) and

others close to, but centrally of, the spinal ganglion (6 and 6, ; fig. 1).

As the nerve roots that f investigated belonged to the lumbal and

sacral nerves, which take part in forming the quada equina, the

distance between the two cross sections was fairly great. The nerve

fibres in the sectioned preparation were counted. There are three

possibilities for the totals that we might expect to obtain for the

numbers of nerve fibres. If we take a; a^; b and /), fig. 1 to denote

the number of nerve fibres, then a =r b or else ay> b or finally

a <^b. \ï a = b then one could scarcely expect any appearance of

axon-division or any figures of growth in the piece ab; if, on the
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other hand, a'^ b; then one ought to succeed in finding figures

of division of the nerve fibres in ab; if, finallj, a<^b, then, of

course, one ought to be successful in finding figures of growth in rtè.

For the ventral root the corresponding line of argument is, of course,

as follows: if r/j = èj, then there are probably neither figures of

division nor growth in the piece n^b^-, if rf, ]> ój, there are probably

figures of growth in a^b^; if a^ <^ /^,, there are probably figures of

division in ci,6,.

In not a single case did the calculations that were carried out

give values for a that weie greater than those of b, nor values for

61 greater than those of a^. The two values for each root in older

animals were — apart from the possibility of error (about

2 7o) — equally large. In young animals, on the other hand, as a

rule <f <^ b and (i-^'^b^. As examples we may give the values for

S. 1 (left side) in a pup|)y sixty days (»ld : rz =r 9209, />= J1487;

a, = 3335, b, = 2623.

If we correct these numbers according to the percentage of error

in the calculation, we then obtain: r/ = 9209 -f- 2 7, = 9393,

6 = 11487 — 2 V, =11251 ; ^, = 3335 -2V,= 3268, 6, = 2623 +
-f- 2 Vo = 2675.

These figures are very clear evidence against the occurrence of

any figures of division in the pieces ab and aj)^ respectively in the

animals in question. On the other hand they indicate, of course, the

existence of a not inconsiderable number of figures of new growth

of axons. As far as I can see, 1 have found a small number of

certain figures of new growth — there are undoubtedly more of

these. These formations vary, of course, very greatly in their form.

Such great differences in the number of nerve fibres in a and b and

«J and b^ are, however, not always found even in young animals;

the differences are, as a rule, considerably less.

I could not discover any possible method of verifying more effect-

ively the above-mentioned absence of any T- and ^'-division in the

spinal cord and the spinal ganglia of the nerve fibres that pass into

the roots, and have consequently to be content with the fact that

in the above-mentioned preparation no figures of division could be

detected in these parts. It might perhaps be said that the number

of cells in the ventral horns and in the spinal ganglia compared

with the number of axons in the ventral and dorsal roots respectively

might afford a means of verification. This is not the case, however,

as the number of the ganglion-cells in both the ventral horn and in

the spinal ganglion is always considerably greater than the number

of axons. (This is discussed in greater detail below.)
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As this attempt to explain the increase actiiallj existing in the

number of nerve fibres in the dorsal and ventral roots of the spinal

nerves as a result of a division of the axons was unsuccessful, I

had to proceed to investigate other possibilities. The following possi-

bility' has now to be closely considered.

Js it possible that a nerve-ceM may send off more ilian one axon in

the same direction?

In order to be able to answer this question, I have carried out

investigations in two directions. 1 first investigated carefully the

preparations left over from the preceding series in which, of course,

whole spinal ganglia and parts of the ventral horn were set up in

unbroken series, and secondly I counted all the cells in a ventral

horn of a 10 days' old and of a 360 days' old N^ls musculus var. albus

— between the exits for two spinal nerves from corresponding

segments — and also all the cells in a spinal ganglion similarly

situated in the two animals. The values obtained for the numbei'S

of cells have been compared with the number of axons in the

corresponding ventral and dorsal roots. One cannot, of course, expect

to obtain in these two ways an answer to the aforesaid question

that would be a priori absolutely certain, but it seems to me that

they take us as far as we can generally go with morphological

methods of investigation. A careful investigation (of the above-men-

tioned unbroken series) of the nerve-cells in the ventral horns and

in the spinal ganglion did not produce a single figure to support

the supposition of more than one axon being sent off in the same

direction from the nerve-cell. It is certainly true that in the spinal

ganglion there were nerve-cells which have processes beside the

axon, but in no single case could these be followed up to a 7'-division.

Spinal ganglion-cells of this sort are described by Ransom ^) and

others. I am of the opinion that this part of the investigation produced

a negative result.

With regard to the calculations as to the number of cells, they

showed that the number in the older specimen was certainly greater

than in the youuger one, but the difference is not so large compared

with the difference in the number of axons in the same specimens.

The number of axons seems thus to increase in a relatively higher

degree than the number of ganglion-cells during the post-embryonal

period. This fact seems, of course, to allow the |»ossibility that the

same nerve-cell might send more than one axon into, for instance,

the dorsal and ventral roots. There is, however, another and more

1) L. c.

62

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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probable, even a certain, waj of explaining this phenomenon, namely

that in both the spinal ganglia and the central nerve system there

are young cells which have not hitherto sent ont any axons, and

which have the power of dividing. (This point is discussed more

completely below). Such cells aie considerably more numerous in

young specimens than in older ones. I am thus of the opinion that

this part of the investigation has not given any support either to

an assumption of the possible occurrence of nerve-cells that send two

axons into the dorsal or ventral root. Nor have I found in the

literature any statement that points to this conclusion. It thus still

remains to investigate other possibilities.

Do axons grow either from newly formed or from older nerve-cells

lying in reserve.

This part of the investigation, which I tried to avoid as long as

possible, in the hope of tinding other explanations of the post-

embryonal increase in the axons, has, however, gradually become

the most central — the main part, on which the entire result is

based. Observations made here and there in the preceding parts of

the investigation indicated clearly that the solution to the problem

was to be sought in this direction. Such a solution, however, does

not quite agree with the hitherto prevailing view as to the develop-

ment of the nerve system and the character of the neurones. There

is, however, as we shall see, an abundance of facts to support this

solution. 1 shall begin with an examination of the

Spinal ganglion.

Heidenhain, M. ') writes: "Es würde gewiss für die Physiologic

von grosser Bedeutung sein wenn wir behaupten könnten, dass wir

mit der Anatomie der cerebrospinalen Gangliën im reinen sind. Dies

ist jedoch nicht der Fall. Erstlich ist der Ursprung der erwahnten

atferenten sympalhischen Faserii leider nicht naher bekannt und

zweitens befindet sich nacli der Zahlung von Gaule und Lewis,

ebenso von BtJHLER, in den Gangliën eine ausserordentliche Ueber-

zahl von Zeilen deren Fortsatze wir noch nicht kennen".

Among the many investigations concerned, among other things,

with the making of comparisons between the number of mednllated

nerve fibres in the dorsal root and the number of cells in the spinal

ganglion belonging to the root, the following may be cited:

') Heidenhain, M. Plasma und Zelle. Jena 1911.
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TABLE a.

Author. Animal. Nerve.
Number of Number of moduUated
nerve cells, fibres in the dorsal root.

Gaule and Lewin ')
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spinal ganglion. R. writes: "It is to these non-nieduUated fibres,

the axons of the small spinal ganglion cells, that we are to look

TABLE b.

Weight of Total num- Large Small

the body ber of cells, cells. cells.

Relation

between

large and

small cells. ^^^"^

Medul-

lated

Relation be-

'

Relation be-
tween the tween medul-
medullated lated axons
axons and and the large

the cells. cells.

C. VI

ThIV

L II

10996

9793

11772

12200

7142

7068

7611

7406

8315

8200

9514

9442

2526
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nated dorsal roots I have seen some non-inediiilated fibres, but

ihey have never occurred in my preparations in as great numbers

as R. seems to have seen them. A large number of these liner fibres

have, as one finds on closer investigation, a medullary sheath,

although rather a thin one. This fact has caused me to undertake

a closer and renewed examination of the question of the relation

between the total number of nerve fibres in the dorsal root and the

total number of ganglion cells in the spinal ganglion belonging

to this.

From the right side of a 3,5 years' old dog the spinal g'anglia

with their dorsal roots from Th VI, L IV and L VII were taken.

After fixation and silver-impregnation (according to my modifications

of the B.-method) the spinal ganglia were put in unbroken series

of sections, lb [i thick, and the cross-sections at h and c fig. 1 were

made 10 n thick.

The results obtained were as follows:

Th. VI. Total number of ganglion-cells = 8422

,, ,, ,, nerve-fibres at ^ = 6198

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, c = o297

L IV. Total number of ganglion cells =12181
,, ,, ,, nerve-fibres at b = 9003

,. ., ,, ,, ,, C := 9oll

L VII. Total number of ganglion cells =29621
,, ,, ,, nerve-fibres at ^ = 23627

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, c =3 2o9o /

These figures show that, although each nerve fibre in the dorsal

root is counted, one does not reach the total number of the spinal

ganglion cells. This is also the case if one counts the nerve fibres

situated immediately peripherally from the spinal ganglion. The

slightly larger values of the latter nerve fibres are all within the

limit error in calculation (± 2 per cent). Thus one cannot conclude

from these figures that the nerve fibres which issue out of the spinal

ganglion into the nerve are more numerous than those which form

the dorsal root. It was noticeable that the medullary sheaths were

more powerfully developed at c than at h fig. 1. On the strength

of the results of my own investigations I wish to state that Ranson

goes too far, and that the other writers who have worked with the

method of medullary sheaths do not go far enough in their con-

clusions with regard to the relation between the number of ganglion

cells and the number of nerve fibres in the dorsal root. Here, as

in so many other cases, the motto "in medio Veritas" applies. Thus,

in spite of Ranson, we must take into account the fact that the
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number of ganglion cells exceeds the nnml)er of axons and tliat this

excess must have some significance.

From the silver-impregnated series we obtain an indication of (he

purpose of this excess in the number of cells. We find that, however

intensively the spinal ganglia are impregnated — especially in young

animals — there are, all the same, a numl)er of cells that cannot

be impregnated, in spite of the fact that the adjacent cells show the

most splendid neiiro-fibril structures. It is. however, not always the

smallest cells that cannot be impregnated, but a number of average-

sized ones as well, while others of the smallest and the average-

sized ones show exceedingly fine impregnation. The cpiestion why

this or that cell is not impregnated naturally arises. This is by no

means the first time that attention has been drawn to the different

powers for intensive impregnation shown by the spinal ganglion-cells.

Even in his work on "Zell substanz, Kern und Zellteilung" and in

the presentation volume to Hknle, Fi-emming points out that cells

are stained to different degrees of intensity by the same colouring

matter, and is of the opinion that this is (\ne to greater or less

density in the colourable fibi-es of which the protoplasm is constituted.

Flesch, GiTiss, KoTLAKEvsKY, KoNEFF and Müi-LER ') and others have

dealt with this subject more oi less thoroughly. Flesch and his

pupils, and Muller among others, have studied the capacity for

staining possessed by the ganglion cells. Koneff states that the

different capacities for staining are tiot connected with certain species

or cells with special morphological characteristics. The cells are large

and small, of different shapes, and some of them are distinguished

by their chromatic nucleus. For the two kinds of cells — the

strongly and the weakly stained — this author suggests the names

of chromophila and chromophoba ganglion cells. The author supposes

that some of these different cells are in different functional stages

and others are developed to different degrees. Muller distinguishes

a type of spinal ganglion cells that have, among other characteristics,

strongly eosinophile protoplasm and nuclei rich in chromatin; these

cells he takes to be developing forms. It is thus not only in silver

impregnation, but also with ordinary nuclei and protoplasmic

impregnations that this different intensity in the impregnation appears.

With regard to these conditions in the BiELscHowsKY-preparation, they

indicate to some extent, as has been mentioned, cells with elective

neurofibril impregnations and to some extent cells in which no neurofibril

') Muller, Erik: Studiën über die Spinalganglien. Bioiog. förening. förhandl.

Bd. 1. 1888—89. Stockholm. Other statements in the literatuie thai touch on this

subject are referred to here.
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structures appear, but where tlie protoplasm has a marble appearance.

Tlie cells with the evident neurofibril structure may be of the most

varying sizes and iimy also occur in different stages of development;

this is shown, among other ways, by the fact that in mammals of

post-foetal ages a few bi-polar cells are found in this group, besides

the ordinary unipolar cells, (see fig. 12). The cells that are without

any neurofibril structure, or have merely traces of this, are similarly

of very different sizes, and on several of them I have found

formations which could hardly be interpreted otherwise than by

assuming that the cell is dividing amitolically. On the other hand

I have not in a single case been able to observe any indications of

amitotic division in a cell of the former type, in which the neuro-

fibi'il structure was evident. The apolar cells also belong to this

category

.

In a number of preparations from the spinal ganglia of young

animals (dogs) I have found colonies of nerve-cells situated within

the same capsule. The number of cells in these colonies varied con-

siderably. Fig. 4 shows one of these colonies with seven cells, in

which at a few places pi'Otoplasmic bridges (bridging fibrils) go

from one cell to the other; there are no processes, and the cells

show a pale shade of colour; there is no neuro-fibril impregnation.

The references in liteiature to this condition and a more detailed

description of it will be given below. Traces of this difference in

neuro-fibril impregnation which is found in the spinal ganglia are

also seen in the central nerve system, although it is not so striking there.

These facts have led me to set up the following working hypo-

thesis: The affinity of the neuro-fibrils in the nerve-cells to the

silver salts (reducing power) seems to vary from being more or less

powerful to total disappearance during certain metabolic or functional

stages. The majority of the pale cells seem thus to belong to such

an early stage of development that no neuro-fibrils have yet been

fully developed in them.

We ha\e now reached the heart of the problem of division, viz.

the increase of the ganglion cells in the spinal ganglion. With regard

to this problem Hatai ^j writes as follows: "We can only say at

present concerning the division probletn that the nerve cells in

vertebrates, as well as in invertebrates, have the centrosome and

the sphare, which are regai-ded as the dynamic centies of the mitotic

divisions, and, further, that this centi'osome is able to take the first

Hatai, S. On the Presence of the Centrosome in Certain Nerve Cells of the

White Rat J. Coinp. Neur. Vol. XI. N«. 1. 1901.
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steps of division under certain forms of stimulation, as has been

observed bj some investigators; but in the normal state the centro-

some in an adult cell presents slight morphulogical differences from

that of the embryonic cell, which we interpret as the beginning of

degeneration". Hatai comes finally to the conclusion that the only

way to find out whether there is generally a division of ganglion

cells in the spinal ganglion is to count the number of ganglion cells

in corres{)onding ganglia in animals of different ages. Hatai counted

the ganglion cells in 6' VII, ThW and L\\ in four specimens of

Mus norwegicus albimis weighing 10,3, 24,5, 68,5 and 167 grammes

respectively. I have given a synopsis of the results of his calculations

in Table b above. At the outset I wish to make this criticism

on his calculations, namely, that he has contented himself with

counting the number of ganglion cells in only one spinal nerve in

each of the cervical, thoracal and lumbal regions. Great variation

may exist in these, as I have had abundant opportunities of observing

during my counting of axons. These variations may be so great that,

in a species in which the total increase of the number of nerve fibres

in the dorsal roots during post-embryonal growth is, let us say,

100 per cent., certain nerves in the few days' old individual

may, in spite of this, contain more nerve fibres than the corresponding

nerves in the full-grown animal.^) My continued investigations have

also shown that a similar variation may be found in the number

of ganglion cells in the spinal ganglion. In this case one has to

investigate a rather large number of spinal ganglia in order to

obtain reliable information by the method used by Hatai. On account

of the values obtained by counting (Table b) H. concludes that "the

total number of the spinal ganglion cells remains approximately

constant between 10,3 and 167 grams, though individual variations

in the numbers of the cells in corresponding ganglia exist. It can

therefore be stated that this number does not increase or decrease

with age." We must, however, note that the number of ganglion

cells was throughout larger in the older specimens (Table i^), although

the excess in the numbers was not so great. Hatai puts these larger

numbers of cells in the older individual within the limits of the

variations. It seems as if he cannot admit the possibility that a

division of cells in a spinal ganglion might occur. Hatai reveals this

especially in his criticism of Bühlek's') observations. Bühler writes:

"Es kommt wie ich mich bei Frosch und Kröte und auch beim

1) Further details about this will be given in the more complete account.

^) Bühler, A. Untersuchungen fiber den Bau der Nervenzellen. Verb. d. Phys.

raed. Ges Würzburg. N. T. Bd- 39, 1898 Git. nach Hatai (1902).
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Kaninchen überzeiigen kpnnte, [)liysiologischer Weise zum üntergang

speziell der grossen Spinalganglienzellen. Die Degeneration verlauft

in verscliiedenen Formen nnd allem Anschein nach wenig rapid.;.

Man siet in einein Spinalganglion des Frosches ca. 20—25 unter-

geliende Zeilen, beini Kaninchen relativ nocli viel weniger. Die ver-

loren gegangenen Zeilen miissen ersetzt werden nnd dies gescliielit

vvahrscheinlich dadnrcli, das eine der kleinen durch Wachstuni ihre

Stelle einnimint. Da nacii deni früliesten Jngendstadinm eine Vermelirung

vou Nervenzellen nicht mehr vorkommt, innss das Spinalganglion,

um tur die Zeit des Lebens funktionsfahig bleiben zn können, in

der Alliage genügendes Ersatzniaterial in Gestalt von Reservenzellen

mitbekominen. Genanere üntersuchnngen hierüber zn rnachen, bin

ich indessen noch nicht in der Lage gewesen." With regard to this

Hatai states: "The above interpretation given by Bühler concerning

the small cells cannot be accepted as far as white rats are concerned,

for he regarded the small cells as replacing the degenerated large

nerve cells; if this were the case, then the total number of the

spinal ganglion cells must be decreased, but the preceding table

shows that the total number is approximately constant."

I have observed in a number of cases in preparations fi'om dogs

that a number of the larger nei've-cells in the spinal ganglion show
signs of being in process of degeneration, and in my opinion BOhleh

is right in saying that these degenerating cells are replaced by

young cells which grow out in their place. Hatai's argument to the

contrary: "If this were the case, then the total number of the spinal

ganglion cells must decrease" proves nothing at all. It is even fairly

certain that the degenerate cells aie replaced by young cells, which

grow out and, notwithstanding this degeneration, increase the ab.solute

number of ganglion cells during the post-embryonal growth. As a

matter of fact, Hatai has unconsciously proved this last point by

his calculations (Table h), and his evidence in favour of it would

certainly have been very much clearer if he had made use of greater

material and had counted the cells in a larger number of corre-

sponding spinal ganglia in the animal investigated.

The calculations I am making (which I have, however, not yet

completed) of the number of ganglion cells in the spinal ganglia of

animals of different ages in the same litter, seem to show that there

really is an increase in the number of ganglion cells during post-

embryonal life, although this increase is not nearly so large as the

increase in the axons. My preparations have also afforded information

as to the way in which this increase is brought about.

{To be continued)-
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ERRATA in Proceedings Vol. XX

p. 1168 line 4 from the bottom: read 0.99165 for 0.99265.

p. J 174 last line: read "about —210°C." for "about 210°".
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Geology. — "On the Secretion oj Phosphates in the stems of

Djatikapur [Tectona yrandis L.]". Bj Prof. A. Wichmann.

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

The natives of the Indian Archipelago designate the nodular

secretions in organisms, no matter whether they are of vegetable or

of animal origin as inestika^). Petrifications are also sometimes in-

cluded among them. To some of those formations people ascribe a

healing power oi- they are used as talismans, as is the case among

othei' peoples.

Such secretions occurring in the wood tissue of trees — mesfika

kaju — were first revealed bj' G. K. Rumphius ; he, however, adduced

only few specimens. He detected them in the stems of Casuarina

in the gowasa- or kofaso-wood {Viie.v Cofassus Reinw.) in the

sanga-wood {Tristania obovata R. Br.) and in the concretions of the

kemuming-batu [Murraya'-^), which he classified as c/ö7ic//v7/6' aróor^a*).

It is remarkable, though, that he remained ignorant of the fact —
like other old writers — that the DJati-tree') {Tectona yrandis L.)

known to him, sometimes contains secretions, which, as to size and

quantity, surpass those of all plants. He, indeed, reports one descrip-

tion, viz. that of the djati batu, (stone-djati), but since he consideis it to

be the best kind and does not mention any petrous concretions, it can

hardly be identified with the djati kapur. Although it cannot be

doubted that the Javanese, who have ever made a frequent use of

Tectona-w oo(\, were acquainted with djati-kapur^), the first mention

of this variety is found in a report presented by Thomas Hornfield

1) Among the first-mentioned the best known are the mestika awi — the

tabaschir occurring in the knots of bamboo — and the mestika kalapa —
secretions from calciumcarbonate in cocoanuts. Rumphius also enumerates:

mestika bras^ mestika gondii^ mestika nangka, mestika pinang and mestika pisang .

Among those from animal organisms are noted the mestika ular (snakestone)

the mestika babi {pedra de porco) and the hezoar.

-) "D'Amboinsche Rariteitkamer", Amsterdam, 1705, biz. 323. To my knowledge

not one of those formations have been examined. Of lliem there is consequenlly

no record in the literature.

*) Herbarium Amboinense, 3, Amsterdam 1743, biz. 34— 36.

*) Kapur means lime.
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to Marshal Daendels on May 31, 1808 ^), referred to by C. L. Blume
in 1859»).

Architectural experts and shipbuilders evinced a greater interest.

H. DE Bruyn asserted in 1851 that djali kapiir is considered to be

of the least quality, "on account of the calcareous secretions found

in it". ') A little more is said by C. G. von Dkntsch, when he tells

us that "the tree is named after the veins of sulphuric acid lime,

which aie often visible over the whole length of the stem and seem

to be owing to the lime particles ascending with the saps" *). Two
years later F. Junghuhn called attention to the fact .that those secre-

tions were restricted to the specimens of Tectona growing on lime-

marl deposits, such as are found especially in the residences of

Renibajig and Surabaya'). Some geologists disagree as to the nature

of these secretions. Whereas von Dentzsc:h takes them to be calcium-

sulphate, Herman Crügkr (1857) holds that ''Tectona </mmILs" is

"nach ihrem durch das iVIikroskop bestimmbaren Gehalt an Kiesel

eine schwache Kieselpflanze", but he omits telling us how he could

establish the presence of siliceous particles. He also fancie<l he had

observed "dass die Zellwande von kohlensauren Erden eingenommen

und sicii zwischen grossen Kieselkörpern ohne bestimmbare Formen

befinden" "j. Subsequent investigators have not detected this either and

') For aught I know H. W. Daendels was the first to report djati kapur.

In Art. 39 of his "Instructie voor de Boschgangers" dd. Samarang, 21 Augustus

1808, we read: "Den Lande reserveert van zich de uitsluitende behering, afvoer

en debiet van liet jatiehout zo van de drie hoofdsoorten:

"Jati Soengie (read djati sungu)

— Doerie (read djati doreng)

— Kapok" (read djati kapur)

(Staat der Nederl.Oostindische Bezittingen, 1808—1811. 'sGravenhage, 1814,

Bijlage 3, in voce Houlbosschen).

2j Over eenige Indische houtsoorten. Versl. en Meded. K. Akad. v. Wetensch.

Afd. Naluurk. 9, Amsterdam 1859, p. 44.

3) Bijdragen tot de kennis der Bouwkunde in Neder). -Indië, Batavia, 1851, p. 10.

^) Aanteekeningen omtrent proeven, welke in 1852 in den Artillerie Konstruclie-

winkel te Soerabaja met djatihout genomen werden. Tijdschr. voor Nijverheid in

Ned. -indië, 2, Batavia 1855, blz. 2; see further A. van Lakerveld en G. L. Brocx,

Handleiding voor bouwkundigen en industrieelen in Nederl. Oost-lndië, 1, 'sGraven-

hage 1863, p. 79— 80. — D. Boeke, Hel Javaansch Djattiehout beschouwd als

scheepslimmerhout. Verhandel, en Berigten betr. hel Zeewezen, 29, Amsterdam,

1869, p. 171. — D. Boeke, A Word to ship-builders about Java Teak. Nautical

Magazine, 39, London 1870, blz. 450.

•') Over de fossiele zoogdierbeenderen te Patihajam, Natuurk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-

Indië, 14, Batavia 1857, p. 219.

S) VVestindische Fragmente, Botanische Zeitung, 15, Leipzig 1857, p. 323.

63*
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as early as the following year D. Plks was able to show analyti-

cally that the secretions in djaliwood consisted chiefly of calcium-

phosphate (analysis 1) '). Abel, who with the same object examined in

1862 the concretions in teakwood, ariived at a fairly similar result.

(Analysis II) ').

The experiments of either, however, did not prevent Winkklmann

from asserting J 6 years later: "Im Holzpaienchym sieht man kürzere

rait oxalsaurem Kalk*) und langere mit Lnft oder Harz angefiillte

Zeilen. Kieselsanre ist durch die ganze Holzmasse verbreitet ^).

We owe the latest analyses of concretions that have come to my
knowledge to G. Thoms. The results were very similar to those of

his predecessors, so that he felt justified in saying that they were

composed of an aqueous calciumphosphate expressed in the formula:

2CaH, HH,PO' + Xaq ^).

I have been induced to make a new experiment by samples of

concretions, for which I am indebted to the kindness of Dr. H. C.

Prinsen-Geerligs, then of Kagok Tegal. The samples are elongated,

more or less angular, to a length of 50 cm. and of ±z 7, to 1 cm.

diameter, the weight not exceeding 5 grms"). They evidently originate

from hollows that run parallel to the long axis of the stem and

^) Onderzoek naar de samenstelling eener witte stof, welke zich in het hart,

alsmede in de scheuren van sommige djaliboomen afzet, waarom de boomen bij

de Inlanders den naam van Djati-Kapor dragen. Nat. Tijdschr. Ned.-lndië, 15,

Batavia 1858, p. 345—348 (extract: Examen d'une matière blanche inorganique

dans l'inlérieur du tronc de l'arbre djati a Java. Journ. de Bolan. Neérl. 1,

Amsterdam-Utrecht 1861, p. 135—136.

2) J. S. Gamble, A Manual of Indian Timbers, 2d ed. London 1902, p 533.

3) Julius Wiesner (Die RohslofTe des Pflanzenreiches 2, Leipzig 1903. 2te Aufl.

p. 1005) was mistaken in presuming that G. A. Blits also has assumed the

presence of calciumoxalate.

*) Fremde Nutzhölzer, Die Natur. Halle a,S. 1878, p. 93. — Carl Sanio was

the fust to record something about the anatomical structure of Tectona grandis

(Vergleichende Untersuchungen iiber die Elementarorgane des Holzkörpers, Bot.

Zeitung 21, Leipzig 1863, p. 110—111), J. W. H. Cordes (De Djati-bosschen op

Java, Batavia 1881, p. 22—26, pi. Ill, fig. 1, 2) and G. A. Blits (De anatomische

bouw der Oost-Indische Ijzerhoutsoorten en van het Djatihout. Buil. van het

Kolon. Museum te Haarlem, 19, Amsterdam 1898,. p. 48—50, pi. VI) gave fuller

descriptions. The latter was in a position to see the phosphate secretions as

fillings of the vessels.

•) Beitrag zur Kenntniss des Teakholzes {Tectona grandis). Die Landwirtsch.

Yersuchsstationen 23, Berlin 1879, p. 68—69, 416—417).

6) Similar concretions may appear like fine dust, scattered in the wood as white

powdery, circular or irregular particles. On the other hand they may far surpass

as to size and circumference any known secretion in the vegetable kingdom.

W. J. Spaan has observed concretions of an arm's thickness. (Aanteekeningen over
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were oi-igiiicallj fillings of llie vessels. Only few of tiie samples were

flattened (± J or 2 mm. thick); they seem to have been fillings of

the clefts in the wood, evolved from the expansion conseqnent on

the growth of the stems. On the fractnres all the fragments are snow-

white, somewhat ci-etaceons, bnt slightly harder (H =: 2) '). The
specific weight is 2.240.

In thin sections two different snbstances are discernible nnder the

microscope. The one presents itself as irregnlar grains, clear as

water, often enclosing the rest of the forest material i.e. libriform

fibres. They are yellowish-brown, elongated, isolated cells, more or

less cnrved and pointed at the extremities. The secretion from the

wood very likely cansed parts of the wood-lissne to be dislocated

and the fibres to be deformed. The exponent of refraction is not

very high and as to double refraction in polarised light, the inter-

ference colours do not rise higher than the blue of the second oider.

The angles of extinction were 21—22 1 degrees, but some were 31°

or even 37°"). A proper orientation could rarely be obtained owing

to the lack of crystals and of distinct cleavage planes.

The second snbstance is turbid and finely fibrous. It consists of

spherolithlike aggregate, presenting in polarised light a slanting cross,

which shows that, like the first, it belongs to a clinobasic system

of crystals. The very fine need-

les generally have a length

of 0.05 mm., thongh (here are

some of still smaller dimen-

sions. Howevei' the fibres some-

times exiend into prisms 0.2

mm. long and 0.008 mm. broad.

The lefVaction is stronger with

them than with the grains

described above, but like them

they are optically positive. It

seems to me that the phos-

phate appearing in the form

of aggregates is of secondary

de in hel boschdistrikt Madioen voorkomende zoogen. djativariëteiten. Boschbouw-

kundig Tijdschrift. Tectona 4, Noonhvijk-Weltevreden l'.^ll, p. 473).

') J. VV. H. CoRDES (De Djatibosschen op Java, Batavia 1881, p. 27) says on

the contrary that the concretions are as a rule very hard, so that they sometimes

injure the axes.

-) In the process of grinding thin sections some pressure on the soft grains may

have been of some influence on the optic qualities.
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origin i. e. a product of a morphological change of the above grains.

Also from this fact it 'appears that the segregations sometimes, so

to speak, erode the grains. It is also remarkable that those prisms

and neeilles extinguish "einheitlich", but present aggregate polarisation,

from which we conclude that I hey have undergone a molecular

conversion and belong to a compound of only little stabilitj-.

A mechanical separation of the two substances was impracticable

in consequence of their softness. While being rubbed in the mortar

they were completely mixed up.

The number of analyses of concretions is not lai-ge. They have

been tabulated on the next page. N". I is made by D. Pi,es^), nVII

by Prof. Abki,'), n". Ill and IV by G. Thoms'), while n'. V of the

substance described above was carried out in the Heidelberg Chemical

Laboratory of Prof. M. Dittrich.

The analyses carried out by Plks, Abkl aiul Thoms revealed that

the concretions from teakwood consist of an aqueous calcium,

pliospliate, of a composition about similar to that of 7iri<.vA/^« *), which

theoretically is composed as follows:
*

P'-O' ....... 41.28

CaO 32.55

H'O 26.17

10ÜX>Ö,

which corresponds to the formula HCaPO^ -\- 2H'0.

The di (Terences in tlie various results of the analyses may be

accounted for by the fact that some admixtures were overlooked

and also that the methods of estimating the constituents, which were

then in use, involved errors that could not be avoided.

Thus far experience had taught that the composition of the secretions

in plants is very constant. We need only remember \\\e. mestika aioi

(tabaschir), the mesticd kalapd, the secretions from calciumcarbonate

known by the name of cystoliles, and lastly the crystallizations of

calcium oxalate.

^) Onderzoek naar de samenstelling eener witte stof, welke zich in het hart,

alsmede in de scheuren van sommige djaliboomen afzet. (Naluurk. Tijdschr.

Ned.-Indië 15, Batavia 1858. p. 845— 348). The recalculation is mine.

') .1. S. Gamble. A Manual of Indian Timbers, New Ed. London 1902, p. 583.

') G. Thoms, Beilrag zur Kenntniss des Teakholzes (Tectonia grandis), Die

Landwirthschaftl. Versuchsstationen 23, BerHn 1879. p. 416—417.

*) G. E. Moore. On Brushite, a new mineral occurring in Phosphatic Guano,

Proceed. California Acad, of Nat. Science 3, 1867. San Francisco 1868. biz. 167— 168;

Amer. Journ. of Sc. (2) 39, New Haven 1865, p. 4:i— 44. — A de Schulten,

Becherches sur le phosphate dicalcique. Reproduction aitificielle de la brushite.

Bull. Soc. fran^. de Mineralogie 26, Paris 1903, p. 12.
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P'O* .... 39.63 ~ 21.26 18.37

CaO .... 16.76 -^ J6.76 —
MgO .... 11.68 11.68

H'O . . . . 31.93 -^ 13.47 18.46

51.49 48.51

The percentages of the composition of tnagnesiumphosphate will

then be

P'O* .... 37.88

iMgO .... 24.07

H*0 .... 38.05

100.00

which fairly correspond with the formula

HMgPO^ + 37, H'O

which requires

P'O^ .... 39.58

i\lgO .... 22.50

H'O .... 37.92

100.00

In criticizing the above calculation we should bear in mind that

a complete correspondence wilh the results of the analysis cannot

be expected on account of our ignorance of the influence of small

quantities of SiO', APO' and Fe'O'. In |)art at least they originate

from the enclosed fragments of woodtissue, which apart from that

also contains P'0% CaO and MgO.

The magnesiumphosphate in the above calculation is unknown

in nature'); but there is anotliei' reason to assume that the second

substance is not a magnesiumphospliate, but a calcium-magnesium-

phosphate, viz. the fact that the original calciumphosphate does not

nearly make up half the concretions. It follows then that calcium-

oxide must also be present in (he fibrous aggregates.

The answer to the second question viz. to what the considerable

difference in tiie chemical composition of the concretions is to be

attributed, is given in the ash-analyses tabulated below; N' VI (of

the sapwood) and VII (of the heartwood) we owe to R. Romanis ')

and those of VIII to G. Thoms ').

1) We only have Bobierrite MgS(P0-t)2 -f- 5 H-Q wilh 40.21 P»0\ 34 2^ MgO.

25,51 H20 "and Newberyite HMgP0* + 3H«0 with 40,71 P^os, 23,14 MgO,

36,15 H^O.

2) J. S. Gamble. A Manual of Indian Timbers, London 1902, p. 532.

3) Beitrag zur Kenntniss des Teakholzes, Die Landwirtschaftl. Versuchsstationen

23, Berlin 1879, p. 419.
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As could be expecle(i llie constituents of the secretions are also

found in the ash of the wood of varieties of Tectoiia grandis noi be-

longing to (/jatf kapnr. Furthermore, if we reflect that in the sappy
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against 31.35 of CaO. With reference to this it is obvious that tiie

phosphate engendered contained cliieflj only Ca, while from the ash

anaij'sis the conclusion might be drawn that one tree absorbs more

Mg than the other.

1 think it is in keeping witlj the general rule to state that the

concretions have originally been made up of calcinmphosphate, which

afterwards was gradually changed under the influence of a detached

organic magnesiumsalt. This change caused the formation of magne-

siumphospiiate, which is more difficult to dissolve ') .The clear crystal

grains could tlien be looked upon as the still untouched lemainder

of the calcinmphosphate. Without such a metamorphosis the two phos-

phates must have been secreted simultaneously, which does not seem

probable to me. Still less can theie be any question of periodicity

in the secretion of the two phosphates, because this would have to be

proved by a zonary structure, which could not l)e detected in any

of the preparations. To solve the question we need a larger amount

of material. I also deem it necessary to analyse, besides the con-

cretions themselves, also the wood of the stems from which they

originate.

Tectonn grandis is the greatest phos|)horus devourer known, it

would, therefoie, be interesting to find ont whether on that account

it also spoils the soil '). The amount of phosphoric acid it absorl)S,

may be computed from the annual amount of djati wood, cut in

Java. From 1902 to 1915 (inclusive) it was

3.148950 M.' of timber and

J 1.035108 M.' of firewood'),

representing respectively a weight of 2074.347000 kg. *) and

4855.447740 kg. ').

According to Romanis heartwood yields 1 7o a"<l sapwood 0.74 "/^

1) I do not think it at all improbable thai sucli a change can be ciïecled experi-

mentally, viz. through impregnation of squashed cell-sap of Mg-rich teak-treee into

normal concretions of calciumphosphate.

2) The question whether djati is a spoiler of the ground has given rise to some

controversy, however, only with respect to the slight formation of humus in the

forests. (J. C Claesen, lets over djati. Boschbouwkundig Tijdschr. Tectona 1.

Noordwijk-Weltevreden 1908—9, p. 166. — H. J. Kerbert, Is djati grondbe-

derfster? Ibid. 1. 1908—9, p. 301—304; 2. 1909— 10, p. 44— 46. — J. G. Claesen.

Antwoord aan den heer Kerbert. Ibid. 1, p. 575).

^) Verslag van den Dienst van het Boscliwezen in Nederl.-lndië over het jaar

1915. Batavia 1916, p. 18.

*) The average specific weight was fixed at 0,66.

*) Firewood is calculated by the running meter. It consists of branches and

other debris of wood, leaving empty spaces that were subtracted as ^'3.
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of eacl) ^). Tlie timber may be chiefly considered as hear! wood, so

that the auiomit mentioned above must yield 20.743470 kg., con-

taining 5.()94082 kg. of phosphoric acid. To |)revent overeslimation

the (irewoüd was taken for sapwood. A weighl of 4855.447740 kg.

furnished 35.930313 kg. of ash containing 11.486921 kg. of phosphoric

acid. Tlie total amount of P'O* of which the ground of the djati-

forests were deprived in (he years 1902— 1915 is 17.181003 kg. or

a yearly average of 1.2272 J 2 kg. on > surface of 713474 H.A. ')

or 1.72 kg. per H.A.

As known, Teclona thrives on any soil, even a poor one. In tlie

island of .lava by far most of its forests lie on limemarls, which

ai-e reckoned to belong to |)liosphoric acid poor soils. It has to

surmou)it the difficulty of procuring the required amounts of P'O'

by means of its roots. In ils youth this is achieved by a strong

taproot. H. J. Kekbert established that the root of a 31 month-

old tree had already reached the height of 140 cm. ')

When the ti-ee has reached the polewood stage the taproot dies

down, while the lateral roots develop into a strong root-system,

enabling the tree to draw the available foodstuffs from the soil in

an effectual way.

According lo S. H. Kookdkks and Th. Valeton djatitrees ± 25 m.

high, had lost the taproot, on the other hand numerous lateral roots,

of 3 m. length at the most, branched out considerably, to 3 m.

round about the slem *).

As yet it has not appeared that the gi-ounds in Java covered

with djati, have been explored from (inie immemorial. Sometimes*)

the ground is said to be "tired" of djati, but nobody has as yet

ti'ied to ascertain whether want of phosphoric acid is the cause of it.

We wish lo emphasize the circumstance that the above mentioned

1227112 kg. of phosphoric acid, withdrawn every year from the

grofinds, is not really a loss, bul only a displacement ofP''0\ Onl}-

such a (piantity of phosphoric acid as is comprised in the leakwood

exported, may be called a real loss.

') J. S. Gamble A Manual of Indian Timbers. New Ed. London lOOïJ. p. 532.

-) Verslag van den Dienst van hel Boschwezen in iNederlandsch-lndië over het

jaar 191 ó. Batavia 1916, p. 1. il mailers lillle Ihat formerly the surface was

thousands of hectares smaller.

^) Worleldiepte van de djati. Bosclibouwkundig Tijdschr. Teclona 1. Noordwijk-

Weltevreden 1908—9. p. 340.

^) Bijdrage N". 7 lot de kennis der boomsoorten op Java. Mededeelingen uit

's Lands Planlenluin N". XLII Batavia 1900, p. 166.

'") A. E. J. Bruinsma, Opmerkingen van een oudgediende. Bosclibouwkundig

Tijdschr. Teclona 3. Noordwijk

—

Weltevreden 1911, p. 5.
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From 1903 to 1915 Java exported 598846 in\ oontaiiiiug 1083743

kg. of phosphoric acid, which signifies an animal loss of 83365 kg,,

a tritle, indeed, as compared with the enormons quantities discliarged

into the sea with the silt of rivers').

As observed before the teak-tree requires much phosphoric acid.

Contrariwise it thrives on any soil whatever — as far as its chem-

ical composition is concerned '). With a view to the calcareous

secretion it was obviously supposed tliat the appearance of djati-

kapur was associated with the nature of (he soil. Thomas Horsfuld,

who was the first to discuss this point, thought that the poor lime-

containing territories yielded the best trees, whereas djati-kapur is

more often found in the fertile districts*).

This view is supported by what W. J. Spaan wrote concerning

the forests of Puger (resid. of Besuki): "Tfiere it appeared that

djati-kapur, with a very high lime-content, occurred in large quan-

^) Reliable data we have none, and they will not be at our disposal within a

near date. The following, however, tends to show what quantities of phosphoric

acid are concerned. According to L. Ruttkn about 960ü,()0(),()00 kg . of silt are

transported anually from the Seiajuterritory in the island of Java (^Over denudatie-

snelheid op Java. Verslag gewone Verg. Wis- en Naluurk. Afdeeling K. Akad. v.

Wet. 26. Amsterdam 1917/18, p. 930 table). According to Jul. C. Mohr (Over

het Slibbezwaar van eenige rivieren in het Scrajudal. Meded. uitgaande van het

Dep. van tiandbouw N". 5. Batavia 1908, p. 79) the average content of F-0» in

this silt is 0,753",), so that every year 72,288000 kg. of phosphoric acid is taken

from the said teriiloiy, which means 267,7 kg. per H.A. Compared with this

amount the loss of the grounds of the djaliwoods in conse(juence of the withdrawal

of 1,72 kg. of wood per H.A. is trifling. The loss of phosphoric acid resulting

from the denudation process is only a seeming loss, since the silt, which is richer

in P-0'^ than the primitive rocks and is transported to the sawahs by means of

irrigationvvorks, imparts P-0-^ to the grounds and thus makes them ric^her. (L. G.

DEN BiORGEB, Landbouwscheikuudige ontlerzoekingeii omtrent irrigatie op Java.

Delft 1917. Proefschrift, p. 82, 83, 97. 98). in the Kali Samiran for instance they

found: sill 0.(\5]. 0,055, 0,043, 0,048
'V,,

of P^O' (p. 82i; on the other hand in

the ground of Bolgi only 0,022 and of Kolpandjong 017 "o of P^O'' (p. 85), the

water of that river contains only traces.

Seraju-territory + 2700 km^., Java ± 125,500 km^., so that the annual loss

will be 2621,534815 kg. of PSQ^.

*) Much more selective is Tectona with regard to the physical condition of the

soil. It requires as Brandts positively says "perfect drainage and dry subsoil"

{I.e. p. 358).

The withdrawal of phosphoric acid from the soil of Java is enormous in relation

to those in temperate climates. The Elbe in Bohemia e.g. withdraws yearly IV2

million kg. of P^O" according to Breitenlohner (Verhandlg. k. k. geolog. Reichs-

anst. Wien 1878, p. 175), which signifies a loss of only 0,031 kg. per H.A.

») G. L. Blume, I.e. p. 44.
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titles on the fertile groiiiid, periodically very moist and black, at

the foot of the Watangan range, whereas higher up on the rocky

slopes of this tertiary hill, teakwood is of much better quality').

C. G. VON Dkntzch, on the other hand reported that most of the

trees cut in the residence of Rembang (where limestone and marl

predominate) belong to djati-kapur ') ; this at least was the case with

the trees used in the "Artillerie-construktiewinkel" of Surabaya. On
the basis of the fact that this variety is found on the white lime-

marl-formation at Sui-abaya and ilembang, F. Junghuhn asserted

positively that it originated from the nature of the soil'j. in his

account P. F. H. Fromberg had in mind the phosphoric acid content

of the soil rather than the lime. According to him this content must

be comparatively high in places where the teak-tree grew *). G. Thoms

went even so far as to think that under the teak forests phosphorite-

beds were to be found, which has not been proved^).

According to J. W. H. Cordks leak forests thrive best "where

the soil is rich in various lime-compounds, but he admits that also

volcanic grounds produce good teak trees"). H. J. Kerbkrt never

met with such a luxuriant growth of the teak as in Japara . . . on

light volcanic grounds that differ in nature entirely from the typical

teak-forest grounds').

Statistic data with reference to the number of the hewn trunks

of cljati-ka/mr enabling us to compai'e them with other varieties,

are missing altogether. Certain it is, anyhow, that the majority do

not belong to the first mentioned variety. According to P. van

Rkes it is found and used most after the djati swiijo is perhaps

1) Aanteekeningen over de in hel bosclidistrict Madioen voorkomende Djati-

variëteiten. Boschbouwkinidig Tijdschr. Teclona 4. 1911, p. 473.

2) Aanteekeningen omtrent proeven welke in 1852 in den Artillerie-Constructie

winkel te Soerabaja met djatihout genomen werden. Tijdsein-, voor Nijverheid in

Ned.-Indië 2. Batavia 1852, p. 2.

2) Over fossiele zoogdierbeenderen te Patihajam. Natuurk. Tijdschr. Ned.-Indië

14. Batavia 1857, p. 219. — Ch. G. Lügt attributes the iime-content "aan som-

mige groeiplaatsen." (Het boschbedrijf in Ncd -Indië. Haarlem 1912, p. 20).

*) Witte stof in de djalikapur. Natuurk. Tijdschr. Ned.-fnd. 16. 1858—59, p. 186.

") I.e., p, 427.

^) "De Djati-bosschen op Java". Batavia 1881, p. 131. — After a report by

Dietr. Brandis the teak tree is found in t^ritish India on all sorts of grounds, as

basalt, granite and limestone. To the latter belong i.a. the excellent forests in the

Thoungyeen-districl in Tenessarim (The l^^orest Flora of North-West and Central

India. London 1874, p. 3")6).

"i) "Is de Djati grondbederfster ?" Boschbouwk. Tijdschr. voor Nijverheid en

Landb. Tectona 1. Noordwijk-Wellevreden 1908—9, p. 303.
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owing to the smaller working qualities of teakwood as timber ^).

It must be admitted, thei-efore, that djati kapur is not i-estrioted

to lime- and marl-grounds, also that not all trees growing on those

grounds belong to this variety'). Other influences must be exerted

here. To answer this question it is first of all necessary to ascertain

whether djati kd/m.r may be called a vai-iety by itself or whether

we have to do here oidy with an aberration, foiniing under certain

circumstances only. According to Koordkks and \ M.v/roN djati kapur

can only be recognized in the wood and not in the stem, like other

varieties of Tectona^j.

However, F. van Rkks already reported : "The outward marks of

identity are according to the Javanese, the smaller, thinnei- yellowish

leaves and the finer bark"'), but he added: "tliesemaiks, however

are deceptive, the true characteristics being found inside"'). W. L,

Sturi.kr does not distingnish dj'iti kapur from othei' varieties

only by the bark, the nature of the wood, the shape and the

colour of the leaves. H. J. Sp.\an also says that some wood-

cutters can tell from the outside of a tree that it is djati kapur

namely from "the bark, the stem and the leaves""), What P. van Rkks

writes further about the fruits is also worth noticing: "In the exceed-

ingly small fruits of this sort fine limeveins are said to have been

detected" ").

Whether this is really the case, has nevei- been examined, nor

have any efforts ever been made to ascertain by sowing-experiments

whether or no from these frnits repi-esentatives of djati kapur may

i) Beredeneerde catalogus van houtsoorten op Java. Tijdschr. voor Nijv. en

Landb. in Ned.-lndië 7. Batavia 1861, p. 333.

2) M. BiiSGRN also thinks that the commercial reputation of Java-teak is based

on wood from cljatikapur (Die Eigenscliatien und Production des Java-Teak oder

Djali. Beiheft zum Tropen pflanzer 8. N". 5. Berlin 1907, p. ;-!69). P. Geesink

also says that in 1905 and 1906 much wood was exported from Java, totally

unfit for foreign markets (Staatsexploitatie van Djatibosschen op Java— Tijdschr.

voor Nijv. en Landb. in Ned.-lndië 75. Batavia 1907, p. 133).

3) To solve the question of the widely differing amount of magnesiumoxide a

larger number of ash-analyses of Djatikapur as well as of soilsamples from the

places where they are taken from, seems to be required.

*) Bijdrage N^. 7 tot de kennis der boomsoorten op Java. Mededeelingen uit

's Lands Plantentuin N'^. XLll. Batavia IDOO, p. 170.

6) Beredeneerde catalogus der houtsoorten op -'ava. Tijdschr. voor Nijverheiden

Landb. in Ned.-lndië 7. Batavia 1861, p. 333.

Beschrijving der houtsoorten in Ned. Oost-Indië, Tijdsclir. Maatschappij voor

Nijverheid (3) 7. Haarlem 1866, p. 29.

6) Aanteekeningen over de in het boschdislrict Madioen voorkomende zoogen.

djativariëteilen. Boschbouwk. Tijdschr. Tectona 4. 1911, p. 473.

-) I.e., p. 334.
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grow lip. The objection that a result from this experiment cannot

be obtained before a hundred jears later, cannot be a reason for

not trying it now. It should be attended, however, with a second

experiment, viz. of planting seedlings of other djati-varieties on a

patch of lime- or marlgroiinds, in order to ascertain whether stems

of djati-kapur may be grown from them ').

Lastly the question may be asked : what is tiie fate of the |)hos-

phates secreted in tiie stems of djati. kapuv? The stems, the branches

and the leaves rotting in the forests retui-n in the compounds of

phosphorus present in the tissue, to the gi-ound in the form of wood
ashes. In this process the concretions also must come to the same

place, though it has not been recorded anywhere that they were

found there.

A regular forest-administration will cause them to be tiansported

elsewhere together with the stems in which they are shut up. It is

obvious, therefore that the quantity of conci-etious remaining on the

forestgrounds cannot be very large. Moreover most of them are of

small dimensions and very soft, so that they readily fall to pieces

and will be transpoi'ted farther in the wet season, so that only

very few will be left behind. The inevitable decomposition-process

is much slower of course, since though it may be ti-ue that calcium-

phosphate is assimilated by the root of the plant, atmospheric intlu-

ences aflfect it in a much smaller degree, than is the case even with

a number of silicates. I, therefore, deem it very probable that the

numerous kidnej'-sliaped concretions, found neai- Solo in the territory

of Surakarta in the clay oveilying the tertiary sediments, may be looked

upon as a remnant of the secretions formed in the djati kapiir, as

assumed by R. D. M. Verbeek *). An analysis by J. G. Kramers

led to the following results: «^

SiO' .... 8.81

P'O^ .... —
CO' . .

Fe*0' + APO' . .

CaO . .

H*0 . .

98.32

38.15
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whicli shows, that phosphoric acid had disappeared completely,

which stiucl< Verbekk also and of which no other instance is

recorded, for even there where a conversion of phos[)hate to car-

bonate lias taken place, large quantities of piiosphate were left '),

Calcinm-phospiiate, it is true, is readily assimilated by the roots of

{)lants, but the analysing influence of circulating waters is much

smaller. Besides, the shape of those concretions is quite different

from those that are found in the stems of Tectoiia.

^) Justus Roth. Allgemeine und chemische Geologie 1. Berlin 1879, p. 92—94, 211,



Geology. — ''On the Volcanoes in the Island of Tidore {Moluccas)"

.

Bj Prof. A. WiCHMANN.

(Communicated in the meeting of December 28 1918).

The finest view to be had from the landing stage of the capital

of Ternate is that of the slender peak of Tidore, the most regular

volcanic cone of the Moluccas, at a distance of about 13r, km.

Directly the voyager arrives, he becomes aware that the peak is

not isolated but that some of its slopes are concealed by some

smaller mountains, stretching as far as the North Coast of Tidore.

A capital picture of it is given in the publication of the Siboga-

Expedition, which is reproduced below ^). (Fig. 1). A graphical plan

of it has also been made by F. H. H. Guillemard^. The volcano affords

quite a different aspect, when one approaches the island from the

south. No other hill-formations, either from this or from the West-

Fig. 1. The Island of Tidore, seen from the N.-W.

side, hinder^) the view of the volcano, which rises so gently from

1) Max Weber. Introduction et description de rexpédilion: Siboga-Expeditie 1.

Leiden 1902. p. 63.

2) "The Cruise of the Marchesa to Kamschatka and New-Guinea". 2. London 1886,

p. 228. K. Martin's representation (Reisen in den Molukken. Geolog Theil. Leiden

1903, p. 59) is less accurate.

3) A. R. Wallace mistakenly speaks of rugged- looking hills south of the peak

("The Malay Archipelago" 2. London 1869, p. 24. — A. R. Wallace— P. J. Veth.

"Insulinde" 2. Amsterdam. 1871, p. 30).

As early as 1856?. Bleek kr wrote: ("Reis door de Minahassa en den Molukschen

64

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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the beach. From the east side a clear siirvej of the adjoining moun-

tains may be obtained. R. D. M. Verbf.ek has endeavoured to repre-

sent their relative positions in a profile*) Fig. 2.

It will be seen thai after peak (4) — called by the natives Kiè

Matubn — comes a mountain (3), 903 m. high, which is followed

again directly by another (2), 661 m. high. The series is concluded

in the North by a cone (I) with two peaks, the southern emerging

665 m. above the sea-level. Verbeek considers this cone to be a

Fig. 2. The Island of Tidore, seen from the E.

collapsed volcano and has tried to give a reproduction of its oiiginal

shape.

The long felt want of a topographical map of the island of Tidore,

has recently been supplied by a native surveyor on the instruction

of the Topographical Institute"). His sketchmap represents in a masterly

way the Tidore mountain-building, by which we are enabled to

judge of the accuracy of Verbeek's reproduction.

C. G. C. Reinwardt was the tirst to ascend the Kiè Matubu

— the peak proper — from the capital of Soa Siu situated on the

South-east side, on August 29, 1821. It was then discovered that

Archipel" 1. Batavia 1856, p. 212): "The southern half of the island is formed

"entirely by the peak of Tidore, a regular cone. The northern half on the

"contrary consists of a mountainous country, a wilderness of volcanic nature, only

"a link of the chain of volcanic mountains that surround Halmahera to the West."

— Concerning the last observation, it is scarcely to be doubted that the chain of

volcanoes in the Moluccas is continued first of all from the volcano of Maftutu to

the island of Maitara and thence again in northern direction to the islands of

Ternate and Hiri. Only then does it turn eastwards toward Halmahera.

It may be, though, that, starling from the volcano of Maftutu, the chain also

branches off towards Halmahera, in north-eastern direction to the bay of Dodingah.

This extension, according R. D. M. Verbeek (MolukkenVerslag. Jaarboek van het

Mijnw. Ned.-Indië 37. Wetensch. ged. Batavia 1908, p. 162) is an old fallen-in

volcano with a radius of at least 5 km. According to E. Gogarten (Geologie van

Noord-Halmahera. Verhandel. Geolog. Mijnbouwk. Genootsch. 2. 's-Gravenhage 1918,

p. 269) andesite breccia and coarse-grained tuffs, in which fragments of white

pumicestone, are found also on the other side of the bay in the bay of Bobane.

1) Molukken-Verslag. Jaarboek v. h. Mijnwezen in N. 0. 1. 37 Wet. ged. Batavia

1908, p. 144—146; Bijl. V, fig. 137.

2) Sketch-map of the islands of Tidore and Maitara 1 : 20000. Batavia 1916. Topogr.

Institute.
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the North-West side of the crater-rim had been broken through.

The height of the western rim was established at 5598 ft. (5435 rh. ft.).

No fresii traces of volcanic action were detected in the densely

wooded crater. According to Rkinwardt the prevailing rock of the

mountain, as well as of the whole island, is basalt ').

Of the ascent, performed in 1841 by the late E. A. Forsten, no

further information has reached us beyond the fact (hat he deter-

mined the height of the mountain at 5376 rh. ft. *). Besides by the

native surveyor (in 1915), the volcano has since that time also been

ascended on Sept. 9, 1903 by Captain G. J. J. de Jonüh and a patrol

of 19 fusileers from the southside. From the notes the latter was

kind enough to send us, we could infer that the summit had not

undergone any real alteration since Reinwardt's ascent. The width

of the crater was approximately equal to that of the peak of Ter-

nate, but the walls were considerably less steep and densely wooded.

It should be borne in mind that the height of the summit was

determined only from the sea, except in the year 19 J 5. The deter-

minations aie the following:

C. G. C. Reinwardt 1821 1702 m.

E. A. Forsten 1841 1687,26 ,,

Challenger-expedition 1874 1798,3 „')

Siboga-expedition 1899 1754 „
")

R. D. M. Verbeek 1899 . . . 1717 and -1724 „
')

Native vSurveyor 1915 1730

The last determination must, no doubt, be nearest to the truth.

As Rkinwardt could observe, explosions aie not likely to have

taken place in historic time. True, in the oldest picture of the vol-

cano, in the work of J. Th. and J. J. de Bry, a smoke-cloud is

seen above the summit, but the text does not make mention of any

volcanic activity ').

J. Mercai.li ') and K. Schneider ^) have recorded an eruption of

1) Reis naar het oostelijk gedeelte van den Indischen Archipel in het jaar 1821.

Amsterdam 1858, p. 497—501.

') P. Melvill van Garnbeé, Over de hoogte der bergen van den Oost-Indischen

Archipel. Tijdschr. voor Nederl.-Indië 1844. 1. p. 545.

^) Report on the Scientific Results of llu; Voyage of H. M. S. GHAr.LENGKR.

Narrative 1. 2. London 1885, p. 594.

*) L.c. p. 61.

6) L.c. p. 149.

6) Indiae orienlalis 8. Francofurli 1607, p. 23, tab. XIII, XVUl.
7) I vulcani attivi della terra. Milano 1907, p. 310.

^) Die vulkanischen Erscheinungen der Erde. Berlin 1911. p. 242.

64*
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the year 1608 (in the latter half of June or the beginning of May),

although some time before their publication the report, upon which

their communication was founded, proved to be false ^). It came to

pass in the following way. In the original edition of the work of

A. Fr. Prevost ) we are told that the said eruption was witnessed

on the second voyage of Paui>us van Caerden. However, the voyager

states in his narrative that the volcano that was active late in the

evening (during the first watch) of the J 8^'' of July, was the peak

of Ternate '). Even Prevost's rectification in the Hague-edition of

his work: "Dans l'édition de Paris il y a Tidor, ce qui est une

faute" was of no avail, for Alexis Perrey had copied the erroneous

information from the first edition and communicated at the same

time the true fact regarding the eruption of Ternate ''). From his

notes both communications passed into the above-mentioned works

of Mercalli and Schneider.

Violent shocks of earthquake were felt in Ternate and in Tidore

on the 14^'' of July 1855. In the latter islan(i 25 houses collapsed,

which cost the lives of 24 men, while four more were killed *) by

blocks of rock sliding from the Dojado ') hill.

Subsequently it was reported in 1856 that: "prognostics had been

observed of an eruption of the peak in the near future"'). What
these indications were, we are still to learn ; at all events the anti-

cipated eruption stayed away. The landslip that had occurred in

June 1857 north of the capital Soa Siu*) was not generated by

volcanic activity any moie than the torrent of mud of the 6''' of

September 1866, that rose at the slope of the peak above the campong

^) A. WiCHMANN. Der Wawani auf Amboina und seine angeblichen Ausbriiche.

Tijdschr. Nederl. Aardr. Gen. (2) 16. 1899, p. 16.

2) Histoire générale des Voyages 8. Paris 1750, p. 385.

') Loffelijcke Voyagie op Oost-Indien. Begin ende Voortgang van de Vereenigde

Geociroyeerde Oost Indische Compagnie 2. Amsterdam 1646, N". 14, p. 47. —
F. Valentijn. Oud en Nieuw Oost Indien 1. 2. Dordrecht—Amsterdam 1724, p. 5.

*) Histoire générale des Voyages 10. La Haye 1753, p. 385.

*) Aardbevingen in den Indischen Archipel. Natuurk. Tijdschr. Ned. Ind. 9.

Batavia 1855, p. 519. — P. van der Crab (De Moiuksche Eilanden. Batavia

1862, p. 290) reports that 32 persons were killed by the sliding rocks F. S. A.

DE Glercq (Bijdragen tot de kennis der residentie Ternate. Leiden 1890, p. 69,

aant. 1) erroneously fixes the date on the 6th of Sept. 1866. Van der Crab's

work had already appeared in 1862.

C) The Dojado hill is situated on the south-east base of the Maftatu about

1,6 km. south of Akè Sahu.

7) Fragment uit een reisverhaal. Tijdschr. v. Ned. Indie 1856 1, p. 425.

8) J. H. Tobias. Aardstorting op Tidore. Natuurk. Tijdschr. Ned. Indie 15.

Batavia 1858, p. 852-358.
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Tugoiiha, and, according to F. S. A. de Olehcq resulted from a

landslip consequent on heavy rains').

Tiie communication given by the "Aardrijkskundig en Statistiek

Woordenboek van Nederlansch Oost-Indië" Ihat from time to time

steam is emitted by the crater*) has been discredited by F. S. A.

DE Clekcq ').

The peak wilh its broad base has encroached the whole of the

southern part of the island. We could say '/, of (he whole island,

but for a considerable deviation from the regular cone-shape, brought

about by the formation of three associated cones by subsequent

eruptions, the most eastern of which is 820 m. high and is called

Kiè Kitji"). In Verbekk's i-eproduction this is vent N°. 3 to which by

him a height of 903 m. ') is assigned.

Behind the Kiè Kitji and to the west of it rises a nameless sum-

mit whose height has not been mentioned; judging from the curves

of height it must be 870 m. Due North lies the Buku Nagafura

(830 m.), which — like the preceding — will be visible from the

sea. Deep ravines run down from the three summits; no doubt

these formations must be considered as parasitic cones.

Contiguous to the Buku Tagafura are two summits, at a distance

of only 400 m. from each other, the Buku Gnlili (-4:85 m.) and the

Buku Tululu (500 m.). Together they correspond to Verbeek's vent

of eruption 2, whose height is estimated at 600 m.

With respect to Verbeek's fourth vent of eruption, which we will

call the volcano of Maftutu, his map brought us a surprise. In fig. 3

we give part of the map on a small scale. As will be seen directly,

what Verbeek conceived intuitively, has proved to be correct. He

could see only the elevations of the eastern crater-rim, viz. the

Bulu Pandanga (570 m.) the Bulu iVIafu Murot (560 m.) and the

Tasuma Mabulu (500 m.). The highest summits visible from the sea

in the neighbourhood of the coast, rise higher than the west-rim.

They are the summits of Buku Kabahoso, one of which, towards

the south, rises to 680 m. ; the others only to 570 m.

On the caldera, 325 m. above the sealevel rises the Bulu Maitara

1) L.c. p. 68—69.

2) 3. Amsteidam 1869, p. 956.

') "Bijdragen tot de kennis der residentie Ternate." Leiden 1890, p. 68, aant. 4.

*) This volcano and the Kiè Malubu are the only mountains that the Tidorese

deem worthy to be called so; the others are in their eyes only hills: "buku".

5) We cannot say which estimation is the more reliable, until we know in what

way the surveyor performed his measurement.
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(570 m.)') besides two lower cones. The smaller (eastern) part of the

floor of the crater is flat and partly marshy. The caldera is not

quite circular, its diameter is in E.W. 2.8 km. Its depth is J50m.,

the average height of the crater-rim 535 m. From the site of the

summit of the Biiln Maitara it appears that the centre of eruption

has shifted ± 50 m. westwards.

Fig. 3. The volcano of Maftutu.

The latest indication of the volcanic activity of this mountain of

craters is a hot spring, found at the east-base near the campong

Akè Sahu, close to the beach. According to C. G. C. Rkinavardt it

has a temperature of 90° F. (32° C.)'). It lias also been visited by

H. A. Bernstein') and H. von Rosenberg"). R. D. M. Verbeek^)

•) To be distinguished from the volcano of the island of Maitara, which is

situated 5.6 km. to the West of Bulu Maitara.

-) L.c p 496.

') MededeeJingen nopens reizen in den Indischen Arcliipel. Tijdschr. voor Ind.

T. L en V. 17. Batavia 1869, p. 79.

*i "Reistochtcn naar de Geelvinkbaai." 'sGravenliage 1875, p. 11. — Der

Malayische Archipel. Leipzig 1878, p. 4.03.

6) L.c. p. 146.
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discovered that it rises from aiidesite. At the northern base on the

beach near tiie kampong Maftutn I saw on the 1«' of September

1903, some cold springs appear from nnder the yellowish brown
tuff and below the sealevel.

Beyond the northwest side of the outer crater-rim rises the Kota
IMum, which is apparently the vent^) indicated by Verbeek as the

north rim of the large crater-wall. Evidently it is from this vent

that the lavastreams were ejected that were denuded at the western

side of the north coast of Tidore. Further to the northwest follows

the Tarobo Mabulu (540 m.) and the Bulu Gambir (320 m.) The
order of the vents of eruption will be 4, 3, 1, and 2, while it is

still an open question whether 3 is older than 1.

Concerning the rocks we can still add that Reinwardt considered

the un weathered material of the peak and of the whole island to

be basalt'). J. W. Retgers determined '"i a fragment from an obsidian-

like lavastream near Soa Sin as hypersthene-andesite. Another piece

of unknown origin proved to be pyroxene-andesite. The lavastream

at the south base near campong Seli also belongs to this group of

rocks, according to Verbeek *), Nothing is known as yet concerning

the petrographical character of the volcanoes lying between the peak

and the volcano of Maftutu. But near Akè Sahu at the east base of

the above-mentioned tnountain Verbeek found the following profile:

Substratum of i^ m of andesite, upon this 1^ m of tuff, then Vi "^

of yellow tuff and superposed on this 6 or 7 m of pumicestoiie-tuff ').

The above-mentioned, horizontally stratified, yellowish brown tuff

near the campong of Maftutu proved to be an andesitic tuff, easy

to pulverize. The numerous rock-fragments enclosed in it are gene-

rally not bigger than grains of sand; only some fetch a diameter

of Vü c.m. Under the microscope the fragments present structures

that prove them to belong to several varieties of andesites, (nostly

to the pyroxene-andesites. Some, however, contain barkevitic amphi-

bole. The groundmass of these rocks is felsite-like or hyaline. In

the latter case it also encloses numerous angite-microlites. The fel-

spars — mostly plageoclases — are most often quite fresh and

clear as glass. The cement consists of a powdery and highly decom-

posed debris of rocks, mixed with numerous brownish-yellow par-

1) L.c. Bijlage V, fig. 128.

2) L.c. p. 499.

3) Mikroskopisch onderzoek van gesteenten uit Neder!. Oost-lndië. Jaarboek van

het Mijnwezen in N. O. 1. 24. Wet. gedeelte. Amsterdam 1895, p. 120.

*) L.c. p. 251.

s) L.c. Bijlage V, fig. 129.
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tides of iioiihjdroxide, which give the peculiar colour to the rock.

The cement contains moreover numerous splinters of felspai's and

augites, besides granules of black iron-ore. All this shows that this

tuff cannot be solidified ashes, but is to be looked upon as a con-

glomerated product of decomposed volcanic material.

F'arther to the east, near the campong Sekèta I found solid ande-

site like that of which the campong Tjobo is made up, while in the

small bend near the said campong again audesite-tuff has been laid

bare. We can add also that on the North-West side of the island,

near Tandjung Rum, hornblende-, augite- and augite-andesite are found ^).

In conclusion let it be stated that, when, iji 1858, J. H. Ckoockewit

picked up a piece of mica-schist behind Humboldt Bay in New
Guinea, Piince Amir of Tidore, who saw him do so, was induced

to observe: "that it was not at all of rare occurrence in Tidore" ').

Still, from this pronouncement we can infer only that some lustrous

mineral is not rare in the rocks of that island.

1) A. WicHMANN. "Nova Guinea" 4. Leiden 1917, p. 45.

^) "Oppervlakkige geognostische schets der bezochte punten op de zuid , west- en

noord-kusten van NieuwGuinea." Bijdr. t. de T. L. en Vk. (2) 5. Amsterdam 1862,

p. 140.



Zoology. — "77<(? value of generic and specific characters, tested

/>// the 10imjmarkings of Sphingides' \ \^y Prof. .1. F. van Bemmelen.

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26, 1918).

Supposing the rules for the colour-pattern of Ihe wings, which

I deduced from former investigations l\y others as well as by

myself — to be valid, they onght to prove fit as guides in the

choice of a point of issue, when entering on the investigation of

a new group, that is to say when searching for a form which

shows the general pattern in its most original, least altered condition.

Judging by those rules, I believe that among Sphingides, as far

as I am acquainted with them, Smerinthus popidi is a very original

form, in spite of the covering of red hairs, spread over the upper

side of the rootfield of the hind-wings, there hiding the primitive

pattern

.

The arguments for this opinion are the far-going similarity of fore-

and hind-wing, both on the upper and the underside, and the pre-

sence of a pattern, which over the entire wing-surface is built after

the same simple motive, viz. regular alternation of darker and lighter

transversal lines and bands, each composed of spots. In both the

dark and the light bands the spots show a strong tendency to the

semilunar shape (the convex side turned ontward), but here and

there they clearly approach the biconcave (hourglass) form. As to

the shades occurring as well in the dark as in the light bands of

spots, I pass them over for the present.

On the upper side of the fore-wing two of the darker lines run

on both sides of the light discoïdal spot, and at a certain distance

from it, thus separating a darker median field from two lighter

transversal bands, which in their turn are again bordered by a

similar ribbonlike series of dark spots. Across this dark central area,

at the outside of the light discoïdal mark, another dark bar may

be distinguished, and in the distal part of the area, between the

last mentioned bar and the outer borderline, there also occurs a

series of spots, which however are far fainter.

Moreover the anterior edge of the wing, on the inner side of the

discoïdal spot, shows a lighter hue than the rest of the central area,

which increases in darkness toward the posterior margin. In this
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lighter part two small dark spots toucliing the front-rim of the wing

may again be distinguished, each of them composed of two trans-

verse striae. In some specimens of Smerinthus populi the proximal

border-rim of the central area is also clearly double. Next to the

wing-root in the lightgrey hue of this part, a faint indication of a

dark ribbon may be detected besides.

Of the various hitherto mentioned bars of dark spots, the outer-

most, which is by far the strongest and completest, consisting of

nine separate elements when accurately counted, takes a sinuous

course. Counting from the front backwards, the tifth spot is situated

furthest inward, it also is the shortest and straightest. In many

specimens this spot is obviously darker in hue than the rest, and

this difference deserves our attention, as it is met again in allied

species, but here increased in intensity and extension.

On the inner and (tn the outer side of the just mentioned rows

of spots there occurs a broader bar of less obscure and tnore faintly

circumscribed markings, which however are evidently darker than

the grey shade of the lightest wing-areas, playing the role of ground-

colour. The outer of these two collateral bars is separated from the

median series by a iiarrow sharply traced light interval. From the

internal bar it differs by lesser regularity, some of its components

being broader than the rest, and at the same time darkei'. This is

especially the case with the spot near the hindborder of the wing,

this spot broadening obliquely in an outward and posterior direction,

and thereby just touching the hinder angle of the wing. A similar

triangular broadening also occurs at the front end of the bar, near

the apex of the wing, but here it has a lighter hue. 1 think it

desirable to indicate these spots by special names, e.g. anterior and

posterior triangular spot, as they are found again with increased

clearness and independence in allied speckles

In the middle j)art of the bar under discussion four of the spots

clearly show the hourglass- type. In front of them the bar coalesces

with a dark area, extending along the greater part of the outer

margin of the fore-wing. This area forms a large convex blotch,

occupying five internervural cells from the apex backward.

Though at first sight this blotch is not divided into separate spots,

yet three darker centres may be distinguished in it, touching the

foreside of the nervures which take their course through it. A
comparison with other species of the same genus and of different

allied genera again proves, that these darker centres may be con-

sidered as originally independent separate spots — one in each

internervural cell— which have coalesced with each other into a single
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almost liomogeneoiis dark blotch. In front next to the apex, this blotci>

is sharply cnt off from the above mentioned anterior triangular spot

by an oblique light-hued line, the lastnamed spot moreover often

showing a very light shade itself.

Now directing our attention especially to the points of corre-

spondence between the various components of this wing-pattern, and

on the contrary less heeding the differences, we are easily led to

the conclusion that it is composed of seven transverse rows of dark

spots, separated by lighter bars.

The external of these transverse rows (1) must then be looked

for in the above-mentioned dark blotch along the external margin.

The second (11) is the complete row of nine spots, with its set of

accompanying fainter bars.

The third (111) forms the external border of the dark central field.

The fourth (IV) is the dark line along the outer side of the

discoidal mark, which although somewhat obliquely, may be said

to run across the middle of the central area fi'om fore- to hind-

margin.

The fifth (V) is the inner front-line of the central field, this line

being sometimes double.

The sixth (VI) the single, curved series of spots over the middle

of the proximal light wing-area.

The seventh (VII) is formed by the faint traces of spots near the

wing-root.

The light intervals between these seven bars may be indicated as

in former j)ublicalions by the letters A to G. In those intervals

some traces of still other dark bars, varying in distinctness, are

again met with; so it is not improbable that originally the stronger

transverse bands everywhere alternated witli less dark and sharply

marked rows of spots.

In all these featiiies the pattern of populi remarkably agrees with

that of Arctiïds, as I described it in a former paper, and in the

same way with that of numerous other families of Lepidoptera, as

I hope to show afterwards ').

') Here i wish already to mention tlial Annette F. Braun. in a paper : Evolution

of the Color Pattern in the Micro! epidopterous genus Lithocolletis (Journal of the

Academy of Nat. Sc. of Philadelphia XV 2f> Ser. 1914) as tlie result of an onto-

genetic and phylogenetic investigation about the colour-development on the forewings

of these Tineids, gives as her opinion that all patterns of this polymorphic genus

may be derived from seven dark transverse bars, forming to her mind a primary pattern,

on which a secondary one, composed of still darker line-^, will later on be so to

say projected, as is also proved by the development inside the pupal sheath.
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Moreover this pattern occurs almost completely on the hind-wing

as well as on the front one. For also there the first row forms a

convex dark blotch occupying five internervural cells along the

outer margin, with three darker centres next to corresponding

veins. In the same way the transverse bar II is composed of dark

spots, curved outward and is accompanied on botli sides by a less

dark bar of more diluted spots. The number of compouents of bar II

is smaller than on the fore-wing, the hindei' three being concealed

undei' the covering of red hairs. The fourth and fifth spot (counting

from the front border) are straighter than tiie rest, and placed

somewhat more inward, while they show rather a darker hue.

Row III and IV stand in contact with the corresponding ones of

the fore-wing, but disappear under the red covering even sooner

than II. V and VI are only indicated by dark spots along the front

margin, these spots moreover for the greater part being concealed

under the overlapping fore-wing.

VII is totally invisible.

On the under side of the wings the pattern perfectly corresponds

with that on the upper side, but on the fore-wing it is paler and

partly indistinct, on the hind-wing on the contrary it is sharper and

more complete than on the iijtper surface, because the red hairy

covering is absent on the former. The front-rim of the hind-wing,

remaining uncovered on this side, sharply contrasts both by colour

and pattern with the rest of the wing-surface and wears one espe-

cially dark spot, forming the initial component of Bar IV. It seems

desirable to indicate this peculiar spot by a special name, as it was

also done with those of the fore-wing: viz. the hind-wing-frontborder-

spot. In a single of the specimens at my disposal I also found the

markings along the front-border of the under side of the fore-wing

differentiated and specially spotted.

On the under side of the hind-wing Bar V and VI are not repre-

sented, either by their initial (fiontal) elements or by other spots of

their row, neither can Bar VII be distinguished ; the light discoïdal

marking however being well visible, as it strongly stands out against

the broad anterior part of Bar IV.

Now let us compare this pattern of the Poplar Hawkmoth with

that of the Eyed Hawkmoth. The close kinship of Sm. ocellaia

with popidi appears from several points of cori-espondence, but

surely most convincingly from the possibility of crossing these two

species together, the reciprocal hybridisation leading to different

results and the hybrids themselves being again fit for propagation.

On these accounts the classing of these two species into two different
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genera, as proposed bj recent systematists, in in} opinion does not

give a trne representation of these relations, but is only a conse-

quence of the immoderate tendency to s|)Iitting up, whicli nowadays
is so prevailing in systematic zoology.

To me the comparison lielween the wing-maj-kings of tiiese two
species, so different at (irst sight, seems highly interesting, es|»ecially

if the numerous byforms, which are described partly as independent

species, jiartly as subspecies, races, varieties, aberrations etc., are

also taken into account. Attention should also be given to the results

of hybridisation. But in the first place the under side of the wings

should be considered just as accuratelj' as the upper one, and more-

over fore- and hind-wing, on both their surfaces, should be compared

to each other in detail.

If we do so with ocellata, it is easy to see that this species forms

one of the innumerable |)roofs for the assertion, that the difference

between fore- and hind-\ving, upper and under side, is a conse-

quence of secondary modification of a general primitive pattern, this

pattern as a rule remaining better preserved on the underside than

on the opposed surface, though as to the latter, the fore-wing usually

has i-etained clearer and more complete vestiges of the primitive

pattern than the hind-wing.

Starting with the upper side of this latter, the conviction is easily

reached, that the eye-spot, in all its conspicuousness, is yet nothing

else but a peculiar modification of parts of three parallel dark bars,

each forming the termination of a transverse ril)bo)i (parallel to the

wing-border), these ribbons again resulting from the coalescence of

a series of internervural spots ^). Most convincing for this supposition

is the comparison of ocellata with the nearly related species Sm.

coecus and kindermanni, but it is already rendered highly probable

by the comparative inspection of upper and under side of the hind-

wing of ocellata itself. Such an inspection shows, that on the under

side the three ribbons in question are continuous without interrup.

tion from behind unto the front border, the outmost one causing

near to the hinder angle, where the wing-edge forms an incurvation,

a marginal obscuration, which can be retraced on the up|)er side in

the peculiar curved little stem, connecting the eye-spot with the

hind border.

On the under side therefore no indication of an eye-spot is present,

the dark bars running from before backward without interruption

1) This proof has been ably and convincingly delivered by Dr. J. Botke, in his

paper : Les motifs primitifs du dessein sur les ailes des Lépidoptères et leur signi-

fication phylogénétique. Tijdschr. der Nederl Dierk. Vereeniging XIV, 1916.
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or modification, separated from each other by two narrow, very

light intervals.

Along the onter side as well as toward the wing-root these three

bars are accompanied by rows of dark spots. The row at the mai-ginal

side represents the big semilunar blotch, which occurs on this same

place in other species of Smerinthus, and forms the homologue of

the corresponding patch al the outer margin of the fore-wing, which

occurs in ocellata as well as in numerous other species. We here

find the convincing proof that this dark marginal area is formed by

the coalescence of a row^ of spots. The middle row of the three

ribbons of dark spots is evidently double, its members foiining a

series of square blocks, whose inner and outer side are formed by

dark strokes, sometimes straight, in other cases slightly curved. The

onter of these border-strokes are the darkest. The comparison with

populi proves that these dark strokes represent bar II. As '\]\ populi,

this bar is therefore accompanied at both sides by a dark seam.

The one on the outer side is much broader, darker and more inde-

pendent than the seam on the inner side. The latter is separated

from Row HI by the innei- white band, this row only forming

a narrow line, connected by a dark interspace with the very dark

and complete Bar IV, which runs along the outei- side of the light

discoïdal marking, in the same way as in popii/i

On the under side of the fore-wing the same spots and bars can

be found, with the exception of Bar IV, which remains entirelj*

concealed under the wine-red haiiy covering of the loot-field, just

like the posterior |)art of Bar III. It is only the discoïdal marking,

which maintains itself as a small whitish patch in the middle of this

reddish covering.

But also on the upper surface of the hind-wing traces of these

same bars may be noticed, viz. along the front border, on that part

of the wing that remains hidden under the fore-wing during Might,

but is protruded in front of it during rest, in consequence of the

peculiar attitude of fore- and hind-wing in regard to each other.

On this part three dark double-lines run backward up to near the

beginning of the red hue, and there end blindly. To my view thei-e

is no reasonable ground for the supposition, that these vestiges of

pattern should have secondarily crossed over tVom the fore-wing to

the freelj' protruding part of the hind-wing. On the contrary it

seems justified to assume, that they belong to the primary pattern

of the hind-wing, as well as their homologues on the under side,

or those on the upper side of the hind-wing of popu/i, and have

remained untouched by the red discoloration.
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Returning to the upper side of the fore-wing-, it is at once clear

that the same pattern occurs on it as on the corresponding wing of

populi. It is onlj somewhat more differentiated: the dark middle

area is broken up into a foie- and a liind-part by a narrow funnel-

like slit of light colour, along the course of the second cubital vein,

while the middle-member of the dark Ribbon U has inci-eased in

bulk and shade to a very dark square.

In the same way the anterior and posterior triangular sjjot,

especially the latter, are much more conspicuous and independent

than in populi.

By proceeding this way we can gradually arrive at the probable

conclusion that the patterns on upper and under side of both fore- and

hind-wing of ocellata repose on one and the same groundplan, and

that this primitive pattern has suffered the strortgest modification on

the nppei' side of the hind- wing, in consequence of its partial

overshadowing by a red discoloration and of the differentiation of

the back part of the pattern to an eye-spot.

Should further proof be needed, that the pattern of ocellata takes

its issue from the same groundplan as that of populi, this proof, as

already remarked, would be furnished by intermediate forms as

coecus and kindermanni.

As far as the markings on the upper side of the fore-wing, Sin.

coecus corresponds more to populi than to ocellata, the transverse

bars being more complete and more purelj' traced than in the latter.

Especiallj^ the dark middle area is not split up into a fore- and a

back-part, the Bars III, IV and V therefore all running straight

and unbroken from before backward, V in particular being sharp

and dark.

On the hind-wing the eye-spot is less purely circular, because the

external (hinder) dark line and the black pupilla-lijie are less rounded

and more advanced toward the hind-margin, thei'eby giving the

impression of fragments of ribbons.

On the other hand the vestiges of original design along the

front-margin, hidden under the hind-rim of the fore-wing, are less

conspicuous than in ocellata.

On the fore-wing of kiiidennaimi (Fig. 3) the median area is

broken up as in ocellata, and in general the similarity with the last

named species is greater, the design ajipearing only somewhat

sharper, especially Bar VII looking thereby uiore conspicuous. The

convex blotch along the outer margin is divided into a smaller

anterior and a bigger posterior part. The pink hue on the hind-wing

is particularlj- vivid in tone, but the eye-spot is perfectly flat and
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composed of three almost similar pieces of dark ribbons, so that its

eye-character is almost gone ^).

On the under side the similarity with ocellata is very striking.

By the consideration of the colour-pattern of ocellata, as well in

itself as in comparison to that of populi, we therefore come to the

following general statement:

In contrast to populi, the pattern on the upper side of ocellata

deviates from that on the under side, and is moreover composed of

two heterogeneous parts, a far-going difference existing between that

of fore- and hind-wing. Yet it proves possible to deduce the pattern

of both wings from the design of populi, which iji this latter is

especially developed on the uppei' side, but which can be retraced,

be it in a fainter and more reduced condition, on the inferior surface.

The pattern of populi therefore satisfies the general conditions of

a primitive design, that of ocellata those of a secondarily modified,

viz. : dissimilarity between the upper side of the fore- and the hind-

wing, as well as between the upper and the under side of both

wing-pairs, in consequence of deviations of the uppei- side (of fore-

as well as of hind-wings) from the original, simple and regular

pattern, but this in a different sense for the two wings, the hind-wing

deviating more widely than the fore one. On the first-named a

tendency to annihilation of large parts of the pattern l)y the intluence

of selfcolour prevails, combined with an extraordinary diffei-entiation

of the remaining fragments, this leading to great contrasts between

the areas (eye-sjmt on piid< ground). The fore-wing on the other hand

shows the complete original design, but transformed over all its

components in a more or less similar manner: some parts thereby

prevailing above the rest, without affecting howevei- the general

harmonious character of the whole.

These facts might easily lead to the conclusion, that the peculiai-ilies

in the design of the upper side, t)y which ocellata differs from

1) In parenthesis it may be obseived, that we therefore are able to prove for

the eye-spot on the wings of the imago a similar origin as A. Weissmann so

ably did for those on the body-rings of the larvae of Sphingides, viz. that they

spring from fragments of a set of longitudinal, alternately light and dark stripes,

these fragments becoming independent and differentiated 'to concentric circles, while

the rest of the stripes disappears totally or nearly so. In caterpillars these stripes run

parallel to the body-axis, on the wings of the imagines they are seemingly trans-

verse. Considering wings to be folds of the body-skin, it is easy to conceive, that

these so called transverse stripes in reality correspond to longitudinal stripes on

the insects' body. Probably' the latter stripes may as well as those on the wings

be considered as rows of spots which have coalesced together.
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populi, should he considered as specific features of the first-named

form, whereas the points in which the two species resemble each other,

especially on the under side, would possess the significance of generic

characters. This opinion, that e.g. the eye-spot of ocellata cannot

pretend to a higher significance than that of being a specitic peculi-

arity, might not only find support in its restriction to the upper

side, but also in the results of hybridisation, showing that the hyttrids

from the cross between a male ocellata and a female populi are

ocellata-\'\kQ in their iiabitus, though with a faint eye-spot, deprived

of its pupilla, whereas those from the combination of a ma.\e pojmli

with a female ocellata possess such a far-going similarity to popidi,

that they can hardly be distinguished from it, the eye-spot being

wholly absent.

This view about the meaning of the differential features of r>c<?//(7to

seems the more attractive because a special importance for the chances

of survival of the animal nmy be ascribed both to the variegated

and marmorated design of the fore-wings and to the eye-spots, in

their monochrome pink field, of the hind ones. As long as the moth
in its attitude of rest is suspended on a willow-twig among the

leaves of that food-plant of its caterpillar, the hind-wings are coji-

cealed under the fore-wings with the exception of their nai-row

fore-rim, and the animal so delusively imitates by its form, colour,

design and proportions of a pair of dry willow leaves, that notwith-

standing its bulky size it can hardly be detected amongst its natural

surroundings, as long as it i-emains motionless.

When however the sleeping moth gets disturbed by pushing or

hurting, it moves its fore-wings a little forward, thereby suddenlj'

displaying the eye-spots in their red surroundings, which by their

situation on both sides of the somewhat upheaved abdomen (this

part of the body at the same time making periodical jerks) cause

tlie illusion of a savage face with wide-opened eyes, thereby (as

experiments have proved) so effectually frightening birds and reptiles,

that they generally abstain from further attempts to devour the moth.

When 1 mention these long known facts from the chapter of

Protective Mimicry, it is because 1 think it desirable to state once

more, that they can never be used as an explanation of the presence

of markings, hues and shapes, which by their cooperation call fortii

the deceitful resemblance. These features owe their presence to causes

of quite another order of things, viz. to the variability, which itself

is a consequence of the coincidence of hereditary factors. When this

coincidence accidentally leads to an effect which in a certain direction

is favourable for chances of survival of the animal (oi* plant), it

65
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will always be preserved and ameliorated by the influence of natural

selection, so that it will give rise to those highly finished cases of

mimicry and protective resemblance which so often raise our aston-

ishment and admiration.

One of the reasons that havo made it seem desirable to repeat

once more these opinions howevei- often proclaimed before, is tlie

fact that DE Meyere in his recent paper "Zur Evolution der Zeich-

nung bei den Holometabolen Insekten", wiien arguing on page 59

against Botke's views about the wing-pattern of Cossids, declares

that he can only see in their design "eine hochgradige Entwicklung

einer sympatischen borkenahnlichen Farbung", while on page 48 of

his preceding article "Zur Zeichnung des Insekten-, im besonderen

des Dipteren- und Lepidopterentliigels", he derixes this design "aus

einer Zeuzera-pii-ina-ahnliclien Fleckenzeichnung". To this he adds:

"Dieser Weg scheint mir besser verstandlicli als der umgekehrte".

And somewhat further on he says about the transverse markings on

the under side of several Vanessidae: "diese scheinen mir mit dem

primaren Zeichnungsmuster überhaupt nichts zu tun zu haben,

sondern es sind eher spat erworbene Elemente der sympathischen

Farbung".

The point in these considerations of de iMeyere which I want to

discuss, is not his opposition against Botke's views about the con-

nection between spots, stripes and nets, to which 1 cannot pay full

adhesion either, but his assertion, that by considering a wing-design

as a "sympathetic pattern" an argument is raised for the explana-

tion of the origin and the disco\ery of the age of this pattern.

Patterns of all kinds, the most original as well as the most strongly

modified, may produce a mimicking effect, and thereby prove useful

for protective purposes.

E.g. the wing-design of populi has quite as much protective value

as that of ocellata, though only in the sense of resemblance to a

weathered poplar-leaf, and yet it is much moie primitive than the

latter. Moreover the same motives and elements of design, which in

one species of animal are the source of highly imitative mimicry,

may also be found in other species, near akin as well as far removed

in a generic sense, but here, by showing a somewhat different form

or by occurring in another part of the body, only cause a feeble

sympathetic resemblance or no mimicking effect at all. Of this so

called false mimicry Eimer has cited several instances.

Numerous thin, irregular transverse stripes between the veins, in

the sense of Botke's "traits effiloches", are found except in Vanessidae

in many othei' liepidoptera of diverse families: also in Sphiugides,
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on both wing-sides, though most frequently on the under side. la a

general survey of the wlng-niarkings of Lepidoptera, wiiich I under-

took long before Botke's doctor-dissertation, and wrote in Englisii,

but wliicli I did not hitlierto publish, I even thought it desirable

to choose a special nauie for this curious motive of design and

called it "Cosside markings".

Now it might very well be, that these markings could also be

reduced to an old and original motive of design, occurring genei-allj

among insects, and whose connection with the system of internervu-

ral spots still wants elucidating, although Botke has made a notable

attempt to come lo a general theory.

That a "sympathetic" design, on account of its mimetic chaiacter,

should necessarily be younger than other patterns, I deny most

emphatically. Each of the elements, which by their coö|)eration

produce the mimelic etïect, may in itself depend on hei-edilary

tendencies of very high phylogenetic antiquity. Only the specific

and special culmination of that cooperation may be young, and

even this need not necessarily be the case. Among Pieiids, Papilio-

nids and Nymphalids the mimicrists probably often wear a?i older

and more primitive uniform than the remaining so-called typical

members of these families, as 1 have tried to demonstrate in my
paper read at the International Entomological Congress at Oxford

in 1912.

In numerous Geometrids, issuing from their pupae in autumn,

the similarity to a weathered leaf reposes on their light-yellow

colour, besides on the broken rim of their wings and the course

and arrangement of dark transverse lines on them, imitating the

veins of the leaf. Must on this ground the yellow hue be younger

than other tints? According to my view this need no more be the

ease than it need be assumed for the form of the wing-border or

the pattern on its surface, even when granting that in general a

broken border-line has to be derived from an unbroken, round-

ed one.

In the same way the evident connection between spots, stripes

and meshes on the wings of Cossids, which can so to say be read on

the wing-surface by simple observation and by comparison with the

Zeuzerids, is in no way brought nearer to an explanation by the

reniark, that the preponderance of the net-markings produces a sym-

pathetic resemblance to the bark of trees. The real question remains

:

what causes tendency of the Cossid wing-markings to the net-character

and how old is that tendency ? In putting this question we have to

keep in view, that the same tendency occurs in many other insects

65*
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belonging to different orders and that it may likewise be remarked

in the nervural system, which possesses snch intimate and primor-

dial relations to the distribntion of pigments in the skin.

Were it only to considei* this qnestion from all possible points of

view, the well-fonndedness of the hypothesis would have to be tried,

whether net-design may be connected with the formation of meshes

in the system of wing-nervures, as is so frequently and specifically

found in Nenroptera and Orthoptera, vicariating with regular trans-

verse venation ; whether therefore the net-design may not be as old

as or even older than spots or stripes. An argument to this assertion

might be found in the fact, that nets between the longitudinal veins

are characteristic of the nervation of the wings in Palaeozoic

Palaeodictyoptera.

With this inference I do not in the least intend to proclaim, that

I am convinced of this connection of the net-design and of its phy-

logenetic antiquity, but simply that I think the contraiy is not

proved either.

Remembering Weismann's words: "Ohne Hypothese und Theorie

giebt es keine Natnrforschung", I am of opinion that the continual

proposing of explaining suppositions about the connection between

corresponding phenomena is necessary condition for fertile scientific

research, and therefore I cannot adhere to dk Mkykrk's point of

view, where he says: "Ich möchte mich, den Tatsachen entsprechend,

mit Feststellung des Auftretens begniigen und keine ganz hypothe-

tische Verbindungslinien ziehen."

Returning to the specific differential characters of Sm. oceJIata,

I here find the danger to get entangled in purely hypothetical spe-

culations not by any means serious. For it can be easily proved

that all the special characteristics of the upper side of both fore-

and hind-wings occur as well in other species, not oidy of the genus

Smerinthus, but also of different allied genera.

In the tii'St place the comparison with tiliae is highly instructive.

On the upper side of the fore-wing of the Limetree-Hawkmoth every

peculiarity by which the pattern of ocellata deviates from that of

popuH, is again met with, but in a modified form and in other

hues, which together produce a totally different effect of the wing-

design as a whole.

Especially striking is the similarity of the dark median area with

the same wing-part of ocellata; as in the latter it is cut up into a

fore- and a hind-quarter by funnel-shaped intrudings of the light-

brown ground colour, which may either meet each other or remain

separate. A single look at every somewhat considerable collection
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of tiliae shows the extreme individual variability of this feature, as

well as of others. The transition of an unbrokeji middle-field to one

divided into an anterior and a posterior portion we therefore here

see take place under our eyes.

We may likewise notice, that (he peculiarity of the central (5''i)

mark of the dark Bandline II, to differ in hue and size from the

other members of that series, is also present in tiliae, but in so far

in an opposed sense, that in some specimens it is distinguished by

a lighter instead of a darker shade. On its underside, tiliae shows

again the same simplified pattern as populi and ocellata, viz. the

two Handlines II and HI, with traces of I, IV and VI.

The right here to speak of simplification, and to connect this

with the covering of light hairs stretching from the wing-root out-

ward as far as the middle area, is strikingly proved in this case by the

vestiges of the opaque central blotch (so strongly developed on the

upper side) which can also be detected on the under side. At the

root of each hair in the area of this dai'k middle-field a small black

speck may be perceived, and this produces the effect that the field

is seen in its full extension as a collection of specks, when we look

obliquely between the hairs.

Still more striking than the resemblance between /z7/(7^ and öc^//a^a

is that between both these species and /rzrto;7Vzoi'/ï, this latter offering

so to say a form of transition between the first-named two. Here

the anterior part of the external margin of the opaque middle area

is not convex as in tiliae, but is concave, while a contrast both in

hue and in markings exists between the anal field of the wing and

the rest of its surface, the division of the central field in a fore-

and a hind-part thereby appearing as part of a process which extends

over the whole length of the wing-surface, in the same way as in

so many other Lepidoptera and even in Insects of other orders.

It is likewise remarkable, that the apex of the fore-wing, which

shoAvs a special differentiation identical for all these species, viz.

that it is separated from the remaining markings by the oblique

light stria already described for populi, is dark greenish grey

instead of silvery grey, in contrast with the convex blotch along

the outer margin, which is stained in light grey, while it is dark

in others.

On the hind-wing tartarinovii displays the same pink as ocellata,

and even traces of an eye-spot.

On the other hand in tiliae a dark band extends over the entire

surface of the hind-wing parallel to the outer margin and at some

distance from it. This band evidently consists of as many components
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as there are iiUernervnral cells. Eacli component is prolonged wedge-

like in the dii-ection of the wing-root. The extent of this prolongation

is individnally different, though in general it may be stated, that

in a backward direction toward the hinder wing-edge the dark

internervnral spots get larger and more intensively black, this back-

ward increase in size and darkness being the only indication of a

similaritj' to the eye-spot of ocellata.

Therefore, though in this latter instance tiliae shows almost as

little likeness to oceAlata as does populi, this does not derogate from

the truth and the value of the fact, that in numerous Sphingides the

hinder external angle of fore- as well as of hind-wing shows a dark

pigmentation, wdiich may be differentiated to an eye-spot. This might

also 1)6 expressed otherwise, by saying that the above-mentioned

posterior triangular spot is not restricted to the fore-wing, but returns

on the hind-wing.

And also on the fore-wing the spot in question may assume the

character of an eye-spot, as is shown by several Sphingides belonging

to ditFerent genera, e.g. Daphnusa ailanthn.

On the other hand, as already said, other species possess near to

this hinder external angle of the fore-wing only a single or double,

solid blotch not differentiated to an eye-spot, eg. Oxijamhulyx

canescens. Also this blotch may be repeated on the hind-wing, e.g.

SnierintJius querent.

Among the Sphingides at my disposal P/io/as lahrusine (Fig. 6)

seems to me to possess a highly remarkable colour-pattern. On its

under side the similarity between fore- and hind-wing is very great,

and both show the usual simple design of Lines II and III on a

nearly homogeneous faint gieenish-yellow ground, to which only along

the external margin a differently coloured area, separated from the

rest of the wing-field by a zigzag line, and evidently lepresenting

Bar I, is added. But on the upper surface the contrast between the two

wing-pairs is very profound. The fore-wings are almost unicolourous

dark opaque green, exactly corresponding in hue to the entire body

of the moth. Yet several traces of dark transverse lines are well

defined, especially the middle-field between Bars III and IV, which

is conspicuous by a somewhat darker green shade. But at the external

border of this ruiddle-field two square little areas are so to say

spared out from the geneial green overshading: one nearly in the

centre, the other at the back margin, thereby giving the impression

of brown curtains before two low windows in a green wall. That

impression is strengthened by the fact, that in these brown areas

the curved components of the transverse dark bars are more numerous
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and far sliar[)ei' than in the green field. In (lie central window 4

of these arched stripes are present, in the back one 2.

Comparison with SrnerintJnis populi and ocellata as well as so

many other .Spliingides, whose gronnd-colonr is brown or grey, and

whose transverse bands are composed of curved, stripy spots, leads

to the supposition tliat in these windows we have to see remnants

of the original hue and design of the wing, which for the rest has

become indistinct by green discoloration.

As in so many other cases, e. g. the Hepialids, green therefore

would be the secondary, brown the primary hue, the design having

partly get lost in the process of discoloration or at least having

greatly diminished in distinctness. But why these two brown windows

with their trelliswork of curved stripy spots have remained untou-

ched by this process, 1 cannot as yet explain.

Contrasting with the almost homogeneous green hue of the fore-wing,

the hind one possesses a very showy and variegated pattern : two

jetblack bars standing out against a light yellow ground, bluish-

grey areas occurring at the front border between the black, a

brickred patch vicariating with two black strokes near the inner

margin, while at the outer one a small green field breaks the yellow.

But the most remarkable point in this pattern are two darkbrown,

irregular, denticulate lines, starting at the hinder angle, and running

parallel to the outer margin along its posterior part, to pass into

the broad black bar at the hinder border of the small green tield.

These crooked lines represent the posterior part and the pupilla of

the eye-spot in the oceUata-gvov\\i among Smerinthidae, and form

the least-modified part of the hind-wing-pattern of Pliolus labrasiae.

I think it highly probable, that this pattern has a protective signi-

ficance for the animal, just as well as the almost homogeneous green

hue of the fore-wings and of the body. The latter give protection

to the sleeping animal by making it hardly visible to enemies that

prey upon it, possibly the brown windows play their part in this

process of concealment, by breaking the anatomical lines of the

rather extensive wingfield.

It certainly would be worth while to make the experiment,

whether the moth when disturbed in its sleep, suddenly displays

its hind-wings and so frightens its enemies away, or whether the

showy colour-composition, which thereby gets visible, has only the

meaning of a warning-pattern, announcing unpalatableness.

Whatever may be the right interpretation, this pattern in any

case ought to be considered as a high and special differentiation of

the original one of the hind-wings, common to all Spliingides ; neither
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the crying colours nor their queer arranpjement justifying the infe-

rence that they could ever be the direct consequences of the useful

effect they produce in favour of the animal.

The comparison of Sm. oceUata with populi, and of both with

other Sphingides, leads me to the following conclusions:

The colour-pattern of populi is more primitive than that of ocel-

hta, it agrees with the conditions whit-h may be posed for a pri-

moidial pattern, and it corresponds to the fundamental plan, as this

is found in Arctiïds, and most probably in numerous other families

of Heterocera, possibly also in Rhopalocera. It therefore is not only

older than the genus Suierinthiis, but eveu than the family of Sphin-

gides, perhaps than the entire order of Lepidoptera. So it cannot

without great restriction be (pialified as a generic pattern.

The colour-design on the up|)er side of ocellata can be derived

from that of popnli hy the assumption, that the ribbons of interner-

vural spots occurring in the latter have been s|)ecially transformed

in the former. But each of these tiansformations in itself is seen as

well in otlier species of Smerinthus, and even in many other genera

of Sphingides, it is therefore not allowable to assume, tliat they

should liave been acquired during the formation of ocellata from a

/>o/m//-like ancestor. Eacii for itself they are not characteristic of

ocellata, and cannot be taken as specific features of this species. It

is only the peculiar combination of the modifications of the ancestral

type with the subtle nuances by which in ocellata tliey are distin-

guished from the similar modifications in allied forms, that in the

end give the specific character to ocellata. At any rate the origin of

the said modifications of the primitive pattern cannot be ascribed to

the influence of protection against enemies, which ocellata obtains

by the use she (instinctively) makes of her eye-spots. The special

refinement however and the elaborate details, by which the pattern

of ocellata surpasses that of other Sphingides near akin, may well

be the consequence of natural selection, which could enter into

action as soon as by coincidence of hereditary variations of the

fundamental Sphingidial pattern with special circumstances of life,

a deceitful likeness had been established to the face of a big-eyed

owl, which frightened away preying little birds and small mammals.

Groninqen, October 1918.
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Anatomy. — "On }fnsruius Traiisversus Orhltne'. By Dr. A. A.

HuEBEK. (Communicated by Prof. J. Hokkk).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

This muscle vaiiety, already described by Boohdalkk ') was

seen in the body of a woman of 33 years of age. In many respects

it is different from Hochdalkk's tinding; it may, therefore, not be

undesirable to puldish this case. The muscular anomaly was present in

either orbit ; the right- and the left-muse, transversns displayed some

points of difference.

In the left orh'd (Fig. 3) tlie muse, ti-ansversus generally passes

right across the equator of the eyeball, and is inserted into the

inner as well as into the outer wall of the orbit.

About two mm. behind the trochlea the muscle arises from the

anterior part of the lamina papyracea ossis ethmoïdalis, to which it

is attached by a broad, thin, flat tendon about 7 mm. in width.

The» tendinous fibres soon become mnscle fibres; the muscle, now
proceeding laterally, gets narrower and more rounded and passes

as a small muscle, 2 mm, in breadth, below the muse, obliquus

sup., decussating the latter at right angles. At a distance of about

1 cm. from the medial orbital wall the muscle widens and flattens

coincidently. This widening is brought about by the fact that muscle

fibres, issuing from the medial margin of the muse, levator palpe-

brae sup., bend round towards the medial, and pass into the muse,

transversus. The muse, transvei'sus then proceeds farther laterally

and is seen to decussate the fibres of the muse, levator palpebrae

in a very peculiar way. The fibres of the muse, trans versus pierce

those of the muse, levator palpebrae, but in such a way that the

muse, levator runs for the greater part across the upper side of the

muse, transversus; only a small muscular fascicle of about 3 mm.
across, passes below the muse, transversus.

The two parts of the muse, levator, separated by the muse, trans-

versus, unite again when coursing anteriorly. At the point of decus-

sation the muse, transversus has a breadth of ± 4 mm., the muse,

levator of about 10 mm.

^) BocHDALEK, Beltrag zu den anomalen Muskeln in der Augenhöiile. Viertel-

jahrschrift fur die Praktische Heilkunde. Prag. 1868. Bd. IV.
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Laterally from the point of decussation the muse, transversus

passes into a thin flat tendon that goes below the gland, lacrimalis

to the lateral orbital wall, and is inserted below the inferior edge

of the lachrymal gland into the latei-al orbital wall.

After the decussation the muse, levator palpebrae splits in the

usual way into an upper- and a lower-sheet. The upper one soon

expands into a tendon, which is attached to the skin of the upper

eyelid, medially to the tartus sup. and to Tenon's capsule, and

laterally to the anterior part of the lateral orbital wall. The relations

of the lower sheet are somewhat anomalous. After the splitting up

of the upper sheet, the lower one passes into a strongly developed

sheet of smooth muscular tissue: the muse, tarsalis sup. The lateral

free border of the lower sheet has a length of about 3 mm. and

then blends with Tenon's capsule. The lower sheet now stretches in

the normal way towards the anterior and settles at the upper mar-

gin of the tarsus snp. ; the medial part of the sheet has the same
insertion points as the upper sheet, for on this side the two sheets

are united. The lateral part however is more expanded than usual.

According to Virchow •) the two lateral borders of the upper and

the lower sheet lie over each other; in our preparation this

is not the case, for we see that the lateral part of the lower sheet

stretches more backwards. Now this part of the lower sheet unites

with the lateral expansion of the muse, transversus and thus the

two constitute a tendinous sheet, gliding below the lachrymal gland

to the lateral orbital wall and is inserted into it as a broad flat

tendon, 20 mm. across. This tendinous sheet is grown together with

Tenon's capsule as was obsei-ved above to be the case also with the

lower sheet of the muse, levator palpebrae. The orbital part of the

lachrymal gland is found for the greater |)art on the tendinous sheet

formed by the muse, transversus and the muse, levator palpebrae;

a small portion of it overlaps anteriorly the lateral border of the

upper sheet of the muse, levator. The conjunctival part of the

lachrymal gland is located between the two sheets ot the muse,

levator palpebrae.

In the ricfht orbitn ') (Fig. 2) the aspect of the muse, transversus

is on the whole the same as in the left; in the former, however,

the muscle is more developed than the left. It also arises from

the anterior part of the lamina papyracea ossis ethmoidalis as a

1) H. ViRCHOw, Über TENON'schen Raum und TENOw'sche Kapsel. Abhandl. der

Kön. Preuss. Akad. der Wissenschaften. 1902.

2) In the right orbita the muse levator palpebrae is cut through, the better to

show the course of the muse, transversus.
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strong tendon of approxirjiately 8 miTi. across, and is seen to lie

against and somewhat l)elow the trochlea. After the flat tendon,

long about 3 or 4 mm. has changed into muscle fibres, the mikscle

here also gets narrower, and when it follows its way below the

muse, obliquus sup. has a breadth of 3 mm. and a thickness of

1 mm. At a distance of 7 mm. fiom the medial orbital wall, the

muscle widens again, as also happened on the left side, because

fibres, coming from the medial border of the muse, levator pali)el)rae

bend medially and pass into the muse, transversus. Subsequently

the muscle decussates the muse, levator palpebrae at right angles

and glides almost entirely below the muse, levator. Only two nari-ow

muscular bundles of the muse, levator, each about 1 mm. across

(a Fig. 1) follow their way through resp. below the muse, transversus, and

after proceeding anteriorly, join the bulk of the muse, levator. At

the point of decussation the breadth of the muse, transversus is

6 mm.; that of the muse, levator 14 mm. Then the muse, transversus

extends further to the lateral orbital wall, glides below the gland-

lacrimalis and attaches itself in the same Wciy as on the left side

to the lateral orbital wall.

The union of the muse, transvei'sus with the lower sheet of the

muse, levator palpebrae accords completely with that of the left

side. The muse, tarsalis sup. is still more strongly developed here

C|t^^
.1. *Mj LovaXot. (fl*ilj» <5tUa.

Fig. 1.

than the left one, above all laterally. The free border of the lower

sheet of the muse, ievatoi' palpebrae is here ±5 mm. in length;

the lower sheet then unites with the lateral extension of the muse,

transversus, and both form as on the left side a tendinous sheet,

attached to the lateral orbital wall with a breadth of 18 mm. Here
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also the tendinous sheet is blended with Tenon's capsule. The

relations of the lachrymal gland are similar to those on the left side.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

It appears then that the principal points of difference between the

right and the left muse, transversus are that the right muse, trans-

versus is more strongly developed than the left one and that the

right muse, transversus extends further beneath the muse, levator

palpebrae than the left one.
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Now when comparing tlie case discussed just now with Bochdalek's

finding-, remarkable differences come to llie front.

BocHDALEK saw the muse, transversus continuous with the muse,

graeillimns, which has been described before by Ai,binus'), and was

closely related to the muse. Iransversus. The said muse, graeillimns

is absent in our case, which, therefore, is the first ease in which

the muse, trausversus occurs uncomplicated with other abnormal

muscles.

Furthermore Boohdalkk calls attention to the fact that a close

relationship existed between the muse, transversus found by him

and the musc.-levator palpebrae, in such a sense that most fibres of

the two muscles were blended inseparably, and that others bend

round partly anteriorly, partly posteriorly, towards the medial bor-

der of the muse, levator palpebrae, while blending- with the latter;

while a considerable part of the muse, transversus pierced through

the muse, levator and ran to the lateral orbital wall. Now when

drawing a parallel between this description and ours, it is evident

that a close connection between the muse, transversus and the muse,

levator palpebrae is entirely out of the question here.

First of all there is in our case no bending forward of fibres of

the muse, transversus. Secondly we do not note an inseparable

blending of the fibres of the muse, transversus and the muse, levator

palpebrae. Thirdly in our ease there is, strictly speaking, no piercing

of the muse, levator palpebrae by the muse, transversus, because

the muse, transversus runs almost entirely below the muse, levator

palpebrae and only few slender muscle fascicles of the muse, levator

pass below the muse, transversus, and that only in part.

The principal points of agreeinent are the connection with the

lower sheet of the muse, levator palpebrae and with Tenon's cap-

sule, and the relation to the lachrymal gland.

As regards the innervation of the muse, transversus, we are sorry

to say nothing can be recorded. When the muscle was found, the

upper fat-layer together with the nerves had on both sides got lost

in the preparation. Bochdai,ek only reports an innervation of his

left muse, transversus by very tiny branches of the nn. frontalis

and lacrimalis.

The function of the muse, transversus orbitae is naturally difficult

to ascertain. Bochdalek considered the muse, transversus to be a

complex muse, transversus internus and externns. When co-operating

from the two insertion i)oints (internal and external orbital w^all),

^) B. S. Albinus, Histoiia Musculorum Hominis. Lugd. Bat. 1734. p. 176.
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they would maintain the muse, levator palpebrae in position, and

thereby sustain its leverage. Each part would of itself be capable

of di-agging the muse, levator palpebrea more or less to its ow^n

side, and thus drag the medial part of the eye-lid up- and inwards,

resp. the lateral part up- and outwards.

The connection to Tenon's capsule would rendei' an action on it

possible and consequently assist in the leverage of tiie muse, levator

palpebrae. Lastly, in consequence of the .strain of the whole muse,

transversus, the broad, lateral tendinous expansion would perhaps

press the lachiymal gland tighter against the supeiior orbital wall

and compress it more.

Macalistkr ') believed lliat the muse. Iransversus was a displaced,

deep slip of the pars palpebralis of the muse, orbicularis oculi.

However, in my judgment the connection between the muse, trans-

versus and the muse, levator palpebrae is too close for me to share

his view.

If Macalistkr's view were correct, it would follow that the fibres

would extend beyond the muse, levator palpebrae. But, as noted

before, in our case, and in Bochdalkk's case also, not a single

muscular fibre of the muse, transversus runs beyond the muse,

levator palpebrae; in our ease the transversus-fibres pass chietly

beneath the muse, levator. This experience is supported by Macalistkr's

finding that he saw deejj slips of the muse, orbicularis oculi coursing

in about the same place where we found the muse, transversus,

and that these fibres ever occurred outside the muse, levator palpebrae.

^) A. Macauster. a Descriptive Gatalogiie of Muscular Anomalies in Human Anatomy.

Transact, of the Roy. Ir. Acad. Vol. XXV. Sc Dublin 1S72.



Zoology. — "On the Anatomy of the Larva of Am])hio^us lanceolatus

and the Explanation of its Asymmetn/'. By Prof. J. W.

VAN WlJHE.

(Communicated in the meeting of November BO, 1918).

P'or many years I have attempted to complete a part of tlie

many lacunae in onr knowledge of the morphology of Amphioxus,

hecanse this morpliology is in many respects the basis for the com-

parative anatomy and embryology of the Vertebrates.

After the publication in 1914 in the Transactions of this Academy

of ray work on the changes of the larva of Amphioxus during the

metamorphosis, during which growth ceases, 1 have managed to

obtain sufticieut mateiial to investigate the larva during the growth-

period. Now that the research and the necessary drawings have

been completed — the text must still be written — I shall here

discuss some results.

Many years ago (1893) I fonnd that the mouth of Amphioxus was

only apparently placed niore or less symmetricalfy, that in fact however

it lies exclusively on the left side as the nerves and muscles of the

buccal cavity withont exception belong to the left side of the body,

which was later on confirmed by others. This fact is in accordaiu-e

with the earlier discovery of Kowalevsky (1867) that the buccal

opening in the larva of Amphioxus is situated, not mesially, but on

the left side of the fore-end of the body.

Through its mouth, which is a mesial organ in all the other

Metazoa, Amphioxns and undoubtedly also tiie related genus Asym-

raetron') stand isolated as remarkable in the whole animal kingdom.

It has been repeatedly attempted to declare the mouth of Amphi-

oxus for a mesial organ by accepting that it has removed to the

left side. Its occurrence in the larva on that side had then to be taken

up as an abbreviation of development. This lemoval would then be

analogous to the phenomenon observed in the eye of the Plenro-

nectidae. The young larva of the flat-lishes has an eye on each side

') Tattersall (Notes on the Classification and geographical Distribution of the

Gephalochorda. Proceedings and Transactions of the Liverpool Biological Society,

Vol. 17, 1903) has shown that in the Homomeria (Acrania) we can distinguish

only these two genera: .'\mphioxus (Branchiosloma) and Asymmetron.
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and swims like all other fishes with its back up, the side-planes

turned to riglit and left.

Later on however the animal swims with one side-plane turned

lip and the other down. The eye of the wiiite imder-surfaee then

removes to the pigmented upper-surface, where the other eye is

already situated.

An analogous explanation of the situation of the mouth in Am-

phioxus is impossible, because it becomes clear through the nerves

and muscles of the displaced eye in the Pleuronectidae that this

belongs to the under- and not to the upper-surface, on which it has

come to lie.

The nerves and muscles on the inside oftlie mouth of Amphioxus,

which all come from the left side, prove on the contrary, that it

cannot be considered as a mesial organ, but in fact belongs to the

left side.

While the mouth is formed on the left side in the young larva,

a glandular metamorphosed gill-pouch, known as the club-shaped

gland, arises opposite to it on the right side.

Its discoverer, Hatschek (1881), knew the external opening of

this gland, but not yet the intestinal opening. Its presence was

established by later investigators.

It was now clear that the mouth of the larva of Amphioxus could

be considered as a metamorphosed gill-pouch, and as an antimere of

the club-shaped gland.

The question however arises with which organ of the higher

animals the left-sided mouth of the Amjihioxus larva is homologous.

Is it the homologue of the left half of the mouth of the Craniota,

that would then have to be considered as a product of fusion of

the mouth of Amphioxus with the club-shaped gland ; or is the

mouth of the Amphioxus larva the homologue of the first left gill

slit of the Craniota, which is known in the Selachii as the left

spiracle?

Various grounds led to the conclusion that the hitter must be the

case. To my mind this was proved when it was found that the

body-cavity of the lower jaw, the mandibular cavity, does not in

Amphioxus lie behind the larval mouth, as is the case in higher

animals, but in front of it.

Amphioxus, indeed has no jaws, upper- as little as lower jaw,

but still it has a mandibular cavity that indicates the position of

the lower jaw. It is self-evident that an opening, arising behind the

place of the lower jaw, cannot be considered a homologue of a

part of the mouth of the Craniota.
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Such a primitive organ as the mesial buccal opening of the Verte-

brates must howe\e!- originally have been present in Amphioxns.

In my opinion the opening of Hatschkk's groove, which is a product

sepai-ated off from the fore-end of the intestine, must be considered

as the primitive month of Amphioxns.

However this may be, the original month of Amphioxns nnist

have been, just as in the higher animals, a symmetrii'al organ

situated in tiie mesial plane, rostrally to the spiracle.

Why has the original month in Amphioxns been lost and been

replaced by the left spiracle?

The manner in which the larvae that have jiisl left the egg

membi'anes move, can show us the way to come to an answer of

this question. These larvae move forward spirally, by means of

cilia, turning round the longitudinal axis from i-ight to left. If

we siip|)Ose that ancestors of Amphioxns possessed this form of

motion permanently, then the left spiracle occun-ed in a more

advantageous position to take in the sea-water necessary for nutrition

and respiration, than did the mesially situated primitive buccal

opening. This foi'm of motion also makes the i-emarkable occtirreiu'e

of the branchial apertures comprehensible. If we neglect tiie fore-

most pair, which is metamorphosed to mouth and club-shaped gland,

the gill clefts do not occur in successive pairs as in all the Craniota.

On the contrary, the a|)erttires on the right side are altogether wanting

in the larva during the period of growth; they do not appear until

during the metamorphosis. During the period of larval growth the

clefts on the left side alone appear. They make their appearance

successively to a total of 14 or 15, apparently however not on the

left side but in the topoifrapliical mesial plane of the pharynx.

Shortly after appearing each of these clefts is removed to the topo-

graphical right side.

At first sight this phenomenon seems very extraordinary, but it

becomes more comprehensible when we considei- the location of the

truncus arteriosus, which indicates in Amphioxns, as in the higher

animals, the morphological mesial plaiije of the pharynx.

In the older larva of Amphioxus the truncus arteriosus does not

run in the plane of symmetry under along the branchial intestine,

but high dorsally along its right side.

The morphological right side has remained behind in development

as a narrow dorsal strip in consequence of the excessive growth in

breadth of the left side, which has hereby occupied the ventral

territory of the right side.

Although the first 14 or 15 bi-anchial apertni-es of the larva now

6G
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XXI.
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lie oil the topographical right side, thej morphologically still belong

to the left side. It is first in the following period, that of metamor-

phosis, that the right side of the pharynx also grows in bi-eadth

and gradually pushes the left side, with the gill-olefts back to the side

where it belongs.

The right gill-clefts now arise for the first time, liaving earlier

been hindered in their appearance by the crowding of the clefts ot

the left side.

With a screw-like motion turning from right to left such an

occurrence of the gill-clefts is no longer odd. The secondary moudi

of the larva takes up water that flows away through the gill-clefts

by means of ciliary motion. The gill-clefts of the left side had now

to remove^) to the topographical mesial line or better still to the

topographical right side to prevent their taking in water.

In my paper of 1914 I mentioned already that the form of

motion of the young larva can explain not only the origin of the

mouth on the left side, but also the odd occurrence of the gill-slits.

It was also mentioned that such a form of motion moreover makes

it comprehensible that the organ of hearing (organ of equilibrium)

could be lost, because the axis of a rotating object if the velocity

be sufficient, is stable; while it cannot be expected in such a form

of motion that the eye would be developed to a complicated organ,

forming images.

At that time the criticism of Adam Sedgwick on my explanation

of the asymmetric location of the mouth, in the third part of his

text-book, published in 1909, was unknown to me. It is hidden in

the chapter on the Echinodermata, in which the mouth originates symme-

trically in the ventral median line, to remove later on to the left side.

Admitting that this case of secondary asymmetry differs from the

phenomenon in Amphioxus, where the mouth is developed piimarily

asymmetrically Sedgwick says that Amphioxus and the Echino-

dermata still have the left-sided location of the mouth in common.

He continues (I.e. p. 162) "Here again we have a character which

strikes us fro'm its very rarity, for it is found in no other Coelomate

nor so far as we know in any other member of the animal king-

dom. It also strikes us by its strangeness and inexplicableness. In

Amphioxus no serious attempt has been made to explain it".

My explanation was thus according to Sedgwick no serious attempt.

1) The removal of a mesially situated organ to the left side is not without

analogy ; it occurs e.g. in the heart and stomach of man. As the nerves of these

organs arise from both halves of the body it is also clear, without knowing their

development, that they must have been situated mesially.
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He also gives his reasons: "for no one, so far as we know, has

ever attempted to bring the extraordinary features in the development

of the gill clefts, of the endostyle, of the head-cavities, the asym-

metric position of the anus and olfactory pit, into relation with the

asj-mmetrj of the mouth. The thing cannot be done. There is no

sort of connexion between these various asymmetries. They seem

to occur without rhyme or reason".

Of all these arguments there is only one that seems to be consistent

viz. that concerning the anus. We shall consider them consecutively.

An explanation for the removal of the gill-clefts to the right side

has just been discussed. The thyroid gland, indicated by Sedgwick

by the antiquated name of endostyle, is a mesial oi-gan in all the

Chordata. In Amphioxus it must also originate in the morphologically

ventral median line of the gut. We saw that this line has been shifted

to the right side in the branchial region of the larva. In the lai-va with

three open gill-clefts (Lankestek and Wili.ey, 1890, fig. 1) it runs over

the topographically dorsal (but morphologically ventral) edge of the

gill-clefts. If we continue it slightly rostrally it cuts the angle in

which the two portions (the later right and left halves) of the thyroid

gland meet. In the larva the thyroid gland thus lies topographically

asymmetrically; morphologically however symmetrically.

The symmetry is in so far imperfect in that the lower portion

(the later left half) is longer and reaches considerably further rostrally

than the upper" portion (the later right half). We shall make use of

this difference later on in refuting another argument of Sedgwick.

That the morphological median line of the gut was shifted to the

right side also anteriorly to the gill-clefts viz. in the neighbourhood of

the mouth can easily be explained by the considerable enlargement of

the mouth, which takes place not only in the longitudinal, but also

in the dorso-ventral direction.

In the latter direction its lower border all but reaches the topo-

graphically xentral median line, which it even passes during the

metamorphosis, so that this typically left-sided organ is partly found,

not temporalli/ like the first gill-clefts, but permanently on the right

side of the animal.

The thyroid gland cannot take its permanent place at the ventral

border of the gut until during the metamorphosis, after the gigantic

larval mouth has been reduced, temporarily even nearly to nil.

Then the difference in length between its left and right halves has

also disappeared.

Sedgwick's third aigument are the extraordinary phenomena in the

development of the "liead-ca\ities" i.e. of the portions oflhecoelom

66*
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in tlie region of the head. The term "liead-cavities" was introduced

by Balfour, who discovered them in the development of the Selachii.

In tlie branchial region of Amphioxus tlie coelom is divided by tlie

gill-clefts into as many "head-cavities" as there are clefts, and the

asyinmetij of these cavities necessarily coincides with that of the

gill-clefts. Here there is no new oddness to be explained.

But Skdgwick (textbook part II, 1905, p. 34) wrongly understands

under "head-cavities" only the foremost entoderm sacs of Hatschek,

which are placed before the mouth, as it seems, as each others'

antimeres. Soon however they take up a mesial position, whereby

the right sac, a true head-cavity, is shifted before the left. In its

further development the left sac has not a single character from which

it could be deduced that it should be considered as a section of the

coelom. Since 1893 — the last time more in extenso in 1914 (I.e.

p. 63) — I iiave defended the opinion that the two sacs are only

apparent antimeres, that they originally must have lain not opposite

to, but before each other, and that the apparent antimeric occurrence

must be the result of the asymmetry of the larva. In this opinion

I however remained alone. The later investigators attached so much

importance to the tirst appearance — certainly an argument of great

^veight — that they did not consider the important differences

which soon arise. Undoubtedly the symmetrical situation of

the foremost myotome (which must be considered as the second

of the row; the first is included in the right entoderm sac) played

a role in this. Yet in the rest — with exception of the third of the

i-ow — each myotome of the left side reaches, since its first appear-

ance, half the length of a myotome more rostrally than its antimere

of the opposite side.

As this wry symmetry is found only in the region behind the

mouth, in front of it however not, it was apparently taken for

granted that the true gut in the snout would indeed be properly

symmetrical. This is however not the case.

When the first gill sacs of the right side make their appearance

during the period of metamorphosis, the foremost of these does not

lie opposite its antimere, but opposite the second gill cleft of the left

side (cf. my paper 1914, fig. 3, 4, 5). In the fore-end of the

branchial region the left side of the gut has been displaced rostrally

over the whole length of a branchial metamere. ^)

1) In the adult animal, (and also in the more caudally situated clefts of the

larva) this removal is not so large. Tlie foremost half of a left cleft then, as is

known, does not lie the whole, but half the length of a cleft rostrally to its

antimere of the right side.
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This reino\al also reaches to the part of the gut situated before the

buccal aperture, as is evident from the above-mentioned (p. 1017)

difference in lenglh of the two portions of the thyroid gland, whose
lowei- (later left) portion reaches much further forward tlian its

upper (latei' right) portion (cf. my paper 1914, tig. 1, 2, 3 out

of the metamorphosis and Lankestkr and Willey 1890, fig. 1 of a

young larva with 3 open gill clefts).

As the entodermsacs of Hatschek now arise opposite each

other just in front of the region of the thyroid gland the conclusion

is obvious that their autimery is only apparent, even if we pay

attention to their first appearance only, without considering their

subsequent fate: The left sac is removed forwards and ought moipho-

logically to lie behind the right sac, as is indeed the case later on.

The last arguments of Sedgwick are the asymmetrical situation

of the anus and the olfactory pit.

The removal of the olfactorj^ pit, which develops out of the

mesial ly situated neuroporus, to the left side is easily explained by

the spiral motion with rotation of the axis from right to left: The

olfactory pit had to catch up water and therefore to remove to

the left side.

The asymmetrical situation of the anus could however not be

explained so easily. Not only does it lie on the left side in the

adult animal, but according to Hatschek (J 881) it is already situated

on that side in the young larva with one gill cleft.

In the same way as the gill clefts serve for letting out the water

taken up by the mouth of the animal, the anus serves for letting

out the undigested food. The respiratory water as well as the faeces are

propelled not so much by muscular contractions as indeed princi-

pally if not exclusively by ciliary motion, thus by weak forces.

To the same extent as it was profitable for the gill clefts to

remove to the right side one would also expect this in the anus.

It would have to be considered as a postulate of the theory that

the anus either originated in the mesial plane, to remove later on,

not to the left, but to the right side, or that it developed directly

on the right side.

In the hope of being able to discover something in young larvae

that would throw some light on the question, I found beyond expec-

tation, that the anus in larvae with one gill cleft is situated not on

the left but ou the right side of the body.

This was clear beyond the slightest doubt in series of cross sec-

tions. In preparations in toto it was however impossible, even with

the strongest dry lenses, to determine in such a young larva on
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which side of the body the extremelj fine anal aperture was situated,

because it could on\y be observed in profile, thus by focussing the

niicrosope alternatively.

After however using strong oil-immersion systems (e.g. Zeiss obj.

V'i2 oc. 4) the situation of the anus on the right side of the body

could clearly be seen also in these preparations.

When the anus has just made its appearance the tail-fin does not

yet reach rostrally to it, but this is soon the case, even when there

is only yet one gill cleft present. The anal aperture then lies on the

right side of the tail-fin. Here it is also found in larvae with 2, 3,

4, 5 or 6 gill clefts.

Now however the remarkable phenomenon presents itself that it

removes to the left side. In larvae with 7 gill clefts a lacuna arises

in the tail-fin at the level of the anus, so that the tail-fin is inter-

rupted at this place. The anus now enters this lacuna and thereby

assumes a mesial position in relation lo the body. This position is

however of short duration. With the presence of 9 gill clefts the

anus has already passed over to the left side, where it is further

permanently found. The lacuna in the tail-fin vanishes and leaves

no traces of its former existence.

I cannot give a reason for this removal. It must stand in con-

nection to the manner of life, of which we know little or nothing.

This does not however affect the priticipal question, the original

situation on the right side, as it was postulated by the theorj'.

If the theory is not accepted then there is here especially occasion

for speaking of a development ''without rhyme or reason".

In the theory there is in any case a "reason" for the initial

situation of the anus even if it cannot "rhyme" its permanent

position with this fact.

The question whether a pancreatic gland occurs in Amphioxus

does not stand in relation to the asymnietiy discussed above.

This gland is known in all the Craniota, from the Cyclostomata

to man, but it is the common opinion that it is not present in

Amphioxus.

It arises in the Craniota as one or more bulbs protruded out of

the gut epithelium in the immediate neighbourhood of the aperture

of the ductus choledochus, which as a rule later on also forms an

opening of the pancreas.

In the Lampreys, which in connection with Amphioxus must be

considered in the first instance, the gland is not very voluminous.

This must partly be ascribed to the fact that their pancreas, like
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the liver, orticiates as an organ with internal secretion. The excretory

ducts of these glands, as well as the gall-bladder, have disappeared

after the metamorphosis, but in the Ammoc.oetes, the larva of the

Lampreys, they are present.

The pancreatic gland of Ammocoetes lies hidden in the wall of

the gut on the left side of the excretory duct of the liver.

At a quite analogous place I found the gland in Amphioxus from

the first appearance of the liver in the period of the metamorphosis

until the adult form. With good nuclear staining it can be seen, in

preparations in toto of (he newly metamorphosed larva, as a trian-

gular stain on the left side of the wall of the gut immediately behind

the place where the blind sac of the liver emerges. The rounded

top of the triangle points forwards, the base is a transverse line,

crossing the longitudinal axis of the animal at right angles. With a

strong magnification it can be seen, more clearly still in cross section,

that we have to do with a slight emergence of the wall of the gut.

In the sections we see that the gland possesses a strong ciliary

epithelium, but it has moreover cells without ciliae which may be

considered as the true glandular cells. In the adult animal the gland

is stretched more longitudinally, and consequently the emergence of

the gut wall is a longitudinal fold; its fore-end has been taken up

in the hiud-end of the blind liver sac. We find an analogous

phenomenon in some fishes, where the pancreas is partly enveloped

by the liver.

The reason why the numerous investigators of (he anatomy of

Amphioxus could not find a pancreas is easily given. The mid-gut

epithelium presents in cross section so msiwy folds *) that it cannot

be expected that one could distinguish these from the pancreatic fold

unless one's attention has been drawn to this in young animals.

In the ontogenesis of the Craniota the liver (as an emergence of

the gut) is first recognisable; somewhat later also the pancreatic

gland. In Amphioxus this is just reversed. While the liver first

makes its appearance as an emergence of the gut in the period of

metamorphosis, the j)ancreatic gland can be followed back to the

stage with two open gill clefts (in larvae with only one gill cleft

it could not be seen). It is originally not limited to the left side, as

is later the case, but envelops the gut like a ring. The ring is

recognisable in tliat its nuclei are smaller and placed closer together

1) These folds are also found in the oesophagus, (whose hind-end corresponds

morphologically to the stomach of the higher animals\ and in the foremost por-

tion of the end-gut. They serve for enlarging the resorbant surface. In young

animals they are not present.
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than is the case before oi- hehiiid the gland. The ring however is

not regular. hiU its left side is developed more strongly than the

right. Soon however it disappears on the right side and through

this the gland becomes asymmetrical.

As this asymmetry is also found in higher forms e.g. Ammocoetes,

it must be independent of the above discussed asymmetry of the

branchial gut.

Finally I should like to point out that another gnt-ring the ilio-

colon ring, in the larva with one gill cleft is of importance for the

morphology of the alimentary canal in the Vertebrates. In Amphiox-

ns this ring indicates the boundary between mid- and end-gut.

Physiologists have ali-eady long known that the nervus vagus in

the higher animals and man helps to supply not only the fore- or

"head"-gut, but also the whole mid-gut or "small intestine". Anato-

mists as a rule ascribed to the n. vagus the region of the fore-gut

only, because the foremost of the two strands which form the con-

tinuation of the vagus plexus around the oesoj)hagus, ends on the

foremost wall of the stomach, while the hindmost strand is connected

with the plexus Solaris of the sympathetic nerve.

On account of this connection it was impossible to follow with

certainty the ramifications of the vagus further distally than the

stomach. Our countryman Donkf.r ^) has however lately succeeded in

doing this in apes. He could establish the fact that the ramification

of the vagus leaches to the end of the mid-gut and that it does

not extend to the "large intestine" (end-gut in a broad sense). In the

section of his text-book which ap|)eared this year Mekkel also lets

the ramification of the vagus in man reach to the end of the mid-gut.

It is not surprising that the vagus, the tenth cranial nerve, supplies

the fore-gut as it is a well known fact that the fore-gut is originally limited

to the head region. The question now arises whether the mid-gut

was perhaps originally situated in the head region also. To a certain

extent the development of Amphioxus can give us an answer to this.

The ilio-colou ring, which forms the boundary between mid-and

end-gut lies more rostrally the younger the larva is. The larva of

Lankesteh and Willey with 14 gill clefts already has 61 myotomes,

just as many as the adult animal. The ilio-colon ring lies under the

34''', 35^1' and 36^'' myotomes. In their larva with 3 gill clefts. and

only 36 myotomes the ring lies under the 15^'' and 16'^' myotomes.

') P. Donker, Uebei- die Beteiligung des N. vagus an der Innervation des

Darmes. Anal. Anzeiger, Bd. 51, No, 8, 1918.
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In the Selaohii and, indeed, getierall}' in the Cianiota the first 9

myotonies belong to the head. It would now be interesting to ki»ow

under which myotome the ilio-colon ring of Amphioxus is situated

at its tirst appearance. This appearance takes place in the stage

with only one gill cleft and an open anus.

Although in the course of time I have made hundreds of prepa-

rations of this stage, stained and imbedded in all sorts of ways,

I have not been able to count the number of myotomes. Their

boundaries, which are clearly discernible in earlier and later stages,

were not visible in this stage, not even in series of sections ').

It is possible that these boundaries are to be seen in living larvae.

In any case Hatschek (J 881, fig. 64) indicates in a sketch of such

a larva that there are 20 myotomes present; the ilio-colon ring lias

however escaped his notice. If now the place of this ring, which is

very clear in my preparations, is compared with the sketch of

Hatschek, one comes to the conclusion that it must be situated

approximately under the 9''' myotome, thus at tiie end of the head

region.

In other words: Not only the fore-gut (prosenteron) but also the

mid-gut (mesenteron) originally lies in the head region, and if this

is also the case in the Craniota, as may be expected, then it is no

wonder that also the mid-gut is supplied by a cranial nerve, tiie

n. vagus. The conception "head-gut" ought then not, as is at present

the case, to be synonymous to fore-gut, but must include the

mid-gut also.

1) One could speak here of a cryptomelameric stage, a characteristic — amongst

others — that these larvae have in common with the Appendicularia and the

larvae of the Ascidians, in which the metamery is at present still denied by various

investigators.



Anatomy. — "Av the post-embrtjonic gromth of the nervous sijsteni

due only to an increase in size or also to an increase in

number of the neurones:" (Second part). By Erik Agduhr.

(Communicated by Prof. J. Boeke).

(Communicated in the meeting of February 22, 1919.)

Mitoses.

In connection with these matters I have found specially interesting

phenomena in the thoracic region of a puppy seventeen days old. The

spinal ganglia were tixed according to Flemming's method, cut up in

paiaffin sections from 3 /i to 5 f« thick and stained with the iron

alum liematoxilin of Heidenhain. in these continuous series of sections

I found a large number of mitoses — an approximate calculation

showed that in a single one of these ganglia there were oxer two

hundred mitoses. Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show how these mitoses appear

in the preparation. One would be inclined at first sight to refer these

mitoses, especially the ones reproduced in figures 5 and ii, to the

large ganglion cells — the light field round the chromatin showing,

of course, a rather difï'use ti-ansition to the rest of the protoplasm.

Owing to the continuous series I was able, howevei', to follow the

cells from one section to the other, and then I found that the real

nuclei of these ganglion cells weie not found in a stage of division,

and that these mitoses must belong either to other small cells situated

betw^een the ganglion cell and its capsule or probably to cells that

forni the capsule itself. In fig. 7, on the other hand, merely from

the sharp outline which the light field makes against the surrounding

protoplasm it is clear that there can be scarcely any question of

the existence of a mitosis in the ganglion cell — this was also

confirmed by the investigation of the same ganglion cell in the

preceding and following sections. In fig. 8 we have again an example

of a cell which is going to divide mitotically, and which is situated

outside the capsules of the surrounding ganglion cells. With regard

to size it resembles most closely the cells in mitotical division in

figures 6, 7, and 8, but on closer examination, for instance, if they

are traced from section to section, one finds that it is surrounded

by capsule cells. We thus seem to be quite justified in describing
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this figure as a spinal gaM^Iion cell at sncli an early stage of deve-

lopment that it had not lost its power of increasing in number

through mitotical division. I found another mitosis of this kind in

the sei'ies just mentioned. Among the other group of mitoses,

namely those in cells that are situated inside or in the capsule of

an older ganglion cell, my preparation shows at least a few forms

in which one can clearly follow the capsule peripherally of the cell

that is engaged in mitotic division and where the latter must therefore

be situated beneath the capsule. Thei-e are thus good reasons to

support the assumption that, even among this group of mitoses,

some are to be referred to very young undifferentiated cells, which

on good grounds — for instance on account of their position —
can be assumed to develop into nerve cells. By far the larger

number of mitoses are, however, undoubtedly to be referred to

ordinary capsular cells. But is the difference between the capsular

cells and the nerve-cells really so great? Are not the former perhaps

to be regarded as matiix cells for the latter? 1 must leave these

problems to a subsequent and more detailed account of this question

and confine myself to saying that there ai-e points in the prepa-

ration that support such an assumption ^). These facts are all the more

worthy of attention because, among the investigators who formerly

looked for mitoses in spinal ganglia, Flemming '), Daal and Len-

HOSSEK have been unable to show any in young animals. Müi>ler '),

on the other hand, found them in new-born animals, but in no

later age. The very largo number of mitoses in the sj)inal ganglia

shown in the present and other investigations of young animals

clearly support the considerable post-embi-yonic increase in the

number of capsular cells in this region, an increase that could

scarcely be explained if the ganglia ^ did not increase in number

too. In my opinion the exceedingly great num[)er of mitoses that

are found in the spinal nerve-cells, accoi'ding to what has been

shown above, cannot possibly be explained by an increase in size

merely of those spinal nerve-cells which were already present at

biith. This is the less probable because the spinal ganglion-cells

must decrease in number with the years, if new ones do not grow

out and replace all those that degeuei-ate and die away during

postTembryonic life. And this degeneration of the nerve-cells is

admitted and shown by all the chief investigators of this problem.

1) See addendum!

2) Flkmming, Daal and Lrnhosskk. Quoted from Müllkr E.

^) Muller Erik, Untersuchungen iiber den Bau der Spinalgangiien. Nord. med.

Ark. Stockholm. Bd. '23. 1891.
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That such degenei-tation is rather common is also proved by the

fact that no slight number of cells in a spinal ganglion of even a

young animal show signs of degeneration. The new growth in this

region has thus the task not only of replacing the ganglion-cells

that have been destroyed by degeneration, but also of increasing

their number. A fairly considerable inci'ease of this kind takes places,

as is shown above, during the animal's period of growth. To judge

from my preparations, nature seems in this generation to make use

of both mitotic and amitotic division. In no case have I been able

to refer the cells that show the latter type of division to such small

forms as those in which mitoses occur; the former cells seem to

belong to remaining ganglion c.ells that are somewhat older and

sometimes, at least, with a certain degree of development, for I

have been unable to find fully developed processes among them.

Amitoses.

Besides the figures of mitoses one also sees in the preparations

in question figures of cells which produce a strong impression of

being engaged in direct division. As shown below one sees cells

that seem to be in different stages of this division. The cells of this

type, however, always belong to the young ones, to those cells (in

the silver-impi-eguated preparations) that have taken a very slight

amount of silver or even none at all during the impregnation.

The different stages of a direct division which are found in my pre-

parations appear as follows: One sees cells, in which the nucleolus

is being divided or has just divided (fig. \a and fig. 2b) and where

the two nucleoli are still in each other's immediate neighbourhood.

The two nucleoli then move away from each other and the nucleus

begins to show signs of incision in the middle (see fig. 36 and fig 26).

After this there follows a complete division. of the nucleus, which

is also frequently accompanied by a division of the protoplasmic

body, fig. 3a and fig. 2a. Fig. 3a must be interpreted as a young apolar

ganglion cell in which, after the nucleus had first divided into two, the

protoplasmic body began to divide in the middle, after which the two

nuclei again began a new division. The preparations in which these

observations wore made were particularly well fixed and impreg-

nated, so that it is fairly certain that there was no possibility of artificial

products. Another thing that further supports the idea of natural

formations is the fact that these figures above-mentioned do not

occur in such very great numbers. It is true that there are many
nuclei of ganglion cells (among the smaller ones) which have two
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or more nucleoli, but there are fewer that show signs of division.

I shall discuss at greater length below some of the literature

concerning direct post-embryonic division of nerve-cells. 1 will

only mention here that IIodhk/) describes four different types of

amitotic division of the ganglion cells in full-grown evertebrates.

Paladino states that direct division is a veiy common way for

young ganglion-cells in the higher vertebrates to increase.

In fig. 4r7 T reproduce a group of nerve-cells from a silver-

impregnated spinal ganglion in a sixty days old puppy. In it the cells

are packed close together into a formation shaped like a string of

beads, lying within the same capsule. Between the cells at a few

places one can also clearly see bridges of protoplasm, which connect

cells that are close to each other. The series of sections of the

spinal ganglia from this animal show numerous examples of similar

gronps (Muller E.) of cells situated within the same capsule. I have ob-

tained the impression, however, that they do not occur in equally great

numbers in all the spinal ganglia of the same individual; similar

groups of cells have been observed in puppies of six and seventeen

days — but they were not so numerous as in the sixty days old

animal '^). In the 3,5 years old dog, among five spinal ganglia that

were investigated, 1 did not come across more than a few of these groups

of cells and in the five years old dog among a still greater amount

of material, I did not succeed in finding such a group in more than

a single place. It is thus an obvious assumption to regard these

groups of cells as formations belonging to the post-embryonic

growth of the spinal ganglia — forms produced by the spinal

ganglion cells during the post-embryonic increase in their number.

In spite of the considerable number of works that have been publish-

ed on spinal ganglia in the course of years, the information

about these groups of cells to be found in this literature is exceed-

ingly small. Before 1880, however, they had been observed by a

number of investigators and were described most thoroughly by

P. Mayer '). After that the subject seems to have been almost forgotten,

until in 1889 and 1891 Müi,ler Erik *) gave more thorough and

valuable descriptions of similar groups of spinal ganglion cells

within the same capsule. Since Mijller's description of these groups

of nerve-cells they seem to have been neglected again in recent

1) RoDHE, Ganglienzellkern and Neuroglia. Ein Kapital iiber Vermehrung and

Wachsthum der Ganglienzelle. Arch. f. mikr. Anat. Bd. 47.

') The sixty days old dog was rachitic.

8) Mayer, S., Arch. f. Psychiatrie, Bd. G, 1870.

*) Muller, E., L c.
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literature — I have not found a single mention of them in a whole

series of recent publications on this subject that 1 have looked

through. iMüLLER gives the name of "Cellkoloiiim" to these groups of

nerve-cells and distinguishes between regulai- and irregular colonies.

"Die ersteren" -- the i-egular ones — "sind nach aussen durch eine

cirkelrunde Kapsel vom selbigen Aussehen wie diejenige, welche

die grossen Zeilen umgiebt, begrenzt; innerhalb dieser Kapsel linden

zich zwei, drei oder vier Zeilen sehr regelinassig wie Sectoren uiu

einen Mittelpunkt geordnet". Muller also found bridges of piotoplasm

connecting the dilferent cells of the colony with each other. I have

not found in my preparations any colonies of cells which showed

this regular an-angement of their cells, resembling a sector of a

circle, although there are several tlgures of colonies in which the

cells are very nearly equal in size; but in these cases they aie

situated side by side, although they do not always form such long

rows as the one shown in fig. 4. Most of the colonies observed by

me are quite clearly built up of cells that are dilferent in size, and

it seems as if one might place them all in the group that Mült.kk

describes as irregular. With i-egard to the significance of these

colonies Muller writes: "Vielleicht steht das Vorkommen dieser

Bildungen mit Regenerations-phanornenen in den Spinalganglien in

Verbindung", but he |)oints out that, as he had lU) opportunity of

studying the processes of these cells, his statement on this point can

only be a supposition. He continues: "So viel geht jedoch aus dem

unbedeutenden Vorkommniss bei alteren Thieren von diesen Bildungen

— Koloniën und Halbnionden — welche bei Jungen Thieren' zahlreich

auftreten, hervor, dass sie Entwicklungsstadien von (Tanglieuzellen

reprasentieren und ferner, dass die Entwickelung der Spinalganglien

eine langsame ist, welche erst in spateren Zeitraumen von dem

Leben des Thieres abgeschlossen wird."

In tearing preparations of older animals the same investigator found

that the crescent-shaped cells that are situated within the same

capsule as other ganglion cells, have no processes. These observations

of mine, however, are not made from tearing preparations, in which

one has of course always to reckon with the possibility of the

removal of processes that have really been present, but are

made from continuous series of intensely impregnated Bielschowsky-

preparations, in which one can very easily look for these colonies

section by section. In the series of sections from which fig. 4

is taken there is no trace of any processes. The spinal ganglion

in question is intensely impregnated according to the method mentioned

above. The impregnation is very successful ; not only the axons.
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but the iieuro- fibrils appeal- exceedingly distinct!}'. One may tlins

postulate that if processes of the cells in this colony had i-eally

existed, they would also have clearly appeared in the sections. That

these cells are likewise at an eaily stage in their development is

indicated, in addition, by the fact that there are evident bridges of

protoplasm between some of them. In this series of sections there

are, however, colonies of cells which, as fai" as one can judge, are at

later stages in their development — in these the different cells have

processes, there are no bridges of protoplasm between them, and

the future ca|)sules of the separate cells exhibit the first traces of

their development. In the cells of some of the colonies found in the

3,5 yeai- old dog I have been able to show processes — there were

also signs showing that these colonies were at a later stage of

development than the one shown in fig. 4. In the five year old dog,

as has been mentioned above, I found only a single colony of cells

and no apolar cells. The results of counting the ganglion cells and

their axons indicate, however, that there really are apolar cells here

as welP). The purely mor|)hological observations in the 3.5 and

5 year old dogs do not, of course, quite exclude the |)0ssibility of

there being colonies of cells here as well at a very early stage of

development, but with i-egard to this they indicate that in older

animals these formations are relatively very rare. It is to be noted

that such eminent investigators as Key and Rktzius''), Schwalbe')

and of recent years Ranson '), are decidedly against the opinion

that apolar cells are to be found in the spinal ganglia on the other

hand. Kölliker*), Muller") and others hold the opinion that such

cells really exist. It would lead me too far fi-om my real subject

were I to discuss in detail the literature concerning apolar cells in

the spinal ganglia. I must content myself with the references already

given, and in connection with this point I wish to state that there

are also investigators who have observed processes from cells in

colonies similar to those described above; such are Ahndt') and

Stienon *) etc.

1) These and other explanatory details will be given more fully in a forllicoining

and more complete work.

2) Key and Retzius. Studiën in d. Anat. d. Nervensyst. u. Bindegewebe, Bd. 2,

1876.

?) ScHWALBE, Arch, f Mikr. Anat. Bd. 4; 1868.

*) Ranson, L. c.

^) KöLLiKEE, Handbuch der Gewebelehre, 5 Aufl., 1867, quoted from Muller E.

6) Muller, E., 1. c.

7) Arndt, Archiv f. Mikr. Anal-, Bd. 10, 1873.

S) Stienon, Annales de l'universilü libre de Bruxelles, 1880, quoted from Muller E.
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If now we summarize the observations that have been made and

given above on these colonies of cells and the processes of the cells

that belong to them, it seems to be clearly shown that some at hast

of the apolar cells in these colonies grow out to new neurones during

the postembryonic growth of the animal. On the other hand It does

not seem to me so easy to decide how these colonies of cells arise.

The way is perhajDS that small cells from the capsule cells which

have been developed mitotically, or are at least situated within the

capsule, grow out into new ganglion cells, which are added to other

ganglion cells already existing within the same capsule. Might not a

relatively large ganglion cell, which in some respects is at an earlier

stage of development — for instance, apolar — increase in number

and become one of these colonies of cells by means of amitotic

divisions. 1 have not been able to decide with certainty whether

one or the other or both of these methods of formations occur, though,

as a matter of fact, there are signs in my preparations to support

the idea that both these methods of formation may occur.

If, as seems to be shown above, a new formation of neurones in

the spinal ganglion i-eally occurs post-embryonally, one would and

might, of course, also expect to find, during post-embryonic life,

figures of growing axons in the peripheral nerves. I have examples

of such claviform figures, which are quite evident in sil\ er-impreg-

nated preparations of, for instance, the dorsal and ventral lOots of

young dogs. More details of this will, however, be given below.

I consider that 1 have now shown that the cells. in the spinal

ganglia sufficiently explain the origin of the actually existing and

fairly considerable post-embryonic numeric growth of axons in the

dorsal roots of the spinal nerves. I shall now pass on to examine

to some extent in connection with those matters the

Medulla spinalis.

There is but exceedingly scanty information about post-embryonic

divisions of the ganglion cells of the central nervous system to be

found in literature, and the existing accounts are not generally

admitted to be correct. These accounts, howexer, take two directions.

Some investigators maintain that the cells in this region divide by

means of mitoses, others say that the usual method of increase in

this case is that of amitotic cell division.

Mitoses.

Allen') states that in the spinal cord of an "albino rat" twelve

1) Allen, Ezra. The cessation of mitosis in the central nervous system of the

Albino rat; J. Gomp. Neurol. Vol. 22, pp. 547—568, 1912.
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days old he found (counting in mm») 46 mitoses in the cervical,

75 in the thoracic aud 14 in the lumbar region, but that in an

animal twenty days old he could not show a single one.

Hamilton^) found in thirteen succeeding sections, 6,75 /t thick,

from the medulla spinalis of a four days old rat mitoses in the

ependyma and 64 situated extraventricularly.

Addison W. H. F. ') found in au "albino lal" nearly 22 days old

mitoses "in the other granule layer" of the cerebellum.

ScLAVUNOS G. ') has obseived mitoses in the central nerve system

of new-born dogs.

SuGiTA Naokf ''), who has studied the post-embryonic growth of

the cortex of the brain in the "albino rat", found that the value

for the number of cells in this region in the ten days old animal

was 1,9 X the value at birth, and that the number of cells increases

further dui-ing the next ten days and is complete at twenty davs.

After this time the number of cells is practically constant and the

number of cells in the fuUy-gi-own state is approximately twice as

great as at birth. These calculations are based on the determination

of the number of cells in only two layers at only one place and

therefore their general value may be questioned. S. has, however,

previously shown by measurements made at different places on the

cortex of the brain that it undei'goes the same relative increase in

thickness between birth and maturity. S. considers that the values

obtained may therefore with great probability be generalized foi- the

whole cortex. With regard to the way in which such a post-em-

bryonic increase in the number of cells in the coilex takes place

one can, of course, herein supported by Allen, who in 25 days

old specimens of the "Albino rat" found as many as 27 mitoses

per mm' of tissue in the cerebrum, consider that it is due to

mitotic division.

The values given for the number of mitoses and for the increase

in number of the cells in the central nervous system do not refer

to any definite number of cells, but apply to all the cells taken

together, and thus do not exclude an increase in the number of

^) Hamilton. Alice, The division of difTerenlial cells hi the cenfral neivous

system of the white rat. J. Gomp. Neui., Vol. II, pp. 297—320, 1901.

-) Addison, W. H. F., The development of the Pnrkhije cells and of the cortical

layers in the cerebellum of the Albino ?'«^. J. Gomp. Neurol. Vol. 21, pp. 459— 487.

') ScLAVUNOS, G., lleber Keimzellen in der weissen Subslanz des Rückeumarks

von alteren Embryonen und Neugeborenen Anat. Anz., Bd. 16, 1899.

*) SuGiTA Naoki, Gomparative Studies on the growth of the Cerebral cortex

III, IV and VI, Journ. Comp. Neur. Vol. 29, 1918.

67
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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both glia and ganglion cells. The mitoses found in the central

nervous system of joang animals do not seem to refer to so-called

neuroblasts (His) '), b"f ^l^e preparation indicates that Kokli.iker ")

is right when, partly by reasoning and partly by direct observations,

he comes to the conclusion that those "Keimcellen" that are in

mitosis are undifferentiated epithelium-cells, which give rise to both

glia and ganglion cells. Schaper ') arrives at the same result by his

investigations of the course of differentiation in the central nervous

system of the trout. We thus seem to be justified in postulating as

a fact that as long as mitoses can be shown in the central

nervous system a new formation of ganglion cells is also taking place.

In Prenant ") we read as follows: a. "Les cellules nerveuses, en

se différenciant, out perdu le pouvoir de se reproduire, b. Les rares

multiplications qu'il a été possible d'observer dans les cas de cicatri-

sation de portions du névraxe, appartiennent a la nenroglie (Valknza,

Marinesco, Monti) ; c. Enfin il n'est [)as exclus que les quelques mitoses

observées doivent également être assignees a la neuroglie". Among
the investigators who do not seem lo be able to admit the possi-

bility of an increase of the neurones during post-embryonic life 1

want to njention also Bizzozero *) and Marinesco'). In deciding such

matter these authors seem more or less to have proceeded from the

idee préconcu that the neurons have a very long life and

are nearly perpetual. They consider that this is an absolutely neces-

sary qualification if the individual is to perserve its psychical

inheritance, to form associations of ideas, and for memory in general.

A close study of suitable preparations of, for instance, the spinal

cord from animals of different ages will soon convince us that

this does not quite agree with the real facts. For in these

preparations one finds not infrequently figures of ganglion cells

which are degenerating as well as those which indicate generation.

Nor is the literature on the subject without scattered statements

about observations of such degeneration in the central nervous

1) His, Die Neuroblasten und deren Entstehung im embryonalen Mark. Arch f.

Anal. u. Entwickelungsgesch. 1889.

2) V. KoELLiKER, Gewebelehre, Bd. 2, 1893.

5) Schaper, Archiv, fur Enlw. mech. der Organ. Bd. 5.

^) Prenant, Histologie et Anatomie microscopique, t. 11. p. 353, 1911,

") BizzozERO, G . Accrescimento e rigenerazione neH'organismo (Conference du

Prof. G. BizzozERO au Congres international tenu a Rome en 1894). Voir, en

outre, dans le 2« volume des oeuvres scientifiques du même auteur publié a Milano

en 1905, et dans les Arch, ital de Biol. t. XXI, p. 93, quoted from Paladino.

^) Marinesco, G., La cellule nerveuse, Vol. 1, p 400, Paris 1909.
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system. Among the investigators who have made such observations

we mention Rktzius, v. Gkhuchten, Rainion y Ca.jai,, Dkjkkink.

The presence of degenerating nerve elements in individnals that

are growing also renders the possibility of a regeneration of sncli

vei'y probable. If there is no regeneration, the nerve elements would,

of course, decrease during growth—a phenomenon thai is not indi-

cated by any recorded observations. The probability of generation

becomes certainty, however, when one investigates snitable prepa-

rations from the central nervous system, for instance from the

spinal cord of animals at various post-embryonic ages. Such prepa-

rations show numerous figui-es of new growth, which seem to me
sutHicient to explain not only how degenerated ganglion cells

are replaced, but also how the increase in nerve fibres in the

central roots arises, which I pioved above to exist during the pei-iod

of growth.

I have made suitable preparations for these investigations from

the spinal cord of toads, mice, rats and dogs of ditïerenl post-em-

bryonic ages. The uiaterial was fixed either in Flemming's or Zenker's

fixing liquids and the paraffin sections cut from it were impregnated

either with Heidenhain's iron-alum h(jematoxylin or with Eri>ich's

acid iKBmatoxylin. I have in addition, quite excellent Bielschowsky-

prepai-ations from this material.

In the hcKmatoxylin-impregnated preparations from toads 2 cm.

long (from neck to sacrum) and ten days old mice 1 found some
— but very few — mitoses. On the other hand I have not found

any certain examples of such mitoses in the older individnals of this

species nor in six and seventeen days old dogs or in full-grown

ones. In a young mouse 23 days old (Mils muse. var. <ilbas) I found

three appearances, which are reproduced in figs. 9 and 11. The

figures are carefully drawn from preparations — which are from

the material that was fixed by Fi.emming's method — and, at the

first glance, certainly produce the impression of being mitoses, and

it is possible, of course, that this is the case. A nundier of facts

seem to me, however, to render this doubtful; these are first, that I

have not found any more mitoses in this animal and, secondly, that in

other mice of equal age, in which the material was fixed according to

Zenker's method — this method gave better and finer results —
and impregnated in the same way, I have not found any trace of

mitoses. In any case I have not found any appearance of a mitosis in pre-

[)arations of the spinal cord of white mice more than 24 days old.

My observations of mitoses in the spinal cord of growing individuals

thus agree on the whole with those previously made by other in-

67*
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vestigators. As far as the animals investigated bj me are concerned,

an increase in the number of neurones by means of mitotic division

of nerve cells seems thus to be concluded during the first month of

post-embryonic life. Donaldson's') statement: "Moreover, in the case

of the albino subjected to modifying conditions after 30 days of age,

tJie mimher of neurones is already complete at this age, so that the

changes induced are again merehj of size""), uidess some neurones

should have been destroyed," is an assertion that 1 cannot agree

with, as far as my material is concerned, and I am inclined to

think that it does not describe the conditions in any animal. If

one gives a strict definition of a neurone as being a nerve-cell

with its processes, one of which is an axon and the others dendrites,

and one adds to this the generally accepted condition, which by

means of the evidence put forward about it, has almost become

a certainty, namely that one cell in the ventral horn does

not send more than one axon out into the ventral root and that

the axons do not show any T-division on tiieir way through this

root, the considerable post-embryonic increase in the numl)er of

axons in this i-egion, which has been shown above to be an actual

fact, is a proof of tiie real existence of an increase in the number

of neurones during a considerably longer period of development than

the one given by Donaldson.

The Wistar school (Donaldson and others) have, as has been stated

above, with their splendid statistical and experimental investi-

gations found, by means of the methods they have used (staining

of medullary sheaths), that post-embryonic growth in the nerve roots

is principally merely an advancing myelinisation. The most important

of all the changes that take place during this process, namely the

post-embryonic growth in the number of axons, has quite escaped

theii- notice. There was therefore no need to look foi' an increase

in the number of neurones going on for a longer lime postembiyonally

than the time during which the mitosis in the cenli-al nervous system

showed clearly that an increase of this kind really existed. But is

mitosis the only way in which an increase or a new formation of

the cells in the central nervous system can take place?

Scattered statements in the literature exist to the effect that a new

formation of nerve-cells may also take i)lace by means of

') Donaldson, H. H., Hatai, S. and King, H. D. Postnatal growth of the Brain

under several experimental conditions. Studies on the albino rat. Journ. Nerv. and

Mental Disease. Vol. 42, 1915.

') The italics are mine.
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Amitotic division.

Most invesligalors believe, with Fi.emming, that mitotic cell division

is the only way in which a new growth in a healthy body can

take place. And it is generally admitted that amitotic cell division

occurs only in pathological tissues and, apart from this, only in

cells that have a very short life. As has been pointed out above,

the nerve cells are generally admitted to have a life equal in length

to that of the individual; it is therefore obvious that any idea of

an increase in these by amitotic division must be out of the (piestion.

And 1 must myself confess that the idea of the permanence and

high position of the neurones among the cells in general has become

so deeply rooled through studying handbooks of medicine as well as

the majority of special treatises on this subject that it is really

difficult to get accustomed to the idea that there may be another

possibility for the increase in the nerve-cells than mitotic division.

If, however, one comes quite freely, as I did, to the problem of

exi)laining the actually existing increase in the nerve-fibres during

the whole post-embryonic development, and finds that this explanation

has to be sought in an increase in the number of the neurones and

not in a cleavage of the axons — and this at the same time as one

finds signs of how a large number of the nerve cells are degene-

rating and dying away, then of course the new formation of ganglion

cells, even after mitoses no longer occur in these regions, must be

considerable. There are also in the central nervous system, as will

be described in more detail below, appearances that seem to indicate

that amitotic division of young cells really takes place there. Obser-

vations pointing in this direction have already been made and

described in literature, although this information seems to have

attracted but little attention.

Rohdf/) described in 1896 how ganglion cells in invertebrates

increase by amitotic division. R. distinguishes four different types

of such a division in these animals. As invertebrates have not been

the object of my investigations in this matter, I cannot criticize

R's statements, although some of them seem somewhat strange.

Paladino*) (1914) describes amitotic division of cells in the central

nervous system of vertebrates. P. states that the neurones degenerate

and perish, and in connection with this there is a new development of

nerve elements. There are good reasons for believing that this

^) ROHDE, 1. c.

2) Paladino, 1. c.
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development takes place by means of the activity of the ependyma

and to a subordinate and limited extent by means of direct division.

Where (hese elements exist they sink down and gradually disappear,

sending off a first process, which grows and is lengthened, while

others are also developed, so thai gradually a multipolar cell arises.

"Avant d'arriver a cette diflferenciatiou, ces elements se divisent ca

et la par scission directe, qui, on bien se complete — et alors les

nouveaux elements restent en connexion avec un des prolongements

— on bien ne s'achève pas, et on a alors des formations gemellaires

de divers degré. Ces faits penvent s'observer le long de la moelle

épinière d'individus d'age différent et dans des preparations obtenues

avec des séries de sections frontales et avec las divers colorations".

Palauino accompanies his statement with a figure to show how the

epithelium-cells (ependyma) are further differentiated and move down

into the surrounding tissue. On the other hand it is to be regretted

that P. did not add a figure showing a cell engaged in direct division

and that he did not give a more detailed description of the amitoses

in the central nervous system observed by him.

The more thoroughly I study my preparations from the central

nervous system of animals of various post-embryonic ages, tlie more

convinced am I that Paladino is right in his statements as given

above. In these preparations of mine I have found, in a number

of places, appearances that indicate, just as clearly as P.'s figure, a

movement of cells from the ependyma into the surrounding tissue. These

appearances are not, however, found continuously along the whole

central canal, but occur scattered here and there — this too agrees with

P.'s statements. On the other hand, with regard to figures of direct

cell division, I have observed a great many which, in my opinion,

are to be interpreted in this way. And as a matter of fact I have

obtained series of such appearances which show the different stages

of a direct cell division. Notches, indentations and irregularities in

shape occur very often in the nuclei of the nerve cells. If, howexer,

such appearances be examined more closely, we shall find in most

cases that they cannot be counted as figures of amitotic divisions-

Thus figures which may with a great degree of probability be

considered as stages of amitotic cell divisions do not occur in such

abundance in my preparations of the spinal cord from the above-

mentioned animals. Fig. 13 shows a type of these notches, whicii

are very common in the nuclei of ganglion-cells, but which, as far

as one can see, have nothing at all to do with amitotic divisions

of the cells. Figs. 14 and 15 are cell-plasmodia or syncytia, of which

one often sees examples, especially close to the ependyma. The



sjncjiiiim in fig. 14 was sitnaled iiiunediately beneath tlie ependyma,
and that in tig. 15 in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord in a

jonng wliite monse ten days old. Figures ib, 2a, 3a, 96, 10, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19. 20, and 21 are pictures of different stages of

young nerve cells engaged in amitotic division. These tigures are

all drawn from appearances in the spinal cord of a white mouse,

the two first from an animal 24 days old and the others from 10

days old animals. In the tnaterial from toads ^nd dogs that was

investigated, similar appearances to those in the white mouse have

been found to about the same extent. Fig. 9b shows one stage of

direct cell division which in my opinion is very rare; I myself

have only found this single case. Fig. 20 shows the most advanced

incision usually seen. Transitional stages between this and complete

division of the nuclei occur exceedingly seldom. I obtained a parti-

cularly welcome opportunity thiough Professor Boekk's great kindness

during my visit to Holland last summer — of observing in eelem-

bryos that it really is a fact that the appearance of amitoses is

vei-y rare in cases where the daughter-nuclei show only very narrow

communicating bridges between each other. It is, as we know,

generally recognized that the nuclei in the myogene tissue increase

by direct division during a later stage of its diflferentiation into

muscular fibres. Eel-embryos are particularly suitable for the study

of this development (Godlewski E. ^). Boeke's very fine preparations

of these embryos showed in this region numerous nuclei engaged in

amitotic division. It is worthy of note that here too, among this

mass of nuclei in amitotic division, no stage could be discovered

in which the nucleus showed a far advanced incision — and con-

sequently a very small communicating bridge between the two

daughter-nuclei. — Accordingly, after studying this material, I was

inclined to assume that the last part of the process of division took

place rapidly, without any narrow drawn-out communicating bridge

between the daughter nuclei being formed. With this in view, it is

not strange that I looked u|)on the appearances that form the basis

of fig. 21 with a certain amount of surprise and doubt. Does this

figure really show stages of amitotic cell division or are they on\y

artifical products? The preparations were well fixed and as a matter

of fact do not support the idea of there being artificial products.

The nucleoli show a particularly great generative tendencj'. If we

') Godlewski, E. Ueber Kernvermehrung in den quergeslreiften Muskelfasern

der Wirbeltiere, Bull, intern, de I'Academie des Scien. de Cracovie. 1900.

-) Godlewski. E. Die Entwicklung des Skelet- und Herzmuskelgewebes der

Saugethiere. Arch. f. micr. Anat. B. 60, 1902.
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add that this picture is the only one among my extensive material

in which I found such far advanced incisions in the nuclei, these

facts certainly support the idea tliat there really are natural forma-

tions. All these cells that show signs of amitotic division are very

young. Some of them have no signs at all of processes (fig. 19 and

bo), while others show indications of the beginning of a develop-

ment of these (tigs. 96, 16, 17, 18, and 21). I can agree with Pala-

DiNo's statement quoted above that it is only before the differentia-

tion of the processes that amitotic division takes place. On the strength

of the appearances in this material I am of the opinion that the

amitotic division proceeds in the way :

a) The nucleolus') increases in length and begins to show incisions

in the middle ; this incision becomes deeper and deeper (figs 16 and

17) and finally we have a division into two nucleoli, each of which

moves to an end of the nucleus of the cell, which has begun to

become drawn out into a more or less oval formation. The nucleoli

often exhibit a continued power of generation even after they have

moved out to the future daughter-nuclei; it is this that causes us

often to see in such daughter-nuclei either one nucleolus engaged

in direct division or else several nuclei, a number of which may

be seen moving out of the nucleus. I have not been able to decide

with certainty whether the filaments (nuclear fibres) of the nucleus

thereby have any specific function. It is a fact, however, that there

are sometimes appearances which point to this being i-eally the case

(fig. 16 and 17). h) The drawn-out, elliptical nucleus begins to show

signs of incision in the middle (fig. 16, 17, and 18). This incision

usually takes place in the middle, so that the two daughter-nuclei

are equally large. There are, however' figures showing the existence

of a slight dissymmetry (fig. 18). The incision grows deeper, but is

not as a rule, however, deeper than is shown in fig. 20, the con-

nection between the nuclei being retained. Incision of the nuclei as

far advanced as that shown in figs. 9b and 21 is exceedingly infre-

quent and these figures are the only ones I found of this type.

There are also figures that indicate that the fibres of the nucleus

may have something to do with the division of the nucleus, c) If

the cell in which the nucleus divides amitotically is at a very early

stage of development, a cleavage of the protoplasm does not, in

most cases, ensue, but a cell plasmodinm arises. These cells are

') It should, however, be noted that such phenomena of new growth often appear

in the nucleoli without the nucleus otherwise showing any signs of an amitotic

division.
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then situated most fi-eqiieiitly in tiie neigbourliood of the central

canal (fig. 15). If tlie cell is at a somewhat later stage of develop-

ment, an incision of the nucleus is usually accompanied bj a division

Of the surrounding protoplasm, which even at the same stage shows

protoplasmic processes engaged in development (fig. 10). Cells of

this last type are situated farther away from the ceuti-a! canal.

It is noteworthy that the sti'ucture of the Jiucleus in the cell engaged

in amitotic division seems to be relatively intact in comparison with

the corresponding condition in mitotic cell division.

With regard to the degree of the neurone formation 1 think that,

on the ground of the reasons given above, I may go a step furt[ier

than Pat.adino when he writes: "En conclusion, le tissu nerveux

lie fait pas exception a la loi, d'après laquelle tout tissu vit dans

I'ensemble et se renouvelle isolement, pour lemplacer les elements

qu; se détériorent et se détruisent; en d'autres termes, le tissu ner-

veux, lui aussi, est nn siège de regeneration pour ainsidire restauratrice."

It seems to follow from what has been shown above that we are

not dealing with merely a restoration of, but also with iiu increase

in the number of neurones.

In order to complete this survey I shall add the results of my
investigations of the

Appearances of growth

of the axons in the dorsal and ventral roots of the spinal nerves. As

has already been shown above, the calculations of the number of

the nerve fibres in cross-sections of the dorsal and ventral roots of

the spinal nerves made at a, ajixwdb, 6; text fig. 1 gave such values

that one might expect that figures of growth might also really be

shown in longitudinal sections of these roots. Silver-impregnated roots

from some intact lumbal nerves of a 17 days old dog were set np

in series of sections of suitable thickness, and then the preparations

were searched for figures of growth. These investigations showed

the occurrence of a large number of figures of nerve-fibres free

from medullary sheaths, whose ends are situated between the two

section surfaces of the preparations; the shape of these ends shows

that they could scarcely* be due to the nerve-fibres having been cut

off when the sections were cut. Of the different shapes that the

ends of these nerve-fibres take I will only mention one here, namely,

that which shows a swelling at the point; this swelling has in most

cases a claviform shape (figs. 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26). The nerve-

fibres in these cases were very fine, and showed repeated convolu-

tions during their course (fig. 26). A large number of such nerve-
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fibres with a winding course were to be found \n my preparations,

althongli I could not find the free end of all of them. Of these

figures of growtli at least those that form tiie basis of figs. 22, 25,

and 26 may be considered as being absolutely reliable. These figures

resemlile, of course, those usually found in preparations of nerves

engaged in regeneration (in the regeneration of a peripfieral end

of a nerve, being pi-oduced experimentally), Boeke, RaiMon y Cajal,

etc. We thus arrive at the interesting fact that in the roots of the

segmental nerves of fully intact animals as old as those we are

dealing with there really exist neurites engaged in growth, and also

a new formation of neurones — a phenomenon that must be con-

sidered of fundamental importance for a comprehension of the post-

embryonal growth of the whole individual.

Resume and conclusions.
r

The investigations of the material in question have shown that

the post-embryonic growth of the peripheral nerves is not due
— as far as the axons are concerned — solely to an advancing

myelinisation (Donaldson, etc.) and an increase in the thickness of

the sej)arate axons, but is also due to an increase in the number
of axons. This increase in the number of axons is, however, relatively

larger during the earlier than durnig the later post-embryonic period

of the animal's development. It is of special interest to note that the

results of counting the axons show that the increase in the number
of axons goes on for a considerable length of tiuie during the post-

embiyonic life of the individual (see the table). This post-embryonic

period during which an increase in the number of nerve fibres in

the roots of the spinal nerves takes place is many times longer

than that during which mitoses can be shown in the spinal ganglia

and the spinal cord.

Investigations carried out with the object of explaining the method
in which such a post-embryonal increase in the number of axons

arises have shown that it can not be explained by means of 7- or

}^-division of the nerve fibres or by assuming that the same nerve

cell sends off more than one axon, but that the explanation must
be sought in a real increase in the number of the neurones. This

increase in the neurones seems to a great extent to be due to the

fact that from young cells lying in reserve processes are developed,

among which the so-called axons grow out in, among other regions,

the roots of the nerves and the peripheral neives. Probably the

young cell material in the spinal cord comes from undifferentiated
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cells in tlie ependjma and that in the spinal ganglia from nndiffe-

rentiated cells among the capsnlar cells. These cells increase during

their dilFerentiation into ganglion cells, among others, partly bj means

of mitotic division and as far as I can see from my preparations

also partly by means of amitotic division. This post-embryonic

increase in the number of the cell-material is greater during the

first month of post-embryonic life, but seems to continue afterwards

as well. It is only during the first month of the post-embryonal

life of the individual that one sees mitoses in these cells, but even

during its continued life cell-division seems to occur; it then takes

place amitotically. These new ganglion cells that have arisen by

mitotic or amitotic division seem to develop into neurones, which

not oidy i-eplace older neurones that have been destroyed by

degeneration (Paladino), but also help to increase the absolute number

of neurones.

Figures of growth for the axons have been shown morphologically

in the dorsal and ventral roots of the lumbar nerves of a 17 days

old dog '). These figures of growth have been, among various other

shapes, claviform — thus under completely physiological conditions

the same shape is found for the figures of growth of the axons as

is usually found in experimentally produced regeneration of periphe-

ral nerves.

Addendum..

It seems as if the post embryonal increase in the neurones can

be etfected by external influences. Thus, for instance, it has api)eared

that in growing animals (among others Mus luuscuhis var.

alhus) the increase in the numbei- of axons can be intensified

by suitably adapted and gradually increased training. If, on the

other hand, the training has been made too intense, quite a

contrary result is obtained — the number of axons has been found

to be relatively less in these animals than in the controlling aninials.

During my continued investigations of this problem I have succeeded

in showing, in, among other animals, a 3,5 year old dog, numerous

transitional stages from indifferent cells — as large as small capsular

cells — to fully developed ganglion cells. These different transitional

stages have been examined with regai-d to the position, size, off-

shoots and neuro-fibrillar structui-e of the cells. These questions will

be dealt with more fully in a later and more complete account.

') This is the oldest animal that 1 have investigated so far with regard to this.



Chemistry. — "Catalysis. (Part VI). Temperature coefficients of

heterogeneous reactions:' By Nil Ratan Dhak. (Communicated

by Prof. Ernst Cohen).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of February 22, 1919).

Ill foregoing- papers'), the temperature coefficients of catalysed

and nncatalysed reactions in a liomogeneons medium have been

studied. It has been shown that a positive catalyst produces a lower-

ing in the value of the temperature coefHicient of the reaction, the

reverse is the case with a negative catalyst. It was also proved that

the higher the order of a reaction, the smaller is the temperature

coefficient.

The object of this paper is to discuss the experimental researciies

and find, if 'possible, siinilar relations in the domain of heterogen-

eous reactions.

In order to make clear the question of the temperatuie coefHicients

of heterogeneous reactions, it is necessary to indicate briefly their

characteristics.

In a leaction between a liquid and a solid, according to the

diffusion theory of reaction velocity a thin layer of liquid adhering

to the solid remains unaffected by stirring and the reaction is main-

tained by the transport of dissolved substances across this layer of

diffusion. Moreover, it- is assumed that at the boundary surface

between two phases, the velocity of the chemical reaction is extreme-

ly high. When the diffusion is sufficiently slow compared with the

other stages of the reaction the velocity of the whole reaction will

be determined by the rate of diffusion alone.

This theory was tirst proposed by Noyes and Whitney') for some

special cases, but its general applicability to various types of hetero-

geneous reactions was indicated by Neknst and Bkunner '), and has

since been accepted by several investigators as giving the best ex-

planation of facts in heterogeneous systems.

On the other hand, the general applicability of the diffusion theory

1) Jour. chem. soc 1917, 111, 707; Annales de chimie, 1919.

3) Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1897, 23, 689.

3) ibid. 1904, 47, 52, 56.
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was contested by Ericson-Auren and Fai.maer M, Tammann *), Marc'),

SeNTER *), Wn.DERMAzNN ^) etc.

Since, according to the diffusion theory, in chemical reactions

which occur merely at the boundarj^ between two phases, the

phenomenon is essentially one of diffusion, it is useless to fry and

determine the order of reactions from the rate at whicii they proceed
;

this method of argument is only applicable, according to kinetic

considerations to the piobablity of collisions in homogeneous systems

and loses its significance when applied fo heterogeneous syslems.

Moreovei-, if the velocity is controlled by a diffusion process, one

will get a coefficient of the velocity similai- to that for a uni-molecular

reaction and the coefficient will be independent of the actual order

of the more rapid chemical reaction, whicli accom[)anies the process.

Consequently it is impossible to establish a relation between the order

of a leaction and its temperature coefficient in heterogeneous systems.

(<7) Temperature coefpcients of niicatalysed reactions.

Another consequence of the diffusion theory is that the temj)era-

ture coefficient for an elevation of 10^ should be of the order 'J .3 i.e.

of the same order of magnitude as the temperature coefficient of

diffusion (compare Ohölm ")). We shall now see if experimental

results confirm this inference from the diffusion theory. The following

is the summaiy of results. (See table J next page).

These results support the diffusion theory of reaction velocity in

heterogeneous medium. In this connection it is inteiesting to observe

that elevation of temperature np to a certain limit is found to l)e

without influence on the decomposition of some alcoholic compounds

by sodium amalgam (Löwenherz, Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1900, 32,480;

1902, 40, 400) and on the velocity of dissolution of Casein '\n

alkalies (Robertson, Jour. Phys. chem. 1910, 14, 377).

On the other hand, the following summary of results shows that

the conclusion as to the effect of temperature, is not corroborated

in these cases. (See table 2 next page).

It has already been pointed out that velocities of diffusion only

determine the rate of reaction when no other processes interfere

and specially when no slow processes, taking place in the homogen-

1) Zeit. Phys Chem. 1906, 56, 689.

2) ibid. 1910, 69, 257.

«) ibid. t908, 61, 385; 1909, 67, 470.

*) Jour. Phys. Chem. 1905, 9, 311.

5) Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1909, 66, 445.

6) ibid. 1905, 50, 309; 1910, 70, 385.
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TABLE 1.

Reaction. Reference.
U +10

(1) CaCOa 4- HCl

(2) Metals + acids

(3)

(4) Solution of CaS04. 2 H2O
in water

(5 1 Various reactions

(6) Evaporation of water

(7) Cu and NH4OH

(8) O2 and pyrogallates |

0.3 and haemaglobin
CO and „ )

(9) Halogens and metals
Chromic acid and metals
Ferric salts and metals

(10) Quinol and O2

(11) Dissolution of various
salts in water

(12) Dissolution of CO^ and
Oo in water

(13) Mg and HCl

Spring (Zeit. Phys. Chem., 1887, 1, 209) 1.5

Veley (Journ. chem. soc 1889, 55, 361) 1.21

ERicsoN-AuREN(Zeit.anorg.Chem. 1901,27,209) 1 .

1

Bruner and Tolloczko (Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1.5

1900, 35, 283)

Brunner (Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1904, 47, 56) 1.3

jABLCZYNSKi(Jour. chim. Phys. 1912,10,241) 1.1

Yamasaki (7*" Inter. Cong. App. Chem. 1 . 15

1909, Sec. X, 172)

BosELLi (J. Chim. Phys. 191 1, 9, 689; 1912, 1.1

10, 1)

Van Name and his associates (Amer. J. 1.28

Science 1910 [4], 237; 1916 [4], 42, 301;
1917 [4] 43, 449)

Euler and Bolin (Zeit. Physiol. Chem. 1908, 1.2

57, 80)

Wagner (Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1910, 71, 401) about
1.2

Carlson (Medd. K. Nobel Inst. bd2, N". 5, 1.4

1910).

Bonsdorff (ibid bd. 3, No. 8, 1915) 144
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eons pliase is ooniiected with the progress of tlie reaction. It seems

probable, that in the examples of reactions cited in Table 2, the

changes concerned are real chemical reactions rather than diffusion

processes. For these reactions it would be interesting to find out a

relation between their orders and their temperature coefificients, but

unfortunately no experimental work in this direction is available.

{b) Temperature coe/ficienU of catalysed reactions.

We shall now consider the temperature coefficients of reactions

catalysed heterogeneously. The following is the summary of import-

ant reactions investigated up till now:

TABLE 3.

(1) Decomposition of \\X>2 ' Senter, Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1903, 44, 257

by catalase (blood)

(2) Decomposition of H0O2
^

Bredig and his pupils, ibid 1899, 31, 258,

by colloidal Au.Pt, Irêtc. 320; 1901, 37, I, 323; 1901,38, 122; 1909,

! 66, 175

(3) Decomposition of H^O. ' Mc. Intosh, Jour. Phys. Chem. 1902,6,15
by colloidal Ag

(4) Decomposition of HjOo Mark. Dissert. Heidelberg 1907

by colloidal MnO^

(5) Hydrogenation in presence Zalkind and Pitchtschikoff, J. Russ. Phys.
of colloidal Pd Chem. Soc. 1914, 46, 1527

(6) Oxydation of NaH2P02 by Sieverts and Peters, Zeit. Phys. Chem.
colloidal Pd or Pd black 1916, 91, 199

(7) Reduction of methylene Bredig and Summer, ibid 1910, 70, 34
blue by H.COOH in pres-

ence of colloidal metals ,

(8) Decomposition of {a)
\

Blackadder, ibid 1913, 81^ 385
H.COOH and (6) H.COONa

|

in presence of colloidal Rh
j

(9) Oxydation of phenyl thio- Freundlich and Bjercke, ibid 1916, 91, 1

carbamide in presence of i

blood charcoal
I

(10) Oxydation of oxalic acid Warburg, Pfiüg. Arch. 1914, 155, 547

in presence of blood char-

coal
1

1.7

1.6

5

2

1.75

2

2

(a) 2

(6) 2.5

2.3

2.1

(11) Enzyme actions Generally higher than

The following table shows the summary of results obtained with

catalysts in the solid state:
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TABLE 4.

Reaction. Reference.
^f+10

k.

(1) Decomposition of ozone

(2)
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result that tlie homogeneous chemical reaction in the adsorbed layer

is the real process of which we determine the temperature coefficient.

Now it is interesting to obseive that Brkdig and Tkletoff (Zeit.

Elektrochem. 1906, 12, 583) have calculated the thickness of the

diffusion layer from the Nkrnst diffusion expression (Zeit. Phys. Oliem.

1888, 2, 634), utilising the data obtained from the decomposition

of hydrogen peroxide in presence of colloidal platinum and fonnd

the thickness to be 0.05 mm. i.e. of the same order as Bkunnkr

found in the case of the dissolution of benzoic acid in water. This

seems to show that in spite of the Brownian movement the dilfusion

layer remains unchanged. If this is true, the above explanation of

the high temperature coefficient in the case of colloids and enzymes

breaks down. Moreover, on this point of view, the high values of

the temperature coefficient obtained in the oxidations of oxalic acid

and phenylthiocarbamide in presence of the solid catalyst blood-

charcoal, remain entirely unexplained.

Looking at the whole problem, it seems probable that in some

cases the slow chemical change affects the velocity of the total

reaction, whilst in otlier cases, diffusion plays the most important

role and it is desirable to investigate fully the kinetics of each

individual case.

(-ertainly much light would be thrown on the whole cpiestion if

we can study the kinetics and temperature coefficients of one and

the same reaction without any catalyst and in presence of both

homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts. The velocity of decom-

position of hydrogen peroxide, for example, may be investigated at

various temperatures (1) without any catalyst and (2) in presence

of iodides or any other substance soluble in water (compare Bredig

and Walton. Zeit. Phys. Ohem. 1904, 47. 185) and (3) in presence

of colloidal metals, MnO,, charcoal, solid metals etc.

Lahoratoire de Chimie Minerale, Sorbonne, Paris.

Imperial Colleye of Science. London S. W. 7.

68

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.



Chemistry. — "The heterocinnamic acids of Ert.enmeuer Jr." Bj

A. W. K. DE Jong, corresponding member at Buitenzorg.

(Communicated by Prof. P. van Romburgh.)

(Gomraunicated in the meeting of 28 Dec. 1918).

Besides the storax cinnamic acids there are, according to Erlen-

MEYER Jr., two other normal cinnamic acids, the lieterocifinamic

acids, which were separated from sjntlietic cinnamic acid.

Erlenmeyer asserts that the difference between storax- and hetero-

cinnamic acid consists solely in tlie different mode of crystallisation

of these acids from ether. He says : ^) "Wie ich schon in der ersten

Abhandlung erwahnt habe, steht bei der Bearbeitung der Zimtsauren

als einziges brauchbares Unterscheidungsmerkmal die verschiedene

Krystallisationsart der Storaxzimtsaure und der synthetischen Zimtsiinre

ans Aether zur Verfiigung. Mit Hilfe dieses allerdings ungewöhnlichen

[Jnterscheidungsmittels gelang es, zu zeigen, dass die synthetische

Zimtsaure nach verschiedenen mitgeteilten Methoden in zwei unter

einander nnd von der synthetischen Same verschiedene Sanren, die

Storaxsaure und die Heterosaure, zerlegt werden kann, welche bei

der Analyse einen Unterschied in der Zusammensetzung nicht erkennen

liessen," while on page 502, loc. cit., he writes: "Begniigt man sich

damit, beide Sauren aus Wasser zu krystallisieren und die Schmelz-

punkte zu bestimmen, so wird man keinen so wesentlichen Unterscljied

walirnehmen, dass die Annahme einer prinzipiellen Verschiedenheit

berechtigt erschiene. Ganz anders abei-, wenn man die beiden Sauren

in Aether lost und diese Lösungen langsam verdunsten lasst. Aus

der aetherischen Lösung der Storaxsaure erhalt man so ohne Mühe
wasserklare, dicklallige, gut ausgebildete Kryslalle, welche mehrere

Zentimeter gross und iiber 2 mm. dick werden können ; aus der

aetherischen Lösung der reineu synthetischen Zimtsaure dagegen

krystallisieren unter genau den gleichen Bedingungen Aggregate von

über einandei- geschichtelen, mit einauder verwachseneu, ausserst

dunnen Lamellen, welche meist keine geradlinigen Umgrenzungslinien

erkennen lassen." "An demselben Thermometer beobachtet, schmilzt

1) Ber. 42, 2649.
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die synthefische Saure bei 132—133°, die Sforaxsanre bei 134—135°.^)"

It was shown by Riibek and Goldschmidt ') that the differences

between the synthetic and sloraxcinnainic acid observed by Erlenmeyer,

can easily be atlribnted to iinpni-ities in tlie synthetic 'acid, since

the mode of crystallisation of cinnamic acid is strongly intlnenced

by traces of other acids snch as chlor- or nitro-cinnamic acids. They
found tliat commercial synthetic cinnan)ic acid contained chlor-

cinnamic acid as an impurity.

To this Erlknmkykr ') answered that even synthetic cinnamic acid

prepared from pure, well crystallised storaxciiinamic acid by dis-

solving in alkali, oxidising with permanganate to benzaldehyde, and

then from this preparing the acid by the Perkin synthesis, exiiibifs

the same peculiar crystalline form.

In spite of this answer, a study of Erlenmkykr's papers leads to

the conclusion that heterocinnamic acid is not a pure substance, and
that the difference from ordinary cinnamic acid found by him must
be referred to some impurity.

According to Erlenmkyer') both synthetic and heterocinnamic acids

can be tiansformed, although with a lO"/, loss, into stoiaxcinnamic

acid by heating their colourless aqueous solutions with animal char-

coal. Also repeated sublimation °) brings about the transformation of

heterocinnamic into storaxciiinamic acid. He also succeeded by frac-

tional preci|)itatiou'') of the sodium salt of synthetic cinnamic acid in

easily se|)arating 90 7o as storaxcinnamic acid, whereas synthetic

cinnamic acid should consist of storaxcinnamic acid to the amount
of 50 7o. ') He says then :

«)

"Da die Heterozimtsaure, trotz der Gewinnung von Storaxzimt-

stiure aus ilir, in ihren Eigenschaften unverandert bleibt, kann man
nicht anders annehmen, als dass bei dem fortgesetzten Fraktionier-

ungsverfahien ein allmahlicher iTebergang von Hetero- in Storax-

zimtsaure stattfindet'.

In his detailed papers no indication is given of the method which

he used for the preparation of pure cinnamic acid for his investi-

1) Further particulars of the crystalline forms are given in Biocliem. Zeitschr.

34, 366 and in Ber. 42, 507.

2) Ber. 43, 453.

3) Ber. 43, 955.

*) Ber. 43. f076.

5) Ber. 42, 2658.

6) Bioch. Zeitschr. 34, 423.

7) Bioch. Zeitsclir. 34. 4'25.

8) Ibidem 424.

68*
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gations. Evidenllj lie assumes that well crystallised storaxcinnamic

acid ') can contain not even minimal amounts of impurities. Here,

however, it is a question of traces of impurity, seeing that so small

a quantity as 1 7^ of p-chlorocinnamic acid can so influence the

crystallisation of storaxcinnamic acid that it shows a perfect resem-

blance to the synthetic acid, ') while only 0.3 •/„ of o-nilrocinnamic

acid was necessary to produce the same etfect. ') If the impurity

occurs in smaller amount, it is possible that its effect on the

crystalline form is not observed. The reason why Eri,enmeyrr was

always able to prepare so-called synthetic cinnamic acid from

cinnaniic acid derived from various sources must thus be looked for

in the impurity of the materials used. Whether or not this impurity

was the same in all cases may for the present be left out of

consideiation. It must, however, have been a substance which on

oxidation gives an aldehyde from which by the Perkin reaction a

substituted cinnamic acid is formed. In the oxidation with permanganate

the benzaldehyde has relatively the better cliance of being oxidised

to benzoic acid than the aldehyde impui-ity, which occurs only in

traces, since, the vapour present being generally unsaturated with

respect to the latter, the impurity is more quickly removed from

the liquid reaction mixture. The amount of the impurity in the

benzaldehyde will thus be greater than in the cinnamic acid originally

used. In the Perkin synthesis, according to the researches of

Eri.enmeyer himself, the aldehyde impurity is more completely

transformed into the substituted cinnamic acid than the benzaldehyde,

since the cinnamic acid obtained was the so-called synthetic acid,

while fine crystals of storaxcinnamic acid were deposited from the

residual benzaldehyde. The cumulative result of these circumstances

should be that the amount of the impurity is increased, and its effect

in modifying the crystalline form rendered perceptible.

It seemed to me thus necessary to ascertain whether synthetic

cinnamic acid can in fact be prepared from pure cinnamic acid in

the way indicated by Erlenmeyer, and if the product has the

properties observed by him.

Preparation of pure cinnamic acid.

As raw material the ethereal oil extracted from the roots of

Alpinia malaccensis was used. This consists, according to the researches

1) Ber. 43, 957. He speaks here of "25 gr. der als einheitlich anerkannten

Storaxzimtsaure"

.

^) Ruber and Goldschmidt Ber. 43, 460 and Biochem. Zeitschr. 34, 406.

>) Ber. 43, 461.
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of VAN RoMBURGH, ') niostlj of the iiietlijl ester of cimianiic acid.

Erlenmeyek ') states that on treatment with etiier the cinnamic acid

prepared from Alpinia gave crystals on the sides of tlie beaker

which resembled the S3nthetic acid, while on the bottom beautifnl

crystals of «-storaxcinnamic acid were formed.

The ethereal oil was saponitied, (he solution extracted three times

with light petroleum, and the acid precipitated, filtered, and washed.

On oxidation with potassium permanganate the mixture foamed up

vigorously so that the distillation had to be continually interrupted

in order to avoid frothing over, although the flask was sufïiciently

large. For this leason (he yield was very poor. In order to purify

it, the acid was therefore dissolved by heating in sodium carbonate

solution. On cooling the solution was extracted three times with

light j)etroleum, and (he acid again precipitated. This product gave

no frothing on oxidation with potassium permanganate. Cinnamic

acid prepared by the Perkin synthesis separates out, according to

Erlenmkyer *), after treatment with ether in characteristically developed

crystals of «-cinnamic acid, which exhibited no perceptible difference

from the original acid.

The cinnamic acid was then dissolved in caustic soda solution in

just sufficient quantity of (he latter, so that 1 gr. of the 9 gr. acid

present remained uimeutralised *). The solution was then well boiled,

and the acid separated completely by shaking after cooling. From
solution in ether the acid crystallised in large flat plates which

differed from the original acid in their size and thinness. Hetero-

cinnamic acid, which, according to Erlenmeyer, should result from

this procedure, was not obtained. The crystals did not correspond

with those of the so-called synthetic cinnamic acid, since (he edges

were straight and the angles well formed. They approximated closely

to them, however, and showed also iridescence.

The possibility was not excluded that the difference from the

naturally occurring acid was due (o an impurity in the cinnamic

acid used. F'or this reason 1 have subjected the substance to different

processes of purification, which may be briefly indicated in the

following.

Parificdtion of the methi/lester hi/ crystal!Nation.

For this purpose more than 5 kilos of the ethereal oil were (aken

1) These Proceedings, April 1898.

3) Ber. 39, 1581.

3j Biochem. Zeitschr. 34, 406. In place of beakers Erlenmeyek used flasks.

*j Ber. 42, 519,
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from which, merely by allowing to stand, a large portion of the

ester separated out in crystals. It was jnirified by melting and by

allowing it to recrystallise slowly at the prevailing temperature

rabout 25—30°). The portion which still remained liqnid after 24

honrs was removed by draining. This procednre was repeated nnlil

the ester solidified entirely within 24 honrs. Its melting point mea-

snred on an Anschntz thermometer placed in the substance was

34° (a trace of water was present).

From 28 gr. of this ester a yield of 7.7. gr. of benzaldehyde was

obtained, which gave 4.25 gr. of cinnamic acid, while more than

3 gr. of benzaldehyde were separated which had not taken part in

the reaction'). Only 177o of the cpiantity of cinnamic acid used is

thus recovered as synthetic product. The synthetic acid was recrys-

tallised from boiling water lo free it from a small amonnt of brown

impnrity. On treatment with elher well developed crystals ()f f<-cin-

namic acid were obtained with stiaight edges and sharp angles.

The product, like the acid previously obtained, showed none of the

properties which Erlknmkykh ascribes to the so-called synthetic

cinnamic acid.

16 gr. of synthetic product were then prepared from the ester

by Ert.enmeyer's method, and from this 1 gr. was separated by

dissolving in an insnf!icient cpiaiility of a boiling solntion of caustic

soda. This last product crystallized from ether in thin transi)areiit

superposed glittering plates showing iridescence. Of these several had

curved edges. From benzene solution large thin plates with partly

curved edges separated out which under the influence of light gave

^.'-trnxillic acid. On cooling the hot petrol solution locally small

curved needles were obtained, which on exposure to light were trans-

formed into ,*-truxiliic acid. The properties of the first portion agree

with those of synthetic cinnamic acid as given by Erlenmeykr,

wdiereas, according to the method of preparation, heterocinnamic

acid should have resulted.

That in this case so-called synthetic cinnamic acid was obtained,

while the original oil treated in the same way gave a product in

which these properties were not yet fully developed, must probably

be attributed to the quantities of the cinnamic acid used, 9 gr. and

16 gr., from which the first fractious were prepared.

It may also be pointed out that so-called synthetic cinnamic acid

apparently occurs in tAvo forms, an «- and a ^-form. This fact is

not mentioned by Ehlknmeyer.

1) These figures are the means of eight preparations.
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A fiirtlier purification of the ester by crystallisation was under-

taken. A large vessel full of water was placed in a liay box. When
the ester was placed in the water its temperature was 36° and after

24 hours, 32°. After repeated crystallisations the melting point of

the ester was 34°.8— 34°. 9. The determination was made by heating

the ester in a testtube provided with an air-jacket in a bath at 45°.

A thermometer reading to '/„ ^^ ^ degree was placed in the sub-

stance, and the readings plotted on a curve.

The following temperatures are given as the melting-point of this

ester: 33°'), 36°') near 36°'), 34°*), while Schimmel and Co. found

36° for the ester from Wartara-oil, and 34° -35° for their own
preparations^). From this ester 16.5 gr. synthetic cinnamic acid was

prepared according to Erlenmkyer. The first portion separated from

the solution of the sodium salt; about 1 gr., was found on testing

with ether to be Eklenmeyer's synthetic cinnamic acid.

Purification of cinnamic acid hy cri/stallisation from water.

200 gr. cinnamic acid prepared from the roots of Alpinia Malac-

censis, was dissolved by boiling iii about 16 litres of water. On the

following day the crystallised acid was filtered off and again dissolved

in 16 litres of water. This procedure was repeated ten times. The

quantity of cinnamic acid had then been reduced to about 40 gr.

20 gr. of this product was then recrystallised four times from water

and from the final product synthetic cinnamic acid was prepared

by the method indicated by Eklenmeyer.

From 17 gr. of the synthetic acid the first fraction, about J gr.,

was separated and was deposited from ether in well formed thin

plates of cinnamic acid. These were larger and thinner than those

given by the original acid and were to some extent superposed.

Curved edges were not shown. The substance was thus not identical

with so-called synthetic cinnamic acid according to Erlenmeyer.

Purification of cinnamic acid by crystallisation from d6 "/„ alcohol.

860 gr. cinnamic acid, separated from the ethereal oil was dis-

solved in J 720 c.c. hot alcohol, and after filtration the solution was

made to crystallise by cooling and stirring. In this way a mass of

1) Anschütz and Kinnicutt, Ber. 11, 1220.

2) Weger. Ann. 221. 74.

3) VAN ROMBURGH, 1. C

*) Ultée, Mededeeling v. h. Alg. Proefstation at Salatiga II, N*^. 45.

6) GiLDEMEiSTER and Hoffmann, Die aeth. Oele, 2e Aufl. I, 522.
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very small crystals was obfaiiied, which, when filtered off and washed

with alcohol, gave 241 gr. of cinnamic acid. The product was

recrjstallized once more in the same way. The synthetic acid pre-

pared fro n tiiis gave a first fraction of 1 gr. from 13.5 gr.. which

was nnmistakahly Erlknmkyer's so-called synthetic acid.

It appears therefore from this investigation that the heterocinna-

mic acids of Eklknmeyer Jr. are not obtained by the method

described by him from pure cinnamic acid. Their formation is to

be ascribed to an impurity in the cinnamic acid which he used.

The heterocinnamic acids are therefore not pure chemical compounds.

A remark on the reaction of Beilstkin may i)e made here. Erlen-

MEYEH makes the following statement:') "Es mag hier darauf hinge-

wiesen werden, dass selbst die best krystallisierte Storaxzimtsaure,

welche bei der Prüfung mit Soda und Salpeter sicli chlorfrei eiweist,

niit der Kupferoxydperle in der Flamme des Bunsen-Brenners erhitzt,

dieser eine intensiv grüne Farbung zu verleihen vermag.''

I have also found that ciiuiamic acid, by whatever method it was

purified, always gave Beilstein's reaction, all hough only faintly.

The methylester, even the un purified snbstance, gave no coloured

flame reaction when heated with copper oxide. The copper salt is,

however, cpiickly formed by healing cinnamic acid and coppei'oxide,

and the same salt, pre|)ared from an alkaline solution of the ammo-

nium salt by precipitation with copper sulphate, gave the reaction

more distinctly than the free acid.

According to Erlenmeyer Jr., pine copper carbonate also gives

the reaction. Possibly the Beilstein reaction is more sensitive for

acids than for neutral substances or altogether inaj)plicable in the

case of most acids. In the meantime no conclusion can be arrived

at since the possibility of the presence of impurity, even in small

quantity, in the cinnamic acid used by me is not excluded.

Buitenzorg, August 1918.

1) Ber. 43, 956 note.



Chemistry. — ''On Metastahle Unmixing and the Classification of

Binary Systems.'" By Pi-of. F. E. C. Scheffeh. (Comiiuinicated

by Prof. Böeseken).

(Communicated in the meeting of .lanuary 25, 1919).

J. Ill the leceiitly published work on systems with (wo liquid

phases Büchner discusses in §4 the different spacial figures of systems

in which besides two liquid layers there also occur compounds. *)

He successively discusses there the systems with quadruple points

VL^ L^G ( F==: compound), and those which present analogy in

behaviour with the system diphenylamine-carbonic acid, which was

closely examined by Büchner.

In my recently published paper on the phenyl- and tolyl-carba-

minic acids') I have pointed out that the systems aniline, resp.

toluidine-carbonic acid belong to the categoiy first discussed by

Büchner, and that with a suitable choice of the homologues of

aniline a transition can appear in the second case discussed by

Büchner. The latter I have, however, indicated as the type sidphur-

etted hydrogen-ammoniac. In reference to this the following remarks

may be made.

2. In all (he systems in which a three phase line Sfj(T intersects

the critical line [)art of the latter is not stable, and if retardations

are not possible, it is, therefore, not realizable. This not realizable

part of the critical line can be either entirely metastable, or partly

metastable, partly unstable. Neither possibility can be demonstrated

directly experimentally.

In the system ether-anthraquinone examined by Smits it has always

been assumed up to now (hat the critical line has no cusps, and

that, therefore, no unmixing takes place in the unstable region ') ;

it has, howevei', been assumed in the system diphenylamine-carbonic

acid examined by Büchner that the critical line possesses two cusps

in the unstable regioti. In the stable i-egion the two systems exhibit,

however, a perfectly analogous behaviour. The reason to assume that

') Bakhuis Roozbboom, Heterogene Gieicligewichle. II 2. (1918) S. 184. et seq.

«) These Proceedings. 21. 644. (1919).

') Bakhuis Roozeboom. Heterogene Gleichgewichte II. 1. (1904). S. 378 et seq.
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there is no unmixing in one system, whereas metastable unmixing

is assumed to take place in the other case, lies in the shape of (he

critical line in the stable region, in one case it is possible to join

the two stable parts of the critical line by a curve with a regular,

continuous course; in the other case the critical line would have to

present a peculiarly steep course with a strongly pronounced maxi-

mum. This latter is deemed less probable, and can also be explained

in a plausible way by the assumption that the critical line has two

cusps. I will, however, point out that also metastable unmixing in

the unstable region is possible for the system ether-anthraciuiTione,

and that for the system diphenylamine-carbonic acid the metastable

unmixing has not been proved, but has only been rendered probable.

Hence a sharp classification of these types of binary systems i8

impossible.

A similar case is offered by the system sulphui-etted hydrogen-

ammoniac '). In this investigation I have theoretically examined what

phenomena occur in the stable region when a critical line intersects

tlie three phase line VLG\ it was not necessary to consider meta-

stable unmixing in that case, because it is clear that all the pheno-

mena in the stable region can be derived from a system without

unmixing. When now the ex|)eiiinental results of this research ai-e

examined, it appeal's tlmt the critical line, when it does not possess

cusps in the unstable rigion, must have a very steep course, just as

that in the system di|>henylamiue-carb()nic acid. (I have expressed

this graphically in my Thesis for the Doctorate). On the same grounds

that lead us for the system di|)henylamine carbonic acid to the con-

clusion of the existence of two cusps in the critical line, the system

sulphuretted hydrogen-ammoniac may be counted among the systems

with unmixing. As in my opinion this system would then be the

most elaborately examijied example of such systems, in which besides

unmixing also a compound occurs, 1 have indicated the second case

discussed by Büchner as the type sulphuretted hydrogen-ammoniac

in the cited paper.

J Decembei' 1918. Delft. Teclmicdl University.

1) Dissertatie Amsterdam 1909. Zeitschr f. physik. Ghem. 71. 214 and 671 (1910).



Physics. — "Oil the Theorn of the Bronminti Movement. Appeiidiv."

Bv Piof. .). D. VAN DER Waai,s Jr. (Comninnicated by Prof.

J. D. VAN DER WaAI.S).

(Communicated in the meeting uf Jan. 25, 1919).

In these Proceedings L. S. Oknstein and H. C. Burger ^) advance

some objections to a tlieory of the Brownian movement developed

by me. ') I will biiefly discnss some of them here.

I. The first rests entirely on a misnnderstanding. It refers to a

calculation of x—,/, = L =z the measured deviation of a suspended

particle obtained in a certain Dieosuved time t. When determining

the mean value of this quantity I omit a term with the product ')

x^wit), because this mean will be zero. 0. and B. think now that 1

mean that the equation:

'x,w{t)z={i (1)

will be valid for every value of t. They justly object to this, and

demonstrate that this would lead to absurd sesults. My meaning was,

however, that this equation would only hold for times that are

sufficiently great. It expresses precisely the same thing as 0. and B,

indicate in the graphical representation on p. 924 loc. cit., naiuely that

w{t) *) for / large again aj)proaches zero. That the times in which

1) L. S. Ornstkin and H. C Burger. These Proceedings, Vol. XXI. 922.

2) J. D. VAN DER Waals Jr. These Proceedings, Vol. XX. p. 1254.

") In this w represents the force that acts on the particle. Equation (1) some-

what resembles the equation

:

duit)

"(0^=0 . (la)

wliich has been repeatedly used by Miss Snkthlage and me in our considerations

on llie Brownian movement, and is among others derived by difTerentialing the

equation
\
u (t) \^ =: constant with respect to /. Equations 1 and 2, however, rest

on very different considerations, and are used in a very difterent way, so that we
should be very careful not to confuse them.

*) A line over a quantity denotes a mean. When no index is given, the mean
has been taken over all the suspended particles. An index as here the u{0) behind

the line expresses that the mean lias been taken over all the particles which had

the definite velocity u (a) at the moment t = 0.
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(he observed deviations are reached, are large enough to allow iis

to assume the equation for tlwse values of t, is known. From this

point of view my derivation is, therefore, not open to objection. ^)

II. A second objection of 0. and B. refei-s to my assertion loc. cit.

that most probably equation

Q = w{t;)^ w{iy)[t,-d)di} <:^^ (2)

will be valid. I derive this from the consideration that }r{t) will

satisfy the condition :

•I

j
xv (.'f) d') = (3)

Now 0. and B. are going to prove that this is erroneous. For this

purpose they expand w^t) into a series of Fourier. Now it would

be thought that the next step they had to take was to examine what

inflnence the condition (3) would have on the mean valne of the

coeflicients of this series. They do not speak, however, about equation

(3), and do not subject the coetTicients to any condition, and they

then come to the conclusion that Q might just as well be positive

as negative. Now it is not subject to any doubt that if ni{t) is not

subjected to any condition, the sign of Q might be just as well

-j- as — . It does not require an expansion into series according to

Fourier io prove this. But the influence which condition (3) has on

this sign, is left entirely unexplained by O. and B.

^) How greatly Messrs. 0. and B. misunderstand my meaning appears in a remar-

kable way from this that on one side when they think they give my views, they

repeatedly enunciate theories which are in contradiction with my meaning, but

that on the oilier liand when they think tliey are in conlradition with my theory

drawing the graphical representation in question on page 429 of their paper, they

in fact but represent in drawing a course of ?ü(0" "' entirely in agreement with

what I have communicated about this quantity partly in collaboration with Miss

Snethlage.

0. and B. admit that we were right in our contention that this curve begins

with the value 0. That also for large value of 1 1 assign the value lo w {t)
"'*'^ appears

from the equation (1) discussed just now. That further for n (o) > the value of

w{t) " *•"' becomes negative for small value of t has already been expressed in the

paper by Miss Snethlagk and me on the Brownian movement in the words: At

the moment itself that the velocity i» exists the force is independent of \X), so on

an average zero; Kq^=^0. After some time however a force will act which exhausts
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When we inquire into this influence it must be admitted that

condition (3) alone does not lead to the negative sign in a mathe-

matical strict way. I onl)' claimed loc. cit. to make it "highly

plausible" that the sign should be negative.

"('.)

If the curve wliich represents iv{t) as function of t, changes its

sign only once, and therefore presents a shape of the type of fig. ^,

the velocity. Finally loc cit. p. 1265 the equation occurs:

a-c

ƒw {,'J )d&= - a-.

which as I indicate there, will be valid for not too small values of /, and which

can haidly be reconciled with the supposition jq w (/) = for every value of (.
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the sign is certainly negative. But if, as is not excluded, /y(/') changes

its sign more than once, (3) is not sufficient to lead rigorously to

the negative sign. Possibly this may be shown by the aid of an

analysis according to Foukier, but it is simpler to derive this from

fig. B, where a course of the curve has been drawn which does

satisfy (3), and yet yields a positive value of Q. Nol)ody will,

however, assume a course like that. If the curve presents more

than one change of sign, it will probably be lepresented by a

strongly damped oscillating line of the type of fig. 6', in which (he

fact that it ends with a positive part at 7v{t) and satisfies condition

(3), renders the negative sign very probable for Q.

III. One of the principal objections of 0. and B. lefers to the

fact that Miss Snkthlagk and 1 repeatedly make use of the three

equations which must be considered in connection with each other, viz.

:

~^^ = ~,it = -P^^iO^<i(') ..... (4)m at dV

1 -^^MO
p=^ — -==r ^ constant (5)

Wi m' {t)

«lOf(0 == .... ^ .... (6)

0. and B. assert that it follows from this that m" cannot be con-

slant. When we now examine these equations, we see that (4) means

d^u
, . • 1 111

onlv that we take— foi- a detiuile particle, and add nu to it
^

ill'

{p =^ 'd positive constant that has been left undetermined for the

present). As u is a function of /, this sum will also be so, and we

can represent it by q{t). Taken in this way this equation does not

hold only for a definite moment ^ = 0, as Ornstkin asserts, but of

course for any moment. It is an ordinary differential equation and

it can be integrated without difficulty, though neither from the

equation itself nor from the integral anything can be derived when

it is not considered in connection with (5) and (6), which are derived

as follows. We differentiate u-{t) = constant twice with respect to

t and get then :

"<'>-^ [-^J
-" ''>

As we can differentiate at any moment, also this equation holds,

of course, for every value of t ').

If we now multiply (4) by u{t) (not by n{0)\}, if we then average,

1) Ornstein has repeatedly asserted that these equations do not hold for every

value of i, that (4) is no differential equation, and that it may not be integrated.

He has, however, never adduced any proof for these assertions. Ornstein and
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and if we combine the i-esult with (7) it follows that (6) holds for

every value of t, when the value of (5) is assigned to the constant

p, which had been left undetermined at first.

Whereas (4) does not teach us anything, and must only betaken

as a definition of q, (5) and (6) are a direct conse(|ueiice of 70" =
= constant. And if (). and B. should succeed in proving (as they

pretend they do) that it follows from the complex (4) (5) and (6)

that u* cannot be constant, they would have done no less than

proving that the mathematics used are in conflict with the principium

contradictionis. When their proof is examined, we arrive at another

conclusion, in the first place tliey substitute again another equation

for ours, and write q =z (for given //„ and u^) '), which must no

doubt mean that u^qit) = and u^q{t) = 0, instead of u{t)q{t) = 0,

as we derived. When averaging the square of u they accordingly

erroneously omit the terms:

t

2u, cos {[/p .OX- \ q i») sin
\ j/p {t— /J)\d i> and

PJ
t

«n 1 r
2 —^ sin {\/p.t)X' qii)) »m { Vp {t—V) |

rf/>

\/p PJ

They further expand q{t) into a series of Fourikk and subject the

coefficients of this series to the same suppositions as Planck intro-

duced for radiation, though it is xQvy much the question whether

these suppositions hold here. For though it is true that the two

curves in a certain sense are dependent on quantities determined

by chance, yet there are correlations between the q'^ at different

moments, which have intluence on the mean values of the Fourikr-

coetïicients, which intluence 0. and B. have not examined.

I will not enter into other objections of Messrs. 0. and B. I think

that they were already beforehand sufficiently refuted by what I

wrote loc. cit. In particular this refers to the objection 0. and B.

advance loc. cit. p. 923 to the (apparent) occurrence of a term witli

f in A", for which compare Remark II of my article loc. cit. p. 1265.

Zkrnike have, however, rightly proved that the complex of the equations (4), (5),

and (6) is not valid, when the means are extended over a group of particles which

at the moment t = have a definite velocity u (o) — and this is easy to see for

w2 is not constant for such a group — but this cannot be a reason why we
should not be allowed to use the complex with means over all particles, in which

case they are valid.

1) in consequence of a difference in notation they write iv = 0, p. 928 loc. cit.



Physics. — ''Contribution to the knowledge of the removal of rest-

gases, especially for the electric vacuum ylow-lamp" By Dr.

L. Hamburger. (Communicated by Prof. Böf.skken).

i Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

§ 1. Remarks on the action of phosphorus in the gloic-lamp.

The account of the investigations made in the end of 191G that are

discussed in this paper was aheady finisiied June 11 1917. Tlie autlior postponed

however the pubhcation until the experiments together with Mrs Holst. Lely

and OosTERHUis (communicated in these proceedings) had been finished.

1894 already the Italian Malignani indicated a "chemical" method

technically extremely useful, to improve llie vacuum of glow-lamps:

viz. phosphorus.^) During the burning- of the glow-lamp, gases may

be liberated by several circumstances, especially in the beginning.

When a little phosphorus vapour is present, these liberated gases

will form with it under the influence of the occurring electric discharges

non-volatile compounds which are precipitated on the bulb wall.

(Comp. Ij. Houllevigue)'). As for this purpose quantities of 0,05 mg.

are already more, than sufiicient this precipitate is not visible, while

still the vacuum of the lamp has been much improved.

The action of the phosphorus in the glow-lamp is not very simple.

The intricateness of the character of the phenomenon is still increased

by the way in which the element is introduced into the lamp.

Usually the filament-support of the glow-lamp is immersed in a very

fine suspension of phosphorus in alcohol. When it is sealed into the

glass bulb the filament and part of the supports are therefore

already covered with the red phosphorus. During the sealing- in

process hot air circulates through the bulb, so that it becomes very

hot. This is accompanied by a partial oxydation. We must therefore

also consider an eventual action of PjO^. But even, when this action

is left out of consideration, as will be done in this paper, still the

phosphorus is the cause of several peculiar reactions, which are

especially connected with the above mentioned electric discharges,

1) Malignant D. R. P. 82076 (1894). Substances as As. S. J. have also been

advised, without being hardly ever used however.

') L. HouLLEViGUE, Journ. de phys. (5) 5, 525 (1912).
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which occur at the first burning of the lamp. The results of the

following investigations state again, that by electric discharges the

molecules are split up into components of great activity.

The energy and the velocity, observed in the piocesses which

occur then, are astonishing. For the chemist a wide field of invest-

igation is open here.

Already phosphorus vapour itself, without any other gas is very

sensible to electric discharges. When red phosphorus is vapori/ed

and condensed again, it is obtained in the "yellow" form. When
this experiment is made in xacuo, the condensation is greatly retarded,

and very easily phosphorus gets into the vacuum pump. When
however on the way to the pump two small platinum wires

opposite to each other are fixed, between which an electric discharge

takes place by means of an inductorium, the phosphorus in pie-

cipitated there quantitatively. (Comp. von Koht,S(?hütter and A.

Trumkin). ')

This experiment can be made with small quantities of phosphorus vapour, so

that the change of colour (greenyellow-red and finally very dark) with the increas-

ing thickness of the originally extremely thin layers of the condensate can be observed.

Also the forming of conglomerates in the condensate may be expected now. And

further the occurrence of another modification plays of course a great part in lliese

clianges of colour.

Ifi the following we will investigate the action between phosphorus

and different gases under the influence of electric discharges.

Carbon monoxide. Without electric discharges there is seen of course

nothing, neither when the reaction vessel is heated. Quite different

becomes the case, when electric dischai-ges are sent through the

reaction vessel, while at the same time the whole apparatus is heated

to such a temperature that the phosphorus is vaporized. Then an

extremely rapid disappearance of the gas takes place which is shown

by the rapid decrease of the gas pressure (McLeod manometer).

This may be regarded as a confirmation of what has been found

by the author on another occasion') about a reaction between

nitrogen and carbon monoxide by electric discharges viz. that the CO
is split up by the discharge. Both on the path of the discharge

and beside it the oxygen has occasion lo oxidize the phosphorus or

the liberated carl)Ou. Where in the experiment an excess of phos-

phorous is introduced in vaporous* state it is easy to say which of

the two \\\\\ be chosen by the oxygen.

1) V. KoHLSCHÜTTER and Trumkin, Zeitschr. f. Electrochem. 20. 110 ilQU).

2) L. Hamburger, Chem. Weekbl. 15, 938-940 (1918).

69

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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The objection might be made tiiat the splitting up of the CO
under tlie influence of electric discharge is accompanied already by

a decrease of volume and that e.g. when Pt-electrodes are used, the

metal film formed by disintegration occludes also gases. This is

true and we have controlled it experimentally. Still there is an

enormous difference in the velocity with which the gases are

fixed when phosphorus is present or not.

We have also investigated more closely the behaviour of phos-

phorus with respect to nitrogen and hydrogen and found quite

analogous phenomena. We must only draw the attention to the fact

that the platinum disintegrated by the discharge can occlude relatively

large quantities of hydrogen, so that in this case already without

phosphorus a rapid decrease of the gas pressure will be observed.

In fig. 1 we have represented our measurements graphically. The

ordinary lines lepresent the decrease of the gas pressure when

phosphorus is present, the dotted ones show the behaviour when

this agent is absent.

1^0 ^'
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by means of an induction coil the nitrogen band spectrum dominates here also.

The third spectrogram liowever represents tlie light emission of such an argon

Fig. 2.

nitrogen gasmixlure, when it has been exposed to the action of phosphorus (by

means of glow discharges) We see, that then the argon line spectrum is observed

(in this spectrogram the wavelength scale has not quite the right place). From this

we may draw the conclusion, that such glow-discharges in P vapour enable us at

the same time to analyze in a simple way mixtures of Ar—N<i.

Also in the case of the nitrogen fixation by phosphorus we must imagine the

gas molecules to be first split up into atoms by the discharges, which atoms can

combine afterwards with the phosphorus.

This is quite in correspondence with what K. J. Strutt has found viz. that

"luminous" atomic nitrogen can directly be bound by phoshorus. i)

This can make clear to us why phosplioriis in a glow-lamp is

sucli a strong- means to remove rest gases. Also the binding of water

vapour by the phosplioi'us is very well observable in liie glow-lamp.

Unless very many precautions are taken during the evacuation of the

heated lamp, it blackens much more rapidly witfiout phospiiorue

than with this agent. It will be well-known that a trace of water

vapour liiglily accelerates the desintegration of the tungsten filament,

by which process the glass wall is coloured dark. That really

the removal of the water vapour is the cauvse of the im|)rovement

is confirmed by the result found when lamps without phosphorus

and with water vapour are used immersed in liquid air : no abnormal

blackening is then observed.

^ 2. On the applications of silicates.

A. Action of the silicates.

The author has found, that when the filament is covered with

1) R. J. Strutt. Pioc. of the Roy London Soc. A. 85, 219, (1911).

69*
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sÜlcales e.g. with glass in pulverous state instead of with phosphorus,

the same action may be attained with greater security. The silicates

may be applied in the same way as the phosphorus.

Several kinds of glass can be used e.g. Bohemian glass, Jena,

Thuringian-, lead-glass etc. In table I the analyses of some of the

kinds of glass that were used are given.

TABLE 1.

SiOa
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vapour bubbles are developed in it. When (lie voltage is kept con-

stant, tills ceases after some time. When the voltage is raised further,

the phenomenon of the boiling is repeated ; more of the gray glass

layer is vaporized. By this vaporized material the bulb wall becomes

hot, especially the parts opposite to the wire. Now this material is

seen to vanish gradually from the hottest spots and to be condensed

in the colder ones, where it is observed as a condensate oï metallic

drops. By local heating to some hundreds of degrees these may be

sublimated again.

By later experiments we have found that the metal drops are able to attack

momentaneously the water in which the formed compound is solved.

When the tension is raised still further the whole lamp becomes

so hot, that the above mentioned metal drops are all vaporized,

at least they vanish. On cooling down the tube they are however

not found back. They are solved colloidally in the precipitate on

the bulb; this lias obtained a light-brown coUuir.

The condition.s under which we made these experiments were such that the

quantity of glass was so great compared with that of the tungsten that not all

the glass could be removed. This was however principally due to the following

cause. When the tempeiature of the wire is sufficiently liigh the glass on the

horizontal wire forms small spheres, which remain a long time at rest. When
however the temperature of the wire is raised still further, these molten spheres

become very mobile. They dance on the wire as if the spheroidal etïect played a

part and finally move towards the colder spots. These are found where the wire

is carried by the supports. Through these much heat is namely conducted away,

so that the temperature of the wire is lower at those spots. From this moment

hardly any glass is vaporized

When now on one hand the precipitate on the wall is examined

and on the other hand the residue fin the neighbourhood of the

supports) on the wire, the different experiments give the results

collected in the following table.

(See table following page).

From this we may doubtlessly conclude that two processes have

taken place.

a. Fractional distillation of the glass.

b. Decomposition of the alkaline-oxide in the glass by the tungsten of

the wire {W -\- '6 t/\,= WO, + 6 5)-
Na,0 Na

C. Fractional distillation of the glass.

Let us consider this process a more closely. Then it will no longer

astonish us. It confirms the view, that the glass is an undercooled

fluid, in which a great numbei' of substances (more or less volatile;
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TABEL 2.

Precipitate mgr. KOH
on the

1

glass wall.

Exp. nO. 1. Exp. n». 2. Exp. no.3.

13.715.7 26.2

Exp. nO. 4.

Not deter-

mined

Exp. nO. 5.

19.4

mgr. W
I

Only qual. 0.3
determina-
tion with

]

pos. result.

10.3 10.0 4.0

Spherules

on the

filament.

Only qual. determined,

deal of Si02; some CaO.

Hardly any K.O and Na.O. A great

Remarks referring to the table. When the lamp is opened (viz. when air is lelt

in) the principitate on the wall is found to contain K.O and Na20 and WO3.

For the sake of simplicity we have made all our calculations referring to

KOH and W. The percentage of "KOH" was determined acidimetricaliy, that

of W colorimetrically (Defacqz) and gravimetrically (mercuro-tungstenate).

The quantity of tungsten found on the wall in these experiments was very

different. It depended to a high degree on (increases with) the temperature,

to which the wire is raised finally. Especially experiment 2 shows however,

that besides the alcaline percentage on the wall, caused by the decompo-

sition of the glass by the tungsten, a great part of the alcaline oxide is

due to a fractional distillation of the glass on the wall.

is solved. This experiment, made under very rigid conditions (in

vacuo) is even a very useful confirmation of this view.

A single observation on a similar phenomenon at high temperature has been

published by P. Lenard ^). He finds, namely that when potassium-borate is glowed

in a lamp, nearly all the potassium is vaporized from the pearl, while the boric

acid is left behind.

Further may be mentioned that our experiments with glass had been finished, before

we became acquainted with the paper of E. Anderson and B. J Nkspell ^), in

which experiments are described on the vaporization of alcaiineoxides from cement-

materials by heating in a Fletcher-stove to + 1300°.

These experiments are of course very rough and influences of the gases of

combustion can play a part, which is also evident to a certain degree from their

observations. But for the rest their results can be regarded as a confirmation of

what we found. It is remarkable, that they have also made experiments with

feldspar, with a substance therefore which compared with the cement materials

J) P. Lenard, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 17, 204 (1905).

2) E. Anderson and R. J. Nestell, Journ. Ind. a. Engin. Chem. 9, 253 (1917).

See also W. H. Rus:i and A. R. Merx Ibid. 9, 1035 ^1917).



from their other experiments contains a short age of CaO compared with theSiOj

content. Moreover the vaporization was very weak. In their experiments the vapo-

rization of KjO became only detectable after addition of 50 "y GaO. We, on the

contrary, worked at much higher temperatures, so that, though using silicates

that contained little CaO, we found still vaporization of the alcaline. But this becomes

more difïicult according as more alcaline has been liberated from the glass ; this is

ot great importance for the discussion of the process mentioned sub D.

D. Reaction betineen the tungsten and the glass.

We have seen, that from the glass a metal is liberated soluble

in water and wliicli can easily be sublimated. This can only be

potassium or (and) sodium. When the air has been let in, hardly

anything- but K^O, Na^O and WO^ can be found on the wall by

means of the flame-spectra and microchemically.

We have tried to separate the alcali-metal from the alcali-oxide

formed by the fractional vaporization of the glass by sublimating

in vacuo the metal by heating to a separate colder spot (a glass

appendix made for that purpose). This proved however to be

impossible. The alcali-metal is vaporized, but for the greater part

not condensed again. It is solved in the rest of the precipitate.

Thus we were compelled to apply tlie following indirect method

of determination.

into a bulb A a filament (fig. 3) had been sealed. Over the TF-wire a glass

capillary had been slipped. The lamp carried two side-tubes, one of which a

contained a small bulb g (with capillary terminals) free from gas and filled

with water, while the other one b conducted via a ?7-shaped tube h, immersed in

liquid air, and a stopcock d to the TöPLER-pump i, to which also a GAËDE-pump

could be connected for the evacuation.

First the lamp A is burnt in vacuo, while Ji is immersed in liquid air, so that

A is free from any vapours. Then, d being shut, the lamp is loosened at the ground

joint e and the small bulb g in a is shaken to pieces. Now the developed hydro-

gen acts on the alkali-metal, by which action hydrogen is liberated. Afterwards

the apparatus is built up again, h immersed in liquid air, and by means of the

TöPLER-pump the developed hydrogen is pumped to the calibrated volume f. By

means of the micro-analysis-apparatus described in another paper ^) the volume is

measured and the purity of the obtained hydrogen is controlled.

Experiment 1. Developed 412 mm^ gas.

Analysis 98 o/g hydrogen.

This quantity of hydrogen corresponds to about 1 mg tungsten.

In fact a quantity of the order of 1 mg tungsten was found on the wall by

the colorimetric method.

It is of course necessary that the water in the bulb a has been freed first in

a high vacuum from solved gases. This is done most easily by connecting

beforehand the small bulb with a high-vacuum-pump, freezing the boiled water

>) L. Hamburger and VV. Koopman, Chem. Weekbl. 14, 742 (1917).
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and making a high vacuum, after which the ice is melted in vacuo and finally

the bulb separated from the pump.

^ AO^'tf'^o/nyp. «=9

The percentage of the WO^j found on the wall was somewhat smaller than that

of the potassium. The lamp had burned however only "softly", so that probably

\
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some WOs will have been left behind in the glass on the wire, probably also a

trace of Ca. The alkali-metal expressed as "KOH" corresponds to 2,0 mg KOH.

In fact after opening of the lamp 3,5 mg KOH was found on the wall. This

surplus is due to the fractional distillation of the glass.

Experiment 2. In this experiment the vaporization of the glass was executed

more strongly, so that the wall b^'came very hot, while a great part of the

formed alcalimetal was solved again colloidally in the condensate on the wall

(which was then coloured brown). At the opening of the water-bulb momenla-

neous decoloration was found, while relativeh'^ much hydrogen was proved to

have been developed Results of the analysis: 38,2 mg *KOH", 5,3 mg "W".

To this corresponds 1.9 cm^ H^,.

E. Reaction betiDcen tungsten and glass at 1000°.

From the following experiment we see that no very higli tempe-

rature is necessary to show a reaction between tungsten and glass.

When tungsten powder and glass j)owder (e.g. Thüringian glass)

are mixed and then heated in an atmosphere of an indifferent gas

to 1050° during one hour, we find, that the i-eaction has taken place.

In this way 0,65 mg WO3 (determined by the mercuro-tungstenate-methode)

was formed from 1 1 gr. tungsten and a few grams of glass.

From another point of view still this action between tungsten and

glass is remarkable. Let us namely consider the case, that we wish

to seal electric conducting wires air-tight into an apparatus of hard-

glass. F'or this purpose we u)ust take a metal with a small dilatation

coelTicient, such a metal is the tungsten. During the sealing- in this is

coxered however with a layer of oxide and when this remained in

this state it would prevent, as has been found experimentally, the

connection between glass and wire from becoming air-tight. A( this

temperature however tungsten and the lower tungsten-oxides act on

the glass; the oxides do not remain therefore oxides and without any

further precautions a very sufficient shntling-off is obtained (Comp.

also E. Weintraub). ')

F. Can the action, of the silicates be replaced hi/ alcali-oxides?

The reaction between tungslen and the glass capillary in the lamp

is principally based upon the transformation :

fv + z /'•" = iro.+a f .

A a, O Na
When a lamp is made, however, in which the filament is covered

not with glass, but with Na,!) ^) we have practically found nothing

of such a reaction.

1) E. Weintbaub, U. S. patent 1. 154. 081.

2) Comp. L. Hamburger, Gliem. Weekbl. 13, 516 (1916).
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Tliiy can easily be explained. In the high vaonnm the Na,0 is

very volatile on a moderate rise of the temperatni-e, so that it is

vaporized from the incandescent wire, before it has had time to

react to an observable degree. The activity of the Na,0 (K^O) in

the ghiss is due to the fact that Na,0 (K,0) when solved in the

glass can act on the tungsten in the evacnated space at a mnch

higher temperature than would be possible with the free oxide

because of its volatility.

This is analogous to what is known of the KH SO^ wiiich, used

in analytic cliemistr}', is so much more active than SO,, because at

high temperatures the SO, in the KH SO^ can still be active in the

condensed state.

Doubtlessly however the tungsten acts also on the Na^O when the temperature

is so low, that this substance is hardly distilled. This has been mentioned in

the literature (comp. Gmelin-Kraut, Handbuch etc.) and moreover we- have stated

it by experiments. P. Lenard (1. c p. 201) already has shown that in the oxidi-

zing pari of the BuNSEN flame a metal like platinum is rapidly attacked by oxides

and hydroxides of the alkalines, further also by carbonates and sulfates of the

alkalines.

(t. Conclusions.

By these experiments we have obtained sufKicient data to under-

stand, wliy glass can replace the action of phosphoius.

Partly this is due to the fact that by the fractional distil-

lation, substances (alcali-oxides), are formed in extremely line particles

(vapoui's), which are able e.g. to tix traces of humidity. But

moreover free alkali metal is formed. This is ver}' important;

for when for the fii-st time the lamp is burned more or less

strong electric discharges take place, as was mentioned already

above. Now, the alcali metals are very active, but especially

when] electric discharges are sent through the lamp. G. Gehlhoff')

has shown namely that the application of the action of alcali

metals in glow-discharges forms one of the quickest methods for the

preparation of pure rare gases.

Conclnsion: In the form of glass a substance vei'y inactive at loom-

temperature is introduced into the lanip, from which at high tem-

peratures, however, the free alcali metal is developed as a vapour,

and under the influence of electric discharges this can cause the

1) G. Gehlhoff, Verb. d. Deut&ch, Phys. Ges. 13, 271 (1911).
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same action as the small quantities of phosphorus that are necessary

(o remove the rest-gases.

§ 3. Oil th.e condensale, formed by the vaporizotion of very

siuall qutfutities of silicate. Prevention of the blackening

of the bulb loall.

In our expei'iments with the glass capillary we have seen, that

from the glass prinei|)allj only the alcaline-oxides are found on the

wall. In the technical glow-lamp this is however not the case. There

the quantity of glass powder on the incandescent body that is

required, is so small, that in a moment everything has passed to the

wall, where the precipitate has again a neutral character. Another

question however is, whether the glass formed in this way on the

wall, is the same as that which covered the incandescent body.

Though the whole pi'ocess lasts vei'j shoi-f, still the sublimation

must have been fractional and the cooling down must have taken

place exceedingly rapidly. In fact the glass on the wall is different.

Perhaps it consists of different layers of different constitution. At

all events the alcalines are bound more loosely. They are solved

more easily than the alcaline tVom the original glass. When the

lamp is subjected to 7ks/a-discharges a sharp flashing of the wall

is oberved. Spectroscopically the sodium-lines are seen very intensive.

With ordinary glass this is not the case. Under special conditions

crystallization may take place, when the lamp is opened. Analogous

changes form a separate dominion of investigation ^).

Besides the removal of the rest-gases from the glow-lamp the glass

that covered originally the incandescent body exerts still another

action. We have seen above how by the condensation on the bnlb-

wall no "normal" glass is obtained. P. P. von Weimarn ^) already

has remarked that the specific weight of the glass is smaller according

as it is cooled more rapidly. The distances of the molecules in

such a glass would therefore be much greater than in the normal

glass. In these proceedings Messrs. L. Hamburger, G. Holst, D. Lki,y Jr.

and E. Oostkrhuis have published a communication, in which it is

investigated, how certain solid substances, when applied in a thin

layer on the buHvwall, can |)i'event the darkening of the wall (a

consequence of the condensation of vaporized tnngsten from the

incandescent filament). This decolorating action is proved to have a

1) W. Reindkrs and L. Hambukgkr. These Proceedings 25, 661 (1916 >, 26,

595 (1917).

-) P. P. vuN Weimarn, Zeitschr. f. Gliein. u. Ind. d. Koll, 9, 25 (1911).
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physical character. When the tungsten molecules are kept apart

from each other by the molecules of another substance, the strong-

absorption of the light by a continuous tungsten layer can be

prevented.

This action is also shown by the "glass" on the wall. While the

smooth bulb-wall itself is evidently inactive, the "porous glass"

coming from the incandescent body proves to be able to envelop

the tungsten particles that are shot into it. When however the lamp

has been opened, so that the porous glass can crystallize, it has

lost much of its activity.

^ 4. Aluuiinates, phosphates, oxides:

It has been remarked already several times (comp. e.g. Chem.

Weekblad 13. 536 and seq. 19 J 6), that part of the troublesome

gases in a glow-lamp are only liberated when at the first use of

the lamp the wire has reached a high temperature. For this reason

it is desirable to use substances which at that high temperature

are vaporised only relatively slowly from the wire. In our experi-

ments we have found such materials in, silicates, several kinds of

glass, feld-spar esc. But besides by silicates this condition is also

fidpUed hi/ a/timinafcs, as e. g. magnesium-aluminate, further also

by Cu,(POjj (when not hydrolyzed) and other similar compounds.

Our first experiments on magnesium-sulfate were made with spinel,

which we obtained from a well-known firm. The abo\e mentioned

property was found again. The analysis showed however, that the

composition was:

SiO, 39,37,, Al,(), 22,5V„. b^O, 6,3Vo, CaO 34,37., MgO 0,27..

It could therefoi-e not be called sjiinel. Still this experiment was

very instructive. It showed namely that the presence of alcaline-

oxide was not absolutely necessary to obtain the effect. Later on we

will return to this.

The natural spinel that was at our disposition being thus no true

spinel, we made artificially a compound by heating MgO and Al^O,

to 1800°. The product really showed the action discussed above. We
also tried other substances in this respect. When the temperature is

only sufficiently high and the layer on the incandescent body suffi-

ciently thin it is evident that all foreign substance on the wire

can be vaporized. Thus the CaO — when such a silicate is used—
from the glass will be sublimated on the wall under these circum-

stances. And then it is of course probable, that also some free Ca-
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metal will be formed, which will not be less active than the alcaline-

metal.

Finally we may ask, whether not many more substances possess

the "phosphorns-replacing" action. To try this lamps were constructed

in which the incandescent body had been sprayed with difïei'ent

oxides. We tried ZrO„ ThO,, TiO,, SiO„ CaO, Na,0.

With all a strong glow-discharge took place at the tii'st burning.

The SiO^ only made an exception. Though the activity was less

than in the case of the glass-powder, the silicium-dioxide gave satis-

factory results.

This suggests, that also the SiO^ is decomposed a little tirst, so

that silicium is liberated, which can replace the piiosphorus. Later

on the Si0.j on the wall can of course prevent again the blackening

(comp. § 3).

The percentage of Si O.^ however that is decomposed in the

"sprayed lamp" is very small compared with the principal mass of

this substance, which is vaporized without ha\'ing been decomposed,

then condensed on the wall, where it prevents the blackening.

In order to learn more about ttiis we have drawn out quartz-tubes to capillaries

and slipped these over the tungsten wire. When now the tungsten wire is glowed

in vacuo at a high temperature, a relatively slow vaporization of the Si02 takes

place. Finally however a considerable precipitate is obtained, which strongly shows

the interference colours. When the bulb is opened, gradual changes are observed

of the quartz which forms such a thin layer. Everywhere needles are formed

stretched in one direction, which also show interference-colours, but in which already

with the naked eye irregularities are seen; with 50-fold magnification already a

shell-shaped conglomeration-structure of those needles is observed. Sometimes such

an alteration remains very local; doubtlessly it is due to the difference in dilata-

tion-coefficient of the glass (under layer) and the quartz (upper layer) ')•

In a following series of experiments the temperature coefficient of the resistance

of the wire was investigated to find out whether it had taken up some Si at the

supposed decomposition of the Si02.

It will be known, that the temperature-coefficient of the resistance offers an

extremely sensible method to see whether an element contains any impurity.

Tungsten and silicium allie very easily, so that the formation of Si must become

evident from the change of the temperature-coefficient of the resistance.

Only very little silicium however is needed to remove rest-gases (with the aid

of glow-discharges). Let us suppose for the sake of simplicity, that the only rest-

gas that occurs is oxygen with a total pressure of 0,006 mm ; in a bulb with a

volume of 150 cm^ this would correspond with 0,0017 mg 0., which could only

be bound by 0,0015 mg Si.

Little silicium is needed not only, but little silicium is formed also in the lamp.

That is why the method of the temperature-coefficient measurement does not give

a positive indication on the formation of Si; this is also due to the fact that the

M Also R. B. SosMAN (Journ. Ind. and Engin, Ghem. 8, 985 (1916) stales at

condensation of quartz-vapour a pronounced inclhiation to form needles of amorphous

quartz.
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tungsten wire must glow strongly for the formation of Si from Si02, so that the

small quantity of Si that might eventually be formed, will directly be vaporized

again. It will therefore be better to arrange the experiment with the quartz capil-

lary, in such a way that we investigate whether more tungsten in the form of

WO3 is precipitated on the wall than in a lamp without quartz. In fact we then

obtain a positive result, but the quantity of WO3 is smaller than when glass is

used. That reaction between W and SiOj is analogous to that between C and

quartz, by which reaction according to W. Hempel ') reduction to Si and formation

of CO take place.

An intensive reaction between SiOa and W does therefore certainly not take

place in the lamp sprayed with SiO.-powder. The good influence at the first burning

is therefore also much smaller with quartz than with glass, so that already for

small quantities of impurities that develop gases, the activity of the SiOj is insuf-

ficient.

Metal-oxides as ZrO^, TliO,, TiO,, Na,() ure iioi tit to replace

the action of pliospliorus. Either they give rise to a gh)\v discharge

at the first burning of the lamp (by whicli the lamp can be

destroyed) or (as in the case of NajO) tliey are vaporized before

tiiose elements can be liberated, which possess the same activity as

the phosphorus. Besides, traces of impurities, which can accom[>any

such substances as Na^O, lower the degree of the vacuum, of the

oxides mentioned above SiO, only can be used. But this is a non metallic

oxide that intensively emits electrons or ions before or during the

decomposition.

Is there no metal-oxide, less volatile than Na^O, which does not

at all or hardly increase tlie glow-discharge at a high temperature?

Perhaps Al^O^ might be usefid. This oxide however with the well-

known aflinity bet\veen aluminium and oxj'gen is very stable at high

temperatures and at all exents did not show the activity that was

wanted. A different result was obtained with i\IgO. in fact this shows

the phosphorus-activity in a sufHicient degree.

The application of glass remains however the simplest method.

It is somewhat paradoxal, that we only need to rub the bulb of

a glow-lamp to powder and to spray the filament with it to obtain

a better lamp after sealing it into a new bulb. But this paradox

may have found an explanation in the preceding discussion.

It may still be remarked that we need not confme ourselves to

the use of the mentioned substances. We can also apply these in

combination with others, the good activity of which is known.
It is however remarkable, that the combination glass-pow^der -|-

phosphorus gives less satisfactory results. At the first burning of

the lamp the phosporus acts perhaps reducing in the vaporizing

glass, which causes already a little blackening of the precipitate on

1) W. Hempel, Zeitschr. f. angew. Chem. 30, 10 (1917).
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the wall. After the fiiiisliiiig of the first burning we see namely on

the bnlb wall already a slight bnl detectable black colonr.

§ 5. SuDiinari/.

1. By investigations in I he spectrographic way and by determina-

tions of the changes in the gas pressnre it was shown that with

the aid of electric discharges phosphorus vapour can be brought to

a rapid reaction with all gases except with the inert gases.

2. Tlie action, obtained in the glow-lamp with phosphorus, can

also l)e ol)served with silicates.

3. At high temperatures silicates undergo a fractional distillation.

4. When tungsten and silicates are in contact at a high tempera-

ture a reaction takes place between these substances, by which

alcaline-metal is liberated. By means of this we can in the same

way as with phosphorus obtain the perfect removal of rest-gases (in

glow-lamps) with the aid of electric discharges.

5. The reaction between tungsten and glass makes the use of

tungsten for leading- in wires possible.

6. Ata rapid cooling of the vaporized silicate a product is formed

in an undercooled state, which has other properlies than the normal

glass. The thus obtained coJidensate can decrease the blackening of

the wall in the glow-lamp, due to the vaporized tungsten.

7. A similar reaction as with silicates is obtained by the applica-

tion of aluminales, calcium-phosphate, magnesium-oxide, silicium-

dioxide. In the case of this last oxide we come to the conclusion

that a trace of free Si is formed; only quantities of the order of

magnitude of 0,001 mg. Si show a detectable activity.

Finally the author gladly seizes the opportunity to mention the

kind help of Dr. G. L. F. Philips, w.i., who enabled him to

execute these investigations.

Eindhoven, Laboratory of the N . V. Phiiip.s's

Glowlamp-ivorks

.



Physics. — ''On the. influence of different .nihstances on the absorption

of light hi/ thin tungsten lagers". By L. Hamburger, G. Holst,

D. Lely and E. Oosterhuis. (Comiiiunieated by Prof. H.

Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 19 18^

[ntroduction. The investigation that will be communicated iiere

shortly, refers to a subject of great im})Ortance for the glowlamp

industry viz. the prevention of the l)lackening during the burning

of vacuum tungsten lamps.

It is well-known, that the efliciency of such a lamp increases,

as the temperature of the wire is raised. Now iji this way

a very high efficiency may be obtained in the beginning, but

by the vaporization of the lilament, which increases exceedingly

rapidly with the temperature, the glass bulb is covered with a thin

layer of tungsten, which can absorb so much light, that aftei- a short

time the economy of the lamp sinks below thai of a similar lamp

that burns at a less high temperature.

Of course, many methods have been tried to prevent this l)l{;icken-

ing of the bulb. The means that have been applied may be divided

into two groups.

l*'^ It is tried to decolorate the tungsten precipitate by the intro-

duction of certain substances, so that it becomes less inconvenient.

2"'^ The velocity of vaporization of the tungsten is decreased b}'

the introduction of a gas under high pressure. This last method is

applied in the so-called half-watt lamps.

Here however we shall exclusively treat the tirnt method and

investigate by what substances the blackening of the vacuum lamps

can be prevented and in what way these substances act.

Two principal groups of substances may be discerned.

1^'. Gases which are chemically active with the \aporized tungsten

and form with it a less coloured compound, and substances which

during the burning of the lamp develop active gases.

2"^. Substances of which we cannot simply say that they aie

chemically active with the vaporized tungsten.

This last group especially will be discussed here. First we must

however make son)e remarks on the tii-st.
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§ 1. Action oJ gases or substances ivhich develop gases by

dissociation.

The simplest action is that of small quantities of gas that are

introdnced into the bulb. In this i-espeot es|)eciallj chlorine and

oxygen are remarkable.

Langmuir') has shown, that at room temperature and even at

200° chlorine acts hardly or not at all upon the lungsten precipi-

tate on the bidb. When a small quantity of dry chlorine is introduced

into a lamp, in which a tungsten precipitate has been formed alieady

on the bulb, the chlorine will not act upon it. When however the

lamp glows, the tungsten precipitate vanishes rapidly. Langmuir

explains this by the assumption that the chlorine is dissociated by

the glowing wire; the very active chlorine atoms which at the low

pressure of the chlorine fly directly to the walls of the bulb, act

upon the tungsten and form with it the colourless JI^CV,.

One might thijik, therefore, that by the introduction of a small

quantity of chlorine the lamp could be improved. The result, however,

does not answer this expectation, as the pressure of the chlorine

necessary to double the life") of a normal lamp must be not less

than \ mm. ').

At this pressure the chlorine cannot act in the above

mentioned way, the free path of the atoms being much loo short.

A reaction between the tungsten vapour however and the chlorine

will be possible, which can prevent the formation of a tungsten

precipitate. vSuch a gas filling however offers several difficulties.

At a pressure of | mm. the conduction of heat by the gas is

already rather high, which lowers the efficiency, while at least

at the higher voltages electric discharges through the lamp, which

might destroy it, are not excluded. But moreover the tungsten

vaporizes gradually only, so that already before a considerable

tungsten precipitate can be formed, the chlorine will have destroyed

the lamp by other reactions.

Langmuir found namely that also without dissociation of the halogen

reactions may take place between W and 67. The velocity of

reaction is greatest at ± 1500° K., greater than at higher and

') I. Langmuir, Joiirn. Amer. Ghem. Soc. (37), 1142, 1915.

") By the lil'e is generally understood the time in whicli the intensity of the

light is decreased by 200/,,.

^) The quantity of tungsten e.g. which is vaporized in a 110 Volt and 50 can die

lamp and which absorbs 20% of the light is about 0,26 mgr. To form with this

PFC'/g 0,3 mg. chlorine is necessary, corresponding to a pressure of ± Ys mm-
70

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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lower temperatures. At the high temperature at which the filament

glows, practically no reaction takes place as according to Langmuik

the intermediate products necessary for tlte formation of WCl^ are

dissociated again (under formation of 67 atoms) before the reaction

by which WCl, is formed has been completed.

There are however always parts of the filament and often also of

the tungsten supports that carry the wire, at a temperature, at which

the velocity of reaction is great. Tiiese parts will be acted upon

amidst the formation of WCI,. In a lamp filled with chlorine the

wire, when glowing only weakly, was really found to be soon

corroded, while W^6V« was condensed on the wall opposite to the

wires. When on the contrary the wire glowed at higher temperature

it remained nearly intact, while WCI, was precipitated on the wall

opposite to the supports. The diameter of the wire increased even,

after 5 minutes the electric resistance was decreased by 12'/,. This

can easily be explained. By the high conduction of heat of the gas

the wall of the bulb is heated. Tiie ITCV^ is vaporized and dissociated

at the glowing wire, leaving behind on it a small quantity of tungsten,

while the chlorine is again liberated. The wire thickens at the

expense of those parts of the lamp that have a temperature at which

the velocity of reaction is great and the lamp is soon destroyed.

Thus the chlorine describes a kind of cycle and we may ask

whether it would not be possible to introduce much less chlorine

into the lamp, so little, that those parts that have the temperature

of the maximum velocity of reaction are not destroyed after a few

hours, but only after nearly 1000 hours by the action of the chlorine.

When however the pressure of the gas is lowered, the conduction

of heat decreases, the glass wall becomes less waim, the Tr6V„ that

has been formed is no longer vaporized and no chlorine is formed

back. In fact it was proved that in this way nothing could be

reached. After a short time all the chlorine in the bulb was fixed

and lamps with small chlorine fillings behaved after a short time

as if not any chlorine was present.

The other halogens and oxygen behave in a similar way. By

the low vapour pressure of WOj there is here still less question of

a cycle.

Better results were reached by the introduction of substances into

the lamp, which during the bujning develop continually small quanti-

ties of chlorine or oxygen. F. Skaupy was the first who suggested

this method. A small quantity of potassium-thallium-chloride is

introduced in a tube in such a way into the lamp, that during the

burning its temperature becomes high enough to develop chlorine.
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The qiiantitj of salt is thus chosen that the chlorine pressure does

not become eitiier too high or too low. Not too l)igh for the above

mentioned reasons; not too low as then the action is insuffi-

cient. We have been able to state that K,T1 C!!, .develops chlorine

at 350° C. already. A small quantity of the salt was introduced be-

tween the 2 glass walls of a Dewar-glass tilled with liquid air, the

external wall of which was heated to 350°. The distillate formed

in the high vacuum and precipitated on the cold inner wall contained

rathei' much free chlorine and further thalliiim chloride; potassium

chloride was not found in it.

The good results reached with this salt in the lan)p may there-

fore doubtlessly be ascribed to the continual presence of a chlorine

atmosphere of very low pressure, by which the tungsten precipitate

is conveited i?ito WClg, which is only very weakly coloured. A

similar action can be stated of copper- and silver-chloride and also

of some chlorates and oxides that are easily decomposed as e. g.

barium chlorate, barium peroxide, higher lead oxides.

^ 2. Actio7i of solid substances that are not easily dissociated.

The action of the above mentioned substances was easily explained

by their dissociation. Now H. H. Needham has found, however, that

also a substance as cryolite when applied to parts of the lamp that

have a temperature between 400° and 800° gives good results, while

from other sides the application of small quantities of sodium chloride

to the glowing body is recommended. In fact such lamps with cryolite

or sodinm chloride prove to blacken less quickly than ordinary vacuum

lamps. Needham supposes the cryolite to be decomposed, so that in

the lamp a "certain" halogen atmosphere is formed to which the

obtained result would be due. As the occuirence of such a halogen

atmosphere seemed improbable to us, we subjected this phenomenon to

a closer investigation and have made several experiments which

might give us a better insight into the action of these substances.

First we investigated, whether sodium chloridecould act in the same way

as K/nCl,. When introduced in a small tube into the lamp, the

NaCl proved however to be perfectly inactive, as might be expected.

When sprayed however on the wire and the supports it was

very active. When only the supports were sprayed the action

was again rather small. The salt on the filament must therefore

be the active part. As soon as the lamp glows, however, it is vapo-

rized and condensed on the glass wall. This can easily be seen by

70*
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opening sucli a lamp. ') When namely tlie moist air comes into the

bnlb the salt is seen to crystallize on the wall. When therefore the

decolorating action is due to a development ol' a halogen this thin

salt layer must, during the burning of the lamp continually develop

small quantities of chlorine. Neither by heat, nor by the action of

light sodium chloride develops chlorine. From the investigations of

Goldstein'), and WiedeiMann and Schmidt') it was known however,

that NaCl is intluenced by cathode rays. We have therefore considered

the possibility that the electrons, emitted by the incandescent wire,

miffht have a similar action. This was proved not to be the case.

When electrons of high velocity impinge upon a NaCl layer,

a coloration of the salt is seen; brown or violet according to the

velocity. The brown salt is decolorated again by the action of the

day-light, the violet again is light-proof. Goldstein assumes now

that this coloration is due to a physical action, while Wiede-

mann and Schmidt came to the conclusion that the salt is decom-

posed and that then the formed sodium or sodium sub-chloride is

solved colloidally in the surplus of salt. Only in the latter case there

can be question of the formation of a halogen atmosphere. A closer

investigation taught us that in the case of the brown salt no chlorine

had been developed from the solid phase; it acted neutrally; in the

case of the violet salt on the contrary a decomposition has taken

place.

As it has now been proved that jVaC/can be decomposed by an impact

of electrons we have put the question what velocity of the elec-

trons would be necessary for this. Hypothetically we have assumed

that the electrons would possess this energy, when their kinetic

energy is greater than the heat of formation of the salt. For NaCl
this heat amounts to 97,6 kg. cal. per Gram. mol. and thus to

0,676 X 10—1^ erg for a molecule. In this case electrons with a

velocity above 1,23X10^ cm/sec. would be able to bring about a

decomposition. Electrons with such high velocities really occur in

the lamp. We were able to prove this by means of a lamp with a

side tube which contained a Faraday cage. At the normal burning

temperature the charge was always —5.7 Volt with respect to the

negative pole of the filament. This proved that electron velocities of

1.40 X 10^ cm 'sec. really occur.

') In these experiments the thickness of the layer was about 1— 2 X 10~^ cm.,

viz. about 50 molecules.

«) E. Goldstein, Wied. Ann. (54), 371, 1895 and (60), 491, 1897.

8) E. Wiedemann and G. G. Schmidt, Wied. Ann. (54), 604, 1895; (56), 201,

1895 and (64), 78, 1898.
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The action could however be iiiHiienced ') neither bv the applica-

tion of an accelerating or a retarding field nor bj means of a solenoid.

Moreover it is not probable that the number of electrons with velo-

cities above 1.23 >; 10^ cm sec. is sufficient. When no accelerating

or retarding electric fields existed in the lamp, there would be at

the normal glowing temperature of 2350° abs. oidy one such an

electron to every 250 vaporized molecules. In reality the electron

current is much smaller than the satuiation current, so that doubt-

lessly the number of high velocity electrons will be still smaller.

A decomposition of the salt by the impact of electrons is therefore

very improbable. Bnt moreover we could prove directly, by a

chemical method, that in the lamp no decomposition of the NaCl
takes place.

A lamp with a side-tube was constructed. During the burning

the side-tube was immersed in liquid air. After the experiment no

trace of a chlorine condensate was found to be present. A drop of

mercury at the bottom of the tube did not leave a trace, when

shaken, as is always the case when traces of chlorine are present.

Further the rest of the salt should react as a basis. But even with

the method of F. Mylius and F. Förster with 0,001 normal

solutions and iodine-eosine as an indicator we were not able to

find an alteration in the alkalinity of the salt. Evidently no decora-

position of the salt takes place.

Further we stated that the salt was just as active when the burn-

ing lamp was immersed in liquid air. This made it exceedingly

improbable that we had to do with a decomposition of the salt and

the decolorating action by a halogen atmosphere. Moreover it was

proved that also other halogen compositions as Na Br, Kl are just

as active at the temperature of liquid air as at room temperature,

while for Br and especially for / an exceedingly small activity might

be expected at liquid air temperature.

We also considered the possibility that the velocity of vaporization

of the tungsten might be lowered by the formation of a covering

layer of salt. M. Knudsen ') had stated a similar decrease of the

velocity of vaporization in the case of impure mercury and

1. Langmuir ') found in his investigations that even at 3300° K. during

some time tungsten can remain partially covered with a layer of

oxygen (of atomic thickness). It is therefore not excluded that a

1) In these investigations we could state that the vaporized W particles are

not charged.

2) M. Knudsen, Ann. d. Phys. (47), 697, 1915. .

^) I. Langmuir, Journ. Amer. Ghem. Soc. (38), 2221, 1916.
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little salt is left on the wire which prevents the vaporization. We
found however that at equal temperatures a sprayed and a non-

sprayed tungsten wire .show an eqnal increase

of the electric resistance by the decrease of the

wire diameter, and eqnal loss in weight, while

in both cases, the tungsten condensate on the

wall of the bulb has the same weight. We thus

come to the conclnsion that the NaCl is active

in its solid phase and that in contrast with what

we liave seen in the case of K^TICI^, the decolo-

ration of the tungsten is not due to free chlorine.

The ditference between the behaviour of JSUiCl

and A', TlCl^ is especially evident by the following

experiment, in which a double-lamp was used.

When the wire in the inferior lamp is covered

with NaCl, but not that of the upper one, the

inferior lamp is found to blacken much less rapidly

than the upper one. When the experiment is

repeated with a similar combimUion, in which the

inferior lamp contains a small quantity of K^ Tli'l^

instead of Na CI, such a difference is not observed.

The action of the NaCl is therefore local in contrast

with that of A\ 776V„. The chlorine developed by

'this latter substance is spread over the whole bulb

and attacks the tungsten precipitate both in the

inferior and in the upper pait.

What may be the action of the thin salt layer

on the wall of the bulb upon the vaporized tungsten?

Is the observed decoloration due to the forma-

tion of some less coloured chemical compound oi-

do the NaCl and W remain on the wall chemically

unaltered, while they only give an arrangement

which absorbs less light?

The following experiments render it probable that we have not

to do with a chemical action. Firstly we stated, that also with other

metals a decoloration of the i)recipitate was found e.g. C, Mo, Ft,

Fe, Ni, An, Cu, A;/ gave all both at room temperature and at

liquid air temperature less dark precipitates when the wall of the

bulb was covered with a thin salt-layer than when this was not

the case. A chemical action at low temperature between Au and

NaCl e.g. may doubtlessly be considered as excluded. Moreover it

was found that not only NaCl, but nearly every other stable

Fig. 1.
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couipomid ga\e rise to a decrease of the light al)sorption of the

vaporized tungsten. In this respect we have obtained good results

with Na,PO„ Na,WO„ KCN, iVnJ), jVaF, CaF, and with many
other substances.

In tiie following way we still made it prol)able, that the vaporized

tungsten was present unaltered in the N^aC/ layer. When H,0 was
introduced into the lamp a quantity of hydrogen was developed.

As we had found already before that the NaCl did react neutrally,

so that there was no free /V(/, this development of hydrogen must

be due to the presence of free IF.

While therefore the action of the salt layer depends little on its

chemical composition, the state of the salt on the wall often proved

to have influence. When much more salt was introduced into the

lamp, a white crystallized precipitate was formed just as on the

introduction of moist air. In this form the salt was much less active.

Lamps, the bulb wall of which is covered with salt crystals, are

not much better than those that do not contain any salt. A similar

phenomenon is observed with qldfis. When this is brought in small

quantities on the wire in pulverous state, and when this is distilled

on the bulb wall, this fine distillate shows a similar action as iV^iC/,

while the smooth bulb wall evidently is inactive. Still we cannot

generalize and say, that crystallized substances are inactive. With

crystallized NaF and KCl e.g. good results were obtained though

not so good as when these substances were in the amorphous state.

In general however it was proved to be of importance for the

decolorating action of (he salt that it was present on the wall in a

very finely divided state. Now it is probable, that the W particles

coming with a relatively high velocity from the wire, will penetrate over

some distance into the salt and stick then in this layer in an extre-

mely disperse state. That in a similar state the light absorption can

be very small, had already been found by v. Weimarn ^) for colourless

gold-glass and gold-quartz and by Zsigmondy ') for colourless colloidal

gold-solutions, while v. Weimahn ') and Mc. Intosh and Edson ^)

have pointed to the phenomenon that colourless colloidal solutions can

be obtained by rapid cooling of true solutions. The particles are then

prevented from forming greater conglomerates. By means of the

1) P. V. Weimarn, Zeitschr. fur Chem. und Ind. der KoUoïde, (11), 287, 1912.

') R. Zsigmondy, Zur Erkenntniss der Kolloide, 1905 and Zeitschr. fiir phys.

Chemie, (56), 65, 1906.

') P. V. Weimarn, Grundziige der Dispersoidchemie, p. 70, 1911.

) D. Mc. Intosch and R. Edson, Journal Am. Chem. Soc. (38), 613, 1916.
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ultra-microscope Reinders and Ha:mburger ') have investigated the

extremely thin metal and salt layers formed by vaporization. For

CaF^, vvhich was nsed in many of the following experiments, they

found the field optically empty. Also for tungsten layers the field

was optically empty, as well in the case that tungsten was conden-

sed directly on the wall, as when tlie tungsten particles stick

in a salt layer. With the ultra microscope there could thus

be found no difference between a lamp treated with salt and an

ordinary one. P'or metals with a lower melting-point as silver, the

molecules of which have a greater mobility, a difference was found.

A thin silver layer precipitated on glass showed ultramicroscopically

a close network of ultramicrons. When the silver is precipitated

upon a salt layer {CaF,) the field was found optically empty. The

presence of the salt prevents therefore the molecules from forming

conglomerates. They evidently lie dispersed through the salt, so

that the action of the latter is due to its keeping the metal mole-

cules separated. We have examined more closely the question, how

this influences the absorption of the light and investigated, whether

the optical behaviour of such a thin layer might be closely connected

with its electrical conductivity. For this purpose we iiave made a series

of measurements on the conductivity of these layers and really

found, that in a lamp with salt much more tungsten must be vapo-

rized before an electrically continuous layer is formed than in lamps

100^

60 mm

1) W. Reinders aud L. Hamburger, These Proceedings.
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williont salt. We tlionglit now lliat tlie action of the salt might be

exphiineii in tliis way, that the electrically still separated molecnles

behave optically more or less as separated molecnles and give like

gas molecnles a line absorption spectrnm, while only when their

mntnal distances have become so small that the electrical condnction

sets in, also metallic absorption is observed. This proved however

not to be the case. Long before an electrically condncting layer is

formed, a grey colour and metallic absorption are found.

In tig. 2 the intensities of a lamp withont salt (A) and of one

with salt (B) have been represented as fnnctions of the time. The

temperatnre of the wire was abont the same in both lamps'). The

diameter of the wire had been thns chosen that its decrease by

vaporization had no appreciable inflnence on the candle power. The

lanij) that was nsed is represented in

fig. 3. In order to age the lamp it

was first bnrned dnring some time

with the iniiei" glass cylinder high np,

so that no tungsten conid i-each the

P cylinder wall. Then the cylinder was

lowered again and the intensity measnred

with definite intervals with a thermo-pile

through a CnCl, filter. In this way much

more accurate results could be obtained

than by photometric measurements.

E'ig. 3. Now it has been proved, that also in

the lamps treated with salt the formed tungsten precipitate absorbs

from the very beginning and that the absorption is nearly proportional

to the number of the va|)orized 11 -molecnles. In the lamp without

salt the curve shows in the beginning a typical change of inclina-

tion, which could be rather well reproduced.

In these thin layers we have evidently to do with a phenomenon analo-

gous to that mentioned by Stakk*), when he speaks of the cai'riers of the

spectral lines and assumes electrons that are optically free but elec-

trically bound.

The phenomenon has however to be investigated much more
thoroughly before an insight will l)e obtained of what takes place

in these thin layers. We still want to mention the following experi-

ment. In a lamp immersed in liiiiiid air- a thin layer of chlorine was

1) In the figure the numbers above the abscissae refer to (B), those below it

to (A).

») Stark, Jahrbuch der Rad. und El. (Uj, 139, 1917.
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condensed on the bulb wall, u|)on this the tungsten was precipitated.

At the vaporization of the chlorine, when the lamp had been taken

out of the liquid air, the layer was torn in two over a length of

some centimeters, while the metal was left on the wall in the form

of continuous sheets proving that the distances between the tungsten

atoms are sufficiently small that their mutual attraction hold them

together.

Finally we shall give the results that can be reached in the above

mentioned way by the application of a salt layer.

From many experiments we concluded that the mean duration of

burning after which the iuleusity was sunk to 80 7c of 't^ original

value is for lamps with NaCl about 2,6 times, for lamps with

CaFj 3,3 times as long as for lamps without salt.

Eindhoven. Laboratonj of Philips'

Glowlampioorks Ltd.



Physics. — -'The ionisatioii of argoii'. By G. Hoi^t and A. N.

KooPMANS. (Coininiinicated by Prof. H. Kamkrlingh Onnks).

(Communicated in Die meeting of December 28, 1918).

1. Franck and Hert//) have pointed out the fact that the con-

duction of electricity does not lake place in the same way in all

gases. They divide the gases into two groups: 1**' those, in which

an electron moving through the gas hardly loses any energy by a

non-ionising impact and 2"^^ gases, in which the energy of the

electron is lost for the greater part or totally by each impact. To

the first group especially the rare gases belong. Franck and Hertz

made themselves a series of measurements with these gases and

also gave a theory of the conduction of electricity by them. They

principally investigated heliimi. In the following we shall mention

the results of some measurements with argon.

Untd now only determinations of Gu.L and Pidduck") existed on

this subject. A former investigation on the sjiark potential of argon

has taught us') however, that the results of these physicists are

not quite right, probably by a slight impurity of their argon. This

is probably the reason why the typical behaviour of the argon was

not pronounced in their measurements.

2. We have again determined the connexion between current

and tension in argon. Our apparatus liad been constructed in the

same way as that of Gill and Pidduck (fig. 1). It consisted of a

coudensor, in which the variations in the plate-distance could be

measured. In the anode a series of holes had been bored through

which by means of a quartz lens ultraviolet light of a mercury

lamp could be concentrated upon the zinc cathode, in order to

liberate electrons from it foto-electrically. By means of a micrometer

screw the cathode could be moved up and down. The whole appa-

ratus had been fused into a glass tube with a quartz window to

let the ultraviolet light through.

1) Verb. D. pbys. Ges. (15), 34, 929. 1913 en (16), 12, 1914.

2) Pbil. Mag. (16), 280, 1908 en (23), 887, 1912.

^) Versl. Kon. Ak. v. Wet. (26), 1027. 1917.
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The intensity of I lie ciuTeiit in the condeiisor was determined

from the time which a binant electrometer of Doi.ezai.ek needed, to

Fig. 1.

he charged. The tension was snpplied by a battery of small piles

and controlled with an electrometer of Wulff. All conductors, the

discharge tube, and the electrometer were pi-otected by tin-foil in

order to prevent electro-static disturbances.

The argon was purified according to the method of Gehlhoff. During

the measurement there always was found a small impurity, probably

due to gases from the ebonite, by which the condensor was

isolated. The pressure increased about by 0.00080 mm. in 24 hours.

The quartz lamp was fed by a battery. After some time the radiation

proved to be satisfactorily constant, which was controlled by a

thermo-pile.

3. We have made measurements on the relation between current

and tension for a constant distance of the condensor plates and

on the relation between current and plate distance for a constant

intensity of the field.

In fig. 2 and 3 the results of the best measurements have been

represented graphically. Both curves show typical sudden changes of
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direction due to the augmented increase of the intensity of the

current and which occur at regular distances '). For heliunti

350
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Fhanck and Hertz have observed a similar phenomenon and proved,

that these changes of direction must occur each time an electron has

travelled through a potential ditFerence equal to the ionisation potential.

Our measurements give in this way for the ionisation potential of

argon 12,0 Volt, which agi'ees satisfactorily with the value Fhanck

and Hertz found in another waj'. ') In the curve for constant tield

the steps are much more pronounced than in that for constant plate

1) Maximally we have observed 15 steps.

2) Later measurements by Dr. Oosterhuis and one ol' the writers proved that

no real ionisation occurs at 12 Volts. The real ionising potential is about 17

Volts. So 12 Volts must be considered to be the velocity of first inelastic

impact (Note added in translation).
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distance and it seems extremely useful for the precise determination

of the ionisation tension. Tliis method has the advantage that it is

quite independent of eventually existing conlact potentials and
besides, that it does not only determine the ionisation tension itself

but also a series of multiples of il, so that the mean value can

exactly be calculated.

STRDOM

150

100

50
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electron between two succeeding impacts. Let v be the velocity of

the electron, I the mean free path, then the mean value of the

interval between two succeeding impacts will be t = — sec. During
V

this time the electric lield X gives to the electron the acceleration

e

X—. As after each impact the electron begins again with the mean
m

velocity zero in the direction of the electric field, it will travel over

e /A \'
a distance .r= i X— ( —

J
in this direction M. The mean value of the

m \v J
increase T of the energy between two impacts will therefore be

7n\v

Evidently this increase becomes smallest when the energy ^ mv^

itself is as great as possible. Then the loss of energy r by the

V
impact is however also maximal and therefore also the ratio ij = —

.

Let us now suppose, what probably will be the ease, namely that

ionisation will occur, as soon as an electron receives enough energy

to be ionised. Then ^ becomes a maximum for 4 ''^v" = ^ Vi, where

Vi is written for the ionisation potential

ke Vi f V\

Now the free path of an electron in argon is 4r2 times that of

an aigon molecule. From the data on internal friction, we can easily

deduce, that P. in argon for 17° C. and a gas pressure of p mm.
0,028

IS equal io ^ = cm.
P

The ionisation potential for argon is 12 Volt. Introducing this into

the above formula we find

:

In the measurements with constant field p was about 2 mm. and

e X
1) The mean velocity in the direction of the field becomes therefore Vx = i X — ,

m V

while Hertz finds double the value. This must be ascribed to the integration

used by H, in which the rare very long paths liave a great influence, hi reality.

when the number of the impacts between two ionising impulses is not exceedingly

great, an intermediate value will be the right one.
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Z=250 yoh/cm, so that ij,nnx was equal to ^^^. Maximally an
1

750

electron loses therefore by the impact with an argon atom the

part of the energy it has gained between two succeeding iin-

750

pacts. In this case the loss of energy may be entirely neglected and

we may assume that the energy of an electron it determined only

by the way it has travelled in the direction of (he (ield viz. ail

electrons at the same distance from the cathode will have the same

velocity.

In measurements with constant plate distance this is not at all

the case. As long as the potential difference between the plates is

small, the field is weak and y therefore great. In this case we

must therefore always take into account the energy loss by the

impacts and especially for the first steps of the current tension-curve

this influence will be considerable. For this reason measurements

with a constant practically chosen field are preferable for the deter-

mination of the ionisation potential.

As to the height of the steps, according to Kranck and Hertz

they must be in the ratio 1:2:4 etc. When we disregard the

round corners the current could be represented as a function of the

tension by a formula of the form / =: «^ A', 2", where .V^ is written

for the number of the electrons emilted by the cathode and n for

V
the greatest integer smaller than — . {V is the potential difference

between the two plates).

In our measurements the ratio 2:1 never occurred, but 1.3:1

and 1.5:1. Doubtlessly this is due to the influence of impurities in

the argon. By these the deviations are also greater in the measure-

ments with a constant field than in those with a constant plate

distance. It seems therefore to be of importance to repeat these mea-

surements still with a purer gas. Finally we can conclude from the

curves with a constant field, that nearly every impact of an electron

that has travelled through 12 Volt causes ionisation. From the

preceding calculation it is found, that the mean value of the path

travelled by an electron with a velocity corresponding to 12 Volt

between two impacts in the direction of the field is 0,001 cm. The

measurements teaches however that all ionisations take place in a

layer of maximally 0,004 cm., so that nearly each impact that can

cause ionisation reallv does cause it.



Anatomy. — "Experimental cerebellar-atactic phenomena in diseases

lying extra-cerebellar'. By D. J. Hulshoff Pol. (Communicated

by Prof. Winkler).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 23, 1918).

In a previous communication^) I pointed out that our equilibi-ium-

organ has not to be exclusively looked for in the vestibular organ

as GoLTZ °) writes, and wishes, but that tiiis organ has its arborisations

through the whole of the body and that the vestibular apparatus

has to be considered only as a subdivision of it.

The equilibrium tracts, which i-un centripetalwards as tracts of

Flfx'Hsig and Gowrr, possess exactly the same function as those

fibres of the vestibular apparatus, which too provide for our equilibrium.

Further investigations ') then taught me, that sensory cerebellar

ataxia must take place, when the above-mentioned afferent tracts in

their course through the cerebellum, are damaged.

Should this supposition be true, then from it can be deduced,

that cerebellar ataxia can be called forth by interruption of these

afferent paths, before they reach the cerebellum.

I therefore put before me the question, whether it should be

possible to provoke cerebellar ataxia, l""' by interrupting totally or

partially the afferent tracts, which conduct from the mednlla spinalis

towards the cerebellum, before they reach the corpus restiforme,

and 2"^' io injure more or less the vestibular nerve, before it arrives

within the dura.

In reference to the former, a transsection distally from the resti-

form body is necessary, because in it also other fibres are found,

which do not originate from the medulla spinalis. In reference to

the lattei-, destroying of the vestibulai- fibres is necessary before they

arrive within the scull, because the injuries due to the operation,

within the scull, might provoke a matter of complications less

wished for.

') On our equilibrium-organ. Verslag Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Nov. 1917.

3) See H. Zwaardemaker, Physiology. 11 Vol. p 286.

3) Cerebellar ataxia as disturbance of the ec[uilibrium sensation. Verslag. Kon

Ak. van Wet. Jan. 1918.

71

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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Before starting this experiment in the first place I had to point

out, what was meant with cerebellar phenomena.

The gait of the drunkard is, as I made clear in my former

reports, one of the most striking abnormalities in cerebellar disease.

Oppenheim on the other hand thought he distinguished still another form

of ataxia, which should have a great deal of similarity with spinal

ataxia, while Dkjkrine thinks under some instances a comparison

possible with labyrinthine ataxia. From this follows, that in man

no sharply defined disturbances are to be presented as cerebellar

symptoms. This can be easily comprehended because with sickly

alterations, as tumors of the cerebellum, other symptoms except the

local ones are observed.

The pressure of the tumour will manifest itself also on other, far

located centra, by which the complex of symptoms, due to the local

disease, is no longer sharply delineated.

I therefore soon came to the conclusion that 1 should not confine

myself in my further experiments to the symptoms of the sickbed,

but to the results which were obtained by animal investigations.

Here too great care had to be taken, as in reference to the

numerous connections of the cerebellum with the other parts of the

central nervous system, only those investigations could be of any

use, in which exclusively small, well-described parts of the cerebellar

surface were taken away.

In correlation of the view of Bolk *) I restricted myself in general

to the experiments of v. Runberk '), in addition to what was found

by others.

Putting together in short the obtained results of v. Runberk, one

finds: I. ataxia (taken in general) II. ataxia of the head: "no"-

nodding; III. gait of the cock, in which the paws are strongly

pulled up in the knees. IV. the parade-step, as one sees with the

Prussian regiments, and in which the leg is lifted up being stretched

forward. Y. turning around the long-axis of the body. VI. pleuro-

tatonus or bending of the trunk towards the left or towards the right.

If I add to these still one single symptom from my own experi-

1) Cerebellar ataxia as disturbance of the equilibrium sensation. Verslag Kon.

Ak. V. Wet. Jan. 1918.

-) BoLK, Principal features of the comparative anatomy of the cerebellum of the

mammals, particularly in correlation of the structure of tlie cerebellum in man.

Psych, en Neurolog. bl. 1"902.

Bulk, On the physiological significance of the cerebellum. Haarlem. Erven Bohn.

]903.

*) G. V. RijNBEBK, On functional localisation in the cerebellum. Verb. Bataafsch

Gen. 1906.
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raents ^), then it is the following. VII : swaying movement of the

bodj, with the coxa as resting-point.

The animal sits on its hind part, while tlie front part, resting

on the fore legs, constant ij' tosses to the right or to I lie left, exactly

as the pendtilinn of a clock. This movement is, as 1 suppose, the

same as described in sub II, althongli more intensitied, because not

only the head, but nearly the whole of the body participates in it.

As all these symptoms were Jiever found in one and the same

animal experimented on, but changed according to the parts which

were excochleated, and totally in accordance with the view of Bolk,

I supposed that in the new experiments some of them would come

to the foreground.

The aim of the operation^) therefore was to leave only unsectioned

a part of the afferent cerebellar tracts. For this purpose the connec-

tions between the medulla spinalis and the cerebellum were to be

sectioned in first instance, and as soon as the animal should have

overcome the disturbances of gait, resulting from it and thus walked

well again, then the vestibular apparatus was destroyed unilateraUy.

By this method still some afferent tracts should reach the cere-

bellum and in this way a partial lesion of its cortex should be imitated.

Referring to the first part of the experimental operation, we know,

that from the funiculi posteriores, through the interposition of the

nuclei of Gou, and Burdach, stimuli still reach the restiform body

and the cerebellum along the fibrae arcuatae ext. post, et anter. It

should be of importance not only to section the spino-cerebellar

tracts, but also the funicular posterior tracts.

The ideal place for this would be above the I'^f cervical root,

because there all the medullary fibres going to the cerebellum can

be sectioned. The endeavours applied for this purpose failed however,

as all the cats died during the operations. Therefore I resolved to

perform the section on a lower level, i.e. between c, and c,. For

this purpose the dorsal part of the secund arcus vertebrae cervicalis

was cut off, the dura was opened and between c, and c, in the

first place both the posterior funiculi were transsectioued and later

on with a small curved knife the lateral edge of the medulla was

cut in. By microscopical examination it was stated, that it had not

1) Cerebellar ataxia Experimental reseaches. Psych. Neurol. Bl. 1909.

Cerebellar functions in correlation of their localisation. Id. 1915.

2) Prof. B. Magnus and his temporary substitute Dr. W. Stoem van Leeuwen,

had the kindness to let me operate in the pharmacological laboratory, for which

opportunity I am greally indebted to them.

71*
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been possible to quite spare the pyramidal tract, which could be

easily observed in the animals. During the first days after the

operation the walking took place with great difficulty. The animal

not only was ataxic, but more or less paralysed, often falling aside.

Within 10 or 14 days however it had recovered in so far, that it

could walk in a straight direction. When it had almost totally

recovered, then I passed on to the second operation, and through

the right bulla ossea, according to the method of de Kleyn'), the

labyrinth and the vestibular nerve were destroyed.

In five cats the operation succeeded as we wished it. The symp-

toms they showed were in general the following:

a. After transsection, on the right as well as on the left of the

posterior funicular tracts and of the spino-cerebellar tracts, ataxia

and paralysis resulted, as mentioned above. That ataxia occurs after

transsection of the tracts of Flkchsig and Gowkr was already known

to us from the investigations of Makburg and Bing. ') The palsies

were the results of a not wanted lesion of the lateral pyramidal

tracts when transsectioning the spino-cerebellar lateral tracts. After

a fortnight these symptoms diminished, the animals could walk

rather well in a straight direction and then I went on to the second

operation, destroying this time the vestibular organ and the fibres

originating from it.

b. After the 7^i(/ht labyrinth was destroyed and when the animals

awakened from the narcosis, they showed in most of the cases all

the symptoms, known and found as result of the operation. Always

to be observed were eye-nystagmus towards the sound side, on the

other hand, retraction of the third eye-lid, narrow pupil and narrow

eye-slit (trias of sympathetic palsy, de Klein and Socin ') ) on the

sick side. Nystagmus of the head I never observed, however I saw

turning of the head towards the operated side. In some cases this

turning was distinctly, in other cases less distinctly visible.

c. Soon after the operation the animals exhibited a more or less

marked circns gait towards the sound side, i.e. towards the left.

Several degrees of this deviation were observed. In the most pro-

nounced cases the animal rotated as it were around its tail. When
the circus gair was not distinctly pronounced, then the animal walked

1) A. DE Kleyn, Zur Technik der Labyrinthextirpation und Labyrinthaus-

schaltung bei Katzen. Archiv. f. die Ges. Phys. Bd. 145.

') See Edingek, Zeitschr. f. Nerv. Heilk. Bd. 45. 1912. bl 303.

') A. DE Kleyn u. Gh. Socin, Zur naheren Kenntnis des Verlaufs der post-

ganglionaren Sympalhicus-bahnen fur Pupillenerweiterung, Lidspalt-eröffnung und

Nickhautretraktion bei der Katze. Archiv f. d. Ges. Phys. Bd. 160. 1915.
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ill a more or less large circle constantly towards the sound side.

When the deviation occurred in a slight degree, then the animal

only showed a deviation of its gait directed to the sound side.

The cause of these differences I think I may find in tiie incom-

pleteness of the operations. When these succeed according our

wish, then the deviation will be very distinct. When the operation

falls out less well, then the circus gait too will not come^to full

development.

As is the case with most of this kind of operations, the deviation

soon grew less and compensation therefore soon appeared. The

distinctly marked circus gait changed into a curved line walk and

ended towards a walk deviating to the sound side. This last

symptom remained during a long time.

Yet the animal could manage, although the circus gait was

distinctly pronounced, to reach a certain point. As it however

was inclined to deviate towards the sound side, it was obliged to

try this in a particular way. This is clearly seen from the drawing-

after a photograph (figure 1) of a gait line. The animal is standing

near ^4 and intends to go to B, where a piece of meat is lying.

As it is inclined to deviate towards the left, the sound side, and

in this way would never reach its aim, it adducts its riylit hind

leg strongly underneath its trunk and when the left hind

leg then is lifted, the animals throws, by means of the strongly

adducted right hind leg, the whole of the hind trunk towards the

left, and therefore the head becomes directed more to the right,

towards the aim. This is distinctly seen, just above the arrow, which

indicates the intended direction of movement. /. notes the place

where the R fore leg is placed. The tl hind leg is strongly adducted

underneath the trunk towards //. As it, with that leg, throws the

whole of its hind trunk towards the left, then the long-axis of the-

trunk is indicated by drawing a line between the two right legs,

therefore /. and //., in which case the animal keeps looking at the

aim. With the next step the R fore leg is placed near /.. and the

R hind leg is strongly adducted, towards 11. . The long axis is found

between 1.. and //.., and therefore the head is again turned towards

B. Continuing in this way, thus adducting the right hind leg strongly

underneath the trunk, the animal at length reaches its aim along

a curved line. It happens now and then that the cat, when adducting

the R hind leg too much underneath the trunk, loses its equilibrium

and tumbles to the right, because it misses its support on that side

of its hind trunk.

Moreover it is remarkable that when the cat walks aimlessly
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about the room, it constantly turns towards the wall, against which

_,
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agaiiLsl the wall, it cannot deviate in that direction and in this

manner the straight line of gait along the wall becomes easier.

(/. When we examine the gait of these cats carefnlly, we di recti j'

see that the fore leg is stretched and lifted high. On the

following picture (fig. 2), a high magnification after a film lepro-

dnction, this is clearly seen. Without much difficulty one recognises

the parade-step, as i.a. is published by Luciani and v. Rijnbekk in

their investigation on the ceiebellum. From my own experiments^)

on dogs, of which a leproduction (fig. 3) is placed next the cat's,

and which is made of a |)hotograph, one sees the confirmation plainly.

Fig. 2.

Gat. extra-cerebellar,

Fig. 3.

Dog. intra-cerebellar,

Of importance is the fact that in the dog the parade step occurred

after operating in the cerebellum' {^i^. 3), that in the cat, after

operating ^.c^ra-cerebellar (fig. 2).

Other symptoms important for this report are not found in the

operated cats. Yet the results lohich loe obtained, support the suppo-

sition that the sensonj cerebellar ataxia occurs, mhen the afferent

tracts, inhich from the medulla and the vestihuhir onjan pass on

towards th . cerebellum, during their course to that organ, are inter-

rupted in some loay or other.

In connection with the above-said a few points still rest to be

spoken of:

1. how can it be explained that in my extra-cerebellar operation,

the parade step was perceived, while on the other hand the cock-

step and the "no"-nodding etc. as described by e.g. Luciani, v. Runberk

and myself were missing.

I think 1 must look for the reason tiiat in all these cases the

same operation always was done, i.e. transsection of the posterior

funiculi medullae, of the ventral and dorsal spino-cerebellar tracts

of the funiculus lateralis medullae and of the vestibular organ at

1) Gerebellair ataxia Psych. Neurol, hi. 1909.
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tlie R side. Perhaps other cerebellar symptoms would have come

more to the fore-gromid when a different combination had been made.

II. In my previous report ') I came to the conclusion that, as

sensory cerebellar ataxia must arise through interruption of the

afferent, extero- and pi-oprioceptive equilibrium tracts in the cere-

bellum, this ataxia naturally will appear, when those parts of the

cerebellum are affected, where these fibres are found.

The consequence is that where the parade-step can be evoked

^.r/rrt-cerebellar, and this symptom also is derived /?i^/Y/-cerebellar,

a field of the cortex must be destroyed in which these afferent

fibres end.

Now it is well-known that the tiactus spino-cerebellaris dorsalis

(Flechsig) ends in the cortex of the vermis, and the tract us spino-

cerebellaris ventialis (Gower) in the vernis superior and the nuclei

tecti. From this follows, that all the important afferent tracts from

the medulla spinalis and from the vestibular organ are only in con-

nection with the vermis and the above mentioned nuclei.

Previous experiments '•') which I made proved however, that the

paradestep appears after removal of pai-ls of the cortex of the lob.

paramedianus, lying laterally from the vermis.

These two facts therefore do not agree and the (piestion arises,

whether an explanation is to be found for this. Directly three pos-

sibilities come to the fore ground. The first is that my investigations

were not propeily made. Against this I wotdd say, that in ten dogs,

larger and smaller parts from the lobulus paramedianus were cut

out and that in seven dogs the parade-step was found, while this

dysmetria in the gait did not appear in any of my other animals.

Therefore it is likely, that the right localisation was obtained.

The second is, that the view is not right, that the mentioned

afferent tracts should oidy end in the vermis, but that they possibly

also pass into more latei-ally lying parts of the cortex. Against this

can be advanced, that a gi-eat number of investigators have proved,

that the mentioned ti-acts do not end outside the vermis. This

fact too may be taken for certain.

The third explanation could be, that one has in the cerebellum

correlations, wdiicli histologically are not yet brought to clearness

and through wiiich the afferent im[)ulses, arrived at the vermis, are

projected towards other parts of the cerebellutn.

In this report I will not go deeper into the last question, which
to me seems the most probable, as more special investigations will

1) Verslag Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Januari 1918.

2) Psych. Neurol, bl. 1909.
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have to bring more eleaiMiess. Now 1 will only point out the con-

tradiction which I saw, and which with the aid of the well-known

facts at oni' disposal cannot yet be explained.

SUMMARY.

1. By experimental operation extra cerei)ellars, i. e., by transsectinp;

the tracts of Golt,, Burdaoh, Fi.kchsig and Gowkk and the fibi-es

of the vestibniar organ, it is possible to call forth cerebellar ataxia.

2. The hypothesis which I made and described in my previous

communication, on account of clinical experimental reports, that

sensory cerebellar ataxia appears through interruption, in the

cei-ebeilum, of the sub I mentioned tracts, is proved by experiments

on animals.

PROTOCOL.

Cat No. 1. Tianssection of the tracts of Goll and Burtlach and of the spino-

cerebellar funicular tracts, on the right as well as on the left. After the animal

had totally recovered from this operation the vestibular organ and the vestibular

nerve on the rigid side w^ere destroyed.

After awakening from the aether narcosis, the head was seen to hang to trie

right and downwards; therefore it showed turning of the head. No head-nystagmus

was
I
erceived. The Irias of sympathetic palsy, resulting from Iransseclion of the

postganglional nerve fibre in the mid-ear, i.e. narrowing of the eye-lid. was present

on the right. Moreover eye-nystagmus towards the sound side, therefore towards

the kft. All the symptoms, which one sees after destroying the vestibular organ

and the vestibular nerve, were present except the head-nystagmus. The day follow-

ing the operation, there appeared a strongly pronounced circus gait to the left,

therefore to the sound side. This was so intensified, that when a piece of meat

was laid down on the right side of the cat, the animal had to turn around its

tail to get at the food. Was the meat put down at a distance in front of the

cat, then we saw the curved gait line, as indicated in fig. 1. if the cat was lying

in rest, then it turned its head to the right as well as to the left.

After a few days the circus gait — to the left — had greatly diminished, to

slowly continue in a deviation to the left, which was still distinctly seen while

walking, ll was clearly visible that the anim.al, when it walked aimlessly around,

leaned with the left side, i.e. the sound side, against the wall and that it walked

on along the wall.

Eight days after the operation the animal was killed for examination. Prof.

VViNKLKR, who had the kindness to prepare the central nervous system and to dif-

ferentiate it afler the Marchi method, found: distaUg from the field of operation,

lying between c, and c^ degeneration of the pyramidal lateral funicular tract,

especially in its lateral part and further degeneration in the ventral white field,

at the level of the peripheral border, where in man') the tectospinal tract is found.

The distally lying degeneration is on the left side far less pronounced than on the

C. Winkler, Handboek der Neurologie, bl. 259. Haarlem, Erven Bohn. 1917.
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right. Proximalhj degeneration appears of the posterior funiculai- tracts, the spino-

cerebellar lateral funicular tracts and the spino thalamic tract. This afferent dege-

neration too is far more visible on the right than on the left side. Of the spino-

cerebellar tracts, the dorsal is the most affected, the ventral (Gower) less. At

the right the nervus vestibularis degenerated.

Cat No. 2. Operation done as in N*^. 1. After the animal awakened from the

aether narcosis, it did not show signs that the right vestibular organ was destroyed.

Next day the operation was repeated, then with satisfactory result. Noted were 1.

Eye-nystagmus to the left. 2. Sympathetic palsy trias at the right. 3. No head-

nystagmus 4. No, or very little turning of the head.

The day after the operation the tat walked rather well, it hardly showed circus

gait, but only had an inclination to deviate to the left, hence to the sound side.

Eight days after the operation of the vestibular organ the cat was killed for

examination. This investigation too Prof. Winkler had the kindness to make; the

following was found by him : Caudally from the Meld of operation lying between

Cj and C3 there is found a rather strong degeneration of the pyramidal lateral

funiculai- tract, but contrary I o cat N". 1, there were but few black spots in the

tecto-spinal region. Capital wards the posterior funiculi are degenerated and of the

spinocerebellar lateral funicular tracts principally the Flechsig, i.e. the dorsal,

bundles. Moreover one sees an afferent degeneration within a group of fibres,

which originate from the dorsal part of the spino-cerebellar lateral funicular tract

of Flechsig. They take their course medialwards, break through the zona inter

media, cross in the commissura alba ventralis and take a place in the sulcomarginal

region. In following this bundle upwards, it is seen capitalwards of the decussalio

pyramidalis against the ventral margin, laterally from the pyramidal tracts. Higher

still it is found in the lemniscus in the place, where the spino-thalamic tract lies.

As the slides do not reach the thalamus, i could not make out where this bundle

ended. All the above mentioned symptoms are more distinctly pronounced on the

right than on the left, except of course of the crossed part of the last mentioned

bundle. The vestibular nerve is degenerated at the right side.

Cat No. 3. Operation as with N'. 1.

After awakening from the aether narcosis there existed I. eye nystagmus to the

sound side; II. sympathetic palsy trias to the right; ill. turning of the head to

the right; IV. no head nystagmus. The day after the operation circus gait to the

left appea'cd, i.e. to the sound side, but this was not half so distinctly pronounced

as with cat N'. 1. As was the case with cat N*^. 1, here too the circus gait soon

diminished, yet for weeks the animal showed still an inclination to deviate to

the left. Also the curved line of gait to reach an object (fig. 1) remainel,

although this was not so distinctly visible as in the beginning.

From a film exposition it proved, that the parade step was distinctly present.

As the cat already previously had been used for another cerebellar operation,

the central nervous system was not examined, as the obtained results might have

been influenced by it.

Cat No. 4. Instead of transsectioning on both the sides of the afferent medullary

tracts to the cerebellum, in this cat only the right half was transsectioned. After

the animal had totally recovered from the operation, the vestibular organ and the

vestibular nerve, as in the three previous cats, were destroyed at the right side.

After awakening from the aether narcosis the same symptoms were observed

as with the other cats, thus I. nystagmus to the left, II. sympathetic palsy trias

to the right. III. turning of the head to the right, IV. no head-nystagmus.
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Tiie day after the operation the animal did not show many symptoms. After

the second day there was circus gait to the left. On the fourth day this last was
still visible and a film exposition was taken The parade step appeared then

distinctly visible.

On the sixth day a change in the cat appeared. The animal tumbled over

regularly to the right, it could not walk and mewed strongly. On the seventh day

the cat lay dead in the cage, after more tlian 20 days after the operation in the

medulla spinalis was done. For the section see cat N '. 5.

Cat No. 5. Operation as with N". 4.

After awakening from the aether narcosis this cat too showed exactly the same

symptoms as the former cats, only the circus gait was not so distinct as with

cat N^. 4. Tlie further course was nearly the same. After film-exposition the parade

step appeared distinctly to be present (lig. 2). As with N". 4, this cat too was

found dead in its cage, nearly at the same time and three weeks after the opera-

tion, done in the medulla spinalis, but without the symptoms which N". 4 had

exhibited shortly before dying.

The section by a mishap was only done on the head, as this was cut from the

trunk and was kept in fumaline, while the body was thrown away. After opening

of the crane, the bloodvessels of the brain surface and of the spinal cord up to

the place of operation were strongly overfilled. The wound itself was well -cured,

the candally lying part did not show alterations. After microscopic examination an

infiltration of small cells was found underneath the pia As this alteration appeared

three weeks after the operation and as both the cats were placed in one cage

and died nearly at the same time, the possibility exists, that they died of a

general infection.



Chemistry. — ''The Phenomenon Electrical Supertension" . II. By

Prof. A. Smits. (Conmmnicated by Prof. P. ZeeiMan).

(Communicated in the meeting of Jan. 25, 1919).

In the first coinmnriication on the phenomenon of electrical siipei-

tension the snpertension of the hydrogen etc. has been considered

which appears at nnattackable electrodes on the passage of an

electric cnrrent. Now we shall discnss the phenomenon of snper-

tension at the generation of hydrogen, whicii occurs when metals

act on water, or on solutions of acids without the aid of an electric

cnrrent, i.e. without entrance of electrons from outside.

In the discussion of the hydrogen generation on immersion of

zinc in an acid zinc salt solution the adjoined figure 1 led us to

make the following remarks.

When zinc (37") is placed in a liquid of the concentration x^,

the zinc can be electromotively in equilibrium with this solution,

but only metastable, at an electrical potential indicated by the dotted

line gf.

In this case no hydrogen-generation should, however, take place.

The metal zinc does acl, however, on the here supposed liquid,

and hydrogen is generated, whicli gives lise to a three-phase equili-

brium, consisting of a hydrogen-containing metal phase, a hydrogen

phase, and the electrolyte, in whicli we should bear in mind that

by. what is here indicated as electrolyte, the liquid phase in the

houndarif layer is meant. On action of the metal on the electrolyte

the concentration of the liquid in the boundary layer will differ

from that of the liquid outside the boundary layer.

In consequence of the reactions

m,^m;- + Ws
\ \ \

Mz-»M/; +2ÖA
\

\ \ \

26'a + 2HG-^H,c;

the liquid in the boundary layer will be j)Oorer in hydrogen-ions

and richer in zinc-ions than the electrolyte outside the boundary

layer.
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When now also on rapid solution the metal assumes internal

equilibrium superiiciallj, the metal phase will lie on ad ov on the

prolongation of this line, because the different points of this ourve

and its prolongation represent states of internal equilibrium of the

metal in electromotive equilibrium with electrolytes which lie on

the line ac or its prolongation.

When not only the metal phase, but also the hydrogen phase of

the three-phase equilibrium mentioned just now is in internal equili-

brium, the metal phase must lie in (/, the hydrogen phase in <?, and

the electrolyte in the boundary layer in c, the electrolyte outside

the boundary layer possessing the concentration a\. The zinc-ions

will, therefore, continually diffuse from the boundary layer outwards,
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and the liydrogen ions in opposite direction from ontside into the

boundary layer.

Let ns now first of all suppose that the internal equilibrium in

the metal sets in very rapidly, but not in the hydrogen. This may

take place when the metal maintains its internal equililtrium also

on rapid emission of ions and electrons, and the internal equilibrium :

does not set in rapidly enough, so that a gas-phase escapes which

contains too many electrically charged particles, i.e. too many ions

and electrons or in other words is disturbed in base direction. In

this case the three-phase equilibrium: metal phase - boundary

liquid - hydrogen phase will be indicated by e.g. the three

points d'c'e'

.

When the electrical poiential of the same disturbed hydrogen

phase could be measured with regard to the electrolytes of other

hydrogen-ion concentrations than c', the line b' c' would denote the

electrolytes which can coexist with the same disturbed hydrogen

for different electrical potentials.

We shall now consider the case that the internal equilibrium sets

E
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ill very rapidly for the hydrogen, but that tiie metal is disturbed.

It being sii|)posed here that the metal dissolves pretty rapidly, the

liquid iji the boundary layer will deviate also hei-e from that outside

the boundary layer with the concentration .I'l. The hydrogen piiase

is in internal ecpiilibrium, so that the coexisting liquid must be a

point of the line be. The disturbed metal phase is ennobled, and

has, therefore, a less negative electrical potential. Let this metal

phase be indicated by d' , then the three coexisting phases are

represented by 'the points d'c'e', and the line d'c' has ordy signifi-

cance for the case that the same disturbed metal phase could also

coexist with other electrolytes than c'

.

A third possibility remains, namely this that neither the metal

phase nor the gas phase assume internal equilibrium with sufficient

rapidity. In this case the metal will, therefore, contain too few ions

and electrons, in consequence of which its electrical potential has

become less negative, whereas the hydrogen phase contains too

many ions and electrons, from which results that its potential has

obtained a more negative value.

E
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In this case the metal has, accordingly, beconne ennobled, but the

hydrogen has become baser.

It is now the question at what potential the three-phase equili-

brinm will lie.

When the disturbance of the metal is much greater than that of

the hydi-ogen, the three-phase potential will most pi-obal)ly l)e less

negative than in case of iiitei-Jial equilibrium of metal and hydrogen

phase; if, however, the disturbance of the hydrogen is very great,

it is possible that this disturbance prevails, and that the three-phase

potential is moie negative than in case of internal equilibrium. In

the foregoing diagram, fig. 3, the former is supposed.

It is clear how on these considerations we aj-e gradually led to

the case that presents it.self for Nickel.

There the metal is disturbed, and through its exceedingly slow,

imperceptible generation the hydrogen is always in internal equili-

E

brium. In consequeiice of the exceedingly slight action the concen-

tration of the boundary liquid is practically not different from that

outside the boundary layer, so that the liquid phase of the three-
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phase equilibrium will be indicated by the point m, so that the

three-phase polential coincides with the potential of the hydrogen

electrode, as was already demonstrated before.

Now it is perfectly clear from the considerations given here that

we are not justified in saying that when the hydrogen generates at

a metal of a potential which is baser than that of the hydrogen

electrode, the hydrogen presents the phenomenon of supertension.

F'ig. 2 e.g. refers to this case, here the generated hydrogen shows

no supertension, because the liquid lies in the boundary layer on

the line he. The point c' lies, indeed, above iii, but this is only

owing to tiiis that in consequence of the solution of the metal, the

concentration of the liquid, in the boundary layei', is different tVom

that outside it.

In the cases represented by figures 1 and 3 the hydrogen presents

supertension, but this supertension is not equal to the potential dif-

ference between the potential of the generating hydrogen and the

hydrogen electrode, for in order to get to know the supertension it

would be necessary to have the hydrogen electrode also in the

boundary layer of the dissolving metal.

The real supertension can be read from the figures 1 and 3 men-

tioned, it is not the distance from the point ni to the horizontal

line il'e', but equal to the distance in'c'.

Laboratory of Anorg. and General Chemistry

of the University.

Amsterdam, January 20^^, 1919.
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Physics. — "Contribution to the theory of adiabatic invariants'*

(Preliminarj communication). ') By G. Krutkow. (Communicated

by Prof. H. A. Lorkntz).

(Communicated in the meeting of Dec. 29, 1918).

Introduction. Any quantity that has to be qaanticized, which may

be called a "quantum-quantity", must satisfy two conditions:

1. it must be a function of the integrals of the equations of

motion of the system under consideration. This condition is self-

evident, since the quantity must not change by the motion of the

system, and has therefore never been explicitly stated;

2. it must be an adiabatic invariant, i. e. it must not change

when the system is submitted to a reversible adiabatic influence.

This demand was first formulated by Eitrenfkst and proved by means

of general statistical reasoning'). Assuming that the adiabatic influence

may be calculated by the methods of mechanism this condition

follows directly from the fact, that the quantum-quantity varies ab-

ruptly, whereas the external influence may be infinitely small; the

quanticizable quantity therefore cannot vary at all, it must be an

adiabatic invariant.

Calling the quantum-quantity v, the integrals of the equations of

motion Cj, c, . . . . and, the adiabatic invariants i\, i\ . . . . the condi-

tions (1) and (2) are expressed by

V z= funct (c^, Cj, . . , .) ....... (1)

ü=/unct(v,, V,,.. . .) (2)

3. There is still another condition which a quantum-quantity

has to satisfy : it must have a meaning which is independent of the

system of co-ordinates. This condition appears to me to embody the

notion of the coherence of the degrees of freedom established by

Planck '). To this condition I hope to be able to return in a later

1) Address delivered in the Petrograd. Phys. Ges. in Dec. 1917 and April 1918.

«) P. Ehrênfest. Ann. d. Phys. 51 (1916) p. 327, Phys. Zschr. (1914) p.

Acad. Amsterdam 22 (1913) p. 586. Ann. d. Phys. 36 (1911) p. 98. Verb.

d. D. phys. Ges. 15 (1913) p. 451.

') M. Planck. Ann d. Phys. 50 (1916) p. 285.
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paper: on this occasion it will be left out of account and we shall

only deal with condition (2).

This condition imposes on us the task to find the adiabatic in-

variants of a given mechanical system and to look for a general

method of solving the "adiabatic" pioblem.^) A method of that kind,

was unknown so far; the adiabatic invariants had to be guessed at

and their adiabatic invariability had to be tested a posteriori. In this

way the following invariants were found:

a. the quantity V of statistical mechanics, which measures the

phase-extension limited by the "energy-surface"');

b. the "action" calculated for a full period of a periodical system;

V = C2 T dt ')

;

c. the quantum integrals of the "conditionally periodic" systems;

hi

Vi=
I
pi dqi = 2 I ^, dqi . *)

« Oi

In what follows I shall sketch out a general method of finding

adiabatic invariants and apply it to certain special cases, viz.

a. Cyclic systems. Properly speaking these systems come under

the head of conditionally periodic systems; but as the conditions are

particularly simple in this case and bring out the \^\'y natural

character of the method, 1 shall discuss them separately;

/?. conditionally periodic systems;

y. ergodic systems.

Under (/?) I shall only consider the limiting case, in which there

are no commensurable relations between the periodicity-moduli. To

the further cases and in particular their relation to the third con-

dition stated above I hope to return on a later occasion.

1) This point was specially emphasized by Ehrenfest. Compare for instance

P. Ehrenfest Phil. Mag. VI Vol. 33. p. 513 (1917).

«) P. Hertz. Ann. d. Phys. 33 (1910) p. 544.

') L. BoLTZMANN. Prinz. d. Mechanik II p. 181. P. Ehrenfest Ann. d. Phys.

51 (1916) p. 327 Anhang.

*) J. M. Burgers. Ann. d. Phys. 52 (1917) p. 195. To the papers in the Pro-

ceedings of the Amst. Acad, referred to by the author 1 had unfortunately no

access.

72*
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The gknerai, method.

1. Definition of adiabatic invariants'^). We consider a mechanical

system of n degrees of freedom, the equations of motion of which

must be written in the Hamiltonian form

^H dH
pi= - ^-, q, = ^-, 0=1,2, n) . . . . (3)

Oqi dpi

H is here a function of the /;, and qi . It must not contain t

explicitly. Moreover it is supposed to depend on certain external

co-ordinates, which we shall call the parameters Oj:. These parameters

may either retain constant values, in this case we have the iso-

parametric problem, or they may vary, which gives the rheo-para-

metric problem, or they may vary very slowly "), which is the

herpo-parametric or adiabatic pioblem, ro which we shall give

special attention.

We shall make the following assumptions:

1. None of the quantities }>{ or qi increases to infinity. The g-; are

confixed within tixed limits.

II. During the time in which each qi goes to and fro many times

between its extreme values, the ax must change by an infinitely

small amount of the first order. Moreover each a^ must be approxi-

mately constant. Equations (3) must remain valid during the process.

It follows from these assumptions that the herpo-parametric problem,

will be obtained by putting ax = const, in the rheo-parametric problem

and then iaking for all the quantities the time-average in the

corresponding iso-parametric problem.

In our discussion we shall confine ourselves to one parameter a.

This is not an essential limitation of the problem, but it simplifies

the formulae considerably.

An adiabatic invariant is a function v of the integrationconstants

c,,c,, . . . . of the iso-parametric motion and of the parameter a, the

total "adiabatic" derivative of which with respect to a disappears:

dv dv öu dc. bv dc,— =
\

^-| ^+..- (4)
da da dcj da dc, dM

where the horizontal line indicates the time-average.

2. The iso-imrnmetric problem. In the equations of motion (3) we

1) Comp. P. Ehrenfest 1. c. and J. M. Burgers 1. c.

') Implicitly this condition will show itself in the fact, that Hamilton's function

only contains the parameters Ux itself and not the corresponding moments.
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put (/ z= const, and integrate according to Jacobi's method. If

/ii = 0,, H^=C^, iln — Cn (5)

is a set of normal integrals of the equations, from which />, may
be solved, the characteristic function

V=^i:Fidqi, (6)

may be formed, where the functions F{q,, c,, a) represent the quan-

tities /?, deduced from equations (5), and putting

T- = t, A~ = ^» ....— = r„ (7)
OC^ Of, OCn

these will be the additional integrals, where

x,=t-}-c* t, = c* .... r„ = c* (8)

The quantities Ct* are the 7i integration-constants. The iso-parametric

problem is thereby solved.

3. The differential equations of the rheo-parametric problem. In

order to obtain these equations we shall pass from the variable

quantities pi and qi to the variables Ci and ti . This is a "contact-

transformation". It is obtained by means of the characteristic function

V{q

as transformation-function

uCi,a)= \ i:Fidqi (6')

dF bV

Oqi OCi

The differential equations retain the Hamiltonian form. If rz remains

constant, the new Hamiltonian function is equal to the transformed

old one, i.e. to c< and the following trivial result is obtained:

Ci = 0, c, = 0, c. = ; ti = 1, t, = tn =
We now ajlow a to change, i.e. we put a = function {t). The

transformation-function V is now an implicit function of t through

the intermediary of q^ , c, a7id a :

dV fdV- dV-\ dV-

dt i \Oqi OCi ) oa

The differential equations (3) retain their form all the time, but

the new Hamiltonian function K now becomes

ir=. +r^V (10)
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where the brackets are intended to indicate, that the derivative

dV/da must be expressed in the variables c and /, . The differential

equations of the rlieo-paranietric problem therefore are as follows:

0/^ . _ d^ ' — _^^)

. dK . _dK . _dK i

^ ~
dci ' dc, ' ' " dcn /

4. The herpo-parametric or adiabatic problem.

To begin with we put (7 = const. Substituting the value of A

from (10) the equations (11) then assume the form:

^'^^"^
. . (12)

or, indicating the differentiation with respect to the parameter a

bj means of a dash :

d /dr\
,

/dV\ 1
,

Ö fdV\

dti\da J ^

V ^" / a ^'^' V ^^

We now only need to put the line which indicates the mean

value on the left side and on the right actually to calculate the

time-average in order to obtain the differential equations of the

herpo-parametric or adiabatic problem. The integration, in which the

said line on the left is omitted, gives the adiabatic invariants; indeed,

the equations being

c'i :=/{ (c,, ti, a) I'i= gi (Ci, ti a]

and (fic.2, t^, a) their integrals, the total differential d(f/da owing to

the equations must disappear, or

da da i \ dci ^'i J

Oa { \Öci 0'{ J da

but this is no other than equation (4), i.e. the equation which

expresses the definition of adiabatic invariants.

In this manner the problem set in the introduction : to derive a

general method of finding adiabatic invariants, has been solved.

Befoi-e discussing the more general applications two special problems

— classical ones for the quantumhypothesis — may be treated by

our method.
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(13)

5 (A). The linear oscillator. Tlie parameter is here the frequency.

The solution is as follows:

d fbV\ d /dF\ dq 1

The mean value of the right-hand side is cja. Thus we obtain

the well-known adiabatic invariant Cyja.

B. Body rotating about a fixed axis. Calling the moment of inertia

(the parameter) A and the moment of momentum p, we have:

H=—p' = c, p = F = 1/2 Ac, V= CdqF=q[/2Air,. . (16)

dV _c,q dV_Aq_ (^^\_'^i

d fdV\ c,

'' = -rXu) = -i <•«>

which gives Ci^ = const., hence also p= T= 1-^2^4^!=: const.

Applications.

6. The cyclic system. We call cyclic those co-ordinates which do not

occur in the expression for the Hamiltonian function (ignorable co-

ordinates according to Thomson and Tait's terminology). They will

be indicated by qx{x = \,1, . . . . , k), the remaining, non-cyclic co-

ordinates by qi{X=zk -\- \, ^ + 2, . . . , , n).

Hence we have

H = H iqy, qx, px',a) p^, = — -— = px =z Cx . . (19)
Oqx

The characteristic function now will be

V= :^ Cx q, -\- W (gy, c; cy; a) (20)
.r

We shall further assume that c„ is the energy-constant ; we then

obtain

dV d\V dV dlV— = qx + ^=tx — =^=n . . . (20')
OCx ocx Oc) ocy

where all t, excepting /„, are constants and tn = t -\- const.



From the equations for t, tlie q, maj be derived as functions of

the Cx, c, and t,. Further we have

-^ =^ (21)
Oa Oa

bV
from which it follows, that ^- is a function of the Cs, C; and t, and

Oa

independent of the tx, hence:

d /dF\
c'^ = — 1=0 Cx — adiab. Invar . . . (22)

btx\oaJ

in the case, when K= n, i.e. when all the co-ordinates are

cyclic, we have

H = H{p,) pi = c, V=i:ciqi {i=l^2,...n) . (23)

If the energy-constant c is a function of the a which is found by

substituting the a in B, the new Hamiltonian function will be

K=C -\-

dV
But ^- is equal to zero, hence all r, are adiahatic invariants. As

da

the co-ordinates corresponding to the moments c, the old co-ordinates

qi must be taken — they are all linear functions of the time. This

fact brings out the natural character of the method, hence it appears

to be a verj' natural generalization of the method of leasoning

followed in the theory of cyclic systems.

The simplest instance of a cyclic system — a body rotating about

a fixed axis — was discussed above under 5.

7. The conditionally periodic systf'vi. As is well-known a condition-

ally periodic system possesses besides the energy-integral (ii— 1)

other integrals which are of the second degree with respect to the

moments. They all contain the moments only as squares, not as

products, thus only pi^ and no pipx- Solving the pi' we get

Pi' = y^i {qu Ci . . o„) ipi = y^^i (c, . . r„ Integration const.) (24)

therefore each pi depends only on the corresponding co-ordinates

qi. If the initial value of qi lies in between two simple successive

roots Qi and 6, of the equation Vv = ^> ^^^ co-ordinate displays

librational motion. We shall here consider the case in wliich this

holds for all the co-ordinates qi.

The characteristic function V is now given by
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V= 2: Cdf/iV^i (25)

hence

--= -: rf^.dl/vv,. =-2" %-^— =:r, . . (26,27)
la i J ócx i J ÖCx

The first group of the iheo-parametric differential equations has

the following form

d /dV

or putting a =: const and substituting for d V/dd its value from (26)

••— é(fj*^l «
Now it follows fiom (27) that the integral within the brackets

depends on ^.,. only through the intermediary of the qi (on Cx it

depends explicitly and also through the qi ; hence

•'— (r¥S «
We have now on the left to put the line indicating the mean

value and on the right actually to calculate the time-average. For

this we need the following propositions: the curve of the orbit fills

the whole region tn < qi< bi{t z= i,2 . . . . n), the filling being every-

where "dense" ^). The time-mean of an arbitrary function ƒ of the

phase of motion of the system, taken over an interval of time t

increasing indefinitely, may be replaced by the space-mean of the

function over this region'). In the variable quantities c, , /, in order

to compute the space-mean we have to integrate the function ƒ over

a "period-cell" and divide by the "volume" of the cell

(>

hence

:

/= Urn - \ dtf=^-^^
j o •

I f't, . . . dXnf . . (30)

1) P. StSckel. Math. Ann. 54 (1901) p. 86. In the proof il is assumed that

between the ''^ix (equation 29) no relations of commensurability exist.

2) Gomp. J. M. Burgers I. c. p. 200.
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Representing' by Si^: the sub-determinaiits corresponding to the vju

the mean value of the right-iiand side of (28') after some reduc-

tion may be written in the form

bi

-^Sllir^f^^dgi (31)
12 i J Oa

a;

or putting

bi

V, = 2 idq, i^tpi (32)

Al-

and noticing that the integrand disappears at the limits of the

integral, also in this form

-ijSii,. ^ (31')

Hence we obtain the relation

— 1 . ^v^
c\+-:SSli,— = (33)

U { Oa

We now solve this set of equations for the derivatives dvt/da

-^+ 2:oJi^7^ = (34)
Oa

Instead of oj^ we ma^' write

J.
/ — dvi

dgi[/^H =^ (35)
OCj:

Hence instead of (34)

b,

or..- di
CO,-,. =

dcx

a;

-'+:S— c', = (36)
da J- Ocx

The i\ are functions of a and of the Cx; the left-hand side of (36)

therefore is the complete "adiabatic" derivative —'-: hence the t»; are
da

adiabatic invariants.

The above invariants have been obtained b}^ submitting to the

series of operations prescribed by our method the first group of our

rheo-parametic equations, those for c'x- We shall now show, that

we need not proceed and that we need not consider the second

group of equations, those for t'j,, at all, supposing our object to be to

find the condition mentioned in the introduction under (2) which

every quantum-quantity of the conditionally periodic system has to
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satisfy. We may briefly formulate the condition mentioned nndei- (1)

by saying, that each qnantnm-quanlity v mnst retain a constant

value along the "orbit" of our system; it is a function of those

integrals of the iso-parametic system which do not contain the time

t explicitly, i.e. of c^, . . . . c„, t„ . . . . t„. The time-mean of?' is there-

fore V itself. We may then replace this time-mean by the space-mean

for the cell Si, this being a function of the c^ and a, v is a function

of the Cj: and independent of /,,.... L. Now we have found ?i adia-

batic invariants, functions of c and a; the remaining ones, which

have not been computed, all contain the 1^, hence we do not need

these for our present purpose. The conditions (1) and (2) for a con-

ditionally periodic system without commensurate relations between

the iVix therefore assume the form

V =. fiinct (Cj, . . . c„ ; a) \

.
(37)

V = fund (t'j, . . . v,i)
]

where the ?v a'"e given by equation (32). We know, that the

quantum-theory chooses as quantum-quantities the y, themselves ^).

§ 8. 77ie ergodic system. So far we have assumed that the iso-

parametric problem is actually solved. Now we shall only suppose,

that the energy-integral

H (pi, qi,a) = c^ (38)

is given and in addition introduce the "ergodic" hypothesis that

the system passes through every point of the "energy-surface"

H^c,'). The time-mean i^ of a phase-function ƒ is then given by

j.. A dp, . . . dp„ dq,... dq„ —ƒ 1

ƒ =^- ^ 11- ,')) ... (39)

\.. .[ dp^...dp,dq^. .. dq„ —
]

the integrals being taken over the energy-surface H=:c,.

As a veiy natural specialisation of our general method we now
take as transformation-function F the quantity

=J"™,,
(40)

') K. ScHWARZSCHiLD. Sitzungsber. Berlin 1916. p. 550. P. Epstein. Ann. d.

Phys. 50 (1916) p. 489; 51 (1916) p. 168. A. Sommerfeld. Ann. d. Phys.

51 (1916) p. 1.

3) cf P. and T. Ehrenfest. Enc. d. math. Wiss. iV 32. § 10.

•'') L. BoLTZMANN. Gastheorie 11 p. 88. and seq.
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F being the expression for p^ which is obtained bj solving H=Ci
p,=F{p,...,p„,q,,...,qu,c,;a) (41)

When this expression is substitnted in H= c^ the result will be

an identity. By differentiating this with respect to c,,
f>,, ...,p„, 5',, ... ,(/„,

we find

dF dF

,

d/y_ 1 ^H _ d^idH_ d^.|

dF~dF%i~~dF'dp^'~~dF' ... (42)

dcj dc, dc,

from which the Hamiltonian equations are easily derived as follows

dp,__d_F ö^__ö^ d^^dF^

dp, dqx dq, dpx dq, Of,

Let us now form the derivatives of the transformation-function V
with respect to all the variables which it contains:

ör_ bV _rbF _ bV _rbF _ bV_rbF

ö?i bqx J ^qx ' '' d/>., J dpx ' '' ÖC, J dc^ '

Evidently 1^ forms the transition from the variables p^,...,p,„

<{i, '
, qu to the variables />,, . . . ,/;„, q,, . . .

, q„, Cj, /,. Of all the

rheoparametric differential equations we only need the equation for

c' here, viz.

d rdV\ d f rdF \

The integral inside the brackets only depends on t through q^,

hence

«--ffO '^^''

We now form the mean value according to (39):

r r dF— I ... Idp^ . . . dp,, dq^ . . dq,i —
r r dF
I

... \dp^. . .dpndq^ . . . dqn

(45)

dc.

where in the denominator Ijq^ has been replaced by ^ accordmg

to the last equation of the set (42'). It is easily seen, that the

numerator and denominator are the partial derivatives with respect

to a and c, respectively of a function V of the form

V z=.
j

...
I

dp^ .. .dp„dq^. .. dqn, .... (46)
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the integration extending over the region enclosed by the energy-

surface H =: c^. We thus have

dV dV-^ -f ^ c', = . . . . . . . . (47)
da dc,

'

hence V is an adiabatic invariant. It can also easily be shown
that this quantity has a meaning which is independent of the system

of co-ordinates used; it therefore also satisfies the condition mentioned

in the introduction under (3). The same is true for the quantity

called V in § 3, b.

It remains to be seen under what conditions the quantities v^

defined by equation (32) also satisfy this requirement. It may be

expected that this enquiry will teach us how to quanticize systems

which are "degeneiated" in different ways. It also seems very pro-

bable, that this question will be decided on the lines indicated by

Planck ') and Schwahzschild '). For instance, as regards the movement
of a top on which tio exteinal forces are acting, of the three adia-

batic invariants: the moment of momentum, its projection on the

axes of the figure and its projection on S-axes of a fixed system of

coordinates of arbitrary orientation (all three multiplied by 2jr) only

the first two may be quanticized. The "elementary region" thus

will be not h^ but A' {2)i^ -\- 1), where ii^ is the quantum-number

corresponding to the moment of momentum. On this ground excep-

tion may be taken to Epstein's calculation of the specific heat of

hydrogen'). To all these problems — problems relating to the

adaptation of the quantum-hypothesis to different cases — 1 hope

to return soon.

The method above developed is independent of this question, it

is the solution of a purely mechanical problem. It seems advisable

to try and apply it to systems which cannot be integrated by a

separation of the variables in Hamilton-Jacobi's partial differential

equation, e.g. to the PoiNsoT-motion. About this question also I hope

to be able to make a communication shortly.

Petrograd, September 1918. Physical Laboratory of
the Uiiiversity.

1) M. Planck. 1. c.

2) K. Schwarzschild. Silzungsber. Berlin 1916, p. 550.

») P. S. Epstein. Ber. d. D. Phys. Ges. 1916 p. 398. Compare especially

(10) on p. 401. Objections may also be made to the quanticizing proposed on

p. 407, seeing that the quantum-quantities in that case are not adiabatic invariants,
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Chemistry. — " Urease and the radlation-tJieory of enzyme-action".

By Dv. H. P. BARENDRECHT.

(Communicated in the meeting of February 22, 1919).

I.

1 . Since the discovery by Takeuchi of urease in tiie Soja-beans an

exceptionally useful material for the study of enzyme-action has

been at our disposal. The enzyme as well as the pure substrate,

urea, are now readily obtainable in unlimited quantity. The estima-

tion of the reaction products can be carried out easily and accurately,

an important condition for success in pioneerswork, where innume-

rable analyses have to be niade.

This chance of solving to some extent the great riddle of enzyme-

action has therefore attracted many woikers during the last few years.

Marshall (J. Biol. Chem. XVII, p. 351, 1914) has found, that

in this case also the action is proportional to the concentration of

the enzyme.

The Armstrong's, Horton and Benjamin (Proc. Roy. Soc. 1912

and 1913) have made extensive empirical studies, from which the^^

drew the conclusion, that ammonia retards, but carbonic acid

accelerates the reaction, a surprising result, which others also state

to have found. As will be seen from the present paper, pure

chemical empiricism here leads to false conclusions.

A ru'st endeavour to theoretical as well as to experimental study

of the action of urease was made by Donald van Slykk and his

collaborators (J. Biol. Chem. XIX, p. 141, 1914).

To clear the field it is necessary to pass some criticism on this work.

The theoiy of these authors and all their further work are based

principally on three experiments. In experiments 1 and 2 "the effect

of concentration of urea, enzyme concentration being constant" and

"the effect of decreasing urea concentration on reaction, as the latter

approaches completion" were investigated. As in these experiments

the considerable changes in concentration of the hydrogen-ions were

left out of consideration, notwithstanding the authors themselves have

further on become aware, that the urease activity is dependent in

a high degree on the H-ion concentration, it is no wonder, that they
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tried to found tlie "fbrmnlatioii of the nature and course of the

reaction" especiall}' on experiment 3, in which phosphates acted as

a buffer against hirge changes of tlie true acidity.

Since the results, as published, of this experiment, were incompa-

tible with the experiments and iheory of the present papers, the

author has recalculated them on the basis of van Si, ijkk's own theory.

The remarkable conclusion is, that even van Sijjkk's own basal

experiment was not at all in accordance with liis own theory, the

c being clearly far from constant

:

TABLE III of VAN Slijke.

£• = 0,1 t = 60.

Concentration

urea.
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If all the atoms, constituting a molecule, receive this radiation

from a similar molecule at the same time in the required phase,

the reactivity of the molecule as a whole can be expected to have

changed. A small increase of the vibration of the molecule may

increase its power to enter inlo combination (this point will be

treated further on), a large elevation may (ear it out of a compound

with other molecules.

However, the author wishes not at present to lay much stress

on the particulars of his hypothesis. The numerous experimental

facts, recorded in these papers, for a great deal only revealed by Ihe

aid of this guiding hy|)üthesis and which we have all coordinated

by drawing their consequences, will prove its usefulness.

The radiation, by means of which urease acts on urea, thus ori-

ginates from the enzyme molecule and is able to exert its hydroly-

sing effect to a certain distance, probably microscopically small.

When this urease-radiation strikes a urea-molecule, it is absoibed,

just as for instance the specific radiation of a Na-atom is especially

absorbed by a Na-atom.

The amount of urea, hydrolysed in a time-unit by an enzyme-

molecule would therefore be independent of the urea-concentration,

if the other coustiluents of the solution had practically no absorbing

power towards this radiation. Only with a very small concentration

of urea, the radiation might be expected to be, at least partiall} , so

much weakened by spreading before striking a urea-molecule, that

it has lost the power of hydrolysing it. Hence for very dilute solu-

tions of urea constancy of action of a given quantity of urease

should not be expected; in these conditions the amount of action

will be found smaller.

So far the theory is the same as that, put forward by the author

previously for the sugar-enzymes.

A new point of dominating importance, at least in the case of

urease, is, that the hydrogen-ions proved to be, besides urea, the

only constituent in the solution, which absorbs this radiation.

It seems not improbable, that the way in which the H-ions were

found to interfere with the urease-action will appear to play a part

also in enzyme-action generally.

The mathematical formulation of this theory is very simple and

gives at once the following differential equation for the reaction

velocity at constant temperature and constant H-ion concentration:

— dx = m dt (1)
X -\- nc

In this equation x is the concentration of the urea (grams per
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100 cc), c is the concentration of the H-ions (also in grams per

100 C.C) and n is the coetïicient of absorption of the H-ions, i.e.,

one gram of H-ions absorbs n times as much radiation as one gram

of urea.

The velocity-constant m for a given temperature and H-ion con-

centration is proportional to the concentration of enzyme only, if

both temperature and H-ion concentration are maintained really

constant.

Calling the initial urea concentration a, expressed like x and c in

grams per 100 c.c, putting

a—X

a

substituting this in (1), we get

,
«(1— V) ,, .„.

ady = m at (J)
«(1—y) + "«

After integration and introduction of decimallogarithms the general

equation for the reaction-velocity of urease at constant temperature

and constant H-ion concentration becomes

nc 1

log \- ay ^= mt (3)
0,434 l — y

3. Determination of the constant n.

For the estimation of the important constant n it was necessary,

not only to determine accuiately the H-ion concentration c, but also

to take care, that c and thereby also m (as will be seen further

on) remained unchanged from beginning to end of the reaction.

Now, the hydrolysis of urea to ammonium-carbonate is in so far a

dilTicult case for enzyme study, that here by the enzyme-action

itself a distinctly alkaline substance is formed out of a neutral

substrate. This production of alkali is so considerable, that even in

presence of a buffer mixture of 8 % phosphate only 0.01 7o or at

the utmost 0.02 "/o of urea can be allowed to be transformed, if

one wants to maintain anything like constancy of />//.

A study of the kinetics of urease-action without the addition of

a powerful buffer to keep the true reaction constant, is evidently

as useless as working without a thermostat in a room of widely

changing temperature.

In fixing the best conditions for the experimental determination

of this constant ?7, two considerations determined the choice of the

Ph of the regulating phosphate mixture.
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As /«had appeared to be a function of /J/z with a distinct maximum,

the Ph of this maximum would offer the advantage, that here a small

variation of pn would produce smaller change in m than elsewhere.

Secondly, to check the influence of the inavoidable experimental

errors, the coefficient —— should not be much larger or smaller
0,434

than a. For, if the coefficient of log ~— predominates largely, the

reaction practically corresponds to the ordinary logarithmic line of

the law of mass action. On the other hand, a being much larger,

a nearly straight line will appear.

Therefore in these basal experiments a niixture of Na,HPO< 2 aq

and KHjPO^ was used in such proportion, that the enzyme-action

would proceed in an 8 7o phosphate mixture of about pff=7.ö.

The materials used w^ere the following:

Ordinarj yellow (probably Mantchourian) Soja-beans were pow^-

dered in a small American "Enterprise" mill, slowly turning the

handle to avoid the heating by friction, which is otherwise soon

perceptible. The powder was kept in a common stoppered bottle in

the dark.

The KH, PC, and Na, HPO, 2 aq were the purest compounds from

Kahlbaum, labelled "zu Enzym-studien nach Sörensen".

The urea, from Kahlbaum, was recrystallised by the author from

alcohol of 96 °
„.

All experiments in this research were made at a temperature of

27° C. This temperature is just high enough to allow without diffi-

culty the use of a waterbath of constant temperature nearly the

whole year round, and, on the other hand, low enough to avoid

the deteriorating effect of higher temperatures on enzyme activity,

within reasonable limits of time and true reaction.

7.28 g. of Na,HPO, 2 aq and 2 32 g. of KH,PO, were dissolved

in a stoppered flask to 100 c.c.

Into this solution 0.4 gram of Soja-meal was introduced, the flask

was shaken thoroughly and left in the waterbath of 27° for one

hour. After addition of 0.4 gram of kiezelgur, which had been

repeatedly washed and then dried, the extract was filtered off easily

and perfectly clear through an ordinary pleated filter. In the mean

time there had been prepared a solution of 14.4 grams ofNajHPO^

2 aq in 150 c.c. of water in a larger stoppered flask. To this w^ere

now added 75 c.c. of the clear Soja extract, by which a diluted,

still perfectly clear, extract resulted, which will be indicated by the

letter E.
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Ten test-tubes of Jena-glass, about 20 cm. long and 2.3 cm. wide,

had before been placed in the bath. These test-tubes were (as iu

VAN Slyke's experimeuts) closed by rubber stoppers with two boriugs.

Through oue of these a glass tube passed, about 30 cm. long and

4 or 5 m.m. outside diameter, ending near the bottom in a little

bulb with pinholes. The second l)oring held a small pipette-like

tube, with some cottonwool in the narrow end at the top, which

was meant to prevent the passage of any splashes of the liquid

with the air-current.

Each of these test-tubes received 10 c.c. of the extract E. Together

with the tubes a flask with 0.150 gram of urea, dissolved in 250

c.c. water, was placed in the thermostat.

After equilibrium of temperature had been established, 2 c.c. of

urea solution were introduced in each test-tube with an accurate

pipette. Like all the pipettes used in these experiments, this one

was calibrated for blowing out one minute after the liquid had run

out, which gives the greatest accuracy, provided of course, the

inside is cleaned beforehand with a mixture of sulphuric acid and

bichromate. A moment's stirring through the long tube with air,

freed from carbon dioxide, ensured complete mixing. Both tubes were

closed by pieces of rubber tubing and clips.

The moment the 2 c.c. had run out of the pipette and the con-

tents of the test-tube had been provisionally mixed bj shaking, was
taken as the starting-point of the enzyme-action. As the 2 c.c. ran

out of the pipette in a few seconds this point could be detei-mined

with sufficient accuracy.

In a wooden block with two rows of holes (see Figure 1) the

necessary number of thickwalled glass tubes were kept ready, each

containing a carefully measured quantity, between 5 and 12 cc,

of sulphuric acid Vbo ^^^ '^'^d filled up with water to a height of

about 7 cm. These tubes were also closed by a rubber stopper,

through which passed a long tube with pinholes and a short oue.

At the end of the fixed time-interval (or rather about '/< niinutes

before it, as this was within a few seconds, the time required for

the next operation till the reaction was consideied to have stopped)

the test-tube was taken out of the thermostat and put into the

wooden block. The rubber tubing B being connected with the glass

tube, the cli|) was removed, the closing of the tube .1 was taken

off and replaced by a piece of rubbei- tubing, in the open end of

which was then put a drop of octylaicohol to pievenl foaming.

Immediately after this the point of a pipette with about 25 cc. of saturated

potassium carbonate solution was introduced into this rubber tubing
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and by blowing out its contents rapidly and then blowing through

air for a moment, the potassium carbonate solution was mixed

cztk^

Fig. 1.

within a few seconds with the liquid in the reaction tube, stopping

the enzyme-action abruptly.

The tube A was then connected with the air-supply and the

ammonia blown over by a vigorous current of air, washed through

sulphuric acid. Two hours was proved to be amply sufficient for

the quantities of liquid used.

Larger volumes would have been difficult to handle.

In order to obtain sufficient accuracy in estimating these very

small quantities of NH, single determinations were not sufficient.

On two consecutive days identical series of experiments were carried
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out in duplo, without changing (he sulphuric acid tubes. In (his

wa}' eacli absorbing tube got four times (he amount of NH, of one

test-tube. On each day the Soja extract was fieshlj' prepared as

described above.

The necessary correction for the traces of NH,, which might

have been given off by the Soja-nieal, the phosphate or the pot-

assium carbonate, was determined by placing each day 3 times 10 cc.

of extract E into 3 empty test-tubes and after the addition of 25 cc.

of potassium carbonate, blowing over tiie NH, in the same manner

into absorbing tubes, filled with 5 cc. of H,SO, Veo ^ and water.

Each of these absorbing tubes thus received 6 times the amount of

this correction.

The estimation of p^ was made electrometrically in the air-thermo-

stat of 27°, as described further on in this paper.

In the present case for 10 cc. extract E, mixed with 2 cc. water

jt?^= 7.515.

10 cc. of extract E, mixed with 2 cc. of urea solution (0.06 7o)

after 4 hours standing at 27° gave /;^:= 7.525.

As the Ph on a total hydrolysis of 0.01 V^ urea in 8Vo phosphate

showed the slight increase of 0.01, it was taken here as 7.52.

The titration was carried out directly in the wide absorbing tube

with YsoNNaOH, prepared shortly before with distilled water,

freed from carbon dioxide and Vio^NaOH solution, prepared and

.and kept free from CO,.

A very dilute solution of sodium alizarin sulphonate proved again

to be the best indicator for NH, estimations. Cleaning of burettes

and pipettes with bichromate and sulphuric acid directly before use

is absolutely necessary in this kind of work.

Jan. 17-18 1917. TABLE 1.

0.01 o/o urea.

(Fig. 2 A)

pH = 7.52

t

miniifp«;
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As will be also seen in Fig. 2 A the point for t = 50 falls outside

the curve and is evidently erroneous.

Minutes 20 30

By combining the pairs of values, which are sufficiently wide

1 / 71C 1 ^ \
apart on this curve, the equation m= -

[ ^ log
^

-\- 0,01i/ 1

t V 0,434 " \—y
nc

gives the following figures for . (Table 2).^ ^ ^ 0,434
^

The concentration of the hj'drogen-ions in this equation had to
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TABLE 2.

t
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off on two consecutive dajs might not have been absolutely equal,

the author made a new set of experiments, in which only the two

series of the same day were combined. (Table 3).

From this table was calculated

:

TABLE 4.
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is really the general equation of nrease-action at constant lempe-

rature and constant H-ion concentration.

nc
If -—— is small, compared to a, evidently the reaction curve

0,434
' -^

must be expected to be practically a straight line. On the other hand

the logarithmic curve of the simple law of mass action will appear

to represent the course of the leaction in more acid solutions, where
nc

predominates largely over a small value of a.
0,434

By changing the proportion of NaJlPO^ 2 aq and KH^PO^ in the

87, phos|)hate mixtures a great range of constant H-ion concen-

trations could be covered. To secure the constancy of p^^ throughout

the course of the reaction, it was necessary to work always with

0.02 7,, or better still with 0.01 »/„ urea solutions. Since 12 c.c. of

0.01 7o contain oidy J. 2 mg. of urea, this means, that in all these

experiments the degree of hydrolysis of 1.2 mg. urea had to be

determined by single measurements, a serious disadvantage, which,

however, had to be put up with in view of the dominating impor-

tance of constant H-ion concentration.

The same high degree of accuracy, as was absolutely necessary

in the determination of the constant n, is not to be expected here,

nor, happily, is it required.

A second object of these experiments was to determine m in the

solutions of different acidity, when equal or comparable amounts of

enzyme were present or in other words to investigate /// as a function

of pH-

To get comparable amounts of enzyme in the solutions the following

simple method proved to be efficient.

Some 500 grams of powdered Soja-beans were kept stored for

this purpose in a stoppered bottle, shut off from the influence of

light in a cupboard, and simply mixed now and then by shaking

in the course of these experiments, which lasted several months.

The quantity of Soja-meal required was always weighed off and

extracted on the day of the experiment with the same nearly neutral

solution of 7.28 gr. of Na,HPO, 2 aq + 2.32 gr. of KH,PO, per

100 cc. of water. This extraction was performed by mixing Soja-

meal and phosphate-solution in a stoppered flask, shaking through

thoroughly, leaving it for one hour in the water-thermostat at 27°,

adding kiezelgur of the same amount as the Soja-meal, and filtering

rapidly through an ordinary pleated filter. Invariably, without any

difficulty, a clear solution was obtained, slightly opalescent if large

quantities of Soja-meal had been employed. The working solution
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was then prepared by mixing this filtrate with tlie required volume

of 9.6 7, solution of Na,HPO, 2 aq and KH^PO^. A row of Jena

test-tubes, each with 10 cc. of this liquid, was placed in the thermo-

stat together with a 250 or 500 cc. flask with a 0.12 "/, or a 0.06 V,

urea soiutioii, in short, the same methods were followed as described

above in the determination of the constant ii.

Some preliminary experiments had shown, that w, as calculated

with our formula, was small at low and at high H-ion concen-

tration, and that two hours' standing at 27° was alieady somewhat

destructive to the enzyme in distinctly alkaline solution, not, however,

in acid ones.

unless the acidity has been too high, the diminution of the urease-

activitv by acids is a reversible process, like the iieutralisation of a

basic substance.

This fact was established by experiments, the particulars of which

will be omitted here for want of space.

In Sept. 1916 the following series of experiments was made with

0.027, "I'ea. The correction for the traces of NH,, developed from

the materials employed, waS estimated in the ordinary way by col-

lecting these small quantities from 3 tubes, each with 10 cc. extract,

in the same absorbing tube with 5 cc. H,SO< 750 N.

In order to meet the possible objection, that the enzyme might

have suffered by the influence of time, temperature and true reaction,

in both the last experiments a tube with 10 cc. of the same mixture

as contained in the other ones, was left for 4 hours in the bath

before introducing into it 2 cc. of urea solution. After 60 minutes

the same amount of urea was found to have been hydrolysed as

recorded in tables 10 and 11. As mentioned before and as will be

demonstrated more extensively further on, the stability of urease is

still greater at lower pff.

These experiments already confirm the theory. At high H-ion

concentration the course of the reaction, as seen by comparison of

the last columns, is practically identical with that which can be

represented by the law of mass-action. The lower this concentration,

the more it deviates from it and approaches to a straight line, just

in the same degree, as predicted by the formula:

lorj 1- ay
0,434 ^ 1

m =
t

By taking as the unit of urease concentration 1 gram of Soja

to 150 cc total 9.6 7o phosphate solution and reducing to this the
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TABLE 5.

„ . . ,_^ p. 28 gr. NaoHP04 2 aq
3 gr. Soja m 100 c.c.

| ^.32 g^. KHJ

n-68 gr. KH2PO4
50 c.c. filtrate mixed with 100 c.c. water +

/)// = 6.13

2.32 gr. KH..PO4

1.92 gr. Na..HP04 2 aq.

minutes.
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TABLE 1.

c • mn S
7-28 gr. NasHPOj 2 aq.

0.75 gr. Soja in 100 c.c.
j ^^^ gr. KH2PO4

50 C.C. filtrate mixed with 100 c.c. water +
|
^'^^ ^'^ kh FO^'

^ ^'^'

pH = 1.2l

t

minutes.
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TABLE 9.

O 5 er Soia in 100 cc ^
"^'^^ ^'' Na.HPO^ 2 aq.

U.5 gr. boja in lOU cc.
^ 2.32 gr. kH,P04

50 C.C. filtrate mixed with 150 cc. water +14.4 gr. Na2HP04 2 aq.

pH= 7.64

minutes.
ccNaOHiN^-cNHa^N

50
corrected.

jy
0,0227 /o^j^+0,02y| log

'

l^y

20'/,
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TABLE 11.

Repetition of the experiment of Sept. 25th.

/)//=7.75

t

minutes.



Mathematics. — '' üfber topologische Involntioncn.'' By Prof.

L. E. J. Bhouwek.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29, 1919i.

Unter eiiier topohylxchen InDolution n-ter Ordnuwj einer A-dinieii-

sionalen Mannigfaltigkeit F verstellen wir eine solche Zerlegung voii

F in Sjsteme von köchstens n Piiiikten, dass die Menge diesei-

Sjsteme sicli eineindeiitig iind stetig anf eine als Mocbdinannig-

faltiqkeit der Inroluüon zn bezeiohuende A-<iiinensionaIe Mannig-

faltigkeit M abbilden léisst.

\ 1. Involiitioiien von Liuien.

Sei P ein Pnnkt der Modul linie j\f, dev ein solches Segment .v

von .1/ begrenzt, von dem jeder Pnidvt ii vei'scljiedene Rildpunkte

anf der Linie F besitzt, walirend fnr P selhst ?/? ^ 1 diesei- Bild-

pnnkte in einem Punkte Q von i'' znsamnienfallen. Wenn wir einen

Pnnkt 6' von .v in hinreichender Nalie \0]i P walden, so zerfallen

die weder P noch C' entspreelienden, in der Nalie von Q gelegenen

Pnnkte von F in drei und nur drei Kategorien : eiji solcher Pnnkt

ist namlicli entweder Bildpunkt eines zvvischen C und P liegenden

Punktes von M und lasst sich alsdann oline Berührung der in der

Nahe von Q liegenden Bildpunkte D^,D^, .... A/. von C mit Q
verbinden, oder Bildpunkt eines dureli 6^ von /-* getrennten Punktes

von M, in welclieni Falie er sieli olme Berührung von Q,D^,D^, .... D,n

aus der Nahe von Q entfernen lasst, oder schliesslicli Bildpunkt

eines durch P von C getrennten Punktes von 3/, in welchem Falie

er sich sowohl ohne Berührung von D^,D,, .... /),„ mit Q verbinden,

wie ohne Berührung von Q, D^, D,, . . . JJ„i aus dei- Nahe von Q
entfernen lasst. Hiermit sind wir aber für m ^ 1 zii einem Wider-

spruch gelangt, so dass Jeder Pu.iikt von M notwendig n ver.schiedene

Bildpunkte auf F besitzt. Hieraus folgt unmittelbar, erstens, dass F'

eine geschlossene Linie ist, zweitens, dass die Involution n-ter Ordnung

von F einer n-periodischen Rotationsgriippe topologisch aquivalentist.

§ 2. Involutionen von Flachen.

Sei ,i ein Gebiet der Modidtlache M, nou dem jeder Pnnkt n

74*
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verschiedene Bildpunkte auf der Flache F besitzt, P ein solcher

erreiclibarer Piiiikt der Grenze voii |i, dass auf einem gewisseii aus

^ nach P führenden Wege m der n Bildpunkte gegen den Bildpunkt

Q von P kon vergieren. Sei j eine auf M in der Nalie von P nn\ P
gezogene einfache geschlosseiie Kiirve, k ilir auf F in der Nalie von

Q gelegeues Bild. Wenn / liiureiclieud klein gewalilt wird, so ist

ein keinem Pnnkte von j entsprechender, in der Nahe von ^gelege-

ner Punkt von F ent/veder Bildpunkt eines innerlialb / liegenden

Pnnktes von M und lasst sicli alsdann olme BerQhrnng von k niit

Q verbinden, oc/er Bildpunkt eines ausserhalb / liegenden Punktes

voii M, in welcliein Falie er sich ohne Beiülirnng \ on k aiis der

Nahe von Q entfernen lasst. VVeil niilhin /• auf F zwei und nur

zruei Geblete bestininit, so isi k eine einfache geschloSsene Kurve,

auf welcher die gegebene Involution von F eine Involution mit j
als Modullinie bestininit, deren Ordnung nolwendig i= w sein muss,

so dass sie einer //i-periodisehen Rotationsgruppe topologisch aquiva-

lent ist. Hieraus folgt unmittelbar, ersteiiti, dass die Bildpunkte der

erreiciibaren Punkte der Grenze von ^, mithin anch diese erreich-

baren Punkte selbst isoliert sind, dass also diejenigen Punkte von

M, welche vveniger als n Bildpunkte besitzen, ebenso wie die eut-

sprechenden Bildpunkte selbst, isoliert sind, zweitens, dass die F/ache

F eine üher die Modulfiache M n-blattrig aus(/ehiriteie Rieniannsche

Flache darstellt.

^ 3. Fndliche (rruppen von Linien.

Wir betrachten eine endliche Griip|)e G von n eineindeutigen

und stetigen Transformationen mit invariauter Indikatrix einer Linie

F. Weil jede Transformation von G periodisch ist, so muss F not-

wendig geschlossen sein und kann für keine Transformation von G
ein invariauter Punkt existieren. Sei nun s ein Segment von F, von

dein der eine Endpuukt S, durch die Transformation i von G in

den anderen Endpuukt *S,, übergeht, das aber übrigens keiii Paar

für G aquivalenter Punkte enthalt. Seien S^,Si, . . . Sm, >Sin-\-i =^ S^ die

Punkte von F, in welche *,S, durch die sulczessiven Potenzen der

«i-periodischen Transformation t übergeht. Alsdann kann auf keinem

Segmente SkSh-^i ausser dem Endpunktepaar ein Paar für G aqui-

valenter Punkte existieren, so dass zwei Punkte von F nur dann

für G aquivalent sind, wenn sie durch eine Potenz von t inein-

ander übergehen. Weil mithin die Gruppe G ausschliesslich die

Poleuzen von t enthalt, so ist sie einer ;i-periodischen Rotations-

gruppe to|)ologisch aquivalent. d. h. sie ist eine Involution n-ter Ordnung.
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^ 4. Endliche Gruppen von Flachen.

Wir betrachten eine endliche Griippe G von « eineindeutigen iind

stetigen Transformationen mit invaiiantei' Indikalrix einer geschlos-

senen zweiseitigeri Flache F. Sei P ein für eine Untergi-nppe y von

G invarianter Piinkt, t eine (ofFenUar periodische) Transformation

von y. Der Transformation t von F eiitspricht'eine ebenfails perio-

dische, einen Bildpunkt von l* invariant lassende Transforma-

tion der einfacii zusammenhangenden Ueberlagernngsflaclie von

F. Hierans folgt nach dem Rotfitionssatze von Kkrékjartó '), dass

P auf F eine von für t invariaiiten Fuiikten freie volle Um-

gebung besilzt, so dass ebenfails eine \olle Umgebnng von /-* aiif i^'

existiert, innerhalb deveu keine Transformation von y einen Piinkt

invariant lasst. Wenn wii- also in hinreichender Nalie von /^ e\ne P
in ihrem Innern entlialtende einfache gesclilossene F^urve konstriiieren,-

so bestimmt dieselbe znsammen mit iliren von 7 erzengten Bildern

eine gleichfalls eine einfache geschlossene Knrve darstellende anssere

(rrenze k, welche von y in soldier Weise in sicli li'ansfortniei't wird,

dass für keine Transformation von 7 ein invarianter Pnnkt auf-

treten kann. Hierans folgt nnmittelbar, dass y von finer einzigen

periodischen Tran.\formauon t erzeiu/t unrd. Wenn wii- nnn das

System der für G mit P aqnivalenten Pnnkte mil ji bezeichnen, so

können wir, indem wir t in obigei' Weise an f die einfach znsam-

menhangende Ueberlagernngsflaclie von F ansdehnen, mittels des

Rotationssatzes weiter folgern, dass in der Menge dei- Systeme \on

für G aqnivalenten Pnnkten von F eine volle Uragebnng von n

existiert, welelie sich inkinsive rr eineindentig und stetig anf ein

Flachenstück abbilden lasst. Hiermit hat sich heransgestellt, dass die

Grnppe G eine (übrigens spezielle) Invokition n-ter Ordnung darstellt.

1) Mathem. Annalen 80, S. 36-41.



Physiology. — ''On the Photo-electricüi/ 0/ Ge/s." By Prof. H.

Zwaardemaker ami F. Hogewind.

(Communicated in the meeting of February 22. 1919).

When light is allowed lo fail on a metal disc, possessing a negative

charge, the disc will be discharged. Not, howevei-, when the disc

is charged positively.

This phenomenon was tiist discovered and described by W.

Hai.lwachs^) in 1888 and is known as "Hallwachs effect".

Afterwards the discharge appeared to be dne to an emission of

electrons under the influence of light, notably ultraviolet light. For

this reason a luuiiuou.s source rich in ultraviolet rays, is to be preferred

for this experiment, e.g. an arc-lamp carbon, whose light falls on

tlie metal disc either directly or with the aid of quarlz-lenses. The

lamp was com[)letely insulated l)y an amber i-od and connected with

an earthed electroscope, which had been charged negatively.

With a \ iew to ward off the iidiibitory influence of the electrons

taken up in the air in front of the disc, a wire-work of oxidized

iron-gauze, which is only slightly sensitive, is placed before the metal

disc at a distance of about 1^ cm. This wirework is charged positively

up to a potential of from 50 to 100 volts, and immediately catches

up the electrons emitted.

The light is transmitted through the network to the disc. The

electroscope at once begins to discharge itself. The rate of this

discharge, measured l>y the so-called iialf-way time, furnishes an

index for the photo-electrical sensitiveness of the disc.

According to Hali,wachs the following materials are responsive

to photo-electricity :

1. Metals. Most of all alkalimetals. Then follow Al, Mg, Zn, etc.

'2. Many metallic compounds: oxides, chlorides, bromides, etc.

3. Many minerals.

4. Many dyes, e.g. anilin-dyes; also their aqueous solutions.

5. Some insulators, such as sulphur, solid rubber.

Gases become active through the extreme ultraviolet ra3'8.

Among the materials that proved to be inactive are water, stone,

granite, wood.

') Mabx, Handb. der Radiologip. Hallwachs, Lichtelektricitat 1915. Bd. lllb.

S. 245.
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Broadly speaking all the solids that absorb light sufficiently and

are good conductors of electricity, become photo-electrical.

On the other hand liquid substances, according to Halt.wachs are

none of them very active. He found only two liquids distinct in

their positive reaction to radiation, viz. anilin and formic acid.

Nor does the literature make mention of liqnids as being distinctly

photo-electric.

Both the liqnids just mentioned belong to the odorous snbstances

and we succeeded in detecting among this category of materials

several that were photo-electric in the liquid state, amongst others

the liqnid terms of the anilin series; toluidin and xylidin. Also

guaiacol, cressol, engenol, anethol, etc. The sensitivity of anethol

e.g. comes near to that of the most active metals.

Aqneons solutions of all the above solid and liquid substances

generally proved not to be photo-electrical. An excej^tion was formed

by the solutions of anilin dyes, mentioned before.

This was supposed *) to be the consequence of the formation of a

pellicle on the surface, constituting a very thin layer of solid matter.

Photoelectricity rises in proportion to the thickness of the layer lo

a certain optimum. This superficial pellicle is coimected with the

colloidal slate of the dye-solution. Oxidation does not come into play

here. Inorganic colloids such as arsenic and antinionium-trisulphide

act likewise*).

However, Hauavachs himself already records that the photoelectric

sensitivity is not always associated with, nor runs parallel with the

formation of this pellicle.

In our investigation of odorous substances we found out that a

solution of any substance, whether solid or liquid, is photo-electrical

only when the three following conditions are satisfied:

1. The dissolved substance must be photo-electric.

2. The solution must largely absorb ultraviolet light.

3. The solution must be colloidal.

In these experiments with liquid substances and with solutions

we used filterpaper saturated with the liquid and suspended on a

stand that had been insulated by amber.

Filterpaper when having been kept carefully shut off from all

contact, shows only little sensitiveness for photo-electricity. Howexer,

through adsorption of odorous substances it soon becomes sensitive

1) RoHDE (Ann. der Physik. 19, p. 935—959. 1906).

«) Plogmeier, Deutsche Phys. Gesellschaft, Verb. 11, p. 382—396 (1909).
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and, therefore, should iiut be kepi in an uiinosphere laden with

odorous matter.

If, moreover, due care is (aken to keep in all experiments the

same distance from tlie source of light to the paper and the same

area of the lighted surface of the paper, then the half-way time of

the electroscope affords a reliable index for the sensitivity of the

liquids.

The colloidal state is a conditio sine qua non for the photo-

electricity of solutions, which will increase with the growth of the

micellae, while the solution is still for some time stationary.

A saturated aqueous solution of engenol e.g. yields:

Half-way-time.

Lighted
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10



9 „
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it 18 itself entirely destitute of any sensitivity for pholo-electricity.

Tiiis renders it possible to permeate it with all sorts of colloids

occurring in the animal tissue and to observe the effect of light t)n

these colloids in divers ditfusion and under ditFerent conditions. Only

the slight permeability of the silicic acid for ultraviolet light is in

some respects an impediment. For a deeper penetration of the ultra-

violet light silicic acid must be replaced by a gelatin gel, which is

itself, as already observed, little sensitive to light. Conversely,

covering the gel with a superficial culture will act like a screen.

This was evident when e.g. we covered a gelatin gel with a closely

plated cultuie of luminous bacteria. The result was a distinct

deci'case in the sensitivity to photo-electricity of the gelatin gel.

Our conclusion is that the photo-electricity of animal tissues

depends on the sols, gels and solid substances (fibers producing

donble refraction, crystals, liquid crystals) contained in it. The

experiment with the gels affords an opportunity of combining these

component parts in any given cpiantity. If only an effect on the

superficial layers is aimed at, silicic acid must be resorted to, as

it has of itself no sensitiveness for photo-electricity ; while gelatin

must be used if the inquirer has in view the effect upon the dee|)er

layers.



Physiology. — "TJie lueasmeinent of Chroi)ft,rla\ By Prof. J. K. A.

Werthp:i.m Sat.omgnson.

(Communicated in llie meeting of March 29, 1919).

Hoohweg's law tor the stimulation of" excitable tissues by means

of electric cnrrents stale.s thai the rate of excitation rapidly lessens

during the flow of the cnrrent. His law may be mathematically

expressed by

_V = a { <l{t)t -^'dt (1)

if // represents the excitation cansed by a current / = (f{tj, n and ^

being constants. Hookweg calls n the initial constant, ,:? the extinction

constant. The reciprocal of the latter is generally called the time
i'

constant of the stimulated tissue. Lapicque introduced the word

chronaxia to designate this time constant.

The measurement of the chronaxia is of the greatest importance

if we wish to indicate the excital)ility liy electricity of the animal

tissue. According to Doumek we can calculate it from the results of

three condenser discharges under definite conditions. Hoorweg proposed

two condenser discharges and one stimulation with the direct

constant current, which for a long time has been the only available

method. Cluzet uses a series of discharges of condensers of different

capacity and calculates the chronaxia fiom the one in which the

smallest amount of electrical energy was needed to obtain a minimal

contraction. Lapicque has published a method for directly measuring

the chronaxia with the direct current, closing and opening the circuit

with two rapidly working contact keys of an instrument called a

chi-onaximeter. ^. similar method was used by Keith, Adrian and

others. I worked out a method in which a calibrated induction coil

was used.

In all these measurements we find not only the chronaxia, but

also the rheobasis, a constant which received this name from

Lapicque. It is the smallest direct current causing a minimal muscle

twitch, and is equal to the quotient of Hoorweg's constants -.
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When tlie rlieobaëis and the chronaxia are known we find from them

1

Hoorweg's initial constant a, or its reciprocal value as quantUy
a

coiistunt.

It is generally much less important to know the rheobasis than

the chronaxia. The latter seems to be a trne constant, whereas the

rheobasis depends on the surface of the electrodes, the place where

the^' ai'e applied, the condition of the skin, arid even on the duration

of the constant current, used in measuring- it. With the same

electrodes 1 found it in one case to be 4.4 milliampere with the

condensor method, 6.1 milliampere with the induction coil-method,

against 2.6 milliampere as measured with the constant current, the

three measurements being made immediately one aftei' the other.

But in all three cases the chronaxia came out as 0.00008 second.

It seems possible that also differences in the resistance of the body

might be responsible for the differences in the rheobasis.

The rheobasis is easily determined and is even a matter of routine

work in neurological praxis. But little attention if any is given to

the chronaxia. Only if the methods ai-e simplified there may be

some chance of a more extensive use of this way of stating the

excitability of muscular tissue and motor nerves. Below I give two

simplified methods for directly measuring the chronaxia, either

by two condensor-discharges or by two measurements with an

ordinary not-graduated induction coil. In every case the chronaxia

is found without any calculation or with merely one division.

Condensor-inethod.

Muscles and nerves i-espond in the same waj' to discharges of

condensers of different capacity C if the Voltage V in each indi-

vidual case be

^ 1F=-ie4— ........ (2)
(I at

in which R is the resistance of the circuit, ^i and <( the above-

mentioned constants. This relation was found by Hookwkg. It may
be calculated from (1) by putting

which is the well-known formula for a condensor discharge through

a non-conductive resistance. If the expression is integrated and we

take for y a unity-effect = 1 we get formula (2j.

We first make a measurement with a capacity C\ and find a

voltage r which first gives a minimal contraction. Next we take
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another somewhat larger capacity L\ and without inodifviiig T but

hv putting a resistance W into the circuit we again obtain a minimal

contraction.

We then put

:

or

-= H'-^^T ........ (3)

We mav take for C', any capacity larger than t\. By taking

1

C\ = 2C'i we get the extremely simple expression for - :

^^

\=^C, ......... (4)

or the chronaxia is the product of the resistance II' and thecapacity C\.

If we can use a complete set of graduated condensors we might

use a tixed resistance W and try to tind the value of C\ giving a

minimal contraction, using formida (3). But as a niatter of ftict we

find the use of a calibrated rheostat more convenient, especially as

it allows of the use of formula (4), which is sim|)ler. In this case

only two condensors of say 0.05 or 0.1 ^iF and a rheostat up to

10000 Ohm aie necessary; wiieieas in the first method a set of

condensors from 001—0.5 [iF and a fixed resistance W of 1000

or 2000 Ohm would be required.

The actual measurement of the Voltage V is unnecessary.

Induction coil method.

The secondary discharge of a meiiical iniluction coil may be

represented by

M ^^t
/,,z=r/(0=:7, — f / n (5)

in which I^ is the primary current, i\f the mutual induction coeffi-

cient, Lji the selfinduction and i?i, the resistance of the secondary

circuit.

Putting (f {i) in Hoorweg's formula (1) we get

^i=:ttl^ — f ^z-.i '^ <n = - '-—

-

and taking
^i
= 1 we get -.

al M=:R,,+ i3L,, ....... (6)

We now make again two measurements of a minimal contraction.

In the first one we insert a selfinduction L into the secondary
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circuit and by varying either the primary current strength or more
conveniently tiie coil distance we finally get a minimal contraction.

Now leaving the coil distance and the primary current unchanged

we take away the added sel (induction L and put in its place a

rheostat from which so much resistance is unstopped lill the minimal

contraction appears again. Then we have:

aI,M={R,, f W) ^,3L,,=R,,+^(L,, -f L)

or

1 L

J=w <'>

giving the chronaxia .? as the qnotient of' a resistance into a

selfinduction.

This method can still be applied in two different ways. We can

either use a fixed selfinduction and a variable resistance or a fixed

resistance and a variable selfinduction. The latter might even be

provided with a scale gi-aduated to lOOOO^'' parts of a second so

as to make it a direct i-eading instrnment. Or if we take 1000

olims foi' the fixed resistance, the readings of the gradnated scale of

the induction variometer in Henry will give the value of the chron-

axia in 1000''' parts of a second.

The advantage of the induction coil method may be gathered from

the fact that the combination of a rheostat and gradnated selfinduc-

tion coil may be used with any medical coil and with any ordinary

interrupter. The only restriction to be made is against the use of a

secondary coil with less than 3000 windings. The formula used

ceases to be accurate as soon as an extremely large resistance is

inserted in the secondary circuit. With secondary coils of only a

few hundred secondary windings this is already the case with a

total secondary resistance of perhaps 1000 ohms. But with coils of

more than 3000 windings the secondary resistance may be increased

up to 15000 or 20000 Ohms without any appreciable error. The

error in these cases is caused by the presence of capacity in the

secondary coil, the influence of which is to lower the initial strength

of the secondary discharge and to render the calculated chronaxia

a trifle too small. But with coils of more than 3000 turns this error

is considerably smaller than the eri'or of the measurement itself, as

w^as proved by a special physiological and oscillographic investigation.

Finally 1 wish to add that with the condenser or the induction

coil it is possible to arrange for the use of an nngraduated but

variable resistance and a special ohmmeter, which maj' be gradnated

for the chronaxia to be directly read on the scale.



Astronomy. — ''Theory of Jupiter s Satellites. I. The i)iterrnediary

orbit". By Piof. W. dk Sitter.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29, 1919).

The follüvviiig pages contain the elaboration of the theory whieh

was outlined in my paj)erM of 1918 March 23. Only the resnits

will be given here: the conipntations will be pnblished in detail in

the Annals of the Observatory at Leiden. The present pa|)er gives

the determination of the intei-mediary orbit. As has been explained

in the "Cullines", the motion of the satellites is theieby represented

as a keplerian ellipse WMth the constant seini-axis a, and excentricity

e,-, the perijoves having the common retrograde motion — xr.

Instead of the time we use the independent variable r, i.e. we

connt the time in nnits of 1.1221899034 mean solar days. The unit

of mass is the mass of Jupiter, and the niiit of length has been so

chosen that the Ganssian I'onstant /= 1. This unit of length is

a» = 0.0070854378 astronomical units,

The adopted masses of the satellites are'):

m, = 0.00003796 (1 -^ X,)

m, = 0.00002541 (1 ;,J

m, = 0.00008201 (1 + ;.,)

m, = 0.00004523 (1 + ;.
J.

The mass of the sun is J/= 1047.40 (1 -\- 2 m,), or

il/= 1047.600

For the quantities / and K depending on the ellipticity, we take

J = 0.021 86^(1 + /„) A" -^0.00259(1 ^ ).,).

These occur exclusively in the combinations Jh^ and Kb* respectively,

of which the adopted values expressed in our units are

/o.</ .76' =5.99693 18 — 10

/o<7/ir6^ = 2.72766 — 10.

The mean distance of Jnpiter from the sun, expressed in our

unit, is

lofl A = 2.865871.

1) Outlines of a new theory of Jupiter's satellites, these Proceedings Vol XX,

p. 1289.

*) See Annalen van de Sterrewacht te Leiden, Deel XII, Eerste Stuk, Appendix.
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The mean anomalies of the satellites in the intermediary orbit

are

/,• = CiX

and the mean longitudes are

^i — ^-o, \ ^io + (<^/ — >«)t

where ).^^ is the longitude of the opposition of II and III, which is

taken as origin, and

^,« = -T.o == --^.0 =0, .T,, = 180°.

We have

C =r 2

c, = 0.43697298

y. — 0.0144839248.

The values of Ci, sc, M and A are considered as absolutely exact

and not subject to correction. The corrections A, to the adopted

masses and ellipticity are included explicitly in the foimnlas.

The perturbative function is given by the formula (15). This is

developed to a series of the form

:

, n ri^ .(«.—>«) (l—f^«) ^tr\- '* ..o /R = '-h — -— ^ {Ci) e cos qli

1 -p mi 1 '

— 2j — mj 2Q e e cos {}.j—Xi-\-qli+ qlj)

1 4 f^i ^j ''^ ^

The upper line of this formula contains the terms depending on

the ellipticity of the planet and on the indetermined parameter ;<,•.

I will call this part the "additional" part of the perturbative function.

It contains the elements of the perturbed satellite only.

The second line is the principal part of the perturbative function.

It has been written down for the case of an inner satellite perturbed

by an outer one, i.e. for / ^ /. If the perturbed satellite is the outer

one, i.e. if />,/, then the factor a,/a^- must be omitted, and

ell77"'", (è/A, must be replaced by U , {bp\,. The /7"'" are the w

known operators of Nkwcomb and (Z;,/)^, are the coefficients of

Laplace in the development of a'/L.

1) These Procedings Vol XX, page 1298.

75

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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The third line contains the complementary part of the perturbative

function. The coefficients (2"'", differ from those of the usual develop-

ment by the introduction of the terms with Jj and Kj. The values

of (6',f and O"'" have been eiven in Leiden Annals XTI, J, pages 22
^

'<i 9,9

and 23.

For the determination of the intermediary orbit we only use the

non-peiiodic part [Ri] of the perturbative function. We add to this

those terms of the secular part of the perturbative function corre-

sponding to the action of the sun, which do not contain angular

elements of the sun. These are with sufficient approximation

where e, is the excentricity and i„ the inclination of the sun's orbit.

The perturbative function is developed in powers of t?, . For this

reason I have also, instead of ?j, , taken as unknown /?,= ï^, ^^l—^>i,^

The equations determining m and e^ then become, instead of (18)

and (19):

Ö [Ki]

da
|xe,* =

, d\Ri]

«,•

If we denote by \R!i\ the non-periodic terms of the principal and

complementary parts of the pei'turbative function, these equations

become

-^ - [/. + è ^.] - (1^. + |^.)e,' - ^ r^ Tï +
1—(Lt, l-^nxi A

_j
1

a, ^ = U . . (I)

4 (a—x ) ( 1—m) {ci—y. ) (1—fi.) oai

Aiei + 2{ci—yc)(\-iii)Jiei'^il-he.')-\^-0. . (2)

(c,—x) (1

—

ui) ,, a,*

The tirst equation gives fi'i= —*-—
• Then we ünd a, from

1—fi,

a.«(c,_xr =.(1 +m,)(l +M.')-
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For the solution of the equations (l) and (2) we started from the

approximations ')

loga, = 9.5997740—10 e, = 0.00404164

log a, = 9.8015496—10 e, = 0.00936330

% a, =0.0042524 e, = 0.00059680

% a, = 0.2494696 e, =

The coefficients of Laplack corresponding to these values of a,

were derived from those given by Souiu.akt by the ap[)iioation of

the corrections necessary to reduce from Souillart's values of the

ratios of the mean distances to ours. Then with these coefficients

the Nevvcomb's operators occurring in the formulas (1) and the othei-

coefficients of these formulas were computed, and the values of n'i

were solved and from these the values of a/ were derived. The

coefficients of Laplace were then reduced to these new values of

a/, and a second approximation of ,a', was derived, which differed

only very little from the first. The corresponding values of a/ were

considered as final, and were used as the basis for an entirely new
computation of the Laplace coefficients. Then with these coefficients

we computed the operators necessary for the equations (2). These

equations (2) ai-e not, like (1), independent of each other, but must

be solved by successive approximations. The approximations, which

converged very rapidly, were continued until the ninth decimal

place of e, was no longer affected. The values of e^ thus derived

are the definitive ones. They were substituted in (1) instead of the

original approximations, but this did not produce any change in

the values of ,a',- and a,.

The elements of the intermediary orbit are thus determined. The

different terms of f/'/ are given below. The terms marked "ackr

are the second and third of the formula (1), "x " is the fifth and

"sun" the fourth term. The effect of the last term is given for each

perturbing satellite separately. The quantities x and e/ are considered

to be of the first order, the masses and J, are of the second order.

A term containing the factor me'' is thus of the fourth order. We
found ')

*) See Leiden, Annals XII, 1, pages 52 and 53.

') The computations were made with two more decimals than are published

here. Consequently it may happen that the sum of the printed numbers differs

one unit in the last decimal place from the printed sum.

75*
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f*
add.: 2"dorder+ -000 62824
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logdi, =9 559 77215-10 -^ ölogdi,

log Si, = 9-801 46241— 10 + d log a,

log a, = 0-004 26052 -j- ö log a,

/o^a, = 0-249 49217 -{-öloga,

The corrections <^ loq a, have been added to take aoconnt of

eventual corrections A, to the masses and to J and K. We also put

e, = e., (1 + m)

Then we have

10^ 6 log a, = + 907 ;.. f 2 ;.. + 55 A, — 7 A, — 4 ;.,

10^ é log a, = 4 359 ;., + 77 ;., -f 22 ;i, — 22 ;., — 2 ;., — lu — n,

10^(f%a, = + 140 ;.„ + 1)2/, 4- 52A, -h 119 A, - 9 A, — i;,

10^ 6 log a, = + 45 ;., 4 57 ;., + 41 A, + 160 ;., -^ 66 A,

For the coefficients Ai of tlie first term of tiie eqnations (2)

we find
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lO'» (1 — k e,') —t—?i
: 77», :

2"^' order — 312r.53
de„

242876

10'» (1 ^e,')-4-—
oe,

— 86923

10^"
( 1 — i e,') -V— ' "^1 3 order + 5

de,

m, 3'd „ +51
m, 3'^l

„ - 71

— 15

The teiius of the sixtli order have not been computed directly,

hilt have l)eeii derived by extrapolation of the series of logarithms

of the terms of the second to fifth orders.

We find til IIS:

e, =0-004 17757 (1 -r »/,)

e, =r 0-009 34720 (1 + r;,)

e, — 0-000 59610 (1 r n,)

e, =z 0-000 00010 (I 4 lu)

The values of ?j, are
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V — -14356 ;., — 00049 )., — '00683 X, f '98651 /, — 03338 A, —
— -00009 A, -f -021 A/ + -001 ^A, — -140 /„A, + '006 A. A,

—

— -1)06 X^X^ + -001 A,;i, - '013 A,' f -034 X,X, -j- -02 ;,'/,

72, = - -02951 A„ f -16326 A, — -01272 /, + -77826 A, - -00024 A, +
-I-

-001 A/ — '002;.,Ai I '002A,;i, — '024A,;., — '005Aj'
+

'010 A,A,

+ -030 A,;., — -001 A, A, — -018 A',

17, = - -0023 ;.,
— -0215 A, ^'9878A,— 1068;, — •0008A, - -02 A,A,—

— •01 A,'

r},= + O'l A, - 1-0 A, + 1-0 A, -f 1'6 A, - A,;t, f 2 A,A,

The coordinates in the intermediary orbit are pjiven b}- the formnlas

r, = a, Qi,

w{ =^ A,, + :rr,-, + (ci — x) t + jE.'

= A,. + nit ^ Ei,

where Qi and ^, are the ordinary elliptic values of the radius- vector

and the equation of the centre. We have, in astronomical units:

log a, = 7-450 13884 - 10

log a, - 7-651 82910 — 10

log a, = 7-8h4: 62721 —10
hga,~ 8- 100 30886 — 10

From the above values of e, we tind :

Q^= 1.000 00873

— -004



Astronomy. "On the pertnrhations 171 the motion of Hyperion

proportional to the first poicer of Titaifs eccentricity ' .
By

Dr. .1. WoLTJEK Jr. (Cotiinimiieated bv Piof. W. dk Sitter).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of March 29, 1919).

1

.

The object of this paper consists of the computation of those terms in

the motion of Hyperion that are proportional (o the first power of Titan's

eccentricity, under the restrictions mentioned in Chapter II § 1 of tiie "In-

vestigations" '). The arguments of these perturbations are fornied by

combining tlie secular pait of the ditference in longitude of pericentre

for the satellites with multiples of the argument of the libration.

If this multiple is an odd mnnber, the coelKicienls in the mean

anomaly contain the square root of the disturbing mass as divisor;

the value of the corresponding perluil)ation of the mean anomaly

(and mean longitude) can amount to about half a degree. It is

obvious to sup[)0se that here we are concerned with those pertur-

bations, which H. Stki:vi-;*) mentioned at the conclusion of his

discussion of the orbit of Hyperion; their influence clearly was

stated by him from observation; according to his estimation their

value also could amount to about half a degree.

This paper forms a continuation of the "Investigations" and

of "The longitude of Hyperion's pericentre and the mass of Titan" ^).

2. The terms of the four variables Q,(},^,Si, of the first order

with respect to Titan's eccentricity, viz. (i(j,')ö,(f^,(fl> are determined

l)y the following system of linear differential equations *) :

1) .Investigations in the theory of Hyperion. Here after to be cited as "Inves-

tigations."

») Publications de I'Observatoire Central Nicolas. Série II. Vol. XI. Beobach-

tungen der Saturnstrabanten. St. Pétersbourg. 1898. p. 290.

») Proceedings, Vol. XXI, N». 6 and 7.

*) Investigations, p. 48.
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d(fa _ die,

'dt^
~ a^'

dd^ d'{R,+ R,) d'H ö'i^ dR,

dt ÖQ* dpd<7 dodo öq

döS> è'R, d'R, d°-R, d/t*,

dt OQOr; drs' OöoO da

In the eoefïicieiils of dQ,<\ii,ö6, as well as in tlie known terms of

these differential equations, the values of (^,ö,d,ii for e = are to

be substituted ; further the terms of H, of the second order and

higher in e' are to be omitted ; thus ^)

:

m'
R, = — e'[g {&) cos <2 + h (0) sin Si] . (2)

a

The values of Q,o,Ofi for e' = are functions of two constants

of integration, <\ and q, and two linear functions of the time, r and
tcT, which both contain an additive constant of integration ; the

formulae for the four variables are*):

a= :S iJp lAi' , 52=17+ i: Sij, {IP
,

]
(3)

;'=0 ;,=0

l^

m
M

where

(,^, = 2: (iii',-V cos ST, ^j, = :S Oyi'.^i sin ST, llj, z= ^ i2 (/'.•'ism sr,
S=0 s=l fztzl

p=co
r= vt-\-y, v = n:Sr,,^inP, V (4)

,.=0

W = yj^ const., X = ft* ^ X/'+2 l-i'\

and (J,; a,,.., a,,,..; <9 (/'.«)
;

Q(h^); i2(/v'i; Vj,; •//. ; and y are constant

quantities. Deviating from the notation of the "Investigations", the

M Investigations, p. 22.

^) Investigations, p. 23 and Proceedings, Vol. XXI, N". 6 and 7.
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coefficient of / in t«r has been denoted bj •/. t<^ prevent confusion

with the known number -t. The quantity ^,, occurring in the different

coefficients, is a function of a, and q, determined by the relation ')

^ -f
^-^ ^ - 3«'

;

(5)

here the constant teru» of a periodic function lias been denoted by

a stroke above the functional sign. The resulting development of po is

/, is a constant, /^ = ; /,,.., I,„ . • • are functions of o^ and q.

3. Substituting the developments (3) and (4) in (2) we get:

(6)

R.=
Ma'

j.= C /'=«

COS TiT H Af, COS pT -f sin 'W i; B^, sin pr
/,=0 ,,=i

(7)
r=oo

A — 12 A 11'rip —' "^i>,rl'- 1

this formula can be written so

:

B^= 2: Bp,r!i'

r=0

m' e' +°° _
(8)

where

2 '

Ap-\rBp

c,=

C-,,

P>1,
(9)

and 6), can be developed so

c,' =
7=0

C/v•^t^ /?= — 00, . . , f 00 (10)

The coefficients .4^,,,, Z^^^, C),,,- are functions of Q^,<i^,q.

The values of the coefficients C),,, and of tlie derivatives of these

coefficients, considered as functions of j>o,ö, and q, with respect to </

have been collected in the next table. These values belong to the

numerical values of the coefficients of the developments (3) and (4),

deduced in the second chapter of the "Investigations".

1) Investigations, Chapter II, § 8.
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The quantity A is a constant; its value results from the equation

~
Vd<T, dr ÖT doJ dq V)dq [^dgdr drdqjda,'

^^^^

In (13) and (14) the quantities (j,^y,^,^^,R,,r,y^ are to be considered

as functions of q,(yo,r,'*^.

da
In (14) the difference factored by — can be represented by a power

series in fi without constant term ; the same is the case with

— , only here also the first power of (i fails. Thus:

di> dd d«j bo \b(i
-— ^ ^ r— I — m ƒ!* > pon-er series m [x.

0(7, Ox or oo,J Oq

Considering the fact that A is constant and developing the

da
difference factoi'ed bv ;;;— , we get:

" oa.

A =
Oq ox Ot oq or Oq _

^ -\- fi' ) power series inn.

Thus

A=r
dg, do,

^
dg^ dO,

dr dq Ot dq
- 4" ft* X power series in f.r,

in the derivatives occurring in this formula, the quantities o, ,(>,/>*»

are to be considered functions of g^, <'i^,q and t.

Putting R,=:(i^F,, from the system of equations (A) of Chapter

II, ^ 3, of the "Investigations" we deduce:

dc., d^F, d^F,

If T

As

/r

' dr dt>ö6''''
' d<9'

dg.
, then (), = 8, = 0, thus

ÖT ,_

dg.

we get

:

putting

dr rd'R,

1 ö«^„
=r 1',

' di

= 0.

48 dr» '

4- f^* X power series in fi

;

2
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A = :s h,^!'
,

—o

we have

A.=:0, A, = + 0.0083292 A, =

(15)

(16;

5. Denoting the five terms of the right member of (13) hy I, II,

III, IV, V, each of these terms can be developed thus :

+ 00

I =z 2 J^, sin (tü* -(- pr),

V:=: 2 V^j sin ('U!'-{-pT).

(17)

The coefficients 7^,, . . , Vj, liave e' as factor and can be developed

thus:

Ip = 2 lp,r fi' ,

r=0

The following development for of) results:

60 = e''^: a^piiP + e' (^'[{ii-^

p=0

+«
(9^''^= JS- O^^^fsiniT^-^gr), p= -l,0,..,+ ^

(e)

iO'.?)The coefficients <9, ' can be determined by the lelations

:

(e')

The development of on is

:

(18)

(19)

(20)
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(fO -
e' 2 riiel^H

,

<j(e') =z :S of.''^^ COS (tïr -f qr).oi

(21)

The value of öq results from the third equation of (1) without

anv integration. Thus:

d^ =
dodo

dR,
(22)

Then do can be developed so

:

+«,
i;<i)

.

,.\

(:^3)

p(e') =1 2: o';^ cos (-07+ 91

00

x\ccording to (1), ffi2 results from the equation :

dt ooOfj ' o<f dado do
(24)

The right menilier can be developed as a power series in ii; the

constant term of this series fails: each coefiicient is equal to a sum

of terms, each of which contains e' as factor and is of the form:

coefiicient. cos (tït -|- pr),

-\- GO. The coefficient of n is equal to:p = — 00,

As

Me'

a' dndO

<9C«) = 1 I 1 dCofl ^-0,0 Ö/,

-1 a'A, Ix, dq x/ Ö9
SÜI tU"-

or'

the coefficient of ^ in the right member of the equation for

is equal to

1 dCo,o Co,odx,\d'£i, .

a'L, ' Ix, 0(7 X,' dq\ dr'

The resulting development for d£2 is:

sm W.

dt

(25)

7=0

P

(26)
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6. For the defermiiiation of the coeflicien(s //,,o , • • , F^.o , //;>,-i

,

V^-i the following formulae result from (13):

+ 00

2 /^_o sin (tir -|- px)

= —'-— 3— 2: [Cj,ocos{'UT -{- pt) ^ C ocosOw -üt)|,

+"
, . , e dCoo d6,

£ //y s''« (^ + pr) =— —^ sin tü*
-—

-f-

4_ _!_ ^^ïf p^/'.O 5in {^ \ pr) dC_^,,o .«« (tiT—pr)"

a'A,r, dr ;,=i |_

(27)

d^ Ö9 P

(28)

+
^ Illpfi sin {IJT -f pr) =z -— Co
-00 «^iX,

C03 tcr, (29)

+«
2 IVpfisin {^\-pT) z=

e' dv, d<9. /'=«
1 ^

a'A,r,» 0^ dr ^,^1

5m (tcr 4- pr) sin (Ttr — pr)
/'»o

::
^-/^.ü —

—

p

^ F^^O 'in {iJr -\- px) z= j-^ —L- —J. sin TOT

+«,
•2" JIp-i sin ('ÏU" f px)
— 00

2 F//, - 1 sin (TtT --)- jot) =

a'A, X,' d^ dr

e' ÖC00 06».-— —— sin 17——,
aAjX, dq Ox

^0,0 ^— Sin tlT

a'A.^"'"x,'Ö7

(31)

(32)

(33)

In taking the derivatives in the right members of these formulae
the corresponding qnantitities are to be considered as functions of

Q„o„ q and t.

The values of I,,fi , . . , F 0, (9^')f
resulting from (27)—(31) and

(20) have been collected in the tirst table of the next page.

The coefificients 6»;
,

'''^'
result from the equation

1 idCo.o CoodX^
_

sin ('C7 -(- ^t) =^-
^ s

be,
-^

J

sin tC —-^; (34)

here, in taking the derivatives, p, is to be considered constant.

Hence

:

<9j-^''" = 0, 9 = 0, ±1, ±2..... (35)

The values of the coefficients with odd index have been collected

in the second table of the next page.
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The resulting values of o /^ have been collected in the next table.

?
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8. Foi' the numerical compulation of the perliii'hatioiis <i(i,ife,(fl,t^(^

we take M

e' = 0.02870.

From the period of libration we (iediiceci '')

:

1

3986
ft'

from the motion of the pericentre '):

1 = 4080
(^'

Takiïig the mean of these values, we get :

1
- z= 4033,

hence

:

ffnr 0.0157.

Neglecting terms of the order one and higher in /( of the developments

of (^I,ög,éa,(fe, which have been given at the head of each table of

the preceding section, we get for <f/,öff,(fa,<fe the values collected in

the following table.

(fl =



Physics. — "On the coniie.vion betiveen yeometnj and mechanics

in static i)voblems\ By Prof. J. A. Schoutkn and D. J. Struik.

(Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lokentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 1918).

Connexions between the (/eodetic di[f'eventiations belonginii

to diferent fundamental tensors.

When in a space two difFei-ent fnndamenlai tensors ! and 'j are

given'), we have the following genei-al theoiem:

The ijeodetic differential quotient of a i/iven afjinor with respect

to 'j is equal to the sum of the geodetic diferential quotient with

respe'ct to "1 and the product of the afjinor by a simultaneous cora-

riant of *j and 'I. The same holds for the geodetic dijferentials.

Let ns first give tlie proof for a vector. When

H'z=z a"= a\'= . . .
'j'= z"= z\'= . '))

then we have :

(1)

a' := M' U z' = *i'i z

a = -1 U' z =: 'j 1 z'

(2)

aa' =: zz' = IJe^e^' *) ..,..-. (3)

When 7 and (/ are the syml)ols of the geodetic differentiation

belonging to '1 and 7 and 'd those belonging to *j, then we have

the following relations for an arbitrary scalar/) and for an arbitrary

vector V resp. v'

:

'Vp == Vp ......... (4)

'Vv = 7(z'^ v)z=7(z'i v)z= 7v4 v^ a'7(ai z')2=7v_vi z'7 (z^ a')a

'Vv'='V(zl v')z'=V(zi v')z'=Vv'4-v'i a7(a'i z)z'=7v'-v'^ z7 (z'^ a)a'^)

or when we introduce the notation ^i :

1) For the notations used in this paper we refer to: J. A. Schouten, Die Ana-

lysis zur neueren Relativitatstheorie, Verh. der Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Dl. XII. N". 6.

cited further on as A. R.

') As we shall have to do with different fundamental tensors, we must distinguish

between covariant and contravariant quantities while else this is not necessary.

Between two quantities p and p' no relation exists, unless this has been stated

especially.

3) Gomp. A.R. p. 44.

^) Comp. A.R. p. 89, formula (101).
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3. .,

A = aV(zl a')z' — -zV(ai z')a' = a 7a'-z7z' ') . . (6)

or shorter:

3 .
.

,

'Vv =: Vv — A 1 V 1

3.
. ') (7)

'Vv'= Vv'+ v'^. A . '

3. .,

The affiiior A is a simuUaiieoiis covariaiil of '1 and 'j, symme-

trical witli respect to the two tirst ideal factors, V v= V v

being independent of the fundamental tensor'). In the same way

we have

:

'dp = dp . . ^. (8)

3..,

'd\ :=: d\ — (ix'l A \ V

3 . .

,

'Jv'=(/v' f c/x'v'! A

For every co\ariant affinor v = Vj . . . v^, we find, taking into

consideration :

p
v = (a'i v/)vi....v/--i aVi-|-i....v^, ') (10)

and the equation

:

i'
I'

V -^ a^ .... ay, (a,'.vJ .... (a^'.v,.) = a, .
. . a^, a^,' ... a/ /.' v .

(10a)

which follows from (10) and making use of (7):

'7v — 'i ('Vv,)i a 'Vj .... v._, a v-^^ . • • v^, =
i

= -7y-"i\k^. V,.) 1 a' V,. . .
. y;_, av,._^j • • • • v, = (1 1)

= 7.v-p'(A 1 a,)i a' a,....a,_i a a,_^, .... a^, a^, • • • . a, /;vj

and therefore

:

I' i>
ll,-,/' 3... I V

'dv=zdx—dx'\ \:^(X U/)U'a,....a,_iaa,_^i. ..a^,a^;....a,' /.'v. (12)

This is the proof for a covariant aflinor. For contravariant and

mixed atfinors the proof can be given in the same way.

For the special case that

:

M = ^e^e, (13)

^) A mixed affinor will be indicated by an index of points and commas referring

to the place of the covariant and contravariant ideal vectors.

2) Gomp. A.R. p. 89 form. (1036).

') Gomp. A. R. p. 55.

*) Gomp. A.R. p. 89 form. (108«).

') Gomp. A. R. p. 54 form. (74).
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tlie equations between the cliai-acteristic luunbers become the well-

known relations between the geodetic differentiation and the ordinary

partial derivations with respect to the fundamental variables .r. For

8,.,

this case tiie characteristic numbers of A become the Christoff"el-

symbols
1'

We shall apply the pi'oved theorem to a static problem of the

theory of relativity.

Space and lime in static prob/ems.

In the theory of relativity in general we cannot speak of "the"

space. Only in thus-called static pioblems in which the line-element

has the form :

,/,s' = <7„, rf.'-"'+ '^
9,y da;' dx^ = ./^^, d.r- — <//'. . . (14)

where (/«„ and (/,„. depend on .€'>. r and .i"' 0)i/i/, we can asci-ibe a

definite meaning to the words space and time, at least when (Lr^^

is considered as a diff'ereiitial of the time, (//. and (// as a line-

element of the space and when ahnays the problem is tieated

statically.

The motion of a material point in a static (fravitation fieUL

The equations of motion of a material point (which is supposed

not to alter the field) are:

d''
0. (15)

This ec^uation can be transformed into:

1' / diy

When now ƒ/„„ has the form (1— g)c'', where f is very small and

fdl\ '

, .

when I
—

1 is ot the order of magnitude ot fc*', we have, neglecting

quantities of the order t ^

:

U U

ƒ.,=,ƒl(i ^ -;)--. (;g';./<= -
.f

||e' i j(g' | *

=

h^d
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Equations of motion of non-euclidian classic mechanics.

Bj "classic" rneclianics in a space with the line-element dl we

shall understand mechanics with the fundamental eriuation

:

d dx'

'nK = ^/^ .---
') ....... (18)

dt dt

where *!' is written for the contravariant fundamental tensor, K
for the force and c/x' for (he line-element and where the second

differentiation is of course a geodetic one. As because of (18):

dHd\' rdiyddx'
M'l K=:m—— 4 m - -— , (19)

dt' dl \dtj dl dl
'

a free point moves in such mechanics along a geodetic line:

d dx'
=z (20)

dl dl
- ^ ^

When — is the gradient of a force-fnnction U we have for such
m

mechanics the variation theorem :

for

:

u 'i

dt=z
dt dt

U -^ Ü^\\dt = ^ (21
dtj

h u

/ fdx' \ r \„ d dx'
]

/ W^ J J I
-^^ ^M

and according to (18) we have now :

d dx'
=l'iV6" = . (23)

dt dt

1) A force being a covariant vector and an acceleration a contravariant one, a

force and an acceleration become quantities of a different kind, as soon as the two

kinds may no longer be identified In that case the mass becomes a quantity

with the mode of orientation of the covariant fundamental tensor.

2) Because we have for the geodetic differentiations d and ^, ^dx' = d^x', see

A.R. p 57 form. (103).
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Reduction of the fow-diniensional problem to a three-dhiiensional 07ie.

Comparing (17) and (21) we see, that the motion of a material

point can be convsidered as a motion according to classic mechanics
' in a space with a line-element dl and a force-function:

^' = |o^ ...... . ^)(24)

Using the line-element calculated by Schwarzschild:

ds^ — c^\ 1—'^ \dt' — f//'

di' = (l + "
Jt/r' +r- sin^ Odif' ^- r'dS'

\

(25;

for the gravitation field of a single centre, we find

L= =r X* , . . . . . . (20)
2/- /

where x represents the gravitation constant and .1/, the mass of the

centre, while the reduction holds for velocities of the order of

«
,

«*
magnitude ot c, when quantities of the order - are neglected.

r r'

Therefore e(piatlons (18) can give us the motion, and thus also e.g.

the perihelium motiou of" Mercurius just as well as equations (15).

In this connexion we may therefore say, that the perihelium motion

is "line'" to the being iion euclidian of the space in the neighbour-

hood of ille sun and this gixes an "explanation" of the phenomenon

from the point of view of classic though non-euclidian mechanics.

Passage to another Ihie-e/ement.

Besides the fundamental tensors :

e,- Cr f r- sm' <9 e-j; Qv + f^ e^ e^ 1
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we introduce tlie fniidauieiital tensors :

'j =: z* —- z,^ =...=: e,- e,- + ?•- 5m' St-^ t-^ ] r* e^ 69 .

1 1 (29)
'j'= z"= z\-^= ... = e',.eV+ -T-;-^eVeV4--e'9e'9

r sur a r'

with the i-eiations :

Z= Y. z' , Z'=:ri". Z ,
^j^ *j' = M' M' . . . (30)

Evidently the t'tiiidanientiil tensors 'j and '^j' give a euclidian

line-element.

F'or the indicated values ^1 and 'j we (hen have:

3..,

=— ^-f 1—
- We,eV— »( 1—;

Je^e^e'rf re^Cee',- —

—rsiv'^ei 1 — ^^ je^e-^eV+r «m'''6'e..e.^eV
; (31)

— sinO cos dQ.^^Q^fj-^.-iinS cosó^Q-^Q-^t'e =
= — è -^1 ], je, e, eV + i(Q(,ege',-{-usin^OQ'^e.^Q\-

Equations of motion for the euclidian fundamental tensor 'j.

-Applying the relations (9) to the equations of motion:

d c/x'

at at

we obtain

:

'd d\' dx' dx' a-.

'ri\7i^= 2 A ..... (33)
dt dt dt dt

In classic mechanics the equations for ^j would be:

•
r 'ddx'

''••^^' = ..^,' ....... (34)

and, as V ^' = V 6', the problem can therefore also be regarded as

a problem of euclidian classic mechanics with an additional force:

I dx' dx' ^ -)

K/=.^ii j(M'-T)^7rf --2A
j

.... (35)

|)er unit of mass.

As:

c.c'' 1 ftC^

'^'=Y '',-='- 2?'' '^"^

and eV has the same direction hs e, , K/ has the direction of e,.

From tlie eqiuitions :
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,
'd d\'

we can deduce the iriütioii just as well as from (J 8). In tins con-

nexion we may therefore say that the perilieliuni motion of Mercnrius

is "due" to the fact that the gravitation is only in first approximation

proportional to the square of the distance an,d that a correction has

to be added which is a function of the velocity and of two affinors

'j and A "

, detinitely given in each point of the euclidian space.

This gives another "explanation" of the phenomenon, from the point

of view of classic euclidian mechanics with a collection force.

When another arbitrary fundamental tensor is introduced instead

of "j, another force has to be added. This gives again another "ex-

planation", this time from the point of view of classic mechanics in

a space with an arbitrary line element with a correcting force. It

need hardly to be remarked that from the point of view of the

theory of relativity all these "explanations", accurate to quantities

of the order e, are [perfectly equivalent.

The remark (irst made by Riemann and accentuated so strongly

later on among (Uhers by Poincake, viz. that the question of the

validity of a definite geometry is iiisepai-able from the question of the

\alidity of certain laws of nature, is e\ident for mechanics here.

Equations (35) and (37) enable us to pass to new mechaincs belonging

to any new definition of measures.

Geodetic curvature of fhf path.

The equations of motion for '1 and ^j can be written in the

following form -.

1 dH d\' /diy d dx'
-"I'l K = + 1

. • • • . (38)
m dt'' dl \dtj dl dl

'

i (/';• dx' fdJX 'd dx'

in dt' dj V''V d? dj

where <// and (// represent the line-elements measuied with '1 resp.

*j. Therefore the curvature vector (viz. the vector perpendicular to

the path which has a length equal to the geodetic curvature and

a direction towards the side of the curvature ^), is, measured in "1,

d dx'
equal to——- and to the «'omponent of '1'^ K [)erpendicular (measured

dl dl

^) When ij determines a congruency. the curvature vector is i; ivi;.

Gomp. G. Ricci and T. Levi Civita, Calcul difïérentiel absolu, Math. Ann. 54-

(01) p. 154 or J. E Wrioht, Invariants of quadratic differentia] forms, Cambridge

(08), p. 78.
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in '1) to the natlj, divided by ni {
~

] . Measured in 'j tlie curvature

vector — -r is e(|ual to the component of 'j'l (K -|- iiiKi) perpendicular
dj dj

/djy
(measured in -j) to the path, divided by in

(
—

I
• Wiien the external

force is zei'o, (38) becomes

:

dH dx' fdiy d dx'= _+_ (40)
dt^ dl \dtj dl dl ^ '

or :

dH d dx'— r= , - _ - (41)
dt^ dl dl ^ '

and talking (35) into account, we find for (39):

d^jdx' rdj\ \'d dx' dx' dx' ^
'I0= ,;i h = — '^ A . . . (42)

'^i dj ydtj \dj dj dj dj
\

^ ^

Measured in '1 the curvature vector is then equal to zero and

dx' dx' 3. '

measured in 'j to the component ot -^^ —-'^ A perpendicular to
aj dj

the path.

The change of geodetic curvature is perfectly given by the obtained

e(| nations.

When a vector p is moved geodeticallv once with respect to *1

along dx' and another time with respect to "j, the directions of the

two tinal positions will show a certain deviation from each other.

We might be inclined to suppose this deviation per unit of length

to be equal to the ditference l)etween the curvatures measured in

the two different ways. The difference between (/p and 'dp is just

equal to the difference between two vectors that first coincide with

p and are then moved geodetically along dx.' in two different ways.

The problem however is not so simple, which is directly evident

from \Ue question whether the deviation and the unit of length

have to be measured by *1 or by 'j. Measured by "1 the cuivature is:

j/l dl

and measured by 'j :

d dx'^
"

2 M ....... (43)

d dx'X

^^)"^- •••••• <^^)

and there is no simple relation between the difference of (43) and

(44) and the mutual deviation measured in some way of the two
possible geodeticallv moving systems of coordinates.



Physics. — ''On the Equation of State for Arbitrary Temperatures

and Volumes. Analogij with Plan(;k'3 For)nnla\ Bj Dr. J. J.

VAN Laar. (Coiniuiuiicated by Prof. H. A. IjOrentz).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of January 25. 1919).

^ 1. Introduction.

In foiii- papers') I tried more closely to study the depeiuleiire on

the teinperatiue of the quantities a and 6 of van dkr Waai.s's e?iiiation

of state on the ground of kinetic considerations. I then came to the

conclusion that the quantity a must steadily increase with descending

temperature to a maximum value in the neighboui-hood of the absolute

zero point, after which it again decreases to the value at 7'=0.

All this with very large volume.

Also with respect to /> I carried oul similar computations, but

the mathematical ditiliculties become greater and greater, and the

results obtained become very complicated. And for small volumes

such a treatment of the problem is still less suitable. I, therefore,

gave np the idea of ]>ublisliing what was still found in connection

with the said paper, and tried to solve the question by another and

simpler way.

The thought had already occurred to me before, to substitute for

the three-dimensional problem an analogous problem of one dimen-

sion, and then to transform the result in the well-known way to

one which would hold for three dimensions. It is clear that so

doing the nature of the sought dependence on the temperature and

the volume of the constants occurring in the equation of state will

not be moditied; there can oidy arise some difference in a few

numerical factors. But these are aflei' all immaterial, when in the

result some groups of quantities, the said factors included, are joined

to one (U' more constants.

This method has besides also the advantage that it cannot only

be used for large volumes, but also for small volumes, and results

are, therefore, obtained which are universally valid, not only for

arbitrary temperatures, but also for arbitrary volumes, from v = (X)

up to ?' = h.

1) These Proceedings XX, p. 750 and 1105; XXI, p 2 and 16.
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When calculating the differont time averages — which up to

now were too much neglected in this problem, the attention being

almost exclusively concentrated on all kinds ol' spacial mean values,

which can onl}' niodifv some numerical values already alluded to

above — it already soon appeared that the relation between the

mean Energy and the temperature was the same for small volumes

and low temperatures^) as the relation

2E^

elil—l

which was drawn up by Planck on behalf of the theory of radiation

on assumption of the so-called hypothesis of quanta, in which only

7, -V/ii' would have to be substituted for E^ to find back Planck's

expression ").

By a purely kinetic way, on the sole foundation of the ordinary

laws of cldssiC'd mechanics, we could therefore derive Pf-anck's

famous expression, which 1 think was only possible up to now on

the strength of very special suppositions, namely on the supposition

that the energy is emitted only in entire multiples of the quantity

hv ("energy quanta"). (The absorption can take place in arbitrary

quantities according to the last modification applied by Planck in

his theory).

§ 2. General Considerations on the Nature of the

Attractive and Repulsive Forces.

We shall suppose the molecules to be all ai-ranged along one

dimension, and assume every arbitrary molecule M to move con-

tinually to and fro between the two adjacent molecules 3J^ and M^.

Let the mean distance between the molecule centres be / (the ana-

logon of the volume v for three dimensions), the radius of the sphere

of attraction q, the diameter of the molecule vS'. As Af^ and J/, may

J^ Uo

&~^ ^ &^ £ ^
Fig. 1.

be found both on the lefthand side and on the righthand side of

the mean places A/, and J/.,, we may suppose them to be on an

average always in J/, and J/, ; besides we may assume .l/j and J/.^

ij With the ditïerence only of a small finite term, which may be neglected by

the side of the principal term, which becomes logaritlnnically infinite (see § 6).

2) I.e. multiplied by 3 on transition from a linear to a spacial oscillator.
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to oe at rest, bet-anse their inovenieiit may just as well be di rooted

towards the left .«ide as towards the right side (of. howevei- § 6).

Hence M moves steadily to and fro betweeji the molecules J/, and

J/, assumed to be fixed. We call u^ the velocity, which possesses

M in the point in the middle between M^ and M^ (indicated by

M in tig. 1 : the so-called dead or nenti-al point), either to the

lefthand side, oi' to the righthand side.

With this velocity ^f covers the part MA^ (e.g. in /-*), but then

it enters the sphere of attraction (> of the molecule M^ (e.g. in Q);

i.e. we assume that the attractive force does not make itself appre-

ciably felt until the molecule has entered this sphere, and then

increases steadily rill .1/ touches the molecule M^ (distance of ihe

middle points = .y). Consequently the velocity u has also continu-

ally increased from A^ to a maximum value iis- Then repidsive

forces appear; the two molecules are a little compressed and M is

repelled. Between M^ ami M everything takes place in exactly the

same way, only in opposite order; and l)etween M and il/, and

back everything is again repeated. Hence we shall only have to consider

the fourth part, viz. the portion J7J/, of every movement to and fro.

It is easily seen that three cases are possible, in the first place

the case represented in fig. 1, in which I ^ q, and the moleciile

M, therefore, passes over a longer or shorter path outside the in-

fluence of the atti-action of .lA,, and ahnays outside the sphere of

attraction of JV,.

In the second place we have the transition case of tig. 2, vi/..

/ <; ^, but ]> ^ (^ -f~ •^)- Then M is continually within the sphere

of attraction .1/^ .4, of i17,, and besides during a period (from M
to A^, e.g. in P) also within that (J/, ^4 J of M^. As soon as xl/ has

passed the point A^, e.g. in Q, it will be outside the influence of il/,.

/

Fig. 2.

In the third place 3/ can also be continually within the sphere

of attraction of J/, as soon as viz. M, on contact with M^ (distance

of the middle points =i s), is still just on the edge of Ihe sphere of

attraction of .17,; i.e. when A^M^=^1l—o has just the value s.

Then / is therefore =^ ,(?+•'')• Thus in the second (transition) case

^]>V2(^+*'). while foi' the third case we have simply /-< 7, ((j4--''')-

Now we found before (see the cited papers) o to be about \,1 s.
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We should then liave :

pf ease /> J ,7 .s-
; 2'"' cuse /< J ,7 .s-> 1,35 .v;

3'fi case /< 1,35.9.

At the (M-itical teinperatiii-e v^ = 3,8 /^„ (at least foi- "ordinary"

siibstaiices), hence / = .9V^3,8 = 1,56 .v (the inolecnie thonght to be

cubical). Hence the tiUii-e sol'ul state and almost all liquid vuluntes,

starting- from the ineUing point (/=l,ü8.v about) to far above the

boiling-point, are in the third case, every molecule being continually

within the sphei-e of attraction of tiie neigld)ouriug molecules. Only

the volumes quite close to I'k, both the liquid and the vapour volumes,

belong to the second (transition) case, and almost all the vapour

volumes should be reckoned to the tirst case (see fig. 1).

When (^) is taken still somewhat greater than 1,7.9, e.g. = 2.v, the

transition case lies between 2.9 and 1,5 .v, and then comprises only

the smallest vapour volumes in the neighbourhood of the critical

point, while (practically) all the liquid volumes uj) to 'J\, where
/=:1,56.9, belong to the third case.

We must now make a plausible supposition about the nature and
"

the way of action of' the attractive and repulsive forces, which

supposition should also enable us to iTiake the mathematical calcu-

lations easy to cai-ry out. Among all the suppositions which 1 have

tried with respect to the attractive forces on different occasions, now
and before, the simplest is this that we assume the attraction to

increase from the sphere of attraction o linearlii propoi-tionate to

the distance to that sphei-e. If e.g. the molecule is in the point P
(fig. 2), the attraction that it undergoes from ^1/ would be =/',/ ^-lJ/^

Instead, therefore, of supposing the attractive action to decrease

from the centre of the molecule outwards to the edge of the sphere

of atti-action (according to a certain leciprocal power of the distance

r to the centi-e, by e.g. putting T r= f -. r\ or T := {/ : r'') \ e—'^",

which renders the integrations always unfeasible oi' exceedingly

complicated, and iji consequence of which the attracti\e action at

the edge of the sphere of attraction never becomes = 0), the reversed

course is taken, and the attractive action is made to increase from

the edge of the sphei-e of attraction iivrards. The results will not

differ much, but a great simplification of the calculations is reached.

We shall only see quantitative diffei-ences appear on ditferent suppo-

sitions about the attractive forces (in the numerical coefficients etc.),

but the found form of the functions of temperature and volume

will remain qualitatively unchanged. And it still remains the question

whether our supposition, in connection with the assumption thai the

molecules and atoms are all electron-systems, is not at least as

justifiable as the other above-mentioned su[)positious.
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As regards the reimls'we tbi'ces oti contact of the molecules, for

them I assume the same thing' as before {cï. among others loc. cit.

I § 7 p. 856), namely that as soon as the molecule is compressed

(the atoms or the electron rings pressed inwarii from their state of

eqnilihrinm). there is excited a qnasi-elaslic rej)ulsive force, which

(for not too great compressions! likewise increases linearly with the

deviation from the state of equilibrinm.

§ 3. Construction of the Fundamental Equations.

Hence in the first of the three above indicated cases (/^ (>), the

attraction of M through .1/, (when MQ=^.>' is put in tig. 1) may

be represented by F— fXA,Q, i.e. by f :K{MQ~MA,), or by

F= /(.c-(/-9)).

In the integrations ,v is tlien to be taken from /— o to /— .?.

In the second case (/<<>> è Co +^*)) '" ^^ ^H- '^) ^^'^ attraction

of M by J/, \^ fX A,P=:f>{MP-{-A,M), whereas that which

M experiences from J/, \s = f y, l'A,= f K [MA^—M P). Hence,

putting MP again = .r, we get:

h\ = / {x + (^ - /) ) ; F, = /' ( (o - /) .r).

In this X must be taken between and /

—

s for F^\ for F^ oidy

between and q — /. H" .t;. becomes >o — /, F^ would become

negative, i.e. P gets outside the sphere of attraction of ;T/,.

In the third case of course tiie same expressions hold as in the

second case, but now ,/; can also be taken between and /— .v for

Ft, 1—s now being <^q— /. ('2/ <^ o+.v).

Throughout the entire path between MPz=^0 and Ml*^l—s we

may thus write in this third case for the joint action 7'=/'\

—

F^,'\.e.

F=fX^ ^-

It seems, therefore, as if the attractive action starts from the

point M, and is propoi'lional to double the distance from J^ to that

neutral initial point, where in all the three cases mentioned the

total action will, of course, be = 0.

We shall treat this last (third) case tirst, as it' is by far the most

important. We shall then be able to treat the two tirst cases in a

simple way. The now following considerations, therefore, all refer to

small volumes (/< 1,35 to l,5.v, i.e. r< 2,5 to 3,4/;,), both for

liquids and for solid bodies.

For the square of velocity ?/' in the point /^(.l//^ = .r) tl^e follow-

ing equation then holds:
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»,' = u^^ + - (/ X 2.- dx = «,' -f
I ^'

. . . . («)

o

Oil contact of the two molecules u^i s 'las therefore become

2/= ?//-["' ('^ — •'')*' ^vliile — ill consequence of the appearance of
ni

the ie|)nl8ive force, given l)y (the qnasi-elastic force being represented

by 2ê)

/^' = 2f(.i- — (/-.)),

when P is within llie distance .<? (on contact) — the velocity is

henceforth represented by

2/ 2 r

i.e. by

Ur' = u/ -I
-^ (/ - .)'' ix-il-s)y . . . . (b)
m m

Hence we have, u being *'/(/< :

dx dx
dt, — ____ • f/t, ^=

2/ ( / 2/ 2f

7n V m m
i.e. for the times t^ and ^^ resp. between M and the collision, and

during the collision up to the culminating point, where n. has

become = :

'-« dx '-•"' dx

"-'V-.-f^-^ ^'^li^-'
2/ 28

when / represents the distance of the molecule centres at the

highest point of the compression.

For the mean square of velocity, i.e. the time-nverac/e, which also

occurs in the Virial equation, and to which the temperature is pro-

portional, we evidently have now quite generally :

i.e. with

1 r\ 2f 2s
- "o* f -^-^ {x~{i-s)y

dx
dt

(It,

V 2f 26

in m
77

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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also

:

i~i
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amount is constant, and can be represented by E^\ i.e. the Energy

that i-eniains when n^^i) (quite potential in the neutral point M,
quite kinetic at the moment of the impact). Accordingly this

quantity is what Planck and others have called the so-called zero-

point energy, which is nothing but the energy of the attractive

forces, which is also in connection with the quantity «/,. (Of. also ^ 5).

Hence the quantities ii^ and a^'* will always be very differenl

according to (J) (only at high temperatures and large volumes there

will practically be no difference), and for year« I ha\ e already

harboured the conviction that in this ^) we should look for the clue

of the remarkable relation between T and E drawn up by Planck
for low temperatures and small volumes -- but which according

to him can only be derived on the strength of very particular

suppositions (the so-called hypothesis of quanta).

^ 4. Calculation of t and n\

According to (c) we now find for t^, putting —
\

/^ ~ z= u

^-J dx

OK rn

wliich with

leads to:

'^=T-/ -• 0)

'^ = \/^Yf ^'^^'^ '' *^1^*^')
2/

Hoaches to ^, = I / '.

2/

(2)

For M, = Qo((p= Ü' this approaches to t, = \y/^^^ log{<p-{-l)=

= (p IX j-f~
'~^' ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ expected. The time is then scarcely

shortened by the attractive action. But when ^^, approaches 0(r/)= oo),

t, approaches [/ ~ log 2rp = |/^ ^ log ( -_- IX -
], which thus

approaches logarithmically infinite. This is owing to this, that when

') Apart of course from the interpretation of the quantity hv occurring in

Planck's formula, in which h is a universal constant — whicli forms an
entirely separate problem.

77*
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u is exceedingly small, the time in which the very first part of

the path close to the neutral point M is passed over will be very

great, in spite of the attractive action (which will then,

however, be still very small). We shall presently see that it is this

circumstance which leads to the essential element of Planck's

1

relation viz. to the logarithmical approach (in direct ratio to 1 : log —)

to of ii' (i.e. of T), when u,^ (i. e E— E,) approaches to 0. The

time integral lu*dt remains namely finite (in consequence of the

attractive action the exceedingly slight value of u,* increases to a

finite value), notwithstanding t itself approaches (logarithmically) to

infinite.

Further we now find for t^ with

1 /
2^

-

y=:(;r — (/-5)) 1/ / 2f

= ly v ^^3 *'" y\ .—

y m m

+ etc))

But in consequence of the relation

2/ 2b
m' = „ » + -^ {i-sy {s-s'Y =

m m

at the culminating point of the collision (see equation {h)), the quan-

tity under Bg sin will be exactly = 1, so that:

' = >"|X^£ <»)

the known expression for the time of vibration under the influence

of the quasi-elastic repulsive
,
action, proportional to the deviation

from the state of equilibrium. (That here \\ :x occurs instead of 2 rr,

is owing to this that only a fourth part of the entire oscillation is

considered, (see above)).

We shall now compute the value of z<* according to (r/). The first

integi'al within [ ]
gives:
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l—s x=l—s

L = 2f
u„' -f-

-^ '^^ dx =
m i^iS'

l/l +yM3/,

x=0

x t /2f
when again, like above, — I X — =v is put. H

/. ^=: U.
['

ence we get

:

x=l—s

^X el \^\+y'~-log{-y + l^l + y')
a=0

The lower limit gives 0; for the upper limit i/ again passes into

ff, so that we have :

^. = è «o' lx ^[^^ *^^1 ^- ^^' - ^^^ (- ^^+ ^1 +^/'')l (4)

The second integral becomes

l-s'

-jV 2/ 26

m m

T=.l— s'

I 2/

i/fj'

in which now y = x— {l—s)

2/

l/l-yMi/,

26
-. We further find,
m

herefore

:

) ( Xm 1

11/ 2.X2

For the lower limit y becomes =0, and everything disappears,

r so that we only retain :

^,= ]< +-{1
I m

y\/l—y'-\-Bgsvsin y

x=l—s'

A = è

2/ ) \ X rriV

m ) K 26
|_

when
I / 2/"

quence of the relation

ze
q' is put. However, in conse-

2/' 26
M» = «/ -I- X (/__5)» (.?-«')' =

m m
at the culminating point of the collision (see above) <f' will evidently

be = 1, so that we finally get:

^-è«o'(l +"''l^i X è^ (5)
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These are, accordingly, the Iwo time integrals of the square of

velocity ii' before and during the collision.

Hence we shall have for the mean square of velocity li" ^= - =—-

—

t ^ + ^,

u» = k
".*-—— -7= -r^ '(6)

beine- with (p =— I X — the required expression tor tr, expres-

sed in u^\ and which will be valid for small volumes « Vk) for

all temperatures.

§ 5. Two Important Limiting Cases.

a. High temperatures.

For ^^, = od (r/^ = 0) we now get

:

M* = è «0 7= '

as — log
{
—y -|-^^^ +'/'') then approaches to — /ö(/ (1 —f/) = ^Z, and

likewise /0// (>/? -|- ^ ^1-f 7') and (py'l-\-<f\ For y near the first

terms will be cancelled by the second, and m' will, therefore,

approach to

(r = oo) Ü' = i u,\ (7)

so that the time average of the square of velocity for small volumes

and high temperatures amounts to only half the square of velocity

in the neutral point. In consequence of the disappearance of the

terms with / by the side of those with b the time average is namely

chiefly formed by the diminution of velocity (hiring the collision,

and not by the increase before the impact in consequence of the

attraction. This hitter increase lasts so short that it may be neglected

with respect to the subsequent important diminution of velocity

(down to 0).

Now for a linear system /Vw w' is not =3R7\ hut simply = RT,

and in the general relation

'—

*

y m /

for the vis viva at the beginning of the collision, i.e. for the sum
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of kinetic and potential energy in the neutral point M (hence in all

the points of the path [)assed over by iM) the quantity ^'^Nin ?/'/_«

does not represent the whole spacial Energy E, but only 7» V^^'^

of it. Likewise N^f{l—sf will not represent the whole energy of

attraction^) (zero point energy) E^, but again V» ^^V)- Hence we may

put:

Nmx7^nT ;
'/^Nmn^' ='/,{E—E^),

80 that according to (7) we have at high temperature:

(V'zrroo) RT=iiE-E, ) (8)

That this equation is correct, appears from this that it gives for c„:

dE
{T.= oo) c, =— = SR=6

aJ

in gr. cal., hence the expected double heat capacity, which is only

= 3 for large volumes (gases) under the same circumstances (i.e.

high temperatures) —- always on the supposition of mon-atomic

substances, as otherwise the internal energy of the atoms within

the molecules will still be added to E.

We still point out, that when the molecules were perfecthi rigid

systems, hence could not be pressed in, the quantity e in our formula

(6) for u^ would be infinitely great, and therefore the duration of

collision absolutely =: 0, so that then not the first terms with

I
y/m t y/m

\/ —
. (p would be cancelled by the second with \n\/ —

,

V 2f
'^

" IX 2g

when cp approaches 0, but just the reverse: these latter terms would

disappear by the side of the former, however small these might be

on account of rp. But accordingly then w' will not become = 7» ^o'»

but = u^\ hence R7'= '^1, (E—Eq), so that Cv= would become

7, R = 3 and not = 6. That, therefore, the capacity of heat for

condensed systems does not approach to 3 but to 6, is a proof that

the molecules may not be considered as perfectly rigid spheres, but

are elastic systems, liable to compression, in which the time of

1) We point out that for the limiting volume v = b(l = s) our En = SNf(l—s)^

will approach to 0. In fact, as all movement is then impossible, the energy

^joNmu- can in this case not undergo any increase in consequence of the work

of attraction. Of course by the side of the E^ introduced by us, another z.ero point

energy may always be introduced, which is in connection with that of the atoms

(systems of electrons) within the molecule. The formulae are, however, not

modified by this in any respect.

2) Division by 3 can also be justified by this that for the linear systems

considered by us the velocities are all velocities ?/,« directed normally with respect

to the molecules. And now u,i^ = Vs **'.
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collision is not infiiiitelj small or negligibly small, but will have a

certain, tlioiigli small, jet finite value.

It is self-evident that as soon as (p is no longer near 0, but

assumes some valne {T no longer very high), u'* will very soon rise

to higher values than 7» ^'o' i^^ ^^'onsequence of the increasing influence

of the terms with (p, hence c- will decrease from 6 to lower values.

^ 6. b. Low Temperatures.

At low and very low temperatures u^ will approach to 0, i.e. (p

to oc. The general equation (6) then passes into

• 1. «/?/' =z \n

in—
(f

[/^f '".'(''^ + i
in which in the denominator the very small time of the collision

may be neglected by the side of the time that approaches logarith-

mically infinite under the intlnence of the attractive forces. Thus we
get with — log {1 : 2if) z= log 2'f , and after division in numerator

and denominator by \X —

è«.'

2/

loq ( 2(f I

But in first approximation also 7j '"^

I

/^ ^ ^^'^7 '•ow be neglected by

the side of 1 in the numerator, as s will then be so many times

greater than ƒ. And besides log 2(f may be neglected by the side of

r/', when 7 approaches oo. Hence we finally get:

{I— ay 2f
in which 7* is = .— (of. (1) in § 4). From this it already

«0' m
appears that the ratio between ti^ and ii^^ will approach x , i.e.

likewise the ratio R2^: {E--Ea). P'or 7^ is infinitely great with re-

spect to log ff''. However, u' itself will also approaci) to 0, as ii^^ rp^

remains finite (see also the beginning of ^ 4j. But while the time,
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during' which the path is covered iniiier tiie influence of the attrac-

tion, approaches logarithmically infinite, ii^ does not then approach

ordinarily in the same way as ?^/, but to a much slighter degree,

proportionally to 1 : log — . I.e. the temperature will approach

much moie slowly than the Energy ; when the temperature still has

a very small value, the "Energy" (i.e. E— E^) will practically be

already = 0. The latter, namely, is only determined by ?/„" in the

neutral point, whereas the temperatuie is determined by the time

average of the square of velocities which has increased under the

influence of the attraction.

Hence relatively only exceedingly little supply of energy is required

to augment the temperature by a certain amount: in other words

the. heat capacity loill rapidly approach at loio temperatures.

2fWhen we substitute its value for 7-% u^'* ff^ becomes = -^ (/

—

sY,m
so that with -\;/*(/— .s')" = ^j^ E^ and Nm u^ ^ RT (see above) we get:

V,E
(7=0) RT= ? (10)

^ ^ 2Nf{l-sy^ V, E„ - ^ E,
^^ '^

Nrnn,^ y^E-E,) E-E,' .

Accordingly, by (10) T is expressed in E for the case of small

volumes and low temperatures. It is noteworthy that (10) is not

^?«Ve identical with Planck's relation, but that the logarithmically infinite

denominator log i^'r'^ -I- 2) = loq
\

"-—h2 | would have to be dimi-

nished by the small finite quantity log 2 = 0,69, in consequence of

/ ^E, \
which the denominator would become log (2^/* -\-^)=z log [ \-l I.

\E—E^ J

The original denominator log
[ 'l<f -\- -— 1 would, therefore, have to

be diminished by Vs ^^9 2 = 0.35.

Different circumstances might be adduced as an explanation of

this exceedingly slight difference, which is for the i-est immaterial.

First of all possibly an exceedingly small modification in our funda-

mental suppositions concerning the mode of action of the attractive

forces, the logarithmic form of t^ being retained, might give rise to

a moditication in this sense that still a constant term is to be applied.

And in the second place the taking in account of Maxweli/s distri-
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bution-law of velocities in tlie calculation of t^ may have a certain

influence on the result. Unfortunately the computations referring to

this cannot he executed, because they will lead to a definite

integral which cannot be determined. In the third place it may be

alleged that with respect to the velocity of the moving molecule M
it is not quite justifiable to assume the molecules J/, and il/, to

be at rest on the strength of the fact that the movement may be

directed equally well towards the left as towards the right. It

should be pointed out here that when M^ e.g. is on the lefthand

side of its mean position, it will exert a stronger attractive

action on M than when it is on the righthand side. And there are

more similar remarks that might be made.

In virtue of the above considerations we may, therefore, safely

apply the said correction, which is exceedingly slight with respect

to the logarithmically infinite chief term, and write :

RT z= ''
' ...... (10a)

log

When we reverse this relation, we get:

^—^. =—-—°— (II)

HT

Putting in this

we get finally :

E, = ^ Nj{l-sY = *I^N .hv (12)

^ NhvE=z^Nhv^^^^ (11a)

e^T" — I

which is in agreement with Planck's relation (after muliplication by

3 on account of the transition from a linear to a spacial oscillator).

Hence the quantity hv introduced by Planck would have been

given by :

hv = IfjlsY (11a)

fi-om which h could be calculated when r is (:/é/fr??imfc'c/ (this quantity

V would, accordingly, have lo contain the factor (/

—

ó-)', hence it

would be dependent on the volume, as is, indeed, assumed), and

when ƒ, the constant of the attractive action introduced by us, is

known. We shall return to this special problem later on.

We only still point out that our formula (11) or (11^), res p. (10)

or (10a) is only valid for lorv, and not for high temperatures, whereas
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Planck is of opinion that the expression [ila) is of' general applica-

tion, for high as well as for low temperatures. According to our

derivation the more complicated ^) formula (6) would represent the

generalij valid relation, which is only transformed to the form {11a)

for very low temperatures.

Christmas 1918. {To he continued).

^) Also Einstein, Debye and otliers already derived more complicated relations,

which are considered to represent the relations better than Planck's simple formula.



Chemistry. — "Eykman's Refractometric Investigations, in Connection

loitli the Presentation of the Edition of his Works." By Prof.

A. F. HOLLEMAN.

(Communicated in the meeting of January 25, 1919).

Though Eykman devoted about twenty-five years of his life to

refractometric investigations of oiganic compounds, and collected

ill the course of these researches a tremendous amount of material,

arriving at very important conclusions from this material, his work

in this interesting region has, nevertheless, remained pretty well

unknown. This is chiefly owing to the way in which he published it.

At first choosing for this puipose the Berichte der deutschen

chemischen Gesellschaft, he afterwards wrote a number of treatises

in the Recueil : but by far the greater part of his papers appeared

exclusively in the Chemische Weekblad.

The researches of his pupils were up to now only laid down in

Theses for the Doctorate.

For foreign chemists, who are only by exception conversant with

the Dutch language, it was, therefore, practically impossible, to get

acquainted with Eykman's researches.

It further appeared, when his posthumous papers were put into

my hands by his brother, our felhiw-member Chr. Eykman, that these

contained still a voluminous material of facts which had not yet

been published at all.

In order to render his ideas and experimental results more

generally accessible, it was necessary to collect his refractometric

researches and publish them as a wiiole. This publication has been

rendered possible by the financial help of the Hollandsche Maat-

schappij der Wetenschappen, which in this has proved itself worthy

of its high traditions.

In the now published work: Recherches réfractométriques de feu

J. F. Eykman, are found in the first place a biography and a sum-

mary of his researches in this region. Then follow the i)apers from

the "Berichte", which contain among others his researches on the

displacement of the double bindings in the side chains of aromatic

compounds towards the nucleus. This displacement gives rise to a con-

siderable increase of the molecular refraction and dispersion.
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111 his papers in the Reciieil he described the refracloirieter con-

structed by hini with constant deviation of 40°, which is obtained

by rotation of the prism round a vertical axis. This apparatus has

further an appliance, by means of which measui-ements of the

refraction up to a teinperalure of about J 50° can take place with

ease foi' which reason it is to be preferred for organic-chemical

researches to all other refractometers. Also his pycnometers are

described there.

It is further demonstrated in these papers that the refractometric

value of the group CH, is constant for the most divergent homologous

series, if only the first three teims of (hese series are left out of

consideration, for which this value is either greater or smaller.

Besides they contain the derivation of Eykman's formula for the

molecular refraction. Hitherto the formula of Gladstone and Dalk :

?2—

1

—--. P= const, was generally used for this, in which n represents
a

the index of refraction, (/ the specific weight of the liquid substance,

and P the molecular weight. After the formula .— had been
n'+2 (/

derived by Lorkntz by a theoretical way, this formula got to be

almost exclusively used. The formulae of Gladstone and Dale and

of LoRENTZ do not present a constant value, however, for large

ranges of temperature (e.g. of 100°); but those of the former descend,

while the theoretical formula gives ascending values.

Taking into account that G. & D's formula may also be written:

n'—1 P
.--, and that accordingly the difi^erence between the two for-

724-1 d ^-^

mulae refers only to the denominator, Eykman tried by an empirical

way to find a formula that also has constant values for large ranges
71'—1 P

of temperatures, and he found it in the expression .— . This^ ^ n+0.4 d
rendered it, therefore, possible, to directly compare measurements

which have been made at very divergent temperatures.

The papers in the ('hemisch Weekblad treat two problems of

great importance for organic refractometry, viz. : the cyclic com-

pounds and unsaturate substances. As far as the former is concerned,

he comes to the result that the numbei- of C-atoms in the nucleus has

a considerable influence on the refraction, which also extends over

tlie refractometric values which CHj-groups have in the side chain.

In reference to the unsaturate compounds he proves by means

of an exceedingly copious material, that there can be no question

of a constant increment for the double binding, which Brühl intro-
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duced, for that the double binding can exert- a very divergent

influence on the refraction, and especially on the dispersion of

unsaturate compounds.

Among the posthumous papers there were the refractometric

determinations of more than 350 compounds, which had not yet

been published, among which almost complete series of liomologues.

That Eykman did not publish these himself I attribute chiefly to the

fact that he could less and less bring himself to prepare his results

for the press. Possibly, too, he wished to wait till some series had

become still more complete, or to repeat some measurements before

their publication. In view of these surmises it may seem somewhat

bold to make results public which the master himself thougiit fit

to withhold still. Besides, however, the fact mentioned just now,

there is another circumstance that justifies publication. It is the

comparison of the measurements made at the same substances which

were carried out by hiui in many successive years. Then there appears

to exist an almost perfect agieement in the values in almost all

cases. In fact all his work gives the impression of having been

executed with scrupulous care, also as regards the purity of the

compounds.

It is to be regretted that the material left behind consists almost

exclusively of tables, without any commentary. 1 have tried to supply

this defect by adding a review to every series of measurements of

homologues, for the rest fully realising the difficulty of this task,

which certainly would have been accomplished by the master him-

self in a much better way. I have set myself the task to interpret

the results in these reviews as much as possible in the same spirit

as speaks from Eykman's works, which often give evidence of

entirely different views from those embraced by most chemist who

work in this field, in the hope that those who are more competent

in this kind of researches will judge that I have succeeded in giving

the right interpretation.

The measurements left behind comprise compounds from the fol-

lowing homologous series: saturate hydrocarbons, alcohols C„H„2i+0H,

alkylhaloids, aliphatic and cyclic amines, acid C„H2„02 and their

esters, saturate aldehydes and ketones, unsaturate hydro-carbons,

unsaturate acids, plurivalent alcohols, pluribasic acids, hydroxy-acids,

aldehydic and ketonic acids, derivatives of carbonic acid, cyclic

compounds, aromatic hydro-carbons, phenols, aromatic amines and

aromatic acids.

This posthumous material confirms on one side for the greater

part the conclusions at which Eykman had already arrived by the
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aid of what had been published bj him, but it tests them by a

number of compounds hitherto unknown; on the other side some

new points of view have come to light. Among these we may
mention tiie influence of the bifui-calion of the carbon chains, the

further differentiation of the atomic refi-action of oxygen, the influ-

ence of stereo-isomery, and the closer inquiry into the dispersion of

the organic compounds.

This entire posthumous work shows with great evidence that there

can be no question of constant atom refractions, not even for carbon.

Though the variations in the atom refractions of this element are

often pretty insignificant, it yet does not constitute an exception to

the general rule that the atom refractions are not constant.

Eykman's work aims at no less than a total revision oftherefrac-

tometry of organic compounds; he has treated in a masterly way
all the fundamental questions in this region, thanks to his great

gifts of research and his amazing energy, which have fortunately

remained unaffected under the depressing feeling of neglected merit.

Amsterdam, January 1919.



Chemistry. — ''On an Indirect Anahjsis of Gas-Hydrates hy a

Thermodynamic Method and Its Application to the Hydrate

of Sulphuretted Hydrogen:' I. By Prof. V. E. C. Schkpfkr

and G. Meyer. (Coininiinieated by Prof. Bökskkkn).

(Communicated in the meeting of February 22, J 919).

I. In two papers one of us has given an extensive description of

heterogeneons equilibria in the system sulphuretted hydrogen-water ').

It has appeared in this investigation that through the appearance

of a compound and through unmixing in the liquid state a four-

phase equilibi'ium hydrate of sulphuretted hydrogen - two liquid

layers - gas occurs in this system; the three-phase-lines which

intersect in this quadruple point, were determined, and besides

a number of analyses was carried out to get to know the composition

of the hydrate. These analyses, however, yielded very different

results; the number of molecules of water which is bound with one

molecule of sulphuretted hydrogen varies between 5,1 and 5,5 accord-

ing to these determinations. This result led to the conclusion that

the formula of the hydrate would be H,S . 5H,0, because for this

substance, and for gas hydrates in general a phenomenon occurs

that causes the water content on analysis to be found too high.

When we consider that the two liquid layers consist almost of [)ure

sulphuretted hydrogen, resp. pure water, and that therefore, the

hydrate must be formed by cooperation of the two liquid layers, it

is clear that this formation of hydrate gives rise to a separation of

the layers on the boundary of the liquids. In analyses an excess of

sulphuretted hydrogen was always used, which was pumped off

after action of the liquid layers. It is clear that when this excess

of sulphuretted hydrogen has been removed, water can be left behind

in the solid substance, as this possesses hardly any tension at low

temperature as ice; this is accordingly the reason that formerly

always lower values were found for the water content as more care

was devoted to the interaction of the layers. Chronologically arranged

the analyses yielded water contents of 15'), 12') and 7
') molecules

1) These Proceedings. 13. 829 (1911) and 14. 195 (1911).

2) De Forcrand. C.r. 94. 967. (1882).

2) De Forcrand. Ann. chim. phys. (5). 28. 5. (1883).

*) De Forcrand and Villard. C.r. 106. 1402. (1888).
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of water per molecule of sulpliuietted liy drogen. In (he nl>ove-inen-

tioned determinations this content had fallen to 5,1— 5,5, and the

conclusion was obvious that the li-ne watei' content would be lower:

HjS . 5HjO was therefore Ihe most probable formula on the ground

of these experiments.

2. As direct analysis yielded dubious results, and the formula

H,S . 5HjO can only be considered probable on account of the observed

disturbance — there were no indications pointing' to a second disturb-

ance in opposite sense — we have tried to find a method of ana-

lysis that yielded more certain i-esults.

Indications to a definite formula that did not rest on direct ana-

lysis are the following:

n. ViLLARD deems the formula H^S.tiHjO probable on account of

the analogy with other gas hydrates, for which he has drawn up a

formula M . GH^O '). This analogy must certainly be supported by

a closer proof, before it convinces us of the accuracy of the said

composition.

b. ViLLARD could seed the (wo liquids at temperatures at which

the hydrate can form, with the hydi-a(e of N,0 and this leads him

to the conclusion that the hydrate of sulphuretted hydrogen will

possess the same water content '). This reason, too, makes him

consider the formula H^S . GHjO probable.

c. De Forcrand makes use of a rule holding for three-phase lines,

which is analogous to that of Trouton for liquid-gas equilibria ').

This rule may be represented as follows. When the three-phase line

of a dissociating compound, which splits up in(o solid-gas, reaches

a vapour tension of one atmosphei-e, the quotient of the heat of

transformation and (he absolute temperature has the value 30. He

gives some examples for this rule, and then a|)plies it to determine

the quantity of wafer in gas hydrates. That this i-ule is, however,

dangerous appears already sufTicienfly from the fact that on appli-

calion to the hydrate of snlphui- dioxide the conjposition SO, . 8H,0
was found, whereas on the strength of Bakhuis Roozkroom's and

ViT,lard's analyses it could be concluded with great probability that

this wafei'-content is too high '). His rule, likewise, leads to H^S . 6H,0.

As in our opinion the indirect methods have not yet yielded certain

results either concerning the composition of (he hydiate, we have tried

1) ViLLARD. Ann. chim. pliys. (7). 11. 289. (1897).

^) De Forcrand. G.r. 135. 959. (1902).

2) Bakhuis Roozeboom. Rec. 3. 29. (18S4); Vh-lahd. Ann. cliim. pliys. (7). 11.

289. (1897).

78

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol XXI.
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to find another for a long time. We think we have found a metiiod

that enables us to find the coniposilion of the gas-hydrates with

great certainty, of which the description follows below.

3. In order to make the principle on which this analysis rests, as

clear as possible, we will imagine a binary system, of which the

first component (A) is gaseous in a definite temperature range, the

second (B) is in the neighbourhood of its melting-point under the

same circumstances and not perceptibly volatile. On increase of

pressure a solid compound can form froui the gaseous first and the

solid second component. In the melted second component the gas is

soluble neither as such nor as compound. Then the P-T projection

of the spacial figure is lepresented by figure 1. Hence the first

component A appears in these equilibria in free state as a gas (G)

and bound in the compound (S). The second component B occurs

free as solid (S/i) and liquid (L), bound to the first component in the

compound (S).

The three-phase lines S/jLG and SSbI^ coincide with the melting-

point line of />. The transformation is namely indicated by Sb"^ L

on both three-phase lines, and is the same as on the melting-point

line of pure B. The triple-point of B (point B in fig. 1) lies near
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and E^ amounts to the melting energy or melting lieal ol n molecules B.

When the heat of melting of one molecule /? is indicated by Q, we get:

E,^E,=znQ (1)

When we ap[)lj the equation of Clapeyron Io the (wo three-phase

equilibria, (he indices 1 resp. 2 again referring to the equilibria

SSB(jr •esp. SLG, the following relations follow:

y.:^=_^ and 7-1^'=A . . , . (2)
dT AK, dT AF, ^ '

in which Q^ and Q^ represent the heats of transformation.

When Vs and Vl ai'e neglected with respect to Vq, which is

allowed, when the density of the gas phase is small with respect to

that of the other phases (pressure of the quadruple point C' smaller

than or in the neighbourhood of one atuios|)liere) and when the law

of Boyle is applied to the gas phase, we get:

r_i=2:Lp^ and T —1= -^ P^ . . . (3)
dT RT ' dT RT ' ^ '

From this follows on iniegration on the assumption thai Q^ and

Qj are no functions of the temperature^):

1) This assumption indicates that the algebraic sum of the specific heats (that

of the gas at constant 2wessure) of the substances participating in the transfor-

mation is zero. Tiiis is easily seen for the equiUbrium Uquid-gas on the following

.,•.., •
dQ Q

consideration. From the equation of Clausius —— = h—H 4- 77, , in which h and

H represent the specific heats of gas and Hquid along the boundary fine

(VAN DER Waals—Kohnstamm. Thermodynamik. I. S 67') and from the equation

rdP\ fdr \ dv
h = Cv-YT[ - — , (Ibid. 1. S. 34. Gl. Ila; the index gr denotes that

dTj„\dTj,j,. dT
dQ rdP\ /dv\ Q

is measured along the boundary line) follows ,>„ = Cv

—

H 4- T
\ ( — + - •

dT ^ ydTj,\d/rJ,,r T
If the law of Boyle holds good for the gas phase, the two last terms of the

second member of this equation can be replaced by R and we get —= — c/»

—

H.
dT

We derive in an analogous way that a similar formula also holds for the three-

phase equilibria described in the text.

When the algebraic sum of the specific heats differs from zero, the integrated equa-

tion 4 may only be used for a small range of temperature ; then the heat of trans-

formation at the quadruple point must be calculated from the found value of Q.

A simular calculation follows in the discussion of the quantitative data. We may
point out in conclusion that if Q is no temperature function, the energy of trans-

formation, which is R2' smaller, does depend on the temperature. The variation

in £", caused by this correction is generally small with respect to the values of

Q and E. (See tables with the quantitative data in the following paper).

78*
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and /nP, = -^,+ C, (4)

From a graphical representation In P^ =zf\{T~^) and biP,=/\{T-'^)

the slopes of the two straight lines can then be determined. Then

the tangent of the angle of inclination amonnts to —
R

resp.--

The difference mnltiplied by R yields the heat of melting Q,— Q^,

which is eqnal here to the energy of melting E,—A\ ^), and from

this follows by the aid of equation (1) the value of 7i and with it

the composition of the hydi-ate.

Accordingly for the application of this method of analysis the

three-phase lines SSB(jr and *SLtr must be experimentally determined.

4. The system snlphnretled hydrogen-water presents great analogy

with the ideal system of § 3. As was demonstrated in the above-

mentioned papers by one of us, a quadruple point *SZ>,Zyj6r appears

in this system, indicated in tig. 2 by D. The stable part of the

Kig. 2.

three-phase line SL^G, a number of points of which was already deter-

mined before"), terminates in the quadruple point SSbL^G, indicated in

') It appears from the transformations given in § 3 that Qi = £'j -f- RT and

Qo = E^-j- RT. as one gramme molecule of gas is formed in both conversions. It

follows from this that Q^—Qi = E^—E^. The volumes of solid and liquid are

neglected by the side of these of gas. and the expansion at melting does not

cause an appreciable difference between melting energy and heat.

2) These Proceedings. 13. 829 (1911).
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fig. 2 by C. Through this quadruple j)oint passes also the three-

phase line SSbG, and we shall now show that the determination

of the said three-phase lines SSbO and SL,G is again sufficient

for the calculation of the composition of the hydrate; the sole

difference with the case of § 3 consists in this that a few

corrections must be applied, which, however, can be calculated for

the system sulphuretted hydrogen-water with sufficient accuracj'

from the data of the literature. The requii-ed cori-ections will be

mentioned separately for each of the two three-phase lines.

5. The threephase line SSbG.
Now the transformation on this three-phase line is not as in ^ 3

expressed by

ABn-^A-^ nB—E,,
[solid] (ffas' [solid)

because the gas does not consist of the pure first component (A == ff,S),

but ice (solid B) has always some, though little, vapour tension.

Hence a modification only occurs in the gas phase. When from the

observed pressures P we now subtract the tension of ice of the same

temperature, we find the values P{corr), which accordingly denote

the partial pressures of the sulphuretted hydrogen in the gas phase ').

When we now determine lay P{corr) and the corresponding T—^
values, the graphical representation yields a curve which only little

departs from a straight line. For this curve the following equation

holds

:

dPirorr) Q,
1 = Ficorr)

dr RT ^ '

or integrated over a small range of temperature, where Q^ may be

considered as constant: \

In Ficorr) = 1- C.

.

If the curve does not differ perceptibly from a straight line, this

expression may be directly applied to the whole line and Q^ can

be calculated from the inclination.

If the curve has a perceptible curvature the value (2, can be

calculated for the small range of temperature in question from every

time two observations for temperatures that differ little (indices a

and b) by the aid of

1) In this we, therefore, assume that the compound does not exist in gaseous

state. If it occurs for a small amount in gaseous state, its influence will certainly

remain within the errors of observation, the tension of water vapour being already

small itself.
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In Pa {corr) — bi P^ {corr)
R

This value Q^ is, theretbi-e, llie heat which would l)e required

for transformation, if ice had no vapour tension, and agrees, therefore,

in significance with the homonymous heat of § 3. It is the heat

that we want for the calculation; it is a function of the temperature,

but only a feeble one; the change of the heal of Iransformation

with the temperature is namely expressed by the algebraic sum of

the specific heats of hydrate, n molecules of ice, and one molecule

of sulphuretted hydrogen at constant pressure (see § 3). If the law

of Kopp is valid this sum of specific heats will be indicated by the

difference between that of one molecule of solid H^S and one mole-

cule of gaseous //,-S' (at constant pressure). As now the specific heat

of solid //,>S amounts to about 10 >), that of gaseous R^S to about

8.5, and the difference is therefore 1.5, it is clear that this correction

for a range of temperature of about 20° to a heat effect of about

5000 calories (see late)-) cojistilules a correction of about GYu,,, whicii

is negligible for our purpose.

Hence the above calculation gives us the heat of the transformation :

. H,S.nH,0:^n,S ^ nH,0 - E, . . . .
. (5)

(solid) (.7««) (solid)

The change of energy £", may be found from Q^ by deduction of

the external work RT. (In the transformation evaporates one mol.

of gas) ').

6. The three-phase line SL^G.
In the transformation S"^ L, -\- G — Esl^g an appreciable devia-

tion from the corresponding case of ^ 3 occurs. For not only does

sulphuretted hydrogen dissolve in the aqueous liquid, but water has

also a definite not to be neglected va])0ur tension. The transfor-

mation at this equilibrium may be split up into

:

H,S.nH^O:^H,S^nH^O — E,, . . . . (6)

(solid) (fjns) ' li'^uid)

') See Nernst. Theor. Cbem. Gesetz von Dulong und Petit.

2) In the same way as this has been done for the line hydrate-liquid-gas (see

r ,. ,
dP Q

further on) the value of E] may also be calculated trom T --, = —^, in which I

represents the volume gas formed by decomposition of one gramme molecule of

hydrate (sulphuretted hydrogen + water vapour) ; then the heat Q must be cor-

rected for the heat of sublimation of a small quantity of ice in order to find Q^

and El with it.
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rH^O:^rH^O-rE„
. (7)

(liquid) i'/cis)

and

A' H, S + iiiuci) Welter ^ solution -|- .v ^^ . . (8)

(ffiis)

Then the tolal change of energy at the transformation becomes:

EsUG = J^, \-rE, — sE^.

When we introduce the quantities of heat instead of the changes

of energy, we get :

EsL,u + (1 + '• - •^•) fiT = E, j- NT -f rE„ + rRT -sE,-s RT
or

in which Q^ i'e[)resents the heat reqnii-ed for the calculation, and

lias a meaning analogous to that of the Hiomonymous heat in § 3,

Q„ indicates the heal of evaporation of one rnolecute of water, Q^
the heat of solution of one niol. of H,S.

(a=10780-11.3^^), Q,='i5Q0'))

When we now repi'esent the number of molecules of //,-S' I hat dissolves

in one mol. of H^O under three-phase pressure by q, the partial

pressures of water and sulphuretted hydrogen by Ph^o and Ph,s,

we have:

and = —— . . (9a and 6)n-r l—s Ph^s

These equations may be transformed into

Ph.o
n

PlhS ,
I — nq Ph

q and r =
1 97^

—
' - 9

Ph.s Ph^s

or in approximation into:

PtT n
s = nq and rz={\—nq)—— .(lOoand^)

PllrS

That this approximation is allowable, will appear from the data.

(See the tables in the following paper).

Now follows from 10^/ and h -.

1 -\-r-s = {^ -nq)fl^^\ .... (11)

When we apply the equation of Clapeyron to the three-phase

equilibrium in question, we find:

^) LandoltBörnsteix-Roth. Tables.

') Thomsen. Thermochem. Unters.
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\dTjsWJ ^Vsuu {l+r—s)RT
in which the volumes of solid and liquid are neglected by the side

of f?as, and Boylr's law has been applied to the gas phase.

Transformation of (12) finally yields the recjuired lieat Q,

dlnP I dlnP'

dT~ ~" "
f* df'^\

fd In P\Q^^-rQr+sQ,-{\+r-s)R[-—~] . . (13)
\dl-^JSLjG

As now Q„ (heat of evaporation of one molecule of water) and

Qo (heat of solution of one molecule H^S) are known, r and s can

be calculated from \()a and b (see also (M)), if an arbitrarily chosen

value is substituted for 7i, Q^ can be calculated if the temperatures

are chosen close to each other, so that the differential quotient in

(13) can be replaced by the quotient of differences'). Thus every

time from two observations at temperatures differing little a value

of Q, is found for that small range of tempeiature. This value Q,,

therefore, represents the heat of transformation on the three-phase

line SLJt, corrected for the phenomenon of solution and evaporation

at the conversion It is the heat belonging to the conversion:

//, 5 . « //, ^ /y., S+nfI,0 - E, . . . . (6)

{solid} (fjas) (lii/uid)

The heat Q^ (and the change of energy ^,) will again be functions

of the teujperature. The algebraic sum of the specific heats is greater

here than on the three-phase line SSb^t (§ 5) ; it may not be neglected.

Hence the heat at transformation on SL./t in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of I he (piadruple point must be found by extrapolation.

The correction required for this is, however, small enough to allow

linear extrapolation, in other words to enable us to consider the

specific heats as independent of the temperature.

Now the value of n follows simply from the eqnaiions (5) and (6)

in a way analogous to that in ^ 3.

{To he continued).

1) As r and s themselves represent corrections, a change of n brings about a

modification in llie correction which is already small. Whether 5 or 6 is chosen

for n gives only a slight variation in the result of the calculations. We shall

come back to this point later on.



Astronomy. — " The distance-correctioii for the platen oj the

Harvard Map of the Sky". By Dr. H. Noht. (Communicated

by Prof. J. C. Kapteyn).

(Communicated in llie meeting of January 25, 1919).

It is a well-known fact that the limiting magnitude at the centre

of a celestial pliotograph differs from that near its margin. If, e.g.,

the centre of a plate shows stars down to the photographic magni-

tude 11.0, this plate will at a certain distance from the centre show

stars not fainter than, say, 10"\8. In the work of star-counts on

photographic plates, therefore, it will be necessary to know for

every plate the limiting magnitude as a function of the distance

from its centre — or, as it is usually expressed: the distance-cor-

rection should be determined for each of the plates separately.

If we knew the photographic magnitude of a sufKiciently large

number of stars, then we should be able to determine directly the

limiting magnitude for all parts of the plate and the distance-cor-

rection could easily be found. But, for a long time to come, photo-

graphic standards will be wanting and therefore, generally speaking,

a direct determination of the distance-correction for plates covering

a considerable part of the sky, is impossible. For such plates the

only way is to use an indirect method, but this leads to difïiculties,

all of which have not yet been overcome. It is the aim of the

present paper to deal with some of these difficulties.

In a previous investigation^) I have deduced the distance-correc-

tion for the Harvard Map of the Shj, a collection of 55 negatives

on glass, on which Hknie had made star-counts *). In this research

I used the following method: firstly the variation of the star-density

on each plate with the distance from the centre has been examined.

It was tacitly assumed — a»id with regard to the following pages

I want to emphasize this especially — that this density, without the so-

called "'Bihboölhnny" and apart from local irregularities would have

the same value all over the plate; in other words that a decrease

M H. NoRT. The Harvard Map of the Sky and the Milky Way. Recherches

astronomiques de I'Observaloire d'Ulrecht, Vol. VII, 1917.

') H. Henie. The Distribution of the Stars to tlie eleventh Magnitude. Lunds

Universitets Arsskritt. N F. Afd. 2. Bd. 10. Nr. 1.
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in the mean density from tlie centre towards tlie margin was only

due to spherical aberration. F'nrthermore it was assumed that, for

each plate, the mean density at equal distances from the centre

had the same value; this means that the photographic plate was

considered to have been focussed on its centre in a position perpen-

dicular to the optical axis of the telescope.

Each plate of the Harvard Map, the film-area of which is 19 X 21

centi-metres, was divided into 7 concentric zones by circles having

their centres at the centre of the plate and radii of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

and 12 centi-metres respectively; each of the three outer zones

consisted of four disconnected parts. Now, on each j)late and for

each of these seven zones the mean density was computed from

Heme's counts ') and so, for each plate, the density was found as

a function of the distance from the centre. In order to eliminate

as far as |)ossible the individual peculiarities of the plates these

mean densities of the zones have been dixided by the mean density

of the whole plate, thus giving the relative densities in the seven

zones. These occnr in Table VIII of the investigation mentioned

above. *)

In order to derive from this xariation of the relative density the

variation of the limiting magniliuie, a relation between star-density

and magnitude was to be assumed. Following the method used by

HE^tE 1 expressed this relation by the following Ibi'inida, which has

been given by Charlier in his "Studies in Stellar Statistics" ')

'" (m—m„)'

{7>i)z=— I e

N
A (v,) = -— \e 2 k' dm

Here .4(7??) is the number of stars covering a certain area of the

sky and brighter than the magnitude m, while ^V, k, and ?/i, are

constants, which Charlier has determined by means of star-counts

on the Carte du Ciel. For the computations, necessary to deduce

with the above formula the distance-correction from the changes

in the density. I wish to refer to my first paper. •)

In determining the distance-correction 1 had to consider a com-

plication which had not a priori been expected. There seemed no

reason why the 55 plates taken with two equivalent instruments

under similar conditions, should not. apart from local irregularities

1) 1. c. table VII, p. 34.

2) 1. c. table Vni, p. 35.

8) Lunds Universitets Arsskrift. N.F. Afd. 2. Bd. 8, Nr. 2, p. 32.

*) 1- c. p. 37 et seq,
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show the same behaviour as to (he results for the distauce-correction.

Table VIII, mentioned above, seems, however, to point to a different

state of affairs. It shows not only that the relative density decreases

from the centre to ihe margin, but also that this decrease is larger

for [)lates with a large mean density than for those with a small

one. This phenomenon makes it desirable that, in the further i-esearch,

not all the [)lates should be treated in the same way ; and so I

divided them into groups, according to the mean density. Following

Henie I formed three groups; in the first group I took the 27 plates,

which showed a mean density less than 20 stars per square degree,

the second group was formed by 17 plates with a mean density

between 20 and 35, while the 11 lemaining plates, which had a

mean density exceeding 35, formed the third group. The change in

tlie relati\'e density from the centre towards the margin being

different for each of these three groups, they led to three different

curves showing the variation of the distance-correction. These curves

are shown in Pig. 1. The abscissae represent the distance from the

Fig. 1.
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centre, in milli-metres ; the ordinates give the difference between

the limiting magnitude at this distance and that at the centre,

expressed in hundredths of a magnitude.

There is a striking difference between the curves I and III, and

it seemed important to investigate its cause. I have pointed out in

my first paper that such a difference may be due to two causes.

In the first place the colours of the stars might play a part. As

said before, the decrease of the limiting magnitude towards the

margin is an effect of spherical aberration, which, again, depends

on the refractive index. Now, since I he percentage of blue stars
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increases as the Milkj^ Way is approached, and since all the plates

of group III, with a single exception, have their centres close to the

Milky Way, it is not impossible that the difference between the

curves I and III originates in the systematic behaviour of the star-

colours. Since the colours of the majority of the fainter stars are

still unknown, the influence, mentioned above, cannot be examined

numericall}'.

Another cause of the difiference between the two curves might be

found in the influence of galactic condensation. Each |)late of the

Harvard Map of the sky covers about 900 square degi-ees of the sky,

and it is obvious that such a large area will show the influence of

galactic condensation and this in a higher degree where the centre

of the plate is lying nearer to the galactic circle. In the couise of

my first investigation, Dr. P. J. van Rhun of Groningen drew my
attention to this fact; my objection then was that of the eight plates

witii centres near the galactic circle only three belong to group III.

This, however, does not settle the question because the remaining

five plates have not been included in group III for the only reason

that the}' showed a meau density less than 35 stars per square

degree. 1, therefore, submitted the 11 plates of group III to a further

investigation in order to get the distance-correction after eUniination

of a possible influence of the galactic condensation. For the 100

fields which have been counted on each plate we not only do know
the star-density — the number of stars pei- square degree — , but

also the galactic latitude ; and this coordinate can easily be computed

for the centre of the plate as well. F'rom table V of Grou. Publ.

N". 27 ^) I have, for every degree between 6 = 0° and h = 50°,

derived the value of log. \^ for the visual magnitude 1 1.0 (this

being the mean limiting magnitude of the Harvard plates) by graphical

interpolation. With these logarithms the density of all the fields on

a plate could easily be reduced to the galactic latitude of the centre.

If, e.g. the density of a field is 20.7, its galactic latitude 14° and

the galactic latitude of the centre 3°, then :

log 20.7 -f \_logN\o — [log N\,o

represents the logarithm of the i-educed density of that field. After

the densities for each of the II plates had been reduced in this

way to the galactic latitude of their centres, the distance-correction

has been re-determined in the way described above. The result

1) Dr. P. J. VAN Rhun. On the Number of Stars of each Photographic Magni-

tude in Different Galactic Latitudes. Gron. Publ. W. 27, p. 63.
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showed, that there exists still a pretty considerable diference between

the p/ates of group F and those of group III with regard to their

distance-corrections. This is shown in the following table in whit'h

for the groups I, III (before reduction) and III (after reduction) the

differences are given between the limiting magnitude at distances

of 30, 50, .... 130 milli-meti-es from the centre and that at the centre.

These numbers are expi-essed in hundredths of a magnitude.

30 50 70 90 110 130

group I +2 —16 —37 —44 —50 -54
group III (before red.) —6 —22 —46 -62 —87 —95
group III (after red.) —6 —19 —40 —52 —72 —79

From the fact that there remains a difference ^) between I and III

after they have been corrected for the influence of galactic conden-

sation it follows that this difference must originate in the colours

of the stars depending on their position with respect to the Milky

Way. If this is the true cause, it would be better not to divide the

plates into three groups according to their mean density, but

into two groups according to the galactic latitude of their

centres. We may, then, expect the plates of the first group (those

outside the Milky Way) to give a distance-correction showing the

characteristic properties of curve I in Fig. 1. The new curve for

this group would probably show a slower decline than the old one,

since now this group no longer contains plates whose centres have

a small galactic latitude. The new second group, which now would

contain only plates with small galactic latitude of the centres might

be expected to yield a curve almost identical with curve III of

Fig. 1. The results of the new classification proved to agree with

what had been expected. The new group I contains 34 plates, whose

centres have a galactic latitude ^20°; the remaining 21 plates form

the new group II. vSimilar to curve I of Fig 1 the new curve,

showing the variation of the limiting magnitude for the plates of the

new group I, has a pronounced maximum; but while the old curve

went down as far as — 54, the new one only descends to — 48.

The following table gives for the old and the new group I the differ-

ences found when the limiting magnitude at the centre is subtiacted

from that at distances of 30, 50 ... . 130 milii-metres from the centre

30 50 70 90 110 130

group I (old) +2 —16 —37 —44 —50 —54
group I (new) +3 —13 —32 —39 —46 —48

*) Problably, this difference would still increase if we corrected the densities of

the plates of group I for the galactic latitude of the centre. In this group, loo,

a few plates occur whose centres have a small galactic latitude.
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wliile the foJlowing table gives these diffeieiices for the phites of

the old group III and tlie new group II

30 50 70 90 ilO 130

group III (old) — 6 —22 —46 —62 —87 —95
group 11 (new) - 10 —25 —48 —62 —83 —96

In this new classification neither the plates of the first group nor

those of the second group have been corrected for galactic conden-

sation. This correction, if a|)plio(l, would have iib influence on the

distance-correction for the first group; for the second group it would,

of course, lead to numbers not inateriallj diffeiing from the numbers

given in the thiid row of the first table on page li I 7. Therefore the

distance-correction, freed from I he influence of galactic condensation

may be considered to be as follows.

30 50 70

group I (new) -|- 3 — 13 — 32

group 11 (new) — 6 — 19 —40

The results of this investigation may be summari/.ed in the follow-

ing conclusions:

1. The plates of the Harvard Map of the Sky, with regard to the

decrease of the limiting magnitude from the centre towards the

margin should be arranged into two groups. As the criterion for

this classification the galactic latitude of the centres of the plates

and not their mean density must be chosen.

2. On the plates which have their centres outs/j/e the Milky Way
the limiting magnitude increases to a distance of about J 6 milli-

metres from the centre arid decreases from there to the margin. On

the plates which have their centres in the Milky Way the limiting

magnitude is continually decreasing from the centre and this decrease

exceeds that for the plates outside the Milky Way.

3. The effects, mentioned sub 1 and 2 probably result from the

so-called KAPTEYN-phenonjenon.

Gouda, January 1919.

90



Microbiology. — "Oidiiun lactis, the millaaouhl, and n simple

method to obtain pure cultfwes of anaerobes by means of it."

Bj Prof. Beijerinck.

(Communicated in the meeting of February 22, 1919)

The mail}' methods recommended for Ihe pure culture of anaerobes,

— whose multitude proves that none of them quite satisfies the

investigators. — maj be distinguislied in chemical and biological.

As to the former, of which Novy's exsiccator method is certainly

the best, everything has l)een trierl. This cannot be said of the bio-

logical methods based on the use of living organisms in particular

aerobic microbes for the removing of the oxygen. P'or myself only

after using the milkmould to that end I have obtained results worth

fixing once more the attention on it.

Some chief points from the life history of Oidium iactis important

for expei'iments with this species may precede; a complete des-

cription is not necessary here.

Properties of the niilhnould.

The milkmould possesses a number of properties which render it

very fit for experiments in relation to re8j)iration, nutrition, growth

and sj'mbiosis. It unites the character of the moulds to that of the

yeasts, in particular with regard to the growth in and upon the sub-

strate which takes place without being accompanied by fei-mentation,

as also without the formation of conidia which curi-ents of air might

spread. Within the substrate the long-celled mycelium is found, on

the surface the chains of conidia which, even when extending free

in the air, cohere and never contaminate the environment as moulds

may do.

It is easilj' obtained. A rich growth results when market milk

is left a few days in an open glass in a warm room ; the milk

then always covers with an Oidium film. Lactic acid ferments also

develop and by their production of acid further the growth of

Oidium, whilst they themselves are favoured in their development

by Oidium, bec£ttise it oxidises Ihe lactic acid to carbonic acid and
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water. In garden soil (Hilium is generally spread as maj' be shown

by inoculating feebly acidified malt infusion with soil and keeping-

it at 25° to 30^ C. The lilm which finally covers the liquid contains

besides Mycoderina, always Olilluni. Pressed yeast, long whey, sour

milk, cheese, the output waters of distilleries and all kinds of acid

sewage, are iidiabited by Oidiinn. Natural hal)itats ai-e furthermoi-e

the sap flow of many trees caused by Cossiis lujniperdd and allies.

For pure culture acidified malt infusion- or broth-glycerin |)lates

are recommendable. The acid serves to exclude the hay bacteria

which have a great disposition to grow in symbiosis with Old'niia

in neutral environment.

The transfers for the collection are kept on malt-agar, but they

change thereby in a few months into a tough, leathery mycelium,

almost exclusively consisting of long mycelial thieads difHicidt to

separate and evenly to mix with the nutriment. To obtain normal

material in this case a new isolation from milk or soil is necessary,

for the change is an hereditary non-reversible niulation.

Under favourable feeding conditions the giowtli is remaikablj-

rai)id and the respiration and oxygen absorption go parallel with it.

This intensity exceeds by far that of the ordinary moulds of the

genera PenicilUuia and Aspen/t/hts, whilst it equals that of Mucor.

This holds, however, only good with regard to easily assimilable

substances; less decomposable matter such as pectine, cellulose and

chitine are not attacked by Oidium. Gelatin and agar are neither

assimilated. Fermentation phenomena, joined with the evolution of

gas, are as said also wanting. Hence, (Jidium never forms rents or

holes in the solid substrata whei-ein it is cultivated, not even in presence

of glucose. This is one of the reasons why it is so well adapted to

the culture experiments with the anaerobes to be discussed below.

The products of metabolism are chiefly or oidy water and carbonic

acid ; volatile or non-\ olatile substances noxious to other organisms

are not produced.

In regard to carbon-food Oidium. exhibits a great specialisation.

Most hexoses, in particular glucose, levulose and mannose, are

readily assimilated and oxidised. Likewise aethylalcohol. Glycerin,

too, is a very good carbon source. On the other hand, starch,

raffinose, maltose, cane sugar, mannite and all similar substances,

are in no way assimilated. Enzymes, as diastase, maltoglucase, in-

vertase, lactase, are hence completely absent. Glucoside enzymes

could neither be found. By the absence of these enzymes, Oidium,

which so easily reads on the hexoses, is especially fit as. a

reagent on these enzymes in case they are to be detected in parts
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of higher plants or a8 products of secretion of other microbes;

here the auxanographic method may advantageously be applied.

Fats are however split up byOidium, by means oftheexoenzymelipase,

active outside the cells. Hence, in presence of fats growth of (>/(/«m/<

may be expected at the expense of glycerin and this explains the

general occurrence of Oiiliam as well in milk and butter as in other

fat-containing materials. For the preparation of lipase the milkmould

can afford a good starting material.

As to the nitrogen food Oidiurn resembles the ordinary yeast

species and is in this respect rather many-sided. With exception of

nitrates and nitrites, and unchanged albuminous substances, the

ordinary nitrogen compounds are easily assimilated in presence of

good carbon food such as glucose and glycerin. This is in particular

true for ammonium salts and urea. Peptones and the higher ammino
acids, if alone, are not or very slowly assimilated, but in presence

of a good carbon source they may serve as a very good nitrogen

food, so that the complete nutrition of Oidiuin in presence of these

substances should be called dualistic. Consequently broth bouillon is

for Oidiurn an insufficient food and on a broth-agar plate it develops

but poorly. This changes however by adding a good carbon source.

If this is done locally on a broth-agai- plate there results an auxa-

nogram in the diffusion circle of the related matter, which proves

at the same time that the other elements required for the growth

of Oidiurn, as potassium, magnesium and phosphoi', aie present

in sufficient quantity in the broth. As these elements accumulate

in the young cells, either as the same chemical compound found

in the substrate or not, such experiments are apt to demonstrate

the absorption phenomenon formerly described by me. It is also

easy in reversing the experiment, that is by feeding with carbo-

hydrates, to find with the microscope by means of iodine, gly-

cogen accumulated in the so large Oidiurn cells and its disappearing

in the auxanograms of nitrogen food, such as ammonium salts

or urea, as soon as the carbon food in the substrate is wholly

assimilated.

A feebly acid reaction of tlie medium furthers the growth of

Oidiurn, and organic acids, for example acetic and lactic acid, may
disappear by oxidation. Other acids as molybdenic and tungstic acid

are in good media, such as glucose-broth-agar, reduced by Oidiuin

to the well-known blue oxides, which gives rise to beautiful colour

experiments. In neutral solutions the salts of these acids are however

not affected so that this is a case of reduction in an acid medium.

The ordinary alcohol yeasts behave likewise.

79

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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Use of the milkmould for the pure culture of anaerobes.

In nature the withdrawing of oxjgeri from the environment, which

is required for the development of anaerobes, is iisuallj caused h'^

aerobic microbes.

They not only absorb the last traces of oxygen from the sur-

roundings but even produce reducing substances in it. In the labora-

tory this may be imitated by adding to a culture medium containing

in small number germs of the anaërobe to be examined, a great

number of germs of an appropriate aerobic microbe. How such expe-

riments have hitherto been carried out ^) may be illustrated by a definite

example namely the cultivation of the si)ore-forming aerobes of the

albumin putrefaction; then I will describe the modified method.

A crude culture of puti-efaction bacteiia is obtained thus. A stop-

pered bottle is quite filled with a watery infusion of albuminous

matter, infected with gaiden soil and boiled to kill all non-sporo-

genous microbes. Placed in the incubator the mass soon passes into

stinking putrefaction, characteristic by the presence of mercaptans

produced by the spore-foiining anaerobes. Now to ordinary broth-gelatin

or broth-agar an abundant quantity of some intensively growing

aerobic bacterium, such as B. fiuorescens or B. prodigiosiim is aóóeó,

together with a little of the to 90^ or 100^ 0. heated material

containing the spores of the putrefaction microbes. After solidification

in a test tube the aerobes near the bottom will soon absorb the

last traces of oxygen and being unable to grow there, not give rise

to liquefaction of the gelatin ; but they will retain the oxygen pene-

trating from above and develop strongly in the surface of the gelatin.

In the lower part of the tube the spores of the putrefaction bacteria

can now germinate and if gelatin is used there will soon appear the

large liquefying colonies of the so remarkable Bacillus septicus, together

with the non-liquefying putrefiers, for the greater pai't recognisable by the

flocculent structure of their colonies, a character related to their

sensitiveness to extension and contraction of the substratum where-

in they grow, quite as by B. Zopfii. For the microscopical exami-

nation this method undoubtedly affords good material, but it is

hardly possible to reach the single anaerobic colonies without

touching others. To this end it is necessary to remove the

culture gelatin from the tube by heating it in the flame so that only

the outer side of the gelatin melts and the contents may be thrown

1) E. Mace, Traite pratique de Bacteriologie, 6e Ed. T. 1, pag. 305, Paris 1912.

Besson, Technique microbiologique et sérolhérapique, 6e Ed., pag. 102, Paris 1914.
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out as a whole. One maj also with a file make an incision in the

glass wall in the neighbonihood of favourably situated colonies. But

it is clear that there is much chance that thereby also different colonies

intermix so that of a pure culture of anaerobes in the usual sense

of the word there is no question in such experiments. For exami-

nation with the microscope and for studying the appearance of the

colonies the method is useful, but for the culture of pure species it

is worthless.

Every good method for pure culture of aerobes and still more of

anaerobes should answei" the following requirements: the colonies

must be situated quite free and at due distances from each other

on the surface of the solid plates, they must furthermore be readily

attainable with the platinum wire. These requirements can only be

satisfied by cultivation in ordinary glass boxes or Petri dishes, which

may take place in the laboratory by means of the exsiccator method

of NovY (see Mace, I.e.).

After this method, — the best of the chemical ones, — ordinary

culture boxes are placed in an exsiccator filled with pure hydrogen

and moreover containing some oxygen-removing substance, such as

ferro-ferrocyan or alkaline pyrogallol. But this method also has its

drawbacks. It is namely impossible quite to prevent the deposition

of vapour at the glass covers, so that drops of water falling down

come on the plates ; this makes the colonies intermix and spoils the

experiment. It is, besides, hardly possible distinctly to see the state

of development of the colonies in the closed exsiccator, which may lead

to it being opened too early and oblige the experimenter lo begin anew.

This is vei-y troublesome considering the complication of the experiment.

The O'ldium. method has none of these disadvantages, and if

well-managed, produces colonies of the anaerobes situated quite free

on the surface of the plates and easily reached with the wire.

The principle of the method is the placing one over the other

of two culture plates, separated by a relatively small space of air.

One of the plates contains the aerobic microbe which is to absorb

the oxygen, while on the surface of the other the anaërobe is to

grow. Here, also, I select a definite exam|)le for illustration, namely

the strictly anaerobic bacilli of the butyric-acid and the bulyl-alcoholic

fermentations; they have corresponding nutrition conditions and may

be isolated in the same way. They are spore-producers, thriving best

in malt infusion where they cause strong fermentations accompanied

with production of hydiogen and carbonic acid. A crude butyric-

acid fermentation is prepared as follows. Wheat- or rye-flour, or belter

a pap of potatoes infected with soil, is mixed in a glass beaker

79*
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with water to wliich is added some calciiim-caibonate, then heated

for a few seconds to 90° or 100° C. Kept at 30° to 40° C. there

iisuall} resnlts after two days a strong butjric-acid feinientution

in which occur various butyric-acid bacteria which are then to be

isolated.

For tiie preparation of a crude butyl-alcoholic fermentation crushed

corn *) of Hoi'deum vulgare nudum may be used ; a pap of potatoes

infected with soil and heated not higher than 80° to 85° C. will

also do; addition of chalk is not necessary, the butyl bacteria

producing no acid. Of course the spores of butyric-acid ferments are

still present in such preparations and the surprising fact that by

application of the said tempei-ature no butyric-acid but a butylic

fermentation ensues, should |)robably be attributed to the injurious

action of the butyl alcohol on the butyric-acid ferments.

The pure culture is effected as follows.

Malt-infusion agar with 5° to 10° glucose is liquetied and aftei'

cooling to near solidificatio)! and addition of a great quantity of

Oidium lactis is plated (Op) in a large glass dish {G^^}. At a temperature

of 25° to 28° C. the whole surface of the plate is already after

24 hours covered with a thick snow-white film of conidia and the

interior of the agar is wholly interwoven with mycelium, which

causes a considerable absorption of oxygen.

A second malt-infusion-agar plate (Kd) without Oidium is now

prepared in a glass dish {Gs^), much smaller than Gó\. The space

between Gö\ and Gs, must be large enough 6^.9j to be caught with the

fingers. On its surface a little of the material containing the anaerobes,

that is of the crude butyric-acid or butyl-alcoholic fermentations,

diluted with sterile water, is spread. Now the lid of the smaller

dish {Gs^) is removed and the plate pressed on the Oidium plate

the agar side ijia) upward as shown in the figure.

For the escaping of the air from Lr a little hole g is bored in

the glass wall of 6^.s-, and closed with a droplet of paraffin intro-

duced with a heated glassrod. At 28° to 30° C. the air in L?", which

space can be relatively small, will soon be free from oxygen and

the anaerobes on Ka can begin to grow. To further the absorption

of oxygen from the agar Ka in Gs^, Oidium may also be added

to it, but then a thin layer of mall agar without Oidium should be

poured on the surface of Ka to obtain a germ-free surface for the

sowing of the anaerobes. Oidium being strictly aerobic the mycelia

do not perceptibly grow through this protecting layer.

b Fermentation el ferments butyliques. Archives Néerlandaises I. 39. Pag. 1.

Bactéries actives dans le voisinage du lin. ibid. Sér. '2. 1. 9. p. 41S. 1904.
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If the glass dishes have good dimensions and the space Lr is not

too small, one can sideways look through the glass wall and follow

'^y//yyy/yy////////yyyy^^^^^^

Op

-9

-Gs,

Cultivation of anaerobes by means of Oidium lactis. Gs^ large

glass dish with the oxygen-absorbing Oidium plate Op. Gs.i smaller

dish with the culture plate Ka whereon the anaerobic colonies Ak
grow. Lr space between the plates. At g the hole in the glass wall of

Gso for the escape of the air from Lr, which is afterwards closed

with paraffin. Gd glass lid of the large dish Gsi- The higher

temperature is at the side of Gd.

the development of the anaerobic colonies on Ak. So it is easy to

decide when liie moment ïov further observation has come without it

being necessary to remove plate Ka from the Oidmm plate Op,

and thus prevent too early opening.

When it is time to open, liquefied malt agar must be at hand to

be poured out over the Oidium plate, especially in the groove

formed by Gs^, as soon as plate Ka is to be restored to its place.

The fresh food causes new oxygen absorption by Oidium and the

growth of the anaerobes can go on.

For the success of the experiment it is essential to mind the

following. The |)lacing in the incubator should be managed in such

a way that the Oidium layer Op comes in the coolei, and the

cover Gd as also plate Ka in the warmer part. The vapour in Lr will

then condense in Op and not on the surface of Ka. In the reversed

position Ka will become moist, the colonies intermingle and the

experiment fails. Hence the figure is represented in such a position

that the colder air is above, the warmer below, as is the actual

state in an incubator with bottom-heat. How simple all this may
appear, in tiie execution if will be found necessai-y to pay special

attention to it.
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In this way it is possible from the oidiuarj crude bntyric-acid

fermentations, obtained as described above, to separate tliree distinctly

different Aitiylobacter species, two of which I described alieady

before (Proceedings Vol. 12, Pag. 973, 1903) under the names A.

(Granulobacter) saccharohutyriciun and A. (G.) pectinovonwi, while

from the butyl-alcoholic fermentations two species were isolated, one

of which produces large slimy colonies and was described as

A. (Gr.) buti/Ucum (Archives Néerlandaises, 1"" Série, T. 29, Pag. 2),

whereas the other, which secretes no slime, has not yet been

investigated. The colonies of all these species colour dark blue with

iodine like starch, the slaves and clostiidia containing a great

quantity of granulose.

The butyric-acid and buiyl-alcoholic fermentations acquired in

other ways than the above mentioned have not yet been examined

thoroughly.

As the anaerobic Sarcinn ventrlculi likewise develops very

well on malt-infusion agar at 30"^ tot 37° C. (Proceedings 28 April

1911, Pag. 1412), this SF)ecies may be isolated just in the same way

as the above.

As regards the spore-producing bacteria of the real protein putre-

faction the (>/(//^////-plate may be prepared just as in the experiment

described, only for the cultivation of the anaerobes themselves in

Gs^ it is better to make use of broth agar with 0.5 or 1 Vo common

salt, either with addition of 2 7o gincose or not. In this case, too,

nutrition with carbohydrates gives in some species rise to production

of granulose, in others luit.

Another anaërobe isolated by the Oidmin-me\\\o(^ is Bacillus acidi

urici (Proceedings 23 April 1909, Pag. 990), which ferments uric

acid to carbonic acid, ammonium acetate and ammonium carbonate

This species also develops best on broth agar at 30° to 35° C.

For beginners it must be noted that on plate Ka the facultative

anaerobes, such as Bacterium aërogenes and B. coli, develop quite

well, as may be proved by streaking off all the colonies Ak on

aerobic plates on which the anaëiobes only do not grow. This is

in accordance with the fact that at the starting of the experiment

some oxygen is present in Lr sufficient for the very small oxygen

want of the facultative, better called temporary anaerobes.



Anatomy. — "The sympathetic innervation of the cross-striated

muscle fibres of vertebrates.'' Bj Prof. J. Boeke and Dr. J. G.

DUSSER DE BaRENNE.

(Gommuuicated in the meeting of January 22, 1919.)

Some years ago one of us, partly in these proceedinp:s and in

the transactions of this Academy '), published a number of observations,

which tended to show that on the cross-striated muscle fibres of

reptiles, birds and mammals there existed, beside the usual motor

endplates, still a second set of hypolemmal nervous endorgans, very

fine and delicate, which are seen in BiKi.scHOWSKY-prepaiations as

very small neurofibrillar end-rings and small end-nets, lying on the

surface of the muscle-fibres at the end of fine non-medullated nerve-

filaments. These so-called "accessory" nerve-endings lie hypolem-

mally on the muscle-fibres embedded in the granular sarcoplasm of

the fibre, and in some cases are found in the same layer of granular

protoplasm which surrounds also the terminal ramifications of the

common motor end-organ ; in other cases they are found as separate

endings, lying embedded in a distinct layer of nucleated sarcoplasm

independent of the motor sole, but, as far as could be made out,

they always appear as hypolemmal structures. The non-medullated

nerves that have these end-organs attached to their terminal nerve-

ramifications, are seen running in bundles between the muscle-fibres,

remain amyelinic throughout their whole course, and seem to form

a distinct system of nerve-fibres, independent of the motor and

sensible nerves. These observations, and especially the amyelinic

structure of these nerve-fibres gave room for the supposition, that

this so-called "accessory innervation" (Boeke, 1909) is of a sympa-

thetic nature, and in this way the conclusion was drawn (Bokke,

1909, 1911) that the cross-striated muscle-fibres (the end-organs,

mentioned above, were found in the muscles of the tongue, the eye,

the iris, the back, the m. pectoralis, in the intercostal muscles, and

afterwards Aoyagi found the same structures in the muscle of the

diaphragm) are not only innervated by the spinal nerves, but also

by the sympathetic system. The function of this sympathetic inner-

1) J. Boeke, Studiën zur Nervenregeneration I and II. Verhandelingen K. A. W.

Second series. Vol. 18 and 19.
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vation might be of a tonic or of a trophic nature. This question

however is to be answered by means of plijsiological experiments,

and the investigation of it therefore must be left to practised phy-

siologists, and need not to be discussed in this paper.

The sympathetic nature of these "accessory" fibres could be shown

afterwards by cutting the eye-muscle-nerves ftrochlearis, oculomotorius)

directly after they have left the mid-brain, which caused the sensible

and motor nerve-fibres to degenerate. The accessory non-medullated

nerve-ilbres however and theii- end-oi'gans on the muscle-fibres

remained unaltered (Bokkk, 1911, 1916), which could only be ex-

plained by admitting, that they are transferred to the eye-muscle

nerves by way of the sympathetic branch, which reaches the orbita

along the arteria opthalmica from the plexus caroticus, so that they

were not dissected when the eye-muscle nerves wei-e cut directly

behind their place of origin from the brain-stem.

Experiments, in which a series of spinal nerve-roots of the cat

were cut, made in collaboration with Prof. Magnus, hoNyever did

not give cleai- and unquestionable results, which perhaps may find

its explanation in the fact, that the elements of the sympathetic

nervous system genei-ally take the stain far less readily than the

other nervous elements. A negative result of a staining reaction is

therefore in no case e\ incing for the non-existence of these sympa-

thetic elements. Afterwards similar experiments have been executed

with better results, and Dr. Agduhk, who has a communication on

this subject appearing in this numbei' of the Proceedings, obtained

the same definite and positive results with the muscles of the extre-

mities as those, which we are going to describe for the intercostal

musculature.

The experiment, the result of which we are going to describe

here, was executed by one of us (D. de B.) in the following manner

:

In a cat were extirpated at the right side of the medulla spinalis

inside the dura mater a series of 4 consecutive ganglia spinalia with

simultaneous section of the corresponding |)OSterior and anterior

roots. This was done on the 15^'^ of February. The wound healed

per primam, the animal remained healthy. A month afterwards

(IS**^ of March) the animal was killed by chloroform, and the blood-

vessels were cleaned thoroughly by rinsing them with Ringer's fluid.

After that the thoracic wall was rinsed with a neutralised solution

of formalin (12 7o). '^»d preserved in formalin 127», alcohol 60 7o-

The autopsy siiowed that the posterior and anterior roots of thoracalis

VI, VII, VllI and IX with the corresponding ganglia spinalia were

cut thi-ough. The most reliable results therefore were to be expected
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vation of the cross-striated muscle fibres of vertebrates".
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DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES.
Fig. 1 en 2. Muscle-fibres from the muse, intercost. of the 7'h intercostal

space, with non-medullated nerve-fibres and end-organs, which remained intact

after the dissection of the roots and exstirpation of the ganglia spinalia of the
VI, VII, VIII and IX intercostal nerve in the cat. Magn. 1800 diameters.
sy — sympathetic nerve-fibres.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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fi'oni the microscopical extiininatioii of the intercostal muscles of the

seventh intercostal sjtace. Pieces of these muscles were cut out,

stained after the method of Biki.schowsky and afterwards cut into

serial sections of lOji—30,a and studied.

The staining reaction gave excellent results, even the finest neu-

rofibrillar threads being distinctly visible in the sections, and from

the examination of the serial sections the following conclusions nia}'

be drawn : the axis-cylinders and the myelinic sheaths of the motor

and sensory nerve- fibres weie entirely degenerated and had disap-

peared. Only the neurilemma and the nuclei of Schwann remained

visible in the form of the curious protoplasmic bands of BtJNGNER,

so characteristic for degenerated nerve-fibres ; of the original motor

end-plates no trace was to be found, only the thickened layers of

multinucleated granular sarcoplasm (soles) were to be seen, indica-

ting the place of the original motor end-plates, the neurofibrillar

structure itself having entirely disappeared. So the motor and sensory

nervous elements of the intercostal muscle-fibres of the 7^'' intercostal

space were absolutely degenerated. Not a single medullated nerve-fibre

was left intact. But then there appeared in the sections between the

muscle-fibres thin bundles of fine non-medullated nerve-fibres, often

composed only of two or three threads (fig. 1 and 2), and when wo
follow these fibres under the microscope until the point where they

seem to end, they appear to be connected with the muscle-fibres by

means of very small and delicate end-organs, end-rings or loops or

small endnets (fig. 1, 2). Not only at the end of the nerve-fibres,

but also here and there in their course, often small side-branches

are given off, which come into connection with the muscular fibre

across which the nerve-fibre is running, by means of the same small

endrings. A look at fig. 2 gives a better idea of the structure and

form of these different endrings than a long and detailed description.

Fig. 1 teaches us, that besides the small endrings and endnets more

complexly built structures occur also, but even these are always

finer and more delicately built than are the common motor end-organs.

This case besides shows us the terminal ramifications of the neuro-

fibrillar structure lying embedded in a layer of granular sarcoplasm

which contains a number of nuclei (3). This seems to indicate, that

the endorgan in question has a hypolemmal position.

In fine, the form of these end-organs and their neurofibrillar

structure are exactly identical with that of the terminal ramifi-

cations and end-organs of the non-medullated nerve-fibres, which

remained intact in the eye-muscles after the stem of the eye-muscle

nerves had been cut through (Boeke, J 91 J, 1916), and we may
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reckon them to belong to the same class of the so-called "accessory"

innervation apparatus of the cross-striated muscle-fibres.

These nerve-tibres and their endorgans on the voluntary muscle-

fibres, described above, cannot well be otherwise ihan of a sympa-

thetic nature. Non-medullated nerve-fibres in general take a longer

time to degenerate after section of the nerve than do the meduliated

fibres and their end-organs. Whilst as a rule 3 or 4 days after

dissection of the nerves all the motor nerve-endorgans on the muscle

fibres have disappeared, it is possible to find here and there in the

sections seemingly intact non-mcdullated nerve fibres as long as 14

days after dissection of tiie nerves. But when we give the nerve-

fibres, as was done in the ex[)eriment'*described above, a month to

degenerate in, before the animal is killed, we are sure to find all

the dissected nerve-fibres, meduliated and non-medullated degeneiated.

So when, after the lapse of a monti), we kill the animal, and when

we then find in the sections intact nerve-fibres, cleaily and sharply

outlined, which take the neurofibrillar stain readily, and are found

ending in beautifully-stained regular endrings and endnets, we are

justified to draw the conclusion, that these nerve-fibres were not

cut through when the nerves were dissected. It follows from the

description of the experin)enf, that these intact nerve-fibres must be

fibres which enter the nerves after the ganglion spinale has been

passed, and whose trophic centre, the gauglioncell, lies outside the

medulla spinalis and outside the ganglion spinale, viz. sympathetic

nerve-fibres, dei'ived from ganglion-cells lying in the ganglia of the

sympathetic chain.

So oui' experiment has given convincing evidence for the exactness

of the conclusion, drawn by one of us (Bokke, 19J1, 1916) from

his former observations.

it is proved by the results of our experiment, at least for the

muscles of the trunk, not only that the accessory fibres and their

end-orqans belong to the sym])nthetic system, but also, that they are

sympathetic elements ivith a centrifugal, efferent trans-

mission of nerve impulsrs.

In the communication by Dr. Agduhr, appearing in this same

number of the Proceedings, it will be shown, that the identical con-

clusion may be drawn for the muscles of the extremities.

Leiden, _ ._,^
y, . January j9J9.
Utrecht,

'^



Anatomie. — ''Are the cross-striated muscle fibres of the extremities

also innervated si/mpatheiicallj/r' By Dr. Erik Agduhr. (Com-

municated by Prof. J. Bo eke).

(Communicated in the meeting of 25 Jan. 1918).

In the Anatomischer Anzeiger, Bd. 44 Boeke ') gives an account of

how he has shown morphologically that the cross-striated muscle

fibres in (he m. obliquus ocnli superior of the cat are innervated not

only by cerebral but also by sympathetic nerves. He describes

how he made a section of the n. trochlearis near the basis of the brain

and let the animal live till the nerve fibres that had been cut off,

peripherically of the place where the sections were made, had under-

gone degeneration that could be proved morphologically. He also

found in BiELSCHOWSKY-impregnated sections from the m. obliquus

oculi of the animal that the medullated nerves had undergone dege-

neration. By the side of these degenerated cerebral nerves Boeke

found, however, intact nerves free from medullary sheaths, which

ended in terminal loops in or on the muscle fibres.

BoEKE was able to show that the terminal loops had a hypo-lemmal

position and on account of this he is of the opinion, that the intact

nerves are of an efferent nature. The position on the muscle fibres

of the terminal loops of these nerves was partly inside and partly

outside the region of a motor plate. In this way Boeke had of course

put forward evidence of the innervation of the cross-striated muscle

fibres by sympathetic nerves as well.

This morphological evidence of Boeke has caused me to investi-

gate the occurrence of such nerves in the musculature of the extre-

mities. It is well known, that the inner orbital muscles are exceed-

ingly well supplied with nerves, and the possibility that only these

and no other cross-striated muscles are innervated sympathetically

is of course quite a reasonable one, even though it is not obvious.

During my investigations on the plurisegmental innervation of the

separate cross-striated muscle fibres I had in addition observed in

the muscles of the extremity a number of terminal organs of nerves,

which I could not interpret with certainty. I had also noticed a

') Boeke, J. Die doppelte (motorische und sympathische) efïerente Innervation der

quergestreiften Muskelfasern. Anat. Anz., Bd. 44, 1913.
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number of nerve endings that reminded me of those described by Boeke

as "accessory". This state of affairs compelled me, before continuing

the segmental investigations mentioned above, to attempt to answer

the question : "Are the cross-striated muscle fibres of the extremities

also innervated sj'mpatheticallj?", and in addition, in case the

question could be answered positively, to study in somewhat more

detail the terminal organs of these nerves in the extremity-muscu-

lature.

There were really two ways in which I could set about answering

this question, I could either bring all the spinal nerves in the

extremities into degeneration, taking care that all the sympathetic

nerves to the extremities remained intact, or else I could bring the

sympathetic nerves into degeneration while the spinal ones were

left intact. 1 chose both methods, so that I might possibly arrive at

results that agreed with each other and that were therefore so much

more certain.

In order to bring into degeneration the sympathetic nerves of the

extremity the ganglion stellatum of one side was extirpated in two

cats. The cats were kept alive for a few days (four and six respec-

tively) after the operation. In sections of /^-impregnated extremity-

muscles from the animal in which degeneration had proceeded farthest

I was successful in showing the lemains of degenerated nerves that

were without medullary sheaths. 1 shall give a moie detailed account

of this part of the investigation in a more complete description. I

shall enter here into somewhat more detail about the other part, i.e.

the bringing into degeneration of the spinal nerves, taking care that

the sympathetic ones remained intact.

I cut off the last four cervical and the first two thoracal nerves

in the foramina interverlebralia of several cats. The sections were

made between the ganglion spinale and the place where the ramus

communicans albus goes off. The wounds were sutured and began

to heal per primam intent. The animals were killed after different

periods of time varying from five to ten days after the operation.

The animal from which were taken the preparations, on which the

following description is based, was killed five days after the operation.

On account of the operations that had been carried out it could

thus be assumed that after a sufficient length of time degenei-ation

would occur — peripherically of the place of the section — in

the spinal nerve fibi-es of the segmental nerves that had been cut

off and also in their pre-ganglionar sympathetic nerves. On the other

hand there was reason to expect that the post-ganglionar sympathetic

nerves were kept intact. The shortest of the periods of degeneration
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taken should be siitïïcieiit to sliow degeneration (periplierically of

the place where the cut was made) in Ag — impregnated prepa-

rations of the nerve tibres that had been cut off. Tkllo ') gives

further details about the time of the appearance of degeneration

that can be shown morphologically in the nerves peripherically of

the place of the section.

The plexus brachialis of the cat is generally formed by the

ventral branches of the first thoracic ner\e (I have sometimes, how-

ever, observed a fine branch from the second thoracic nerve) and

the last three cervical nerves. As is shown above, one segmental

nerve cranially and one caudally of those that generally form the

plexus had thus been caused to degenerate. This was done to ensure

complete certainty that, even if some branch might possibly come

from these contigiions nerves to the anterior extremities, all the

spinal nerves there would have undergone degeneratioji. After the

animal had been killed, the results of the operation were carefully

verified, and they were found to he good. The animal in question

had no branch from the second thoracal nerve to the plexus brachialis.

After the blood had been removed by injecting physiological solution

of common salt from the heart, the anterior extremity on the side

where the animal had undergone the operation was fixed by inject-

ing a twenty per cent solution of formaldehyd from the a. axillaris.

The extremity was kept for some time in formalin. The mm. interossei

were impregnated according to my modifications') of Biklschowsky's

method of silver impregnation.

It was clear from sections of the impregnated muscles that all

the myelinized nerves, both the motor ones and the sensory ones,

had undergone degeneration. On the other hand 1 found quite a

number of intact non-medullated nerves. These intact nerves were

found in the preparations partly together with bundles of degenerated

spinal nerves and partly along vessels. I was able to follow a large

number of the intact non-medullated nerves out to their terminal

organs. These terminal organs were situated partly on ordinary

cross-striated muscle fibres and partly on muscle fibres in muscle-

spindles. I shall give a more detailed account of the sympathetic

terminal organs in muscle spindles in a later and more complete

^) Tello, F. Degeneration et regeneration des plaques molrices après la section

des nerves. Travaux dia laborat. de rech. bioiog. publ. par S. R. Gajal, Tome V.

1907.

*) Erik Agdur: Ueber Sliickfarbung mit Bielschowskys Silberimpragnations-

melhode. — Einige Modifikalionen. Zeitschr. f. wiss. Mikrosk. u. f. mikrosk.

Techn., Bd. 34, 1917.
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description. The accompanying figures give an idea of t lie appearance

of the sympathetic nerves and theii- terminal oi-gans on the ordinary

cross-striated muscle fibres.

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 are drawn from preparations of the mm.

interossei mentioned above. (I have drawn the figures with the help

of the following optical aids — Abbk's drawing ap|)aratus and Leitz

immers. ^U^a ocul. 4 for figs. 1, 2 and 3, Rkichickt's drawing

apparatus and Zkiss apochr. horaog. immers. 2 mm. apert. J.3comp.

ocul. 6 for fig. 4). On account of the operations that the animal

had been subjected to, and on account of the length of the period

of degeneration there is reason to assume thai the intact nerves

which are found in the preparations and which are leproduced in

these figures are of a sympathetic and post-ganglionar nature — this

is more especially the case, as 1 also obtained similar results in the

animal that had undergone the coriesponding opeiation, but in which

the period of degeneration had been ten days.

The preparation on which fig. 1 is based shows at d) a degene-

rated spinal nerve that ends in a similar degenerated motor plate on

:d-

A—

Ai

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
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the left muscle fibi-e. At a, we have an intact sympatlietic nerve

that ends with a loop in a degenerated motor plate. At a the prepa-

ration has an intact sympathetic nerve that passes away along the

left muscle fibre forming loops and varicosities. This nerve fibre

has no terminal loops in this preparation, but at one place half

way between a and d a part of the extension of the nerve fibie is

connected with a peiiterminal network and seems on this account

to be situated hypolemmally.

The preparation that fortns the basis of fig. 2 shows, among other

things, a muscle fibre with two degenei-ated motor terminal |»lates.

These terminal plates are clearly situated on the same muscle fibre

and are at such a distance from each other as one generally sees

in plurisegmental spinal innervation of separate cross-striated muscle

fibres. All intact sympathetic nerve [a) with a simi)le loop formation

terminates within the region of the motor plate {d). There are thus

instances of sympathetic nerve fibres in the musculature of the

extremity as well, that terminate within the region of a motor plate.

Figure 3 is drawn from a preparation that shows one degenerated

/C^,,

O/

I-
W

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
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spinal nerve {d) low down to the left. The others are intact sym-

pathetic nerves that pass awa}' with the formation of loops and

varicosities along the muscle fibres {a and aj) or over and across

these {a). I could not show any terminal loops or other connections

with the interior of the muscle fibres in this preparation in the case

of the nerve fibres (f. The nerve tibres a/, on the other hand, end

in a terminal plate with rather abundant ramification. In this,

as is shown by the figure, the different nerve fibres come to an end

with almost circular terminal loops. At a couple of places in this

plate there appeared a connection between the coarser neurofibril

net and a peri-terminal network, which of course is in favour of a

hjpo-lemmal position for the sympathetic plate. This sympathetic

terminal plate (ay) is rather remarkable, its great extension and its

abundant neuro-fibrillar ramifications might easily lead one to suppose

that we are concerned hei-e with an ordinary motor terminal plate.

That this is, however, not the case is shown, first, by the slender

non-medullated nerve-fibre, a/, which can be followed in several

prepaiations (as the preparation belongs to a continuous series) and

secondly by the fact that the nerve is intact after the operation

mentioned above and after a long period of degeneration.

The preparation from which figure 4 is drawn shows, among

other things, a muscle fibre with a degenerated motor terminal

plate and a short distance (less than the length of the plate in

question) from it another terminal plate of a nerve. This last ter-

minal plate must consequently be of a sympathetic character to the

preceding one. It is certain that the two terminal plates are situated

on the same muscle fibre. We see here the interesting fact that

two terminal plates of nerves, a motor one and a st/mjyathetic one,

the former degenerated and the latter intact, and the sympathetic

terminal plate having also a great evteusion on the muscle fibre,

are situated on the same muscle fibre and are at a distance from

each other such as one finds between the motor terminal plates in

a spinal pluri-segmental innervation of the separate muscle fibres ^).

In my opinion, however, it is as a rule easy to distinguish, even

in preparations where all the nerves are intact, between motor and

sympathetic terminal plates of nerves and thus to decide, when

several terminal plates of nerves occur on the same muscle fibre,

*) Erik Agdur: Morphologischer Beweis der doppelten (plurisegmentalen) moto-

rischen Innervation der einzelnen quergestreiften Muskelfasern bei den Saugetieren.

Anal. Anz. Bd. 49. 1916.

Erik Agdur: Ueber die piurisegmentellen Innervation der einzelnen querge-

streiften Muskelfasern. Anat. Anz. Bd. 50, 1919.
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whether there is a motor double innervation or a double innerva-

tion by means of a motor and a sympathetic terminal plate. This

point will be discussed at greater length in a future and more

detailed account.

Sunmiaiy.

All the spinal nerves, whose ventral ramifications form the plexus

brachial is, have in some cats been cut off between the spinal ganglion

and the place where the ramus commnnicans albus goes otf. \^hen

from five to ten days had elapsed after the operation, the animals

were killed. In sections of Ag.-impregnated mm. interossei from the

anterior extremity on the side operated on 1 found that all the

nerve fibres that had medullary sheaths were degenerated, but that

there were fairly numerous intact nerve fibres without medullary

sheaths. On account of the operations the animals had undergone

and the existing period of degeneration in the spinal nerves that

had been cut off I have reason to believe that these intact non

medullated nerves are of a sympathetic and post-ganglionar nature.

We are thus faced by the exceedingly interesting fact that the cross-

striated muscle fibres, even in the muscles of the extremity, are

innervated by n. sympathicus — corresponding to what Bokke showed

morphologically to be the case for the inner orbital muscles (m.

obliquus oculi superior). These sympathetic nerves in the extremity

musculature terminate in comparatively simple loop - formations

partly (among otliei- places) on ordinary cross-striated muscle fibres

and partly on muscle fibi'es in the muscle spindles. I have reason

to believe that the great majority of these sympathetic terminal

plates — both on ordinary muscle fibres as well as on those in the

muscle spinalles -— are situated hypo-lemmally — just as Bokkf.

described them in, among other places, m. obliquus oculi sup. of the

cat. I have also, however, preparations which indicate that there

are also epilemmally situated sympathetic terminal plates in the

extremity-musculature. A number of the sympathetic terminal plates

on ordinary cross-striated muscle fibres are situated within the region

of extension of the motor plates, but the majority lie outside it.

Among the sympathetic terminal plates that are situated outside the

region of the motor plates I have exam files of some that have a

rather large extension on the muscle fibres and on account of

this, approach the motor terminal plates.

80

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XXI.



Anatomy. — "Once more tlie innervation and the tonus of the

striped muscles" . By Dr. J. G. Dcsseu de Barenne. (Commu-

nicated by Prof. J. Boeke) ^).

(Communicated in the meeling of January 29, 1919).

In continuation of a previous coniniunication '), to wiiicli 1 think

I niay refer by way of introduction, I want briefly to revert to

this question.

In the first place to comnnmicate some further experimental facts

and in the second place to recall my criticism on a communication

by G. Mansfeld and A. LucaKs'), now that I have come to the

conclusion that the former is not sound.

In that previous paper I have proved that S. de Boer's 0|)inion,

that the tonus of the striped muscles should be governed by

the sympathetic nervous system, is incorrect. That further

neither the cadaveric-rigidity, noi-, as has already been shown

by me*) before and has been confirmed by vanRunberk') since —
the decerebrate rigidity have anything to do with sympathetic inner-

vation. Only a slight, though clear hypotonus of the muscles of the

hindleg was perceptible with warm-blooded animals and frogs, after

unilateral resection of the abdominal sympatiietic.

The result with my cats was that this symptom oidy disappeared

in the course of 5 to 8 weeks. So I thought I had better not

consider it a shock-phenomenon and as none of the other, in

my opinion plausible explanations were decisive "), I had to leave

1) Tiie experiments communicated here, were partly performed by Mr. H. J. Havik,

med. stud, at Leiden, during my stay at Delft in the winter of 1917/1918.

') Ueber die innervation und den Tonus der quergeslreiften Muskeln. Pfliiger's

Archiv, Band 166, 1916, p. 145.

»} Untersuchungen iiber den chemischen Muskeltonus. 1. Pfliiger's Archiv, Band

161, 1915, p. 467.

*) Ueber die Enthirnungsstarre (Decerebrate rigidity Sherrington's) in ilirer

Beziehung zur efferenten Innervation der quergeslreiften Muskulalur. Folia Neuro-

biologica. Band 7, 1913, p. 651.

") Recherches sur Ie tonus musculaire el son innervation, II. tonus muscu'aire

et rigidité de décéiébratlon. Archives nééilandaises de physiologic de Thomme et

des animaux, tome I, 1917/1918, p. 726.

6) Gf. for l.c (Pflüger's Archiv.), Bd. 166, p. 166 and 167.
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this experimental fact unexplained for (he present. Por this reason

I thought I was right in not rejecting absolutely the supposition

that the s^MTipalhctic nerve would partially influence the tonus of

the striped muscles. Since that time two communications by E. Th.

VON Buückk/) have been published from which it appears that he

too has been able to observe initial hypotonns of the same kind

in the acute experiment as was evident in my animals; but only

during some days, after which the hypotonns disappeared altogether.

If this result should prove lo be right in the greater number
of the cases, the long duration of that initial hypotonns in my
experiments would certainly have to be made dependent on other

factors, which however would have nothing to do with the tonus as

such.

With this the last support of dh Boer's theory would drop.

For not only it has been proved that neither rigor mortis nor

decerebrate rigidity are due to the sympathetic ner\ous system but

besides this it has become evident lo me that another pheiiomenon

— mentioned by dk Bokk as being governed by the sympathetic —
has nothing to do with it.

The "nose of Punke" occurring again and again in the muscle

contraction curve was to disappear after extirpation of the sympa-

thetic nerve chain.

After this resection 1 very often distinctly observed the "nose of

Funke" in the muscle nerve of the frog, both with electrical and

mechanical stimulation of the spinal cord, not only in the acute

experiment, but also if the extirpation of the sympathetic chain,

was done 2 months before the actual experiment and the post-gan-

glion ic sympathetic nervefibres had degenerated.

This positive fact is of course decisive in face of the negative

one of DE Boer.

Three curves stating this experimental fact follow below. ')

J. Negrin y. Lopez and E. Th. von Brücke. Zur Frage nach der Bedeutung

des Sympatliicus fur den Tonus der Skeletlmuskulalur. Pfliiger's Arcliiv, Band 166.

1916, p. 55.

E. Th. von Brücke. Neuere Anschauungen iiber den Muskeltonus. Deutsche

medizinisclie Wochenschrift, 1918, N'\ 5 and 6.

2) In order to prevent a possible misunderstanding, I want to make the following

remarks. The appearance of the "nose of Funke" in the muscle curve is often

very variable. Sometimes it appears very distinctly as a second top in the curve.

As is visibla in fig. 1, very often its presence is only obvious from the I'acl that

the duration of the muscle contraction curve is much longer than the duration of

tbe single muscle conlraction as in fig. 2 and 3. Between these all kinds of tran-

sition forms are lo be found, also with respect to the place in the curve, where

80*
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When I published this eomrniinicalion ') èi propos of van Kijnberk's

tabular scheme') the latter') maintained that the fact of the "nose

of FuNKK." still occurring after extirpation of the sympathetic does

not prove in the least that the stimulations which cause this pheno-

menon, do not travel by the sympathetic fibres, when they are

uninterrupted.

Little is to be said against this argument, but on examining it

closely, it is yet somewhat sophistical. 1 am of the opinion that,

when during an experiment a phenomenon occurs, notwithstanding

the experimental circumstances and conditions, one has a right

provisionally to draw the conclusion that the phenomenon con-

cerned is not dependent on those experimental circumstances and

conditions.

What value van Rijnberk attaches to his own objection is evident

from the fact, that, if he had thought it serious, he would have left

his own essay on the connection between sympathetic innervation

and decerebate rigidity unwritten. Furthermore does he himself sin

against it in the same fable, a few lines higher. F'or he ought at

least to have put a? after the sympathetic genese of the second

veratrine top. This one indeed is also present after extirpation of

the sympathetic.

Van Rijnberk doe.s not however infer from this, as one might

expect from his above-mentioned reasoning that therefore stimulations

causing the second veratrine top under normal innei-vation conditions

might travel along the sympathetic fibre, but he concludes that the

sympathetic has nothing to do with the second top.

This last reasoning and experimental fact are quite in harmony

with my own opinion and ex})erience. For it has been prox ed that both

during the acute experiment and the chronic, when the sympathetic

nerve tibres are degenerated, the second veratrine top still occurs

in the muscle contraction, caused by stimulation of the spinal cord,

either electrical or mechanical.

the nose occurs Cf. for this viz. T. Graham Brown. Pflüger's Archiv. Band 125,

1908, p. 491. We do not know yet what is the meaning of the "nose of Funke".

In my opinion it is not impossible that several different phenomena are hidden

behind this. For the sake of brevity 1 used the term "nose of Funke" without

pronouncing as my opinion that this is a well known single phenomenon.

^ ) Spiertonus en ontherseningsstijf heid. Nederl. Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde,

1917, I, p. 1756.

') Van Rijnberk. Spiertonus en ontherseningsstijfheid. Nederl. Tijdschr. voor Genees-

kunde, 1917, I. p. 1634.

3) Answer of van Rijnberk to the remark cited Nederl. Tijdschrift voor Genees-

kunde, 1917, 1, p. 1757.



Fig. 1. Experiment Bi-

Frog. Acute experiment. Right sympathetic chain extirpated (under narcosis of

ether) from N. V. to N. XI inclusive. Curves registered half an hour after the resec-

tion. Electrical stimulation of the cross section of the caudal part of the spinal

cord with "make induction shock". In primary circuit H^o volts. In secondary

circuit, except the resistance of the substance of the spinal cord, a resistance of

60.000 ohm, distance of coils 50.5 mm., small inductorium. Loading of the muscles

about 12 grams. Curve 1 of left gastrocnemius. Curve 2 registered by right

gastrocnemius.

Fig. 2. Experiment G 28.

Frog. Acute experiment, i^iö^/i^ sympathetic chain extirpated (under narcosis of ether)

from N. IV to N. XI inclusive. Curves registered 45 minutes after resection. Tem-

perature room 11^/4° C. Mechanical stimulation of the spinal chord several seg-

ments above the origin of the roots of the Nn ischiadici by the prick of a pin.

Time curve =V6(i"- Loading of the muscles about 12 grams. Curve! of J'ightkg.

curve 2 of left leg.

Fig. y. Experiment B 2.

Frog. Acute experiment. Right sympathetic chain extirpated under narcosis of ether

from N. IV to N. XI inclusive. Curves registered 32 minutes after resection. Mecha-

nical stimulation of the spinal cord far above the origin of the roots of the iegnerves.

Loading of the muscles about 12 g. Curve 1 of left gastrocnemius, curve 2 of

right gastrocnemius.
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Wherever il occurs willi dej^eiierated eiidplates, at (he same time

another plausible j^eiiese of that top, to which I alluded ^) before

but which I already thought improbable, appears to be inconsistent.

In the acute experiment one tnight always suppose that owing

to the muscle contraction indicated by the first top, the undegene-

rated sympathetic endplates in the acute experiment are stimulated

in the muscle itself and thus cause the second top by secondary

peripheral stimulalion.

When we take into consideration all the facts published until

now on the tonus question in connection with the double innervation

of the striped muscles — which van Kijnbeuk neglected — we come

to quite a different view from the one van Rijnbkkk has given us

in his table. 1 will first reproduce the table of van Rijnbükk, then

a similar one, which in my opinion oflTers the right data in this

respect. Several of the extraordinary altogether enigmatical contra-

dictions from van Rijnbkhk's table have disaj)peared in my table.

Table of van Rijnberk on p. 740, Arcliives néerlandaises I.e.

Cliimisme,

augmentation de

creatine.

Innervation. Type du tonus.

c f Muscolo-
Sympat.que.l ^^^^^^^ Plastique. Contractile.

Rigidité de décérébration

Rigidité cadavérique . .

Tonus de Brondgeest .

Tonus de raidissement .

2e sommet de vératrine.

Contract, chaleur.^Ca C\^

Tonus du froid ....
Nez de Funke ....

+

+

+
+
+
pas examine.

cert, pas

+
4-

?

cert, pas

+
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which I reproduced here. The forms of muscle-shortening indicated in these, perhaps

or even probably arise from stimulation of the muscle-substance itself, so they have

a muscular origin, in which the nervous system does not play any part. I left out

the columns on the two types of tonus after Lanoelaan, because his division does

not agree in my opinion, with several physiological facts. (See the criticism in my
communication on muscletonus in Pfluger's Aichiv, Bd. 166, p. 163—165). I put

the? io the second column of my table referring to the initial hypotonus in the

acute experiment (Dusser de Barenne— von Brücke).

Althoiigl) it has appeared that none of tl)e views uttered b}'

DK BoEH in this question is right, I have still tried in some olher

experiments to obtain proofs in favour of the supposed conneclion

between muscle (onus and sympathetic innervation. My reasoning

was the following: Supposing that the sympathetic nervous system

has something to do with the mechanical muscle tonus, with the

inward support of the muscles, then we might ex|)ect that some

proof of this will appear in (he musdecurves of fatigue or in

curves illustrating the origin of tetanus by stimulation of increasing

frequency. The result of these experiments was however quite a

negative one, i.e. neither in the acute experiment, nor in the

chronic one with degenerated sympathetic endplates, was there

any essential ditference in the muscle cuives of the 2 gastrocnemii,

of which one was deprived of its sympalhelic innervation.

In the acute experiments the two largest ventral roots of the

Nn. ischiadici were put on the electrodes, to stimulate the nerves

centrally of the sympathetic chain aiming to avoid the post ganglionic

neurones from being stimulated. In the chronic experiments the Nn.

ischiadici were stimulated in the abdomen.

Small differences between the 2 curves of fatigue were perceptible,

but these did not point in all cases in the same direction. In some

cases the "Verkürzungsrückstand" in the muscles deprived of their

sympathetic innervation was less evident than in the normal gastroc-

nemius. In other cases just the opposite took place. Besides, curves,

taken as a test, of the 2 gastrocnemii of normal frogs, often showed

similar small differences. It is noteworthy that all precautions were

taken in these experiments to obtain a great regularity and equal

intensity of the stimulations. I used therefore an induction apparatus

with the usual waterwashed mercury contacts after Kroneckeh. A

very considerable resistance was interpolated in the secondary

circuit (120.000—150.000 Ohm). The stimulations were given by

a metronome. Thanks to all these prcautions the curves generally

showed a beautiful regularity. The stimulations were always either

make— or break — induction shocks; the impulses of contrary direction

were eliminated by the well-known method of Pflüger.
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Also ill similar experiments on the genese of' tetanus, no essential

differences pointing in one special direction between normal fi'Og

muscles and those deprived of their sympathetic innervation, could

be observed.

We come therefore to the conclusion that until now not a single

experimental fact exists, pointing clearly to a direct connection

between the mechanical tonus of the- muscles in the sense of

Brondgekst, and the sympathetic nervous system. As regards to the

initial hypotouus occurring in my experiments, the solution of this

question ought to be given by further experiments. Special attention

ought to be drawn to the fact already mentioned, that this hypo-

tonus in the experiments of v. Brücke disappears already some days

after the extirpation of the sympathetic. At all events the commu-

nication of VON Brücke has cousideral)ly weakened de Boer's theory.

This as regards the mechanical muscle tonus.

1 have now to refer briefly to the chemical muscle tonus.

G. Mansfeld and A. LuKacs *) communicated experimental facts from

which they deiive the existence of a so-called chemical musclelonns,

by which term is expressed the view that striped muscles would

have a certain amount of metabolisni, also when they are at rest.

This metabolism would be under the influence of the sympathetic

nervous system. A\ first 1 thought '') that the experiments, published

by these investigators, were not convincing, and lately 1 briefly

explained'') my former objections against them.

Since 1 have come to the conclusion that the criticism given by me

is not sound, I recall it. All the same, the authors might have based their

result even better, if they had made direct gasanalyses of the blood

streaming to and from the muscles concerned. If the result of these

analyses should confirm their former results, only then there could

be no more doubt with regard to the accurateness of their result*).

The objection might yet always be raised against the respiratory

analyses executed on the whole animal, that their result might

be dependent on the fact, that by the extreme vaso-dilatation in

the hind part of the l)ody of their animals, too little blood

remained in the fore part of the body, to preserve a fit exchange of

gas in the muscles there, so that the respiratory metabolism might

') I.e.

2) Pflüger's Archiv. Bd. 166, 1916, p. 152.

') Archives Néerlandais de Physiologie, tome II, 1918, p. 177.

*) A similar method as the one used by Langley and Itagaki for their expe-

riments on the oxygen use of denervated muscle, came into consideration (Journal

of Physiology, 51, 1917. p. 202).
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considerably he lessened hy too small an exchange of blood within

these innscles. This factoi' eventually might have lowered the total

gasexchange of their animals, as has been shown by their experiments.

Whether this objection has any ground cannot be made out

without experiment, but it proves anyhow, that the experiments by

Mansfeld and LuKacs are as yet not indisputable.

Until now we always accepted as a fact in all the experiments

and specidations communicated, that the sympathetic nei'vefibres of

BoKKE ai'e centrifugal sympathetic nervelibres, a supposition for

which several very evident histological aj-guments might be cited,

but which has not been proved, as I said already once more.

This has been proved lately by a research ad hoc by Prof. Boekk

and me and besides by some similar experiments, made indepen-

dently of us by Agduhr.

If those nervefibres of Bokke were indeed centrifugal sympathetic

nei-vefibres, then it ought to be possible to preserve these in "pure

cullui'e" in the sti-iped muscles, by section of the ventral nerve roots

leading to one or more muscles, and extirpation of the correspond-

ing spinal ganglia. After this section all the cerebrospinal motor

nervetibres with their so-called endplates of Kijhne together with all

the sensoiT fibres and organs in the muscles concerned ought to

degenerate.

Granting that Boekk's fibres are centrifugal symjtathetic nervetibres,

whose praeganglionic neurones have their origin in the spinal coi'd,

leave the cord with the ventral root and terminate round the cells

of the post-ganglion ic neurones in the ganglia of the sympathetic

chain those fibres of Boekr ought to remain unaltered in a similar

experiment. A look on the following scheme illustrates the concep-

tion on which these experiments are based. (Fig. 4).

The intercostal muscles of dog and cat have served as object for

this experimental histological investigation, because the metameric

arrangement has been best preserved in these muscles. There is no

fear here for confusion caused by the plurisegmeutal innervation.

The result of these experiments has been, that the nervefibres and endpla-

tes of BoEKK remained intact in the muscles between the ribs. All the

niotor cerebro-spinal nervefibres and endplates, as well as the sensory

muscle-organs had disappeared.

Numberless amyelinic axiscylinders were preserved in the peripheral

nerves (intercostal nerves) and beautiful accessory nervefibres and end-

plates of Boekk in the muscles. By this result it has been proved that

these nervefibres ai-o indeed ceidrifugai sympathetic nervous systems.
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Agdühr obtained the same result with tlie muscles of the hindleo;

of the cat by section of the peripheral nerves distal of the spinal

a -- nervecell of the praeganglionic sympathetic neurone.

b = nervecell of the postganglionic sympalhelic neurone.

c = ganglion of the sympalhelic chain.

d = the spinal ganglion cell.

the degenerated nervefibres have been drawn in a blocked line.

1 = accessory endplate of Boeke, preserved in "pure culture".

2 = degenerated endplate of Kühne (Itie ordinary motor endplate) (disappeared).

3 = degenerated sensory organ in the muscle (disappeared).

ganglia, but central of the origin of the rami communicantes grisei. ')

The question that arises is consequently : What is the function

of the fibres and accessory end plates of Boeke?

1) See the foregoing communications.
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After all we know about it, it is very improbable that tliej have

anything to do with the mechanical mnscletoims, known as the

Bhondgekst (onns. It is verj prol)able (hal this one is exclusively

due to the simple motor nervefibres. While considering this, tfie

"chemical muscletonus" occurs to us, (he existence of which and
its dependence on the sympathetic nervous system, if not proved,

is certainly not made ujiplausible by Mansfki.d and LuKacs. When
we realize these two hypotheses, most of the difficulties and stiange

contradictions, created by de Boeh's theory, which are evident in

VAN Rijnberk's (able, disappear.

By the formula, just mentioned, the mechanical muscle tonus

being governed by the cerebro-spinal nervefibres, the chemical one

by the centrifugal sympathetic system of Boeke, these difficulties

disappear altogether and with them an important factor of confusion

has been done away with. Van Runberk repioached me for having

contributed only critical woik with negative results; nobody better

than I myself realize this; yet I believe (hat (his work was
necessary and 1 find the best argument for this in (he two
preceding hypotheses. I hope that these hypotheses will shortly be

based on indisputable experimental facts. In my opinion evei-ything

points to it (hat this will be highly probable. I shall be the last to

maintain that by these facts our knowledge of (he nature of the tonus

of the striped muscles has been much deepened. What the tonus

really is, is as obscure and mysterious as before.



Physics. — ''The Unidirectional Resistance of Crystal Detectors''.

Bj M. J. HuTZiNGA. (Communicated bv Prof. H. Haga).

(Communicated in the meeting of November 30, 19l8>.

In a former communication (c.f. these Pioceedings September-

meeting 1916) the electrolj-tic phenomena of the molybdenite-detector

have been described. These phenomena made it likely that the

rectifying- power in this ci-ystal contact is not due to thermo-electric

effects as is usually thought to be the case, but to the E. M. F. of

electrolytic polarisation.

The question whether one is entitled to extend this conclusion

also to other crystal detectors was discussed in my doctor-thesis

(Groningen 5 Juli 1918).

The [)resent communication gives the results there described.

^ 1. Nature of the electrolytic products in the wolyhdenite-contact.

If a platinum point is placed on a molybdenite-crjstal and a current

of about one niilliampère is sent from the crystal to the platinum,

a small quantity of a dark blue liquid will be developed. The spot

of liquid will not expand with a stronger current, as the additional

heat of the current brings about a quicker evaporation. Therefore

repeatedly a tiny drop of distilled water was ptit on the place of

contact and every time was sucked up again as soon as, usually

after some seconds, it had got a dark blue colour. In this way a

few c.c. of this solution were obtained. In the chemical Laboratory

of Groningen (director Prof Jakgkk) this liquid was examined, leaving

after evaporation a l)lue residue MoO,, MoO», 6H,0 ; a colloidal sub-

stance which when exposed to the air, oxidised slowly into MoOj.

If the current is sent through the detector in the opposite direc-

tion, e.g. from the platinum to the molybdenite, the brown substance

developed can easily be obtained in large quantities by electrolysis

of some diluted acid between electrodes of molybdenite. This brown

colour must be attributed to the colloidal sulphides MoS,, MoS,.

§ 2. Other detectors.

A second detector-combination in which phenomena of electrolysis





M. J. HUIZINGA: "The Unidirectional Resistance of Crystal Detectors".
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could be observed is that of iroiipyrites and platiumn ; these pheno-

mena are most distinct when the place of contact is such as to

bring about the strongest unidirectional lesistance. in this case the

current must flow from the cryslai to the platinum needle, which

in this contact is the weaker current, in contradistinction lo the

moljbdenite-contact, a fact which is at once obvious from the perusal

of the characteristics of rectitication (cf. below). Here the products

of electrolysis consist in a black and a colourless liquid, from the

latter of which colourless crystals usually secrete. The phenomena
of electrolysis are much weaker than in the molybdeniledeteclor.

The applied E. M. F'. may not amount to more than 5 volts because

the unidirectional resistance together with the electrolysis will then

disappear. This disappearance of the unidirectional resistance has

already been found by Flowers for a galenacontact.

Galena, zincite, copperpyrites, copperglance, bornite and carbo-

rundum detectors were also examined. With these contacts no indi-

cation of any electrolysis was found. With galena only sometimes

a dark spot on the place of contact was visible. Though electrolysis

was brought about here by moisture, yet it usually stopped after

some moments on account of evaporation of the liquid. However,

every time the unidirectional i-esisfance was considerably increased

through this operation, and the direction of greatest resistance

remained the same as in a fresh contact.

§ 3. Experiments in vacuo.

We were not far wrong in supposing that the unidirectional

resistance was the consequence of the electrolysis in a damp film

in which the originally imperceptible products of electrolysis, if

hygroscopic, can extract particles of moisture from the air, so that

the electrolytic products become visible. The latter would be the

case with ironpyrites and molybdenite.

A research in vacuo and in hydrogen showed that the unidirectional

resistance of the molybdenite detector continued to exist, the electro-

lysis, however, not being perceptible now. Nevertheless the uni-

directional resistance may in this case still be attributed to an adhering

layer, for this layer can only be removed with difïiculty and

evidently evacuation is [wholly] insufficient to effect this.

The unidirectional resistance continued to exist also under a layer

of paraffin oil, while it was also impossible here to discover the

electrolysis. However, from this experiment the inference should

not be drawn that the electrolysis is only a secondary phenomenon

not causally connected with the unidirectional resistance.
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This does not become obvious unless one draws the cliaracleristics

of rectification representing the relation between the E.M.F. applied

to the contact and the current passing through.

^ 4. The observations for the characteristics.

As the iiitensitv of the current passing through is not only a

function of the applied E.M.F. but also depends upon the time the

current has already passed, the characteristic curve will be found

to alter with time. One must therefore deternune the curve by means

of a sufficient number of observations, all of them taken within as

short a time as possible. As mirror-galvanometers are generally too

"slow", "Prazisionsinstrumente" of Sikmens and Halskk were used,

10-* AMR

100 / n

60 VOLTS

Fig. 1.

which indicate the exact intensity of the current instantaneously

and, as they are pointing instruments, are easy to read.

The connections are shown in Fig. 1. The crystal K usually

floated on mercury which formed at the same time the one electrode.
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By means of the binocular niicroscope M the place of contact could

be examined. This figure also shows that by means of the copper-

wire 1», the detector could l)e brought into contact with the Wnlf-

electrometer E. In order to know to what voltage the displacement

of string corresponded, the electrometer was connected to the poten-

tiometer P, by replacing 5, by the w-shaped /j^, thus connecting

the mercury cups 1 and 3. After the electrometei- had again obtained

the same deflection, the voltage was read from the voltameter. More-

over the contact could be tested as a detector. To this end electric

oscillations were excited in the system /Sj and induced into the system

S^. By removing 13 and making the contact A, the detector was

brought into the system S^ having a telephone 7'. Its action

as a detector was judged by the intensity of sound in the

telephone.

§ 5. Characteristics of electrolytic detectors.

The characteristic of the electrolytic detector distinctly shows that

the deviation from Ohm's law in this detector will have to be ex-

plained by the counter E.M.F. of polarisation in consequence of

electi-olysis^). The characteristic (curves in fig. 2) can l)e represented

E e
by the formula 7=:

—

j—, in which / is the current, £^ the applied

E.M.F., and R a constant resistance, e the E.M.F. caused by pola-

risation.

This E.M.F. of polarisation increases together with the applied

E.F.M. and will reach a maximum of about 3 Volts, as indicated

by curve b. As soon as the E.M.P\ of polarisation has leached this

maximum, the chaiacteristic will change into a straight line inter-

secting the horizontal axis at the point accurately represeining the

maximum value of the E.M.F. of polarisation.

This maximum found with the aid of the characteiislic, may also

be obtained by dii-ect measuiement with the Wulf electrometer.

If this E.M.F. of polarisation did not occur, the characteristic would

be represented by the straight line c through the origin, parallel to

the straight pait of curve a. If the applied E.M.P\ is represented

by the line Ol\ liQ will represent the E.M.F. of polarisation which

can be deduced from the characteristic. The /^ may then be called the

E E
,

"real resistance" of the detector and —= /^ the "apparent resi-
1 E— e

^) Armagnat. Journal de Physique, V, pag. 748, 1916.
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stance". The real resistance is therefore repiesented by the angle

which the straight part of the characteristic forms with the axis of

Fig. 2.

ordinates while the point of intersection of the extension of this

straight part with the axis of abscissae indicates the maxiinnm E.M.F.

of polarisation. If the cnrrent is sent throngh this electioljtic detector

in the other direction, the same cnrve will be obtained ^), which

for this detector is symmetrical with i-espect to the origin. When

using a constant auxiliary E.M.F., the centie can he brought

outside the origin. The same voltage will then yield a different

intensity of current according to the direction in which it is applied,

i.e. the electrolytic detector ivith mixlJidry E.M.F. has a unidirec-

tional resistance.

If the platinunipoint is replaced by a thin wire of copper or

molybdenum the detector will also exhibit an unsymmetrical charac-

teristic without any auxiliary E.M.F. It will then have the shape

of the curve Fl (cf. fig. 3 on the folding plate). The real resistance "'')

is equal in both directions as will appear from the fact that the

two linear parts are parallel, but the maximum value of the E.M.F.

of polarisation is different in the two cases and amounts to about

^) The platinum point should not be taken too small here.

2) Remark. As the readings of the voltameter and milliammeter are plotted

directly, the "real resistances" R derived from the characteristics of fig. 3 are all

of them 100 Ohms too large, as obviously the resistance of the milliammeter

(100 il) is included. This does not however influence the above discussion.
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2,2 Volts, if the current passes froni the sulplmric acid to tlie

iiiolybdemnnpoint. It is about 0,75 Volt in the opposite direction.

This mncii smaller E.M.F. of polarisation will according to Armac^nat

be found if the anode consists of a metal soluble in the liquid.

A peculiar phenomenon, not observed by Armagnat occurs when

the moh bdenuni- or copperelectrode is reduced to half a m.m. or

less. While the characteristic F W in the tiist quadrant changed but

little — only the slope ot the straight pai-t will become smaller,

hence the real resistance is increased — , the negative branch of the

characteristic in the 3'^ quadrant is straight and runs through the

horizontal axis. Only when the applied A'. JY. /'. exceeds the amount

of about 20 Volts a strong current may suddeidy be observed. The

high apparent resistance may then be restored again as soon as the

applied E. M. F. is decreased to the former value. The particular

phenomena of electrolysis occurring in a very sujall electiode in

consequence of strong current density evidently cause the dissymmetry

so well to be marked here. The accompanying colloidal oxide

JYOj (^14 points to a possible relation between these phenomena and

those taking place in the aluminium rectifier. Indeed, the characte-

ristic J of a rectifier, obtained by placing in a solution of atnmo-

niasulphate an aluminium wire of 1 m.m. thickness an J cm. length

opposite a large platinum electrode, agrees with the charactei-islic

iTlI. The rectifying power is attributed by Schulze and Taylok ')

to a thin film of oxygen fixed by a layer of aluminium-hydroxide.

ScHULZK also found the same behaviour for many other metals. In

the 3"^ quadrant the characteristic A remained horizontal to about

25 Volts. (Jsually the resistance suddeidy diminished with a stronger

E. M. F., a layer of aluminium hydroxide detaching from the point.

The rectifying power was restored again as soon as the applied

E.M.F. was diminished. Clarenck Greene") has shown that the

horizontal part of the characteristic of the aluminium rectifier is due

to an E. M. F. of polarisation counteracting the applied E. }f. F.

Summarizing one may say that the characteristics of the electro-

lytic detectors generally have the shape of the curve F\ with two

parallel straight parts. It may happen that one branch is not fidly

developed. It is not necessary that the centre of the characteristic

occuis at the origin.

^ 6. Characterbitics of crystal recti/iers.

Molybdenite-platinum. In considering tlie characteristic of a

~^A. H. Taylor. Wiedemanns Annalen 30, pp. 984. 998, 1016.

2) Clarence Greene. Phys. Review, 2"^ Ser. Vol. Ill, 1914.
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sensitive mbljbdeiiite-piatinum detector EJ, the straight part in the

tirst quadrant is very prominent. This part was obtained by sending

the current from the crystal to the point and was measured before

the electrolysis had become perceptible. Evidently the cui-ve may be

E-e
represented again by the formula 7 = —ït^' ^^ which R is the con-

stant real resistance and e a hypothetical counter E. M. V. That tlie

real resistance is i-epresented by the slope of the straight part appears

when a series of very brief current impulses is sent through the

contact. We then find successively the characteristics ^i 11 and £", IK,

which in the tirst as well as' in the third quadrant approach more

and more to a straight line through the origin parallel to the straight

part of the other charactei-istics. This will still be clearer when we

consider the characteristics of a number of other detectors.

In this case also we may assume the existence of a counter

E. M. F'. with a maximum of about 1.1 Volts, though the latter could

not be detected with the Wuli'' electrometer. For, if the current is

passed for some time longer, so that the electrolysis becomes clearly

visible with the microscope, the characteristic of the contact changes

froiji E^ 111 to E, IV. If further the contact pressure is diminished,

curve E^ V will be obtained showing again clearly the unidirectional

resistance. If finally this crystal, after some further electrolysis, is

connected with the Wulf electrometer a polarisator E.M.F. of 1.1 Volts

will be measured. During this gradual transition of the characteristic

E^ I into E^ IV the real resistance remains constant and this proves

that the unidirectional resistance of the contact even without any

electrolysis being visible, must be attributed to an electrolytic counter

E. M. F. in an extremely thin film.

With strong currents the straight part becomes curved, the concave

side being towards the vertical axis. In the 3'<* quadrant no straight

part can be obtained at all. This is due to the decrease of the real

resistance of similar substances^) with rise of temperature. With

molybdenite the conductivity is doubled already with rise of tempe-

rature from —200° C. *). It appears from the quick evaporation

of a drop of oil placed on the point of contact that this rise in

temperature caused by a current of 0.03 Amp. is considerable.

Carborundum-steel. With the very sensitive carborundum-steel

detector no phenomena of electrolysis could be seen. Nor was it

possible, except by applying a strong E.M.F. to change the charac-

1) 0. Reichenheim, Ueber die Elektrizitatsleitung einiger natiirlich kristallisierten

Oxyde und Sulfide und des (baphits. In angural Dissertation, Freiburg 1906.

3) A. E. Flowers, Phys Review 1st. Ser., Vol. XVIII, 1909.
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teristic D. The particular shape of the curve, especially in the first

quadrant can hardly be explained in an other way than by a counter

E. M. F. with a maxiinnin of about 12.5 Volt.

Zincite-bornite. The characteristic (r of a zincite-bornite contact

corresponds exactly to curve F\. Exactly the same characteristics

belong to the combinations zincite-copperpy rites and zincite-copper-

glance. The straight parts cut the axis at — 0,4 and -f- 5 Volts. If

further a succession of current impulses is sent through, the straight

parts of the characteristics undergo parallel displacements. The same

shifting is found in (lie characteristics obtained by bringing every

one of the components into contact with a platinum point.

Zincite-platinum. If a succession of current impulses was passed

through, the curve CI gradually changed into the straight line IV.

The slope of the straight part of curve I consequently gives the

real resistance and further proves, in the way shown above, the

existence of a counter E.M.F. of 0,4 Volt. Hence it follows that in

the other direction a counter E.M.F. must be found as well. Indeed,

with some characteristics a straight part did occur in the first

quadrant, cutting the axis at about -\- 3 Volts. The following cha-

racteristic e.q. was obtained.

From zincite to platinum

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.25 2.5 Volt

13 4 5 6.5 7 8 8.5 9 9.5 X 0.0001 Ampere

2.75 3.0 3.25 3.5 3.75 4.0 4.25 4.5 4.75 Volt

10 11 14 20 31 42 52 63 74X00001 Ampere.

From platinum to zincite

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0 Volt

1.5 9 16.5 24 33 45 56 67X0.0001 Ampere

2.25 2.5 2.75 3.0 3.25 3.5 3.75 4.0 Volt

77 86 98 108 118 129 140 150 X 0.0001 Ampere.

Bornite-platinum. This combination shows the greatest resistance

when the current passes from metal to crystal, see B I. A very

slight impulse already causes the straight line B II to appear. The

same curve is obtained by the combination copperglance-platinum

and chalcopyrites-platinum. The straight jtart points to a counter

E.M.F. of 0,4 Volt. It is remarkable that after reversal of the applied

E.M.F., the current usually remains steady for about three seconds

and then falls in a discontinuous way. The same phenomenon also

occurs in other crystal contacts, but was most frequently observed

with the electrolytic defector.

If we compare curve B\ and C I, it is clear why the zincile-
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boniite detector bas sucli a strong unidirectional resistance. For,

curve G may be legarded as a superposition of curves CI and B\,

the latter first being turned 180°.

ZiDcite-molybdenite. in order to test this statement, the crj'stals

zincite and molybdenite, each of which in combination with platinum

exhibits such different charactei-istics, can be brought in contact

with each other. That this contact has a very pronounced unidirect-

ional resistance, appeais from the following characteristic.

From zincite to molybdenite

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Volt.

1 2 4 6 7 9 12 14 18 29 49 79X0,0001 Ampere.

From molybdenite to zincite

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 Volt.

1 5.5 15 26 39 51 64 75 86 98 110 123x0.0001 Amp.

Moreover it follows that the unidirectional resistance of the zincite-

platinnm contact must be attributed to the same cause as that of

the molybdenite contact, e.g. to electrolytic polarisation.

Galena-platinuin. A gelena detector usually yielded a charact-

eristic agreeing with curve B\. Occasionally the characteristic agreed

more with curve CI, the resistance being now greatest in the

opposite direction. Both curves soon altered with time. Curve K\
was obtained after a current of 0,005 Amp. had first passed during

15 minutes through the contact from the galena to the platinum,

the contact |)res8ure being very slight. It was not possible to extend

the curve into the first qiuidrant because with too high a voltage the

curve would again pass into curve III. If a cuirent of 0.01 Amp.

was now sent from platinum to galena during 15 minutes, the

characteristic K\\ was obtained. Curves I and II clearly show that

the real resistance of the contact is represented by curve III and

is the same in all three cases. Curve I points to an E. M. F. of

polarisation with a maximum of 0,25 Volt, whereas the maximum

in the other direction could not be measured. Curve II points to

two maxima; 1,4 Volt and 0,1 Volt. The existence of these two

characteristics can hardly be attributed to anything else than to

changes caused by the passage of the current through the contact

which can only be of an electrolytic nature.

Ironpyrites-platiDum. The characteristic H of an ironpyrites-

platinum contact does not show anything new after the preceding.

Electrolysis was only observed in this crystal under the microscope

after we were satisfied, on the authority of the above considerations,

that the uiiidiiectional resistance is due to electrolytic polarisation.
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Sunwiary.

Electrolytic phenomena have been observed with the molybdenite

detector and the ironpyiites detector; the E. M . F. of polarisation is

the cause of the difference of current intensity by reversal of applied

E. M. F.

The characteristic curves for these detectors were compared with

those of other crystal detectors and of the electrolytic detector. From

the similar shapes of the characteristics it has been concluded that

with all the crystal detectors examined, though no products of elec-

trolysis are visible, the unidirectional resistance is to be attributed to

electrolytic polarisation in a moistened- or a gasfilm adhering to the

surface.

The resistance of most of the crystal detectors employed in wireless

telegrapy is less than it is usually thought, and as a rule does not

exceed 100 Ohms.



ERRATA.
Proceedijigs Vol. XXI n". 8.

Page 1066, line 1 from bottom: For "and" read "for".

Page 1067, line 2: For "(his ceases after some time. When the

voltage is raised further", read "this ceases after some

time. The wall of the bulb however has got covered by

a gray-blue layer. When the voltage is raised further,"

Page 1067, line 3: For "glass" read "deposit".

Page 1067, line 4: For "layer is vaporized" read "is formed".

For "By this vaporized material the bulb wall becomes"

read "By this vaporising of material however the bulb

wall becomes".

Page 1067, line 5: For "Now this" read "so that the"

Page 1069, line 14 from bottom- For "hydrogen" read "water-

vapour".

Page 1069, line 12 from bottom: For "volume/" read "volu-

meter ƒ".

Page 1071, line 12 from bottom: For "the oxides do not remain

therefore oxides" read "the oxide dissolves in the glass".

Page 1072, line 19: For "G. conclusions" read "G. concluding

remarks".

Page 1073, lines 2 and 3 from bottom: For "25, 661 (1916). 26,

595 (1917)" read "19, 958 (1916), 20, 1136 (1917)".

Page 1074, lines 13 and 14: For "that part of the troublesome

gases in a glow-lamp are only liberated" read "that

only a part of the troublesome gases in a glowlamp is

liberated".

Page 1074, line 19 from bottom: Fo r "Cn, (POj," read "Ca, (PO,)»".

Page 1074, line 18 fi-om bottom: For "magnesium-sulfate" read

"magnesium-aluminate".

Page 1074, lines 3 and 2 from bottom: For "Thus the CaO —
when such a silicate is used — from the glass will be

• . sublimated" read "Thus the CaO from the glass —
when such a silicate is used — will be sublimated".

Page 1075, line 23: For "gradual" read "after some time".
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Page 1075, line 8 fi-om bottom: For "wliicli could only be l)ound

by 0,0015 mg Si" read "wliieli could be bound l)y only

0,0015 mg Si".

Page 1076, line 15: For "Na,!)" read "Na,0".

Page 1076, line 23: For "that intensively emits electrons" read

"that does not or very little emit electrons".

Page 1076, line 2 from bottom: For "in" read "on".

Page 1077, line 2: For "colour" read "deposit".

Page 1077, lines 7 and 6 from bottom: For "oidy quantities of the

order of magnitude of 0,001 mg Si show a detectable

activity" read "quantities of the order of magnitude

0,001 mg Si show already a detectable activity".
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Physics. — ''(hl therwoelectric airnmls in mtrcnrif'. Hv Prof.

H. Hag.\ and Dr. F. Zernikk.

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29, 1919).

In an extensive paper "Ein tnr Tlierino-electrizitat nnd metallische

Warmeleitnng- fiindanientaler P^ffect", ^) C. Bknedicks endeavours to

show the existence of a thermoelecti-ic force in a iioniop;eneous con-

ductor, when at both sides of a heated part the temperature falls off

at a different rate, i.e. the temperature gradient is different. ') He

makes due allowance for the possibility of the thermo-electric force

which appears under these circumstances in solid conductors l)eing

due to changes of structure, which would make the contiguous parts

of the coiuluctor behave as different substances. Therefore he

considers the proof of the reality of the force mentioned to depend

upon the success of experiments with a liquid conductoi. To this

end he used a glass tube filled with mercury, which had beeji drawn

dowMi at one point, and heated the wider part next to it, thus

bringing about a high temperature with slow decrease in the wide

part, and steep gradient at the constriction. He did not obtain

reliable results from these experiments, which he supposed to be

caused by the conduction of heat through the glass. This would

heat the mercury in the narrow part and thus prevent the tempe-

rature from falling ofi' with sufficient steepncis. Against the

well-known experiments of Magnus, who coidd not detect any

current in bringing into contact mercury conductors of different

temj)erature, and who worked also with unequal temperature gradients,

l)EiNEDicKs advances the low sensitiveness of Magnus's pointer-galva-

nometer compared with the mirror galvanometers of the present time.

We have devised an experimental method by which, while

using mercury, all the conditions of Benedicks for a sensitive test')

would be met, thus enabling us to get a conclusive decision as to

the reality of the new effect. This method consists in the use of

two mercury jets joined to a sensitive galvanometer, one of them

1) Ann. der Physik. 55. p. 1—80, p. 103—150. 1918.

2") Pogg. Ann. 23, p. 497, 1851. Magnus here tried to disprove the production

of thermo-electric currents under these circumstances.

s)
I. c. p. lis.
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being heated. The influence of the wall, feared by Brnedicks, is thus

completely eliminated; the surface of contact can be made very

small and in this surface the mercury is continuously renewed, thus

making the temperature gradient very large and stationary.

The accompanying figure shows the arrangement used. To a

glass bulb .1 is attached a tube B^ the end of which has t^een

82*



reduced to a small aperture in tlie hlow-tlame. C is a capil-

lary joined to half a metre of rubbei' tnhiiig, which leads to A'. /), j^, i'"'

form (ooether a second glass [)arl ; the lower end of F is joined

through another half metre of rubber tubing to G, which is bent

three times up and down. At P a platinum wire has been sealed

into the glass tube.

Half of bulb .4 and all the rest of the glass apparatus was filled

with mercury distilled in a vacuum. A stout rubber pressure tube

was slid over the narrowed top of A and joined at the other end

to a reservoir in which air had been brought to a pressure of 2 to 3

atmospheres. The arrangement described served the double purpose

of preventing heat being carried by conduction from the heated tube

H to the platinum wire I\ and also procuring an easy way for

i-etilling bulb A with mercury.

For each merciwy jet a similar apparatus had been prepared.

The two parts (t were tied together and placed in a vessel with

water. (48 X 24 X 20 cm.). To the platinum wires /-* were soldered

the ends of flexible wires covered with rubber and silk, leading to

the galvanometer, the junctions and the bare platinum and copjjer

ends being thickly coated with shellac. Two metres of the leads

were immersed in the water, thus prevenling any conduction of heat

either through the mercury or through the copper, and securing

perfect equality of temperatuie of the two mercury-platinum-copper

junctions. The resistance of the connecting wires, the tubes with

mercury and the mercury jets was 1.5 ohms. The galvanometer

used was one of the TnoMSON-type, made by Carpentier, in which

the original astatic system had been replaced by a system according

to DU Bois-RuBENs, made by Siemens and Halsk!*:, suspended by a

quartz fibre of 7 jr The coils had a resistance of 2.7 ohms; the

scale-distance was 2.8 metres; the magnifying power of the reading

telescope was 33 times.

By adjusting the directing magnet the sensitiveness was raised to

a deflection of i mm for 5.8 ,- 10^^ ampère ; the total resistance

being 4.2 ohms, 1 microvolt produced a deflection of 4J mm. With

this sensitiveness, however, we could not make any measurements

till after the cessation of the tramway traffic, but then we could

trust the reading to within 0.1 mm, unless unusually large fluctua-

tions of the magnetic declination occurred.

One of the apparatus ABC was attached to a solid stand permit-

ting slow displacements in three perpendicular directions.

In order to collect the mercury the nozzles were placed in a short

vertical glass tube of 4 cm. diameter, two vertical slots allowing
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the tubes B (o enter. The top of this tnhe was covered l>y a wooHen

ring with a glass window, through which the jets could be observed

with the aid of a binctcular microscope uiagnif3Mng 15 times. The

jets hit tlie glass window and the mercury dropped in a beaker

placed underneath.

With suitable no/zles the tirst centimetres of the mercury jets

appeared like highly polished metal wires, their diameters being

capable of exact measurement on a divided scale in the eyepiece

of the microscope.

In the experiments to be mentioned these diameters wereO. 10 and

0.13 mm. F'arther away from the orifices the surface of the jets

was dull, an indication that they had broken up into dioplets.

If the adjustable jet was slowly made to approach the other one,

the surfaces came into contact, causing the jets to deviate from their

original directions, which were perpendicular to each other. A slight

displacement wholly changed the aspect: the jets united to a thin

membrane, w^hich resolved into droplets after a short distance. With

central impact this membrane was perpendicular to the plane of

the jets.

The upper part of tube B was surrounded over a length of 16 cm.

by a close-fitting copper tube which could be heated by putting a

gasburner under it. In this way the flowing mercury could reach a

very high temperature. This was evidenced when once the pressure

was released immediately aftei- remo\ ing the flame, the glass tube

being shattered by the sudden abundant development of vapour

froni the superheated licpiid. An exact determination of the tempe-

rature seemed superfluous as the experiments were of a tentative

character, so we simply estimated it from the aspect of the vapours

rising from the jets.

Many series of observations were made on different days, which

agreed perfectly with each other. The following table gives one of

these as an example. The numbers in the second and third columns

are scale readings in mm.
From 1'' 27"^ to !'• 31™ the jets were not heated, and readings

were taken alternately with the jets not colliding and colliding

centrally. The deflection is caused by spurious therinoforces in the

circuit.

After that the gastlame was put under the copper tube, which causing

the mercury jet to rise '^gradually in temperature; the deflections

increased at the same time. After the removal of the flame the

deflections decreased, resuming the original value, as soon as the

mercury had reached room-temperature. By heating the other tube
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the mercur} a inucli grealer oppuiliiiütj lliuii in ordiiitirj ca«es to

foiiii fsiu'li a fombinauon. Thus llie iiierciiry Je( would Ijave got

diffei-eiil coinposilioii tor tlie tirsl niiiiute of the experiment and a

changed defleclion wonUI resull. As we did not tind any change in

the detlection we cannot ascribe the observed effect to ctieniical

contamination of the mercury.

Our effect may however be explained, as to magnitude and direc-

tion, by the tiiermo-electric force between mercury under pressure

and mercury without pressure. This force was fii'st observed by

DES CouuKKs^), and afterwards measured also by Wagnkk and Hökig'-').

The mercury in our glass apparatus had the pressure of tlie com-

pressed air, the mercury jets consisted of mercury at atmospheric

pressure and theii' points of contact with the mercury at high

pressure were at different temperatures.

We proved by a separate experiment that this explanation is the

right one. We connected the tops of the tubes B by a short close-

fitting glass knee, which was thus filled up l)y the mercury from

the jets, a small aperture in the upper part serving as an overflow

for the mercury. One of the tubes B now being heated, we obtained

deflections of the same order as before, although there were no tree

mercury jets and therefore no sudden transition of temperature.

There is, however, one detail which remains unexplained in this

way: we always found a greater effect for superficial contact of the

jets than for a full contact. The difference increased with the differ-

ence in temperature and amounted to 15 mm. in maximo.

This phenomenon might be due to the increase of the temperature

gradient at a superficial contact and then would prove the reality of

Benedicks' so called fundamental effect. Of course one should not

forget that this thermo-electric force amounts only to 3.5 X 10~^

Volt for the extremely steep ïaW of temperature of 300° over a

distance less than 0.1 mu). Therefore this small force may be wholly

neglected in all practical cases where it appears together with ordi-

nary thermo-electric currents. We devised yet another experiment

to demonstrate the minuteness — perhaps even the non-existence —
of this effect of temperature fall, and to get rid of the disturbing

pressure effect. A thin-walled glass tube was prepared, diameter

outside 1.00 mm. inside 0.80 mm, and drawn down at the middle

part to an outside diameter of 0.45 mm, inside diameter 0.30 mm.
This tube was attached by short rubber tubes to the tubes B, from

1) Des Goudres. Wied. Ann. 43, p. 673, 1891.

-) E. Wagner. Ann. d. Physik. 27, p. 955, 1908.

H. HöRiG, Ann. d. Physik 28. p. 871 1909.
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which tlie narrow tops had been oul off. A small difference of level

on the two sides then sufficed to draw a slow current of mercury

through the thin tube. Without this current we could not detect

anv deflection when the small lube was heated on eitlier side of

the constriction. Now the section of the .mercury in the tube was

0.50 mm', of the glass walls 0.88 mm', and in the constriction 0.08

ram' and O.JO mm' lespectively. The thermal conductivity of mercury

being ten times that of glass, the conduction through the latter could not

be of any moment here, as it w^as in Benf.üioks' experiment. Besides

we could greatly increase the sensitiveness of our test by having

the mercury streaming against the flow of heat. Thus the cold mercury

streamed through the constriction and was heated immediately

afterwards by a Bunsen flame, which surrounded the bare glass

tube. In this w^ay the walls of the constriction were certainly kept

cool by the flow of mercui-y, the velocity of wiiich was six times that

ill the heated tube. A temperature difference of 250° over a distance

of a few millimetres was thus obtained. The galvanometer did not

show the slightest deflection while 0.1 mm could have been detected

with certainty, the zero being extremely steady in this case. Therefore

any effect caused by the temjieiature gradient mentioned should be

less than I.IO-^ Volt.

The above mentioned difference of 1.5 mm for ditferent kinds

of contact of the jets may very well be explained without the

assumption of a thermo-electric force depending on the temperature

gradient. From the quantity of mercury delivered per minute and

the diameter of the jet we found its velocity to be 5 metres per

second. Therefore the time of contact of the jets was of the order

of 10"^ sec, and a small part of the mercury is cooled in this short

time from 300° to half this value. It may well be that in this

mercury the internal equilibrium between the electrons and the

metal is upset, which would cause it to behave thermo-electrically

like a different substance. As this different substance would have

unequal temperatures at the two ends, a thermo-electric current

would be produced.

lu our opinion this investigation therefore disproves the existence

of an effect as described by Benedicks, and there is accordingly no

ground for modifying the existing theory of thermo-electricity.

Physical Laboratory University Groningen.



Mathematics. ''On integral equations connected tnith differentia/

equations. By J, Droste. (Communicated by Prof. J. C. Kluyver).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29, 1919).

^1. As is shown by Hilbert in his second paper on integral

equations (Gött. Nachr. 1904, p. 2J3 sq.) there exists a connection

between linear integral equations with symmetrical kernel and linear

differential equations of the second order with linear homogeneous

conditions between r/. and — at the ends of the interval. Taking e.g.
dx

in the interval (0,J) the equation

é + >"' = '- m
(I being a constant, it may asked to determine the function ^(.t!) so

as to satisfy the differential equation and a condition at both ends

of (0,1). This is only possible for certain values of f/, the socalled

characteristic numbers. Having chosen a value ,a,, for which the

problem fails to have a solution, it will on the contrary be possible

to find a symmetrical function K{x,y), which, as a function of /,

satisfies the differential equation and the conditions at the ends of

the interval and which moreover has its derivative ——-^— disconti-

nuous for d' = y. The characteristic numbers and functions of the

kernel K{x,y) (being the numbers n and the functions ^/^(.r). for which

the equation

1

'fix) =z (I j K{.v,y) <f(t/)dy . . ..... (2)

is valid) are the same values of n and the same functions (f{.r) that

solve the problem of the differential equation.

It appears, that the kernels considered above, viz. those satisfying

the differential equation, are not the only ones to have </(.??) for their

characteristic functions. For the purpose of the reduction of the

problem of the differential equation to another problem it is unne-

cessary to consider other kernels. But when an integral equation is

given, it may be useful to have a method that enables us to know
whether the kernel has or has not for its characteristic functions solutions
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of (J) fur certain values of ;«. It therefore seems to me to be of some

iniportaiice to consider generally the kernels the characteristic func-

tions of which satisfy (1). From the examples of § 2 and § 3, con-

taining two arbitrary functions, it will a[)pear that very general

classes of kernels have solutions of (1) for their characteristic functions.

§ 2. For ()<.'< 1 and < // < 1

K(x,^j)=zF(.x^lj) -\~ <P{.r—j^). ..... (2a)

will be a symmetrical function of ,r and // under the condition

</'(.(— y) == </^{i/—.f}. The • function F{z) has to be defined in the

interval (0,1), the function '/\'.r) in the interval (— 1, -|- i). We
suppose F{z) and </>(z) to have torO ^. : < i the properties expressed by

F(zi\)=F{:) , 0(,_i,= 0(^). .... (3)

Supposing the possiitility of expanding F{z) and '/'(:) in uniformly

convergent Fourikk series, we have

00

00

'/'(e) = />j + 2 bk cos 2jt/cz,

k=\

because from '/'(

—

z}-='/>{z) and ^h{z— 1 ) = </'(2) it follows that

0(e) = 0(1—^).

Thus

K{x,y) z= a^ - 2 at\i'os {2:xk.v— ^ «a) m^ {2.T^•_v — ^ «t)
—

k=\
— 5?7i (2-TA-.r — ^ a^•) sin {2jt/c>/ — ^ «A;)}

<x>

-f /), ^^ Aytloo* (2.T/-.r -
i «jfc) ro5 (2.-r/:// ~ ^ «;t) ^-

k=l
-\- sill (2.t/;.c — ^ f^y[) «?« {2:Tky — I ((k)\

— (/',H-",) + ^ \(bk^ak) cos (2iiLr - ), ak) cos {2nky - i r^) "h

^- (bi—ak) sin {2-ik.r— ^ «/,) .s//* (2.7% — ^ (tk)\.

The functions

1 , \/¥cos (2jrky - i <a) , K2~sm (2.t% — i uk) . . (4

being orihogonal and normalised and the series converging uniformly,

it follows by multiplying by one of those functions and integrating

with respect to ;/ from to 1, that I he functions (4) will be characteristic

functions belonging to the characteristic numbers i {h^-\-a,) , 2/{bk-{-ak)

and 2/{hk—dk)- As a further characteristic function of /i^ (a*,//) should

have to be continuous and orthogonal to the system (4), it appears

that such a function does not exist, the system (4) being complete.

The supposition of 7^(2) and 0(2) being developable in uniforndy
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eoiivergent Fouuiek series is iiiiiieoessaij, as appears IVom another

arrangement of the proof. Suppose F{z) and ^{z) to be continuous

functions satisfying onlj the functional equations (3) and the equation

</>(— ^r) == <h{z). Then

I F{x 4" y) cos (2 riki/— 4^(^.) (/// z= I F{i:) cos {2:ik^— 2jtk.c— l^a/.yi^.

.,

The integrand havijig the period 1, it is allowed lo integrate from

to i instead of from ,c to .i-fl. This gives

1 1

j
F(.'i;^y) cos (2riky - ii(k)d!/ =

j
F{^) cos {2jTk:^—2iik.v—^uk)iri

Ü

1 1

= cos (2rr^.f
]

^tik) i F{§) cos {27Tk'é)di + sm (2jTk.v ^ i^r/,)
j
F{^)s;H{2ik'^)d'^.

Now, if

a, -(- -^ ^A ''ö* {2jTkz — a/c)

k=i

be (he Fourier series of F{2) (no supposition is made on the con-

vergence), we have

1 1

I

F(t) cos (2jfk^)d^ = Uifc ''OS Ok, I F{i) sin {27rk'é)d% = hak sin uk

(t

and with this definition of itk and <ik we have

1

\F{x-^y)cos(^27iky~{ak)dy^zi

= ^ayiosakCos{27tkx 4- ^nk) -\- ^a]csinaj^in{2crk.r. -\- i«jt)=: ^akCos{2nkx— ^<f^).

Suppose further

/»„
-f-

J" hkCos{2^kz)
k=\

to be the Fourier series of *I*{z), i.e.

1 1

I
0(^) cos {2nki,)dk = Uk .

I

<r^{i) sin (2-Tki;)d^ =Q.
II

Then, fp{z) having the period 1,

1 i

j
<r*{x -y) cos (2 iky - huk)dy =i

| <I»{i) cos (2.7^§ f 2 //.u- --.i^fA:)*;^
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z=z iibi( -os (2.T/".r— è"/^)*

Therefore
1

J
K{.r,i/) cos (2jrki^ - ^((k)d!j= ^,(bk \ ak)co8{2jtkx— U(k).

o

lil tlie same way we may prove sin {^jtLc — ^uk) to be a oharac-

teristic fiiiictioii (that J is such a fiiuction appears at once). Of

course some of the functions (4) may be absent from the set of

characteristic functions of A'(.i%,v), viz. in the case the corresponding

value of lU -\- l>o ^i" "A -\- ^fc or hi,
—Ok be zero.

^ 3. /\{>',i/) be a kernel of the form

/C(.r,y)=/(.r h.y) + ./^(^•— V) • • (5)

f{z) being detined in (0,2), 7(2) in (— i, + i).

We suppose again (/{
— z) = if{z), so that K{.v,y) becomes symme-

trical; we further suppose as before /(^) and (f{z) to be continuous.

But iu)w we make an assumption different from (3), viz.

fiz+l) = —fU) . 7(^— 1) = - (fi^) .... (6)

for O^z^i.
The functions

i^2~cos\{2k—i).T.z— ^(ik\ . ^2sin\{2/c—\yiz--^iik\ . . (7)

for /•=: 1,2, . . . . form a system of normalized orthogonal functions

foi- all values of j:?/,. Now

(I .'

If we divide the integral into three parts, one integral from to 1

,

another from 1 to .r and a third from to .f (the latter with the

negative sign) and make in the second integral the substitution

,; = 1 -j- ?i, that integral becomes

— if{l+^,)cos\{2k-\):t^,-{2k -i)nx—^;ik\dé,

so that it cancels the third integral. We thus have

1 1

Cf(.v + r,)cos\{2k— 1 )jr.>/ - ^Jk\dy= j
f(^)cos\{2k- 1 ).Tr|- ( 2A- - 1 ).-r.»;

-

^^h\ d^

X

= COS \{2k— \)jr.v + hjk\
I
f{S,)cos{2k - l)jt^d^ -f
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1

+ sm\(2k~\)rr.r \-yi4 If{^)sm(2k -]).^^di =z Uj^cos \{2k ~ l).t.r-ij^\
,

putting

1 1

i/{^)eos{2k~l):r-^de=hckCos^k
, j fi§)sin{2k-l).^èdi: z= ^.cksiniS,,,

o o

by which ^k a»d Ck are defined. We take 0<(ik<n.
In the same way

1 1

ƒ
f(.'n^y)siv\{2k-l)Try-hJk\dy= CM)sin\(2k-l)jri-{2/c-\ )jr.r-i^^.|c/§

^0
o

I

= - sin |(2^-])jr.r+ èi?/,i rfi^)cos(2k-l)7t^d'è-^

o

1

J cos \(2k-\l^,v f i^A-}

I
/(5) shi (2/--1) jr$<^ = — ^c/, .s-m <(2/-— 1 ).-r.,,._ i;9/,|.

Further

1 l-.r

o — r

As again

o 1

I

r/ (^)cos|(2^- 1 j.T? ï- {2k- 1 )-r.?;- ^/iA:|^5=
|
(Myos\{2k- 1 )jr i+(2X--l )jr.r - {,-ik\ ,/i

we have

1

I

ff{ic— y) cos {(2k—l)ny—^ii/c\di/z=z l (p(S.)cos\2k—l)7t^-]-(2k—\).^x—yu\ds,

o o

= Arfjt cos 1(2^—1)^..; - hjkl

putting

1

l<fi^)cos{2k-}):rT§d;= kdh

O

1

where
j
cp{^) sin{2/c—l )jT^dS, = O from (/{l~z) = —

<f (z).

o
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If' ill tins forniiila we i-ead ^{ik + ,
instead of ^fi/,-, we gel

1

(I

From these considerations it appears that

1

i /C(.r,v) ros ((2A— l).Tv— if^;L-Kv = hidk-tck) cos \2/c~ 1 )nx- ^(ik\,

(I

1

I

/Tla-.y) sin \(2/c - 1 )jff^-^Ji,\dy = h,idk-c„) ^'In \(Ü-\)ni/ - ^Jl]

(I

and tiiis proves, tlial the fii nations (7) are characteristic functions of

A'(.t',//j belonging to the characterislic nnmhers 2/(^4 -\- r/,) an<l

There exist no other characteristic fnnctions, for the functions (7)

form a complete system ; so we have found the characteristic fnnctions

and nnmbers of the kernel (5).

Every symmetrical kernel of the form

is the Slim of a kernel such as f2' and a kernel such as (5). For

D[z) and L{z) being deliiied in (0,2) and (—1, + 1), one may put

2F{z)=zD{z) '• l>{[~{-z) , 2f(2) -- D{z) — D{\ f^) for 0^ c < 1.

2r[z) = n{z) y D{z—\) , 2f{z) D{z) -D{z—\) for 1 <c<2,
2<I>{z) -r /\{z) 4- A(^ ^ 1) , 2<f{z) — L{z)-L{z^\) for -I <^<0,
2'P{z) = L{z) \ L{z^\) , 2<f{z)z= L{z)-L(z-\) \ox 0^^<^,
and so K{x,y) becomes the sum of a kernel such as (2) and a

kernel such as (5). But from this there is little to conclude with

respect to the characteristic fnnctions of K{.r,y).

§ 4. We now consider a much more general case. The equation

d { dz\
^^.(^/>(*^')^ji |9(4 + /*I^^=0 ..... (8)

be given; we put for brevity

d { dz\
,

so that the differential equation becomes

Lj-z -f fi^ = . . . . . . . (8a)

We suppose the function /y(.f) to ha\e a continuous differential

coefficient in the inter\'al [aj)) and the function r/(.r) to be continuous

in that interval.
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Further K {c,}/) be a s^'ininetrical kernel foi- a < .i">b and a < y < h

and this kernel be hvo (inies continuouslv differentiable with respect

to ./; (and of conrse also with respect to y). We assume the identity

LyK{x,y) = L,,K{x,y) . .....( 1 0)

Then, i(j(.r) being a conlinuous function in {<t,b), it appears liiat

b b

a r rbK{x,y)— I A {x,y)^(y)dy = I ^ My)d?f
d.v J J Ox

a a

and
b b

d' r rd'K(x,y)~
j
K{x,y)x\,{y)dy =.

J
-y~- ^ivYhh

II a

as may be sho\^n bv means of integration of these equations with

respect to .r, as this integration, on the assumptions made, may i)e

effected under the sign of integration. In the same way it appears,

that every characteristic function <{(-«) of A' (.r,_v) may be different iated

twice.

We put

bK{iuy) _ dK(x,ii)

the sign of substitution relating, as always in the sequel, to >;.

We now have the following

Theorem I. If (f {.v) be a chartfcteristic functloii of K (.», //),

i.e. ivhen

L{x,y ) = />(>/) Kix^ri) K{r,,y)\ (11)

cf'{x)=iX \K{x,;i)(^{y)<hi, (12)

?/y huve

AM-^) = ?.lK{x,y)L„fp{yyiy >.'lA{'V.>/)r/iy)dy . . (13)

fi a

Proof. We have
b b

h,.qix) = ?.i A,-h'{x,y)rfiy)dy =).i\A:,K{x,y)\ rfiy)dy

ri a

from (10). Now foi* two arbitrary, twice continuously differentiable,

functions the so called formula of Grken is valid ; in the case

of functions A' (.'",//) and 'f{y) it takes the form

ƒ\K{x,y)L,/p{y)-fi {y)L,iK{x,y)\dii r= P(\) jA ('N^)'/ (>/)- ^ '/(»i)
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From this we find

hx(f{x) = / 1 K{x,y) L,,<f{y)dy - 1

a

Substituting in this equation
b

,f\t]) = X\ K{n,y)(i{y)dy,

pin) \K{x,ii)(p'{i]) — r/(i;)

b

. rdK(ti,y)

(t

we get (13).

Theorem LI. The necessary and sufjiclent condition that a

complete system of orthogonal characteristic functions of K{a',y) be

solutions of (S), is that K{x,y) satisfies identically in x and y the

equation

A(.t-,v) = . (14)

l^roof. First we assume A(,i\7) = 0. If theiM/(:}') be a characteristic

luiiction belonging to tlie chaiacteiislic number /, it follows from

(13) that

Lr'i{.v) = KiK{x,y)lly(fiy)dy.

Consequently A.^ r/^^.r) is a characteristic function for the nianber ^..

Now if 'fi(.r)> •• • •> V"('^') ^^ ^ complete orthogonal ami noi-malized

system of characteristic functions all belonging to /, the functions

£^_^i^ (.,.)^ L,ifn{x) also will be characteristic functions for the

value P.; consequently they are expressible in (i\{.r), . . . ., ipn{x) by

formulae of the form

L,ifi{x)z= ^ ci,ipj{x) . . . . . . (15)

From this

5y = I
y.;(^")A. qi (x)da:.

The formula of Green now gives

b

^ij <^ii —,= I {(pj{a;)A,(f{ (.r)— (fi {x)L:,q j{x)\da:

a

\p{ri)\<fAh)'/'iiri) - ^r'inh'AnYi]^
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and if we substitute in this formula

(fj{ii) = kJK i^'V) Y'.7"('')<^''N

7/(^0-

^

'J
(fj{ic)dx

and otiier analogous expressions for v/fi^) and ff/irj), with // as I ho

vai-iahle o\' integration, we get

b b

''U — ''.)' 'f.iU')'ri(y)<^-''(hi

'I It

— ;.'

I

\L{x,y]((j{.x^(fi{y)dxdy = 0.

This proves that cij = cj;. By means of an orthogonal transforma-

tion it is always possible to find ;/ other functions t|?,(.r'), ...., i|j„(.r),

lineai-ly expressed in <p-^[.v), . . . ., (/'„{!'), orthogonal and normalized,

but suoh, Ihat instead of (15) they satisfy equations of tlie form

i.e. (8). This proves the condition A(,t%y) = to be sufficienl.

We now suppose that we know a complete system of orthogonal

characleristic functions of K{x,i/) to consisi of solutions of (8). If

f/',(.i'), . . . ., '(;{>:), • • • be that system and ƒ«, , iji the cor-

i-esponding values of »/, it follows from f 12) and (18) that

/; h

^.,(pii'>') H^ !h'f{'i') = ><•

I

A'(.?;,_(/) \l\,f(fi{ii) + Hi<f{y)\ dy—li' I L{x,ii)((;{y)dy

a
' a

and so, as (fd^) satisfies the differential equation,

fpi (y) dy =

for all values of /. Consequently A(.r,//) is a function of //, that is

orthogonal to all characteristic functions of A(, /•.?/) and this proves thai

b

fA{.r,y)Kiy, z)dy -0 . .

'

. . . . (16)

a

for all values of x and : in (</,/>\ P'l-om this we get

813
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d>i — ü

We now liave

b b

ƒ
|A(.r,v)r-"rfv = i

(16«)

f/y =

=\ v{n)Ki'>\h) iuxjj) ^^'^"^ dii />(»/

dK(xOi) C
ón

'I^C'w)K{ii,y)dy

and this becomes O in consecinenee of (J6j and (16rï). As A(,t',v) i»

a continnons function of //, this |uo\es il to be zero for all values

of A' and // in {a,h). Hence the condition is necessary.

hj.varnnle. Put L,=z -
. The kernel /\(.r,y) will have the foi-in

'
dx'

''

K{x,y) = F{x-^y) i- <P{x—y)

witli '/»(.'•

—

y) =r. f/>{j/~.v). We suppose {/=:(), h=[. We then ^et

h{x,y) = ({F(.r+1) -f ,fi{.r^])\lF'(yi-l)—<I*y- \)\
--

- \F'ix^l) ~- ip'(.c-~l)\[F(y^\) 4- 'ï»(y + l){)

- {\F{.>-) + 0{.v)\\F{y)-<t>'{y)\ - |F(.r)—
'^''(^)l mv) ^ 'P(y)\)

In consequence of (3) A(.r,//) becomes zero; if we suppose (6) to

be satisfied (after substituting in that equation F for ƒ and '/' for

'/) the expression A(.r,y) also becomes zero. In botli cases the charac-

teristic functions are solutions of i,l), in agreement to what we have

found in § 2 and § 3.

^ 5. We will now consider condition (14) more closelv. Putting

for brevity

-.-- = P{^), ~—~ = Q(^), K(xM) = .%/•) K{.v,a) ^ T{xl
0»J r.=zb 0»j y—,t

it becomes

p{h)\S[x)P{y)-T{x)S{y)\=p{a)\T{x)Q{y)-Q{x)T{y)] . . (14a)

We first suppose p{b):^0, p{a)^0 alid we assume the existence

of two values y, and y, in {a,h), for which -S(y,) P(y,;

—

S{y^) P{y^) 7^ 0.

If for brevity we write P^, etc., P^, etc. instead of /^(//,), etc., /^(y^),

etc., equation (J 4a), after substitution of //, and //, for //, becomes

p(b)PA-'>') - /.(6)8,P(.^-) = p(a)Q, Tix) - /Ha)'^\Q(-^-),

p(b)P,Six)— p{b)S,P{x) = p{a)QJix) - p(ar/\Q(x).

Eliminating P{.r) or .S'(.r) we get
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p{h) {P,S-PA) ^i'^) ^ Pi^) \iQ.P,- Q.PyiV^ + (P, 7',- P,7\)Q(.^.)^

Putting now

p{d) QA-QA
p(h)PA-PA

we get

^ /Ho) SJ,-SJ, ^ ^
p{a) Q^P-Q^P^ ^

p{a)P,l\~P/l\

p{b)P,S,-PA
= (i

P(.r)=zy7'(..) + rfQ(.;).

It is easy to verify the condition

p{b){aö~fy)=p{a) . (17)

We thus see, that S and P may be calculated from T and Qby
a linear substitution. Replacing these functions by what they mean,

we have

K[a'. b) = a K(.v,a) f fl

dE{A:,ri) = y K{x,a) + 6
èK{xoi)\

(18)

That, on the other hand, these equations satisfy (14) appears from

the fact that in (18) the determinant of the left hand quantities for

two values of .i', say x and //, is equal to {luS— iiy) times the deter-

minant ot the quantities A {x,a) and -

a' and y; this shews, in connection with (17), that (14, is satisfied.

The inverse substitution of (18) is

for the two values

K{^v.,a) = a' K{x,b) + /?'

(18a)

= y' K{xM + Ö'
èK{x,i])\

with the condition

p{a){a'(i'-i-i'y')=:p{b) (17a)

If it be impossible to determine //, and //, so that .S\ /^,—*S\P, t^O,

S{x) and /-*(.(,') will be proportional and from (14^/) it is seen that

in that case also Q{,v) and 7'(./') will be proportional. This may also

be considered as a consequence of (18).

In the case p{a)=iO, p{/)) ^ it follows from (14^?) that S{x)

and F(x) will be proportional and as then the proportionality of

<S(,?;) and P(.i') is a consequence of (18) and (17r/), it is allowed to

83*
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consider (18) as valid also in iliiit case, hi I lie same way [ISa] is

valid ir /X^) = 0, and pia) ^ 0.

If p{a) = pib) = 0, a kernel tor wliicli the functions P{.r), Q(x),

>Si.v) and T(x) remain tinite, will always satisfj (14) and so its charac-

teristic functions will always be solutions of (8;.

§ 6. From the conditions (18) for the kernel il is not difllicult to

get conditions foi- the characteristic functions. If 7,(^1 be such a

function we have

b

(fi{x) = /,
I

K(,c,y)(fi{y)dy,

and so

Hence

r dK{.c,!/)

''-dK{y,ri)ƒ. ( OK{y,ri)
K{ij.a)((;{v)d'j , (fi{a) = /.ij ^

tf^(y)<it/.

a '^

I, U

r
,

. rdK{y,riy
<l
Ab)=z /, I

K[ v.b)tfi {y)dy , ff ;
{h) = /./ I -^ - 7 ,• {y)dy.

a n

From (18) we now get

q i (6) = (Cf i
(tt) i ^(p'i (a),

I

ff'i(b) = y<fi(a) I fi(f'i{a).\

§ 7. To conclude, we will tind the conditions (19) for the ortho-

gonality of the solutions of (18) in a direct way, independent of a

kernel whatever. We suppose y(.») and ip (.i-)to be two solutions of (8)

:

Multiplying tlie former of these equations by i|' (.'•). the latter by ^(.r

and subtracting we tind

dx

and from this

b
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If 7 uiul If' correspond to differeiil \iiliies of »« we see tlial for

tb'» orthog;onalitj it is necessarv and sufficient that

I p{'>i)W{vmn)—M^i)'rW\\l = (20)

If <f and If' correspond (o (he sauie n Ihe condition will be neces-

sary. So 7 i('t?), 7 ,(•*)'••• '^cing an orthogonal syslenj, (19) must l)o

valid for every pair of fniictions of Ihe system.

Putting generally

<fi{(i) = 'f'i . 7 '(«) = //( ' 7'i(/^) = "<'
1 7'i(^) ~^'i^

we get from (19)

p{a) (iVi yj — .Cji/i ) = p{b) {n,- vj - ujOi )

for every pair of indices / and /". For the three indices /, /• and .s-

the equations become

p{a) {xiiir—Xryi) = p{h){ui V,—U,.Vi )

p{a) {x,ys—.*'.s.V,) = p{b) (UrVs- '/.st',),

p{a) (.Vsyi—xiys) = p{b) («.,t'/ — u,7,',).

Multiplying ihe first of Ihese equations by u,„ Ihe second l)y ii,.

the third by n,- and adding we get

I

"« •^•/
.v.'

I

p{a) i Uf tVr y,- 1=0

'*.s •«'•.s ys

In the same way, multiplyiiig by y,,, r, , r, we get

V," •''»• yi

p{a)
I

Vr Xr y,. =0
Vs Xs ys

So, if /)(«) 7^ 0, it follows from this, by expanding Ihe determinanl

with respect to the elements of the first row\

Ui{Xrys -Xsy,) + Xi{y,.Us— ysnr) f yi{UrXs 'h''',) = ^i

r,(.tV//., -.';.,.(/,•) 4 ^iiyrl's-ysVr) f yi(v,X^—V,sXr)= 0.

We now choose the indices /• and .v so that .r,.//^

—

.i^sy,. ^ 0. Then

putting

•Pr.V*—«s.Vr
' x,.ys—^syr '

•'•»//«

—

x,y,. x,ys—.'•*.?/,•

we gel for every value of i

u, = axi 4- byi,

Vi = yjr, f ff//,.

It is easy to verify that

(«ff—,?y) (.rrt/s - x.y,.) = n,.i\s—»<««',
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and 80

p[h){ar1 ,iY) = r{n) ....... (21)

We have so foiiiid the tbiiniilae

(/ ,{h) = «<f,{a) -(- t^Y i'(a),
I

rm=^7'f(a) + 'f'f. '(a) \

^ ^

It is easj to verify bv the aid of (21) that (19; satisfies (20).

If for every / and .v the expression .r,.//, — .r,//,. be zero, y, and a-/

will be proportiojial and then this will also be the case with w, and

V{ as is seen from (20).

If p(a) = and p{b)^0 we see from (21) that <(() — py^Oand
(19) that g.>i{b) is proportional to '/.'(^): this satisfies (20) so that in

that case (19) and (21) remain valid.

\a j){h) = 0, /){a)^0 the inverse snbstitntion of (19). .vi'/.

<f,(a)=:Hifi{h) -f (i'<fi{b),\

V,'(a)=yVM6)4 rV//(è) ^

••••••('• ")

with

p{a){aó'-,ry')=p{b) (21a)

shows that «'d' - ,fy' = and that, in connection with (21a), the

qnantities >fi{a) and ^nXa) are proportional. This also follows from

(20) and so we see that (19) and (19^) remain valid.

For }){a) = p[b) ^ i) equation (20) is satisfied by all functions

<ri{x), that remain finite in a and h.



Physics. — ''On the Theory of the Friction of Liqaids II." By

Prof. J. D. VAN DKR Waai.s Jr. ('(^ouiiiimiicaled by Prof. J. D.

VAN DER Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29, 1919).

§ 4. Distribution of density in a liquid jioxnng in a field of

J-orces. Before proceeding to the "friction bv formation of groups",

we shall discuss a simpler problem. We shall namely imagine that

a gas streams in a field of force, and then examine what modifi-

cations are brought about by the streaming in the distribution of

density as it would arise in a field of forces when there was no

current. For this purpose we shall again imagine the simple case

that the streaming takes place in the ,r-direction, and that the

velocity may be represented by u = az. We shall further suppose

that we have to do with a stationary current, so that in a point

at rest in space the density and the velocity of the current are

constant.

In order to examine the distribution of density which will present

this stationary character, we shall assume that there are two causes

that might give rise to a change in the density in a given point :

the "molar" current, and the "diffusion" curient. It is not to be

denied that this distinction is artificial, and that the change of the

quantity of substance in an element of space can of course always

be found from the total current that flows in through the boundary

surfaces. 1 shall, however, suppose that this total current may be

thought composed of a molar current, to which 1 shall assign the

unmodified velocity u = az, and a current which is the consequence

of the inhomogeneous density in connection with the heat motion.

The latter will be denoted by the name of diffusion current. I shall

further assume that the change brought about by each of these two

causes, can be computed independent of the other cause.

The quantity which enters a volume element per second through

the molar current is

:

dn dn— rf.r dy dz -^ — u ^-~ dx dy dz (10)
dt ' Ö.X - '

In order to calculate the contribution of the diffusion cuirent we

shall assume that the distribution of the velocities of the gas-mole-
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ciiles al aii,v poiiil iiuiv 1)0 found in llie füllowiiig nvuv. We sliall.

riamel}', iissiime Ihe velocities of Ihe inolectiles wliicii liave collided

ill a cei'tain layer to coiisisi of two coiiipoiieiils : J. llie velocity ot

ciirieiil ill the layer in which they have collided, and 2 the heat

motion, of which latter it will Ue assnnied that it is distributed over

the (litferent molecules according to Maxwkj.i/s law. Undoubtedly

we make an error when supposing these things, but we may expect

that this will only l>e an error in a numerical coefficient, and that

the natni-e of the |)lienomenon and also the order of magnitude

will be correctly represented Ity the tormnlae derived by the aid

of these suppositions.

In order to examine the dilfusion current ihroiigh a |)lane .1, we

shall consider two planes lying on either side of the plane A at a

1/ 3
distance ^ /.(/== mean length ot path ot the molecules). And we

shall considei' the molecules passing through the plane ^1 as "emitted
'

from one of these two planes, by which we understand that they

liav(! had their last collision there. Let lis first consider the molecules

that collide in the -|- plane'), and which possess a component of

^elocity normal to the plane .1 lietween //• and h' -\- dir. Arrived

in the plane .1 these molecules have obtained a normal velocity //''

determined by the etpiation :

dt iy'ó

The number of molecules of this group passing per second and

per unit of area through plane A, is when ii represents the density

dn /l/'3
of the molecules in .4, and /i -|- ^ — that in the -|- plane:

,—An + ^-^-]ir\' ^^ ^kTö. , a^d-d- . . (11)
l/rr^\ dz Z J a (( f(

When we pay only attention to the molecules emitted from the

,
. of l[/S

-j- plane. /// must alwavs have a value tor which V» '?'"^* is^ ^ v " •

oz 8

In the dii-ection from -f~ ^<^' — however, there go, also molecules

') i.e. the plane parallel to A at a distance ';</> 3 on the side where Die

potential energy c of the molecules is greater than in A. The plane lying on the

other side will be called the — plane. The r-axis will be normal to A in the

df
direction horn the — plane to the + plane, so that ^ > 0.^02
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vvliicli have lirsl passed tlirougli it in opposite direclioii with siicli

a small velocity that tliev conld not reach the -\- plane, hnl reversed

of
their velocity in consequence of the force — - before- having reached

oz

it. When also these molecules are taken into account the total

diffusion current from -\- to — is found hy integrating expiession

(IJ) with respect to u and r hel ween — x ami +x and with

respect to //'' t)elweeii and — x.

The molecules (lowing- in opposite i.e. in the -|" direction through

the plane are found by taking a group of molecides emitted tVom

the - plane

:

' n — ^ -^ roe ^^ ^^^' » d d d
l/n'V ÖZ 3

and by integrating a and /• in this between — x and -|- x and iv'

between and -|- ^•

Thus it is found that the plane .1 is passed per second and per

unit of .area in the — direction by the following number of molecules :

\ ói lys 1 d£ /l/3

fi dn/l/3\ kTdz -i f dw/l/3\ /c7 dr .J

d^ 3 y \ bz ^ J \

?>\/3X \b2 dz fcTj 3|/rr \n dz dz kTj ^ '

In this we shall assume //,/ to be constant, though, strictly speaking,

this is only allowed for gases at small densities. In the case of

thermodynamic equilibrium this diti'usion current must be zero through

very |)lane, so that then l{ri) -\-
^ = constant, whicli gives the

kT

known distribution of the molecules in S|)ace in that case.

We shall make use of the value of the diffusion current in equa-

tion (12) in ordei- to calculate how much enters through the six

sides of a xolume element dvdi/dz. We find for this:

« 1/3
\

e
I• — 7il "-7' \l (n) f — > d.v dv dz

,

so that we find for the condition for a stationary slate in coiniection

with equation (10):

a 1/ 'S [ F i on
4-^-/7' yi^^) + ,r\

=". ... (13)
o l/.T f

• kJ
] o.r

1 shall here leave out of account the question what corrections
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would have lo be applied lo the numerical factm- and use equation

(13) further uncorrected.

l(n) -\
is the quantity that (tibbs represents hv (i and denotes

A' /

1»V the name of thermodynamic potential. In the case of thermo-

dynamic equilit>riuni it is constant, and equal to /{n^), when n^ is

the density in the point where the potential energy is put zero. In

the case of no eipiilibrium considered by us I shall put:

/(n)+,4^-/0'.)=:'". (14)
KJ

or taking into account that we suppose lo lo be small:

n =1 n^e ^'^' (\ -{- w) z= ti^e ^^
\ nw, .... (14a)

so that ////' represents the number of molecules that in consequence

of the current is present in an element of space in excess above the

normal number n^e ^'^
. According to e(piation (J3) in is found as

the potential of imaginary agent, of which the density would

l/3;r dn
be: — -— u .

a . nl ox

To illustrate the meaning of the found formula we shall apply it

for the following simple case: the field of forces arises from a single

centre of forces, in which we lay the origin of the system of

coordinates, the force l)eing only a function of r. If there was no

current, this field of forces would in a gas give rise to a denser

I'loud round (>, in which the density woidd only be a function of

;. Let us now think the gas set flowing with a conshnit velocity u

in the negative .^-direction, and let us suppose this to bring about

a filiriht variation in the density, so that by way of first approxi-

bn
mation we raav take in equation (J3) the value of^— as it would

ox

be without current, hence

:

— =— n„f^ kl (15)
bx

" kTdx ^ ^

which causes equation (13) to become:

|/3jr n de ,„ ^

V''^= i^'Ur"^ ^'^'"^
a .rd kl Ox

The imaginary agent is then negative on the side of the positive

.j!-axis, and has an equal, but positive value on the side of the

negative .r-axis. Then the potential ir of this agent will be zero in
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the ijz plane, as is easil\ derived from considerations of syniinetrj,

and will on either side of it present the same sign as the imaginary

agent. The excess uw, therefore, also shows these signs, which comes

to this that the cloud has shifted in the direction of the negative

.7>axis, as was to be expected.

When we no longer assnme ti to be constant, but a = (tz, /r

will obtain a positive sign in the 1-' and the 3'^' (piadrant, i.e. the

clond will be elongated in the direction of a line that forms an

angle of 45° with the original axes and lies in the I""' and the 3'''

quadrant.

§ 5. Distribution of the density in n floioiny 'iqiiid <it tJie critioil

point. When after these preparatory remarks we proceed to the

problem of the anomalies of density in a flowing liquid, we shall

(irst have to calculate 7^7/' according to equation (13^7). For this

purpose we first remarl< that the value given for "^^w by this

equation is only a consequence of the movement of (he gas relative

to the centre of force. When we put // = constant, and if we then

make the centre of force participate in the movement, it would of

course come to the same thing as if eveiything was at rest. We
shall, therefore, always have to take this relative velocity for u in

equation (13rt). The value of 7 ^?(; in a volume element ^/o; (/// r/2 ^ c/to

can now be calculated as the sum of contributions fiii-nished by

forces exerted by the substance in the different surrounding volume

elements. When we call one of these surrounding elements

dx' dij' dz' = dio' and the density in it n' , then the n'dio' mole-

cules in it can be conceived as a centre of force. When we put

again u = az, the velocity of the substance in d<x> relative this

centre will amount to a (~

—

2'). Let us further represent the potential

energy of* two molecules at a mutual distance /• by (f'{r), the

contribution to \j*iü in doi which is owing to the substance in </<'/

is then

:

y 3jr n
,
dcf(r') x—x'-—,a(z — z')ndvii' -^- ;

—

a.nl kl Or r

in which /' represents the distance of the spacial elements dw and

duj'. When we turn the axes 45° round the y-axis, and when we
call the new axes ^, 1], $, we find for the total value of v* '" •

V7^w z= — — I n dio . . . (10)^
al kTJ dr' 2r' ^

'

This equation gives the distribution of the imaginary agent in

space. We find from it for the value of w^ in a volume element
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l/i (ll,^ (/*, = (loj^, when we rejueseiit the distance of an element

(/(I) to tio)^ by /", :

yd^ a rr ,d<f{i--é"-{^-^r 1

•7-jj ^ ö7td kl'.I.J di' 2?'' 7\

dvidvi . (17)

If /i' were constant, we .should of course lind 7'/'" = o and //• := o.

if, however, in a detinite region //' is greater than in the snrronnd-

ing volnnie elements, then in a line parallel to the ^-axis and passing

throngh the centre of (his legion 7-//; will be negative, and in a

line parallel lo Ihe C-axis positive. The imaginary agent and w; have

then opposite signs, so that here also the condensed gronp will be

elongated in a dii'iction forming an angle of 45° with the original axes.

§ H. The ((p/)/ic(ttioii of the virial relation. In order to calcnlate

the stress tensor from the valne fonnd for /r,, we shall make use

of the virial equation. We shall, however, have to demonstrate

befoi-ehand Ihe applicability of this ecpiation for the case under

consideration. Let us for this purpose consider a definite volume in

the space in which Ihe flowing gas is found. We shall assign to

it the shape of a rectangidar parallelepiped and choose the coordinate

axes parallel to the sides. As we think ihe state stationaty. the

expression ^ m x x, in which the summation extends o\ er all the

molecules in the volume will be constant. The fact that through the

boundary planes molecules enter and leave the (considered space,

does not affect this. We conclude from this that:

/ /' . •

- (^ rn X x) = <d — :E m ^ f 2 .r A' -f O in (x^—x,) I x' t' (x) dx . (1 8)
dt

, J '

•

In this A' is the .t-component of the force acting on a molecule,

,/', and ,/j are the abscissae of the boundary planes of the parallel-

epiped normal to the .r-axis, and is the area of these planes,

/'{x) il-r denotes the number of molecules per ccm*., of which the

,/-component of the velocity lies between x and x -\- dx. The latter

term refers lo the change in the value of 2mxx, which results

from Ihe molecules entering and leaving through the planes x^ = c

and .1', = r. The molecules entering and leaving through other

boundary planes will yield on an average a contribution zero to

d
- i' )n X X. Let us put

:

dt
'
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ill whic'li It repieseiits the velocity of (Min-eul and ,/,/, llie velocity

of the heat motion, and lei us take into consideration that

ƒ

2 2m n xtii = 0.

and

V „i „» 4- m (a-,— .1-,) //' Ifix) <lr = ().

Equation (18) then assumes the following forni

:

2 m x*ih -\- 2 X K-\- {x^—x^) in j .v*th /(a') dx =:

Let us further split up X into A, and A\, in which A, refers to

the mutual forces of the molecules in the considered volume and

A, to the forces exerted by bodies lying outside the volume on the

molecules contained in it. We shall only have to take forces A,

into account that act in the planes ;Ci = r and .r, = c ; the others

will be zero on an average. We shall further be allowed to put :

{2X,)^^~^mO fxth\f{x)d:v=p,,.0 .... (19)

in which (SA,).t, represents the sum of all tiie forces A', that act

in the plane ,i\ = c, and p^cx an element of the stress tensor in the

well-known way. The lefthand member of (19), jiamely, indicates

the total change of momentum which is caused by the substance on

the lefthand side of the plane x^ =z c in that on the righthand side

both in consequence of transport by the molecules in their heat

motion and in consequence of forces. As 0{.v,— r,) = T^we find:

p^ig V= 2 m x' |- 2 X X,

or

.;>xx=y-:s'.^^x, (20)

when the sign .2" in the last equation represents a summation o\ er

all the molecules in a c.c.m.

^ 7. The stress tensor in a fiowing liquid. When we now calcu-

late p^i according to equation (20), we find:

RT rrb<f (s^-§,r . , ,,,..
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il) which '/cL>, aiul </co, are two elements of space the distance of

which is expressed I)}- i\^, and in which the density of the niole-

cnles amounts respectively to ;i, and n^. We now can pnt:

w, -rr ?« 4- A, + «',(7/ -I- A,)

", = « -h ^, f '",(w+ A,).

1m tliis // represents the mean density, L the deviation, as we

might expect it also without cni'rent, ?(;, ?i, 3= ui^ {n -f- \7,) representing

according- to § 4 the deviation from the mean density brought about

hv the current. Terms that would contain //•^ have been neglected.

In the product n^n.^ the term (?i -|- A,) (n -|- Aj will yield the same

value for all the coordinate directions. This term would also occur

when there was no current, and its ijilegral in e(|ualioM f21) will

a
produce the term of the hydrostatic pressure according to the

equation of state. Let us also remark that ?/A,=() and ??A,=rO,

iheu (2J) may he written as follows:

V-:i—P = —
1 1 ^ ^- *-! {w^n^L^ -\- ic^n^L, f n^u\n,w,)dir^duij (21a)

JJ or,, r,.

We shall neglect the third term. The \^^ and ilie 2'"' will he

equal on an average, hence we may lake twice the lirst. We shall

substitute in it the value for »;, that we have found in e(|ualion

(17), in which we may replace n' by A', because when A' is every-

where zero, also u\ becomes =r 0. Thus we find:

vd^ a rrrr \ ,,ö'/'(^-$'r-(;-5r

1 Or/. (.^-5j
(loi'dxo doi^dio^ (21^)

and iu the same way :

p^^-p--
-df k^dj.y'^^^^ ^ -^—kffjh

1 dr/)(?,-c,r

r, dr,, r,

doi'do) dio. dvj.

It will hardly be possible 10 calculate the value of these expres-

sions accurately. I shall confine myself to a rough estimation of the

order of magnitude, and demonstrate that />.-;

—

/> and P;r:-~p

assume equal but opposed values, which in virtue of the properties

of the stress tension had to be the case.
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If for two (lifferen( elements of space llie xaliies for L were

always 'mdepemJenl of each oilier, A^A' would be = 0, except when

we make the element dui coincide with c/w,. When we then mad^e

the value of (/to, approach zero, the righthand member of (21 A)

would become zero. The A's for different elements of s|)ace are,

however, not independent, but when A, is e.g. positive, the A's in

the adjacent elements will probably also be positive, so that the

product A, A'(/to, t/(o' will be positive on an average not only for

iUo = (/a»2, but also for a finite region round din^. In this region 1

shall assign to A' not only the same sign, but also the same value

as to Aj, and I shall assume that the size of the region is equal to the

sphere of attraction of a molecule ^). I shall furthei- assume that we
get a sufficient approximation for p^^ — p, when we assign the

value n to n^, and I shall write v for I ?Zj r/cti', in which we extend

the integration over the just-mentioned region, v then represents the

mean number of molecules in a sphere of attraction. At the critical

density I should then be inclined to ascribe to r a value between

5 and 25, though not much is to be said with certainty about this

value. In consequence of these assumptions (216) passes into.

V^av err örp(^-§,)»-(S-sj-^V^ènav err ^ör/)(i

,,,_,= - -^-jjj A, ^-

1 ^ip{%-%S-
dio dio^doj^ {2\f)

In order to find the sign of this expression, we transport the

origin to the point C, i;, ^^, and first determine the sign of

the quantity v ^ Q. Ihe bisexfrices of the angles
Or, r,

between the displaced ^ and ^-axes, divide the plane into four

quadrants; two of them contain the ^-axis, and two the ?-axis. In

the two quadrants that contain the §-axis, Q will be ^ 0, in the

others Q will be <[ 0. If we next inquire into the sign of

JQ dio = I, this sign will depend on the situation of the point

If this point lies in the quadrants where ^^^0, / will also be

') Not improbably it is greater; but as the elements d'jj' and cZwo, the mutual

distance of which is much greater, do not appreciably contribute to the value of

the lighthand member of (21^), the restriction to this value may be justified.
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>.() and \ice versa. Let iis now tlnallv form (/ r —^ </to,,

and let us first integrate along a circle r,, i= constant ; then the

|K)siiive values of / will lie multiplied by greater values of (5,— 5,)'

than the negati\e values, M) that the positive sign results. If we

had calcnlated />:: — />, we had multiplied bv (C,— ?,)*, so that then

negative values of / had been multiplied by a greater factor, and

I he negative sign would have resulted.

In order to arrive at Uist at an estimation of the oi-der of mag-

nitude of (p;i — /)), we observe that:

'do; a~ )• dx ihi dz — ~ (22)
Or A

'

J
in which a represents the known quantity a of the equation of state

and .\' the number of molecules per molecular quantity.

1

We further assume that in the factor the radius of the sphere
'\

of attraction of the molecules o mav be wi-itten foi- /•,, and that

.... (5-i,)*-(C-CJ^ (1,-5,)'
the influence ot the factors and -- wdl con-

'1 '11

sist in this that the values which would be obtained by an omission

of these factors, are multi|)lied by a moderate vabie /(. smaller

than 1

.

Thus we liud, when we also take into account thai .V^-7'= RT:

«I/3.T (a)' 1

ƒ(-.- — 1) =: — ril L.
'^^ '

id HT '

.V' o
(21./)

If we had calcnlated j), we shoidd also have found a term with

L' in the virial of the atti'active forces. If we call it //'. then:

a
/' -= i ^' Y

so that:

n>e — V avSTT a 1 , ,.

p' 3«//?7' ' .V o

As our purpose was oidy a rough estimation, we have taken in

this:

a = I and rii = 1

a = 3.10^

/r=10-"

= 5.10-«

.V=r6.10"
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Physics. — ''On the use of the aud'ion in iv'ireles.'^ teldi^r(iph)/\ By

I). CosTKR. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lohkntz).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29 1919).

In the recent successes in wireless telegraplij the three-electrode-

i-elais or audion has played the most important part. Tiie audion

consists of a vacuum tube, in wliich are fused three electrodes: a

hot vvire-katiiode /, a usually tiat anode <i and a third auxiliary

electrode h, placed between ihe other two and consisting- of a few

parallel and mutually connected metal wires, which is therefore

called the grid. The properties of the audion ai-e determined by the

audion-characteristics, which gi\e the i-elation of the currents /V( and

//, on the one side and the potentials e and /• on the other. (See

fig. J). The current //, is usually veiy small compared to /„ and it

mav be neglected in many cases. A simple scheme for the detei-mi-

nation of the characteristics is given by fig. J, where for the sake

of simplicitv the measuring instruments are not indicated, Kig. 2

gives /„ as a function of' e. for different values of r. The different

characteristics may be deduced from one au(»ther by parallel tran.s-

latiou. Fig. 3 gives /„ as a function of v, while e is a constant.

Fig. 1
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These characteristics are similar to lliose of fig. 2 ; as a rule however

they are steeper. Figs. 2 and

3 give I he essential features

of the audion-characteristics

;

(he different forms of andions

show more or less important

deviations.

Though the character of the

gas and the degree of its

rarefaction aie very important

in the determination of the

individual |)roperties of the

J, and ion, they are problablj

not of essential signification.

At any late Langmuir ^) has

-B -b -^ -Z

Fig. 3.

succeeded in constructing a normally functioning three-electrode-

relais, which he calls pliotron, from which every trace of gas seems

to have been removed. In the following discussion we may therefore

assume that the electric conduction in the audion is exclusively

performed by the thermoions.

For the number ]Sf of electrons, which in the unit of time enter

the vacuum from the hot wnre, Richardson found the well-known

formula

:

N= aT^ (1)

here 7' is the absolute temperature of- the hot wire, a and h are

constants, A is a quantity which differs but little from unity. The

emei'ging electrons may be caught on an anode opposite the kathode

;

N is then determined by a current-measurement. When 7^is constant,

the current increases at first with increasing potential-difference. It

is only the maximum current, "the saturation current", which in

its dependence on the temperature follows Richardson's formula.

To explain this initial increase of the curreni with the impressed

voltage Langmuik ') gave his theory of the space-charge. The elec-

trons in the field between the kathode and the anode diminish the

potential-gradient in the neighbourhood of the kathode. When this

') Langmuir: General Electr. Rev. (1915) p. 327.

See also Hund : Jahrb. f. Drahtl. Tel. (1916) 10 p. 521.

2) Phys. Rev. (1918i p. 457.

B4*
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gradient i.s zero part of the eiiieigcd elei'lioii.s nia> fall hack on

the katliorh;. This theory led Langmiih Io the fonnnla'):

1= rV^ . . (2)

Here / is the current as long as it remains below the satnration

ciiiient, r is the iujpressed voltage, (/ js a constant which depends

on the form and the distance of the electiodes. In the neighhonr-

hood of saturation, i approaches a constant value.

This relation between the thernioionic current and ihe impressed

voltage will be foun<i in the characteristics of fig. 2 and 3. A com-

plication is here caused by the presence of the third electrode, the

grid, about which we may make the following observations. As a

ride the audion is used with tensions of sucii values that we

should have a saturation-current, if no grid were used. It is the

function of the grid to retard more or less the electrons emitted

bv the kathode. The potential of the grid is theiefore always

chosen lower than the potential which we should have at that

place, if the grid were removed. Tsiudly the grid-potential is not

much different from the average kathode-potential, in many cases

it is even a little hnver. Of the electrons, which I'each the? plane

wliich we can draw through the grid, by far the greater part will

e.seape between the grid-wires to the anode and but few will strike

the grid. The usually small surface of the wires also contributes to

this eftecl. Thus the grid current //, (see tig. 1) is in normal woi'king

t'onditions small as com[)ared to the anode-current /„. The latter not

only depends on the anode-potential e, but also on the grid-potential

r. We cannot go far wrong in taking as "driving force" of i„ the

mean potential in the plane of the grid. Denoting by ^ this mean

potential, fp is, as long as the anode-current has not yet reached

its maximum, a linear function of f' and /'

(f= ((e 4- t^v . . . . . . , . . (3)

At first therefore we get for the anode-current the following

relation :

,,.^C{u.^^rf. ....... (4)

An analogous empirical forniida is given by LAN(i.MUiK 'j for his

piiotron.

In wii'eless telegraphy the audion is used as rectifier and as

') An analogous formula had been given before by Child for the transport of

pos. ions. See Phys. Rev. (1911) p. 492.

1) See HuNn: Jahrbucli f. Dr. Tel. (1916) 10 p. 521.
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amplitiei'. Following the charactei-islics of lig. 3 we can easily check

these functions. When the instantaneons coiidition of the audion is

given b}- the |)oint B on one of the characteristics, we see that

small fluctuations of the grid-potential involve relatixely large altera-

tions of the anode-current. Owing to the linearity of the characteri-

stics in the neighbourhood of B, these current-fluctuations are

proportional to ihe variations of the giid-potential. Here it is of

great importance, that the grid itself receives but little current "it

reacts upon tensions" ; \ ery snuxU energies arc therefore suflicient to

cause the alterations of the grid-[>otentiaI. At the points A and C
the audion acts at the same time as rectifier: to ecpial potential-

variations in positive and negative sense correspond different current-

variations.

Of late years it has been found that the audion can perform yet

a third function. By a suitable arrangement we can form an

unstable system, which gives rise to alternating currents of definite

frequency, as in the so-called musical arc. Furthermore it has been

found that the unstable connections increase to a high degree the

amplifying action, so-called "back-coupling". For a good insight into

the use of the audion in wiieless telegraphy it is of importance to

understand its generative action.

The question of the instability

\t\/\\j 1

—

T^~Z^ *^^ electrodynamical systems mecha-

T %v ^*n^^ i 3 nically at i-est has been studied

£*
'S i ^72 among others by Simon and hisil j

—j-C pupils^). These investigatoi's have suc-

1—

1

1 ceeded in establishing some general

^\- -i- rules which ai-e easily obtained by

the aid of a simple diagram (see fig. 4).

£ is a constant electromotive force, II' is a resistance which is

so large, that compared with it the variable resistance of the arc B
is negligible, L is a sel (induction, whose resistance is R, (J is a

capacity. Owing to the assumption with regard to W, the current

i, may be considered as a constant. We assume that the arc-tension

is only a function of the arc-cuirent ?'„ -\- i, which is lineai- for

small values of /. For this problem we therefore an-ive at linear

diff'erential equations, whose general solution consists in a "continuous-

current-solution" a)id an "alternating-cui-rent-solution", which may
be considered independently of each other. Thus the tensicm e may

1) Phys. Zeitschr. (1902) HI p. 282.

(1903) IV p. 366 and p. 737.

See also Jahrb. f. Dr. Tel. (1918) 1 p. 16.
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be represented bv a constant tension e^ augmented by an alternating-

tension' ^1 ; for the current tlie division into i^ and / lias already

been made.

For the oscillation-circuit, consisting of arc. seltindiiction and

capacity we have

.

di. ri.dt
e + Ri, + ^ i +

j c "" ^'
• • • • • ^^^

giving by diffei'entiation :

d^i, f de \ di. i,

'W \ dij dt C ^
'

Hence it follows that continual alternating currents can only

exist, if:

de

TT - - ^ (7)

It is thus necessary that an increase in the current involves a

decrease of tension and inversely, in other words: the condition for

the generation of alternating currenis is a falling arc-characteristic.

For the alterjiating curr-ent the arc behaves as a "negative resistance"

hence the quantity — e may be considered as the electromotive

force for the alternating current.

Applying this to the audion. we see from the characteristics of

tig. 2, that foi' a coiL^ttint gridpotential, it has a /v'^/??^^ characteristic,

hence it is stable. Only by coupling the grid to the oscillatioi-

circuit it is |)Ossible to make the system unstable.

The anode current i ') is a function of the anode-potential e and

the grid-potential v

;

i =f{e,v) ......... (8)

If here also we assume a liueai- relation between current and

tensions, the general solution of the differential equations for this

system consists of the sum of a "continuous-current-solution" /„, e„, v,

and an "alternating-current-solution" /j, e',, r,. Here again the qnantity

— «, is to be considered as the electromotive force for the alter-

nating current.

From (8) it follows that

^\= ^^i +^r, (9)
Oe ov

rutting ^ = and — =: /., this becomes:
oe r dt'

') For the sake of convenience we henceforth leave out the index a.
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-e,-).v,-ri,. ....... (10)

Krom (10) we see in coiinectioii with the above discussion tiiat,

if we are at tlie proper point of the characteristic (e.g. B iji fig. 3)

and the grid is subjected to potential-fhictuations r,, we may consider

the audion as an alternating cnrrent-generator with an electromotive

force Az^i and an internal resistance r. Tlie potential-liuctnations of

the grid may l»e caused by an external electromotive force. But the}-

may also be produced by coupling the grid in a proper numner to

the anode-circuit, by which an oscillation when once arising, main-

tains i<self. Both methods find manifold application in wireless

telegraphy. The second method will be especially discussed here, in

doing so we shall make use of the method of '"complex resistances",

wliich is customary in allernating-current-theory ; the following-

remarks on this method may be useful.

We suppose an arbitrary electric system, consisting of self-induc-

tions, capacities and resistances, in which somewhere an electromo-

tive force E cos pt is applied. The currents which arise in the

system, satisfy a set of linear differential equations') of the form:

di'ii ri/i dt y
(It J Ch \ E COS pt

where the summation is to be extended over all the currents

occurring in any closed circuit which can be described in the

system. The solution of (11) consists of the general solution of a

set of homogeneous linear ecpiations, which are obtained from (11)

by putting li co.'i /d= 0, and a particular solution. The first part of

the solution gives the (damped) free vibrations of the system ; the

second part the foired vibration. To discover the particular solution

use can be made of the complex notation by ()utting E eJi'^ for

Ecospt, where j=l —1; and by trying for //, a. solution of the

form Ahe.'h'^; Ai, is complex and gives not only the amplitude but

also the phase-shift of //,.

Instead of (11) we thus obtain a set of linear algebraic equations

of the form :

:s|ft.-f,/(pL.-l)j^„ = <(^. . . . (12)

Equations (12) are analogous to Kirchhoff's equations for a direct-

current-system, oidy in the present case complex resistances occur

of the form Zh = Hi, -\-
j \

nLj,—— ). Therefore the same rules may
V pCiJ

1) At the same time they satisfy algebraic equatioui of the form ^ij. = 0:

^Rr^ikVU ", ^ y~ =^<^ ,, _. . . . (11)



be applied as in (liiect-ciirieiit-prolilenis. Foi' iiislaiice two parallel

resistances z, and z^ mav be replaced b_v one single resistance ^-——^ •

z, [ z.

If there are also inu(nal inductions M, in the system, tlie left-hand

part of (J 2; is to be coni|)leted by terms of the form Ji),\I,A,. In

that case the method of complex resistances is still applicable though

the analogy with direct-curi-eut-problenis now does not hold entirely.

We shall now apply the methoil to the audion. By a system of

self-inductions, capacities and resistances the anode is connected with

the kathode; the grid is coupled witli this circuit either by a direct

contact, or by means of one or more mutual inductions. Further

there are two batteries in the system, which provide for the mean

lensions e and r being such that we aie operating at the proper

point of the chaiacteristics (e.g. I> in tig. 3). For alternating currents

the batteries behave as ordinary resistances. Since we ai-e only

concerned with the alternating currents and tensions we shall lience-

fortli for the sake of convenience omit the indices to these (piantities.

(See e.g. (lOj).

Hence we obtain for the audion a same set of equations as (11).

hjcospt now having the value /r, where r is the alternating part

of the grid-potential. These can again be reduced to a set of equations

(12). The grid-potential, however, in its turn is a function of the

currents in the anode-circuit. Hence (12) is to be completed by one

equation of the form :

E — X ^ B, A, . . . . . . . . (13)

where the /:i,.'s in general are comj)lex ([uantities.

If for a given connection we can find a set of ^'s which satisfy

(12) and (13) for a real value of />, this connection has a generative

action. Many of such connections have been published in almost

confusing abundance. A summary is for instance given by Arm-

strong ') and by Eccles *).

From the above we may deduce the following general rules for

the generative audion-connections

:

.4. If a connection is found, which gives alternating currents of

a definite frequency, we can deduce from it others, which give

currents of the same frequency by replacing the "alternating resis-

tances" by others which are eqinvalent for this frequency. In this

') See Jahrb. I'. Dr. Tel. (1918) 12, p. 241.

') Eleclrician July 1916. p. 573, Aug. 1916, p. 595.

See also: Yearbook of Wireless Tel. (1917) p. 674.
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mamier two parallel alternating resistances /^ and Z^ may l)e

replaced by a single one ot the value —

,

Z, -4- z,

H. We can also find other connections by i-eplacing all tlie alter-

nating resistances by their conjugate complex values. Indeed in this

case there is a set of ^'s conjugate complex to the former ^'s which

also satisfy (12) and (13) for a real value of p. In the case that

there are no mutual inductions in the circuit, this can be obtaine<l

by replacing every self-induction />/, by a capacity 6''/. and inversely,

such that Lk C'h = L'], Cj, = p^ If mutual inductiotis also occur this

simple substitution is no longer applicable ^). Besides in this case

the mutual induction must change its sign. This may be arrived at

by changing the terminals on the primary or the secondary side.

On the ground of the above genei-al rules we may draw the

following conclusions with regard to the generative connections:

There are two types of connections:

I. Those with direct coupling. Here the grid is immediately con-

nected to a point of the oscillation-circuit.

II. Those with indirect coupling. Here the grid is coupled by

means of one or more mutual inductions with the anode-circuit.

I. Direct coupling.

The general type of these connections, to which they can all be

reduced according to rule A, is given by tig. 5. z^ = z\ -\- z" and

z^') are alternating-current-resistances; r and -?. have the same signi-

fication as in (10).

The relations (12) and (13) change into:

^1 -I- z-

I r^ /r . (14)

. (15)
z^ + *,

By combination of (14) and (15) we get

tt

z, z.
r ^'

^1 -f- ^. ^1 ^ *a

(16)

Fig. 5.

') (Note lo the English translation). Prof. Elias lias kindly pointed out to nie,

that in this case a wholly symmetrical substitution is obtained by changing the

mutual induction into a "mutual capacity" (two condensers telescoped into each

other).

2) In the fig. denoted by gothic letters.
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Bv yiil)sti(iitiiig- z^ = j\ -\- Ji/^ elc, where J - l/— 1 and putting'

tlie real and tlie imaginary |)arts of (16) separately equal to zero^

we obtain :

.r, |../ + (1 f/)^\"| ^.-r(.c, f .r,)-.v,|^/ + (l + /) y,"
|
= (17)

y, I
-r/ f (1 -f /) .V,"

j
4- r (j/, + t/,) -f -t',

\
.'// f ( 1 4" '^) .v/' I

=- (18)

The v's and possibly also the x's contain the frequency /i. By

eliminating /> from (17) and (18), we obtain a relation for the con-

stants of (he circuit

:

x]^ {r, R,L,(.\ . . .) = (19)

which must be satisfied, in order that permanent allernating currents

may exist. Besides either of the eqiuitions (17) and {lb) can be employed

for the determination of the frequency. (19) gives a necesmnj condi-

tion ; it is also siif/icient, if (17) or (18) contains one real root.

If /> has a real value, d\, .i.^ etc. are essentially positive as having

the character of ohmic resistances; r and A are positive audion-

constants; //i,//, ... are either positive (of the nature of a self-induc-

tion) or negative (capacity). From (17) and (18) it is obvious, that

connection 1 can oidy be made in two essentially different manners.

From (17) it may be concluded, that y, and i/\ -|- (1 -\- ?.) t/\ must

have the same sign, from (18) il follows, that ?/,=ƒ/',-(-//", and//,

must be of a different sign.

First manner:

tj^ and y'\ positive; //i'
negative, whereas

.v," + .v.<-.v/<(i ' ^).v/' im

This connection in its simplest form is given by fig. 6. Now (20)

assumes the form :

hence it follows that

Instead of (17) and (18) we obtain:

p L, R, (1 I /.) + r
I
p {L, t L,) - i

j
+ « i - -^ + (1 I /)pL,

[
.-.

whence by elimination of /> the rather complicated condition for

oscillation can' be deduced.
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Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Second uiannei.

This can be obtained from the former by the substitution H, //,

and y", are here negative and //,' positive, whereas

-0/, " + //,)< .'/,'<-(! ^- >)///'

Fig. 7 gives the simplest form. The relations (17) and (18) lieie

give respectively'

:

1 -f A

^ L, C, I . /?, C, C, ^ ^

1/1 1 R
P =77.- + ^ + (22)

Connections, which belong to the type of fig. 7, are frequently

applied. They have been dealt with theoretically by Vallauri ^).

Connections of the type of fig. 6 also occasionally find an application ^).

II. Indirect coupling.

The simplest case to deal with is that, where the grid-circuit is

currentless. The reduced type of this connection is given by fig. 8. Here

Fig. 9.

J) See Jahrb. f. Dr. Tel. (1918) 12 p. 881.

') See e.g. Armstrong I.e., fig. 13. The capacity, which we have called C'l in

fig. (), is absent liere. The anode and the grid, however, which are sealed in al

the same end of the audion, have sufficient capacity with respect to each other.
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/. V = [ r -]- ——~
I I

z=z — J p M /, =z — j p M

(23)

(24)
^1 r -^j

From [To) uiid (24) it follows that

XpM y, — r (.f, + .6',) f .c, .c, —
,y, y, .... (25)

-).p M.v^ = r Cv, 4- ./J + .r, y^ 4- ..•, .(/,.... (26)

These equations can only be satisfied in two manners, vvhicli by

substitution B can be deduced from each other:

First manner:
//,

pos., y, neg., M neg.

Second mannei-; //, neg..
//, pos., M pos.

'I'hey are given by fig. 9 and 10.

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

The connection of fig. 9 is also frequently made use of. It was

thoroughly discussed by Vat.laiiri ')• That of fig. 10 so far has

apparently not been used.

If the indirect coupling is applied and there is also a current in

the grid-circuit, the arbitrariness is so great, that it seems rather

difficidt to establish any general rules, except the substitution-rules

A and /i. Still for every special case the above calculation leads

directly to the result and gives a better survey than the solution

of a set of simultaneous differential equations. A simple instance of

these connections is given by fig. J 1 ; they occur very often.

The same connections, which will make the audion generate,

are also exceedingly suitable for giving a good amplifying action.

Wlietlier an audion acts as a generator, depends in the end on the

roots of an algebraic equation of the //,'•' degree:

o. p" + a, p" -'.... + a„ = 0. . . . . . (27)

This equation has been obtained from a homogeneous linear

diffei-entia! oqiuition of the /i^'' order:

d'lw (J»—^.v

dt" dtr^--^
-+.... + a„ z= 0, (28)

'} See I.e.
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by trying- n isolnlioii of liio forni ,r = J^/'' . Here the <r's are fiiiu'tions

of the alternating current-resistances ; .r indicates a ciineiii or a tension.

If at least one root p ^= p„ is a pure imaginary quantity, free nn-

(laniped vibrations can occnr. Where the audion is aj)plied in a receiving-

station for wireless telegraphy, the grid-potential is subjected to a

forced vibration on account of the coupling with the antenna. Instead

of (28) we now obtain an equation with a right-hand side of the

following form, in complex notation'):

d»x d' I

f a' hu'i't. (29)

where // is a pure imaginary quantity.

The particidar solution, which gives the forced vibrutioii is found

by putting ,v=zA'ei''^. To determine the amplitude A' , we have:

(«o p„ f . . . . a„

If })' is equal to an (imaginary) root />, of (27), we can make
the denominator of the right-hand side of (31) as small as we like,

by making the constant a' but little different from a^ etc. in (27).

A limit is only given by the condition, that the natui'al vibrations

determined by :

«>'" f ....«'„ = (31)

have to be sutïiciently damped; therefore it is necessary that the

roots of (32) have a sufficiently large real part. Hence by a coupling

as that of fig. 12 the object is attained of the system having' but

little friction for the forced vibration.

The audion is exceedingly well

. -, adapted to receive undamped waves.

1 c>i According to the heterodyne-principle

local oscillations are then excited in

the receiving station, which give rise

to beats of audible frequency which

can be detected in the ordinary mannei-

.

,
by rectifier and telephone. The audion

y\ f is then tuned in such a way, that the

natural frequency differs but slightly

from that of the forced vibration. It is

then obvious that the svstem for this

ié0

Fig. 12.

vibration has but little "friction

1) We reserve the o's without accents for the special <ase, that these quantities

are chosen in such a manner that (27) has one root, which is a pure imaginary

quantity.
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In the foregoing considerations we have assumed that a linear

relation holds between current and tension. From the fig. 2 and 3,

however, it appears that this it only true for a limited part of the

characteristics. The current-amplitude cannot rise above a definite

value. It follows that actually we have not to ask for the pure

imaginary roots of (27), but for the roots with a positive real part.

Hv an investigation as given above we only get to know the points,

where the real part of the roots p changes its sign, it appears to

nio that in most cases this will be sufïicient to discover tlic different

coupling-possibilities.

in an American patent of Nov. 1917 (N". 102, 503) tiie use of

the andion as generatoi- is (lescril>ed, wiiere especially the quadratic

terms in rhe current-tension relation seem to assume the most

important part, it is rather difficult to draw conclusions from patent-

descriptions and as far as 1 know a discussion of such a coupling

has thus fai' not been pid)lished.



Chemistry. — " L'rmsf' (Oid the radiation-theory of enzipNe action'\ II.

By Dr. H. P Barkndrecht. (Commnnioated by Prof. .1. H()f,sekk,n.)

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29, 1919).

Ill order to secure a more complete coiistaiicv ol" pf^ a more
extensive investigation, this time with 0,01 \\, of nrea, was carried

out some months later, when Ihe (echniqne of (he estimations was
more fully worked out and refined.

At least Iwo sei-ies, with different />//, were completed on the same
day, starting fi-om the same neutral phosphate extract of Soja-meal.

On another day one of them was repeated together with a third one

with a new />//. In this way the uncertainty as to the comparabi-

lity of the enzyme quantities, prepared on difïeient days, was
obviated.

P'or want of space these tables cannot be communicated here.

71C 1
The value of )n, now calculated with the formida loff -I-

0,434 1— V
^

i),0[y = mt, was constant in each table again, within the limits of

the unavoidable experimental errors.

In continuing these investigations at still highei- p^ a falling off

of the constant m was generally observed towards the end of the

reaction. This is, what might have been expected for different reasons.

From the well-known chart of the H-ion concentration data of

SöRBiNSRN it is clear, that the phosphate mixtures are oidy efïicient

buffers up to about p^ = 8.

It was for instance established by the present author, that, while

10 c.c. of a 9,6 V„ phosphate mixture, diluted with 2 c.c. of water,

produced an 8 7. l)hosphate mixture of /;h = 8,1J, dilution with

2 c.c. of NH, sV N (i.e. the amount of NHg formed by the hydrolysis

of 12 c.c. of 0,01 7o "J'^ft- solution) made pn=8,25.
At lower p„ this change in p^ is oidj about 0,01 or 0,02.

Evidently by the increase of alkalinity during the hydrolysis in

a solution of 0,01 "/„ ui-ea the in already diminishes a little in the

case of a large p^^.

iVloreover, as indicated above, the radiation theory itself predicts

a decrease of the activity of the enzyme as soon as the total con-

centration of urea -j- H-ion (or more accurately, as soon as ?/?
-f- ''^)

has become so small, that the radiation does not all reach a urea
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molecule or an H-ion before it has lost its power by spreading. In

the very dilute solutions of 0,01 7o 'i^'^a and of low H-ion concen-

tration this effect may certainly be expected, especially if a great

deal of the urea has been hydrolysed.

As will be explained further on, a decrease of m in these alkaline

solutions may also be brought about in the course of time by the

reversed action, the synthesis of urea.

TABLE 12.

Concentration

of urease. Pji
m, for unit of urease

concentration.

May 24th, 1918
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nc 1
In the experimental verification of tlie fornnula ha +^

0,434 1—y
ay = nit there is, howex er, besides a lowering of the H-ion concen-

tration, another way .to cliange the relation between the coefKicients

of log and of y.
• 1—y

If only p^ can be kept constant, we ma}' raise ft, the concen-

tration of the urea, considerably. The realisation of this method

will be communicated further on in this paper.

For the above mentioned reasons at high />// only the tirsl values

ot m have been used for tiie main present purpose : the determina-

tion of ))i at different H-ion concentration.

For the purpose of comparing the values of in obtained, they

are all reduced to the same enzyme concentration, the unit of which

is again arbitrarily Chosen as resulting when 1 g. of Soja is extract-

ed in 100 c.c. of water + 7.28 g. of Na.HPO, 2 aq + 2,32 g. of

KHjPO^ and 50 c.c. of filtrate of this is mixed with 100 c.c. of

water -)- 9,6 g. of phosphate.

m as a function of pu-

According to tiie mathematical formulation of the radiation theory,

X
—(L'=:ni dt, the constant ni is only dependent on the con-

.1' -|- nc

centration of urease present.

When equal concentrations of urease are compai'ed or the effect

has been reduced to equal concentrations, i. e. when the enzyme

concentration is kept constant as well as the temperature, ni will

be proportional to the activity of the same urease concentration.

From table J 2 it is clear, that the activity m changes with />/ƒ

in a peculiar manner.

In figure 3 the mean values of rn, in arbitrary units, are plotted

against the values of pj/ as abscissae. The strikingly regular curve,

thus obtained, allows a further mathematical treatment to elucidate

the nature of urease.

MiCHAKLis ^) had already shown, that enzyme activity, represented

as a function of />// gives in many cases a curve somewhat similar

to that of the undissociated part of an amphoteric electrolyte. The

vagueness and irregularity of the curves of Michaktjs and of those

of SöRKNSEN for invertase excluded, however, all further comparison

and analysis.

ij Die VVasserstoffionen-Konzentration. Verlag von Juliu« S^RiNfiKR, 1014.

85

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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Fig. 3.
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It is t(t be lemeinbered, that the activity ///, as calculated according

to the radiation theory, is quite different from what had hitherto

been empirically' determined as activity.

This is immediately clear from the formula

nc I

0,434 ^^1^ + «y

The observed effect // in a ^iven time / is evidently by no means

proportional to m.

The above mentioned regularity in iii and the lesults, connected

with it, which will be recorded further on, therefore addnce con-

siderable experimental evidence for the radiation theory.
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Tn the work of Michaelts attention is drawn to the fact, that a

representation of the imdissooiated part of an amphoteric eleclrol^'te

as a function of the //-ion concentration, taking as abscissae the

values of pH, instead of those of the //-ion concentration itself,

presents the advantage of prociucing curves of far nioie characteristic

type.

His "rest-curves" are derived as foUows:

Calling {A) tlie total concentration of the amphoteric electrolyte,

f.4+) that of the kation, {A ) thai of the anion, the concentration

of the undissociated rest {x) is:

According (o the law of mass action we have in the solution the

two equations of equilibi'ium :

{A-^){OH) -=h{x)

{A ){H) =ka{x).

Therefore

from which

(,,.) = (A)— (x)—^ (^) —^.

{H) {OH)

{x)

The undissociated fraction o^— becomes
{A)

1

^ {H) {ÖH)

For (he -«ake of comparison the curves, drawn by Michaki-is for

different values of the dissociation-constants /„ and //,, are reproduced

in Figure 4.

The resemblance of our diagram of ui-ease activity in to these

curves is obvious.

It is to be borne in mind, however, that the relative dimensions

of pij and () are, of course, arbitrary in these figures.

Evidently, at least with decreasing /;//, where the experiments

could be pushed farther than on the other side, in tends not to zero,

but to a value of about 18.

The interpretation of these i-esults is therefore as follows:

Urease is an amphoteric electrolyte, whose activity is greatest

when undissociated. When the asymptote, to which ni ap[)roaches,

85*
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is diawii as a new axis of abscissae, the ciiive represents the excess

of aoiivitv of inidissocialed over dissociated urease.

/^ IS 1^ II IX II

Thus

/c

Fig. 4.

^32

ti= a

^ {H) ^ (OH)

The constant a, expressing- the proportionality between the activitj

as determined (in arbitrary nnits) and the undissociated fi-action, had

to he calculated from the experiments as well as the constants k„

and kb-

The term ^?, which appears to i>e about 18 from a provisional

survev of the curve, had, in point of fact, also to be determined

n)ore accurately in the same way.

These calculations requii-ed the knowledge of the hydroxyl-ion

concentration (OH) as well as of the hydiogen-ion concentration (//).

In w^ater or dilute solutions this value is in)mediately given by

the dissociation-equation of water:

(H) (UH) = k,r

Since an 87o phosphate solution, however, is not to be regarded

as a dilute solution, special determinations of the hydroxjl-ion

concentration were indispensable.

The experiments, by which these were carried out, are described

in the last pait of this paper.

The simplest method of calculation appeared to be giving- provi-
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siüiiallv il (letinite value tü 3, tbr instance 18. Bj then cuiubiniiijj; the

equations, say for />//=r7.52 and for ƒ>//=: 7, a was eliminated

directly. The same process, applied to the inpiations for />/y=6.40

and for i)jj=H.03, atforded a second equation, in which only k„

and k/, were unknown. Fioin these two equations k„ and kf, were

calculated.

In table 13 are summarised the values found for />// and pan,

the concentration of the //-ions and (>//-ions (multiplied by 10**)

determined and those calculated on the basis of three different

values of ,1

TABLE 13.

Ph

5.84

6.13

6.40

6.67

7.0

7.21

7.52

7.64

7.80

8.03

8.13

8.65

Po•/ƒ
188 (0/y)

105 m
determi-

ned

7.94

7.65

7.38

7.11

6.78

6.57

6.26

6.14

5.98

5.75

5.65

5.13

144.5

74.13

39.81

21.38

10. -

6.17

3.02

2.29

1.59

0.93

0.74

0.22

1.15

2.24

4.17

7.76

16.6

26.92

54.95

72.44

104.7

177.8

223.9

724.4

20.5

22.1

26.7

35.4

51.3

67.-

75.2

70.3

62.3

47.3

41.7

24.4 •

105m calculated for:

9 = 18 3= 17.9
:

;?= 19

20.6

23.—

27.2

35.—

51.3

64.8

75.2

72.4

64.-

49.—

43.4

26.—

20.5

22.9

27.1

34.7

51.3

64.9

75.2

72.2

63.6

48.7

43.1

25.9

21.6

24.-

28.2

35.7

51.3

64.—

75.2

73.7

66.9

53.-

47.3

28.-

Taking li to be 18 or 17.9, the ditïerences of m determined and

ill, calculated are not larger than, according to table 12, the ditïerent

values of iii at the same pn determined on different days: hence

not larger than the uncertainty, left in their experimental estimation.

For /?=:19 the deviations are distinctly larger.

For (S^ll.S the calculation from the above four values of in

produced a negative kn- Hence the minimum value of ii would be

about 17.9.

The results of these calculations, as regards k„. kf, and (( are

summarised as follows:
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TABLE 14.

17.9
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Tlie action of urease on a solution of urea soon pioduces so con-

siderable a lowering of the H-ion concentration, that the course of

the hydrolysis is seiiously ciiecked. To regard (he accelerating- effect

of a stream of CO,, passed throngh this solution, as u pi-oof of the

specially favourable influence of CO., is an unnecessary assumption,

as long as full account is not taken of the power, CO, has to

compensate the depression of the H-ion concentration. This was not

done by previous authors.

It was, however, knowji, that nature often makes use ofbicarbo-

nates and carbonic acid as well as of phosphate mixtures as buffers

to maintain the necessary constancy of the true reaction in the

living cell. The buffer action of bicarbonates in blood is a case in

point, which has attracted much attention of late.

Before reaching the point of view, that the urease radiation is

only absorbed by the substrate urea and the H-ious, the author

assumed, that the products of the enzyme-action — here ammonia
and carbonic acid — also absorbed the radiation to some extent and

in this way interfered with the rate of hydrolysis.

At the same time it was taken into consideration, that by passing

a continuous and abundant stream of CO, through a urease solution

containing much ammonium-carbonate and not too large an amount

of urea, the H-ion concentration might easily be ujaintained constant;

for generally the true reaction of a solution of a bicarbonate, saturated

with carbonic acid, is not changed by some variation in its con-

centration.

It was therefore that in 1915 and 1916 a considerable amount

of experimental work was carried out with ammonium-carbonate

and carbonic acid as buffer-mixture, a short account of which will

now be recorded and explained by the theory afterwards developed.

The ammonium-carbonate eniployed was Kahlbaum's Ammonium-
carbonat, "zur Analyse mit Garantie-Schein".

By dissolving ammonium carbonate in water, as Fenton ^) has

shown, an equilibrium of ammonium-carbonate and ammonium-
carbamate is oütained. Fenton's method of estimating both these

compounds and urea in one solution by the use of sodiumhypo-

chlorite and sodiundiypobromite was tried by the present author

with a view to establish what was the original product of the

hydrolysis of urea by urease.

The velocity with which both animonium-cai'bonate and ammonium
carbamate tend to equilibiium, is, however, too great. These efforts

1) Proc. Roy. Soc. 1886. 39. 386.
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were sloj)pe(l the sooner us tlie (iiiestion of what is llie oiigiiial

product of change is not of much iinporfance in these experiments.

The change of carbamate lo carbonate is generally quicker than the

enzyme action and the carbonic acid converts all carbamate as well

as carbonate into bicarbonate.

The powdered ammonium carbonate had practically the composi-

tion NHjHCOj. A solution of ammonium carbonate (= 2 '/o I'l'ea)

will therefore mean in this paper a concentration of about 2 > 2,63 '/o

ammonium carbonate.

The required amount of Soja-meal was digested at 27° with a

solution of ainmonium carbonate, thi-ough which a stream of carbo-

nic acid was maintained dnring about one hour. After mixing with

some kiezelgur a clear filtrate was very easily obtained, only slightly

opalescent, if large (piantities of Soja-meal had been used.

It is obvious, that the electrometric estimation of pn is impossible

in a solution of ammonium carbonate, which is to be ke])t saturated

with carbonic acid. The much less accurate colorimetric method

had therefore to be applied here. By using Tropaeolin 00 in order

to give the Sörknsen phosphate solutions as nearly as possible the same

colour as the ammonium carbonate extract of Soja-meal and kiezel-

gur and with rosolic acid as indicator, the pu of an ammonium
carbonate solution (=^2* „ urea) with J ,8fi g. of Soja pei- JOO c.c,

through which carbonic acid had been passed at 27°, could be

estimated to be about 7,0. By adding ammonium carbonate (= 0,5 "
„

nrea) and passing carbonic acid again no distinct shifting of the /;//

was observed.

As will be seen, no great accuracy is required in these experi-

ments, where — is so much larger than above in the phos-
nc

;

0,4341

phate mixtures, that the curves all approach to straight lines.

As types of the numerous experiments only the following will

be recorded here.

In a i'ound bottomed flask of ^ Litre, placed in a waterbath of

27°, 15,125 g. of ammonium carbonate, dissolved to 250 c.c, and

6 g. of Soja-meal were introduced. A few drops of octylalcohol

were added to prevent foaming.

The carbonic acid from a steel cylinder was first passed through

a narrow copper tube of about J 50 cm. length, placed in the bath

and then through two wash-bottles, filled with water, also in the

bath of 27°. The stream of carbonic acid, in this way brought to

the required temperature and saturated with watervapour, was passed
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througli the mixture in the Hask for one hour, after which a rapid

filtration witli 2 g. of kiezelgiir through a pleated filter gave a clear

filtrate.

175 c.c. of this liquid were iiiti-oduced into a similar louiid bot-

tomed flask, closed by a rubber stopper, carr^'ing two glass tubes,

one of which, reaciiiiig to the bottom, admitted the carbonic acid,

while the second short one was connected with a tidje, filled with

10 c.c. of H,SO< 3^ N, to allow an estimation of the ammonia, which

might have been blown over.

After saturation with carbonic acid the current was stopped, the

controlling tube with 11,80^ was exchanged for another, the

stopper of the flask was lifted a moment and 25 c.c. solution, con-

taining I g. of' urea were (piickly introduced. This solution had been

brought before to 27° in the same bath. After replacing the stopper

and again admitting the carbonic acid the reaction was allowed to

proceed at constant tem[)eralure and constant j>fj and its progress

measured from time to time bv interiupting the current of carbonic

acid for a moment, taking out a sample of 5 c.c. with a pipette

and running this quickly into 25 c.c. of H^SO^ ^ N. After dilution

with some water the contents of this flask were boiled to expel the

carbonic acid and titrated with NaOH -^ N and lacmoid (or later

with Sodium alizarin sulphonate) as indicator. Owing to phosphate

and proteins of the Soja, this titration was not very sharp, leaving

an uncertainty of one or two drops of NaOH -^ N.

30 60 90 120 150 180 210

Minutes.

Fig. 5.
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The uinmoiiirt in the original 175 c.c. solution was estimated in

tlie same way as well as the small quantities, whicii might have

been blown o\ei' with the CO2 in the controlling tubes.

The results are represented in table 15 and in fig. 5, in which

for the sake of comparison also the straight line and the logarithmic

curve foi- loq = //, are drawn, both through the origin and

the first point, determined for //•

TABLE 15.

3 gr. of Soja on 286 c.c.

ammonium-carbonate (= 2 Oq urea)

nc
0.5 "0 urea />// = 7, hence ^ 01

0.269
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TABLE 16.

3 g. of Soja on 220 c.c.

ammonium-carbonate (= 2% urea)

0.25 «0 urea pH = 1

t (minutes)
m

0,1 log ~ + 0,25 i/

40
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A liask of 250 cc. was liiled to the mark witli a «olutioii of a

ixtiiie of Na^HPO^ 2 aq ami KH^PO^, calculated lo produce a

concentration of phosphate of S'/o during the reaction. A small

quantity of Soja-meal was added, mixed with this solution, and the

Mask was left for one honr in the bath at 27°. After addition of

kiezelgni' (the same weight as that of the Soja-meal) the solution

was i-apidly rnn through a pleated filter. F'rom the perfectly clear

filtrate portions of 10 cc. were introduced into test-tubes (as above)

and placed in the same bath, in which a series of stoppered flasks

with urea solutions were bi'onght to 27°. As 2 cc. of these urea

solutions were to l)e added to 10 cc. of enzyme-extract, all the

niea-solutions had 6 times the requiied final concentration. The three

highest concentrations of 4"
„, 67o f^"<^l 8"

„ were obtained by pi-eparing

a solution of 4.8 g. of urea to 10 cc. and bringing 1 cc. of this

with 1 cc. of water into the 4"„ tid)e, 1.5 cc. with 0.5 cc. of

water into the 67o t^^^e and 2 cc. into the 87o tube.

The reaction was allowed to proceed for a fixed time, usually

2 hours, after whicl) the NH, formed was estimated by connecting

the tubes with wider ones, into which had been brought 10 cc. of

HjSO^ ^V ^ ^'i<^ some water, running 25 cc. of saturated potassium

carbonate and a drop of octylalcohol into the reaclion-tu[)e and

passing a current of air for two hours.

The 1)11 was determined with the electrometer in 10 cc. phosphate-

enzyme-solution -j- 2 cc. water at 27°.

The quantity of Soja-meal was usually 0.2 gram. Only at the

lowest im more enzyme and different reaction times had to be taken.

The results are then reduced to 0.2 g. of Soja and 120 minutes.

(See tables 17 and 18 on following page).

The conclusions, to be drawn from these results, are the following:

The amount of action, produced under the same conditions, as to

temperature and pu, by the same quantity of urease in urea solutions

of different concentrations becomes never really constant, not even

in highly concentrated solutions.

The higher the acidity of the solutions, the more the amount of

action increases with increasing concentration.

These facts are in agreement with the fundamental formula

— dtV :=. 7)1 dt

For the initial velocity, when ./• is still equal to a, this formula

gives the mathematical expression

d.t a
=z m

dt a -\- nc
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TABLE 17.

C.C. NHj 3iy A^, formed in 120 minutes in 12 cc.

Concentra- pH = pH = pH= pH—
\

pH =
tionureaa i

5.83 6.68 6.81 6.89 ' 7.14 7.47

pH =
1 83

Ph =
8.10

0.03
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If nc is large, compared with a, the initial velocity is small; a

larger a gives a greater velocity. On rhe other hand, if nc is small,

(I

then even for low urea concentrations is not small and will
a -\- nc

sooner approximate to a constant value.

The values of m were calculated in the tables, either, when y had

an appreciable value, from the integrated equation, or from the

differential equation for the initial velocity as soon as the urea

concentration was high enough to make these equations give the

same value.

The inconstancy of hi will now be shown to afford favourable

evidence to the radiation theoiy.

For in surveying the columns which give the c.c. NHj^^^N, formed

in equal times of action, a remarkable featuie will be observed.

For low pn these values increase continually from 0.03 up to

8 7o "I'ea concentration.

For higher />// there is first an increase and then, in the most

concentrated urea solutions, a decrease.

This is exactly, what the theory would lead us to expect.

A urease particle being the cejitre of a sphere of action and the

action in thi.'^ case producing an alkaline substance, the H-ion con-

centration aiound the enzyme particle will be lowered and kept

low by the enzyme action itself. This process will be negligible in

dilute ui-ea solutions, l)ut in concentrated ones, where the sphere of

action is concentrated into a small volume, a marked diminution of

the H-ion concentratioji may be expected.

Bearing in mind the dependence of urease activity m on pu (see

Fig. 3), it will be evident, that in solutions of low />// a decrease

of the H-ion concentration around the enzyme particles, i.e. a

diminution of c, means a rise of ///. Hence for two reasons con-

siderably more action is t'ound here in high urea concentrations.

((

¥()\-, besides the increase of , there is also an increase in m,
a -\- ur

because the />//, though constant as fai- as can be estimated in the

solutions as a whole, is increased in the small sphere around the

enzyme, to which the action is confined.

If /)// is not very low, tire production of an alkaline substance

ai'ound the enzyme particle may raise ps above the optimum in

these phosphate solutions. Hence in the concentrated urea solutions

of a pH neai' or above this optimum the pfj may soon be raised

so far, that m is diminished.

{To he continned.)



Astronomy. — ''Investigation of a galactic cloud in A(///ila." Hy

Dr. A. Pannkkop^k. (Coramnnieated by Piof. W. de Sittkr).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29, 1919).

A coinmunication to the Meeting of this Academy on

Dec. 8, 1911, described how, by means of some photographs,

it is possible to obtain data about the increase of star-density with

decreasing limiting magnitude. There it was stated already that

Prof. Hektzsprung of Potsdam, by means of the Zeisstriplet of the

Astrophysical Observatory, had made some photographs (of the

galactic cloud N.W. of y Aquilae), in order to test the method.

Various circumstances, however, prevented a final discussion of these

plates until quite recently.

The plates are 20 X 20 cm., the centre lies near x Aquilae, and

the region that was photographed is 6° square. The plates immediately

used for this purpose are

:

Nr. 328 Sept. 2 1910 Expos. 600, 600, 1 90, 60, 19, 6, 2 sec. (plate A)

Nr. 329 Sept. 2 1910 Expos. 1900, 1900 sec. (plate /^)

Nr. 1260 Aug. 241911 Expos. 40'", Halbgitter North (plate C'J

Nr. 1261 Aug. 241911 Expos. 45™, Halbgitter South (plated/,)

As for the counting of plates A and B no reseau was printed

on the plates themselves, a reseau of öVa ram. interval was photo-

graphed on a separate glassplate instead, which reseau-plate, during

the counting, was firmly clasped to the counting-plates.

1. The countings. On plate A were counted in each square firstly

the numbers of stars with only 2 equal images, secondly those with

moreover a 3''^ image, (190^ exp.) thirdly those with 4 images, (a

still visible image therefore for 60-), those with 5, and with 6 images.

The respective limiting magnitudes differ about 1 magnitude; accord-

ing to some provisional comparisons with a photograph of the North

polar region they amounted to 13,0 9,0. The uncertainty and

the subjective differences of conception so common in star-counting,

the faintest star-images not being discernible from casual spots in

the plate, are practically done away with here, as every star must

present two equal images at a known distance, or as a faint image

must present itself at a given spot near the brighter images. Yet

this does not do away entirely with the uncertainty in counting;
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TABLE I. Number of stars.
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on plate B some of the densei- galactic regions are as it were dotted

with scarcely perceptible spots, so that it often seems entirely arbi-

trary whether some of them are to be considei-ed as belonging

togethei', and to be connted as stars. In deciding whether a scar-

cely visible 3''^ or 4^'' image existed alongside of tiie brighter images,

the snbjective certainty was considerably greater.

In the case of the brighter stars another nncertainly presented

itself. It sometimes happened that of some star, which in the large

images was decidedly fainter than another, moie faint images conld

nevertheless be discerned, as here the fainter images were small

and sharp, and with the others they were large and diffuse. This

is caused by the uncommon achromatisation of the Zeisstriplet ^),

which renders the yellow stars large and hazy, and the white staj-s

bright and small. This cii'cumstance, which may be of use in deci-

ding the colour of such weak stars, often rendered the counting

troublesome; as a rule the visibility of the weakest image was raken

as a criterion for the classifying.

The region counted comprises 100 squares (in AR. of — 7 to -|-3,

in decl. of + 5 to —5). The centre of the i)late lies on 279°30' -f

-|-11°30'; the side of each square is 15', 28, so the surface is

0,0649 = '/i5Mi square degrees. Tlie cornerpoints of the region

explored are situated at

277°40'6-|-12°44',8; 277°4J',6 -f 10°12',4; 280°17',0 + 12°46',3;

280°16',5 -f 10°13',B.

The countings have been executed by means of the microscope

of the Repsold-ai)parafns for rectangular coordinates at the Ley den

observatory, fitted out with the weakest ocular; the enlargement

was tenfold, rather too strong for the purpose. The results of the

countings have been collected in Table I ; each square contains

successively the number on plate B, the number on plate A, the

numbers on A with at least 3 and 4 images, and the numbers on

A with at least 5 and 6 images.

2. The scale of magnitudes. In order to find the limiting mag-

nitudes for which these numbers stand, th^ magnitude of a number

of stars had to be ascertained. This part of the investigation present-

ed the greatest difticulties, as it had to be elfected with somewhat

'i The focal distance is minimum for 394 [xfi (Hkrtzsprung A. N. 4951. Vol.

207. 88).

86

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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primifive means. To obtain a comparison-scale a portion of a photo-

graph of Coma Berenices was cut out, containing side by side

exposures of 12, 15, 19, 24, 30, 38, 48, HO, 76, 95, and 120 seconds,

which means 11 images of every star, increasing 0"\ 2 in magni-

Inde. Hy pressing this plate to the back of phite A or /i, (ilm

against film, and compaiing with an ocular enlarging 5 times, each

star on .1 or B could be inserted by means of eye-estimate between

the terms of the scale. The numbers of the scale-values represent

the ap|)roximate magnitudes of stars that would have the same

images on plate B.

By means of this .scale in a number of regularly distributed

sfpiares the magnitude of all the stars distinctly visible on plate B
was estimated and the like on A for all clearly \isible and measur-

able images. Thus can be found the diflferences in magnitude between

the vai'ious exposures, expressed in the |novisional scale. To express

the unity of this provisional scale in the absolute scale of magni-

tudes, two strips, North and South, were measured on either plate

C in such a way as to leave each strip on the one plate entirely

covered by the Halbgitter, and on the other quite free. By deducing

from this the difference in magnitude of the images with and with-

out the Halbgitter in the provisional scale and comparing it with

the known absorption-coefficient of the Gitter, one can find the

reduction to absolute scale. By means of a few stars of known

magnitude the absolute magnitude can then be deduced.

The execution and reduction of the measurements showed that

in case of the more brilliant stars with large images there existed

•systematic differences, that rendered a further use of them undesi-

rable. With the fainter stars of the scale other erroi-s presented

themselves. The smaller images showed as somewhat irregular spots,

and neither did these always ditïer 0"\2 in magnitude. This may

be caused partly by local differences of sensitiveness and a not

wholly regular spreading of the silver-grains, which influence the

look of these small faint spots, partly in the accidental coinciding of

scale-images with images of other invisible stars. It proved necessary

therefore, to ascertain separately the magnitude of all images of the

scale that were often used. This was done by estimating them

between the images on a polar plate, likewise following each other

with a theoretical interval of 0'",2 ; as each scale-image was inserted

in various polar-star series, the errors of these series passed into

the magnitudes of the scale to only a very slight extent. Thus for

the magnitude of the faintest (0) up to the brightest image (10) of

the stars 7v, s and / we found :
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01 23456789 10

ir invisible 14,4 14,15 14,0 13,8 13,6 13,4 13,2

,v 14,2 14,05 13,9 13,85 13,45 13,1513,0 12,8512,7 12,4 12,25

r 13,2513,0 12,8 12,5 12,25 11,9 11,75 11,75 11,5 11.3511,15

These values were made use of iii order lo deduce the inagiiilude

of the star-images in the scjiiares on plate /i and .1 : the shorter

exposures give magnitudes decreasing by about 1'", from which

the dilTerence in magnitude of the successive exposures B,A^,A^,A^,

may be deduced.

Classifying these differences according to magnitude, we find:

B A^ /i-.4, corrected .4, .4, A^A, corrected

11.40 12,32 0.92(18) 0.98 11,46 12,40 0,94(5) 1,01

11,88 12,76 0,88(17) 0,96 11,85 12,81 0,96(11) 1,04

12.41 13,35 0,94(30) 0,91 12,30 13,49 1.19(17) 1,15

12,70 13,84 1,14(18) 1,00 12,76 13,95 1,19(17) 1,03

r,Ö7(50)
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To tliis same scale were coiupared a iniuiher of stars in the N.

and S.-strip on the Halbgitler-plates T, and 6V Here the lesult was:

S.-strlp: ordinai-v image 6\ — weakened image C\ =
= 13.78— 1J,63 = 2,15 (75)

N. -strip: ordinary image C\ — weakened image C\ ^
= 13,78— IJ,48 = 2,30 (38)

This gives for the absor|)tion of the Haibgitter in unities of the

provisional scale 2.22. In absolnte scale according to the statement

of Prof. Hkktzsprlnü at Potsdam there was fonnd for this absorption

1,9H3 nuign. All the intervals dednced here must therefore be

miilti[)lied Uy the factor 0,884, in order to express them in magni-

tudes (this means that a 10 times larger exposure gives a gain of

1,77 magn.). Then they are:

B - A, = 0"',84; A, - J, = 0"',9r, ; .4, — .4, — 0'",92
;

A, — .4, ^ 1"',02 ; A, - .1., = (i"',9().

In oi-dei- to express also the magnitudes themselves in absolnte

scale, 16 of the most brilliant slurs weir used, which aie contained

in the "Göltingei' Aktinometrie" ; from the magnitude of theii- 5'"'

and t)''' image was found :

m - 11,55 0,884 (prov. m — 11,55).

3. The Ihniting magnitiKk. The difference in limiting magnitude

will be equal to the differences in magnitude found here for the

same stars at various e\|)0sures, provided the conditions under which

the observations are made be absolutely identical. On the plates R
and .1, each star presents two ecpial images; all the double images

therefore that are at all discerinble are counted. With regard to the

exposures .4., A^ A^ and .4, on the other hand, a faint, scarcel\ dis-

tinguishable image must be looked for, iii a given spot by the side

of brighter images. If the chance that by the thu-tuations in the

conditions a star-image near the limit of visibility can be just

discerned =: (/, then the chance that two ecjual images are both

visible = c//*; in this case therefore more stars i-emain inxisible. With

such counting as on B and A^ therefore fewer will be counted, syste-

matically, than with the method employed for A., etc. For the

difference in limiting magnitude .4i— .4, the difference in magnitude

fonnd above can therefore not be used.

In order to find this difference during the counting of the plates

A charts had already been drawn of those squares, where later on

the magnitude of all clearly visible stars was to be ascertained, on

which charts were indicated all the stars showing 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

images. We must now find what magnitude, measured on B, forms
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(he limit between the stars that. are visible on A and those that are

invisible; this is the limiting magnitnde for ,1,. \n the like manner
we find out what magnitnde forms the limit between the stars with

2 and with 'A images on A; this is limiting magnitnde for .1,. From
(he first follows, with the ditFerence B— A^, the limiting niagnitnde

B, from the second follows, in the same manner, the limiting mag-
nitnde for .4j, A^, and A^.

In the application this method proved to involve many difïiciil-

ties as yet, as the magnitndes of the stars visible and invisible on

A, as well as those of the stai-s with 2 and 3 images, extend fai'

the one over the other, and are moreover iri-egnlarly distributed.

If //i, is the magnitude measured on B, diflfering from the real

magnitnde in by the unequal sensibility of the plate and by errors

in the counting, and if the magnitnde on the counting plate, like-

wise diverging fron) in, is )n^, then the star will be visible oi*

invisible, according to whether ni^ <^ or > m^, the limiting magnitude.

If the differences //<i

—

m and m^ — ni follow the law of errois and

if the stars are divided i-egularly over the various magnitudes, there

are two criteria foi' (he ascertaining of in^:

1. for ni^ > in^ (he number of invisible slars is > (he number

of visible ones; m^ therefoi-e is thai value of ni^, for which 50'/,

of the stars is visible, 50 7o invisible;

2. foi'
//^i

> ?/<„ the total numbei- of brighter, invisible stars is >

the total number of fainter, visil)le stars; in^ therefore is that value

of //i, above which appear a number of visible stars, equal to the

number of invisible ones below.

Now the number of slars for greater ni inui-eases ; the average?//,

corresponding with a measured ni^, will consequently be somewhat
larger than this latter; the limiting magnitude found according to

the first criterion, needs a positive correction, which is somewhat
diminished, however, by the differences in^-in. On the other hand by

means of the 2'"' criterion the correct limiting magnitude is found

if (he number of s(ars is a linear funclion of the magnitnde m ').

') This can be proved in tlie following manner. The number of stars of real

magnitude w that is measured on the one plate in magnitude nix, and likewise

the number that ou the other plate show.s the magnitude m.^, is respectively

f{in) exp. (_/t^'(,,/^—m)^)dmdtn^ and /"(m) exp. [~ h^'* (m^ — m^y)dmdm^

in which f^m) represents the number of stars of the magnitude m; this f[m)
has the form a + bm.

If we pose:

^,

; =z in. = k'
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And if tills function and llie niodtde of accuracN for magnitudes

diverging 1'" may be considered as equal, the correction for both

limiting magnitudes is equal with the 1"'' criterion, so that the dif-

ference in magnitude A^-A^ is correctly found also in this way.

In table II the 2"^^ and 3'^^ columns contain the numbers of stars

with 0, with 2, with 3 images (?ij n, Ug). In order to smooth the

very considerable, accidental irregularities of these numbers, the

total of every 3 consecutive numbers have been plaged in the fol-

lowing columns (?i/ ?i/ ?i/). Column /> shows how many percentages

n^" is of the sum total; where in the increase this amounts to

50 Vo' t''6 limit lies between invisibility and two images; where in

the decrease it amounts to 50 '
,, the limit lies between two and three

images, according to the ist criterion. Next to that stand the sums-

total .s' of the fainter, visible, and the brighter invisible stars; the

limiting magnitude, according to the 2nd criterion lies where these

become equal.

From the values />.^ we find as limiting magnitude 13,67 and

12,54; to this must be added the corrections of page 1327, so that they

become 13,65 and 12,62. From the 2"^' criterion we likewise find

the number of stars having on the one plate the magnitude Wj, on the other

wig becomes

/'(///j) exp- (— A' (m, —»',)') (^m^ dni^.

If m,, is the limiting magnitude, so that mo ^nij means invisibility or visibility,

theil the number of invisible and the number of visible stars of the magnitude

W] is given by

:

dm^ l/(m,)exp.(—A'(»M,-Ai,)')rfm, en </?/r, |/'(?w,) exp. (—A'(w^ m,)')(/m,.

For mi = niQ these two are not equal, in consequence of the factor

nm,)=a+b ' y \ \

Tlie number of bright invisible start;, that have therefore ni^ < m^. m^ > w^o

and I he number of faint visible stars that have w, > in^ and «Jg < "^o '^

I
dm^ I dm^/(m^) exp. (—A* (;/;,— w,)')

— CO win

and

I
d7ii^ 1 dm.^ / (w'i,) exp. (— A' (Wj—mj).

'"0 ^

These two double-integrals are equal, m^ and ni., being completely interchange-

able here.
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13,72 and 12,63 or, corrected, 13,70 and 12,71. Tlie difference in the

limiting magiiitndes B^ and .1, according to tiie first criterion is 1,03,

according- to the second 0,99; this, as we expected, is less than the

difference in magnitude 1,07; yet tliej do not differ as much as might

have been expected. The good concurrence of these two values is

no proof for their accuracy, as they have been arrived at by means

TABLE II.

m
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of cognate methods. The inegiilar coiii-se of the iimiibei'S n^" n," n^"

(hilt make up our mateiial, renders it doiil)tfnl whetlier the value

found is accurate up to 0,1. If we take the average 1,0J, and for

A^ and .1, 13,71 and 12,70, we find for all limiting magnitudes

(expressed in the provisional scale):

^14,66; .1^13.71: .1J 2,70; .4,11,66; yl, 10,50; A.'^A^.

When reduced to the real magnitudes, the limiting magnitude is

therefore

:

^14,30; .4,13,46; .4,12,57; .43 11,65; .4,10,62; ^,9,66

and the differences in limiting magnitude become:

0,84 0,89 0,92 1,03 0,96 magn.

4. lifsults. In tjie square that was examined the stars are not

regularly distributed. The greatest density is found on the N. and W.
sides; it seems as if two stai'-clouds, one from above, and one from

the right, stretch into this I'egion, divided by a region of less density,

reaching towards the S.El. Below lies a triangular, very poor region.

Herein as a kind of core, lie.* the three-armed void, which in the

pliotographs of the Galaxy taken by M.ax Wolf and Barnard, shows

like a black spot or hole ^). On dividing the field into 5 regions of

equal size, each of 20 stpiares, (the outlines of which have been

indicated on Table I by means of thicker lines), .so that 1 and II

comprise the densest. III and IV the niedium, and V the poorest

region, we find for the numbers of stars:

III IV
Sum
total

logN m dlogN
dm

B
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value of tlie gradients between the 10^'' and the 13^'' magnitude.

A second explanation is the admittance of absorbing nebulons

masses. If snch nebulous matter should exist in I lie regions of the

galactic condensations, only the more distant stars would be dimmed,

and the phenomena would be the same as in the former case, a

relative excess of brilliant stars. From the numbers found, it there-

fore becomes evident, that the absorbing dark nebulous mass causing

the tipartite hole, is so near as to dim also the majority of the

stars of the 10''' and 11'^ magnitude. It stands in no organic con-

nection to the galactic clouds, being only accidentally projected against

that clear background.

5. Comparison ivith other results. Our former in\'estigations ^;

stated for the galactic region in Aquila a strong increase of the

gradient up to far over 0,6. These results however cannot be imme-

diately compared with the present ones, another scale of magnitudes

having been used. The scale of Groningen Publ. J8 that was em-

j)loyed there, needs increasing corrections to reduce them to the

visual Harvard scale; in order to obtainthe photographic magnitudes,

belonging to log \, still inci-easing positive corrections have to be

added, as the average colour-index increases for the fainter stars. ')

With these corrections we gel :
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(lei-ably less than those resulting from tlie former investigation (now

0,52 from 13,5 to 14,3, tlien 0.72 from 13,5 to 14,4) which clearly

pointed to the presence of large, more distant star-condensations.

Now the photographic scales are absolutely independent of one

another, and therefoie they are not pei'haps immediately compai-able.

If e.g. the i-ediiction-factor employed, 0,884, were somewhat too

large, (so that a tenfold exposure would mean a gain of a little

under 2 X 0"",884) in the present investigation all. the in's and all

their differences would become smaller, and the gradients larger. In

how fiir this is actually the case cannot be asceitained with accu-

racy, in any case by means of these triplet-photographs we pene-

trated less deeply into the fainter stars than at the former investi-

gation. When the project for these photographs was made it did not

seem really difticult to peneti-ate further than Herschei.'s gauges,

the limiting magnitude of which then was found to be 13,9. On

account of the scale-reductions since obtained, this purpose, as has

now become evident, has not yet been accomplished. It would have

required an instrument with a larger opening, or a far greater time

of exposure.

In order to advance further. Prof. Hertzspkung, at my request,

made a few more photographs with the 80 cm. refractor at Potsdam.

To immediately (ix the scale of magnitudes on the plate, a coarse

grating was placed before the objective, so that the central image

is weakened 0,'"748 and the J'^ and the 2"fUiiffraction-image become

2,'"242 and 3,"'317 fainter than the central image. (>n a plate with

the centre on 46 Aquila (19"37,"'5 -|- 1 ^>57') on 0,343 square degrees

858 stars were counted, of which 101 present tfie first, and 24 the

second diffraction -image. From this we find for

m„ m,—2,24 ni^—8,82

hi/ N 3,398 2,469 1,845

ciLog N ,„, .

from which result the gradients "— =0,41 and 0,58. I Ins |)late

dm

penetrates somewhat further than the Triplet, for from the compari-

son with the numbers round about 46 Aquilae that were found in

Table 1, there results 7?i(, = 14,8. Here the gradient from 12,6 to

14,8 proves to be only 0,41. The smallness of this amount is pro-

bably due to the fact that fai- fainter side-images were included

than principal images, their place being accuiately known. Here

again it is evident, how easily, through dissimilai'ity of conditions

.systematic differences may occur in the amounts of stars counted,

which rendei' them useless for the deduction of gradients.
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Aiiutlier means ol' [)eiielrati!ig still furtlier are the plates taken

by Fkanklin-Aüams; according to Chapman and Melotte they go

below the 17''' magnitude (photogr.), which is also proved by the nnra-

l)ers tiiey give. For the galactic zone the nnmber N for the magnitnde

15,0 16,0 17,0 according to their original statements was 650,1300,

2050; these numbers, on account of erroneous formation of mean

values are too small, and later on Dr. ChaPiMan gave for the two

former 840 and 1700 (%.V2,92 and 3,23)^) that is 29V„ and 317»

more: if therefore we take the latter 33
", „ larger, tiie number foi"

17,0 becomes A' =r 2800. The table of van' Rhun for these A' gives

the photographic limiting magnitudes 15,2 16,2 ami 16,9, which

proves that the stars up to 17,0 have been incompletely counted.

From the values of N, deducted in Gron. Publ. 18 for Hekschei,

viz. A' = 175,6 373 1023 for the 3 zones 40—90, 20—40 and

0—20 galactic latitude, follows the photographic limiting magnitude

for HkkschI'',!, 15,30 15,18 and 15,17. The countings therefore, indi-

cated by Chapman and iMelottk with 17,0, penetrate U magnitude

further into the faint stars than Hehschkl's gauges.

The separate countings on plate 136 (A.R. 20^',0
: decl. 15°) con-

taining the region of Acpiila. have been kindly put at my disposal

by Prof. Dyson. FoV this plate the limiting magnitudes have not

dlog A
been determined pholometricallv, so tiiat cannot be strictly

dm

deduced. If for the ;// the average \ allies are taken, then we tind

(as the a\ei'age of 6 regions, situated in the Galaxy in Aquila and

Sagitta)

m=il4,4 15,3 16,:i 17,0

A' =905 3445 11883 14310

(/ log N—^— = 0,61 I»,53 0,12
dm

This last difference once more proves that Chapman and Mklottk

have counted the faintest stars very incompletely, in these dense

galactic regions even more so than elsewhere. Also in the other

dilferences little is to l)e detected of the strong gradient that might

ha\e been expected from Hkkschkl's numbers. Chapman has treated

also the densest parts of the galactic zone separately, and finds

for it

:

for m— 18 14 15 16

loQ N = 2,68 3,07 3,37 8,60

') S. Chapman. The number and galactic distribution of the stars. Table A
Monthly Notices 78. p. 70.
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Thus the gradients become 0,4^^ 0,30 and 0,23. These nnnibeis

again sliow no ti-aee of' a spacial condensation in distant galactic

clouds.

The conti-adiction that appears in all tiiese results, and that has repeat-

edly disappointed the hope of jienetraling fnrthei' than Hkrschki-, can be

summarised tiius: /// llw hrufJit ijdlactic cIoiuU the Fratil-lhi- Adams
plates sJioir hnrdli/ aiitj (jreater amoiint of stars than did the (/aia/es

of Hkksc'HEI,, although, as tar as (he avei'age numbers are concerned,

tliev go far deeper. On the regi(>n of plale 136 the countings of

Chapm.-vn and Melottk give 9340 stars per sipiai-e degree, and Hkkschfj.

7500, whereas the average of the entire galactic zone with the one

surpasses 2800, and with (he othei* only amounts to l()2o.

it is not immediately clear what «nay be the cause heieof. The

most plausible explanation is, that the countings of the faintest

stars on the Franklin- Adams plates in the densest regions are far

more incomplete than in other regions. Another explanation would

be, that in (he bright, dense galactic clouds (he colour-index is

higher, so (hat there (he average of the stars would be redder than

in the average of the galactic zone. In this case with coun(ings on

photographic plates, no matter how complete, we advance less than

with visual countings by means of a telescope with a wide opening.

So far therefore we cannot |)enetrate further in(o the depths of (he

galactic clouds than Herschkl did; our material reaches hardly any

further than that collected by Wiu.iam ItIkrschkt. more than a century

ago. That nothing has been done during the whole of (he 19^''

century to complete and correct his work, is doubtlessly due (o the

fact that the photographic method with regard (o (he coundng of

s(ars promised so much more, bu( has failed as ye( to fulfill its

promise. The numerous systematic ditïerences which the photogra|)hic

method involves, — the decrease of star-density towards the borders,

the greater influence of atmospheric absorption, the vaiiation in

limiting magnitude • — all this renders it extremely difficult,

to deduce a homogeneous material from a |)hotographic survey of

the sky. If we consider, moreover, that the faintest stars, the main

object of investigation, as an average have a higher colour-index, it

becomes yet more evident how desirable visual countings with

instruments of high power are for (he s(udy of the galalic con-

densations.



Chemistry. — ''On 'in Indirect Ana/i/sis- of Gas- Hydrates hy <t

T/iennody?('innc Method (rnd its ApplicatioiL to tltc Hydrate

of Sulphuretted Hydroyen". II. By Pi'ol". F. K. C. Scheffer

and G. Mkykh '). (Ooinmniiicated by Prof. Böeskkkn.)

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29, 1919).

7. Deternihiation of the Hirer- l^hnsr Lines S.Sji G and SLji.

A miinhei' of apparatus of llie shape, of lig'. 3 wa.s supplied with

sinali (piaiitities of water, which were inlrochiced ihioiigh (' and

c'oiiyeyed to the widened pai-t A by tilting (lie a[)paratiis. These

quantities of water weie chosen so that the ve.ssel A was filled with

whaler for about a fifth [)art. Every apparatus was tlien in succes-

sion connected with a sulphuretted hydrogen apparatus in which

the gas could be developed by the addition of drops of diluted

sulphuric acid to a solution of acid sodiinn sulj)hide. The latter was

obtained by saturating a solution of sodium hydroxide made free

from carbonic acid with barite with sulphuretted hydrogen.

Befoie the prepaiation of the gas the wall of B and 6'. which

was still damp with water, was dried by being heated at an air-

pressure of 2 cm. of mercury, the bulb A being placed in carbonic

acid and alcohol. Between the filling-apparatus and the apparatus

(' a 7'-piece was inserted for this purpose, which made connection

with a waterjet pump possible. Then bulb A was filled for about

two thirds with di-y liquid sulphuretted hydrogen (the gas was led

through a ^/-tube with P^O^ to prevent liquid from being carried

along), after which the tube was fused to at 6', and the cooling

mixture was removed.

When the temperature was raised to room-temperature, the ice

melted, and two layers were observed separated by a crust of sul-

phuretted hydrogen hydrate. In order to convert the mass as much

as possible to hydrate, bulb .4 was carefully heated by immersion

in a waterbath of over 30° (the quadruple point SL^LJr lies at

29.5° ')), till the hard crust had disappeared. Then the apparatus

1) First communication, These Proc. 21. 1204. (1919).

•^) These Proc. 13. 84.S. 1911;. Table.
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being continually shaken was cooled down to tlie ordinary tempe-

rature to make the action of the two layers as complete as possible

If' any liquid sulphuretted hydrogen had been distilled over, it was

always poured hack into A by tilting of the apparatus. When in

this way the cooling down lo i-oom-tomperatui-e had been achieved,

the apparatus was left for a few days to piomote the action.

To make vapour pressure determinations bulb A was cooled in

liquid air, the apparatus was opened at C, and connected to the

tube D of the apparatus represented by fig. 4 by means of india

c

B

(Ü)
"^

v^

Fig. 3. Fig- ^•

rubber. By exhaustion through tap /. with a waterjet airpump ilie

sidphuretted hydrogen-air mixture was partially removed from />

and C (fig. 3); the i-est of the gas was absorbed by the cooled

cocoanut carbon /< by opening of / (after L had been shut). When

the gaseous sulphuretted hydrogen had entirely disappeared flom the

apparatus, air was admitted, and the apparatus of fig. 3 was fused

to that of fig. 4 at D. Then the apparatus was again evacuated, the

liquid air round A was replaced by carbonic acid and alcohol, and

the sulphuretted hydrogen was sucked otf througli L. After the

liquid sulphuretted hydrogen had been removed from A by boiling,

the apparatus remained in connection with the waterjet pump for a

few hours more in order to remove the sulphuretted hydrogen ab-

sorbed in the solid substance as completely as possible. Then bulb A

was again placed in liquid air, the apparatus was completely evacuated^

by the aid of the cocoanut carbon, air was admitted, tube F

was temporarily opened to convey mercury into E, and the whole

apparatus was exhausted again.

The mercury in E was freed from air by heating in vacuum.

Aftei- the mercury had been cooled, A was again placed in carbonic
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acid and alcohol, and evacuated with the waterjef pump, afterwards

with the carbon.

When after the evacuation with the cocoannt carbon tap / was

closed, a gas pressnre again appeared in the apparatus after a short

time (Geissi-er tube H), and this was continually repealed. We shall

discuss the cause of this phenomenon later on. When the gas that

had generated in the apparatus, had been removed a few times, so

that it might i)e assumed that the apparatus did not contain any

more air, the mercury was transferred from E into B by tilting of

the lefthaud pari of the apparatus (the glass spring (t made, this

movement possible). The tap near (i was now closed, and the

apparatus was cut through between this tap and the glass spring ^z.

The lefthaud part was connected by means of a rubber tube to

a manometer one meter long, foi- the higher pressures three meters

long. By a sucking pump, a taj» that allowed contact with the outer

air, and a tap that was connected with a cycle pump, the pressure

of the ail' between H and the manometers could be regulated at

will ill the measurements. Hence tube H acts as a cnt-otf valve

ill the determiiialious ; the difference of level in the manometer

corrected for the difference of position in l> yields the value of the

three-phase j)ressnre. In order to make it possible to determine the

difference of level in B a glass scale graduated in millimeters was

attached to the lube A* by the aid of cork disks and copper wire.

The determinations being carried out exclusively at temperatures

below room temperature, only bulb .1 was placed in a i>ath of

alcohol, which could be cooled down to definite temperatures by

addition of solid carbonic acid; a stirrer ensured uniform tempe-

rature in the alcohol bath. The cut-off valve B remained continually

in contact with the outer air.

During the slow heating of the alcohol bath it now appeared that

already at low temperatures a rapid rise of pressure appeared, which

could not possibly be atti-ibnted to decomposition of the hydrate. When
the pressure had i-eached a definite value, the change with the tem-

perature had greatly diminished again. This fact pointed to this that

111 spite of the exhaustion with the cocoannt carbon the hydrate had

absorbed appreciable cpiantities of sulphuretted hydrogen, which were

liberated already at temperatures of about — 50° C
The exhaustion with the cocaonut carbon had, accordingly, not

been sufïicient to remove the absorbed quantity of sulphuretted

hydrogen
;
prolonged evacuation is, however, undesirable, because as

will appear later, the hydrate still possesses an appreciable tension

of dissociation at — 80° C, and decom|)osition must, accordingly
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take place in vacuum. Hence the appearance of this gas-ahsorption,

and the pressure of dissociation which is not negligible at — 80° C.

are the cause that the compound cannot be prepared in pure stale

in the waj- described above. These two phenomena have, however, no

disturbing intluence on the determination of tlie three-phase pressures,

at least when Ihe gas adsorption does not attain to too hirge amounts.

It is namely clear from the described phenomena that the gas-

adsorption is no phenomenon of equilibrium ; at higher temperatures,

where the equilibria set in more rapidly, this adsorption soon stops;

and the liberated sulphuretted iiydi-ogen cannot influence the three-

phase pressure (the three-phase equilibria are monovariant). Nor can

a partial decomposition of tlie hydrate have any influence on the

pressure of equilibrium.

Nevertheless a ditlficulty presents itself in these determinations.

When the compound iiad absorbed no gas, a gas pressure could

only appear on heating through decomposition of the compound into

ice and gas; the observation of a gas pressure would then be a

sufKicient criterion that a tliree-|)hase pressure existed. Inconsequence

of the said adsorption it is, howevei-, possible that with increased

temperature through liberation of gas a gas pressure occurs without

any decoinposition of the compound taking place. As the transfor-

mation of part of the compound into ice and gas cannot be directly

observed, the possibility exists that pressures of two-phase equilibria

compound-gas are measured instead of three-phase equilibria. It now
appeared in the determinations that at lower temperatures no cor-

I'esponding values were found for the pressure (the two-phase coexis-

tences are divariant); at higher temperature the correspondence

became, however, very good. This can, evidently, be accounted for in

this way that the solid substance had absorbed diffei'enl quantities

of sulphuretted hydrogen, which were liberated on increase of tem-

perature. When this released quantity of gas yields a pressure higher

than the three-phase pressure, the decomposition of the compound

cannot begin. Not until througli increase of temperature the three-

phase pressure rises so much that this becomes greater than the

pressure caused by the liberated adsorbed gas, thiee-phase pres-

sures occur. On account of the different adsorbed quantities this

takes place for the different mixtures at different tenjperatures. In

none of the experiments did the adsorption prove to be so great

that the determinations of the three-phase pressures were rendered

impossible. As was natural only the values in the neighbourhood

of the quadi'uple point, where the correspondence was good, were

used for the calculations. (See H ^ ^'^<^' ^)-

87

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXI.
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8. Thf ThiPe- Phase Lhii' Hydra te- Ice-irds.

lil the tables J—3 tlie results have heen recorded of three sets

of observations. In tlie first and second cobinins of everv table the

teniperatiires and the corresponding three-phase pressures (in cm.)

are given, the last have been reduced to inercnrv of 0° 0. The third

cohinin contains the tensions corrected for the vapour tension of ice,

the fourth and the fifth contain the differences in the Bkigg loga-

rithms of the pressure and in the reciprocal absolute temperatures

of the successive observations. The sixth column gives the value of

—
—^ |. calculated according to ^ 5; as in § 5 the calculation was

made with Neperian, in tables I—3 with ordinary logarithms, the

modulus 2.30H occurs here in llie denominator. The last column

records the mean values of the last mentioned expression. The first

value of /'' in table 3 is too high; it probably refers to the equili-

brium hydrate-gas (cf. § 7). It is easy to see that the too small

TABLE 1.

t
1

1
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TABLE 3.

1

t

1
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The situation of the quadruple point could be founiJ by graphically

determiiiing the point of intersection of the (wo three-phase lines

SSbO and SLdi. In this way by the aid of the data recorded in the

tables J—6 we find / = — 0.6±0.2; the corresponding pressure

amounts to about 70 cm. of mercury. The quadruple point tempera-

ture can, however, be calculated more accurately as follows.

Under the circumstances of the quadruple point the liquid A, is

a diluted solution of sul|)huretted hydrogen iu water. When a again

represents the number of volumes H^S of one atmosphere (corrected

for 0°), which dissolves in one volume of water, the nuujber of

gramme-molecules /7,-S that dissolves iu 100 grauimes of water, is

5.87.10 '^ aJ\ If H-^S were a uon-electrolyte, the lowering of the

freezing-point would accordingly amount to 5.87.10-'^ r//^. 18.0°. When
in this we introduce for a and P the solubility at ^=— 0.6° (4.709)

and the quadruple point pressure found graphically (70), we find a

lowering of the freezing point of 0.4°; the quadruple point tempera-

ture amounts, therefore, to —0.4° C. When for n the solubility at

— 0.4° is chosen, this brings no change in the calculation.

Nor does the fact that sulphuretted hydrogen in water is partially

electrolytically dissociated bring a change in the above calculation.

The dissociation constant of H.^S amounts (first stage) to about

iO-'. The dilution under the circumstances of the four-phase equili-

brium amounts to 5.2, the degree of dissociation in consequence of

this to about 7.10^, and consequently the latter has no appreciable

influence on the situation of the quadruple point.

In order to find the value of E^ at this temperature, the specific

heats of the reacting substances must be known. As the molecidar

specific heat of the hydrate (/i = 6) would amount to 61.6 according

to the law of Kopp '), and as the specific heat of six molecules of

water and one mol. of sulphuretted hydrogen is 108 -|- 6.3 = 1 14.3.

the algebraic sum is about 53. The correction required for the

calculation of E^ at the quadruple point is, therefore, 53 (^ -|- ^^•4)-

The mean of the values thus found is recorded in the last column

of the tables 4—6.
The values of tlie last colunui but one in tables 4 and 5 still

present appreciable deviations. This is owing to the small differences

of temperature between the smressive oftservations. In order to

determine these diflerences uiure accurately the ANscHÜTZ-thermo-

meter (division i)ito ' ^ degree), which was used in the other

determinations, was replaced by a BKCKMANN-lhermometer (division

Nernst. Tlieoi-etische Cheinie. Gesetz von Duloinü und Petit.
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into Vso degree) in the experiiuents of table ^. Consequently the

agreement of" the values in the last column but one oi' table 6 is

much better: the mean values of the three tables are in good

concordance.

When we now determine the mean of the \alues from the last

columns of tables 4— 6, the tirst value of table 5, which is evidently

too high (probably because the transformation in the quadruple point

had not yet entirely taken place), being eliminated, the value 14270

for E^ is found; when the value in question is taken into account,

the mean amounts to J4350 cal.

Hence the decomposition of the hydrate takes [)lace according to

:

II^S . n H,0-^h^S -f- u /y,0 — 14270 (14350) ral.

(solid) (<7"*) {liquid)

An objection that may be adduced against the above calculations,

is the choice of ii = (3 in the determinatixJu of r and .9 from equa-

tion 10 (I and h, and in the calculation of the algebraic sum of

the specific heats. We shall come back to this in § 11-

10. From the values E, =5550 cal. (^ 8) and E, = 14270(14350)

cal. (§ 9) follows according to equation 1 : n Q = S720 (8800) cal.,

and 'as Q=J440 cal., the value 6.06 (6.11) follows for n. Hence

the conclusion from these calculations is, that the hydi-ate has the

formula:

H,S 6H,0.

11. As was stated in § 9, /i :^ 6 was alreaily taken in the

calculation. A choice of n. was necessary to render it possible to

calcidate r and s (equation 10 <i and h), and find the algebraic sum

of the specific heats. We shall, therefore, still have to show that

?i =z Q is the oidy value that satisfies the observations. It might,

namely, also be possible that with the' choice ;/ = 5 the result of

^ 10 was also appreciably changed, and would correspond to the

choice 11 = 5. This is, however, not the case. The following consi-

derations may make this clear.

If n =z 5, the molecular specific heat of the hydrate would amount

to 53.0, and as the specific heat of five molecules of water and one

mol. of sulphuretted hydrogen is 90 -)- 6.3 = 96.3, the algebraic

sum would be about 43.

When on assumption n = 5 we calculate the \'alues of /• and .s-,

and by the aid of this the other values, it appears that this does

not give an} change in the result, and that, therefore, the assump-

tion ?i =: 5 IS erroneous. We have carried out this calculation for

the data of table 4; the results are recorded in table 4a. The mean
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\alue of" the last column become!? 100 cal. liigliec lluiii the corre-

sponding value of table 4. A difference of" one molecule of' water

TABLE 4a.

t
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because the pressure then fciils below tlie three-pliase tension SSbO,
in other words the iiydrate can be decomposed. From the detei--

minations of the fables 1 — 3 the three-phase pressure hvdrate-ice-gas

at —80° can be calculated by extrapolation. When we assume the

heat of transformation to be independent of the temperature — it

has already been proved in § 5 that the influence of the temperature

is small — the following- equation is found for the three-phase line

SSbO b^ the aid of the tables i—3

:

1333
loo P= 4- 6,7393.

T
When in this we substilnte /= --80°C., the pressure appears to

amount to 7 mm. In the carbonic acid-alcohol mixture the three-

phase tension may certainly not be neglected. In the filling of

the apparatus in ihe evacuation with cocoanul carbon we have,

therefore, to do both wilii slowly decreasing adsorption, and with

decomposition of the hydrate, ll ap[)ears from the aiiove-described

observations that the time of evacuation can easily be chosen so

that neither has a disturbing intluence in the determinalion of the

equilibrium pressures.

Decomposition of the hulrate shoidd, however, be avoided in the

direct analysis. The |)ressure of the walerjet pump lies sufficiently

high abo\e the three-phase piessure, that decomposiiion may be left

out of account ; uniier the^e circumstances the adsoi'ption can,

however, no! be abolished in a few hours, improvement in the

direct analysis method is oidy possible by choosing the time of

evacuation longer. We have still performed three direct analyses in

the way described above (cf. § 1 loc. cit.). in which the time during

which the hydrate remained connected with the waterjet pump,

was carried iq) to 5 (one determination) i-esp. 7 (two determinations)

hours. Notwithstanding Ihis these detei-minalions yielded for the

water content 5.39, 5.46, and 5.61 H,(). Only the last value falls

somewhat outside the limits 5.1 lo 5.5 of the determinations

performed before ^see § 1). Accordingly the value 6 is far from

being reached heie eithei-.

The gas-adsorption discussed here is, therefore, the cause that the

sulphuretted hydrogen hydrate has not yet been prepared by a direct

way in pure stale, and thai il cannot be analysed either, but ihat

an indirect method which can be applied here at temperatures where

this adsorption is no longei' active, yields the right conqiosition

for this substance. At these tenq)ei-atures direcl analysis is, however,

impossible on account of the great tension of dissociation.

Delft—Amsterdam, March 22, 1919.



Chemistry. — "(Jii the Phenomenon of Anodic Polarisation.'' II.

P)y Prof. A Smits. (Con)mnnicated by Prof. P. Zekm.vn).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 29, 1919).

1. Ill this cominmiicatioM will be discussed the peciibar pheiio-

meuoii that was mentioned in the tirsl comniuiiication witli the above

title. As was already staled there 1 observed the described pheno-

menon for the first time with Mr. Lobry im Hkuyn for iron and

nickel more than two years ago, but I did not publisii it, because

1 thought it necessary to study the phenomenon (irst more closely.

Afterwards the same phenomenon was found by Mr. Atkn ') for

chromium, but most probably he has not interpreted it correctly.

Explanation of the Phenomenon.

2. It has appeared from tiie preceding communication thai the

"phenomenon" appeared for iron when this was polarized anodicaliy

in a solution of ferro-sulphate or ferro-chloride, which had, indeed,

been freshly prepared, but had not beforehand been heated with

iron-powder.

We have already pointed out before that iron in the state of

internal equilibrium can oidy coexist with a solution which practi-

cally possessed no ferri-ions. It is further known that a solution in

which ferri-ions occur, clearly disturbs iron, and the more strongly

as the ferri-ion-concentralion is greater. As we communicated already

before we have even succeeded in making iron passive by simply

immersing it in a concentrated solution of ferri-nitrate.

Hence (he potential of the iron is less negative in a solution that

contains ferri-ions than in a solution that coexists with unary iron,

which latter solution is practically free from ferri-ions. In the solution

with which the "phenomenon" was obtained the ii'on accordingly

did not present the polenlial of internal equilibrium, bnt the potential

was less negative.

When now iron in such a liquid is anodicaliy brought to solution,

the electrolyte will undergo a change in the neighbourhood of the

iron, because iron when it is not passive, certainly goes into solution

pi-actically e.vclusively as ferro-ion. The iron is disturbed during this

anodic, dissolving, as appears from the less negative potential of the

iron during the passage of the current, and at the same time the

iron gets surrounded by a liquid layer that is poorer in ferri-ions

1) These Proc XX, p. 1121.
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tliaii the other part of the soliUions. After the current has been

broken the iron surface is transformed witli pretty great velocity

jn the direction of the internal eqnilibrium, and as it is surrounded

by a solution that contains fewer ferri-ions than the solution outside

the boundary layer, the potential of the iron will now be more

negative than before the anodic polarisation. This state can, however,

last only a very short time, for the ferri-ions ditfuse from outside

into the't)oundary layer, in consequence of which the potential must

again become less negative, and will rise to the original value.

For a right understanding of the matter it is useful to study the

subjoined diagram.

Time

The line ABC represents the course of the potential of iron after

anodic polarisation, when it is immersed in the solution of a ferro-

salt, which is practically free from ferri-ions. Immediately after the

anodic polarisation the iron is pretty greatly disturbed, but this

disturbance diminished at tirst with great velocity, and afterwards

more slowly. The curve AB'C also indicates the course of the

potential of iron after anodic polarisation, but now after a small

quantit} of a ferri-sall has been added to the preceding solution.

At tirst the potential descends rapidly, to below the tinal value. If

the liquid in the boundary layer had been entirely free from fern-
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ions and if it had remained so, the potential would have followed

the eui\e ABC, but now the iron is, indeed, in a liquid layer thai

is poorer in feni-ions than the li(|iiid outside the i)0undarj layer,

but the ferrions present prevent the iron from assuming internal

equilibrium, hence the potential cannot reach such a great negative

value as when the ferri-ious were present, as in the fust experinienl.

Besides continually more feni-ions dilfuse into the boundary layer,

which causes the disturl)ance of the iron lo increase again and in

consequence of which the potential becomes again less negative.

When we imagine fig. 10 placed under fig. 2 of I he former publi-

cation, we get the schematic figure indicated jusi now.

In this way the phenomenon for iron must be explaineil, and

very probably it will have lo be explained in the same way foi'

nickel and chromium.

That for iro)i the minimum appears sooner and is more |)ronounced,

must be attributed to the great rapidity with which iron, so long as

it is not yet passive, tries to le-eslablish equilibrium after a disturb-

ance. Nickel is much more inert in a NiS04-solulioji than in a

NiCl,-solution, and this shows itself also again in this phenomenon ').

3. When it now appears on continued research, as is to be

expected, that the discussed phenomenon can also be made to dis-

appear for nickel and chromium by beforehand heating the electro-

lytes with the metals in the form of powder for a long time in a

current of hydrogen, then it is sure that the solutions of nickel

sulphate and chromo-sulphate used up to now contain a second kind

of ions, and this in a concentration different from thai prevailing in

the liquid that coexists with the metal which is in internal equilibrium.

For nickel we are theji confronted by the interesting question

what is the second nickel-ion here.

Thus it will probai)ly appear that llie found [)henomenon furnishes

an excellent expedient lo decide whether a solution contains different

kinds of ions of a same elenient or wiiether it does not.

In conclusion I will point out that it is very well possible that

as it were the refiected image of the found phenomenon can present

itself after calhodic polarisation; this has, however, not been found

by us as yet. The results published by Rahtkut would prove this

|)Ossibility for nickel, but in our opinion these results are not correct.

Laboralory of General Anonj. CkeniUtry

of the (university.

Amsterdam, March 27, 19Jy.

') This will clearly appear in u folluwing communication.



Mathematics. — "Au/zü/t/any der [jeviodlsclien Tirnis/onnationen

(les Torus". By Prof. L. E. J. Brouwer.

(Communicated in tlie meeting of May 3, l'.H9).

§ 1. Traiisformationeii nut Invarianter Indikatriv und inrari<mter

Zyklosis.

Wir wei-deii sagen, dass eine Traustbrinalioii r//^ /^V^'^"-''"^-''" ''^^'f^''^'^'^^

liisst, weiin sie jeden Zykel (d. Ii. jede nicht zusamrnenziehbare ein-

faelie gesclilossene Kurve) inklusive des l'inlaufssiimes nquivalent

/nrnsfornnerf. Alsdann kann eine >i-periodisclie Ti-ansformatioii ^ mit

invarianter Indikatrix nnd invarianter Zvklosis des Torns R keinen

Piinkl invariant lassen^), so dass ilire Modulflache') nacli der Hurwitz-

schen Formel ") ein Torns 7' sein ranss. Die Flaclien H nnd 7'

hesilzen eine genieinsan)e einfach znsaminenliangende Ueberlagernngs-

flache .S', welclie sicli in soldier Weise topologisch (d. h. eineindenlig

\[nd stetig) anf eine Cartesische Ebene 6' abbilden lassl, dass die

Translation von (J

\
X — X -f n ((f ganz)

( .V = .'/

der Transt'onnalion / nnd die von den Translationen

l .r' = ./r -f 1 l x' — X
f

""d
, ,

f y = .V I .'/ = .'/ + 1

erzengte Grnppe derjenigen Grnppe von .S', welche alle Pnnkle von

7' invariant lasst, entspiiclit. Zwei Fnnkte /-*, nnd /\ von C ent-

spreclien nnii dann und nnr dann demselben Pnnkte von 7', wejin

sie enliot'der deniseU)en Pnnkle von R entsprechen. oder /-*, dureh

eine Potenz von r in einen Pnnkt /^,, der demselben Piinkte von

R entspriohl wie f*,, ül)ergeführt wird. Hiei-ans t'olgt ersfens, dass

eine Translation von C der Form

l iv' = a^ -\' b {b ganz)

l
y' ^ y A- 1

angegeben werden kann, welche alle Pnnkte von R invariant lasst,

') Diese Proceedings XXI, S. 707-710.

2) Ibid., S. 1143.

") Matli. Annalen -41, S. 404.
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ziceitens, dass, wenn n der Miniiualweil ist, tVir deii die Translation

von C
I

,(•' = .?• -1- n

| //' =
ƒ/

alle Pnnkte von li invariant liisst, die Zaiilen a uiid // rehiliv prim

sind. Füi' ein geeignetes torisclies Koordinaten.systeni an I' 11 wird

somil die Transfonnatioii / diirch folgende Forniein dargestellt

:

u' = 'r

b-

2.'T a

if' -\ {a und ;/ ganz mid relaliv |)riin).

\ 2. Transfoiinatioiien niit uiv<trianter l}idikntrir niid raridhlrr

Zyklosis.

Sei / die betrachtete ;i-periodische Transformation des 'Forns li,

t' eine mif ^ korrespondierende Transformation der einfacli znsammen-

liangenden Ueberlagernngstlache ».S^ von R. xAlsdann gelit /' dn rcli

eine geeignete topologisi'iie Abbiidnng von 6' anf eine ('artesische

Ebene C' in eine Ti-ansformation t" von C über, welciie von einer

periodischen, ganzzaliligen, liomogen-linearen Transformation dei-

Determinante -|- 1 nnr besclirankte Abweichnngen anfweist, mitliin

sicli, ebenso wie die letztere Transformation, periodiscb, eineindentig

nnd stetig anf den nnendlieiifernen Kieis von C' ansdelmen lasst,

wobei dieser Kreis einen invarianten Qndanfssinn, mitliin keinen

invarianten Pnnkt besitzt, so dass t" im endlichen\on C' nnd desliall)

ancli / anf R einen invarianten Pnnkt besitzen ninss. Weil soniit

die Modnlflaclie R von / von R nicht nnverzweigt iiberdeckt wird,

so bezitzt B nacli der obigen HuRWiTZSclien Formel den Znsammen-

hang der Kngel nnd liegt R nach der Art einei- regnlaren Riemann-

sclien Flache voni Geslecht 1 /i-blattrig nnd mit einem «-blattrigen

Verzvveignngspnnkte im eben ermittelten fur t invarianten Pnnkte

iiber R ansgebreitet. Hierans folgt, dass nnr vier Falle moglich sind ')

:

1. n^2] R iiberdeckt R mil vier zweiblattrigen Verzweignngs-

punkten.

II. n = 6; R iiberdeckt R mit einem zweiblattrigen, einem diei-

blattrigen nnd einem sechsblattrigen Verzweignngspnnkl.

III. n = 4:; R iiberdeckt B mit zwei vierblattrigen nnd einem

zweiblattrigen Verzweignngspnnkt.

IV. n = 'S ; R iiberdeckt R mit drei dreibliittrigen Verzweignngs-

punkten.

) Appell et GouRSAT, Theorie des fonrd'oni^ algébriques, Paris, Gaufhier-

Viilars, 1S95, S. 241.
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In jedein dieser viei' Falle ist die Transformation t dnrch die

angegebene Struktiir der entsprechenden Rieinannsohen Plache voll-

standig cliarakterisiert

.

^ H. Iiivoluiorisrlie' Trans formationpn mit umkelirender fndikatri.r.

Wir bezeichnen die Menge der tur die betrachtete Transformation

t des Torus R iiivarianleii Pnnkte iiiit /. Alsdann sind drei Fiille

zu untersciieiden :

u. Dit' Koinplfiiientüniienge iioii 1 in H besteht ans nielir als einein

(reh'uti'. Weil keines dieser Gebiete \oii t in sioli mil invarianlen

Kandpunklen liansformiert werden kann, so weiden dieselben von

/ paarweise \ erwecliseb. Zwei derartige \ on t verwechselle Gebiete

(/, iiiid (/, niiissen al)er eine genieinsanie Gren/e besilzen, welche

sowold füi' //, wie für ƒ/, unbewalit ') ist, was nur inc'tglicli ist, wenn

sie aus zwei aqnivalenten Zykeln bestelit. Dann aber wird / fiir ein

geeignetes torisclies Koordinaiens} stem wie folgt dargestellt:

I V' = M'.

^•?. Die Koinplenieiitt'irnienye von I in /ï* bestelit aas cineni eiiizigen,

nicht mit R identiscken (/ehiete g. Wenn y niclit scliliclitartig ware,

so wiirde mil / eine invohitoi'ische Transformation nut nmkelirender

Indikalrix der einfacli ziisammenliangenden Ueberlageiiingsnafhe N

von R, deren invariante Pnnkte nni- ein einziges Gebiet begienzten,

korresponcHeien, was nnniöglicli ist. Weil mitliin g schlichtartig ist,

so werden seine Randei- von / paarweise verwecliselt"). Zwei derartige

von / verwec'liselte Rander /, nnd r, sind aber beide fury nnbewallt,

so dass sie in einein Zykel /; von R znsatnmenfallen nnd das Gebiet

(/ -j- / niclit melir scliliclitartig ist. Eventuelle Rander des Gebietes

(/ -f- k miissten einerseits fur t invariant sein, andererseits von t

paarweise verwechselt werden, können inithin nicht existieren, so

dass g -\- k mit R identiseli ist nnd t fur ein geeignetes torisclies

Koordinatensystem wie folgt dargestellt wird :

j

'/' = —
<l

i
«K = tf' + (f.

y. Die Menge //'///// /or/. In diesein Falle besitzt ^ eine gesclilossene,

einseitige Modnltlaclie M, welche /? als ilire zweiseitige Verdoppelung

besitzt, mithin notwendig eine einseitige Ringflaclie sein ninss. Wir

können also auf M zwei einander nicht treffende einseitige Zykeln

i\ nnd r wahlen. Weil i\ nnd r, die nicht zn ilmen gehörenden

1) Math. Annalen 71, S. 321,

2) Ibid. 80, S. 36-41.
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Puiikte von Af iiicljl in getrennte Gelviele zerlegen, so können audi

dip Bilrler s, nnd .v, auC /.' von i\ nnd r, die niclil zn ilmeJi ge-

hörenden Paare von fnr t acjuivalenten Puiiklen von /? nielil in

getrennte Gebiele zerlegen, d. li. s, nnd s, zerlegen R in zwei tur

/ aqnivalente Geblete nnd / wird für ein geeignetes torisclies Koor-

dinatensystem wie folgt dargestellt:

\ lp' = ifj -j- n.

^ 4. NiclU-involutiwische Tyansfonnationen init umh'hrt^u(/er

Indikatrix.

Sei / die betraclitete 27i.-|)eriodische Transformation des Torus li.

Wei! far /^ > 1 keine 2»,-|)eriodische, ganzzahlige, honiogen-lineare

Transformation der Delerniiuante — 1 in zwei Variabeln existiert,

so lasst /' die Zjkiosis von H invariant, besitzl mithin als Modul-

Haehe einen Torus T, aiif weichem das Bild von / eine involnto-

risohe Transformation t^ mit nmkehrender indikatrix darstellt. Wir

führen auf 7' die nach ^ 3 zu /, geliörigen toriselieu Koordinaten

7 und lp ein, betrachten zwei durcli die Gleiclinngen 7 = a nnd

(f
— — r/ bestimmte Zykeln i\ und r, von 7' und bezeichnen die

Hildzykeln von r, auf R mit ,s„ ,Sr, „A- Weil alle Zykeln

„.s-, für t aquivalent sind und ilire zyklische Reihenfolge von / uni-

gekelirt wird, so kann ilire Anzahl nnr ziöei betragen und niuss

/u = 1 sein. Mithin wird die alle Punkte von R invariant lassende

Transformationsgrnppe der einfaoh zusammenhangenden Ueberlage-

rungstlache .S von R und T durch die Translationen

i 7)' =:
(f i ^Z''

= '/' + 2:rr

j ifi' z= if> f 2n rr
I ^ = ^f' "l" 2 /' ^

erzeugt. Wenn wir nunmehr 7 und tj?— Ar/ auf T als neue torische

Koordinaten (f/.ip) einführen, so werden diese Translationen duirh

i </ ' — tf . l 7 ' = ^/ + 2 .T

und
,

i|)' = tp -f 2 « jr
I If) = i|>

und /, durch

(;' = —
(f ,

\(f — -
(f

bzw.
, , / ,

tp' =: tf) + ^7' H' = '}' + '''/' ^^ ^'

mithin t in denselben Koordinaten durch

'f' — ~'f bzw
j'^'
— ~'^

t|/ -T tj» -h % 4- 2y;7 ^^'
I V' = M' + ^7 4 (2<7 ^ 1)

also auf jeden Fall durch
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i If/ = i|^ 4- /- Y + a .T

uiid in korrespoiidiei-eiideii toiisclien Koordinateii von R diircli

k q

I n h

k
dargestellt. Aiit Gnind der Eindeutiokeit xoii / aut R mnss ^

//

eiiier ganzen Zalil e sein. Indeni wir al)ei' für geeigneles 6,7 niid

i(
—

h(f> anf /^ als nene torisclie Koordinaten ('/,»() einfüliren, können

wir erreiclien, (iass e eniweder = O oder = 1 wird, so dass wir

sfhliesslicli fïir / zn den foigenden Poriueln gelangt sind :

(I ItZW. (I

xy —
,f« + •

.T
j

II- = i|' : (f^ 4 • rr
' n ' n

WO g nnd ;/ lelaiiv priin sind.
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